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Black-browed Albatross Diomedea melanopbris settled, Hying,

and with Gannet Stda hassana, Bass Rock, East Lothian

(‘Scottish Daily Express’, W. K. Richmond and G. \

.

Adkin) . . . . . . . . . . . . facing 24

British bird-photographers—J larold Auger: Herons Ardea

cinerca, Lincoln; Ptarmigan hagopns mntns, Aberdeen;

Partridge Perdix perdix, Lincoln; Capercaillie Tetrao

urogallns, Aberdeen; Golden Eagles AquUa ebrysaetos,

Aberdeen; Peregrines Falco peregrinus, Pembroke;

Sparrowhawk Accipiter nisus, Lincoln ; Shag Phalacrocorax

aristotelis, Shetland; Crested Tit Pams cristatus

,

Inverness;

Long-tailed Tit Aegithalos candatus, Lincoln; Grasshopper

Warbler Focustella naevia, Lincoln; and Stock Doves
Cohimba oenas, Lincoln (Harold Auger) . . . . facing 72

Snowy Owls Nyctea scandiaca, male barking, female brood-

ing, male and female with young, feeding chick, male

ntobbed by Great Skua Stercorarius skua, adults and young
in threat postures, and nest with eggs and chicks, Shet-

land (Eric Hosking, Dennis Courts and R. J. Tulloch)

facing 120

Cory’s Shearwaters Calunectris diomedea, in Right, at rest and

brooding, Great Salvage Island (F. Roux) . . . . facing 168

First-winter male hybrid Eurasian Wigeon Anas penelope X
Chiloc Wigeon A. sibilatrix compared with first-winter

male American Wigeon A. americana and also with

Chiloc and Eurasian Wigeons (Pamela Harrison) . . facing 169

More examples of the best recent work by British bird-

photographers: Hawfinch Coccothraustes coccothramtes,

Suffolk (S. C. Porter); Heron Ardea cinerea, Glamorgan
(Carl Stockton); Willow Warbler Phylloscopus trochilus,

Cheshire (G. T. Mack); Wood VCarbler P. sibilatrix,

Surrey (Frank V. Blackburn)
;
Pied Wagtail Motacilla alba,

Yorkshire (Morley Hedley); Starlings Sturnus vulgaris,

Shetland (William S. Paton); Golden Eagle AquUa
ebrysaetos. Outer Hebrides (D. A. P. Cooke); Hobbies
Falco subbuteo, Hampshire (T. A. Waddell); Sparrowhawks
Accipiter nisus, Lincolnshire (R. 11 . Hallam); Tawny Owl
Strix aluco, Gloucestershire (Andrew M. Anderson); Jays

Gamdus glandarius, Warwickshire (Roger Dowdeswcll);
Dunlins Calidris alpina, Cheshire (R. |. C. Blewitt);

1 larlcquins Histrionicus bistrionicus, Iceland (Pamela Idarri-

son);NuthatchdV//awropaftf,Cheshire(E. K. Thompson);
and Greenfinch Carduelis cbloris, Glamorgan (G. F. Date)

facing 2 1 6



Short index of English names of birds

'I’his simplified index is confined to the numbers of the first pages of papers, notes

and letters on the species concerned, together with significant references in con-

tributions of a more general nature. Such lists as the ‘Report on rare birds in Great

Britain in 1967’ and the ‘Report on bird-ringing for 1967’ are completely indexed.

Casual references to other species within the text are not included, however, nor are

birds mentioned in reviews or in the ‘Recent reports’ and ‘News and comment’

Albatross, 361

, Black-browed, 22, 272, 332,

plates 1-4

Auk, Little, 487
Avocet, 243, 248, 486

Bee-eater, 242, 347
Bittern, 66, 243, 250

, Little, 334
Blackbird, 33, 74, 85, 227, 229, 314,

380, 485, 509, 527
Blackcap, 74, 291, 294, 299, 303, 374,

485, 512

Bluethroat, 291, 485, 324
, Red-spotted, 325, plates 39-62

Brambling, 39, 242, 291, 486, 321

Bullfinch, 36, 270, 486
Bunting, Black-headed, 339

, Cirl, 61, 486

, Corn, 60, 249, 486

, Cretzschmar’s, 339, 487
, Lapland, 487
, Little, 361, 487
, Pine, 339—— ,
Red-headed, 41

, Reed, 62, 76, 486, 322

, Rock, 360

-, Rustic, 360

, Snow, 63, 316, 486, plate 68b

, Yellow-breasted, 339
Buzzard, 249, 483

, Rough-legged, 449, 436, 437,

plates 33-57

Capercaillie, 243, plate 7b

Chaffinch, 38, 76, 263, 486, 321, 327
Chiffehaff, 291, 293, 485, 313

Chough, 483

Coot, 69, 483. 495
Cormorant, i, 227, 388, 483, 489, plate

67a

Corncrake, 483
Crake, Baillon’s, 242, 422

, Little, 339, 422

, Spotted, 243, 244, 486

Crane, 339, 362

Crossbill, 37, 270, 486

Parrot, 38

Crow, Carrion, 228, 483, 306, 329

, Hooded, 483, 329
Cuckoo, 249, 484, 303

, Black-billed, 346

, Great Spotted, 346, 360
Curlew, 70, 249, 373, 484, 497

, Stone, 484

Dipper, 483
Diver, Black-throated, 224

, Great Northern, plate 73c

, Red-throated, 486

, White-billed, 332
Dotterel, 486, plate 74a

Dove, Collared, 72, 243, 230, 484, 303,

328

, Rock, 429, 484
, Stock, 484, plate 12b

, Turtle, 193, 484, 303

Dowitcher, Long-billed, 339, 362, 366,

plates 43-46, 66b

, Short-billed, 340, 366, plate 47
Duck, Black, 333

, Ferruginous, 337, 362

, Long-tailed, 242, 486, plate 73b

, Ring-necked, 336—-, Tufted, 67, 243, 248, 483, 493
Dunlin, 70, 484, 498, 327, plate 30a

Dunnock, 73, 263, 483, 317

Eagle, Golden, 486, plates 8a, 27

Eagles, 273, 324
Egret, Little, 333, 361

Eider, 248, 388, 483, 494, plate 67b
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Eider, King, 337

Falcon, Gyr, 338
, Red-footed, 338

Fieldfare, 73, 84, 242, 485, 307
Finch, Citril, 92

Firecrcst, 241, 243, 483, 316

Flycatcher, Pied, 73, 268, 283, 483, 316

, Red-breasted, 291, 297, 483

, Spotted, 291, 483, 316
Fulmar, 247, 388, 483, 489

Gadwall, 66, 243, 483
Gannet, 66, 247, 388, 483, 489
Garganey, 83, 248, 483, 492
Godwit, Bar-tailed, 484, 497

, Black-tailed, 243, 486, 497
Goldcrest, 73, 483, 315

Goldeneye, 67, 242, 486
Goldfinch, 32, 76, 373, 486, 319
Goosander, 243, 486
Goose, Barnacle, 68, 483, 494

, Brent, 486

, Canada, 246, 483, 494, 326

, Grey Lag, 68, 248, 483, 494
, Lesser White-fronted, 337
, Pink-footed, 68, 483, 494
, Red-breasted, 338

, White-fronted, 68, 483, 494
Goshawk, 241, 486
Grebe, Black-necked, 28, 243

, Great Crested, 28, 230, 486, 336

, Little, 28, 307, 322, 483, 488, 336

, Pied, 27, 332

, Slavonian, 28, 243, 486

Grebes, 323

Greenfinch, 32, 73, 86, 263, 316, 486,

319, plate 31b

Greenshank, 70, 484
Grosbeak, Rose-breasted, 176, 337, 487

, Scarlet, see Rosefinch, Scarlet

Grouse, Black, 483
Guillemot, 72, 247, 388, 484, 301

Gull, Black-headed, 31, 71, 139, 31 1,

388, 484, 300

, Bonaparte’s, 344, plates 49, 73a

, Common, 71, 83, 139, 227, 247,

267, 388, 466, 484, 300, plate 38c

, Glaucous, 486

, Great Black-backed, 70, 247, 388,

484, 499
-, Great Black-headed, 343, plate 48

—, Herring, 31, 71, 139, 247, 388,

467, 484, 499

Gull, Ivory, 343

, Laughing, 213, 344, 413

, Lesser Black-backed, 388,484, 499
, Little, 486

, Mediterranean, 91, 138, plate 71a

, Ross’s, 344

Harlequin, plate 30b

Harrier, Hen, 249, 483

, Marsh, 249, 483, 493
, Montagu’s, 249, 483

Hawfinch, 31, 486, plate 24a

Heron, 66, 230, 483, 490, plates 3, 24b

, Night, 334
, Purple, 333
, Squacco, 361

Hobby, 486, 326, plate 28a

Hoopoe, 241, 487

Jackdaw, 133, 228, 483, 306

Jay, 133, 483, 306, plate 29b

Junco, Slate-coloured, 338

Kestrel, 68, 249, 264, 483, 493, 327

Kingfisher, 172, 484, 304

Kite, Red, 249
Kittiwake, 388, 484, 300

Knot, 484, 498, plate 64b

Lapwing, 69, 466. 469, 483, 496, plate

38b

Lark, Shore, 486

, Short-toed, 348, 486

Linnet, 34, 76, 486, 320

Magpie, 227, 228, 483

Mallard, 66, 483, 491, 326

Martin, House, 73, 312, 374, 484, 303

, Sand, 31, 73, 312, 416, 484, 303

Merganser, Red-breasted, 486

Merlin, 68, 249, 310, 483, 327

Moorhen, 69, 483

Nightingale, 33 , 483

,
Thrush, 33, 349

Nightjar, 249, 484
Nutcracker, 348, 363

Nuthatch, 483, plate 31a

Oriole, Baltimore, 336, 487

,
Golden, 241, 487

Osprey, 172, 243, 249, 236, 463, 486,

493, plates 32-37, 38a

Ouzel, Ring, 483, 309
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Owl, Barn, 249, 264, 484, 504, 527

. Little, 243, 246, 484

,
Long-eared, 249, 484, 504

, Short-eared, 72, 484, 504
-, Snowy, T19, 242, 347, 362, 487,

plates 13-19

, Tawny, 249, 484, 504, plate 29a

Oystcrcatcher, 69, 249, 257, 325, 467.

469, 470, 483, 495, 528, plate 38

Partridge, 483, plate 7a—
,
Red-legged, 483

Peregrine, 249, 483, plate 8b

Petrel, Bulwer’s, 423
, Leach’s, 483

, Storm, 483, 488
Phalarope, Grey, plate 63

, Wilson’s, 343
Pheasant, 486
Pigeon, Feral, 469
Pintail, 67, 243, 483, 492
Pipit, Meadow, 485, 317

, Red-throated, 334, 487
, Richard’s, 332, 487
, Rock, 483, 317, plate 69b

, Tawny, 334
, Tree, 483

, Water, 483
Plover, Golden, 69, 483, 49<>

, Grey, 483, 496
, Lesser Golden, 339
, Little Ringed, 243, 248, 483, 496

-, Ringed, 69, 248, 483, 496, 527
Pochard, 67, 248, 308, 483, 493
Ptarmigan, plate 6

Puffin, 247, 388, 484, 302

Quail, 486

Rail, Water, 264, 483
Raven, 86, 484, 341

Razorbill, 72, 247, 388, 484, 301

Redpoll, 33, 76, 486, 320

, Arctic, 361, 363
Redshank, 70, 466, 484, 498——, Spotted, 484, 498
Redstart, 74, 283, 293, 298, 303, 483, 310

-, American, 336
, Black, 243, 290, 483, 310

Redwing, 73, 241, 243, 483, 308

Robin, 34, 74, 284, 314, 483, 510, 327,

361

, American, 349, 363
Roller, 347

I Rook, 73, 228, 417, 483, 506
* Rosefinch, Scarlet, 297, 337, 487

Ruff, 242, 484

Sanderling, 484, 499, plate 63a

Sandgrouse, Pallas’s, 241

Sandpiper, Baird’s, 341

, Broad-billed, 342

, Buff-breasted, 342, 486

, Common, 484, 497
, Curlew, 484, 499
, Green, 484

, Pectoral, 486, plate 66a

, Purple, 484, plate 64a

, Semipalmated, 342, 362, 414
, Solitary, 263, 341, 486

, Spotted, 341

, Stilt, 340

, White-rumped, 342, 486

, Wood, 241, 243, 248, 484
Scaup, 67, 241, 486

Scoter, Common, 388

, Velvet, 486

Serin, 36, 87, 242, 337, 363, 487
Shag, 247, 381, 483,489, plates 10, 31-32

Shearwater, Cor^^’s, 143, 163, 332, 371,

plates 20-22

, Great 143, 371

, Manx, 226, 483, 488

Shelduck, 67, 248, 483, 494, plate 70a

, Ruddy, 337, 362

Shoveler, 67, 248, 483, 492
Shrike, Great Grey, 136, 468, 486

, Lesser Gret', 334
, Red-backed, 49, 249, 290, 486,

plate 68a

, Woodchat, 333, 363, 487
Siskin, 33, 76, 230, 486, 519

Skua, Arctic, 484
, Great, 484, 499

Skylark, 268, 484, 327, plate 69a

Snipe, 70, 248, 466, 483, 497
, Great, 340

, Jack, 483
Sparrow, House, 63, 83, 263, 486, 322,

527

, Tree, 64, 230, 263, 486, 322

, W'hite-throated, 338, 487

Sparrowhawk, 249, 483, 493, 327, plates

9, 28b

Spoonbill, plate 71b

Starling, 31, 73, 83, 298, 312, 486, 318,

327, plate 26b

, Rose-coloured, 333, 365
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Stilt, Black-winged, 242, 342
Stint, Little, 70, 265, 484, 498, plate 65b

Stonechat, 136, 249, 485, 510

Stork, White, 335
Swallow, 32, 72, 134, 135, 312, 374, 484,

504

, Red-rumped, 348

Swan, Bewick’s, 486, 494, plate 72b

, Mute, 68, 483, 494
, Whooper, 68, 241, 486, 494, plate

72a

Swift, 312, 484, 490, 504

, Alpine, 347
, Little, 36, 37, 160

, W'hite-rumped, 36, 37

Teal, 66, 483, 491

, Blue-winged, 336

, Green-winged, 336
Tern, Arctic, 388, 484, 500

, Black, 243—— ,
Caspian, 346

, Common, 71, 388, 484, 500, plate

70b

-, Gull-billed, 242, 345, 362—
,
Little, 247, 484, 501

, Roseate, 388, 484, 500, plate 70b

, Royal, 361, 559
, Sandwich, 71, 388, 48^, 501

, Whiskered, 345

, White-winged Black, 344, 405,
plates 53-54

Thrasher, Brown, 349, 550
'I'hrush, Blue Rock, 303, plates 39-42—— ,

E^'e-browed, 218

, Mistle, 485
—— ,

Olive-backed, 349, 487
, Song, 34, 73, 485, 508, 527, 528

Tit, Bearded, 73, 1 17, 485, 507

, Blue, 33, 268, 485, 507

, Coal, 485, 507

, Crested, 487, plate iia

, Great, 32, 115, 312, 485, 506

.Long-tailed, 485, 507, plate iib
——, Marsh, 485

, Willow, 485
Treecreeper, 313, 485
Turnstone, 69, 483, 497
Twite, 54, 265, 486, 520

Vireo, Red-eyed, 176, 356, 487
Vulture, Black, 235

Wagtail, Citrine, 354

Wagtail, Grey, 486, 518

, Pied, 75, 485, 517, 527. plate 26a

, White, 75, 485, 517

, Yellow, 486, 490, 518, 527
Warbler, Aquatic, 361, 487

, Arctic, 352, 487, plate 50a

, Barred, 291, 293, 297, 485

, Blyth’s Reed, 34
, Bonelli’s, 352, 487
, Cetti’s, 174, 315, 349, 487, 533
, Dusky, 352, 487, 563, plate 50b

, Fan-tailed, 230

, G;irden, 75, 290, 293, 297, 303,

485

, G-rasshopper, 136, 269, 485, plate

12a

, Great Reed, 350, 487
, Greenish, 351, 487
, Icterine, 291, 294, 297, 303, 485

, Marsh, 34, 485

, Moustached, 242

, Olivaceous, 350, 487
, Orphean, 351

, Parula, 356

, Reed, 74, 291, 293, 485, 511

, Sardinian, 351, 374, 487

, Savi’s, 243, 349, 487

, Sedge, 485, 51

1

, Subalpinc, 351, 487
, Willow, 183, 284, 293, 299, 485,

514, plate 25a

, Wood, 175, 485, 515, plate 25b

, Yellow-browed, 485

Waxwing, 75, 97, 486

Wheatear, 249, 291, 315, 485, 509

Whimbrel, 484
Whinchat, 74, 249, 290, 294, 303, 485,

510

Whitethroat, 284, 298, 468, 485, 513

, Lesser, 75, 485, 514

Wigeon, 66, 169, 243, 483, 492, plate 23

, American, 66, 169, 336, plate 23

, Chiloe, 169, plate 23

Woodcock, 70, 483

Woodlark, 249, 484
Woodpecker, Great Spotted, 484

, Green, 250, 484

, i.esscr Spotted, 484

Woodpigcon, 72, 250, 484, 503

Wren, 265, 313, 485, 507

Wryneck, 173, 174, 249, 484

Yellowhammcr, 59,486

Ycllowlcgs, Lesser, 341
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Plates )2-}7

Plate JH

Plates S9-42

Plates 4}-46

Plate 47

Plates 48-70

Plates JI-J2

Plates Jj-J4

Plates 77-77

Plate 78

Plates 79-62

Plates 67-74

Ospreys Paadion haliaetiis, fishing, and landing on branch

ami at eyrie, Sweden and Connecticut (Sixten Jonssonand

I'iric Hosking) . . . . . . . . .
.
facing

Feet of Oystercatchers Haematopm ostralegus injured by wool

(A. J. Mercer) . . . . . . . . .
.
facing

Blue Rock 'I’hrushes Monticola solitarius, male at nest-hole and

carrying food to young, female at nest-holc and nest

inside cave, Portugal (A. N. J I. Peach and M. D. England)

facing

Long-billed Dowitcher Linmodromus scolopaceus, feeding,

standing and preening, and habitat on Hayle estuary,

Ciornwall (J. B. and S. Bottomley) .. ..facing

Male Short-billed Dowitcher Limnodromns griseus hendersoni,

Canada (J.R.Jehl)

Rarities: Great Black-headed Gull Larns ichthyaetns, York-

shire (N. Carling); Bonaparte’s Gull L. Philadelphia,

Cornwall (J. B. and S. Bottomley); Arctic Warbler

Phylloscopus borealis, Shetland (R. H. Dennis); and Dusky
Warbler P.fuscatns, Kent (D. I. M. Wallace) .

.
facing

Shags Phalacrocora.\ aristotelis on Fame Islands before and

after mortality from paralytic sbellfish poisoning (J. C.

(ioulson) . . . . . . . . . . .
. facing

White-winged Black Terns Cblidonias leucopterus, at nest with

eggs and young, Hungary (Gyorgy Kapoesy) .
.
facing

Rough-legged Buzzards Bnteo lagopus, male and female at

nest, and habitat, Norway (A. N. H. Peach) .
.
facing

Skeleton of Osprey Pandion haliaetus attached to Carp

Cyprinus carpio, Germany (A. Niestle); remains of Lap-

wing Vanellus vanellus suspended by wool twisted round

foot and caught on wire, Kent (G. J. Harris); and feet of

Common Gull Larus canus joined by twisted wool,

Sussex (Pamela Harrison) . . . . . . .
.
facing

Red-spotted Bluethroats huscinia s. svecica, males and

females at nests and carrying food, Norway and Sweden
(Eric Hosking, M. D. England, J. B. and S. Bottomley

and C. C. Doncaster) . . . . . . . . facing

Birds photographed by stalking: Grey Phalarope Phalaropus

ftdicaritis, Purple Sandpiper Calidris maritima. Knot
C. canutus, Sanderling C. alba. Little Stint C. minutus.

Pectoral Sandpiper C. melanotos. Long-billed Dowitcher

Limnodromus scolopaceus. Cormorant Phalacrocorax carbo.

Eider Somateria mollissima, Red-backed Shrike L^anius

PAUL
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355
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452
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Plates 6}-J4
contimted

I’AGI'

collurio, Snow Bunting Plectrophenas nivalis, Skylark

Alauda arvensis, Rock Pipit Anthus spinoktta, Shelducks

radorna tadorna, Common Terns Sterna hirimdo and Roseate

Terns S. dougallii, Mediterranean Gull Larut melano-

cepbalus, Spoonbill Platalea leucorodia, Whooper Swans
Cygnus cygnus, Bewick’s Swan C. bewickii, Bonaparte’s

Gull harusPhiladelphia, Long-tailed Duck Clangula hyemalis.

Great Northern Diver Gavia immer and Dotterel Eudrom-

ias morinellus, also J. B. Bottomley with looo mm. mirror

lens, mostly Cornwall (J. B. and S. Bottomley) ..facing 560
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A SELECTION OF NEW AND
USED BINOCULARS SPECIALLY
RECOMMENDED BY MR. FRANK
NIPOLE binoculars from Japan are made to our speciPica-

tion and are imported exclusively by us. Performance is

excellent and we have sufficient faith in them to guarantee
them for five years. The 10 x 50 costs £15 lOs. Od. and the
8x30 £10 19s. 6d. (both with case).

A SPECIALIST BINOCULAR FOR THE BIRD WATCHER.
The Swift AUDUBON 8.5 x 44 designed to the specification

of the world renowned Audubon Society of America.
Unusually wide field of 445 ft. at 1,000 yards. Extra close
focusing down to 12 ft. enables feeding activities, etc., to
be watched as from 18 ins. Included amongst other features
are retractable eyecups for spectacle users, built-in

adaptor to suit any camera tripod. This outstanding binoc-
ular has easy positive focusing by cylindrical control,

weighs 38.4 oz. and the height closed is 6J ins. Price with
fine leather case £36.

The new LEITZ TRINOVID is indisputably the binocular
of the century. It is of revolutionary design and perform-
ance, and the 10x40 model, which we particularly like, is

extremely light and wonderfully compact. Price with
soft leather case £86 17s. Id.

Among good British glasses, we have no hesitation in sug-
gesting the ROSS 9x35 STEPRUVA. Compact and weighing
only 21 oz. Price £43 4s. 9d.

We stock binoculars by Zeiss, Leitz, Barr & Stroud, Ross,
Swift, etc.

145 QUEEN ST., GLASGOW C.l

STD 041-221 6666

YOUNG BIRD WATCHERS
up to 18 years of age qualify for

special price concessions

details on request

For wildfowling, etc., we recommend
the ex-Admiralty 7x42 or 7x50
3arr & Stroud binoculars and can

offer these instruments in specially

;ood condition, complete in original

cases, at £16 lOs. The Bausch & Lomb
(Canadian naval) 7 x 50 is still available

It £24. Among general purpose

pinoculars, which will stand up to a

tremendous amount of rough usage,

there is little to beat the 6x30
Service Prismatics at £8 15s.; if

reminded, we shall probably be able

to select a pair in new condition and

can provide a web pouch at 4s. 6d.

extra.

Among heavyweight prismatic bino-

culars suitable for mounting, we can

offer a host of truly wonderful bar-

gains; for instance, a Ross 7x50
Heavy Duty binocular with filters in

brand new condition, and complete in

fitted box, can be supplied for 7 gns.

(original cost estimated over £120);

the 10x70 model can be supplied for

£20. These instruments are too

heavy to be hand-held, and mount
and tripod can be provided at a

moderate charge.

_ just a mention of the portable NICKEL SUPRA TELESCOPE. It zooms
I FI ESCOPES—— fi'O'” I5x to 60x with 60 mm. O.G. and is truly a remarkable instrument.

Price £38 9s.
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Reserves Manager responsible for

reserves and other conservation

matters. £1,400 - £1,800.

Enforcement Officer in connection

with Protection of Birds Act and
kindred legislation. £1,120 - £1,440.

Regional Organiser to promote
regional activities for the Society

in England and Wales. £880-

£1,160.

Reserve Warden for area where

Black-tailed Godwits breed. £600 -

£1,075 with free acconiniodafion

or allowance.

Summer Wardens for reserves

from April to mid-August. £35 per

month with free accommodation.

Voluntary Wardens at reserves and

Osprey camp between April and
mid-August. Bookings on weekly

basis and free accommodation.

For details please write to

The Administrator, R.S.P.B., The Lodge, Sandy, Bedfordshire

Go shooting on

ift

with
a camera

-in the beautiful game
reserves and national parks of

Uganda and Kenya in Sterling-

area East Africa. 1 5- or 21 -day

tours arranged by S.L.A. Ltd. You
travel on scheduled flights to suit your

convenience, and the tours are all

inclusive. See your local travel agent, or

send for free brochure from :

Dept : 22 S.L.A. Ltd. 33-35 St. Mary Axe

London E.C.3. 01 -283 2525 Est. 1935

SAFARIS TO THE

lAND OF ADVENTURE

ORNITHOLOGICAL
SAFARI TO KENYA

accompanied by

MR. JOHN G. WILLIAMS,
formerly Curator of Ornithology,

National Museum, Nairobi, and
author of ‘A Field Guide to the

Birds of East and Central Africa’.

A unique opportunity to view

Kenya’s outstanding bird-haunts

under expert guidance and in

comfort.

The 19-day safari includes Lakes
Naivasha and Nakuru; Game
Reserves of Samburu and
Amboseli; Tsavo National Park;

and the Kenya coast.

Departure 17 March - 428 gns.

16-page full-colour brochure available

W. F. & R. K. SWAN
(Hellenic) Ltd.

260 (A.9) Tottenham Court Road
London, W. I

Tel: 01-636 8070
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INTRODUCTION
Several species ot birds have been shown to have marked diderences

in their patterns of migration according to their geographical distribu-

tion during the breeding season. For example, the wintering areas of

the Swallows Hirundo rnstica breeding in central and western Europe
are widely separated in Africa. Similarly, the Common Terns Sterna

hirundo which breed in Scandinavia winter off the west coast of South

Africa, while the British population reaches only the equatorial

region of west Africa (Radford 1961). Although it has not yet been

experimentally established, it is very likely that these differences in

movements are inherited. More recently, Milne and Robertson (1965)

showed that the Eiders Somateria wolUssitna nesting on the Sands of

Forvie, Aberdeenshire, belong to two distinct groups which avoid

inter-breeding because one group is migratory and pairs before return-

ing to the breeding area. Such differences in the dispersal pattern are

characteristic of populations in just the same way as more conventional

taxonomic characters, and it is probable that they can be used to

indicate the extent of genetical isolation between neighbouring popula-

tions. The colonial habit tends to produce concentrations of breeding

birds with relatively large unoccupied areas between colonies, a

situation which is well suited to the development of isolated breeding

groups with individual characteristics. In many seabirds this potential

isolating mechanism is further enhanced by the coastal distribution of

olonies, which radically reduces sources of gene-flow.
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The present study has been made to determine whether colony-

specific movements occur in colonial seabirds. A preliminary investi-

gation was made of the ringing recoveries of several British seabirds,

but few species have sufficient recoveries from a number of discrete

breeding areas; and only two, the Gannet Sula bassana and the Cor-

morant Phalacrocorax carbo, were considered suitable for detailed

analysis. No major differences could be detected between the wintering

areas of Gannets ringed on the Bass Rock (East Lothian), Ailsa Craig

(Ayrshire) and Grassholm (Pembrokeshire), but a smaller proportion of

those originating from Ailsa Craig was reco\ ered off the Spanish and

Portuguese coasts than of those from the other colonies and, although

this was not significant, it requires further inv’estigation when more
recoveries arc available.

The Cormorant is a colonial species with relatively few breeding

localities in Britain and Ireland, most of which are on the coast. This

analysis of its ringing recoveries gives particular attention to the

possibility that colony-specific dispersal occurs in this species.

METHODS
There were 1,842 ringing recoveries of Cormorants under the British

Trust for Ornithology scheme up to the end of 1964 and these repre-

sented 25% of tlic total ringed. Whilst many deaths were the result of

shooting or fishing activities, this high proportion of recoveries

suggests that their geographical distribution should give an accurate

picture of the range of movements. The number of recoveries from a

particular area does not necessarily indicate relative abundance in that

area, as this can be influenced by such factors as shooting intensity, but,

as will be shown later, the proportion of all recoveries reported as shot

does not, with a few exceptions, vary appreciably around the coasts of

Britain and Ireland.

Preliminary analyses show that there are no general significant

differences in the patterns of movements of Cormorants of different

ages. (Coulson, 1961, demonstrated differences between the movements
of old and young Cormorants ringed on the Fame Islands, Northum-
berland, but the distances involved were relatively small and no signifi-

cant variations have been found between the movements of old and

young Cormorants ringed in other colonies.) All the recoveries in

Britain, Ireland and northern France up to the end of 1964 have there-

fore been mapped here, irrespective of the time of year and the age of

each bird wlien reported. Recoveries of Cormorants in south-west

France, Spain and Portugal have been considered separately.

Of the total of 1,842 recoveries available for this study, 76 were

rejected, either because they did not have sufficient details or because

the birds had died before fledging.
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SHOOTING AND OTHER CAUSES OF RECOVERY
Three major categories of recovery are reported for ringed Cormorants.

Half of all recoveries up to the end of 1964 (50.1%) were shot, whilst

7-5^0 were drowned in hshing nets and almost all of the remainder

were ‘found dead’. The ‘found dead’ category is a heterogenous group

and undoubtedly includes a proportion actually shot, but not reported

as such.

Tn order to examine the regional distribution of shooting, which

could obviously influence the recovery rate in any particular area, the

number reported shot was expressed as a percentage of the combined

total of those shot and those found dead. This method excluded those

drowned in nets as this factor also has a regional bias. The same

method was used to investigate the change in shooting pressure since

ringing of Cormorants started in 1910. It should be emphasised that this

value, the ‘percentage shot’, is not the true proportion of total re-

coveries caused by shooting and exaggerates it because other causes are

excluded. It is, however, a convenient method of excluding the regional

bias caused by those captured in fishing neft, and can be used as an

index to indicate the time periods or the regions where the shooting

pressure was relatively high or low.

The results in table i show the ‘percentage shot’, according to the

region, at time intervals between 1910 and 1964. Relatively smaller

numbers of recoveries are available between 1910 and 1929 and so this

period has been grouped as one, whilst ten-year intervals have been

used between 1930 and 1959 and the final group is for the period 1960-

64. On the western side of Britain, in Ireland, and also in France,

Spain, and Portugal, there has been a progressive decrease in the

proportion of birds reported as shot. On the eastern side of Britain,

Table i. ‘Percentage shot’ of Cormorants Phalacrocorax carbo recovered in each
of four regions in five periods during 1910-64

The number of recoveries used is shown belotv each percentage (see text above)

1910-29 1930-39 1940-49 1950-59 1 960-64

East coast 56°., 52% 84"o 55% 38%
of Britain 27 74 24 248 273

W est coast 69% 65°,, 53% 40% 32 °o
of Britain 49 97 68 128 133

Ireland 85% 82% 76% 4 ^ n 69%
26 56 26 19 25

France and 0
C0 9 i"o 87% 72% 57%

Iberia 25 69 30 78 67
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shooting intensity from ringing recoveries of Cormorants Phalacrocorax carbo.

Shooting intensity has been calculated as the ‘percentage shot’ (see page 3). In each

region, the left-hand figure gives the ‘percentage shot’ during 1910-39 and the

right-hand one that during 1940-64

there is also evidence of a decrease in shooting pressure between 1950-

39 and 1960-64, but there was a marked increase in the 1940-49 period

and, to a lesser extent, in the 1950-59 decade. The peak in 1940-49 was

almost exclusively caused by a marked increase in shooting between

1945 and 1949. This was probably the result of the bountv schemes on

the River Tweed and the east coast of Scotland which were extended at

this time to reduce the Cormorant population.

It is clear from these results that there has been a progressive and
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Fig. 2. Relationship in intensity of shooting of Cormorants Pbalacrocorax carlo

in each region between 1910-59 and 1940-64. The line indicates the expected

relationship if no change had taken place in the ‘percentage shot’ in the two periods.

In most regions the ‘percentage shot’ decreased by between 10% and 20^,',. A
reverse trend, however, occurred in three regions: (i) north-west Ireland; (2) Firth

of Forth to River Tyne (where many more Cormorants were shot after 1945 under

a bounty scheme); and (3) Kent to Portland Bill, Dorset. In addition, there was no
change in (4) East Anglia where the shooting intensity remained relatively low

general decrease in the intensity of shooting in Britain and Ireland, and

also in France, Spain and Portugal, since about 1930. It is possible that

these differences have resulted from a change in the manner of reporting

recoveries, although there is no evidence to suggest this.

In order to study the regional intensity of shooting in detail, more
regions have been used and the ‘percentage shot’ calculated for two
time-periods, those recovered before 1940 and those after 1939 (figs.

I and 2). Before 1940 there were two areas with particularly high

shooting pressure, namely the whole of Ireland and south-west

England. Since 1939 the intensity of shooting has remained high in

Eire, although it has dropped appreciably in Northern Ireland, and it
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Table 2. ‘Percentage drowned in nets’ of Cormorants Phalacrocorax carbo

recovered in each of four regions in five periods during 1910-64

Percentages based on less than 1 5
recoveries are shown in brackets. The number of

recoveries used is shown below each percentage (see text below)

1910-29 1930-39 1940-49 1950-59 1960-64

East coast

of Britain

West coast

of Britain

20%
15

44%
27

10%
40

53%
51

(0%)

5

22%
41

3%
116

19%
95

11%
188

6%
97

Ireland
1
(56%)

9

35/0

(21%)
1

14

IT 3%)
9

u
1

(i5“o)l

13

31%
15

France and

Iberia
1
(36%)
II

3; /o

(40%)
10

(20%)
1

5

19%
27

16%
34

has increased in the Forth-Tyne region of Scotland and north-east

England. Elsewhere there has been a small and non-significant increase

since 1939 in the area from Kent to Portland Bill (Dorset), but the

general pattern has been a decrease, with a particularly low level along

the east coast between Co. Durham and Kent. Since 1939 low shooting

intensities have occurred in north-west and north-east Scotland, and

in the region of north Wales to Lancashire.

Similar calculations of the ‘percentage drowned in nets’ (the numbers

drowned in nets as percentages of the combined totals found dead and

drowned in nets, thus excluding those shot) show a relative decrease in

mortality from this cause during this century on the west coast of

Britain and in France, Spain, and Portugal (table 2). An increase

appears to have occurred on the east coast of Britain, but the level there

has never been as high as elsewhere. The situation in Ireland is less clear

as there were relatively few recoveries between 1910 and 1959. There

are too few ringed Cormorants drowned in nets to carry out a detailed

regional survey of the intensity of drowning.

MOVEMENTS OF CORMORANTS
MoveKentsfrom colonies in Ireland

Cormorants have been ringed at four localities in Ireland: on the west

coast at the Roundstone (Co. Galway); and on the east coast on Little

Saltee (Co. Wexford), T.ambay Island (Co. Dublin) and Sheep Island

(Co. Antrim).

(i) Roundstone (lig. 3). G^nnorants reared in this colony show a marked tendency

to disperse eastwards across the hinterland of Ireland, and there is little indication of
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a movement along the adjacent coastline in the manner typical of other colonies in

Ireland or Britain. There are no recoveries in France or Spain and the only one

outside Ireland was reported from south-west England.

(2) Little Saltee (fig. 4). There is a pronounced north-south movement from this

colony with many recoveries along the east coast of Ireland and appreciable numbers

in south-west England, north-west France and Spain. There is only a slight indica-

tion of a movement along the south coast of Ireland, and few cross the Irish Sea to

north-west England and Wales. Saltee is one of only three colonies where the

Cormorants show a marked northerly component in their movements, the others

being Mtjchrum and the Fame Islands.

(3) I.ambay Island (fig. 5). 'I’hc movements from this colony are similar in

distribution to those of Saltee, but the colony is situated farther north and the

northerly component is less pronounced. As in the case of Saltee, there is no indica-

tion that many cross the Irish Sea.

(4) Sheep Island (fig. 6). The majority of recoveries are from Northern Ireland

and there is not such an extensive dispersal as from l.ambay and Saltee, resulting in

fewer recoveries in south-west England and north-west France and none in Spain or

Portugal. There is also a suggestion of fewer recoveries inland in Ireland than from

the other three colonies already discussed.

Movementsfrom colonies in Wales and the west coasts of ling/and and Scotland

There are sufficient recoveries from ringing in four breeding areas to

obtain a detailed picture of the extent of the movements: Mochrum
and Scare Rocks (W igtownshire); the Isle of Man; Anglesey and the

Ideyn Peninsula (Caernarvonshire); and Pembrokeshire. In addition,

less extensive information is available from colonies in north-west

Scotland, Lundy (Devon), Dartmouth (Devon) and the Isles of Scilly.

(1) Mochrum and Scare Rocks (tig. 7). The majority of recoveries from these

colonies have been analysed by Stuart (1948). Cormorants from this area do not

typically move further north along the west coast of Scotland than the Firth of

Clyde, and there is evidence of a considerable cross-country movement to the east

coast, with the birds penetrating further north than they do on the west coast.

Presuntably most of this ntovement takes place via the Forth-Clyde valley', but it is

also possible that some of these Cormorants cross the Pennines and follow the

River Tyne to the east coast. Most of the recoveries south of Mochrum are on the

west coast of England and Wales, in Brittany, or in Spain and Portugal. There arc

few recoveries in Ireland, mainly on the coastline adjacent to south-west Scotland.

(2) Isle of Man (fig. 8). The general pattern of movements is similar to that of

Mochrum. Despite the fact that the Isle of Man is almost centrally situated in the

Irish Sea, the Cormorants show little tendency to move to Ireland (two recoveries).

(3) Anglesey and the Lleyn Peninsula (fig. 9). These birds do not disperse

further north than the Solway Firth and there are only two recoveries in Scotland.

Ireland is almost completely avoided (two recoveries). An appreciable number of

these Cormorants move to south-east and south England and the former suggests

that there may be an overland crossing to the east coast. There are 61 recoveries in

north-west France, one in southern France, and 24 in Portugal and Spain.

(4) Pembrokeshire (fig. 10). The pattern of recoveries contrasts markedly with

those from .Vnglescy. Only two have been reported from the Irish Sea area and one

in Ireland, whilst the remainder are close to or south of the breeding colonics. The
absence of recoveries in north-west England is in marked contrast to those from the

Anglesey and Mochrum colonics. A few occur in south-east England, but their
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Fig. 3 . Recoveries from ringing on
the Roundstone, Co. Galway (arrow).

All are shown

Fig. 4. Recoveries from ringing on
Saltee, Co. Wexford (arrow). Omitted:

30 in Wexford estuarv' and eight in Spain

Fig. 5

.

Recoveries from ringing on
Lambay Island, Co. Dublin (arrow).

Omitted: five in Spain

Fig. 6. Recoveries from ringing on

Sheep Island, Co. Antrim (arrow) and

Copeland, Co. Down. All arc shown

Recoveries of Cormorants Phalacrocorax carho ringed as nestlings in individual

localities. All are plotted irrespective of season or age at recovery. (Shetland lacks

recoveries and is omitted)
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Fig. 7 . Recoveries from ringing at

Mochrum, Wigtownshire (arrow). Omit-
ted: 70 in Solway and nine in Iberia

Fig. 9. Recoveries from ringing in

Anglesey (arrow) and the Lleyn Penin-

sula, Caernarv'onshire. Omitted: 24 in

Iberia and one in south France

Recoveries of Cormorants Phalacrocorax

localities. All are plotted irrespective of s

recoveries an

4
'*

Fig. 8. Recoveries from ringing in

the Isle of Man (arrow). Omitted: one in

Spain

Fig. 10. Recoveries from ringing in

Pembrokeshire (arrow). Omitted: ten in

Carmarthenshire, 14 in Iberia and one in

south France

carbo ringed as nestlings in individual

;ason or age at recover^'. (Shetland lacks

I is omitted)
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shown and one in Norway ^

Omitted: 151 at Berwick-on-Tweed and

28 in the Firth of Forth, five in south-

west France and one in Spain

Recoveries of Cormorants Phalacrocorax carbo ringed as nestlings in indiviilual

localities. All are plotted irrespective of season or age at recovery. (Shetland lacks

recoveries and is omitted)
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distribution is further south than those from Anglesey. There are many recoveries

in north-west France and 26 in Spain, Portugal or south-west France.

(5) North-west Scotland (lig. u). There are 33 recoveries from Badcall and the

Summer Isles (Ross-shirc), but these give no clear picture of the extent of the

dispersal. It is evident, however, that these Cormorants do not often penetrate out-

side Scotland, the only recoveries in other areas being in Ireland, north-west France

and Devon. The remainder are valuable in demonstrating that ringed Cormorants

are recovered north of the Clyde and in the liebrides on the western side of Scotland.

The lack of recoveries in this region of Cormorants from Mochrum and other west

coast cokjnies indicates that few individuals from these populations penetrate north

of the Clyde.

In addition, there are twelve recoveries from Lundy, 24 from the Isles of Scilly

and 22 from Dartmouth. All these show a very limited northerly movement, reaching

no further than Pembrokeshire, and the majority of recoveries are on the

south coast of England, in north-west France and in Spain.

Movementsfrom colonies in east Scotland and England

Large numbers of recoveries are available from ringing on the Fame
Islands (Northumberland) and Orkney, whilst less extensive informa-

tion exists for colonies in Caithness, at Nigg (Ross-shire), and on
Lamb Island (East Lothian) in the Firth of Forth.

(1) Orkney (fig. 12). The dispersal from Orkney appears to be entirely southerly,

apart from one recovery in southern Norx^'ay and one at Fair Isle (Shetland). The
major part of the dispersal takes place along the east coast of Scotland, but there are

1 3 recoveries on the west coast of Scotland and England and also three in Ireland.

The distribution of recoveries from Orkney is almost completely complementary" to

that of those from Mochrum, and the only major area of overlap is on the east coast,

between Banffshire and Fife. A full account of the movements of Orkney Cormor-
ants has been published by Balfour, Anderson and Dunnet (1967).

(2) Fame Islands (fig. 13). The majority of the recoveries from the Fame Islands

have already been discussed (Coulson 1961), and the movements have an appreciable

northerly component with some as far north as the Banff coast. Many fewer of the

Fame Cormorants reach the west coast than do Mochmm ones the east in making the

equivalent cross-country movement; the magnitude of the difference is almost

certainly too large to be due to variations in the recovery rate on each side of the

coiuitry. Like those from Mochnma, none of the west coast recoveries from the

Fame Islands has been further north than the Clyde. There have been 16 recoveries

in north-west France, but only one in Spain. The absence of recoveries from the

extreme north of France, Belgium, the Netherlands, Germany and Denmark indi-

cates that the North Sea acts as a very efficient barrier between the populations

breeding on each side of it.

The distribution of recoveries from Caithness shows a similar pattern to those

from Orkney, whereas eight out of 14 recoveries from Nigg have been on the west
coast, suggesting that these birds may move more readily to the west. The smaller

number of recoveries from the Lamb do not show a marked difference from the

Fame Islands pattern; there has been one recovery in Spain.

Recoveries in France, Spain and Portugal

Although the recoveries in France are a continuation of those within

Britain and Ireland, it is convenient to consider them separately, along

with those in Spain and Portugal.
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Fig. 14. Recoveries in France, Spain and Portugal of Cormorants Phalacrocorax

carbo ringed in Britain and Ireland. Large circles indicate ten recoveries, and small

circles single recoveries, from colonies in Ireland and western Britain; triangles

represent single recoveries from colonies in eastern Britain. The dotted region is

the general wintering area of Cormorants breeding in the Netherlands, illustrating

their more eastern distribution (though Dutch individuals have also been recovered

in Portugal and west Spain)

The location of recoveries in northern France from each major

ringing area is shown in figs. 4-13, and there is no indication of colony

differences. In the southern half of France and the Iberian peninsula

there is also complete mixing of Cormorants from colonies in Ireland

and on the west coast of Britain, the majority of the recoveries being on

the north-west coast of Spain (fig. 14). However, the six recoveries

from east coast colonies (five of them from the Fame Islands) indicate

that they tend to occur further east, on the coastline bordering the

extreme eastern part of the Bay of Biscay (fig. 14). This difference may
result from the more easterly origin of these Cormorants from the

eastern side of Britain tending to move parallel to those reared further

west. In this respect, it is of interest to note that Dutch Cormorants

winter appreciably further east in Europe than do British and Irish

ones (fig. 14).

Two points are of particular interest concerning the recoveries in

south-west France, Spain and Portugal. Firstly, there arc few recoveries

in the Gironde region of France and the tendency for these to be from

1
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tfble 3. Seasonal distribution of ringing recoveries of Cormorants Phalacrocorax carbo ringed

in Britain and Ireland and recovered on the Continent

Note the tendency for the recoveries to be earlier in northern France

Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

1 France 4 13 38 43 47 37 22 16 I I 0 I

2O.'^ .0 6% 17% 19% 21% T-7 ®/^7 /o Io"o •7O/
7 /o i% i%

r'rance 0 2 8 10 15 14 18 3 2 4 0 0

i ind Iberia 5% 10% 13% 19% lo /o 23% 6% 3% 3%

the east coast of Britain suggests that this area is avoided by the

majority of Cormorants of British origin. This conclusion is supported

by the numerous recoveries of Manx Shearwaters Vuffinus puffinus,

Kittiwakes Kissa tridactjla and also passerines in this region, and

there is every reason to suppose that if ringed Cormorants occurred

there frequently they would produce recoveries. Secondly, the high

concentration of recoveries around Cape Finisterre in north-west Spain

suggests that there may be a restricted concentration of British and

Irish Cormorants wintering in this area. Recoveries further south in

Spain and Portugal are infrequent and probably few individuals

penetrate this far. There are no recoveries of British or Irish Cor-

morants from North Africa, although many Dutch ones reach this area.

The monthly distribution of recoveries in north-west France shows that

the occurrence there tends to be seasonal, with 74% in the four

months from September to December, but none in May and only one in

June (table 3). There is a more marked seasonal pattern of recoveries in

south-west France, Spain and Portugal with over 60% reported be-

tween November and January, and none between the end of April and

mid-August. In general, the recoveries in the more southerly region are

later than in north-west France, the peak occurring in January, at which
time there is a decrease in recoveries in northern France. This suggests

that some of the Cormorants which visit north-west France may
gradually move further south as the winter progresses, but others move
rapidly and probably directly to Iberia.

The recoveries outside the British Isles pose the problem of the

extent to which a migration occurs amongst Cormorants breeding in

Britain and Ireland. This will be discussed in the next section, but at this

point it should be mentioned that there is no appreciable variation in the

age distribution of those Cormorants recovered in Britain, Ireland,

north-west France or further south. Thus individuals of all ages

penetrate to Iberia, and there is no suggestion that older birds move
shorter distances than young ones. In this respect the Cormorant differs

from the Gannet, few adults of which occur at the southern limits of the

winter range (Thomson 1939).
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DO BRITISH CORMORANTS MIGRATE?
In almost every animal species there is some movement between the

places of birth and breeding. This type ofmovement is a classic example

of dispersal and its extent is important, for instance in the study of gene-

flow, the change in geographical range and speciation. In addition to

this type of dispersal, birds and several other animal groups exhibit a

seasonal dispersal where individuals move away from their breeding

area, but return again in time for the next breeding season. This latter

type of dispersal has many similarities with migration, including the

lack of gene-flow, the need to navigate and home, and, in many cases,

the use of the same restricted wintering locality in successive years. The
only consistent difference between migration and this type of dispersal

lies in the manner by which the wintering area is chosen. In migration it

is evident that certain attributes of the wintering area are inherited (e.g.

direction and some measure of distance), whereas in dispersal the

wintering area is determined by random movements of the population.

It should be realised, however, that the random nature of such move-
ments need relate only to distance or the presence of suitable habitats

;

and dispersal does not, as Thomson (1964) has pointed out in defining

this term, have to be random in direction. Thus it is difficult to dis-

tinguish between migration and dispersal where there is not a clear-cut

geographical difference between the breeding and wintering areas or

where it is suspected that only a part of the population is migratory. The
movements of British Cormorants are of this type; it is possible to argue

that the individuals which reach Iberia are migratory or, alternatively,

that these represent the southern extremes of an extensive dispersive

movement. It is evident that Witherby et al. (1938-41) subscribed to the

first of these alternatives, since they stated that the Cormorants reared

in the British Isles were mainly sedentary and that migration was

largely individual. A cursory examination of the ringing recoveries

would seem to support this statement, with those recovered in Spain

and Portugal representing the migratory element of the British popula-

tion. Assuming this to be the case, difficulties arise when trying to

decide whether the recoveries in northern France are made up of

migratory birds or are the extreme members of the random dispersal.

Further problems occur when considering Cormorants from northern

areas of Britain : are those which reach northern France equivalent to

those which reach Iberia from more southern colonies ?

The solution to these problems is to develop a method of measuring

the dispersal of the Cormorant and then attribute any which move
beyond these limits to the migratory element.

If it be accepted that dispersal is a random movement with respect to

distance, it should be possible to represent the distribution by a simple

mathematical relationship which describes the smaller numbers of
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Fig. 15. Percentages of recoveries of Cormorants Pbalacrocorax carbo at or beyond
successive distances from their colonies. Dots and continuous lines show the actual

trends, while broken lines indicate the expected trends assuming that a constant

proportion of the population remains within each 1 00-mile zone (see pages 14-17 for

fuller explanation)

recoveries at progressively greater distances from the natal area. Once
the mathematical relationship is determined, one should be able to

predict the distance of the more extensive movements from a know-
ledge of those nearer the natal area. This would be impossible in the

case of a true migration, because there is no means of predicting the

extent and position of the wintering area from the more local recoveries.

The presence of a simple mathematical relationship between the

abundance of recoveries and their distance from the natal colony can

best be examined graphically. The recoveries are grouped into equal

distance 2ones from the natal area (in this case at loo-mile intervals).
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From these totals, the numbers recovered within a zone or turther trom

the place of ringing can readily be determined (thus the total at distance

o miles is equal to the total of all recoveries considered). The logarithm

(T these numbers is then plotted against distance (the logarithm is used

so that the steepness of the curve is directly related to the proportion

of available birds which remain within each successive zone). Graphs ot

such data for four Cormorant colonies are shown in fig. 1 5 and in all

cases the relationship is approximately linear although the slope of the

line varies from colony to colony. This implies that a constant pro-

portion of the birds which enter a zone remain within it irrespective of

the distance from the colony, but that the constant varies between

colonies. This relationship can be expressed as pj=ri where j is the

number of distance zones from the colony,^; is the proportion of birds

moving beyond the outer limit of zone y, and r is a constant for each

colony and is the proportion entering each zone and moving beyond.

This situation is analagous to that of age-constant adult survival

rates in birds, where, in this case, the distance moved is equivalent to

the length of life. Thus it is possible to calculate the colony constant, r,

in the same manner used to determine the average annual adult survival

rate (Lack 1943). This value has been calculated using zones in which

the breadth increases by too miles (table 4). This mean value has been

fitted to the graphs in fig. 1 5
and, in general, there is a close agreement

with the observed results. The same applies to the other colonies, with

the exception of the Fame Islands where there is an excessively large

number of recoveries within the first too miles of the breeding area.

This is almost certainly caused by the bounty scheme and the very high

shooting pressure around Berwick-on-Tweed, which has exaggerated

the proportion of local recoveries.

The values of r calculated for each colony or colony group (table 4)

show that there are considerable differences between colonies, with the

Lamb, Fame Islands and Roundstone having the least extensive dis-

persal and Anglesey the most. In no instance are there appreciably more
distant recoveries than would be expected from the value of r. The high

proportion of recoveries from Anglesey in Spain and Portugal is not

the result of a higher proportion of migratory Cormorants in this

colony, but is due to the high dispersal rate, the effects of which are also

evident in the distribution of recoveries within the British Isles.

There is no reason to suppose that any of the movements of British or

Irish Cormorants are a migration and it is possible to explain all of the

ringing recoveries in terms of an extensive, directional dispersal, the

degree (and direction) of which varies from colony to colony.

Possible environmental factors, such as the time of the breeding

season, the geographical situation of the colony and colony size, show
no correlation with variations in the dispersal rates. It seems possible
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that these variations are a result of the genetical make-up of the birds in

each colony, but its selective value is not evident.*

The movements of Cormorants ringed as young in the Netherlands

show marked differences from those marked in Britain and Ireland. The
main wintering area is around the coast of the western Mediterranean

(fig. 14), and 10% of all of the recoveries are from the coast of North
Africa with others on the European coast between Spain and Yugo-
slavia (Dr. A. C. Perdeck in litt.). The general trend in this movement is

due south and parallel to that of the British and Irish birds. This

movement is carried out mainly overland, through France and Ger-

many, and there is only slight evidence of a route down the Atlantic

coast of Europe. A full analysis of the Dutch recoveries has not been

made, but it is evident that the dispersal rate is higher than that found

in any British or Irish colony.

MOVEMENTS ACROSS OPEN SEA
With one exception. Cormorants are reluctant to cross large areas of

open sea. This is probably related to the relatively poor waterproofing

of the body feathers of Cormorants and their need to roost on land.

There is virtually no movement of Cormorants across the North Sea.

Only two British individuals have been recovered on the Continental

side of the North Sea: one was ringed in Wales and recovered in the

Netherlands, while the other moved from Orkney to Norway. Despite

the large numbers ringed on the Fame Islands, none has been recovered

on the Continental coast north of France. Similarly, of 900 recoveries of

Cormorants ringed in the Netherlands, only three were from the British

Isles. The Irish Sea is also large enough to restrict movements between

Ireland and Britain, but instances of crossing are more frequent than in

the case of the North Sea.

The exception to the reluctance to cross open sea occurs in the

autumn and winter movement to France, Spain and Portugal, and also

the similar movement from Ireland to south-west England. The dis-

tribution of recoveries suggests that direct flights take place between

south-east Ireland and south-west England, and also between the latter

and the Brittany peninsula. The lack of recoveries in the Gironde and

Landes regions of France suggests that many of the Cormorants which

penetrate to Iberia usually do so by making a direct sea crossing either

from the British Isles or from Brittany.

It would appear that the Cormorant has a strong inhibition against

travelling long distances over water in an east-west direction. There is a

similar tendency not to travel north over the sea in autumn. Thus there

are very few recoveries from Orkney and Sheep Island to the nortli of

the breeding area, presumably because such a movement would
involve a long sea-crossing. It is evident that the Cormorant shows a
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Strong preference for dispersing in a southerly direction (with a corres-

ponding northerly return movement). Such limitations of the un-

doubted ability to fly considerable distances could have considerable

significance in the evolution of geographical forms. Because of the

existence of direction specific dispersal, the North Sea is a much
greater barrier to gene-flow in the Cormorant than would be expected

ftom its physical size. Such factors as these may well explain the

existence and persistence of a distinct subspecies on each side of the

North Sea.

COLONY OR REGIONAL SPECIFIC MOVEMENTS
The pattern of dispersal from individual breeding colonies is not

uniform and three major differences have been detected:

(1) the direction of dispersal;

(2) the degree of dispersal;

(3) the extent to which large water-bodies and land-masses are

crossed.

On the available evidence, it is not clear how large a gap is necessary

between breeding groups before appreciable differences are found in the

dispersal, but the results suggest that this distance is less than 100 miles.

Unfortunately, there are too few recoveries from individual colonies

situated only a few miles apart to tell if differences occur over much
smaller distances. Thus it is not possible to decide whether those

variations which have been detected are colony- or region-specific.

It would seem that there are only two possible means by which these

differences have arisen. Firstly, they could have been produced by

consistent variations in the environmental conditions associated with

each colony or region, and such factors as the topography of the

adjacent coast could play an important part in determining these.

Secondly, they could have arisen from differences in the genetical

composition of the birds forming the colonies. The evidence suggests,

although perhaps not conclusively, that both factors are probably

operating to produce the observed patterns of dispersal.

An examination of the movements of Cormorants from the same

colony in successive years shows little indication of annual variations,

while ringing continued in certain colonies for over 20 years (Fame
Islands and Mochrum) suggests that the pattern is stable. It is clear

that if any environmental factors are inducing the different patterns of

dispersal, these must show little, if any, annual fluctuations. The lack

of any clear geographical pattern in the differences listed in Table 4
suggests that climate is not likely to be responsible. In fact, the only

environmental factor which could account for any of the differences is

the distibution of coast-line in relation to the position of the colony.

This, together with the marked reluctance of Cormorants to cross
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stretches of open sea, can account for the negligible northerly com-
ponent in the movement of Cormorants from Orkney, Caithness and

Sheep Island, while the lack of suitable shore-line to the south could

explain the marked northerly movement from Saltee. Similar explana-

tions will not account, however, for the appreciable northerly com-

ponents in the movements from the Fame Islands and Mochrum when
comparably situated colonies in Anglesey and Pembrokeshire show
little or no northerly movements. Likewise, it is difficult to account for

the lack of recoveries from the Fame Islands and Mochrum on the west

coast of Scotland, north of the Clyde, when this area is known to be

visited from more northerly colonies and the Mochrum Cormorants

cross Britain and penetrate far up the east coast of Scotland. These

results suggest that Cormorants from individual colonies actively avoid

certain areas which are used by those from other colonies. It would be

possible to account for these variations by suggesting that Cormorants

from individual colonies exhibited differences in habitat selection, but

there is no evidence to support or disprove this.

The dispersal rates of Cormorants from different colonies show
marked variations, but they do not show marked annual variations or

Wie eruptive pattern found in Shags P. aristotelis (Potts unpublished).

Here again there is little evidence to suggest that environmental factors

are inducing the differences between colonies and, as already men-
tioned, these do not show a correlation with the geographical situation

or other environmental factors. It is also difficult to detect a selective

advantage in the varying dispersal rates from colony to colony, but

this, of course, does not necessarily imply that they do not exist.

Conclusions based on the present evidence must be tentative, but

the results suggest that both environmental factors and the genetical

make-up of the Cormorants forming the colonies are responsible for

the different patterns of movement. The biology of this species is

ideally suited for the development of in-breeding groups. The colonies

in Britain and Ireland are located around the coast-line, usually with a

considerable distance between one and the next, and this reduces the

chance of individuals moving from one colony to another. Further, the

small amount of available evidence suggests that young Cormorants

return to breed in their natal colony. (Obviously there must be excep-

tions to this, and further studies are in progress to determine the extent

of in-breeding.) Cormorant colonics are rarely large; few, if any, in

Britain or Ireland exceed 300 pairs, and the majority have nearer 100

pairs. These three factors— large gaps between colonies, colony

tenacity and the small size of colonies—give ample opportunity for

Cormorants to form small populations which differ genetically, and it

would appear that much of the differences in the dispersal patterns

found between colonies may stem from this source.
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s u M M A R Y

This study is based upon the ringing recoveries of the Cormorant Phalacrocorax carbo

accumulated under the B.T.O. scheme. Differences in the direction of dispersal, the

dispersal rate and the tendency to cross large land masses have been found between

individual colonies. It is suggested that these differences mainly arise from environ-

mental factors and genetical differences in each colony or group.

Open water to the east, north or west of the breeding colony acts as a barrier to

Comtorant movements. The North Sea is almost a complete barrier, but the Irish

Sea is more often crossed. Open water to the south is frequently crossed, particularly

during the winter dispersal. It is suggested that the Cormorant actively avoids

crossing large expanses of open water, and this results in such areas as the North
Sea being much more efficient barriers to gene-flow than would be expected from the

physical size and the flying ability of the species.

A critical examination of the recoveries suggests that British Cormorants do not

migrate, but that there is an extensive dispersal. The more distant recoveries had
given rise to the suggestion that part of the population was migratory. It has been

shown that the dispersal rate, in relation to the distances from the natal area, is

constant for a particular colony. Thus a constant proportion of the birds which
enter a particular area move beyond its outer limits.
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Black-browed Albatross on the Bass Rock

Bj George Waterston

Photographs by G. V. Adkin, W. K. Kichmond and the

‘Scottish Daily Express^

(Plates 1-4)

From May to August 1967 an adult Black-browed Albatross Diomedea

melanophris stayed on the Bass Rock, East Lothian, where it consorted

with the Gannets Sula bassana in this well-known colony in the Firth of

Forth. It was first identified by Professor W. H. Thorpe on i8th May.

He had just photographed a group of nesting Gannets and, on looking

up from his camera, was astonished to find a Black-browed Albatross

standing only ten yards away. Realising he had taken its photograph

with the Gannets, he quickly took another before it flew off and dis-

appeared. When the colour photographs were developed, he was

relieved to find that he had not been suffering from hallucinations.

Unbeknown to him, the lightkeepers had seen the bird earlier in the

month without knowing what it was. Owing to bad weather, Thorpe
was the only visitor to land on the Bass in May.

On I ith June W. K. Richmond and a party from Glasgow landed and

had excellent views of the albatross soaring around off the cliffs and at

rest among the Gannets. (See article by Richmond, and colour photo-

graph by Robin Ellis, in Animals

,

October 1967: 252.)

On 1 8th June Robert Caldow and others saw the albatross on the

cliff-top by the path to the fog-horn on the east side, and found that it

would tolerate the presence of about a dozen people down to ranges of

eight or ten feet without much sign of uneasiness; Murphy (1936)

described this species of albatross as being the most fearless of man,

Caldow also saw it plunge once head-first into the sea from about 1

5

feet above the water and momentarily submerge. Bannerman (1955-63)

stated that this albatross can dive with ease when occasion requires
;
he

quoted observations by Commander Pennell of the Terra Nova on five

diving from the surface after food, and on one diving from the air into

the sea with wings three-quarters expanded, then coming up with the

wings still half-open.

On the evening of 27th June I visited the Bass Rock with a party of

ornithologists from Edinburgh. During the previous week many
people had been out there in vain, but Fred Marr, the Bass Rock boat-

man, told us that the bird was still around and was usually seen in the

evenings. We were lucky: shortly after our arrival we saw it soaring

among the Gannets off the south-west corner. From the battlements of
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the old fortress we watched it gliding around in the westerly breeze,

sweeping downwind out over the water, banking on one wing-tip, and

planing around in wide circles on flat, rigid wings like a giant Fulmar

Fulmarus glacialis. On occasion it was surprisingly difficult to pick it

out from the swirling throng of Gannets, among which were a few

immaturcs with a good deal of black feathering. But at closer range the

glossy black mantle and upper-wings, and the dark tail accentuated by

the white rump, were distinctive features. It was, of course, longer in

the wing and more bulky than the Gannets.

It frequently soared up to a point above a small group of nesting

Gannets on the south-west corner of the Rock, hanging over them at a

height of a few feet with legs lowered and feet sticking out on each

side, before resuming its gliding and circling. On one occasion it swept

past us on the battlements at a range of only four feet. To our delight

it settled at last just above the Gannets, and we were able to position

ourselves almost directly above it at a range of about 20 feet. It paid

little attention to us. The following is a summary of our joint notes.

At rest on land it was a surprisingly squat bird: the body looked

bulky, with a short tail, thick neck and rather heavy head producing a

shape rather like that of a Fulmar. The wing-tips projected only

slightly beyond the tail, and were crossed flat and not on edge like those

of a Gannet. The plumage looked soft and downy, and appeared much
less sleek or stream-lined than that of the Gannets or gulls. The eyes

were very dark like a Fulmar’s, with smoky-black ‘brows’ extending

through and behind them. Full-face, the ‘brows’ curved up in two
crescents behind the eyes, giving, as M. J. Everett remarked, ‘a serious,

almost disapproving, facial expression’. The heavy, hooked bill was

almost completely ringed at the base by a pencil-thin black line; it was

sunburn-pink at the tip and had a yellowish tinge at the base, but was

otherwise mainly pale flesh-pink of an almost translucent quality. The
legs and large, webbed feet were smooth and very pale pink to almost

chalk-white in colour. When it moved, it walked on fully-extended

legs. The head, neck and rump were white, as were the under-parts.

The mantle and upper surfaces of the wings were black, and the tail

was dark with the feathers showing conspicuous white shafts. Seen

from below in flight, the long narrow wings were white, bordered by

black on the leading and trailing edges, and the tips were also black.

It would frequently take-off by just stretching its wings and legs and

lifting into the air on the strong up-currents of wind, and would then

glide around in steep banking circles to return again to the same spot

close to the Gannets. When it landed, it did so lightly and quite grace-

fully without any suggestion of a ‘belly-flop’. It would stand for a time

like a gull and then squat down on its tarsus. In size it was at least a foot

longer in wing-span than the Gannets and considerably more bulky. Its
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gliding powers, with only a very occasional wing-beat, were most

spectacular.

What interested us all a great deal was its inter-relationship with the

Gannets which showed little sign of aggression towards it. Gulls, on
the other hand, resented its intrusion and frequently mobbed it. This

affinity with Gannets is a fascinating one. In the 19th century a Black-

browed Albatross lived in a Gannet colony on Myggenaes Holm in

the Faroes for 34 years from i860 until it was shot in 1894. More
recently, an albatross was seen among nesting Gannets on Vestmann-

aeyjar, off Iceland, for one day only, on 20th July 1966. From a

photo taken by P. Steingrimsson, it w.is identified by Dr. R. A. Falla

as a Black-browed (Dr. F. Gudmundsson in litt. and see also note and

photograph in Animals, February 1967
: 5 96). This bird did not reappear

in 1967.

In their breeding haunts in the southern hemisphere, the courtship

display of albatrosses is apparently a complicated ritual involving

mutual stimulation of a prolonged and intricate nature. It was therefore

a surprise to find the bird on the Bass Rock performing various forms

of this ritualised display to Gannets near it. Two members of our party

—Irene Waterston and A. G. S. Bryson—were fortunate enough to be

on the spot when this happened, and the following is a summary of

their joint observations.

On a flight over a group of Gannets, the albatross hung in the air

above one of them which was sitting beside a nest. The Gannet raised

its head, opened its bill widely and called, but ‘not fiercely’. The alba-

tross answered with a deep gah, before gliding down to land on a ledge

immediately below. A second Gannet came in beside the first, just

above the albatross and within wing-reach, but facing away. The
albatross began to preen, first down one side and then the other, and

at the same time fanned its tail widely. Then it bowed forward with

neck outstretched and beak opening and shutting very quickly. Later,

it went through the same routine again, with the same formal preening

and with tail fanned out horizontally, thus exhibiting the white shafts

of the feathers. It lowered its head with neck extended, and there was
a variable amount of bowing, choking and other movements with a

noticeable ‘clattering’ of the bill until it finally called gah-gah-gah six or

eight times on the downward movement, this note being slightly like a

Fulmar’s. In the latter stages, the tail was fanned vertically as in the

display of the Black Grouse Iggrurns tetrix. Shortly after this display to a

completely disinterested Gannet, the albatross soared ofl', circled and

returned to its original ledge, landing lightly, then standing and looking

around as usual. Next it suddenly tipped forward on its breast with tail

up and fanned, and began to shuffle around on its axis very like a

Lapwing ^^ane/lus vaneHus making a scrape, occasionally poking below
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Plate i. Black-browcd Albatross Diomedea melanophris, Bass Rock, May-August

1967. Duncan Jordan, one of the lightkeepers, is standing only seven feet from the

bird. Note its black ‘brow’, black and white plumage, and pale (mainly pinkish) bill

and legs. Of some 17 British and Irish records of albatrosses, at least eleven have been

Black-browed, but this is the hrst known to have summered here and these are the

first photos taken at large on land (pages 22-27) {photo: ‘Scottish Daily Express')





Pi. ATE 2 (opposi/e). Black-bro-«cd Albatross Diomedea mclamphrh, Bass Rock, May-
August 1967, showing the black-cdged under-wing (/lAo/o.' IF’. K. Kichmond') size

in comparison with an immature Gannet Sida bassana[photo: 'Scottish Daily Express’).

Plates 3 and 4 {overleaf). A series of studies, perched and in flight, showing the

black ‘brow’, white tail-shafts, long wings and Fulmar-shape G. I '. Adkhi)
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its breast with its bill as though tucking in an imaginary egg, and

paddling a little with its feet. It carried out this manoeuvre twice

before giving up to resume its normal desultory preening of back and

wings, wing flapping, and watching the Gannets and us.

Sir Hugh Elliott {in litt.) describes the above observations as being

part of the normal, if incomplete, courtship display—incomplete

because in the absence of another of its kind the bird could not in-

dulge in the beak-touching and mutual nibbling which is the usual

concomitant. Also, the species’ habit of ‘parting’ the feathers at the

side of the face, so that the extension of the gape shows as a bright pink

line, was not observed in this case; perhaps this only happens when
courtship excitement is reciprocated. It is surely remarkable, however,

that a bird which nests in the southern hemisphere should indulge in a

partial breeding displav ‘<tut of season’ with Gannets at the Bass Rock.

The albatross remained on or around the Bass Rock all summer and

was last seen there on 22nd August. William Auld and the lightkeepers

told me that on calm sunny days it usually went away from the Rock,

returning late in the evening. It was known to alight on at least seven

different sites. W'hen the wind was blowing from the west, for example,

its favourite perch was on the south-west face; when the wind was in

the east, it would rest on the north-east face near the fog-horn.

The lightkeepers are almost certain it roosted each night on the Bass.

One of them, Duncan Jordan, caught the bird at 2 a.m. on 19th August
in the dark by torchlight. He picked it up without a struggle, tucked it

under his arm, and carried it down to the lighthouse station to remove
a piece of courlene net which had got entangled in one of its feet. In

daylight, later in the morning, it struggled and pecked at Jordan when
he released it. Tickell (1967) has recorded that albatrosses are some-

times captured or killed from fishing boats in South Georgia after

becoming entangled in fishing gear.

Fred Marr told me that he once saw the albatross resting on the water

close to the Bass Rock on a very calm day; it was able to take-off with

remarkable ease. William Auld also saw it rise from the calm surface of

the sea, assisted by wing beats with ‘its huge feet going like paddles’.

Twice during the summer it was seen close inshore, once off Tantal-

lon Castle and once off the \X'est B.ay at North Berwick. It was last

reported gliding past near Fidra on 28th September by M. J. Everett;

the Fidra lightkeepers told him that they had looked out for the bird

during the summer but had only one probable sighting.

Plates 1-4 show the Black-browed Albatross on the ground and in

flight. Several of these photographs were taken from ranges of a few
yards and plate i demonstrates how closely the bird could be

approached. Plate 2b shows it in company with an immature Gannet,

giving a useful size comparison, and the black ‘brow’, white tail-
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shafts, black and white plumage, pale bill and other features described

on page 23 above are well illustrated in this photograph and in plates

I and 3. Plates 2a and 4 show the bird in flight and illustrate the Fulmar-

like shape, long wings and distinctive under-wing.

This is the first ‘natural’ land record of a Black-browed Albatross in

the British Isles. The only other two land records have been inland

‘wrecks’: one picked up exhausted near Linton, Cambridgeshire, on

9th July 1897 (Ibis, 1897: 625) and another found entangled in tele-

graph wires at Stavely, Derbyshire, on 21st August 1952 (Brii. Birds,

46: no and plate 13, 307-310). Sightings off the coast were also very

rare until the last five years and, in fact, the only three claims up to that

time involved albatrosses of uncertain species north-west of Orkney

on i8th July 1894 {Ann. Scot. Nat. Hist., 1895: 57), off Holy Island,

Northumberland, on 21st February 1895 (G. Bolam, 1932, Birds of

Northumberland') and off Fair Isle, Shetland, on 14th May 1949 {Scot.

Nat., 62: 23). From 1963 onwards, however, perhaps as a result of the

great increase in sea-watching, albatrosses began to be identified more
frequently in British and Irish waters and 1967 was the peak year so far.

All the 1963-67 records are set out in tabular form below:

1963 24th September Cape Clear, Co. Cork Black-browed (sub-adult) (B.B.,

57: 179-180)

26th September Malin Head, Co.

Donegal
Probably Black-browed (im-

mature) {Irish Bird Report,

1963: 8)

loth November Spurn, Yorkshire Species uncertain (B.B., 58: 371)

1964 15 th August Brandon Bay, Co.

Kerry

Black-browed (immature) {I.B.R.,

1964: 7-8)

1965 25 th April Morte Point, Devon Black-browed (immature) {Devon

Bird Report, 1965 : 5)

4th-7th November Spurn Black-browed (B.B., 58: 283)

1967 May-August Bass Rock, East

Lothian

Black-browed (adult)

I St June Cape Clear Black-browed

5 th June Cape Clear Species uncertain but probably

the bird of the ist

2nd September Cape Clear Black-browed

iith September Cape Clear Yellow-nosed D. chlororhynchos ot

Black-browed (adult)

28th September Fidra, East Lothian Black-browed (adult) and pre-

sumably the Bass bird

1st October Cape Clear Black-browed

19th October Filey Brigg,

Yorkshire

Black-browed

I am grateful to Major R. F. Ruttledge, Dr. J. T. R. Sharrock and

F. R. Smith (all in litt. to I.J.F.-L.) for helping to produce the list of

1966 and 1967 records. It can be seen from the above that there have

been 16-18 British and Irish sightings of albatrosses, eleven of them
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identified as Black-browed and most of the rest likely to have been of

this species too, with the possible exception of the one off Cape Clear

Island on i ith September 1967. Of these observations, omitting those

on the Bass Rock from May to August and off Fidra in September, one

has been in February, one in May, one or two in June, two in July, two
in August, four in September, two in October and two in November.
Curiously, there seems to be only one record of the Black-browed

Albatross on the western side of the north Atlantic and that was off

Greenland in August 1935 (Palmer 1962). Identification characters of

albatrosses which may occur in the north Atlantic have been given by

Warham, Bourne and Elliott (1966).

It will be interesting to see if the Black-browed Albatross reappears

on the Bass Rock in 1968 and whether this tendency towards increased

sightings off the west coast of Ireland and the north-east coast of Britain

continues.

In conclusion, I wish to express my thanks to Dr. W. R. P. Bourne

and I. J. Ferguson-Lees for much valuable assistance in compiling this

paper.
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Diving times of grebes

By D. E. Eadhams

During August to October 1966 I made regular observations on the

diving of the Pied-billed Grebe Podiljmbus podiceps which lived in a

well-defined territory on the west side of Chew Valley Lake, Somerset

(Ladhams, Prytherch and Simmons 1967). The results prompted me
also to time the dives of four other species of grebes at the same

locality—and on a few occasions at two other places, Blagdon and

Barrow Gurney Reservoirs, which are not far away—during the same

period and in April 1967. This paper summarises my findings.

Complete submersion by diving in open water seemed to be the

Pied-billed Grebe’s only method of finding food, which it then always
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consumed on the surface; I estimated the maximum length of the fish

which I saw caught to be about five inches. Diving was almost splash-

less, but in still water it was possible to follow the track of the bird by
the swirling on the surface. Its dives varied from 2 to 25 seconds, with

an average of 15 seconds; fig. la summarises the times of 356 dives

during 25 feeding sessions, each lasting about half an hour. No in-

formation on the diving times of this species was given by Palmer

(1962) and I have been unable to trace any other published records.

The feeding of the Pied-billed Grebe at Chew was watched in a wide

variety of conditions and the duration of dives appeared not to be

related to (a) time of day; (b) sun, wind, rain or other weather;

(c) presence or absence of other waterfowl; or (d) depth of water,

although this was probably never more than five feet in the area

concerned.

The dives of four other species of grebes were timed in similar

conditions and are likewise summarised in histogram form on page 29

:

Little Grebe Podiceps ruficollis, 182 dives (fig. ib); Great Crested Grebe

P. cristatus, 146 dives (fig. ic); Black-necked Grebe P. nigricollis, 139

dives (fig. id); and Slavonian Grebe P. auritits, 120 dives (fig. le).

The great majority of the dives of the Little Grebe were comparatively

short, about ii seconds, whereas Witherby et al. (1938-41) and

Geroudet (1965) quoted an average of 15 seconds and a maximum of

25 seconds. The same authors, and Ingram and Salmon (1941) and

Simmons (1955), together showed a range of diving times for the

Great Crested Grebe from 1 1 to over 50 seconds, the average probably

being about 25 seconds; at Chew, however, the maximum I recorded

was 45 seconds, the average 18 and the minimum 5. Great Crested

Grebes only a few months old showed the same distribution of diving

times as adults.

The Black-necked Grebe was reported by Witherby et a/, as diving

for about 25-35 seconds, and times noted by various other observers

have ranged from 9 to 68 seconds (Geroudet, Ingram and Salmon,

Dewar 1941, Carden i960). The longer times have been recorded in

deep waters, and my figures at Chew in winter rarely exceeded 20

seconds and had an average of only 1 1 seconds. The average for the

Slavonian Grebe was 17.^ seconds at one of the other reservoirs near-

by in winter (82 timings varying between 15 and 30 seconds) and 19I

seconds at Chew in April (39 timings between 10 and 25 seconds); a

range of 25 to 40 seconds was given by Geroudet.

Some of these differences may be connected with the comparatively

shallow water at Chew, but no doubt the wide range of diving times

recorded for one individual during a single feeding session is due to a

variety of causes, such as ease of finding food, degree of hunger and

fatigue, state of plumage, and so on. American literature (e.g. Palmer)
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(a) p r E D - B I L L E D Podilymhus podkeps

(c) G R E A T C R E s T E D Podiceps cri.cfa/us (d) B L A C K - X E C K E D Pod'ceps nigricoUis

(e) s L A V o N I A N Podiceps auritus (f) p i e d - b n, l h u Podilymbus podiceps

Fig. I . Histograms showing the duration of (a-e) the dives of five species of grebes

at Chew Valley Lake, Somerset, and (f) the pauses between the dives of the Pied-

billed. Each histogram is made up of times taken by stop-watch and distributed here

in columns of 0-3 seconds, 4-6 seconds, and so on. The height of each column

shows the frequency of the times it covers, this being expressed as a percentage of

the total number of observations

suggests that the Pied-billed Grebe is slightly larger than the Black-

necked (although this was not our impression at Chew); if this be

accepted and the five species placed in order of size, from Little to

Great Crested, it is interesting to note that this is the same as the order

of the average duration of dives recorded at Chew— 1 1, 1 1, 13, xji and

18 seconds.

Fig. if summarises the pauses between the dives of the Pied-billed

Grebe. These ranged between one or two seconds for taking breath to

stoppages of over half a minute. (Occasionally there were longer breaks

in a feeding session, but these have been omitted from the histogram,

which shows an average of about nine seconds. Eating took up most of
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Fig. 2. Grebes in winter plumage: upper two, Slavonian Podiceps auritus and
Black-necked P. nigricollis (latter at a transitional stage); lower two. Little P. ruficollis

and Pied-billed Podilymbus podiceps {sketches: Robin J. Prytherch)

the pause after a successful dive and there was also a little quick preen-

ing during approximately one in every five intervals. On a few occasions

the bird was seen to spend up to ten seconds scanning under the water

with its head half-submerged, peering right and left, before diving.

This action was not a form of surface-feeding, such as has occasionally

been observed in other grebes, but was evidently a deliberate search.

Apart from the activities mentioned, most other pauses were taken up
with patrolling slowly over a very limited area less than 200 square

yards in extent.

Finally, I am grateful to Robin J. Prytherch for supplying the draw-

ing reproduced as fig. 2, which shows the winter plumage of the Pied-

billed compared with that of the Slavonian, Black-necked and Little,

and which also illustrates our impression of the comparative sizes of

four of the five grebes discussed in this paper (omitting the largest,

the Great Crested).
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Notes

Feeding relationship between mullet and Herring Gulls.—On
26th August 1967, at Cape Clear Island, Co. Cork, I watched a shoal

of mullet Mugil sp. swimming in ten feet of water alongside a small

trawler tied up in the North Harbour. These mullet were lifting sunken

fish offal to the surface (presumably accidentally as a consequence of

their feeding activity) and then being robbed of it by Herring Gulls

Larus argentatus, part of a flock resting on the water. The actual sequence

involved one to four mullet grabbing a lump of fish offal from the

bottom and rasping at it with their mouths while they swam up with it.

As the lump reached the surface a Herring Gull would fly swiftly

towards it, seize it from the mullet and then fly off, chased in charac-

teristic fashion by other members of the flock. The whole operation,

involving both fish and gulls, was frequently repeated, making
quantities of the normally inaccessible offal available to the Herring

Gulls, so that on this day at least it was an important food source for

these highly facultative scavengers. P. J. Cowan

Black-headed Gulls feeding in association with Shovelers.—In

August 1967, while photographing a flock of Shovelers Anas clypeata

from a hide near the reclamation pond at Teesmouth, Co. Durham, I

noticed that, as soon as they started to feed by pulling beakfuls of

Persicaria from just below the surface of the water, they were joined

by several Black-headed Gulls Larns rldihtmdns. As the ducks moved
through the water, the gulls quickly followed them and fed on the

titbits that had been disturbed. The Shovelers were very aggressive

towards any Black-headed Gull that ventured too close, but, despite

this, the gulls took up position again behind them as soon as they

resumed feeding. When the Shovelers flew oft', the Black-headed Gulls

reverted to their normal feeding behaviour, which included paddling

with their feet and catching passing insects.

I was in the hide on several subsequent occasions and the same

feeding association occurred each time that Shovelers were present.

Edgar C. Gatenby

Hirundines picking up objects from the ground.—Various notes on
hirundines apparently feeding from the ground (Br//. Birds, 44: 65;

45: 69; 58: 511; 59: 499; and 60: 166-167) recall similar observations

which I made on i ith August 1966 when I saw about 30 Sand Martins

Kiparia riparia alighting to feed on some playing fields near Stoneykirk,

Wigtownshire. A year later I watched extensions of this behaviour on
two occasions.

On 2nd August 1967 I saw 17 Sand Martins alighting on these
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same fields when the grass had just been mown. Some were apparently

feeding by taking a short run and picking at the ground. One of

them then took the cut head of a daisy \ieUis perennis in its beak and

flew up with it. It soon dropped it, but returned to the ground to

pick up another daisy head which it held in its beak before dropping

it too and flying away.

On 13th September 1967, at Sandhead, Wigtownshire, I watched a

total of 21 Swallows Hirundo rustica, mostly young ones, flying around

over a beach and alighting on the sand. Through binoculars I then saw

that most of them were picking up small feathers which had been

discarded by preening gulls. The Swallows would move the feathers

about between their mandibles and then fly up with them before

dropping them after a short flight. Some would fly a short distance and

alight on the sand again, still holding the feathers. This ‘play’ was

stopped after a quarter of an hour by a passing Merlin iPko cohinihar'ins.

The weather was sunny and windless and it was early evening.

R . C . D I c K s o .N"

Great Tit regularly picking up pebbles to get at crumbs.—Outside

my dining room window at Over Norton, Oxfordshire, I have a

wooden bench which T use as a bird table. Birds of various species

come to this bench to feed on bread, nuts, cheese and fat. Many crumbs

from the bench inevitably fall on to the large coarse gravel underneath.

In April 1967 a Great Tit Parns major formed the habit of moving

pebbles aside to get at such crumbs. I first noticed this about 14th

April and then saw it regularly until the end of the month. On 24th

April a friend. Miss D. Bernard, came to stay and she also watched this

behaviour on a number of occasions. The Great Tit used literally to

lift the stones and throw them aside, apparently with little effort. I

collected five stones which I had seen moved in this way. All were

fairly flat and they varied in weight between a quarter and three-

quarters of an ounce. The largest was 1 J inches long, over an inch wide

and nearly half an inch deep on one side. T. E. Dawkin.s

[Mrs. Dawkins has kindly sent us the five pebbles which she picked

up and weighed. All have at least one flat edge and this explains how
the Great Tit was able to pick them up. liven so, the weights of the

stones are remarkable and two of them, at 18.2 grams and 20.1 grams,

are easily equal to those of most Great Tits. We showed this note to

Dr. C. M. Perrins, of the Edward Grey Institute, Oxford, who could

not recall any similar observation, but commented that, apart from the

considerable weights involved, the behaviour was perhaps not far

removed from the common habit of leaf-moving. He also suggested

that it was perhaps comparable to the pecking out of plaster, particu-
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krly by Blue Tits P. caeruleus, which in turn might be a parallel to the

stripping of bark from rotten wood in a search for food.

—

Eds.]

Blue Tit eating part of mushroom.—On iith September 1967, on

my lawn at Brentry, Bristol, I saw a Blue Tit Parus caeruleus alight on

a mushroom Agarkus catupestris and peck off and swallow several

portions of the white cap. Inspection of the mushroom showed that

parts of the cap had been freshly removed, and no insects or other

invertebrates were apparent. A. P. Radford

Blackbird with young in nest striking observer’s head.—In 1964

and 1965 there nested in my garden at St. Neots, Huntingdonshire, a

female Blackbird Turdus n/eriila which was easily identifiable by her

piebald head. She also had the habit, more commonly associated with

Robins Hrithacus rubecula, of appearing whenever I went into the garden

with spade or hoe and flying down as I turned the soil to pick up worms
almost at my feet; I even saw her leave her eggs to do this.

One day in the summer of 1964, after this female Blackbird’s eggs

had hatched, I approached her nest to examine the young and she

immediately dived at me from behind and struck me on the head. In

1965 she nested three times in the garden. The first brood was taken

by a predator and another brood of five was then successfully reared;

in neither case did she show any reaction when I went to the nest to

see the young. She then laid a third clutch of two in the second nest

and, after these hatched on 17th June, again became aggressive. If

away from the nest when I approached, she would attack as she had in

the previous year. If brooding, she would adopt a threatening posture

without leaving the nest even if I touched her. The attacks were always

from behind and the target the top ofmy head. It was therefore difficult

to see exactly what happened, but my impression was that I was struck

by one of her wings. C. F. Tebbutt

Nightingale or Thrush Nightingale at 10,000 feet over Greece.

—

(^n 3rd September 1967, at 01.45 local time, a civil airliner was over

Corinth, Greece, passing through 10,000 feet in its descent to Athens,

when there was a loud report tvpical of a bird strike. On arrival at

Athens evidence of such a strike was found on the nose of the aircraft

and a feather adhering to the fuselage was sent to me by the co-pilot,

Peter Baines. This was afterwards identified by Derek Goodwin of

the British Museum (Natural History) as a tail-feather from either a

Nightingale L^tscinia megarhynchos or a Thrush Nightingale E. luscinia.

Not only does this give near-specific identification of one of the

high-flying night-migrants on which radar has a wealth of unidentified

data, but it is also of particular interest to me in that only four of my
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217 diurnal observations of birds from aircraft (Br/V. Birds, 48:

59-70; 50: 291-302; and 57: 315-324) involved sightings at altitudes

greater than 6,500 feet and yet two of those were over Corinth.

K. D. G. Mitchell

Robin feeding nestling Song Thrushes throughout fledging

period.—On i6th April 1967, at Par, Cornwall, I saw a Robin 'Erithacus

ruhecula taking food to four Song Thrushes Turdus philomelos in a nest

in a Forsjthia bush. Mr. and Mrs. K. A. Hendry later told me that the

Robin fed the nestlings regularly for about two weeks, which approxi-

mates to the Song Thrush’s fledging period. The Robin’s visits alter-

nated with those of the adult Song Thrushes, but no aggression was
noted. It is perhaps of interest to add that only the Robin fed the

nestlings on pieces of hard-boiled egg which on one day were placed

in a saucer at the foot of the bush. C. J. Stevens

[It is well known that individual birds will occasionally feed nestlings

of another species (more frequently than those of another pair of their

own species) and a bird is perhaps most likely to do this when it has

just lost its own young for some reason. The most interesting point in

this case is that the behaviour was apparently sustained throughout the

fledging period of the young Song Thrushes.

—

Eds.]

The song of Blyth’s Reed Warbler.—Contrary to the statements in

The Handbook, the earlier editions of the Fie/d Guide and elsewhere, the

song of Blyth’s Reed Warbler Acrocephalus dumetorum can readily be

distinguished from that of the Marsh Warbler A. palustris. It is therefore

worth drawing together some assessments of the differences, par-

ticularly since the two are sibling species otherwise indistinguishable

in the field. Blyth’s Reed Warbler is extending its range westwards into

Finland as a nester (E. Merikallio, 1958, Finnish Birds-. Their Distribution

and Numbers: 122; J. Paatela and L. Kaila, i960, Ornis Fennica, 37: i-ii

;

and L. Toivari and O. Lindquist, 1961, OrnisFennica, 38
: 93-95)

—while

a singing male has been heard (and tape-recorded) in Sweden on the

island of Oland (J. Lindblad, 1962, Den Sjungande Fdgelboken)—and this

is perhaps an additional reason for drawing specific attention to the

song differences. M. D. Lister has described the song in winter-

quarters (/. Bombay N.H.S., 51 :
703-704; and Brit. Birds, 45 : 328-329)

and P. A. D. Hollom’s The Popular Handbook of Rarer British Birds

(i960), comparing Blyth’s with Marsh, says that ‘Blyth’s is the louder

singer of the two, but with even strength and tempo running on
smoothly for long periods’.

Charles Hartshorne (in litt.) compares tape-recordings of the two
species by saying; ‘The Marsh is faster so that even at half speed it
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sounds a bit hurried, while Blyth’s sounds leisurely at half-speed. The
Marsh is less well articulated into clear-cut Uttle stanzas, consisting more

of repetition of single notes or two-note phrases. Three- or four-note

phrases, and pure musical tones, are commoner in Blyth’s.’

Paatela and Kaila {op. cit.) stated: ‘A. dumetorum sings in a more dig-

nified and thus more reserved manner than A. palustris which occasion-

ally gets carried away by its rapid scale passages. It is to be noted, how-
ever, that in spite of its delicate quality the song of A. dumetorum is

definitely stronger and more audible than that of the Marsh Warbler.’

The daily singing rhythms of the two species have been briefly

studied by Toivari and Lindquist (1962, Ornis Femiica, 39: 15 1-154)

and the latter author {in lift.) says that to tell the two species apart by

their song ‘is absolutely reliable’. He goes on, ‘I think the most con-

spicuous difference is the rhythm of the song: dumetorum repeats the

same theme all the time very energetically; palustris begins the song very

weakly and slowly and then accelerates it gradually.’

The account of the voice of Blyth’s Reed Warbler by E. S. Ptu-

shenko in Ptitsj Sovietskogo Sojus^a (‘The Birds of the Soviet Union’),

edited by G. P. Dementiev and N. A. Gladkov (1951-54, vol. 6: 295-

300), is worth quoting in full : ‘Its call is a chek . . . chek, repeated two or

three times. Its song, which is quite distinctive and easily recognised,

consists of separate calls and syllables, after each of which follows the

double or triple chek . . . chek or chek-chek-chek. The song is very variable,

sometimes containing many rattling sounds, but in a number of cases

consisting of resonant, full, rounded and unhurried phrases, ending

with calls and separated by pauses. Into tliis very long song are

constantly interpolated more and more notes, perfectly imitated from
the songs of other birds. At the peak of the mating period singing

males may be heard both by day and by night. But tlie character of day

song is quite distinct from that of night song. Day song is usually

linked with movements due to the necessity for obtaining food or

other reasons, and thus by day the bird changes its song site from time

to time, singing sometimes in the depths of bushes, sometimes out in

the open. By day it sings hurriedly and, though it sometimes does so

without pausing, nevertheless this day song is not marked by complete-

ness since it is constantly interrupted. Night song is given from one

definite spot, from the top of a bush or from a projecting branch and
is louder, calmer, more deliberate and contains more regular pauses.

Males sing particularly well and frequently on quiet, moonlit nights.’

(Translated from the Russian by the late D. D. Harber.)

Six sound-recordings of Blyth’s Reed Warbler have been com-
mercially published—one from the Soviet Union, four from Finland,

and one from Sweden referred to above (see J. Boswall, Brit. Birds, 57:

supplement; 59: 27-37). Jeffery Boswall
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Little or White-rumped Swift ?

Sirs,—The interesting article by I. J. Ferguson-Lees on Apus affinis

{Brit. Birds, 6o: 286-290) prompts me to raise two points. The first is the

choice of the vernacular name ‘White-rumped Swift’ in preference to

that of ‘Little Swift’ for this species. Not only would it be easily the

smallest swift in Europe, but this Ethiopian species barely enters the

Palearctic Region. A gesture towards conciliation rather than confusion

would therefore be appreciated, particularly since it is English-speaking

African ornithologists who refer to affinis as the Little Swift. Similar

examples are the inaccurate name of Black-winged Kite for the Black-

shouldered Kite Elanus caeruleus, and the undeservedly exotic name of

Palm Dove for Streptopelia senegalensis, one of the commonest garden

birds in Africa, where it is generally known as the Laughing Dove
from its gentle, murmuring call.

The second point is that, while the range extension of affinis into

Europe is not necessarily disputed, another similar swift has apparently

accompanied it. To one familiar with both the Little Swift A. affinis and

the White-rumped Swift A. cajfer, there would be no hesitation in

ascribing F. G. El. Allen’s excellent photograph {Brit. Birds, 60: plate

34) to the latter. Although it would be even more unexpected to record

cajfer in Europe, this slightly larger species could superficially easily

be mistaken for affinis. Consequently a cautionary note seems called for.

The high-speed photograph on plate 34 shows remarkably little

distortion, and the relative lengths of wings, body and tail can be

reasonably assessed. The apparent tail-length appears far closer to the

approximate wing:tail ratio of 2:1 {cajfer) than 3:1 {affinis). In addition

to appearing long, the tail also appears clearly forked, different from

the short square tail of affinis. Even the characteristic attenuation of the

outer retrices can be seen, absent in affinis. The outermost primary is

considerably shorter than the second, diagnostic for cajfer since these

are approximately equal in affinis. The white rump appears distinctly

narrow, typical for cajfer, while affinis has a comparatively broad white

rump. Dr. J. T. R. Sharrock (1967, Cape Clear Bird Ohs. Bn//., 18: 5-7)

emphasises this in his recent sighting on Cape Clear Island, Co. Cork,

by describing the white rump as square. Both swift species have

whitish-coloured chins.

The nesting site utilised provides furtlier evidence in favour of the

photographed swift in Spain being cajfer. Although affinis has been

recorded as utilising swallow nests, this is exceptional in Africa, where

it prefers to build its unique clustering nests from saliva, feathers and

straw. Conversely, caffer never constructs its own nests, merely
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supplying a lining to holes under the eaves of buildings, to rock

crevices, and to the closed nests of swallows, such as that of the Red-

rumped Swallow Hirmdo daurica, which it commonly commandeers.

These nests are a favourite site, and those commandeered can often

be readily distinguished by the profusion of protruding feathers, not

characteristic for the swallows concerned. I have observed caffer taking

over some affinis nests in an occupied colony, with both species

apparently co-existing peacefully.

Although R.-D. Etchecopar and F. Hiie (1967, The Birds of North

Africa-. 357-358) did not mention cajfer, their description of affinis,

emphasising a small swift with a white rump, could apply to both.

Confirmatory evidence in favour of the bird in the Spanish photograph

being cajfer can be found in such standard textbooks as The Birds of

Eastern and North Eastern Africa (1952, vol. i) by C. W. Mackworth-
Praed and C. H. B. Grant and Roberts'’ Birds of South Africa (1957) by

G. R. McLachlan and R. Liversidge. I am also supported by the

opinions of some fellow ornithologists, such as C. W. Benson, who
know both species well. Incidentally, McLachlan and Liversidge gave

the incubation and fledging of affinis as 23 and 38 days respectively.

In conclusion, F. G. H. Allen’s photograph provides strong evidence

that another small, white-rumped swift has expanded into Europe. It

appears highly likely that caffer has extended its known range from

Nigeria to Spain. Possibly it has been aided by its abilitv to become an

urban species like affinis and the European Swift A. apus. The slightly

differing calls, wing-formula and shape of the white rump are specific

distinctions, and the tail length and shape are readily diagnostic. It

is clearly forked in caffer, though the angle is adjustable. Confirmation

of this species in Spain should not be difficult, though it would
certainly be an unexpected Ethiopian addition to the Palearctic fauna.

P. LE S. Milstein

The identity of white-rumped swifts in Europe
Sirs,—F. G. H. Allen and P. G. C. Brudenell-Bruce {Ibis, 109: 1 13-1 15)

gave details of the breeding in Spain in 1966 (and of earlier sightings

in 1964 and 1965) of a white-rumped swift not previously known to

nest in Europe. The species was identified as Apus affinis and an

accompanying photograph showed one of these birds flying from a

nest. A white-rumped swift, clearly affinis on the description noted, was

seen on Cape Clear Island, Co. Cork, in June 1967; and in an editorial

article I. j. Ferguson-Lces {Brit. Birds, 60: 286-290) discussed these

European occurrences and brought the Spanish story up to date by

summarising further reports of nesting in 1967. When Allen’s excellent

photograph appeared in Ibis (109: plate 2), we were not disposed to

doubt the identification as affinis-, but when the same photograph
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appeared later in 'British Birds (6o: plate 34), at more than twice the

magnification and with correspondingly greater clarity, C. H. F.

suspected that the bird was not affinis but Apus caffer (these similar

species have both been called ‘White-rumped Swift’ and so it is prefer-

able here to refer to them only by their scientific names). In either case

the occurrence is very interesting, although not altogether unexpected

if the birds are affinis since this is a species widespread in Africa and the

warmer parts of the Old World, with a breeding population in north-

west Africa which, as Ferguson-Lees pointed out, has expanded this

century so that it is now locally common and still spreading. By
contrast, cajfer is known only in Africa south of the Sahara and even

then is absent from large areas. Doubts as to the identity of the bird

figured in the Spanish photograph were shared by J.H.E., both of us

being familiar with affinis and caffer as breeding species in Nigeria.

Several features militate against identification of the bird in the

Spanish photograph as affinis. Firstly, the tail appears to have longer

outer than inner rectrices (i.e. to be forked, as in caffer). The bird is in

one-third profile and the tail is fanned, so that the outermost rectrices

are perpendicular to the line of view, while the central ones are at about

45°. Thus it might be held that the tail is actually square, with all rec-

trices nearly equal in length, as in affinis, and only appearing forked as a

freak of photography. Skins of both species were examined by C.H.F.

at the British Museum (Natural History), by kind permission, and he

was unable to convince himself, after experimentally spreading the tails,

that the photograph could be of a square-tailed bird.

Secondly, the wing-formulae of the two species differ and, fortunate-
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Fig. I. Lengths of the ist to 6th primaries in live specimens of affinis and live

of caffer; those of the Spanish swift {Brif. Birds, 60: plate 34) are shown in pro-

portion, its 6th primary being marked at the mean of that of each species
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ly, the photograph shows the Spanish swift’s wing admirably. It would

be hazardous to arrive at figures for the absolute lengths of primaries

from the photograph, although the ranges in wing-lengths of these two

species are nearly exclusive, caffer being larger. Relative lengths may be

measured easily, however, and relative measurements of the six outer

primaries were made on two equally enlarged prints. In fig. i the mean
of the two sets has been entered in proportion to the mean absolute

length-differences between the 2nd and other primaries up to the 6th

measured in five skins of affinis and five of caffer. These skins were a

random selection from specimens which were not in any stage of wing-

moult. The wing of the Spanish bird, with the ist primary about 4 mm.
shorter than the 2nd, and with the distance between the 3rd and 4th

about equal to that between the 4th and
5
th, is typical of caffer. In affinis

the I St and 2nd primaries are equal, and the distance between the 3rd

and 4th is two-thirds of that between the 4th and 5 th.

Plumage characters are of little help. The amount of white on the

throat and rump is rather variable in affinis and caffer—both in the field

and (partly owing to preparation) in skins—so that these features can-

not influence the identification. There is, however, one other aspect

which seems to us significant and that is the fact that all four (or five)

pairs of swifts found breeding in Spain in 1966 and all three (or four)

pairs in 1967 are described as using the old nests of Red-rumped
Swallows Hirundo daurica. In our experience, caffer typically uses the

nests of the Red-rumped Swallow and the Red-breasted Swallow H.

semirufa in Nigeria, and numerous records from elsewhere in Africa

suggest that this swift will utilise suitable nests of any of the retort-

building swallow species. R. K. Brooke (Ostrich, 27; 164-169) also

recorded an instance of caffer building on to the cup nest of the Wire-

tailed Swallow H. smithii. On the other hand, affinis generally either

builds its own nest or adds to old cup-shaped nests of such species as

the Wire-tailed Swallow; and we can find no record of the use by affinis

of nests of the Red-rumped Swallow. It should be added, however, that

W. Serle has recorded one to three pairs of affinis breeding in un-

damaged retort-nests of the Lesser Striped Swallow H. abjssinica in

Nigeria {Ibis, 81 : 654) and in the Cameroons in two years {Ibis, 92 : 363 ;

and in li/t.) In one case the swifts were using old nests of the swallows,

which were present but not yet breeding themselves. Serle satisfied

himself in all instances that the swifts were affinis, and not caffer with

which he is also familiar.

There is a third white-rumped swift in Africa, the Horus Swift A.
horns, which must not be precluded in considering the identity of the

swifts breeding in Spain. It resembles caffer very closely indeed, but it is

larger and has a slightly less forked tail, while the outermost rectrices

are broader. None of these characters is of value in the present case.
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but horns apparently invariably nests in bank or cliff tunnels up to a

metre long. On geographical grounds, too, the Spanish birds are rather

more likely to be caffer than horns

\

there is a suspicion that the latter may
breed as far west in tropical Africa as northern Nigeria (W. Serle in

litt.), but the former is widespread and common in Nigeria and

probably in Ghana also. Both species are migratory.

It has been our experience in Nigeria that caffer is very easily mis-

taken for affinis and is thereby overlooked. Once known, however, its

markedly forked tail precludes confusion with the square-tailed affims\

and any white-rumped swift seen awav from urban areas and singly or

in loose groups of three or four is likely to be caffer. The two species

often occur in close proximity, but A. de Roo (1966, Kev. Zool. Bot. Afr.,

74: 364) has noted that the presence of a few caffer in a large flock of

affinis may be recognised by their ‘guttural and buzzing sounds’ com-

pared with the ‘overwhelming shrill squeaks’ of affinis.

We submit that the birds nesting in Spain, judged by the individual

portrayed, are caffer. There can be no doubt that the urban white-

rumped swift which is now common in parts of north-west Africa is

affinis, but it remains to be seen whether caffer also breeds there and

whether affinis has also crossed the Straits of Gibraltar.

In conclusion, if our identification be correct, a paragraph in Fer-

guson-Lees’s text(J3/-//. Birds, 60: 288-289) t^kes on a new significance:

‘Several points are worth commenting on. First, the species seems

clearly to be a summer-visitor to the south of Spain, arriving in May
and leaving by October, but in Tangier, only 25 miles across the

Straits, individuals are likely to be seen throughout the winter; there

appears to be no reason why it should not extend much further north

as a summer-visitor. Secondly, Mr. Brudenell-Bruce informs me that in

Tangier White-rumped Swifts used to be active round their nests from

late March, exceptionally even in February, and by April were clearly

breeding, whereas in Spain they have probably not laid until late May
or early June. Thirdly, in Tangier they build their own nests or re-

occupy those of the previous year without competition, but if they are

breeding exclusively in Red-rumped Swallows’ nests in Spain they

often will not be able to take these over until the swallows have reared

their young ... ’ C. H. Fry and J. H. Elgood

[In addition to the two letters printed above, we understand that

another communication on the same lines, by C. W. Benson and others,

is appearing in January Ihis (no: 106). From these careful analyses of

F. G. H. Allen’s photograph, it now seems likely that some at least of

the white-rumpeci swifts breeding in Spain are Apns caffer. This con-

clusion is also supported by two other observations. First, F. G. FI.

Allen himself (in lift., 21.vii.67) wrote before any of these doubts
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were expressed to say that, when watching one of these birds a few

days previously, he had been struck by how' often the tail looked as

pointed as that of A. apus. Secondly, B. E. Smythies {in litt.), who
is familiar with affinis in south-east Asia, saw a single white-rumped

swift near Zahara de los Atunes (one of the Spanish breeding areas)

as late as 12th November 1967 and, being aware of the suggestion that

this population might include coffer, took particular pains to look at

the tail. It was clearly pointed, not square, and he was able occasionally

to see that it was in fact noticeably forked. As a result, he agreed that

it could not be affinis and was presumably coffer. With so small a

population in southern Spain, it would certainly be wrong to think

in terms of obtaining any specimens, but it is to be hoped that during

the 1968 breeding season more than one of these birds will be caught

and critically examined to confirm the re-identification as coffer and

to ascertain whether affinis is present as well. Assuming that some at

least arc coffer, this is a remarkable extension of range as the nearest

known breeding area, in Nigeria, is some 1,750 miles away.

Meanwhile, the observation of a white-rumped swift on Cape Clear

Island, Co. Cork, in June 1967 has been accepted by the editor of the

Irish Bird Report and by the Records Committee of the British Orni-

thologists’ Union as affinis. Full details of this record will be published

shortly, but, in view of the above correspondence, it should be made
clear now that we have submitted the details to Dr. Fry and he is

completely satisfied that this Irish bird was affinis and that it could not

possibly have been coffer or horns.

Finally, the question of English names for these swifts was consi-

dered by the B.O.U. Records Committee before the receipt of Mr.

Milstein’s letter and it had already been decided to use ‘Little Swift’ for

affinis, which thus leaves the more ambiguous ‘White-rumped Swift’

for coffer (though it should be added that this name is also used for the

eastern Asiatic A. pacijicus).—I.j.F.-L.]

Red-headed Buntings on Fair Isle during 1950-67

Sirs,—In the light of the recent letters on Red-headed Buntings Ern-

beri^a bruniceps by P. G. R. Barbier and I. J. Ferguson-Lees {Brit. Birds,

60: 544-347) and Robert Hudson (60: 425-426), I have critically

examined all the records from Fair Isle, Shetland, since the species was
first noted there in 1950. In the 18 years from 1950 to 1967 at least 21

Red-headed Buntings have been seen on the island, all of them adult

males with the exception of single females on 20th June 1965 and 23rd-

28th July 1967. The number recorded in each three-year period has

been as follows:

1930-52 1953-55 1956-38 1959-61 1962-64 1965-67

2 I 2 3 2 II
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Red-headed Buntings have been observed on the island between 20th

April and 22nd September and, as is illustrated by the following

summary of arrival months, they have shown no peak times within

this period:

April May June July August September14545 2

They have usually arrived in fine weather with southerly winds which

have as often been south-west as south-east. Genuine vagrants of south-

eastern origin are most likely to occur on Fair Isle in spring and to be

associated with falls of Continental migrants in south-easterly winds.

We should therefore particularly consider those Red-headed Buntings

which have occurred in such optimum conditions. Five of the best

candidates arrived on 20th April and
5
th June 1961, i8th and 19th

May 1966 and 2nd June 1967, but four of these were trapped and

proved to be escaped cage-birds. That of i8th May 1966 bore a cage-

bird ring inscribed 36. Attempts to identify the ring were unsuccessful,

but R. A. Richardson thought that it was probably of Continental

origin. Such individuals as these had almost certainly escaped in the

Low Countries, where great numbers of Red-headed Buntings are

imported, and then become associated with falls of Continental mi-

grants on Fair Isle.

Some Red-headed Buntings have stayed on the island for long

periods, up to a maximum of 26 days, and most of them have been

successful at finding food, although two were noted to be in poor

health. One of the latter died and the other readily accepted seed when
placed in an aviary. 7\11 the Red-headed Buntings 1 have seen on Fair

Isle have been wild and difficult to approach; any which we have

caught and proved to be escapes have been just as wild as the others.

Those in spring have stayed for shorter periods than those in autumn

and this may illustrate a more strongly retained migratory urge by

newly escaped imports or a lack of available food in spring. In the

following summary of the number of days spent on the island by

different individuals, the letter s is used to indicate individuals which

arrived in April, May or June:

I day 2-5 days 6-10 days ii-i5days 16-20 days 21-26 days

6 ( 5 s) 5 (3s) 4(2S) 3 (is) I 2

Six adult males have been caught on Fair Isle, in 1951, 1961 (two), 1966

(two) and 1967. The last five of these showed damage to the plumage,

mainly broken tips to the primaries and rectrices, but also soiled

feathers on the sides of the neck (probably caused by poking the head

through the bars of a cage) and unhealthy feet. /\11 these characters are

indicative of an escaped bird and it is significant that the primaries of
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the one in 1951 were noted to be much too abraded for accurate

measurement. So far as T know, only two other cage-birds have been

trapped on Pair Isle: a male American House Finch Carpodacus mexi-

canus on 25 th May 1962 and a female rosefmeh Carpodacus sp. of

unknown species on 27th April 1966.

In conclusion, I agree with Robert fludson and I. J. Ferguson-Lees

that the records of Red-headed Buntings in Britain and Ireland are

very unsatisfactory and that the species should be withdrawn from the

British and Irish List. Roy II. Dennis

[Apart from the references given by Mr. Dennis, another relevant

letter by C. i\. \X hite has since been published (iir/7 . \Mrds, 60: 529).

That dealt with the incidence of Red -headed Buntings in captivity

before the 1939-4^ war and in this connection there have been further

developments concerning the sole accepted record from North

Ronaldsay, Orkney, in June 1931. Referring to the account published

at the time(d/v7. \lirds, 25 : 66-69), Walker writes that he has been

making enc|uiries on North Ronaldsay, as a result of which he has

learnt that the bird was seen by local people before it was shot by

Colonel G. Eardley Todd; that it fed quite close to one of the houses,

mainly in a stackyard; and that it was relatively tame. He adds that this

behaviour is very similar to that of other Red-headed Buntings on
North Ronaldsay in |une-|ulv 1965 and June-August 1967, which he

is confident were escapes.

At the same time, I asked I. C. J. Galbraith of the British Museum
(Natural History) if he would arrange a critical examination of the

actual specimen and he has replied as follows: ‘Derek Goodwin has

looked at the 1931 Eu/her/^a bruniceps (our no. 1931.6.11.1), and finds

that it most probably had been in captivity. This is not shown by the

plumage, since breaks in the quills seem to have been caused by shot

(though a growing rectrix suggests loss through handling). However,
the base of the culmen and front of the forehead show a scarred-over

injury, precisely like those which birds often suffer in attempting to

escape through wire. This injury probably took place a month or

more, and certainly not less than a fortnight, before the bird was shot.

Similar injuries could of course happen to a wild bird, for example if it

was caught in a fruit cage and escaped: but the odds against this

happening, especially to a species such as this bunting, must be very

high. The 1931 record seems no more secure than the rejected post-war

ones.’

In view of this correspondence and additional evidence, the Records

Committee of the British Ornithologists’ Union has now agreed that

this species, and the 1931 record in particular, should be deleted from

the British and Irish List.—I.J.F.-L.J
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Edited by J. L. F. Earslow
New Protection of Birds Act.—The Protection of Birds Act 1967, which comes
into force this month, contains a number of provisions that will affect many keen
held-ornithologists and bird-photographers in England, Scotland and Wales. Any
person wishing to take wild birds for the purposes of ringing and marking now
requires a licence from the Nature Conservancy. In addition to ringers registered

under the national ringing scheme, persons needing a licence include those who
use colour rings on birds in their back gardens and those who wish to help in the

ringing activities of the various bird observatories. A licence is also required to

use any form of artificial light or any net for taking birds in flight, or any rocket-

propelled or cannon net for taking birds on the ground. Another section of the Act
makes it an offence to ‘wilfully disturb’ any wild bird included in Schedule i to the

Protection of Birds Act 1954 while it is on or near its nest. Provision is made,
however, for persons approved by the Natural Environment Research Council to

e.xamine such nests for scientific or conservation purposes or to photograph such

birds or their eggs without committing an offence. About 50 species are named on
Schedule i. Most of them are very rare breeding birds in Britain, but a few, such as

the Barn Owl and Sparrowhawk, are relatively common and widespread. Orni-

thologists wishing to examine or photograph nests of Schedule i species should

seek advance approval from the Nature Conservancy, either direct (19 Belgrave

Square, London S.W.i) or through their ornithological or photographic society.

Birdlife around Doncaster.—The Doncaster and District Ornithological Society

was founded in 1955 to study the birdlife within a ten-mile radius of Doncaster

Museum. The society has since produced a series of detailed annual reports and has

now published a loo-page book, The Birds of the Doncaster District by R. J. Rhodes
(obtainable from R. D. Mitchell, 125 Chequer Avenue, Belle Vue, Doncaster, at the

price of 10 shillings). This provides admirable summaries of the history and status of
the 225 species recorded in the area up to the end of 1965. One particularly welcome
feature is a list of definitions of the terms which have been used to describe status

within the book. As well as a systematic list, there are short introductory chapters

on the ornithologists and ornithological literature of the district, and on the main
habitats; and also a map (but no other illustrations). This book will clearly be

welcomed by local ornithologists. Yet, for all the useful and excellently presented

information it contains, the area covered—314 square miles, most of which lie in

south Yorkshire with some overspill into the adjacent counties of I.incolnshirc and

Nottinghamshire—is probably too small and not sufficiently homogeneous to

interest a wider ornithological public. This is unfortunate, for clearly a great deal of

careful thought and work has been put into the publication, the standard of which is

well up to that of many county avifaunas.

Council of Europe awards for nature conservation.—The Council of Europe
Diploma for Nature Conservation (see Brit. Birds, 59: 254) has recently been awarded
to five new areas. These arc the Krimmler Waterfalls in Austria, Liineburg Heath
in Germany, the Muddus and the Sarck and Padjelanta national parks in Sweden,
and the nature reserve of the Swiss National Park in the eastern Alps. Previous

diplomas, which are granted for a renewable period of five years and arc subject to

the aitnual submission of reports on the management and protection of the areas

concerned, went to the 1 lautes Fagnes in Belgium, the Camargue in France, and the

Peak District in Great Britain.
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First international conference of ‘Echo’ Institute.—The liciio Institute,

founded in January 1967 by Jean-Claude Roche and a group of other European
ornithologists for the recording and study of bird voice (see Brii. Birds, 60: 140),

held its first international conference at Hillerod, Denmark, on 30th September and

1st October 1967. The main objects of the conference, at which the rapidly growing
membership was well represented, were to establish a work programme for the

immediate future and to allow discussion among those with common interests in

bio-acoustical problems. Working groups were set up in connection with sound
guides, language, systematics and musicology, and improved content and format of

future bulletins were planned. All English-speaking readers interested in the work
of ECHO and in obtaining its sound guides and other publications should contact

E. D. II. Johnson, Crabierc Cottage, Route des Mielles, St. Ouen, Jersey, Channel

Islands.

Foot-and-mouth epidemic closes reserves .

—
'1 he Nature Conservancy has

rcc|uested the public to keep away from National Nature Reserves, and has suspen-

ded reserve permits, owing to the outbreaks of foot-and-mouth disease. The Royal

Society for the Protection of Birds has also closed all its reserves. Naturalists are

particularly asked not to enter farms and agricultural or grazing land (into which
category often come marshes and the vicinity of reservoirs and lakes) until the

emergency has ended.

Recent reports

By ]. T. K. Sbarrock and I. J. Fergnson-Lees

(These are largely unchecked reports, not authenticated records)

This summary is basically concerned with the month of November, but also includes

a few relevant records from early December and some belated observations relating

to the July-October period covered in the previous issue (Bri/. Birds, 60: 534-540).

The ‘Recent reports’ dealing with December will be completed before this is

published, but we ask readers who have additional items for November and
December, as well as any for January, to let us have them by ist February at the

latest for possible inclusion in the March issue.

The main features of the November period were a continuation of the September-

October pattern including a few more American birds and some late Yellow-browed
Warblers and Richard’s Pipits, an influx of Long-railed Ducks in southern England,

and the beginning of an invasion of Waxwings.

FURTHER ,\UTUMN R.\R1TIES

It would be tedious to list out of context all the Juh’-October observations which
reached us too late for the previous summary and space does not allow us to put

them all in perspective. This section therefore includes only those records which
materially alter the picture given already or which are particularly worthy of mention

in their own right, together with the November records. The order follows that

used in the previous summary.

We have heard of few additional American waders and most of those have been

Pectoral Sandpipers Calidris melamtos which probably bring the autumn’s total to

about 35, but there was also a Baird’s Sandpiper Calidris hairdii, the ninth of

the autumn, at Portland (Dorset) on i8th-i9th November. Six Ncarctic ducks were

reported in November, however: an immature Surf Scoter Me/anitta perspidllata

off the coast of Co. Wicklow from 7th to at least nth (earlier there had been a
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male in Orkney); no less rhan three Buffleheads Biicephala albeola, including a

male on Guernsey (Channel Islands) first seen on 8th and unfortunately shot on
loth, and two females or immatures at Yetholm Loch (Roxburghshire) from 25th to

at least 27th; and two American Wigeon Anas americana, one at Cley (Norfolk) on

15 th and a ntale on the Moray Firth (Inverness-shire) from about 12th into December
{cf. Bril. Birds, 60; 314). A blue-phase Snow Goose Anser caeridescens stayed with

2,500 Pink-footed Geese A. fabaiis brachyrbynchus near Southport (J.ancashire) from
early November through to December. In addition, two more American passerines

were an American Water Pipit Anlhus spinoletta rubescens at Newcastle (Co. Wick-
low) on 19th October, only the third British and Irish record (the others being St.

Kilda 1910 and Co. Wexford 1931); and a Parula Warbler Panda americana at St.

Ives (Cornwall) on 26th November, only the second record (the other being Isles of

Scilly 1966).

A few further records of Yellow-browed Warblers Phylloscopns inornatus have

come to light, including two at Wells (Norfolk) and two at Spurn (Yorkshire) in

early November, one killed at the lighthouse on Bardsey Island (Caernarvonshire)

on 7th/8th November and one at Cley as late as 3rd and 9th December. We have

also now heard that there were unprecedented numbers in the Netherlands during

the autumn (one in July, seven in September, 19 in October and two in November)
and that three were trapped and ringed as far south as the Coto Doiiana in Spain, the

first ever recorded in that country. Additional observations of Richard’s Pipits

Anlhits novaeseelandiae included the following of particular interest: one or two at

Spurn on 3rd-4th and 8th-9th November, four on loth, three on iith-i2th, and one

on 14th and 19th, bringing the September-November total for that area to at least

eleven individuals; one at Salthousc (Norfolk) on 26th November and one near-by

on Salthousc Heath on 3rd December; four at Pevensey Levels (Sussex) on 22nd Oct-

ober (with two there on 23rd and three on 29th) ar.d one at Church Norton (Sussex)

on 4th November, taking the south coast total to at least seven; singles at Lundy
(Devon) on 3rd November, Filey Brigg (Yorkshire) on 12th and Porthgwarra

(Cornwall) on 19th; and yet more inland records, from Eton (Buckinghamshire) in

early October and Blithfield Reservoir (Staffordshire) where, after those on 15th and

29th October, there were no less than three on 5th November. Remarkable numbers
of this species, too, were also recorded in the Netherlands (56 in September, 16 in

October and seven in November).

A few further reports of Red-breasted Flycatchers Ficedida parva included one at

Portland on 22nd September, one at the Crumbles (Sussex) on 21st October and two
on Lundy on 7th November. To the large numbers of Little Stints Calidris minnta

reported inland can be added 33 at Perry Oaks (Middlesex) on 14th September and

the same number at Rainham (Essex) on 21st, these being the highest totals for the

London area this century; there were also unusual numbers on the Ribble estuary

fLancashire) with a peak of 31 on 21st September.

Four additional records of Aquatic Warblers Acrocephalus paludicola mean that

our comment that this species was scarcer than usual no longer applies; these were

on the Isle of May (Fife) on 14th August, on Tresco (Isles of Scilly) on I3t’n, and at

Wick (Hampshire) on 22nd, together with one found in a moribund state at Whitby
(Yorkshire) as late as loth November. A further Red-throated Pipit Anlhus

cervintis was reported in south-west Anglesey in September. The only additional

Scarlet Rosefinches Carpodacus erylhrinns were at Portland on 25th-27th August
and on the Isle of May on i2th-2ist September. Three more Little Buntings

Hmberiza pusi/la—on Trcsco on I7th-i8th October, at Marskc (Yorkshire) on tuh
November and on Fair Isle on 12th —brought the autumn total to eleven.

Further records of Gull-billed Terns GdochcHdon nHolica, unusually widespread in

the autumn of 1967, came from Portland (two) on t6th September and Blakeney

(Norfolk) on 2 5th-26th October. Mid and late October records of Great Shearwaters
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Puffinus gravis were commented on in the last issue as being remarkably late, but we
now have reports of up to 40 Sooty Shearwaters P. griseus and good numbers of

Great Shearwaters off the coasts of Co. Cork and Co. Kerry even in the second half

of November and there was one Sooty Shearwater at Bell Rock (Angus) on 2nd

December. Further late Hoopoes Upupa epops were seen at Cannock Reservoir

(Staffordshire) on 18th Novemher and St. Andrews (Fife) on 21st, while one in

Kensington Gardens on 7th was not only late but the lirst ever in Inner l.ordon.

The only species of Palcarctic rarities additional to those mentioned in the last

issue were a Lesser Grey Shrike Lanias minor on I nst (Shetland) on 15 th October,

a Serin Serinus serinus at Porthgwarra on 1 2th November and a Dusky Warbler Phyll-

oscopus fuscatus at Dungeness (Kent) on ioth-i5th.

W'hcn one considers the 1967 autumn’s unprecedented numbers of Yellow-browed

Warblers and Richard’s Pipits, it is st)n\ewhat surprising that there were no records

of Pallas’s W'arblcr Phylloscopus proregnlns. The only other species ntrw considered

annual which was conspicuous by its absence in the autumn of 1967 is the Rustic

Bunting Hmherisyi rustica. The fact that the Rarities Committee had, by the end of

November, considered half as many records again as by the same time in 1966 (300

as against 200) shows what a phenomenal autumn 1967 was for rarities, even though

a sizeable proportion of the increase was due to the Richard’s Pipits.

K I N r. F 1 S II r, H S
,
B L U F. Tl I R o A T S

,
F I R K C R K S T S, K I T li S A .N D P F. L I tJ A N S

This odd assortment of species all produced interesting records. Kingfishers Alcedo

alibis on Bardsey on 1 ith September, on Cape Clear Island (Co. Cork) on 30th and

at Portland on 21st October were unusual, as were Bluethroats l^nscinia srecica

inland at Romford sewage-farm (Essex) on 23rd-24th September and in the extreme

west at Cape Cilcar Island on 5th October. Firecrests Pegnlns ignicapillus were partic-

ularly plentiful in southern England from Kent to Cornwall in late October and early

November and even as far north as Bardsey Island, where there was a peak of twelve

on 20th October; there were also a few in November on Cape Clear Island (unfor-

tunately unmanned in the sectmd half of October). The highest numbers were at

Portland where, after 12 and 14 on 23rd-24th September, there was the remarkable

total of 40 on 2oth-2ist October; one at I.avernock Point (Glamorgan) on 14th Oct-

ober was the first for that area. Red Kites Milvus milvus appeared near Hunstrete

(Somerset) on ist November and on the east coast at Spurn on loth and Minsmerc
(Suffolk) on 1 2th. The dates of four reports of a Dalmatian Pelican Pekeanus

crispus do not overlap and it is probable that only one individual was involved;

the question of escapes is still being investigated. These were at Colchester

(Essex) on 29th October-8th November, at Sevenoaks (Kent) on i8th-i9th Novem-
ber, at Falmouth (Cornwall) on i ith December and at Hayle (Cornwall) on i6th-2ist

;

we understand that the bird was also seen in Sussex, Hampshire and Dorset.

LONG-TAII.F-D DUCKS
There seems to have been a notable influx of Long-tailed Ducks Clangula hyemalis

with unusual numbers inland, particularlv in the south and north-east in early

November. The first was at Cheddar Reservoir (Somerset) on 28th October and
there were afterwards records from Frampton gravel-pits (Gloucestershire) on 29th

(then two on 4th November), Durleigh Resert^oir, Chew Valley I.ake, Chard
Reservoir, Barrow Gurney Reservoir and Huntspill River (all Somerset), Eye Brook
Reservoir (Leicestershire) and Gosforrh Park (Northumberland) on 4th November,
Barn Elms Reservoir (Surrey) and Queen Mary Reservoir (Middlesex) on 5 th, Broom-
lee and Hallington (Northumberland) (two) on 12th, Derwent Reservoir (Northum-
berland) on 1 6th, the Exe estuart’ (Devon) (two) from i8th and Chew' Valley Lake
(tw'o) from the end of the month. Several of these stayed for some time: for example,

there w'as still one at Eye Brook on 4th December. It is also worth mentioning
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that there were a number of November records of up to four from various places on
the coast of Co. Cork, where the species is normally very rare, as well as several

reports from Lancashire and large numbers off the Northumberland coast, with a

peak of 150 off Bamburgh on 26th November.

WAXWINGS AND BEARDED TITS
It is now clear that there has been another invasion of Waxwings Bonibycilla garrulus,

though this is evidently not on anything like the scale of that of 1965/66 or some of

the other big irruptions during the last decade. In Scotland the records are being

collected by M. j. Everett, who is anxious that numbers, localities, dates and, if

possible, details of food should be sent to him at 21 Regent Terrace, Edinburgh 7.

He has kindly provided us with a summary of Scottish observations received by him
up to the middle of December. From this it seems that, after only three records in

October, the main arrival was during the first half of November when parties were
reported in various areas from Shetland south to the Tweed and also well inland in

many places. Numbers were generally small (mostly groups of five to 20, although a

few of up to 5 o or 60) and the birds kept moving, seldom remaining in one place for

more than a few days at a time. By mid-December the majority of the reports had
come from the central part of Scotland, but details of numbers in the north (including

Orkney and Shetland) were not yet known. Some reached Stornoway (Outer

Hebrides) and by early December the species had appeared in south-west Scotland, in

the area of the Solway Firth.

Reports from England have been very scattered. The earliest were of four at

Lemington (Northumberland) on 9th October and 20 at Washington (Co. Durham)
on 23rd. In early November there were small numbers at Spurn and thence down to

Wells, Cley and one or two other places in Norfolk, and by the end of the month
the species had been recorded as far south as Lydd (Kent), but the largest flocks

reported in England at the time of writing had been 20-22 at Arnside Knott (West-

morland) on 2ist November and 25-28 near Kendal (Westmorland) on 3rd Decem-
ber. Single ones were also noted at Leighton Moss (J^ancashire) on i6th and 29th

November. It is not proposed to collect the English records for a full survey in this

case, but we should be interested to hear of any large flocks or of occurrences in

parts of the country other than those already mentioned, so that we may summarise

the invasion in ‘Recent reports’.

Another eruptive species which for some years past has come into the news at this

time of year is the Bearded Tit Pamtrus hiarmicus, and many readers will remember
the important paper by FI. E. Axell on ‘Eruptions of Bearded Tits during 1959-65’

{Brit. Birds, 59: 513-543). At Minsmere mass movements around the marsh began

this autumn on loth September; these were on a bigger scale than at this time in

previous years and considerable eruptive activity continued to be noted through the

rest of September and October, except when inhibited by rough weather in the

second half of the latter month. Southward departures were noted from 23rd

September and a few small groups were still leaving during 2ist-24th October,

although a few hundreds more remained then than at the same time in 1966.

Increased activity was noted from 8th November and many were seen leaving to the

south and south-west that day and on loth until eruptive activity ceased on 17th.

Despite this background, the number of reports of Bearded Tits away from the

breeding area has so far been smaller than in some other recent years. Parties of up to

20 were noted in various parts of Kent in November, while in Sussex there were a

few at the Crumbles on 21st October and seven at Pagham Harbour on 12th

November. Otherwise the only reports away from East Anglia have been two at

Westwood Park (Worcestershire) on nth November, two at Stanford Reservoir

(Leicestershire) on 19th and one there on 26th, and two at Dawlish Warren (Devon)

on 25th. We shall be interested to hear of any in other coimtics.
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Haith’s are noted for the extent of their efforts to satisfy the needs of birds,

ornithologists and aviculturists. Although the Kingfisher’s staple diet is not

part of our stock in trade we are able to satisfy the needs of most other species.

For two generations the Haith family has studied birds and their feeding require-

ments. The resulting knowledge backed by the advice of experts in avian nutrition

enables us to offer an unrivalled range of foods and seeds which we are sure will

satisfy the most demanding of ornithologists.

Just a few of our products are mentioned here. A comprehensive list of foods

and seeds will gladly be sent on request.

HAITH'S WIID BIRD FOODS

WILD BIRD FOOD (contains only cultivated seeds—no wild seed
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MONKEY NUTS (in shell) for bird feeding 5 lb 10/6, 9 lb 16/3,

13 lb 21/6, 28 lb 35/9, 56 lb 67/-, 1 12 lb 130/-
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28 lb 35/9, 56 lb 67/-, 1 12 lb 130/-

WALNUTS (broken) for bird feeding 5 lb 10/6, 9 lb 16/3, 13 lb 21/6,

28 lb 35/9, 56 lb 67/-, 1 12 lb 130/-

SULTANAS for bird feeding 5 lb 10/3, 9 lb 15/3, 13 lb 21/-, 28 lb

34/9, 56 lb 64/6, 112 lb 125/-

ALL POST OR CARRIAGE PAID

JOHN E. HAITH LTD
DEPT. B.B., PARK STREET, CLEETHORPES
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Birds of

New Zealand

A new edition of Sir Walter Lawry

Buller's A History of the Birds of

New Zealand now edited and
brought up to date by E G Turbott.

Reproducing the 48 lithographs by

J. G. Keulemans from the 2nd
edition 1888.

E. G. Turbott has an international

reputation as an ornithologist. He
is director of the Auckland Institute

and Museum, a former president of

the Ornithological Society of New
Zealand, and a fellow of the Art

Galleries and Museums Association
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS

Assistant Voluntary Wardens required on
Skomer Island from Easter onward. Apply
General Secretary, West Wales Natura-
lists’ Trust, 4 Victoria Place, Haverford-
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The Nature Cine Club welcomes new
members interested in natural history work
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during the winter months at the meeting
rooms of the Zoological Gardens, London.
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Pulborough, Sussex.

Back numbers. Bound volumes 35 to 48 of
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Notice to Contributors

British Birds publishes material dealing with original observations on the birds of

Britain and western Europe or, where appropriate, on birds of this area as observed

in other parts of their range. Except for records of rarities, papers and notes are

normally accepted only on condition that the material is not being offered to any

other journal. Photographs (glossy prints showing good contrast) and sketches are

welcomed. Proofs of all contributions arc sent to authors before publication.

After publication, 25 separates are sent free to authors of papers (two or more
authors of one paper receive 1 5 copies each) ;

additional copies, for which a charge

is made, can be provided if ordered when the proofs are returned.

Papers should be typewritten with double spacing, and on one side of the sheet

only. Shorter contributions, if not typed, must be clearly written and well spaced.

Notes should be worded as concisely as possible, and drawn up in the form in

which they will be printed, with signature in block capitals and the writer’s address

clearly written on the same sheet. If more than one note is submitted, each should

be on a separate sheet, with signature and address repeated.

Certain conventions of style and layout are essential to preserve the uniformity

of any publication. Authors of papers in particular, especially of those containing

systematic lists, reference lists, tables, etc., should consult the ones in this issue as a

guide to general presentation. English names of species should have capital

initials for each word, except after a hyphen (e.g. Willow Warbler, Black-tailed

Godwit), but group terms should not (e.g. warblers, godwits). English names are

generally those used in A Field Guide to the Birds of Britain and Europe (revised

edition, 1966). The scientific name of each species should be underlined (but not

put in brackets) immediately after the first mention of the English name. Sub-

specific names should not be used except where they are relevant to the discussion.

It is sometimes more convenient to list scientific names in an appendix. Dates
should take the form Tst January 1968’ and no other, except in tables where they

may be abbreviated to Tst Jan.’, ‘Jan. ist’ or even ‘Jan. i’, whichever most suits

the layout of the table concerned. It is particularly requested that authors should
pay attention to reference lists, which otherwise cause much unnecessary work

.

These should take the following form:

Tucker B. W -(1949): ‘Species and subspecies: a review for general ornitholo-

gists’. Br/V. B/Wr, 42: 129-134.

WiTHERBY, H. F. (1894): Forest Birds: Their Haunts and Habits. London, p. 34.

Various other conventions concerning references, including their use in the text,

should be noted by consulting examples in this issue.

Tables should be numbered with arabic numerals, and the title typed above in

the style used in this issue. They must either fit into the width of a page, or be

designed to fit a whole page lengthways. All tables should be self-explanatory.

Figures should be numbered with arabic numerals, and the captions n^ped on a

separate sheet. All line-drawings should be in indian ink on good qualitv’ drawing
paper (not of an absorbent nature) or, where necessary, on graph paper, but this

must be light blue or very pale grey. It is always most imponant to consider how
each drawing will fit into the page. The neat insertion of lettering, niunbers,

arrows, etc., is perhaps the most difficult part of indian ink drawing and, unless he
has had considerable experience of this kind of work, an author should seek the

aid of a skilled draughtsman.
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I
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it’s a big Job!
Faced with the enormous task of satisfying the appetite of baby
Cuckoos which can be three times larger than themselves, Meadow
Pipits and many other small birds go about it bravely, and indeed
make an excellent job of it.

An even greater task is the one cheerfully undertaken by Haith’s

who, it is estimated, feed more than a million birds each day. We
can offer an unrivalled range of foods and seeds to satisfy the require-

ments of birds of all species, and to please even the most demanding
of ornithologists.

Just a few of our products are listed here, but a comprehensive list

will gladly be sent on request.

HAITH'S WIID BIRD FOODS

WILD BIRD FOOD (contains only cultivated seeds—no wild seed

used) 5 lb 7/9, 9 lb 11/6, 13 lb 14/-, 28 1b 19/6, 56 lb 34/-. 1 12 lb 65/-

FOOD FOR THE TIT FAMILY 5 lb 10/6, 9 lb 16/3, 13 lb 21/6,

28 lb 35/9, 56 lb 67/-. 112 lb 130/-

SONGSTER FOOD for Blackbirds, etc. 5 lb 8/9, 9 lb 13/6, 13 lb

17/-, 28 lb 25/6, 56 lb 46/-, 1 12 lb 88/-

SUNFLOWER SEEDS (mixed) 5 lb 10/-, 9 lb 15/-, 13 lb 20/-.

28 lb 32/6, 56 lb 60/-. 1 12 lb 1 15/-

MONKEY NUTS (in shell) for bird feeding 5 lb 10/6, 9 lb 16/3,

13 lb 21/6, 28 lb 35/9, 56 lb 67/-. 1 12 lb 130/-

PEANUTKERNELSfor bird feeding 51b 10/6, 91b 16/3, 13 lb 21/6,

28 lb 35/9, 56 lb 67/-, 1 12 lb 130/-

RAISINS for bird feeding 5 lb 10/3, 9 lb 15/3, 13 lb 21/-, 28 lb 34/9,

56 lb 64/6, 112 lb 125/-

ALL POST OR CARRIAGE PAID

JOHN E. HAITH LTD
DEPT. B.B., PARK STREET, CLEETHORPES
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Red-backed Shrike Lanius collurio. Marked decrease in northern,

western and parts of southern England, also in Wales (A & L).

Decrease and contraction of range even more marked over last 20

• years, apparently continuing, though more slowly in last strongholds

] in East Anglia, Surrey and Hampshire than elsewhere.

Scarce; apart from occasional pair (for example, in Gloucester in

1966), now restricted to a few parts of southern England south of a

I line from the Wash to the Exe estuary, Devon, with a total population

of 125-200 pairs. Peakall (1962) traced the history of the species’

decline in Britain over the last 100 years and showed that the decrease

‘seemed to have accelerated after about 1940 (see fig. 9a). By i960, the

'year of his sur\>’ey, there was a total of only about 172 known breeding

pairs, of which 119 (69%) were found in the four counties of Hamp-
shire, Surrey, Suffolk and Norfolk. A survey of the latest county bird

I reports—mainly for 1966, though in some cases 1965—together with

information from Dr. J. S. Ash on a population in part of Hampshire
in 1966, indicates a current known breeding population of about 127

pairs, of which 108 (85%) are in the four counties mentioned above.

The distribution of these pairs, by counties, is shown in fig. 9b. Except

that the total for the Norfolk part of Breckland is here included under

that county (and not under Suffolk), this map may be compared with

fig. 2 in Peakall (1962). Because of different intensities of coverage,

however, and some local seasonal variation (for example, in i960

temporarily high numbers in Essex and part of Hampshire, and low
numbers in Breckland), the two sets of figures give a false impression

of the extent of the changes in some counties.
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Fig. 9 . Decline of the Red-backed Shrike Lanius collurio. In a the various shadings

(based mainly on counties) show the period in which the species is last known to

have bred in each county (occasionally vice-county). The species still breeds in the

blacked-in counties and the approximate number of known pairs per county in

1966 is shown in b. Information for i960 and earlier is based mainly on Peakall

(1962), with some minor amendments

Nevertheless, the general picture over this period seems clear: a

continuing general decline outside the species’ main strongholds, but

with numbers holding up reasonably well or declining less rapidly

within them. The most marked decrease in the period has been in the

three adjacent counties of Essex, Middlesex and Hertford, where the

total number of pairs has fallen from 3 5 to seven. In Hampshire there

has been a general decrease, though it has been less conspicuous where

the greatest density occurs : the population of one such area fluctuated

between 27 and 29 pairs during 1956-61 except that there were 39 pairs

in i960; when next censused in 1966 the area held 23 pairs (Dr. J. S.

Ash in lift.). The evidence from East Anglia is harder to evaluate, for,

although the total numbers reported now are actually higher than in

i960, some local populations that have been studied closely have

continued to decrease gradually. It seems probable that some pairs

present in i960 were not recorded.

Durango (1950) found that the Red-backed Shrike had decreased

considerably throughout north-west Europe since about 1930, and

Peakall (1962) showed that this decrease had continued in several

countries. Both these authors concluded that the pattern of the decline

was consistent with long-term climatic changes. The apparent rapidity

of the decrease in Britain during the 1940’s, when some local popula-
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tions of Up to a score or more birds disappeared within the space of a

year or two, might repay further investigation.

Starling Sturnus vulgaris. Following earlier marked decrease, and ex-

tinction in many parts of northerly and western Britain (though not in

Scottish isles), increased between about 1830 and 1880 and recolonised

most parts of northern England and southern Scotland, also extending

west to Cornwall and into western Wales; from that time onwards

continued to increase and spread into Scottish Highlands and many
parts of Ireland (A & L). Some expansion of breeding range is still

taking place near western coasts of Britain and Ireland, and numbers
elsewhere have probably at least been maintained.

Abundant; widely distributed, breeding throughout Britain and

Ireland. There is no evidence to show whether the population over the

whole of Britain has continued to increase, but it seems unlikely that

any decline has occurred. In certain western coastal districts of Britain

the breeding distribution is still local and patchy, and the occupation

of some localities somewhat irregular. It seems clear, however, that a

gradual expansion of range is still going on: for example, in Wales in

Carmarthen, Pembroke, Cardigan and Caernarvon, and in Scotland in

Kirkcudbright, Ayrshire and Sutherland. Ruttledge (1966) recorded a

continued spread of breeding range in parts of western Ireland,

including the occupation during or since the 1950’s of several new areas

in Kerry, Galway, Mayo and Donegal. The causes of the steady expan-

sion of this species and the earlier decrease are not known.

Hawfinch Coccothraustes coccothraustes. Possibly only began breeding in

England at beginning of 19th century and till about 1850 was apparent-

ly confined to south-east England and Midlands
;
has since spread west

to Devon and Wales and north to south and east Scotland (A & L).

Only a slight expansion of breeding range has occurred during the past

40 years; numbers fluctuate considerably, perhaps only locally, but

long-term trends over country as a whole are not known.
Not scarce, breeding widely but locally in England (absent Cornwall)

and very locally in Wales and southern Scotland. Mountfort (1937)
discussed the distribution of the Hawfinch and its earlier expansion in

Britain in some detail. He believed that the rapid spread in breeding

range between approximately 1833 and 1913 had continued, ‘though at a

much slower pace’. Except that breeding occurred in south-west Devon
(at Plymouth) in 1953 and has now been proved in Merioneth (in 1964),

no further expansion of breeding range has been recorded; and in

southern Scotland, where Baxter and Rintoul (1953) described the

species as ‘now not uncommon’, the few reports of current status

suggest that it has since declined.
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The Hawfinch is such an elusive and little studied species, and its

occupation of many sites apparently so erratic, that few conclusions can

be drawn from existing information concerning its longer-term popu-
lation trends over much of England. Numbers appear to fluctuate more
violently than those of most birds. There is some indication that in

several parts of the country, notably in the west Midlands, numbers
have generally decreased since the early 1950’s, or perhaps earlier. On
the other hand, some local populations are known or believed to have

increased—at least temporarily—particularly in northern England. The
reasons for these local and apparently wider fluctuations, and for the

earlier increase, are not known. Only one breeding record is known for

Ireland, in Kildare in 1902; birds were also seen in Leix in 1934, but

there has been no suggestion of nesting since.

Greenfinch Carduelis chloris. Increasing and spreading in woods of

northern Scotland (A & L). Has increased in built up areas and ex-

tended its range somewhat in parts of western Britain and Ireland.

Numerous; widely distributed, breeding in all parts of Britain and

Ireland except Shetland. Little further expansion of breeding range has

been noted over the past 25 years apart from a general increase in the

Hebrides, including the colonisation of several of the inner islands

(Boyd 1958, Evans and Flower 1967), an increase in Cornwall and the

colonisation of the Isles of Scilly (Ryves and Quick 1946; Local

Reports), and a recent spread to parts of western Mayo and Donegal

(Ruttledge 1966). Elsewhere in Britain and Ireland it is widely reported

as having become much commoner in urban and suburban areas, both

as a breeding bird and in winter. During this century it has colonised

the inner suburbs and centre of London, and has considerably in-

creased there in recent years. Similar increases have been noted in

several other towns in central and southern England. At least part of

the species’ recent success in towns is due to the increased amount of

food, especially seed and peanuts, now put out for birds in gardens.

Goldfinch Carduelis carduelis. Huge decrease everywhere in 19th

century, but in 20th century marked increase in England, southern

Scotland and Ireland; important factors have been the extensive

catching of Goldfinches as cage-birds and then the cessation of this, also

the spread or decrease of thistles, and the incidence of hard winters

(A & L). Numbers fluctuate, but increase seems to have continued.

Fairly numerous; widely distributed in England (especially in

southern half), Wales and Ireland, and more locally in Scotland north

to Perth and Inverness. Since 1940 most reports on the species’ local

breeding status have referred to increased numbers, and it seems

probable that the general expansion noted during the first four decades
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of the century has continued. It is difficult to be certain of this, or to

assess its extent, for year-to-year fluctuations are sometimes marked

and there is an absence of numerical data on population size. In recent

years, high numbers occurred in 1961—following a big immigration

that spring—and relatively low numbers in 1963.

There has evidently been little alteration in the extent of the range.

In Scotland, although the species has expanded again since the turn

of the century (following an earlier recession), it remains generally

scarce north of the border counties. It occasionally nests as far north as

Ross, but at one time the range reached Sutherland. In recent years an

extension of breeding range has been reported from western Ireland,

and the species has colonised the Isles of Scilly. Some expansion into

new habitats, such as sheltered upland valleys in western England and,

more widely, suburban gardens and town parks, has also taken place.

Siskin Carduelis spinus. Increasing in Irish woods (A & L). Numbers
fluctuate erratically, but are apparently gradually increasing, while the

species appears to be becoming established in several parts of England

and Wales where previously absent.

Not scarce; distributed quite widely in north-east Scotland, rather

locally elsewhere in that country and in parts of Ireland
;
has recently

bred in several parts of England and north Wales, and may now be

established in some areas. Though the scale of its eruptions are less

marked than those of the Crossbill Loxia curvirostra, the Siskin is

another species whose numbers and breeding range fluctuate markedly

and erratically. Little is known about long-term changes in Scotland,

but it seems probable that it has increased there during this century,

both in its strongholds in the north-east (where a noticeable decline is

said to have occurred in the late 19th century owing to the activities of

bird-catchers) and, especially recently, in the south-west, where it has

been helped by afforestation. The introduction of the Scots pine Pirns

sjlvestris into Northern Ireland is said to have led to the Siskin’s

establishment there in the second half of the 19th century (Deane 1954).

In Ireland as a whole the breeding range has expanded during this

century, though Ruttledge (1966) noted a serious decline in numbers
in recent years.

In England and Wales, however, where the species has always been

an extremely erratic breeder, there has been a considerable increase in

the number of summering and nesting records over the last 25 years

and especially the last ten. Although in part this may be attributable to

increased observation, it seems probable that the increase has been an

actual one and that it is largely connected with the spread of conifer

forests. Since 1942 many counties from Northumberland south to Kent,

Hampshire and Devon, and from Caernar\"on and Merioneth east to
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Suffolk, have recorded breeding for the first time. In some parts, such

as the New Forest in Hampshire, and in new areas of forest in Devon,
East Anglia, Northumberland and north Wales Siskins are now
present annually in summer, and are known or believed to have been

breeding for some years.

Linnet A.canthis cannabina. Decrease in 19th century, and increase in

20th century in parts of central and southern England and perhaps

elsewhere (A & L). Perhaps decreased in north-west Scotland; no
satisfactory evidence of marked widespread change elsewhere, though

possibly generally decreased as a result of agricultural improvements.

Numerous
;
widely distributed, breeding in all parts of Britain and

Ireland except north-west Scotland (where very local). Outer Hebrides

and Shetland. Except that it seems to have vanished from the Outer

Hebrides, has decreased or disappeared from some other west Scottish

islands, and has gone again from Shetland which was temporarily

colonised for some years from about 1934, no marked changes in the

extent of the breeding range are on record. The information is too

incomplete to show whether the species is increasing or decreasing

over the country as a whole. On balance, however, there have in

recent years been more records of locally declining than increasing

numbers, most of which have been attributed to loss of habitat,

notably of waste land to agriculture and, locally, eradication of gorse.

Twite Acanthis flavirostris. Marked decrease in northern England and

southern Scotland with complete disappearance from some areas, for

example the Cheviots and Pentland Hills (A & L). Continued contrac-

tion of range in Scotland and apparent further decrease in northern

England, though with possible resurgence in southern Pennines in

last few years ; the causes of the fluctuations are not known.

Not scarce; locally distributed in Scotland (chiefly in Northern Isles,

Hebrides and north-west) and Ireland (chiefly near northern and

western coasts)
;
also very locally in moorland areas ofnorthernEngland

south to north Stafford. A considerable contraction of range towards

the north and west has occurred in Scotland since the beginning of the

century. At one time or another the species has been recorded as

resident in every Scottish county except Kinross, East and West
Lothian and Wigtown (Baxter and Rintoul 1953), but it is now practi-

cally unknown as a breeding bird south of the Highlands and seems

also to have disappeared from much of north-east Scotland. There is

little evidence of any marked changes in status in its strongholds in the

north and north-west. In some areas marked short and medium-term

fluctuations occur, while on Fair Isle there has been a general decline

which became marked after about 1955 (Davis 1965).
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In northern England the general picture is of a continued decline and

the species has disappeared as a regular breeder from parts of the Lake

District, Yorkshire and the Lancashire mosses. In Northumberland

there has been no certain breeding on the Cheviots since about 1953.

It does, however, still breed as far south as the southern Pennines, and

here there has been a recent increase in the number of breeding records,

including the rediscovery during 1964-67 of the species in east Cheshire,

north Derby and north Stafford. Whether these records reflect a

genuine increase or are merely the result of renewed interest in a Uttle

known and much overlooked species is uncertain. In 1967 a nest was

found on an area of salt marsh in north Wales (J. R. Mullins in litt.)\

the only previous Welsh breeding record was in Merioneth in 1905

—

just a year after the only known breeding in southern England, in

Devon in 1904.

Redpoll Acanthis flammea. Small but definite increase throughout Bri-

tain, especially in northern Scotland where increase is marked (A & L).

Marked general increase in England and Wales since about 1950,

facilitated by spread of new conifer forests.

Fairly numerous; widely distributed in Britain and Ireland, but

scarce or absent in parts of Midlands and southern half of England,

and not known to breed at all in Cornwall, Pembroke, Caithness, and

Outer Hebrides and Northern Isles. Most information on status

changes comes from central and southern England where Redpoll

numbers have evidently fluctuated considerably both in the short and

medium term over the last 60-70 years. Though there are some
inconsistencies in the records the main fluctuations seem to have been:

a marked increase in many lowland counties from about 1900 to 1910,

when the chief breeding habitat appears to have been damp woodlands,

especially alder and sallow, and also high, thick hawthorn hedges;

next a widespread decline, leading to the species’ complete disappear-

ance from many lowland areas in the 1920’s; and then, from about

1930, another expansion in numbers and range, this time mainly in those

districts where extensive areas of conifer forest had been planted.

In Devon, for example, post-war afforestation has allowed the Red-

poll to colonise many parts of the county since about 1953; before that

only one isolated case of nesting was known. Similar marked increases

have been recorded in the new conifer forests of East Anglia and

northern England. In Northumberland the recent increase is des-

cribed as ‘spectacular’ (Tyneside Bird Club 1967). The Redpoll has

probably benefited more than any bird from afforestation in Wales:

Condry (i960) noted that it was scarce and local up to the 1920’s, but

that by the late 1950’s it was breeding in young conifer plantations

across north and central Wales from sea-level to nearly 2,000 feet.
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In many parts of its British range its numbers are irregular and
variable. Apart from these short-term fluctuations, there is little

information concerning the species’ general trends in Scotland and
Ireland. Though common in some years, Pennie (1962) did not find

that there had been a general increase in the northernmost part of its

range, in Sutherland.

Serin Serinus serinus. A pair reared at least two young in southern

England in May 1967 and it is thought possible that the species may
also have nested in one other county (Ferguson-Lees 1968). The Serin

has been spreading steadily northwards in Europe over the last loo-i 50

years and, in addition to having reached the Channel coast of France,

now breeds further north than southern England in many places from
the Netherlands, Denmark and southern Sweden through northern

Germany and Poland to the Baltic States. Further colonisation of

Britain seems likely.

Bullfinch Pjrrhula pjrrhula. Spreading in woods of northern Scotland

and Ireland (A & L). General, widespread and marked increase,

especially since about 1955.

Numerous; widely distributed, breeding in every mainland county

with the possible exception of Caithness; absent from Isle of Man,
Outer Hebrides and Northern Isles. Even in the absence of much
numerical data and any marked alteration in the extent of the breeding

range, there can be no doubt that the Bullfinch has increased consi-

derably over a wide area of Britain and Ireland in recent years. Records

of an increase are probably more numerous and widespread for this

than any other species, and come from practically every county in

England as well as several in Wales, Ireland and southernmost Scotland.

In the long term at least, the species has also increased and extended its

range in Scotland generally, but it is not known whether the whole of

that country has been affected by the recent expansion. In Ireland,

however, where there has been a gradual spread westwards, the recent

general increase has been described as ‘tremendous’, especially in the

southern half of the country (Ruttledge 1966).

Although there are several records of increasing numbers of Bull-

finches in many widely scattered parts of England and Wales during

the 1940’s and early 1950’s, the very marked expansion appears not to

have begun until about 1955 or a little later. From 1957 onwards there

were widespread reports—from eastern Ireland as well as from many
urban areas in England—of Bullfinches spreading into new habitats,

especially gardens and town parks. In many rural areas, where it had

previously been relatively scarce and confined to thick cover, it was
increasingly noted in more open habitats, and has since become
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common in them. Bud-eating increased and in many orchard districts

the Bullfinch became a serious pest.

Newton (1967) discussed the recent increase and concluded that an

important factor has probably been a change in the habitat tolerance of

the species. This behavioural change was perhaps initiated by the

decline of the Sparrowhaw'k Accipiter nisus, which, when common, may
have deterred the Bullfinch from feeding far from cover.

Crossbill Loxia curviroslra. Fluctuating, but on the whole marked
increase in numbers of nominate race, mainly due to immigration from

the Continent and the recent planting of conifers (A & L). Fluctuations

still very marked
;
basic breeding population currently larger and more

widespread in England than in past, but no definite evidence that

breeding now occurs more commonly in Britain following invasions,

while in Ireland it has become less frequent.

Not scarce; Scottish race resident in eastern Highlands; nominate

race breeds regularly in East Anglia and Hampshire, near-annually in

several other English counties, mainly in the south-east, but only

rarely now in Ireland (see fig. 10). Marked short-term fluctuations.

Fig. 10. Apparent breeding status of the Crossbill Loxia
curviroslra in Britain and Ireland. Shadings indicate the

frequency with which breeding occurred in each county during

the decade 1957-66: ‘sporadic’ means that the species bred or

probably bred in only one or two of these years; ‘irregular’

that it bred more often, though probably not annually
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related to food supply, occur in the populations of both races. Little

is known about long-term trends in the Scottish Crossbill. Numbers
may sometimes be large—for example, hundreds of pairs nested in one

part of Speyside in 1936, 1952 and 1958—though they seldom are in

any one particular wood in consecutive years (Darling and Boyd 1964).

The numbers and breeding range of the nominate form are, and

appear always to have been, highly dependent on the size and frequency

of irruptions from the Continent. In years following an invasion,

breeding now tends to be reported from more English counties than

in the past, but this may be partly due to increased observation, though

possibly also to more habitat being available through the post-war

increase in conifer forests. In Ireland, where the species at one time

became established in several areas, the frequency of breeding, even in

years following sizeable invasions, has become much less since about

1937 (Ruttledge 1966). Sizeable immigrations into Britain occurred

in five out of the eleven years between 1956 and 1966, and this increased

frequency may partly account for a recent increase in the number of

areas in England in which the species is now thought to breed annually.

In about 1940 regular breeding was known only in Norfolk and Suffolk,

but it now occurs also in Hampshire, probably in Surrey and east Dorset,

and possibly in several other southern counties and Northumberland

(see fig. 10). Even so, numbers are often very small and it is uncertain

whether the species could survive in any of these areas without being

periodically reinforced by further immigration.

Parrot Crossbill Loxia pjtjopsittacus. Following an unprecedented

irruption of the species into Britain in autumn 1962, a pair is believed

to have nested in Surrey the following April (see Davis 1964).

Chaffinch Vringilla coelebs. Spreading in woods in northern Scotland

(A & L). No marked changes in range, but numbers have declined

recently over much of England, perhaps after a peak in about 1950.

Abundant; widely distributed, breeding commonly in all counties of

Britain and Ireland except Shetland. Changes in the extent of the

breeding range have been restricted to the colonisation of a few areas

from which the Chaffinch was previously absent, such as various

islands in the Hebrides and the Isles of Scilly. The colonisation and

subsequent increases in these areas is probably connected with the

planting and growth of cover. Although a general increase has occurred

during this century in Orkney, and the species has extended its range

northwards in Europe since about 1930, it has shown no sign of

becoming estabhshed in Shetland.

Over the rest of the country there are few records referring to a

change in status until the late 1950’s, when the species was widely
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reported as decreasing, especially in agricultural habitats in the eastern

1 half of England. There the evidence from several counties suggested

1 that a low point was reached about 1 960-62. Though there is litde doubt

'ithat the decrease was real and marked, few figures are available to

1 indicate its timing or extent, or to confirm whether it followed, as is

I

generally believed, an earlier increase. One of the few sets of figures

I concerns an oakwood population in Surrey which decreased from a

I

peak in 1951 (about twelve territories) to a minimum in 1959 (two

I territories), then increased again; the pattern over the whole period

: seemed to indicate a natural fluctuation in the population (Beven 1963).

Perhaps one of the best indications of a general decline through the

1950’s and early 1960’s is provided by the figures for the numbers of

I nestlings ringed annually under the national ringing scheme. These
• show that, despite a steady increase in the totals for all species com-

I bined, the numbers of nestling Chaffinches ringed fell from a peak of

jjust over 1,000 in 1950 to a little over 300 in each year from 1963 to

1965. Except for a sharp fail (shared, incidentally, by several other

! species) in 1955, the decline was relatively steady from 1930 to 1963.
' The reasons for the decline are not known.

'Brambling Fringilla montifringilla. The species is reported as having

1 bred in northern Scotland on several occasions (see Baxter and Rintoul

1953) and it has summered and possibly bred in at least one recent

year. But the only firm published record is of a pair that nested in

I Sutherland in 1920.

' Yellowhammer Ftnheri^a citrinella. No evidence of marked wide-
' spread change (A & L). Evidence uncertain, but perhaps generally

» decreased.

Abundant; widely distributed in all British and Irish counties except

Inner Hebrides and Orkney (where local) and Outer Hebrides and

! Shetland (where absent). No marked changes in the extent of the range

lare recorded, though at its northernmost limit in Britain, in Orkney,

iit has been gradually decreasing in recent years (E. Balfour in litt.). In

1 Ireland the species has withdrawn from some west coast islands and

Ifrom Rathlin Island (Ruttledge 1966). Except for a few reports of local

) increases—for example, in Pembroke, Brecon and parts of Lancashire

—

imost statements concerning its recent status refer to decreased num-
Ibers. In some cases tliese have been attributed to locally adverse

I factors, such as the destruction of hedges and increased urbanisation

affecting the bird’s habitat; and in a few to the advent of agricultural

(chemicals; but in others the causes are largely unknown. In nearly

all the timing and severity of the decrease is in some doubt. There

does seem to be general agreement, however, that, in parts of eastern
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England at least, numbers fell sharply in the late 1930’s. In Essex, for

example, the decline was clearly very marked around 1959-61 when the

species disappeared from some places where it had previously been
very common. A partial recovery has since been reported both in

Essex and in some other counties where a decline was recorded. The
ringing figures (cf. Chaffinch Fringilla coelebs) do indicate a general

decline from 1956 to 1961, though, because the rate of decrease and
sample size were smaller than in the Chaffinch (and unknown forms of

bias are inherent in the data), its significance is uncertain.

Corn Bunting Emberit^a calandra. Marked decrease reported in Sussex,

Essex, Suffolk, the Clyde and Tay basins, and some Scottish islands,

and suspected decreases elsewhere (A & L). Very marked decrease in

Ireland, Wales, Scottish islands, west-central and south-west England,

with complete disappearance, especially since 1930’s, from many areas

where it was once common.
Not scarce; widely but irregularly distributed in England and

Scotland from Cornwall north to Shetland, generally most common in

eastern Britain, but absent from wide areas of south-west England,

west Midlands and central Scotland
;
now almost entirely absent from

Wales, and in Ireland confined to a few scattered localities around

coasts. This species has undergone a very sharp dechne in many western

areas of the British Isles, but in eastern Britain it is uncertain whether

there has been a general decrease. The information is summarised

below by countries.

Ireland. The species was once found in most counties and was

common in many coastal areas. But by the early 1950’s it had disap-

peared from nearly all inland and many coastal and island localities.

The decline has continued and the Corn Bunting has now gone even

from some places in which it was common as recently as 1945. It now
seems to be confined to a few isolated coastal areas in Kerry, Mayo,

Donegal, Down, Wexford and Waterford.

Scotland. The species has declined steadily during this century in

Shetland, Orkney and the Western Isles, and between the 1930’s and

1950’s it disappeared completely from several islands in each of these

areas. The decline appears to be continuing, and in Orkney, for

example, the bird has now become very scarce (E. Balfour in Hit.). A
general, but poorly documented, decrease has apparently also affected

the Scottish mainland (Baxter and Rintoul 1953, G. Waterston in

////.). At least in the east and south, however, the decline does not appear

to have been very marked.

Wales. Widely distributed and common in coastal areas at the turn

of the century, when described in Anglesey, for example, as one of the

most conspicuous breeding birds. Before or during the 1920’s it
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decreased markedly in many places, and by about 1945 it had disap-

peared completely from almost the whole of Wales. A few pairs

persisted in parts of Pembroke until 1949 or a little later, and occasional

birds have been seen in that county, Glamorgan and Carmarthen in the

last few years. But the only known recent breeding in Wales has been

in Flint, where a few pairs nest near to the border with Cheshire.

'England. Widespread and general decline in the south-west and in

the west Midlands. In the former area the species has disappeared from

Devon since about 1945 (though one pair bred in the north in 1957)

and from the Isles of Scilly since the 1930’s, and decreased markedly

in Cornwall (where now mainly restricted to parts of the north coast),

especially between about 1934 and 1946. In the west Midlands the

distribution has always been irregular, but even where the Corn
Bunting was once locally common—for example, in Shropshire and

Worcester—numbers declined considerably before about 1940. Since

the 1930’s the species has ceased to breed in Stafford, and numbers in

other counties in the region are now very small. Over the rest of Eng-
land there is much less evidence of a general decline, though many
local fluctuations have been recorded. Some of these have been

correlated with changes in agriculture. In the south, for example,

the increase in cultivation during the 1939-43 war seems to have trig-

gered off a spread in several counties, including Sussex where it was
earlier said to have declined. Other fluctuations, however, are un-

explained, and often neighbouring populations seem to fluctuate

independently of each other, thus giving rise to conflicting statements

about status changes, even within a single county. Over the country

as a whole, as well as the clear decrease in south-west England and the

west Midlands, recent records tend to refer more often to a decrease

than an increase. But, except possibly in the Lake District and some
other parts of northern England, it is doubtful whether there has been
any marked, general decline.

The reasons for the general and very marked decline of the Corn
Bunting in western districts of the British Isles are not known. The
species is highly dependent on agriculture, but it seems unlikely that

farming changes in these areas have been sufficiently marked to

account for the decrease. Instead, as suggested by Evans and Flower

(1967), the decline might be correlated with an increase in rainfall,

attendant on the climatic amelioration during this century.

Cirl Bunting Emhen\a cirlus. Possibly colonised southern England
only at end of i8th century; some evidence of increase in 20th century

in southern England, though range extends less far north than in 19th

century (A & L). No longer breeds in Wales or Hereford, and records

of occasional nesting in central and northern England have become
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less frequent; but no evidence of any marked reduction in numbers
within main English range.

Scarce; restricted to southernmost counties of England, with main
population in south-west and a few pairs north as far as the Malvern
Hills (Worcester) and the Chilterns (Oxford, Buckingham, Hertford).

Through to the 1930’s breeding occurred very locally in many counties

in Wales, but this seems to have ceased soon after. The species has also

disappeared from Hereford, but otherwise there have been no other

marked changes in the extent of the breeding range. Since about 1950,

however, records of sporadic breeding in central and northern England
have become less frequent, though pairs did nest in Leicester in 1951

and even as far north as Cumberland in 1955. There is also some in-

dication that on the eastern and northern periphery of the present

range, in counties such as Sussex, Kent and Oxford, numbers have

declined in recent years. But within the main range, although there

have been local decreases due to loss of habitat, and some short-term

fluctuations caused probably by severe winters, there is no evidence

of any marked change in numbers.

Reed Bunting Emberi^a schoeniclus. No evidence of marked widespread

change (A & L). Some increase in Scottish isles, and probably a

general increase in many parts of Britain owing to recent expansion

into drier breeding habitats where previously absent.

Fairly numerous; widely distributed, breeding in all counties of

Britain and Ireland. Baxter and Rintoul (1953) believed that a general

increase had occurred in Scotland, and the recent evidence suggests

that the species is at least expanding in the Scottish isles. It has recently

colonised two islands and increased on others in the Inner Hebrides,

has steadily increased in Orkney, and since about 1949 has spread to

Shetland where one or two pairs nest regularly in the extreme south.

Although no figures are available, there is general agreement that

numbers have increased in many parts of Britain and Ireland in recent

years. This may have been brought about by an expansion of the

ecological range of the species, as pointed out by Kent (1964). In many
areas Reed Buntings are now found breeding in dry habitats, often

long distances from surface water, which once seemed to form an

essential part of their habitat requirements. As well as Kent’s survey

in Nottingham, which showed that a substantial proportion of Reed

Buntings were nesting in dry habitats, this apparently recent extension

in habitat tolerance has been recorded in many southern counties and

in northern England and south-west Scotland. A considerable variety

of habitats is now occupied. Less widespread, and probably involving

relatively few individuals, has been an increasing tendency to come
into urban areas in winter to feed in gardens and on bird-tables.
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Snow Bunting Flectrophenax nivalis. Numbers always very small, but

evidence suggests that breeding occurred more frequently and over a

wider area of northern Scotland before 1914 than it has done since.

Very scarce; breeding confined to Cairngorms, where perhaps not

annual, and in any case not more than three known pairs in any recent

year. Nethersole-Thompson (1966) discussed the whole history of the

Snow Bunting as a Scottish breeding bird, and correlated the long and

short-term fluctuations in its numbers with climatic changes. Before

about 1914 the species evidently bred more frequently and widely in

Scotland than in the milder period since. From about 1886 to 1913

nesting was proved on hills in Sutherland, Ross and Perth, on Ben
Nevis and in the Cairngorms, as well as once, in 1901, on St. Kilda.

During the last 30 years, however, apart from the small Cairngorms

population, the only confirmed breeding record has been on Ben
Nevis, where a brood was seen in 1954. In the same period the Cairn-

gorms population has varied from only a few unmated males in some
years up to three known pairs and several unmated males in others.

House Sparrow Passer domesticus. Huge increase in Scotland and

Ireland; in England the bulk of a similar increase probably occurred

before 19th century; decrease in towns in 20th century owing to dis-

appearance of the horse (A & L). No evidence of marked widespread

change, but total numbers have probably further increased owing to

the growth of suburbs.

Abundant; widely distributed, breeding near human habitations

in nearly all parts of Britain and Ireland, though scarce and local in

some upland and western coastal areas. By 1940 or earlier the species

had already reached most of the remoter parts of the British Isles in

which it is now found. Some further expansion has recently been

recorded in Sutherland and in some coastal and upland areas in west

Wales. On the other hand, in the extreme west of Ireland the species is

believed to be undergoing a general decline which began before 1950.

Decreases have been recorded on a number of islands around the

coasts of Britain and Ireland, and these have usually been correlated

with decreases in human population; on some islands completely

evacuated by man the House Sparrow has quickly disappeared also.

Other local changes in House Sparrow populations can usually be

linked with changes in farming practice, such as an increase or decrease

in poultry farming (Summers-Smith 1963). One steady and continuing

decrease which is unexplained, however, is that reported from central

London (Cramp and Tomlins 1966). So far as is known, there has been

no comparable decline in suburban areas, in which, as shown by
Summers-Smith, the greatest House Sparrow densities are found.

Indeed, as Summers-Smith pointed out, the continuing steady growth
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of suburban Britain must benefit the species considerably and lead to

a rise in total numbers.

Tree Sparrow Passer montanus. Colonies are local and fluctuate marked-
ly for unknown reasons (A & L). General increase in numbers since

about 1958, with explosive range expansion during 1961-66, when
breeding colonies established in many parts of Scotland, Ireland and

Wales from which the species had been absent for up to 25 years or

had never previously been known to breed.

Fairly numerous; distributed widely in England (but absent from
Cornwall, Devon, Dorset and much of Hampshire and Sussex), and

much more locally in Scotland and Wales, while in Ireland breeds

locally but increasingly, mainly in coastal counties. Since about 1958

there has been a remarkable expansion in the numbers and range of

this species in the British Isles. The cause of the increase is not known,
but in many areas, and perhaps over Britain and Ireland as a whole, it

followed an earlier phase of decrease which lasted through the greater

part of the first half of this century; this had led to the complete

disappearance of the species from many parts of Scotland, Ireland and

Wales, and a few in south-west England.

In England, east Wales and southern Scotland, the recent increase is

commented upon in many county bird reports and other regional

publications. The records of several closely studied nest-box popula-

tions confirm that numbers increased enormously from about 1961 to

1964. Beginning in 1961, there was also a remarkable, explosive

increase in range—into areas in which Tree Sparrows had never

previously been known to nest, as well as into others from which it

had been absent for up to 2 5
years or more. Counties and other areas in

Britain colonised or recolonised during 1961-67 included the Isles of

Scilly, Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Pembroke, Anglesey, Kinross, Aber-

deen, Orkney, Fair Isle, Shetland, and St. Kilda and some other

Hebridean islands. In Ireland the increase since 1961 has been im-

pressive. Though never widespread or common, the species had by

the 1950’s been reduced to the status of a sporadic breeder, and there

was no evidence of nesting anywhere in Ireland in 1959 or i960. In

1961, however. Tree Sparrows bred in three coastal localities (in

Mayo, Derry and Donegal); in 1962 small colonies were found in

Dublin and Down; in 1963 five more counties were occupied; and by

1964 breeding was known in 13 counties (Ruttledge 1966). The in-

crease and spread in Ireland has continued since then, and small

colonies are now widespread, though they are still confined mainly to

coastal counties.

(To be concluded with discussion, summary and bibliography)
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Recoveries in Great Britain and Ireland of

birds ringed abroad

Robert Hudson

In 1966 the British Trust for Ornithology was notified of the recoveries

in Britain and Ireland of 529 foreign-ringed birds of 77 species. No less

than five of these species—American Wigeon Anas americana. Green-

shank Tringa nebularia, Whinchat Saxicola rubeira. Lesser Whitethroat

.Sylvia curruca and Goldcrest Kegulus regulus—appear here for the first

I time. Other notable recoveries were those of a Bittern Boiaurus stellaris

I from the Netherlands, a Gadwall Anas strepera from Spain, a Mute
I Swan Cygnus olor and a Moorhen Gallinula chloropus from Sweden, and a

Redshank Tringa totanus from Latvia. A Little Stint Calidris minuta in

Lancashire had been ringed in Norwegian Finnmark which is the most
I northerly origin to date for a British recovery of this species, and the

! same applies to a Woodpigeon Columba palumbus ringed in Norway and

I found in Yorkshire. A Sand Martin Riparia riparia recaptured in
' Hampshire was noteworthy in that it had been marked with a B.T.O.

I ring in Malta three months previously. Attention is also drawn to the

I records of a Redstart Phoenicurus phoenicurus and a Reed Warbler

.Acrocephalus scirpaceus from Sweden which occurred on the east coast

iin late August, together with the Whinchat already mentioned, as part

(of a fall of Scandinavian night-migrants. Finally, a Dunnock Prunella

modularis from the Netherlands was only the third foreign-ringed

irecovery of that species in Britain and Ireland, while a Pied Flycatcher

Wicedula hypoleuca from Finland and a Siskin Carduelis spinus from Austria

were the first recoveries here of those species from the countries

(concerned.

Selected list of recoveries reported during 1966

^.viations usedfor ringing schemes

Vogeltrekstation Arnhem P. C.R.M.M.O., Paris

Natural Sciences Institute, Pref. Pretoria Zoo
Bruxelles

Bmo Academy
P.V. Stacja Ornitologiczna, Polonia

Varsovia
British Trust for Ornithology R. Vogelwarte Radolfzell

Copenhagen Museum Rjk. Reykjavik Museum
Vogelwarte Helgoland S.S. Grupo Aranzadi, San Sebastian
Helsinki Museum Sk. P. Skovgaard, Viborg, Denmark
Societe Jersiaise Stav. Stavanger Museum
Moscow Ringing Bureau St. Stockholm Museum
Ministry of Agriculture, Madrid
Belgian bird-catchers’ organisation
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The symbols and terms are the same as those used in the ‘Report on bird-ringi

for 1966’ (see page 440 in BriL Birds, 60; 429-475), with the exception that the te

‘juv.’ cannot always be relied upon to signify a young bird able to fly freely; owi
to lack of uniformity in the various ringing schemes, this term may sometin
mean a chick

(= pullus). The figures in brackets after each scientific name den(

the number of recoveries reported in 1966 and the grand total for the spec

concerned.

Gannet (Su/a bassana) (i
; 15)

/• pull. 2.8.63 Les Etacs: 49°4z'N. 2°i5'W. (Alderney) Channel Islands
F1382 X 7.5.66 Clynderwen: 5 i°5o'N. 4°44'W. (Carmarthen)

Heron {Ardea cinered) (7; 227)

These came from Norway (five), Denmark (one) and the Netherlands (on
none merits special mention.

Bittern (BoTaurus stellaris) (i
; 7)

A. pull. 1.6.63 Nieuwkoop: 52°09'N. 4°46'E. (Zuid Holland) Netherlands
7002202 24.12.63 Manea: 52°29'N. o°ii'E. (Cambridge)

Mallard (Anas platjrhynchos) (10; 352)

These originated from the U.S.S.R. (Novgorod), Finland, Denmark and G<

many (one each) and Belgium (six).

Teal (Anas crecca) (24; 1500)

These came from Finland (two), Sweden and Norway (one each), Denma
(twelve), the Netherlands (two), and Belgium and France (three each).

Gadwall (Anas strepera) (i ; 18)

Md. juv. 10.6.66 Guadalquivir delta: 37°io'N. 6°i7'W. (Seville) Spain
SE11153 -j- 8.10.66 war Builth Wells: 5 2°09'N. 3 °24'W. (Radnor)

This is a puzzling recovery, showing northward movement in the first autmn

American Wigeon (Anas americana) (i ; i)

USA pull. $ 6.8.66 near Sheffield: 45°53'N. 66°i9'W. (New Brunswick) Canada
6677877} + 7.10.66 Loch of Mails: 5 9°5

3
'N. I °i7'W. (Shetland)

A full account of this extraordinary recovery has already been published in Scotti

Birds, 4: 445.

Wigeon (Anas penelope) (3 ; 196)

Hki. juv. $ 3.7.64 Hailuoto: 64°57'N. 24°45'E. (Oulu) Finland
C174722 + 5.12.64 Talsarnau: 52°55'N. 4°03'W. (Merioneth)

Hki. juv. 16.7.64 Hailuoto, Finland

+ 20.10.64 Invergordon: 57°4z'N. 4®io'W. (Ross)

The third had been ringed in Belgium in winter.
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119

pull.?

+
25.5.63

14.9.66

Lake Engure: 57°i7'N. 23°07'E., Latvian S.S.R.

Hesketh Bank: 53°43'N. 2°52'W. (Lancashire)

;‘>5

juv. ?
-b

I 5 -7-64
2.1.65

Oulujoki: 64°58'N. 25°27'E. (Oulu) Finland
Exe estuary: c. 50°38'N. 3°26'W. (Devon)

>17

juv. cJ

+
19.9.63

22.12.66

De Koog: 53°o6'N. 4°48'E., Texel, Netherlands
Carsethorn: 54°55'N. 3“35'W. (Kirkcudbright)

Shoveler {Anas clypeata) (7 ; 69)

111

pull. 12.6.65

8.1.66

Lake Engure: 57°i7'N. 23°07'E., Latvian' S.S.R.
near Pocklington: 53°53'N. o°5i'W. (York)

Pintail {Anas acuta) (3 ; 66)

DDther six were ringed in the Netherlands : though four of them were'marked

ifg July, there is no evidence that any were breeding.

Scaup {Ajthja marild) (2 ; 64)

ad. $ 13.6.65 Skipalon: 65°47'N. i8°i2'W., Iceland

-k 14.10.66 Maghcrafclt: 5 4°45'N. 6°3 6'W. (Londonderry')

ad. $ 19.6.66 Skipalon, Iceland

+ 25.9.66 Toomebridge: 54°45'N. 6°28'W. (Antrim)

Tufted Duck {Aythya fuUgula) (5 ; 82)

Lake Engure: 57°i7'N. 23°07'E., Latvian S.S.R.

Toomebridge: 54°45'N. 6°28'W. (Antrim)

Lake Engure, Latvian S.S.R.

Lough Sheelin: 53°48'N. 7°2o'W. (Cavan)

near Castotice: 49°i4'N. i6°o6'E. (Trebic) Czechoslovakia
Rockland Broad: 52°32'N. o°56'E. (Norfolk)

Nakskov: 54°5o'N. ii°io'E. (Lolland) Denmark
near Rockcorry: 54°07'N. 7°04'W. (Monaghan)

Zandvoort: 52°22'N. 4°3i'E. (Noord Holland) Netherlands
near Kirkcambeck: 55°oo'N. 2°45'W. (Cumberland)

Pochard {Aythya ferina) (3 ; 31)

Lake Juvintas: 54°28'N. 23°38'E., Lithuanian S.S.R.
Welney: 52‘’3i'N. o°i5'E. (Norfolk)

Hochstadt: 49°4o'N. io°49'E. (Bayern) Germany
Loughrea: 53°i2'N. 8°34'W. (Galway)

near Kamenz: 5i°2i'N. I4°07'E. (Sachsen) Germany
near North Cave: 53°46'N. o°43'^^ (York)

ad. ? 19.6.66

H40 -b 20.12.66

ad. c? 2.7.66

\(0I + 10.12.66

pull. 16.6.66

-b 26.12.66

ad. 15.6.66

D) + 27.12.66

pull. 19.7.64

?// + 10.10.64

P

^770

juv. 9.8.66

+ 28.11.66

ad. 12.7.64

155 + 31.1.66

ad. 7.7.63

-b 18.12.65

Goldeneye {Bucephala clanguld) (i
; 12)

pull. 17.6.65 near Enanger: 6i°32'N. i6°53'E. (Gavleborg) Sweden
-f- (13. II.66) Sw'illington: 53°47'N. i®25'W. (York)

“^5

Shelduck (Tadorna tadorna) (3 ; 83)

f.g. 28.8.60 R. Weser estuary: 53®52'N. 8°23'E., Germany
/?/ (19.9.66) St. Olaves: 52°3i'N. i°37'E. (Suffolk)

ifing only)
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A.
)ot8oi

A.
7002780

R-fe.

14722

Ryfe.

15474

Ryfe.

15497

A.
306776

f-g. $
X (oil)

25.5-59

(15.2.63)

Biesbosch: 5i°45'N. 4°48'E. (Noord Brabant) Netherlands
Broadstairs: 5i°23'N. i°26'E. (Kent)

pull.

+
25.6.65

5.1.66

Vlieland: 53°i4'N. 4°55'E., Frisian Islands, Netherlands
Terrington Marsh: 52°48'N. o°i8'E. (Norfolk)

pull.

+

Grey Lag Goose (Anser anser') (3 ; 23)

21.7.64 Skipalon: 65°47'N. i8°i2'W., Iceland
13.12.66 Stanley: 56°29'N. 3°28'W. (Perth)

ad.

+
17.6.64

30.10.65

Skipalon, Iceland
Ballina: 54°07'N. 9°09'W. (Mayo)

pull.

/?/
.

18.7.64

(1.7.65)

Skipalon, Iceland
near Stranraer: 54°54'N. 5°02'W. (Wigtown)

(ring only)

White-fronted Goose (Anser albifrons) (i ; 213)

juv. (J 24.2.60 Bunschoten: 52°i4'N. 5°22'E. (Utrecht) Netherlands
+ winter Roche: 5 i°52'N. 5°04'W. (Pembroke)

Pink-footed Goose (Anser fahalis brachyrhjnchus) (15; 2,021)

All 15 were ringed in central Iceland in July-August 1953; they were recover

here in traditional areas in 1963 (two), 1964 (two), 1965 (two), 1966 (eight), ai

date unknown (one). Some were thus very belatedly reported.

Barnacle Goose (Branla leucopsis) (7; 187)

These involved one from Greenland found in Caithness, and six from Spitsberg<

found in Dumfriesshire.

Rk. pull. ? 6.8.65

0219 X 16.2.66

Rk. pull. $ 9.8.65

0283 X 0.12.65

Rk. f.g. 14.8.65

0314 + 2.1.66

Rk. pull. $ 16.8.65

0389 X 2.4.66

St. ad. 22.7.62

9901740 X (oil) 21.2.63

Rk. pull. 11.7.66

616012 X c. 28.11.66

K
NFBVV f.g. 1.10.65

C407 X (wires) 1.8.66

Whooper Swan (Cygnus cygnus) (4; ii)

Arnarvatnsheidi: 64°54'N. 2o°35'W., Iceland
Upper Lough Erne: 54°i3'N. 7°3o'W. (Fermanagh)

Arnarvatnsheidi, Iceland
Fair Head: 55°i3'N. 6°09'W. (Antrim)

Arnarvatnsheidi, Iceland

R. Shannon: c. 52°5o'N. 8°25'W. (Tipperary)

Arnarvatnsheidi, Iceland

Campsey: 53°o4'N. 7°i5'W. (Londonderry)

Botkyrka: 59°i4'N. I7°49'E., Huddinge (Stockholm)
Sweden
Wells-next-Sea

:
52°58'N. o°5i'E. (Norfolk)

Gyduhnjuksgil: 65°26'N. i6°58'W. (Myvatn) Iceland

Deerlijk: 50°5i'N. 3°2i'E. (West Flanders) Belgium
Rainham: 5i°3i'N. o°i2'E. (Essex)
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Moorhen {Gallinula chloropus) (7 ; 44)

1188

juv.

X
19.8.65

23.10.65

Getteron: 57°o8'N. i2°i3'E. (Halland) Sweden
Nantwich: 53°04'N, 2°3i'W. (Cheshire)

'.26

juv.

X {^g)

11. 10.66
21. 11.66

Nakskov: 54®5o'N. ii°io'E. (Lolland) Denmark
Braxted: 5i°48'K. o°4o'E. (Essex)

lOI

pull.

X
3.9.65

25.1.66

Wilhelmshaven: 53°3i'N. 8°o8'E. (Niedersachen) Germany
Fressingfield: 52°2i'N. i°i9'E. (Suffolk)

other four were ringed outside the breeding season in the Netherlands and
iMvered in winter in England.

f97^

f-g-

X
21.1.64

23.1.66

Coot {Fulica atrd) (i ; 13)

near Ritthcm: 5i®27'K. 3°39'E. (Zeeland) Netherlands
Edmonton: 5i°37']SI. o®03'W. (Middlesex)

'7

pull.

V
X

Oystercatcher (Haematopus ostralegus) (i
; 50)

22.6.58 Skipal6n: 65®47'N. i8°i2'W. Iceland

5.9.63 Whitford Point: 5i°38'N. 4°i5'W. (Glamorgan)
17.8.66 Whitford Point

Lapwing {yanellus vanellus) (12; 277)

sse were ringed in Denmark (one), Germany (two), the Netherlands (seven),

Igium (one) and France (one) ; the last was a winter-ringed adult, but the^rest

c; marked as chicks.

CJ

ad.

X

Ringed Plover {Charadrius hiaticuld) (3 ; 18)

20.5.57 Midnes: 64°04'N. 22°43'W., Iceland

5.9.65 near Faversham: 5i°2o'N. o°52'E. (Kent)

to 8

pull.

X
6.6.63

17.10.65

Texel: 53°io'N. 4°5o'E., Frisian Islands, Netherlands
Dawlish Warren: 50°36'N. 3®26'W. (Devon)

S0567

pull.

X
13.6.64

7.2.65

Nijkerk: 52°i2'N. 5°3o'E. (Gelderland) Netherlands
Old Head of Kinsale: 5i°36'N. 8°32'W. (Cork)

CJ2

f-g-

-1-

Golden Plover {Pluvialis apricaria) (j ; 90)

21.8.63 war Midnes: 64°04'N. 22°43'W., Iceland
0.1.66 Bruff: 52°29'N. 8°33'W. (Limerick)

U 9

f-g-

-t-

10.8.59

0.1.66

near Midnes, Iceland
Bruff (Limerick)

4(6

f.g. 50.9.61

X (Ww) 4.1.67

Amager: 55°38'N. i2°34'E. (Sjaelland) Denmark
Mendlesham: 52°i5'N. i°o5'E. (Suffolk)

:iS4

f-g-

X
20.3.62

II. 11.64

Onderdendam: 53°2o'N. 6°35'E. (Groningen) Netherlands
near Brechin: 56°44'N. 2°4i'W. (Angus)

f-g-

+
5.4.62

20.12.63

Onderdendam, Netherlands
Fareham: 5o°5i'N. i°io'W. (Hampshire)

H 5

ad. (J

V

Turnstone {Arenaria inierpres) (2; 21)

26.6.61 Amager: 55°38'N. i2°34'E. (Sjaelland) Denmark
25.7.66 Hart)-: 5i°22'N. o°55'E., Sheppey (Kent)

r/7

ad.

X
10.9.64

24.10.64

Vlieland: 53®i6'N. 5®oo'E., Frisian Islands, Netherlands
Harwich: 5i®57'N. i®i7'E. (Essex)
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BRITISH BIRDS

Snipe {Gallimgo gallinago) (i8; 123)

These were ringed in Iceland (three), Finland (one), Sweden (two), Norw
(one), Germany (two), the Netherlands (seven), Belgium (one) and the Cham
Islands (one)

;
none calls for special mention.

Woodcock (Scolopax rusticold) (7; 66)

Hki. (age ?) 28.7.64
B54380 -h 23.12.64

Stav. pull. 30.6.57

604714 + 4.12.65

Stav. pull. 15.5.64

539733 + 14.1.65

near Kristinestad: 62°i5'N. 2i°25'E. (Vaasa) Finland
Templemore: 52°48'N. 7°5o'W. (Tipperary)

Idsal: 58°59'N. 6°oo'E. (Rogaland) Norway
Hacketstown; j2°52'N. 6°33'W. (Carlow)

near Time: 38°45'N. 5°43'E. (Rogaland) Norway
Garvagh: 54°59'N. 6°4i'W. (Londonderry)

The other four were ringed on autumn migration in Germany (one) and t

Netherlands (three); and were shot in Ireland (one) and East Anglia (three)

December.

Curlew (Numefiius arquatd) (9; 167)

These came from the usual areas—Finland (four), Norway (one) and the Neth<
lands (four)—and do not call for special mention.

Redshank (Tringa totanus) (i
; 24)

M. pull. 21.5.65 Lake Engure: 57°i7'N. 23°o7'E., Latvian S.S.R.

KO^jiSj + 19. II.66 Pagham: 50°46'N. o°45'W. (Sussex)

This Latvian locality is by far the most easterly origin yet for a Redshank recoven

in Britain or Ireland and, at the same time, is further east than that of any foreij

recovery of a British-ringed Redshank.

Greenshank (Tringa nebularia) (i ; i)

St. f-g* 14.8.66 Ledskar: 6o°3i'N. I7°43'E. (Uppsala) Sweden
6048679 V 10.9.66 Stoke: 5i°27'N. o°38'E. (Kent)

Little Stint {Calidris minutd) (i
; 3)

Stav. f-g- 8.8.66 Bugoyfjord: 69°52'N. 29°23'E., Varanger (Finnmark) Norw!
Longton: 53°44'N. 2°48'W. (Lancashire)9150460 /?/ 14.9.66

Dunlin {Calidris alpind) (42; 414)

M. ad. 10.6.61 Great Ainov Island: 69°5o'N. 3i°35'E. (Murmansk) U.S.S.R
Terrington Marsh: 52°47'N. o°i7'E. (Norfolk)X716788 V 17.8.62

V 6.8.66 Terrington Marsh
V 9.8.67 Terrington Marsh
V 9.9.67 Terrington Marsh

The remainder were ringed in autumn/winter in Finland (three), Sweden (20

Norway (eight), Denmark (six), Germany (two), Poland (one) and Belgiui

(one).

Great Black-backed Gull (Lan/s marinus) (5; 121)

Stav. pull. 6.6.65 Hareid: 62°2i'N. 6°04.'E. (More & Romsda!) Norway
424013 X 22.8.66 Sandwich Bay: 5 i®i7'N. i°2o'E. (Kent)

I
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FOREIGN-RINGED RECOVERIES

'4
pull.

X
12.6.63

29.1.65

near Sola: 58°55'N. 5°3o'E. (Rogaland) Norway
Caister: 52°39'N. i®44'E. (Norfolk)

"6
pull.

-b

14.7.65

20.9.66

Sokndal: 58°27'N. 6°2i'E. (Rogaland) Norway
Cliffe: 5I°28'N. o°3o'E. (Kent)

I}2

pull.

X (fill)

Herring Gull (Lams argentatus) (5 ; 90)

10.6.65 Kharlov Islands: 68°48'N. 37°25'E. (Murmansk) U.S.S.R.

19.2.66 war Tadcaster: 53°53'N. i°i6'W. (York)

pull.

X
22.6.63

0.1.66

Fruens Holm: 57°04'N. 9°48'E. (Jutland) Denmark
North Currey: 5i°02'N. 2°58'W. (Somerset)

4

(traffic)

pull.

X
14.6.58

0.10.64

Wassenaar: 52°09'N. 4°23'E. (Zuid Holland) Netherlands
Old Catton: 52°4o'N. i°i8'E. (Norfolk)

'JO

pull.

X
10.7.61

5.8.64

Wassenaar, Netherlands
Mundesley: 52°55'N. i°26'E. (Norfolk)

17
pull.

X
6.7.62

26.8.64

Molene: 48°24'N. 4°58'W. (Finistere) France
Bedfont: 5i°27'N. o°27'W. (Middlesex)

Common Gull (Larus canus) (24; 797)

<.e came from Finland (nine), Sweden (two), Norway (eight), Denmark (one),

many (one) and the Netherlands (three).

Black-headed Gull (Lams ridibundus') (90; 1,998)

pull. 30.6.64 Skipal6n: 65°47'N. i8°i2'W., Iceland
I X 0.2.65 Strabane: 54°49'N. 7°27'W. (Tyrone)

pull. 1.6.65 St. Viatre: 47°3i'N. i°56'E. (Loir & Cher) France
"JO X 1 1.6.66 Needs Oar Point: 5 o°46'N. I°24'W. (Hampshire)

(in colony)

iremainder originated from the usual areas in the Soviet Baltic States (16),

iiand (23), Sweden (seven), Norway (six), Denmark (six), Germany (four),

irnd (two), the Netherlands (19) and Belgium (five).

Common Tern (Sterna hirundo) (2; 27)

068

pull. 1.7.66

V c. 24.9.66

(fishing line)

near Saaksmaki: 6i°ii'N. 24°o8'E. (Hame), Finland
St. Ives: 50°i 2'N. 5°29'W. (Cornwall)

'17
pull.

X
7.7.64

3.9.64

Gricnd: 53°i5'N. 5°i5'E., Waddenzee, Netherlands
Worksop: 53°i8'N. i°o7'W. (Nottingham)

Sandwich Tern (Sterna sandvicensis) (5 ; 18)

-78

pull.

X
(in colony)

30.6.57

10.8.61

Norderoog: 54°3i'N. 8°5o'E., East Frisian Islands, Germany
Fame Islands: 55°37'N. i®37'W. (Northumberland)

47

pull.

X
30.5.64

27.7.64

Meldorf: 54°o6'N. 9°04'E. (Schleswig-Holstein) Germany
South Walsham: 52°39'N. i°3o'E. (Norfolk)

^31

pull.

X c.

6.6.64

20.8.64

Insel Scharhorn: 53°57'N. 8°a6'E., Elbe estuary, Germany
Kcssingland: 52*2 57^. i°42'E. (Suffolk)
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H. pull. 20.6.63 Insel Scharhorn, Germany
6225375 X (20.8.63) Winchelsea; 50°54'N. o°43'E. (Sussex)

A. pull. 4.7.64 Griend: 53 °i 5'N. 5°I5'E., Waddenzee, Netherlands
2020234 X 22.8.64 Stowmarket: 52°! I'N. i°oo'E. (Suffolk)

Razorbill {Alca forda)\i; 5)

/. pull. 30.6.66 Cocque Lihou: 49°43'N. 2°i4'W. (Alderney) Channel Islar

Hdop X 15.8.66 Hcngistbury Head: 5 o°43TSI. I °45'W. (Hampshire)

H.
3019165

Stay.

514398

B.

E4922

B.

E4779

Hki.
H41718

Guillemot {^ria aalge) (i ; 14)

pull. 11.7.63 Heligoland: 5 4°i
I
'N. 7°5

5
'E., Germany

X {oil) 15.1.66 Anderby Creek: 53°i6'N. o°2o'E. (Lincoln)

Woodpigeon {Columha palumbus) (i
; 4)

pull. 1.7.64 near Sokndal: 58°2o'N. 6°i9'E. (Rogaland) Norway
+ 7.8.65 Bridlington: 54°05'N. o°i2'W. (York)

Collared Dove (Streptopelia decaoctd) (2; 10)

ad. 31.7.66 Knokke-sur-Mer: 5 i°22'N. 3°22'E. (West Flanders) Belgiui
X 5.12.66 Peakirk: 52°39'N. o°i3'W. (Northampton)

ad. 30.11.65 Knokke-sur-Mer, Belgium
X 15.9.66 Alnmouth: 5 5°23'N. I °36'W. (Northumberland)

Short-eared Owl (^Asio flammeus) (i
; 3)

pull. 22.6.61 near Tjock: 62°i9'N. 2i°35'E. (Vaasa) Finland
X 31.1.65 Brandon: 5 2°27'N. o°37'E. (Suffolk)

Pret.

60172900

Pret.

60131097

Pret.

60142141

Pret.

60141816

Pret.

60148^49

Pret.

60104164

Pret.

60115355

Swallow {Hirundo rustled) (12; 38)

f-g-

X
17.12.63

(13.5.66)

Cape Town: 34°oo'S. i8°3o'E., South Africa
Brenachoille: 56°09'N. 5°ii'W. (Argyll)

fig-

V d
30.12.65

12.6.66

Cape Town, South Africa
Farnham: 5i°i3'N. o°49'W. (Surrey)

f-g-

/?/

4.12.65

2.7.66

Johannesburg: 26°i3'S. 28°o6'E. (Transvaal) South’Africa
Ballycullen: 52°i7'N. 7°o8'W. (Wexford)

f.g.

X
28.11.65

27.5.66

Johannesburg, South Africa

Castleblaney: 54°oy'N. 6°44'W. (Monaghan)

f-g-

V (?

12.2.66

23.9.66

Johannesburg, South Africa

Lower Withington: 53°i4'N. 2°i7'W. (Cheshire)

f-g-

V
20.2.66

c. 23.5.66

Johannesburg, South Africa

Glencarse: 56°23'N. 3°i9'W. (Perth)

f-g-

X
12.3.66

19.5.66

Pretoria: 25°44'S. 28°ii'E. (Transvaal) South Africa
Mareham-le-Fen: 53°o8'N. o°o6'W. (Lincoln)

Surprisingly, these are the first South African-ringed Swallows to be found
Britain and Ireland (though of course there are many records of the reverse mov
ment). The remaining five Swallows came from France (one) and Belgium (foul

one of the latter is an interesting double recovery:

B. ad.? 18.6.65 Neerrepen: 5 o°49'N. 5 °26'E. (Limburg) Belgium
6A88371 V 19.5.66 Spurn Point: 5 3°3

5
'N. o°o6'E. (York)

V 26.8.66 Neerrepen, Belgium
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Plate 5 . Heron Ardca cinerea with four young, Lincoln, May 1946 {Harold Anger)

(pages 80-82)

(





J
'

Pi. A TES 6 and 7. 'I'hrcc game-birds: opposite, Ptarmigan Aberdeen,

June 1952; above. Partridge Perdis perdix, Lincoln, June 1963, and below, female

Capercaillie I'ctrao iirogalliis, Aberdeen, June 1951, both on nests {Haro/d ^4 r/ger)



Plates 8 and 9. Three birds of prey: above, Golden Eagles Aq/iila chrysaetos,
Aberdeen, June 1953; below. Peregrine Falco peregrinus and eyass, Pembroke, June
1948; and opposite, Sparrowhawk Accipiter nisus, Lincoln, July 1954 {Harold Auger)





Plates io and ii. Below, Shag Phalacrocorax aristotelis on rock, Shetland, lunc
1957. Opposite, Crested Tit Parus crhfatus with food, Inverness, June 1955, and
l.ong-tailed Tit Aegi/halos caudalns beside nest, Lincoln, Alay 1950 {Harold A.i/ger)





Pl.ATE 12. Grasshopper Warbler 'Lociislella naevia and young, Lincoln, July 1957.
Below, Stock Dove Colnniba oenas at open nest, Lincoln, August 1949 {Harold Anger)



FOREIGN-RINGED RECOVERIES

ad. 22.3.63

V 16.7.66

ad. 24.3.66

X 29.6.66

Sand
f-g- 23.4.63

11 V 4.6.66

f-g- 22.4.66

fi 537 V 18.7.66

f-g- 30.8.63

V 6.6.64

V 20.6.64

V 21.3.66

V 19.7.66

House Martin (Delichon urbica) (2 ; 3)

St. Catherine: 49°i3'N. 2°oz'W. (Jersey) Channel Islands

Elm Park: 5i°33'N. o°i2'E., Ror^ord (Essex)

St. Catherine, Channel Islands

Kentisbeare: 50°5z'N. 3®i9'W. (Devon)

Berguent: 34°03'N. 2°02'W., Morocco
Meole Brace: 52°42'N. 2°46'W. (Shropshire)

Victoria: 36°03'N. I4°I4'E. (Gozo) Malta
Timsbury: 5i°03'N. i‘’3i'W. (Hampshire)

La Chapelle-sur-Erdre: 47°i8'N. i°32'W. (Loire~Atlantique)
France

Wolferton: j2°5o'N. o°28'E. (Norfolk)

Wolferton
Wolferton
Dersingham: 52°3i'N. o°3i'E. (Norfolk)

rcemaining 32 recoveries (30 of them controls by British ringers) originated

France (42), Channel Islands (one), Belgium (six) and the Netherlands

Rook {Corvusfrugilegus) (i
; 46)

^94

pull.

+
30.4.63

20.11.63

Twello: 32°i4'N. 6°07'E. (Gelderland) Netherlands
Toppesfield: 32°oi'N. o°33'E. (Essex)

Bearded Tit {Panurus biarmicus) (2 ; 9)

442

f-g- c?

V
21.9.66

6.11.66

Knardijk: 32°23'N. 3°29'E., Ijsselmeer, Netherlands
Frampton-on-Sevem

:
3i°46'N. 2°22'W. (Gloucester)

:29

f-g- <?

V
24.9.66

3.12.66

Lelystad: 32°3i'N. 3°27'E., Oost-Flevoland, Netherlands
Droitwich: 32°i7'N. 2°ii'W. (Worcester)

Fieldfare {Turdus pilaris) (i
; 78)

j-i8i

pull.

X
3.6.63

28.2.66

Oulunsalo: 64°36'N. 23°23'E. (Oulu) Finland
Wisbech St. l^ry: 32°38'N. o°o6'E. (Cambridge)

Song Thrush (Turdus philomelos) (4; 32)

juv.

X
8.3.66

17.4.66

Heligoland: 34°ii'N. y°3 3'E., Germany
Gorleston: 32°36'N. i°43'E. (Norfolk)

^'04

pull.

X
1.6.63

7.11.64

Apeldoom: 32°i3'N. 3°37'E. (Gelderland) Netherlands
Kidderirunster: 32°23'N. 2°i4'W. (Worcester)

J12

f-g.

X
{raptor)

26.3.66

21.11.66

Klarenbeek: 32°! 0^4. 6°04'E. (Gelderland) Netherlands
Mautby: 32°39'N. i°39'E. (Norfolk)

II

juv.

X
{wires)

10.10.63

3.10.66

Genappe: 30°36'N. 4°27'E. (Brabant) Belgium
Suffield: 32°3o'N. i°i8'E. (Norfolk)

Redwing (Turdus iliacus) (3 ; 80)

' Vi
f-g-

X
4.10.64

2.3.63

Mustasaari: 63°02'N. 23*’26'E. (Oulu) Finland
Wisbech: 32°4o'N. o°io'E. (Cambridge)
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Pik. f-g- 16.10.65

829371
(traffic)

(23.1.66)

Kk. f-g. 8.10.65

716868 X (26.11.65)

Bla(

mi. pull. 14.6.62

A193739 X 1.2.63

Stav. pull. 9.7.63

786303 /?/ (8.3.63)

Stav. pull. 31.3.60

738710 X 0.1.65

Stav. juv. 22.7.63

9272 X 31.12.63

A. juv. 7.8.64

K208309 V 29.11.64

B. pull. 10.6.66

2Z10028 V 3.12.66

Akureyri: 65°4i'N. i8°05'W., Iceland
Menstrie: 56°09'N. 3°52'W. (Clackmannan)

Akureyri, Iceland

near Kristinestad: 6a°i9'N. 2i°2z'E. (Vaasa) Finland
Louth: 53°22'N. o°oi'W. (Lincoln)

near Os: 6o°i7'N. 5°33'E. (Hordaland) Norway
Killarney: 52°03'N. 9°3o'W. (Kerry)

Oddemes: 38°oj'N. 7°59'E. (Vest Agder) Norway
Drumlish: 53°49'N. 7°45'W. (Longford)

Revtangen: 58°45'N. 3°3o'E. (Rogaland) Norway
Letterkenny: 54°57'N. 7°44'W. (Donegal)

Huizen: 52°i8'N. 5°i4'E. (Noord Holland) Netherlands
Great Witchingham: 52°48'N. i°o6'E. (Norfolk)

Beerse: 5i°i9'N. 4°32'E. (Antwerp) Belgium
Birdham: 5o°48'N. o°5o'W. (Sussex)

The others'had been ringed outside the breeding season in Finland (one), Swed< i

(one), Norway (two), Denmark (one), Germany (one), the Netherlands (twc

Belgium (one) and France (one).

St.

20182J4

St.

110008}

H.
040410}

P.

62}}7j

St.

1296066

A.
S11710J

P.

173441

MJ.

j2JJ97

f-g-

pull.

V d

f-g.

X

juv.

X

juv.

V

juv.

V
(on boat)

juv.

V
V

ad. d
X

Whinchat {Saxicola ruhetrd) (i
;

i)

9.8.66 near Strom: 64°oo'N. i5°23'E. (Jamtland) Sweden
28.8.66 Skegness: 53°io'N. o°2i'E. (Lincoln)

'

Redstart (Phoenicurus phoenicurus) (i; 5)

17.6.64 Ankarsrum: 57°42'N. i6°2o'E. (Kalmar) Sweden
29.8.66 Tetney Lock: 5 3°29'N. o°oi'W. (Lincoln)

Robin {Erithacus ruheculd) (2; 16)

26.9.66 Insel Scharhom: 33°57'N. 8°26'E., Elbe estuary, Germany
16.10.66 wtfr Coventry: 52°23'N. i°3i'W. (Warwick)

8.9.65 lies d’Ouessant: 48°28TS1. 5°o5'W. (Finistere) France
26.2.66 Egg Buckland:

5
o°23'N. 4°o6'W. (Devon) :

Reed Warbler (^Acrocephalus scirpaceus) (3 ; 4)

8.8.66 Ahus: 55°55'N. i4°i7'E. (Kristianstad) Sweden
31.8.66 Spurn Point: 53°35'N. o°o6'E. (York)

26.9.66 Knardijk: 5 3°22'N. 5°36'E., Ijsselmeer, Netherlands
J

13.10.66 entrance to Poole Harbour: 5 o°4o'N. i°53'W. (Dorset)

4.9.63 St. Michel-en-rHerm: 46°2i'N. i°i4'W. (Vendee) France
13.3.66 Frampton-on-Severn: 5i°46'N. 2°2z'W. (Gloucester)

20.C66 Frampton-on-Severn

Blackcap (Sylvia atricapilla) (2; 5)

18.3.66 Coto Donana: 37°oz'N. 6®27'W. (Huelva) Spain
16.4.66 Bampton: 5i°oo'N. 3°29'W. (Devon)

1
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h
f.g. $ 4.10.66 Heligoland: 54°ii'N. 7°55'E., Germany
V 10.10.66 Spurn Point: 5 5°3

5
'N. o°o6'E. (York)

Garden Warbler {Sylvia boriri) (i
; 4)

f.g. 19.8.65 St. Pryve-St. Mesmin: 47°53'N. i°5a'E. (Loiret) France
X i.f.6G Winterbourne Stoke: 5i°io'N. i°35'W. (Wiltshire)

juv.

oS /?/

Lesser Whitethroat {Sylvia currucd) (i ;
i)

6.9.65 Mons-lez-Liege: 50°38'N. 5°27'E. (Liege) Belgium
17.7.66 Gillingham: 5i°04'N. 2°i9'W. (Dorset)

41
f-g.

X

Goldcrest {Kegulus regulus) (i ; i)

29.10.65

Maaseik: 5i°o6'N. 5 °48'E. (Limburg) Belgium

29.4.66

Southport: 53°39'N. 3°oi'W. (Lancashire)

Pied/White Wagtail {Motacilla alba) (2; 9)

pull. 18.6.65 Vegambt: 64°5i'N. 2i°45'W., Snaefellsnes, Iceland
V 30.8.65 Slapton: 50°i7'N. 3°39'W. (Devon)

f.g. cJ 8.4.65 Melsbroek: 50°5 5'N. 4°29'E. (Brabant) Belgium
V 13.4.66 Chew Valley Lake : 5 i°2o'N. 2°38'W. (Somerset)

^ielgian-ringed bird was identified as the British-breeding t2iCQyarrellii.

r
fig-

X

Dunnock {Prunella modularis) (i
; 3)

10.10.65

De Koog: 53°o6'N. 4°48'E., Texel, Netherlands

19.1.66

warLeiston: 52°i3'N. i “3
5
'E. (Suffolk)

juv.

V.} V

juv.

V

Pied Flycatcher {Ficedula hypoleuca) (2 ; 4)

26.8.66 near Kirkkonummi: 59°55'N. 24°2i'E. (Uusimaa) Finland
18.9.66 East Boldre: 50°47'N. i°33'W. (Hampshire)

1.9.66 Terschelling: 53°24'N. 5°23'E., Frisian Islands, Netherlands
8.9.66 Minsmere: 52°i4'N. i®37'E. (Suffolk)

t|0

Waxwing {Bombycilla garrulus) (i
; 5)

f.g. 2.10.66 Pasila: 6o°i2'N. 24°56'E., Helsinki, Finland
V {cat) 7.12.66 Guisborough: 54°32'N. i°04'W. (York)

Starling {Sturnus vulgaris) (33 ; 1,900)

originated from the Soviet Baltic States (ten), Finland (four), Sweden
Norway (four), Denmark (two), Poland (one), the Netherlands (seven)

telgium (four)
; fewer Starlings are being ringed nowadays in western Europe

for instance, the absence of any German birds). The Polish recovery is given
[ in view of the highly unusual recovery date

:

ad. 11.9.62 war Sobieszewo: 54°2o'N. i8°47'E. (Gdansk) Poland
f<f -b 9.7.66 Sittingboume: 5i°2i'N. o°44'E. (Kent)

Greenfinch {Carduelis Moris) (4; 21)

f.g. 2.1.65 Kapellcn: 5i°i9'N. 4°26'E. (Antwerp) Belgium
V 23.1.66 Weybridge:

5 i°22'N. o°28'W. (Surrey)
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B.

5V76718

NFBVV
A41887

K9680

f.g. (?

V
29.1.63

13.2.66

Menen: 3o°48'N. 5°o7'E. (West Flanders) Belgium
Ramsgate: 3i°2o'N. i‘’23'E. (Kent)

f.g.

X
24.10.65

3.3.66

Stalhille: 3i°i3'N. 3°03'E. (West Flanders) Belgium
Dover: 5i°o8'N. i°i9'E. (Kent)

ad. $
X

16.2.63

(26.7.66)

St. Clement: 49°io'N. 2°03'W. (Jersey) Chatmel Islands:

Combe St. Nicholas: 30°53'N. 2°38'W. (Somerset)

p.

361762

Goldfinch {Carduelis carduelis) (3 ; 15)

juv. 6.10.64 Cap Gris Nez:
5 o°j2'N. i°35'E. (Pas de Calais)'France 1

X {car) 17.5.66 Birling: 5I°I9'N. o°24'E. (Kent)

SS.
A43723

SS.
A44630

ad. ? 17.4-63

V 28.8.66

ad. 6.4.66

X {car) (17.5.66)

Renteria: 43°2oTSI. i°33'W. (Guipuzcoa) Spain
Leybourne: 5i°i8'N. o°25'E. (Kent)

Fuenterrabia: 43°2iTM. i°48'W. (Guipuzcoa) Spain
Cold Norton: 3i°4i'N. o°39'E. (Essex)

H.
80230017

R.
K489603

Siskin {Carduelis spinus) (2 ; 12)

f.g. $ 10.10.64 Kiel: 34°i9'N. io°o9'E. (Schleswig-Holstein) Germany
X 6.4.66 Verwood: 3 o°33'N. i°32'W. (Dorset)

f.g. ? 25.11.64 Salzburg: 47°48'N. I

3

°o 3'E., Austria
V 3.12.66 Ascot: 5 1°2

5
'N. o°4i'W. (Berkshire)

B.

3V9894

P.

907772

P.

398864

SS.
A33302

Linnet (Acanthis cannahina) (4; 21)

ad. <J 17.10.64 Westmalle: 3i°i8'N. 4°4i'E. (Antwerp) Belgium
X 1.3.66 Theddlethorpe St. Helen: 52°23'N. o°i3'E. (Lincoln)

ad. $ 21.3.63

xA c. 12.9.63

f.g. 28.3.63

X 18.5.66

ad. $ 14.4.63

X {car) 27.8.66

Layrac: 44°o8'N. o°4o'E. (Lot & Garonne) France
Marden: 5i°ii'N. o°3o'E. (Kent)

Mouvaux: 3o®42'N. 3°o8'E. (Nord) France
near Stratford St. Mary: 3i°39'N. i°oo'E. (Suffolk)

Renteria: 43°2oTSl. i°33'W. (Guipuzcoa) Spain
Sutton cum Duckmanton: 33°i4'N. i°i9'W. (Derby)

B.

7A2787Z

P.

336781

ad. (J

X

ad.

X

Redpoll {Acanthis flammed) (2; 5)

13.3.63 Mont sur Marchienne: 30°23'N. 4°2o'E. (Hainaut)^Belgiui

3.7.66 Grassington: 34°04'N. i°39'W. (York) '

j

14.1.63 Tournon St. Martin: 46°44'N. o°37'E. (Indre) France
21.2.66 Selkirk: 35°33'N. z°3o'W.

\

Chaffinch (Fringilla coelebs) (16; 21
1)

;

Slav. f.g. $ 19.9.66 near Sokndal: 38°24'N. 6°23'E. (Rogaland) Norway
9133326 V 30.11.66 Saltford: 5 i°24'N. 2°27'W. (Somerset)

The other 15 were ringed (and recovered) in autumn/winter, and originatec

Germany (one), the Netherlands (eight), Belgium (four) and northern Frai

(two).

Reed Bunting {Emberitia schoeniclus) (i
; 3)

J. f.g. 5.1.65 St. Ouen: 49°i3'N. 2°i3'W. (Jersey) Channel Islands

K9321 V 10.4.66 Abberton: 31°3 o'N. o° 33'E. (Essex)



Ornithology and radar

Special Keview by P. K. Evans

KRadar Ornithology. By Eric Eastwood. Methuen, London, 1967.

\xii-f288 pages; 24 pages of monochrome plates; numerous
ktcxt-figures. 75s.

The last ten years have seen a major advance in our knowledge of bird

: movements, particularly those by night. This advance has been made
ppossible by the introduction and widespread use of radar in ornitholo-

jlgical research. Most of the pioneer studies took place in the late 1950’s

i in Switzerland, Britain and the U.S.A., but bird movements are now
bbeing monitored in several other countries on the continents of Europe
iand North America.

As with most investigations, simple but accurate description of a

tphenomenon is necessary before any attempt can be made to under-

sstand how and why the phenomenon comes about. So it is that long-

rrange high-power radars have been used in several areas in Britain

—

rthe Outer Hebrides, Shetland, Aberdeenshire, Northumberland,

>Norfolk, Essex and Hampshire—to describe the directions of the bird

tnovements which take place at different times of the day and year.

These descriptions, for the most part, have not been quantitative,

bbecause the type of equipment used was unable to distinguish between

thirds at similar distances from the radar and on closely similar compass

bbearings. Hence the ‘echo’ received by the radar aerial could have

cconsisted of radiation reflected from only one or from many birds. It

;is at this stage in our knowledge of bird movements, when attempts

tto quantify the observations are beginning to be made, that Dr.

(Eastwood, chief scientist of the Marconi Company, has chosen to

rreview the uses and results of radar as applied to bird research,

'Readers of British Birds will already be familiar with some of the work
of Dr. Eastwood and his colleagues at Bushy Hill in Essex, but this

'fbook brings together simplified versions of many of the more impor-

ttant papers published in journals throughout the world.

Many biologists are content to use the results produced by ‘magic

black boxes’ without daring to enquire how the boxes work, and

sometimes without appreciating the limitations of accuracy of the

rresults they can give. As a true physicist. Dr. Eastwood spends the

:lirst quarter of his book explaining the principles of radar, the different

types of equipment available and the limitations of each. If the reader

can retain this more technical part in his mind, he will be in a better

•position to evaluate the significance of the ornithological researches

described later, for the author does not always mention the limitations
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ot the appropriate equipment when describing the actual results ;

obtained by different workers.

The second quarter of the book describes the migration patterns i

revealed by radar in Europe and America. For the most part, the treat-

ment is an area-by-area survey, with no attempt to co-ordinate the
|

data on a nation-wide scale, as would certainly be possible now for
j

Britain. Whilst describing the directions of movement recorded in

different areas. Dr. Eastwood discusses briefly the controversial li

question of the effect of the wind on birds in flight, a problem most i

relevant to bird navigation hypotheses. There have been well-docu- i

mented claims in both America and Britain that migrant birds can I

compensate for wind drift, and so fly each night on a preferred track I

rather than a preferred heading. Among the types of analyses used to i

support this claim is the demonstration that the night-to-night scatter i

in mean track directions is no greater than in mean headings (wliich

have to be calculated from the tracks by making allowance for the

wind). Dr. Eastwood criticises tliis type of analysis in an appendix:

unfortunately this appendix misses the point and is therefore mis-

leading. In it, he demonstrates neatly that on a single night it is possible,

under certain wind conditions, to have a wider scatter in headings than

in tracks, even though each individual bird is drifted passively from a

constant heading. The American and British claims of compensation

for drift have, however, never been concerned with analyses of tracks

and headings of single birds on a single night. They have used the mean

track direction (and the mean heading calculated from it) on each of

a series of nights of different wind conditions to investigate the scatter

of mean tracks vis-a-vis mean headings. Thus Dr. Eastwood’s

criticisms are irrelevant.

Another important point, on which the reader might be misinformed

by the discussions in the book, is the correlation of migration with

various weather factors which might affect it. Thus, while it is legiti-

mate to use descriptive phrases of the type ‘more migration occurred

with following than opposed winds’ (p.io6) (since this is a summary
of observations), such phrases as ‘denser movements apparently

require following winds for their stimulation’ (also p. io6) may be

inaccurate, since it may well be another weather factor, itself correlated

with the wind velocity, which is responsible for the ‘stimulation’.

Multiple regression analyses can come closer to the truth, but even they

can indicate spurious (yet statistically significant) correlations with the

wrong weather factors, if a factor that is really critical has been omitted

from the analysis (because it was not measured or because the analyst

thought it of no importance).

Other topics dealt with in Dr. Eastwood’s book include detailed and

fascinating observations of roosts of Starlings Sturnus vulgaris, Swifts
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. Apus apus soaring by day and night, and the altitude of bird flight,

l Counting birds by radar, which must be the basis of much future

rresearch, receives rather brief treatment late in the book, which then

i closes with some speculation as to the future of radar in bird research.

This is undoubtedly an important book, and not simply because it

i-s the first in its field. The criticisms made above are not intended to

i. detract from the usefulness of this concise survey of published results,

I' cut it is a pity that the list of 146 references, although wide-ranging,

h.s not completely thorough, as this lowers the value of the book as

1. 1 base-line against which to judge future research. Among the omis-

issions arc the studies by Graber and Hassler (1962) and by Hassler,

^Craber and Bellrose (1963) of bird migration in Illinois; by Bourne

tiond Patterson (1962) of spring departures of Common Gulls luirus

\:antis from Scotland; by Myres (1965) of feeding movements of Kitti-

kwakes Kissa tridactjla near Shetland; and by Axell, Lack, Parslow and

\Wilcock (1963) and by Evans (1966) of the relation of visible migration

t ;o diurnal movements seen by radar—all topics of interest to non-

^crofessional ornithological readers, for whom, presumably, this book
Iss intended. Indeed, I feel that certain points could perhaps have been

cblarified and rectified before publication, had the manuscript been read

bey an ornithologist.

It should perhaps be added that this is not a textbook of bird

rmigration, for the study of birds in flight, to which radar has contri-

bjuted so much, is only one facet of the subject. The ecology and

pDhysiology of migration cannot be studied by radar; yet they are

bields in which the amateur ornithologist can contribute a great deal

vwithout involving himself in the heavy expense of purchasing and

nnaintaining a radar set!

In conclusion, praise must be given to the excellent photographs

vwith which Dr. Eastwood’s book is illustrated. These add greatly to

tiiie text, and are invaluable, taken with the wealth of fine-drawings, in

hielping the non-physicist through the more difficult passages of the

bjook. It is, however, a pity that, for the high price of 73 shillings, the

? 3hotographs had to be lumped together into a filling between two
;sfices of text, rather than placed more appropriately throughout the

oook.
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British bird-photographers

10. Harold Auger
(Plates 3-12)

Until he was twenty Harold Auger's interest in birds was largely

confined to finding nests and collecting single eggs of different

species. Then his brother gave him a copy of Bird Haunts in Wild

Britain (1932) by G. K. Yeates and R. N. Winnall and suggested that

he would derive more interest from photography than from just

looking for nests and trying to add new species to his collection.

The photographs in that book fired his enthusiasm and, armed only

with the information it contained and a folding pocket Kodak, he tried

his hand at photographing a Heron Ardea cinerea. A friend borrowed
the resulting print and, unbeknown to him, managed to have it

published in a Sunday newspaper as a ‘Crane’. This early publication

was not an omen for the future because, as he says, his main aim in

bird photography is his own satisfaction and 90% of this is achieved

by the time the camera shutter has been released; he also dislikes

darkroom work. Consequently, few of his photographs have been

published and those that have have been supplied, rather reluctantly,

only when he has been specially asked for them.

Harold Auger has lived in Lincolnshire all his life and this is reflected

in the fact that half the accompanying photographs were taken in that

county. He has, however, travelled a lot to other parts of Britain and,

again, it was Bird Haunts in Wild Britain which led to his buying his

first car, an old Morris Cowley two-seater, for £zo in 1936, and setting

off to Caithness and Sutherland. He says that he intended to sell the car

as soon as he returned, but in actual fact ran it for a further 20 years

and covered many thousands of miles in pursuit of birds, the dicky

loaded with camping equipment and hides. He considers that his career

is ‘hardly worth commenting on’. After serving an engineering

apprenticeship, he began working in the drawing office of a company
of excavator manufacturers and has been connected with the design

side of this firm’s business ever since, except during the 1939-43 war
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rjears when he was leased to the Ministry of Supply. Now, at the age

p:)f 5 3 ,
married and with one son, he is chief draughtsman.

In the field of photography he says that he owes a lot to the help and

jadvice he has received through membership of two organisations. He
j^oined one of these, the Nature Photographers’ Portfolio, at its incep-

^

ion in 1944. Then in 1949 he was admitted to the Zoological Photo-

^
graphic Club and that year appeared at its annual convention—shy,

I

reserved, and almost unknown—to exhibit a series of slides which

vere so remarkable that his audience realised that they were looking

lot at the early efforts of a comparative beginner, but at the polished

vork of one who could already be ranked among outstanding bird-

jhotographers. Up to this time, at the age of 35, almost all Harold

AVuger’s photography had been done with the help of his wife and

occasionally on his own, but since then he has sometimes worked in

:conjunction with other photographers. In the early 1950’s he began to

iiubmit exhibition prints to the Royal Photographic Society and he

ftvas awarded its exhibition medal in 1954. Most of his monochrome
work has been with a quarter-plate reflex camera, but in the last two
or three years he has tended more and more to enter the field of 35

ram. colour transparencies. If, however, he finds an attractively sited

niest of a species he has not photographed before, monochrome still

tjakes preference over colour.

The appeal to him of a photograph is greatly enhanced if it makes a

jr^ood composition. In photographs of breeding birds he considers the

niest-site to be one of the most important factors and therefore tends

too be highly selective. Over the years he has often photographed one

^ppecies several times merely because he has happened to go on finding

more attractive sites. Looking for nests has always been his underlying

iraterest and so all his photographs are of birds at or near the nest.

Iflis greatest pleasure comes from searching and photographing in

Rvild and lonely places where his appreciation of the bird is intensified

b>y the habitat.

Soon after the 1939/45 war Harold Auger turned his attention again

tco the first species he ever photographed—the Heron—and in May
[(946 erected a 6o-foot home-made portable pylon in one of the

[ dncolnshire colonies. Plate
5
was one of the results. This is a beautiful

: :omposition with birds and nest highlighted and background subdued,

i'.nd with the focus absolutely sharp on everything of importance;

when one looks at it, the eye is drawn first to the adult Heron and then

.ed, by a happy combination of lighting, branches and grouping of the

voung to see the whole family as a unit.

Several other photographs in this selection illustrate Harold Auger’s

dair for artistic arrangement. Perhaps most of all this applies to the

jolden Eagle Aquila chrjsaetos (plate 8a), W'here the branches at the
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edges of the foreground give depth to the whole and help to set the

scene for the dramatic centrepiece in which the adult has been caught

with wings fully spread as it drops in with food for the young. Birds

of prey have long been of particular interest to him and in photo-

graphing them he has produced some of his finest work. An expert

rock-climber and fearless of heights, he is prepared to lodge himself

in the most difficult of sites. The Peregrine Valeo peregrinus (plate 8b),

which is one of his better-known photographs, looks easy enough,

but was, in fact, in a perilous position. The Sparrowhawk Accipiter

nisus (plate 9) has often been photographed, but only on rare occasions

without the nest showing; this was actually taken on a regular perch

to one side of the nest when the young were large and active.

The Shag Phalacrocorax aristotelis (plate 10) is another photograph in

which the bird is critically sharp and shown in fine detail; and yet

atmosphere is created by the way in which it is looking into the picture,

balanced by the rocks on the right wlfich are sufficiently subdued not

to distract the eye, but sharp enough to give a feehng of the sea. Again,

in the case of the Ptarmigan Vagopus mutus{^\2it& 6)—which, incidentally,

was achieved by stalking—the background is beautifully subdued to

make the bird stand out like a sentinel and yet there is sufficient of it

to give an indication of the habitat. Gamebirds are not easy to photo-

graph at any time, even at the nest, and the Partridge Perdix perdix

(plate ya) is an outstanding shot because so often one gets only a rather

dull picture of the crouching bird. The Capercaillie Petrao urogallus

(plate 7b) might be criticised on the grounds that the tail is slightly

out of focus, but even this results in greater emphasis on the essence

of the picture in the form of the watchful head of the parent, the chick

and the hatched egg-shells.

Although some of Harold Auger’s best results have been with large

species in dramatic sites, he also likes photographing small birds. The
Crested Tit Parus cristatus (plate i la) on a stump provides a much more
revealing picture than the awkward poses adopted at the nest-hole;

here everything is centred on bird and perch, and the background,

unimportant in this case, is so subdued that it does not distract the eye

at all. In contrast, the photograph of the Long-tailed Tit Aegitbalos

caudatus iib) manages to show bird, tail-length, feather abrasion,

nest shape, site and a wealth of other detail. Nests of the Grasshopper

Warbler lj)custella naevia (plate 12a) are not easily found, but here we
have, without too much ‘gardening’, a good indication of bird, site

and nest. Finally, the family of Stock Doves Coluwha oenas (plate 12b)

were photographed solely because of their exposed situation in the

old nest of a Magpie Pica pica, an interesting site for this hole-nesting

species though not an uncommon one in some areas.

Eric Hosking
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j

1 Bill-colour of Garganey ducklings.—On 22nd July 1967, on the Isle

of Sheppey, Kent, I came upon a female Garganey Anas querquedula

I with two half-grown ducklings. Not having seen ducklings of this

1 s species before, I took special note of their colouring. In particular, their

upper mandibles were pink, but no trace of pink is shown on the biU

!
of the Garganey duckling on plate 84 of The Handbook and there is

I

nothing in the description of the soft parts to suggest that this colour

1 is present at any stage. H. F. Greenfield

[Dr. Janet Kear has commented: ‘I cannot find any references to the

bill of the Garganey duckling being pink. In those that I have handled,

t the bill-tip has certainly been pinkish at first, but this paleness has not

\ usually lasted long. We do not often breed this species at the' Wildfowl

Trust, but the ducklings there have soon developed slate-grey bills

sand this colour has persisted throughout the juvenile stages. I believe

tthat Mr. Greenfield’s ducklings must have been abnormal.’

—

Eds.]

•Common Gulls breeding in Nottinghamshire.—On 29th May
1967 J.T.R. saw two Common Gulls Larus canus in an area of shallow

'water and weed-covered islets in the valley of the River Trent in

] Nottinghamshire. On 5 th June, at the same place, he was mobbed by
: two Common Gulls and then watched one of them back to a nest with

• three eggs in a shallow depression lined with grasses. On loth June
he found that the ground had been levelled and the nest destroyed ; that

^

' same day A.D. and H.D. located a pair ofCommon Gulls which seemed
• attached to another spot near-by and also saw the pair in the area where
• the nest had been, the two places being about 300 yards apart.

Regrettably, the locality was not visited again until 25 th July when
dP.W. was mobbed by two Common Gulls at the second site; he did not

• stay to search, but was certain that they had eggs or young. On 20th

August J.T.R. independently discovered this pair and he too was
:mobbed by one bird; he later saw the other adult and two fledged

•young which were able to fly. Further visits by J.T.R. on 24th, 26th,

.27th and 28th August continued to elicit aggressive behaviour from
both adults, one usually calling loudly while perched and the other

• swooping frequently at his head, and on each occasion he again saw
both juveniles. On 2nd and 3rd September, however, the only Common
Gull seen was one of the juveniles and by the 7th this also had departed.

It is not known whether J.T.R.’s original pair laid a repeat clutch or

the juveniles belonged to the second pair found by A.D. and H.D.
A. and H. Dobbs, J. T. Radford and P. Woodcock
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[Apart from occasional records in Cumberland and Northumberland i

during 1910-40, the only place in England where Common Gulls have i

been proved to nest is Dungeness, Kent, though this species breeds ||

commonly, of course, in parts of Scotland and Ireland and also, since

1963, nests in Anglesey.

—

Eds.]

Fieldfares breeding in Orkney.—A pair of Fieldfares Turdus pilaris

reared three young on the Mainland of Orkney in the summer of 1967,

the first record of this species nesting in the British Isles. They might
well have been overlooked if two visitors to Orkney, Mr. and Mrs.

T. G. Veitch, had not investigated a report from some children that

there was a strange pair of birds in a little valley by a bush-lined burn.

Mr. and Mrs. Veitch concluded that they were Fieldfares and im-

mediately informed me. This was on 24th July and that evening

W. C. Scharf and I confirmed the identification.

The nest—composed mainly of withered grasses and similar to

that of a Blackbird T. merula, but with less mud—was built in the centre

of a small, bushy elder Samhucus nigra, about five feet above the ground

and completely hidden by the foliage. We estimated that the three

young were then at least a week old. The adults were very demonstra-

tive, continuously scolding with harsh chack calls and other chattering

notes as they flitted from one fence post to another; sometimes they

came very close to us in a threatening manner. We noted that the male’s

bill was completely yellow and that of the female almost so, though

she had also a little brown on the upper mandible. By ist August

the young were out of the nest and hiding among the bushes, where

they were being fed by both parents. The adults were seen to be hunting

in the rough grass and heather moorland close by; many of the food

items they brought were large greenish caterpillars, believed to be those

of the Emperor Moth Saturnia pavonia. On the 4th the young were

still keeping in thick cover and being tended by their parents, but I

flushed one and, as it flew from one bush to another, its grey rump
was plainly visible.

The nest was only about a hundred yards from a cottage where the

lone occupant had first become aware of these birds about 22nd June.

He was then absent from home for about a month, by which time the

hatch was imminent. He had seen the nest, but did not know how
many eggs it had contained. As the adult Fieldfares were not noted

until the last part of June, it seems likely that they reared only the one

brood although it was rather late in the season. E. Balfour

[This record has already been briefly mentioned by J. L. F. Parslow

in his ‘Changes in status among breeding birds in Britain and Ireland’

(Br/V. Birds, 60: 396-397). There the comment was made that, although
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' this may be a parallel to the nesting in Scotland in recent years of such

: typical Scandinavian species as the Redwing T. iliacus and Wood
'Sandpiper Tringa glareola, the Fieldfare has been extending its range in

c central Europe for some time (see, for example, K. Rommel, Vogelring,

.22: 90-135) and since i960 has nested on several occasions in Denmark

j.
(E. Torp Pedersen, Dansk. Orn. Foreti. Tidsskr., 60: 95-100; and H. R.

llPoulsen, D.O.F.T.j 61 : 1 1 i-i 12). It is also worth adding that Fieldfares

stayed unusually late in various parts of Britain in the spring and sum-

Irmer of 1967. To take a few examples: flocks of 50 to 100 were seen in

['Several counties west to Shropshire in late April; a big movement up

•the east coast about 6th-ioth May included arrivals of 150 at Spurn,

['Yorkshire, and 1,200 at Fair Isle, Shetland; a few lingered on in various

iplaces right through May; and single ones were reported in Yorkshire

aand Suffolk in late June and July respectively.

—

Eds.]

IBlackbirds persistently feeding on ripening tomatoes.—In the

ssummers of 1966 and 1967, in a garden at Longfield Hill, Kent, Black-

Ibirds Turdus merula were seen attacking the lowest trusses of tomatoes

YLycopersicum esculentum just as they began ripening in late July and

-August. The grower concerned, G. A. Gough, informed me that as

•many as five or six pounds of fruit were being spoiled each day by

3about five Blackbirds which lurked in the rows between the plants.

'They did not attempt to feed upon other trusses later on. I have been

unable to trace any records in British Birds of Blackbirds attacking

ttomatoes, and the tomato is not listed as a food item in The Handbook.

IMr. Gough’s garden at this season is devoted almost entirely to

ttomatoes and the behaviour was possibly stimulated by the mass of

•food thus presented at one time. In view, however, of the many new
ihybrid strains of tomatoes now available for outdoor cropping in

.gardens, this habit may well become more prevalent. R.G. Finnis

IBlackbirds with salmonellosis.—On 27th January 1967 the corpses

of one male and two female Blackbirds Turdus merula were received at

the Veterinary Laboratory of the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and

IFood at Lasswade, Midlothian. These were the final casualties in an

outbreak of salmonellosis (a form of food-poisoning) which started

: about 15 th January. During this time, at least ten Blackbirds and a

‘ Starling Sturnus vulgaris died in two adjacent gardens beside a small park

lin central Edinburgh. Brown Rats Rattus norvegicus were seen in the

• neighbourhood, but it was not possible to examine any for salmonellae.

The source of the infection was not determined.

A second outbreak lasted from 20th April to loth June 1967. Six male

and seven female Blackbirds, one Starling and four House Sparro-ws

Passer domesticus died in a typical suburban garden in a more residential
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part of the town three miles from the original outbreak. The first four

Blackbirds had held adjoining territories in this or immediately adjacent

gardens. No deaths were known to have occurred among Blackbirds

occupying slightly more distant territories although they shared a

common feeding ground with the diseased pairs. Intermittent exposure

to the organism from such visits, alternative sources of uncontaminated

food and return to their own disease-free territories probably allowed

these birds to withstand the smaller doses of a pathogen which, in larger

quantities, proved fatal to the local pairs. Large numbers of Blackbirds

were present in both areas and no general reduction in the populations

could be detected when the deaths ceased.

In both outbreaks, loss of appetite, ruffled feathers, listlessness and

intense thirst preceded death in 24 hours. Although symptoms became

obvious only in the final stages of the illness, the birds’ extreme emacia-

tion suggested earlier loss of bodily condition. The mean weight ofthree

males and four females was 73 grams (range 66-77 grams). Gross enlarge-

ment and congestion of the liver and spleen were common to all seven

specimens examined, and one male had multiple abscesses in the breast

muscle and pus on the surface of the testes. Bacteriological examination

showed a profuse growth of Salmonella hessarek. This organism was first

isolated in January 1953 from a Raven Corvus corax found dead at the

town of Hessarek, near the Caspian Sea, in Iran (Annales Inst Pasieur,

Paris, 85: 271-274). Since that time, the Public Health Laboratory

Service in Britain has reported it from imported carcases of Rabbits

Oryctolagus cuniculuszxiA poultry and from frozen eggs. In i960 a ‘sparrow’

was infected and in 1963 and 1966 single cases were found in human
beings.

In a review of salmonellosis in wild birds J. E. Wilson and J. W.
Macdonald described four outbreaks of S. typhimurium infection in

Greenfinches Carduelis chloris and House Sparrows {Brit. Vet. /., 123:

2 1 2-2
1 9). A feature common to these earlier outbreaks and to the two

under discussion was the liberal quantities of food offered to the birds,

which were thereby attracted in unusually large numbers. As indicated

by the name typhimurium (typhoid of mice), this species of Salmonella

was originally described as the cause of an infection of the digestive

tract of the House Mouse Mus musculus, and rats are also highly sus-

ceptible. Subsequently, these rodents have proved to be the cause of

many outbreaks of food-poisoning. In the course of the illness, large

numbers of organisms are passed out in the droppings, thus contaminat-

ing any food with which they come in contact. The use of vermin-proof

food containers for birds or restriction of the amount scattered on the

ground to what can be consumed during daylight hours reduces the

risk of attracting disease-carrying rodents.

Although there are about 1,000 different species of Salmonella, S.
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typhimurium is the most frequent cause of salmonellosis in animals,

including man. Its low incidence in the general population of wild birds

• suggests that they are not an important reser\^oir of the disease. Local

( exceptions to this rule occur, however, during outbreaks of salmonello-

s sis such as we have described, when the environment could become more
heavily contaminated with the organism.

J. W. Macdonald, M. J. Everett and M. Maule

i Serins breeding in southern England.—We have received details of

tthe successful nesting of a pair of Serins Serinus serinus in southern

1 England in May 1967. Full descriptions and sketches have been

(considered and accepted by the Rarities Committee. The colonisation

|(of Britain by this species has been expected for some years and a sum-

jrmary of the observations is published below to draw attention to the

tfact that it has now nested, so that other people may be encouraged

tto keep a watch for further breeding elsewhere. In case these particular

Ibirds return in 1968, however, we are suppressing the locality, the

(county and the names of the observers (at their own request) in what
iis essentially a preliminary statement.

These Serins were first seen about the end of April 1967 in a private

'garden and on nth May were reported as ‘something unusual’ by the

(owner, who likened the male to a miniature male Yellowhammer
lEwheri^a citrinella. That day, when the singing male was identified by a

wisiting ornithologist, they had a nest in a small western red cedar

ilhuja plicata. On the 14th the identification of both birds was confirmed

Iby a second observer, and they were later watched by a small band

.of ornithologists. Detailed observations were made. The nest was
mot actually examined while it was in use, but ‘twittering’ calls thought

tto have been made by young were first heard on i8th May, and from
tthe 23rd onwards young could be heard chirruping loudly as soon as

leither of the adults perched in a neighbouring tree. On the 25 th at

Ueast two nestlings were watched fluttering at the edge of the nest.

These were last seen on the 27th, after which the family party apparent-

Hy moved away from the immediate area and was not noted again. The
ssite was examined on 8th June and the empty nest photographed and

(removed for safe keeping. This is described as ‘a rather shallow cup

(Df about zl inches in diameter, built of grass stems and lined with a

liittle hair and a reddish “wool” which it is thought had been moulted

Vby a ginger cat’.

As already pointed out, the colonisation of Britain by the Serin has

toeen eagerly awaited for some years and this breeding is the climax of

f.i steady increase in the numbers of vagrant individuals recorded

i .iere. At the time of The Handbook (1938-41) the species was regarded

as a ‘rare vagrant’, with a total of ‘over 30’ records in England and two
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each in Scotland and Ireland. By the early 1950’s it had become an

‘irregular visitor’ (B.O.U. Check-list, 1952), but since 1959 it has been

recorded every year except 1963, the annual totals being 1959 one,

i960 one, 1961 five, 1962 five, 1964 five, 1965 six, and 1966 15. Some
of those recorded in 1966 stayed on into 1967 and it is possible that

nesting took place in at least one other county in 1967, up to four

Serins being seen in a certain area in the early part of the year and

again from the end of the year into January 1968. The majority of

records have always been between November and May, but there have

been more in summer in recent years (including a male in song at

Cambridge in May and July 1965), though the influx of 1966 was
during October-December.

The spread of the Serin in Europe has in its way been almost as

striking as that of the Collared Dove Streptopelia decaocto, though at a

slower rate and over a longer time. Various general summaries have

been published, among which might be mentioned those by H.

Kumerloeve (Beitr. V'ogelk, 5; 7: 65-91) and G. Creutz {Falke,

9: 35-36). Surveys treating areas in detail have included those on the

eastern Baltic by E. Kumari (/. Orn., 99; 32-34); on Germany by O.

Schnurre (Bonn. Zool. Beitr., 10: 343-350); and, of special interest in

connection with the colonisation of Britain, on north-west France and

Belgium by E. Stresemann (Orn. Monatsb., 5 1
: 48-49), S. Boutinot

(Oiseau, 20; 274) and H. Kumerloeve (Orn. Mitt., 9; 1 30-1 32; Alauda,

25 : 267-292). Several papers have been illustrated by detailed maps and

at some future date it may be useful to prepare such a map for pubhca-

tion in British Birds when colonisation has been firmly established, as it

surely must. Meanwhile, the following brief summary of the spread

will perhaps be of interest.

At the beginning of the 19th century the range of the species

extended only across southern Europe from Iberia and southern

France to Italy, Yugoslavia and the southern Balkans, with the north-

ernmost limits being extensions up the Rhone valley to the latitude of

Switzerland and in the west Carpathian basin to about southern

Czechoslovakia. Since the middle of the 19th century there has been a

steady spread up the Rhone and the Danube and down the Rhine into

Germany and west through France. The species reached the Nether-

lands in 1922 and by 1925 was nesting throughout France except the

extreme north and west, as well as having arrived at the southern

Baltic and extended east into easternmost Germany and Poland. It

reached the north coast of Germany about 1931, Lithuania in 1938,

southern Sweden in 1942, Denmark in 1948 and the Channel coast of

France about 1950, since when it has spread to more parts of northern

France and eastwards to a line from Estonia through westernmost

Russia to Rumania. I. J. Ferguson-Lees
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'Where to Watch Birds. By John Gooders. Andre Deutsch, London,

11967. 313 pages; 12 photographs and 27 sketch maps. 30s.

As Roger Peterson writes in the introduction to this book, ‘Bird

watching . . . has come of age. It is moving beyond the stage of

identification guides into the era of Baedekers.’ There is no turning

back and, after the opening created by James Fisher in the Shell Nature

Lovers’ Atlas (1966), we now have the first national guide to where to

watch birds—or, more accurately, to where others already watch birds

lin the United Kingdom. In it over five hundred areas, from island

.groups to a London park, are described in sufficient detail to connect

watcher and bird within yards in most cases.

Localities in England are dealt with first, followed by those in Wales

•land, finally, Scotland. Within countries the arrangement of places is

Iby counties, usually in alphabetical order. Individual accounts begin

\with the relevant Ordnance Survey map number and, where appro-

Ipriate, the means of calculating the times of high tide. The areas are

tthen described generally, often with a note of major human artifacts or

'.usage, as well as the avian habitats and profile. Particularly in the case

lof wildfowl haunts, the scale of the population is also indicated. In

:Tnany cases proven vantage points, such as sea-watch rocks, are

especially noted. Thus there is no question of being misled by this guide.

I 'Mr. Gooders sets an adequate scene and marches one straight at it.

I Furthermore, a temporal discipline is introduced by listing against

:the four main seasons the most interesting groups or species to be seen

iin each area or place. For those wanting to know more, details of local

ssociety contacts and of literature (both general and local works) are

jgiven. Sketch maps illustrate 27 areas in varying detail. That of the

Wash merely shows 1 3 major access points, but that of Cresswell Ponds
iin Northumberland is detailed enough to give the best location for

might migrants. Finally, but very importantly, there are constant

rceminders of the need to respect the privileges extended to bird-

"watchers in the various localities and the conditions attached to entry.

So much for the form and content of the guide, but how accurate

and useful is the information in it? To test this in practice, one widely

tcravelled and one less vagrant observ’er were given the review copy and

asked to put it to work in south-west England and north Wales. The
r.:esults indicated that Mr. Gooders had achieved a remarkable degree of

accuracy in his chronicle.

Undoubtedly the guide realises its aims and the author is to be

( ;ongratulated on bringing such a massive task to such a comprehensive

,^et not over-weight end (the book is large pocket size, by the wav).
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There are points here and there that local experts might challenge or

amend and the book will not save you if fog catches you off the track

near Cape Wrath. The only lamentable omission is that of regional

maps fixing the location of the individual areas. The book presumes a

more than average knowledge of geography and the addition of a

simple navigational aid would have saved the tester in north Wales

both time and mileage. Mostly, however, itcommends itself thoroughly,

reflecting by its style its author’s personal enthusiasm, and there should

be a considerable market for it.

For those who may wish that books like this guide should never be

written, the caution displayed by Mr. Gooders in clearing his draft

with local and national bodies is part answer. The rest is really not his

to give. It must come from responsible bird-watchers disciplining their

freedoms in the light of the needs of their quarry. The author has met
a consumer need well and many lives will be enlightened by the careful

use of his guide. D. I. M. Wallace

A Wealth of Wildfowl. By Jeffery Harrison. Andre Deutsch,

London, 1967. 176 pages; 12 photographic plates; 3 maps (2 as

end-papers). 30s.

There was a time not far distant when wildfowlers and ornithologists

were either not on speaking terms or locked in permanent dispute. Two
men are probably more responsible than any others for ending the feud.

One, E. M. Nicholson, used his own inimitable gift of persuasion to

induce the various factions to co-operate through the Wildfowl Trust;

the other, Jeffery Harrison, both wildfowler and ornithologist, was

able by the force of example and undoubted integrity to convince

wildfowlers that conservation and research was in their own interests

and would increase their opportunities for sport in the future.

In this book Jeffery Harrison tells the story of the growing co-opera-

tion between all the parties involved—the Wildfowlers’ Association of

Great Britain and Ireland (W.A.G.B.I.), the Wildfowl Trust, the Nature

Conservancy, landowners and individual ornithologists and sportsmen.

He starts by emphasising the international nature ofwildfowl conserva-

tion, so necessary for birds whose migrations take them over many
countries with different laws and shooting customs. The same theme

runs through the story of the monthly wildfowl counts, long familiar

to us in this country, but now being increasingly adopted throughout

the world. The account of our own wildfowl as shown by these counts

is of great interest, while the thought of having a fair idea of world

status is all the more stimulating when one pauses to realise how the

local situation is so dependent on the vagaries of individual winters

that it may be quite unrepresentative of what is happening to a species

over all its range.
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The story of the establishment of refuges is followed by a chapter on

The Forces of Nature’ where these very vagaries of weather are dis-

cussed in relation to the freezing of the habitat and available food

iupplies. Predators, both avian and mammalian, are next reviewed, and

ilso the indirect effects of human actions as represented by the oiling

-.Tienace, excessive use of detergents, contamination of rivers, sailing,

i vater ski-ing and so on. After this rather depressing story it is with a

fc'eeling of relief that the reader comes to the other side of the picture,

.'Man the Benefactor’. The construction of reservoirs and the digging

lof gravel pits have created entirely new habitats that are virtual

sanctuaries for wildfowl and shelter thousands upon thousands of

tiiucks in winter. The need to protect the freedom from disturbance

t hat wildfowl enjoy on the more favoured sites is of overwhelming

importance.

The problems of food and, of course, toxic chemicals, and how ducks

"an best be attracted to planned reserves, could not have a better

nistorian, for Dr. Harrison has earned himself a unique niche in

'ornithology by his success in stimulating wildfowlers to help in the

ittudy of wildfowl food and by using this information and his wide

experience to show how a successful reserve can be created out of an

^ordinary gravel pit in a locality with no strong wildfowl tradition. ‘The

'^'Jew Wildfowler’ is the title of the last chapter, and the prospects of

:.:ontinuing co-operation provide a welcome note on which to end.

This is a book full of facts and useful information, but through all

/he post-war history of wildfowl and wildfowl politics Dr. Harrison’s

infectious enthusiasm comes through. The book is finely illustrated by
photographs taken by the author’s wife. Dr. Pamela Harrison, who in

i short time has cars^'ed herself a niche in the field of wildfowl and

r/ader photography as individual in its way as her husband’s position,

rrhe best thing about the book is its illustration of how not only to

:iare about what is happening to birds, but how to do something about

t: yourself. R. C. Homes

Letters

Width of tail-band of immature Mediterranean Gulls

virs,—As the plumage of immature Mediterranean Gulls luiras melano-

nphalus was described in some detail by P. J. Grant and R. E. Scott

i'3r;V. Birds, 6o: 365-368), it seems a pity that they did not mention the

I ddth of the dark band on the tail. In the few individuals I have seen

r.iis band looked rather narrow. In the sketch by D. I. M. W’allace in

''ie Popular Handbook (1962: 263) it is illustrated as very narrow; but a

hotograph in British Birds (57: plate 40) showed it as noticeably broad
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and this was commented on in the accompanying text by R. H.
Charlwood and I. J. Ferguson-Lees. The Field Guide says that the band
is narrower in this species than in the Common Gull L. canus and

mentions this as a help to identification; though if it can be as broad as

is shown in the photograph just referred to, this must be of doubtful

value. Finally, The Handbook makes the point that the tail-band of the

immature Mediterranean Gull (and also of the immature Black-headed

Gull L. ridihundus and probably other species as well) is wider on the

central feathers than on the outside ones.

I am inexperienced; but if, as seems likely, the width of the band
varies in different individuals, I think it is of some interest. Perhaps,

on the other hand, it is the fact that the band is wider in the centre and

narrower at the edges which has caused some of the differences of

opinion
;
perhaps also, according to the angle, this affects the impression

given by photographs. G. W. H. Moule

[We showed Mr. Moule’s letter to Messrs. Grant and Scott and their

comments are printed below.—Eds.]

Sirs,—Although skins at the British Museum (Natural History) show
that the tail-band of the immature Mediterranean Gull Lams nielano-

cephalus is somewhat narrower than that of the Common Gull L. canus,

particularly on the outer feathers, this difference has never been

strikingly apparent in the individuals which we have seen at Dungeness,

Kent. Perhaps the shorter tail of the Mediterranean Gull makes the

tail-band appear proportionately wider. Certainly, however, it never

appeared as narrow as it is shown in D. I. M. Wallace’s sketch in The

Popular Handbook already mentioned, and we feel that the use of this

character in the field has been exaggerated in the past.

In pointing out, in our paper (Br//. Birds, 6o: 365-368, plate 48), what

we thought were the most reliable differences between the immature

Mediterranean and Common Gulls, we therefore omitted any mention

of the width of the tail-band. Clearly, however, we should have stated

that we disagreed with previous literature on this and we welcome

this opportunity of doing so. P. J. Grant and R. E. Scott

The Citril Finch as a ‘British’ bird

Sirs,—Robert Hudson has recently made a convincing case for the

exclusion from the British and Irish List of the Red-headed Bunting

Emberi^a bruniceps and the Flamingo Phoenicopterus ruber (Brit. Birds, 60

:

423-426), and the rejection of the former has been strongly supported

by others. Another species whose claim seems to me to call for careful

reconsideration, in the light of modern knowledge, is the Citril Finch

Serinus citrinella. Its inclusion rests on a single record on 29th January
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I .^04 when a female is said to have been caught by a bird-catcher on

ifarmouth Denes, Norfolk.

One of the reasons for the rejection of the Hastings Rarities (Rr/V.

!
iirds, 55 : 281-384) was that the pattern of occurrences had never been

vepcated in spite of a much increased concentration of observers and

his argument applies on a limited scale to the Citril Finch. Among
^ther mountain passerines from central Europe, none of us questions

: hat the Water Pipit Anthus s. spinoletta occurs here regularly or that

. here has been occasional vagrancy to Britain of Wallcreepers Ticho-

\r’roma muraria, Alpine Accentors Prunella collaris and Rock Thrushes

\\ionticola saxatilis. But doubt was rightly cast on the occurrences in the

ilastings area of the mainly sedentary Snow Finch Montifringilla

nivalis. The Citril Finch, whose breeding range is largely restricted to

lAe Alps, Pyrenees and other mountains of central and southern

Europe from eastern France and southern Germany to northern

if'pain as well as Corsica and Sardinia, is described in the ¥ield Guide as

mainly resident but spreading in winter and occurring as a vagrant to

iiritain, Heligoland and Sicily. Sicily is near enough to Sardinia, but

hue vagrancy to Britain and Heligoland seems to me to be open to

luestion, not forgetting the possibility of fraud or escapes from

aaptivity (if Citril Finches have ever been kept as cage-birds.)

I am very willing to be persuaded that the lone British record is that

ff a genuine wild vagrant in spite of its strange isolation, but I feel that

:
: should be critically re-examined as would a single record of an

tHdition to the British and Irish List today. P. G. R. Barrier

Requests for information

h>istribution and numbers of Collared Doves.—In 1965 Robert Hudson traced

ae spread of the Collared Dove Streptopelia decaocto in Britain and Ireland from the

rme of the first breeding record in 1955 up to the end of 1964 {hrit. Birds, 58:

: 55-1 39). He is now collecting information on this species for the four years 1965-68

ad hopes, if possible, to carry forv^ard his attempted census of the total population

I 1968: for this it is essential that counts be obtained even in localities where
"ollared Doves have been resident for years and no longer excite comment.

: npublished records and all other help will be gratefully acknowledged by Robert
Ifudson, 33 Lower Icknield Way, Marsworth, Tring, Henfordshire.

bates of attendance of seabirds at breeding colonies.—A survey of the dates

f attendance of various species of seabirds at their breeding colonies is being

r.-ganised by the Seabird Group. Any observer who can visit a colony regularly

L'roughout the year, or merely during the periods of increase or decrease, is in a

I osition to help. Further details may be obtained from the organiser, Jeremy
irreenwood, Zoology Department, University of Dundee, Angus, Scotland,

ho would also be glad to hear from anyone who has kept records of regular visits

colonies in the past.
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News and comment

Edited by J. L. F. Varslow

Conference on local bird reports.—^About 70 editors and editorial representatives

of some 50 local and regional bird reports attended a conference held at Swanwick,
Derbyshire, from 15 th to 17th September 1967. The conference was only the second

; |

of its kind (the first having been held in Oxford in 1956) and its aim was to discuss

the present role of the local bird report in the national as well as the local context,

in an attempt to discover where improvements could be made. Throughout the

conference discussion was very full, with everyone having (and many taking) the

opportunity to air their views on all aspects of the local bird report system. Various

points on which most editors agreed were that the local bird report should aim to

serve the interests of the person working on a national survey as well as those of

local members; that there should be close liaison between neighbouring reports,

especially when their recording areas overlapped each other; that attempts should

be made to record habitat and land-use changes, as well as ornithological changes,

within each area; and that the present uniformity in the sequence in which species

are listed in local reports should be preserved. It was generally felt that too many
local bird reports were published and that in some areas there was a case for amal-

gamating those from two or more adjacent counties. Two important developments,

namely the possible establishment of national annual bird reports covering the

whole of Wales and Scotland, were mentioned at the conference. Arrangements for
,

producing these have now progressed and are reported on separately below. i

Other topics discussed ranged from the function of the British Birds Rarities

Committee to the place of the local bird report in conservation. Philip and Robert

Gillmor gave a joint talk on the production and printing side of report editing;

other invited speakers included Stanley Cramp and Dr. David Snow. A full record

of the proceedings was kept by R. A. O. Hickling and will be available shortly from

the British Trust for Ornithology, which organised the conference.

National bird report for Wales . . . —At an informal meeting at Aberystwyth on

15th July 1967, representatives of all the Welsh counties discussed ornithological

recording in Wales, and methods of improving the existing situation. It was agreed

that the publication of an annual Welsh Bird Report would be a significant step

forward. The aim of this would not be to replace existing local reports, but to collate

their records into a more coherent pattern for the whole country. The first report,

covering 1967, will be edited by P. Hope Jones and Peter Davis, and has been

provisionally accepted for the September 1968 issue of Nature in Wales.

. .

.

and for Scotland.—^An editorial in the winter 1967 issue of Scottish Birds outlines

the plans made by the Scottish Ornithologists’ Club to produce an annual Scottish

Bird Report, starting in 1968. The club has appointed about two dozen local

recorders throughout Scotland, who will each be responsible for the collection of

records within their area. These areas range in size from individual islands on the

one hand to regions as extensive as the ‘Clyde faunal area. North Argyllshire, Skye

and the Inner Hebrides’ on the other. A full list of areas and recorders will be

published shortly in British Birds, along with the names and addresses of local

bird report recorders elsewhere in Britain and Ireland.

The new Scottish Bird Report, the first of which is scheduled to appear in the

summer 1969 issue of Scottish Birds, will largely (though not completely) replace

the topical ‘Current notes’ feature in that journal. It seems certain that these moves
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.will lead to a better knowledge and understanding of the status and distribution

. of many birds in Scotland, and they will be welcomed by all who have ever had

(.cause to search the recent Scottish literature for information on any particular

^.ispccies. If only the Scots could be persuaded to abandon the concept of faunal

uareas, one Sassenach at least would be forever grateful.

,>New R.S.P.B. post.—In order to relieve the Director, Peter Conder, of some of
it::he work which has built up in the past few years during a period of rapid expansion,

:he Council of the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds recently decided to

(Create the new post of Deputy Director. David Lea, Reserves Manager since 1964,

was appointed to this post from ist January. Until then, he had been responsible

t 'or the administration and management of increasing numbers of reserves and
wardens. In this work, which had brought him into close contact with many other

ojrganisations, he had already been much involved in the development of the

Soociety’s conservation policies.

Change in chairmanship of Bird Ringing Committee.—Dr. P. R. Evans has

rcesigned as chairman of the Ringing and Migration Committee of the British Trust

i'or Ornithology for health reasons. His place has been taken by Dr. C. M. Perrins,

It fellow member of the Edward Grey Institute and a vice-president of the Tmst.

ITucker Medal for Dr. J. S. Ash.—The Bernard Tucker Medal for 1967 was
)oresented to Dr. J. S. Ash at the annual dinner and conference of the British Trust

c’or Ornithology, held at Swanwick, Derbyshire, from 29th November to ist

December. The award was made in recognition of Dr. Ash’s contribution in the

ideld of bird-ringing.

[rxish birds of prey research centre and conference.—A year ago J. W. Greaves,

:>Df the Natural History Department of the Ulster Museum announced the setting up
.of a ‘Birds of Prey Research Centre (All Ireland)’ to function as a central body to

which information on diurnal birds of prey in Ireland could be sent. One of the

:eentre’s aims is to provide the Irish Society for the Protection of Birds and the Royal

iiociety for the Protection of Birds with material on the breeding status of these

ifpecies and to make recommendations on their conservation. Among other activities

m 1967, Mr. Greaves (himself an enthusiastic field-worker on birds of prey in Ulster)

>oegan to organise breeding surveys of Merlins, Buz2ards and harriers, and co-

iperated in the Irish national Peregrine survey, as well as making a start on studies

:>»f the migrant status and the food of several other species. In this connection, he
svould welcome material from British ornithologists who have observations on
jirds of prey in Ireland; any relating to breeding sites of the rarer species will not

'je published. The centre’s first one-day conference, on the theme ‘The Peregrine

alcon in Ireland’, was held at Rostrevor, Co. Down, on 20th January' 1968. The
’ our main speakers at this were J. Temple Lang, I. Prestt, P. J. S. Olney and J. W.
Greaves himself. Information about the research centre may be obtained from Mr.
Greaves, c/o Ulster Museum, Stranmillis, Belfast 9.

[>)ver and out.—This is my last ‘News and comment’. Robert Hudson, of the British

I .’’rust for Ornithology, takes over from next month, and material for possible use

:n the feature should now be sent to him at the B.T.O., Beech Grove, Tring, Hert-

ordshire. If I may end with a personal plea: would my correspondents, particularly

ihosc waiting in connection with St. Agnes Bird Observatory, please note that none

)f the three private addresses which have at one time or another during the past

•wo years been given on the covers of British Birds (and which have inevitably

ound their way into other publications as well) will now find me. Instead, I can

>e reached c/o Monks Wood Experimental Station, Abbots Ripton, Huntingdon.
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Recent reports

I. J. Ferguson-Lees and J. T. R. Sharrock
(These are largely unchecked reports, not authenticated records)

This summary mainly concerns December, which is generally a quiet month. This

year, too, most observers kept away from agricultural land because of the foot-and-

mouth epidemic and so it is not surprising that unusual reports were few. There
were some late summer migrants, but, as in the case of spring arrivals, we are not

listing these unless an exceptional pattern emerges.

Bewick’s swans
Between 9th November and the end of December about 220 Bewick’s Swans
Cygtms hewickii were individually identified at Slimbridge (Gloucestershire). Broods

were small, none exceeding two, and some adults had no accompanying young,

suggesting that the population had had a poor breeding season. Some were noted

coming in off the sea in December at Minsmere (Suffolk) on ist, 7th, 8th (41) and
loth (92), and up to 22 were seen there daily later in the month. Reports from else-

where have mainly been from about 20 counties of England north to Derby and
Nottingham and west to Somerset (with odd ones further north and west to Nor-
thumberland and Cornwall). These have included parties of 15-50 in Somerset,

Nottingham, Derby, Lincoln, Norfolk, Cambridge and Warwick, while there were

as many as 108 at Pitsford Reservoir (Northamptonshire) on 26th. This number was
exceeded there in January and the total on the Ouse Washes (Cambridge/Norfolk)

rose to 435 on 20th January.

WAXWINGS AND BEARDED TITS

The invasion oC^&Tiv/ingsBombjdllagarrulus {Brit. Birds, 61
: 48) seems to have been

of short duration, most parties passing on rapidly. Reports from England continued

to be rather scattered in December and the only sizeable flocks were in eastern

England, including 30 or more at Barras Hall (Northumberland) during i8th-23rd

and 60 near Saltburn (Yorkshire) on 28th, but small numbers were seen farther west

from Westmorland south to Herefordshire (reaching various Welsh counties in

January).

To the few earlier reports of Bearded Tits Panurus hiarmicus seen outside East

Anglia and Kent can be added four at Thatcham, near Newbury (Berkshire), from
mid-November onwards, one at Rye Meads (Hertfordshire) on 2nd and 3rd Decem-
ber, and ten at Radipole Lake (Dorset) on the latter day.

RARITIES
December rarities included a Great Snipe Gallinago media on Fair Isle (Shetland)

on 6th; a Mediterranean Gull Lams melamcepbalus at Staines (Middlesex) on 2nd;

a Sabine’s Gull L. sabini at Robin Hood’s Bay (Yorkshire) on i6th; a Richard’s

Pipit A.nthus novaeseelandiae at Padstow (Cornwall) on 29th and a Yellow-browed
Warbler Phjlloscopus inornatns still at Cley (Norfolk) on 31st {cf. 60: 536-537; 61 :46);

and Serins Serinus serinus at Portland (Dorset) on ist, Lelant (Cornwall) from 2nd

(two, one still present on 31st), and Selsey Bill (Sussex) on 3rd. A Night Heron
Nycticorax nycticorax in Battersea Park (London) from iith November to the end

of the year was probably of captive origin, and the Dalmatian Pelican Pclecanus

crispus, still present on the Hay'lc estuary (Cornwall) on 31st December {cf. 60:47),

left for St. Agnes and Tresco (Isles of Scilly) in January. Finally among autumn
rarities belatedly reported was a Subalpine Warbler Sylvia cantillans—the only one

of the autumn—at North Ronaldsay (Orkney) on 14th-! 7th September.
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Waxwings in Britain and Europe during

1965/66

By R. K. Cornwallis and A. D. Townsend

INTRODUCTION
'hat another eruption of Wax-wings Bomhjcilla garrulus from Fenno-

ccandia into western Europe was imminent was forecast during the

rreeding season of 1965 by Dr. Kai Curry-Lindahl. In his vast expcr-

rnnce of northern Sweden, and especially of Swedish Lapland, he had

iCver before encountered so many breeding pairs in areas where they

rce normally scarce. In the event, his prophecy was most amply ful-

illed by invasions surpassing all those previously recorded, both in

lumbers and in the distances reached by the furthest stragglers.

Population andfood supply

cere, indeed, was a classic situation. In north-east Europe the previous

lutumn and winter of 1964/65 had been extremely mild (Professor A. I.

I 'anov in litt.) and there had also been an abundant supply of berries of

ue rowan Sorbus aucuparia. Waxwings wintered on their nesting

rcounds with little emigration and their survival rate was good, so that

'le breeding population in 1965 was high (this is confirmed for both

linland and Sweden by Dr. G. Bergman in lift.). The extensions of

rceeding into northern Sweden noted by Dr. Curry-Lindahl and into

ue Kivach reserve in central Karelia recorded by Professor E. Kumari
n litt.) are added evidence of this state of affairs, similar extensions

. iving been recorded before previous major eruptions. In the autumn
i' 1965, then, the Waxwing population was at a high level; but the

ain source of food, the rowan, was, as is usual, suffering from ‘tired-

i;ss’ after the previous year’s heavy crop. Professor Kumari described

ae yield of rowans in the European part of the Soviet Union as medium
id of other wild berries in the nesting areas of Lapland, Karelia and

le northern Urals as average. Further west, according to Dr. Bergman,
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BRITISH BIRDS

berries were even scarcer over the whole of Fenno-Scandia, The
imbalance between population and food supply was thus at flash point.

Timing of the movements

A feature of the 1965 movements was their extreme earliness. As will be

described, these developed all along the Baltic coasts and extended as

far west as Britain from the end of the first week in October. For
comparison, table i shows the timing of the first main arrivals in

Britain and the state of the food supply in Fenno-Scandia in the four

successive winters of irruptions from 1956/57 to 1959/60 (Cornwallis

1961).

Table i. State of berry crop in Fenno-Scandia
and arrival of Waxwings Bombycilla garrulus in

Britain in each of four successive winters during

1956-60

Winter Berry crop Arrival time

1956/57 Abundant Mid February

1957/58 Total failure Early November
1958/59 Abundant Late December

1959/60 Poor End October

MOVEMENTS THROUGH EUROPE
Fig. I shows the timing of the main movements and arrivals of Wax-
wings in 1965/66 at various places in Europe from which reports have

been received. They are summarised in periods of ten days (for example,

Oct 2 means the second ten days in October, from iith to 20th). It has

been noted in previous irruptions that the main arrivals are often

preceded by a scatter of early fore-runners. Moreover, in most places

lesser numbers, now chiefly broken up into small parties, stay after the

main body of Waxwings has passed on. In 1965/66, however, none

remained to winter in north-western Russia and few in Fenno-Scandia,

since the winter was a severe one. These fore-runners and late stragglers

are excluded from the map, which shows only the main timing of

distribution, but they are indicated in the summarised reports from

individual countries below.

In the last week of September and the first week of October the

Waxwings began to move out of their northern breeding grounds,

reaching western Finland and Estonia. During the remainder of

October they moved rapidly and to a large extent uninterruptedly

south-westwards on both sides of the Baltic, arriving in Britain and the

Low Countries (and probably northern France) from the middle of the

month. Thereafter they started to flood southwards, being widely

spread over a large area of central Europe from southern Germany to
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WAXWINGS DURING I965/66

'i'lG. I. The main movements of Waxwings Bombjcilla garrulus in Europe from

iceptember 1965 through to the early part of 1966. These are shown by the initials of

Months (S= September, 0= October and so on) with lower case letters indicating

occurrences of peripheral stragglers and numbers dividing the months into three ten-

day periods {drawn by Koberi Gillmor)

iLumania by mid-November, and, as winter deepened, they penetrated

ttill further to eastern and south-eastern France, Switzerland, Italy and

hhe southern Balkans. After the turn of the year it is difficult to discern

my pattern. Most countries reported smaller numbers with the earlier

airge flocks broken up into small parties. One cannot say whether these

r.i aggregate account for the total numbers recorded earlier, but in the

bsence of any other evidence one must presume that they do so

(subject, of course, to diminution through casualties). When birds are

i /idely scattered, any meaningful estimate of total population becomes

mapossible.

Beyond the main areas occupied by the immigrants there were

ccattered records far outside the normal wanderings of the species,,

vidence in itself of the strength and scale of the movements. Iceland^

’’ortugal (the first ever recorded there), Spain, southern Italy as far
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south as Sicily, Greece and European Turkey all reported Waxwings
(see fig. i).

Return passage in the spring appears to have been unusually late and
may have been held up by bad weather between jth and 20th April.

April records (and even a few in May) were widespread in the wintering

areas.

Movements in individual countries

The following are summaries of reports received from various coun-

tries, the source concerned being given in brackets at the end of the

section on each region;

Soviet Union (i) Petshoro-Ilychky nature reserve, in the northern Urals, and
Lapland nature reserve: left both by about 28th-29th September; none recorded

later; first returned in spring on loth April (Professor E. Kumari). (2) Kivach nature

reserve, in central Karelia: an irregular breeder there, but several nests found in 1965

;

left in August, but returned (? others passing through) in last ten days of September;

small numbers to mid-November; first in spring on i ith May (Professor E. Kumari).

(3) North-west Russia: mass invasion to south-west at end of September and in early

October (Professor E. Kumari). (4) Leningrad: first on 6th October; main move-
ment (flocks of 100-500) during 13th-! 5th October and to end of November, after

which only singles to mid-December; none thereafter, there being very cold weather

with much snow from late November to early February; first in spring on 3rd-4th

April; migration interrupted by bad weather during 5th-20th April; resumed on

increased scale (flocks of 100-200) during 24th-26th April; passage (flocks of 30-30)

along Lake Ladoga in early May (Professor E. Kumari). Leningrad: autumn migra-

tion rather weak; none wintered (M. A. Rodionov per Professor A. I. Ivanov).

Leningrad: spring migration in 1966 very late, up to 21st May (Professor G. A.

Novikov per Professor A. I. Ivanov). (5) Tallin, in Estonia: first on 2nd October; up

to 500 on 3rd and frequent during whole of October; none after beginning of

November; first in spring on 28th April and thereafter small flocks until 25th May
(this is late as the usual return passage is in April, rarely as late as loth May) (Profes-

sor E. Kumari). (6) Pskov: first on 28th September; peaks on 7th October (483) and

loth (350) and frequent to end of month; first in spring on 25th April (Professor E.

Kumari). (7) Minsk, in Byelorussia: first in north-east Byelorussia 3rd October; first

in Minsk on loth October; flock of 100 in Botanic Gardens in Minsk throughout

November into December, but elsewhere passed through in October (Professor E.

Kumari). (8) Kaliningrad: ‘rather intensive’ from 8th to 22nd October (R. L. Potapov

per Professor A. I. Ivanov).

Poland (i) Gulf of Danzig: Vistula estuary, 265 seen between 17th and 21st

October (Mgr. L. Tomialojc per Dr. A. Dyrcz); Hel Peninsula, westerly migration

from 8th to 23rd October (402 counted) (Mgr. Cz. Nitecki per Dr. A. Dyrcz).

(2) Toruri: earliest ever record on 19th October (Mgr. Cz. Nitecki). (3) Lower

Silesia: very early and more numerous than usual; first were 33 at Milicz on 31st

October, the largest flock ever recorded there; few in winter (Mgr. A. Mrugasicwicz

per Dr. A. Dyrcz); large numbers in spring including 40 in Wroclaw on 19th March

(Mgr. L. Tomialojd) and 180-200 there on 22nd (J. Danccki). (4) Krakow: more

numerous than in previous years (flock of 300-400) from 3rd to i8th November;

thereafter a few records from December to April (Mgr. W. Harmata and W. Kania

per Dr. A. Dyrcz).

Finland Nesting success and autumn population normal, but Waxwings left
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iarly and quickly due to shortage of berries; ringing was intensive from 3rd to i8th

October (Dr. G. Bergman). Thereafter few recorded, though some were still in

-felsinki at Christmas (Dr. O. Hilden per H. J. Clase). This pattern confirmed for the

Oulu area, where earliest seen on 24th September; first large flock on 30th Septem-

ber; peak passage from ist to 3rd October (500-1,000 birds each day, probably’’

noving through); then 50-b daily from 4th to 7th October and 10-20 daily until

It 8th; last three seen on 24th (Dr. S. Sulkava and H. J. Clase).

Sweden Extension of breeding range noted by Dr. Kai Curry-Lindahl and
::;ruption forecast. Ringing carried out mainly between 17th October and 4th

November (S. Osterlof).

Norway First at Revtangen on loth October; these, as well as numerous small

blocks in the following week, were heading NNW; thereafter spread out over the

whole district; very few observations after Christmas; food was scarce, there being

no rowan berries (Dr. H. Holgcrsen).

Denmark First on 23rd September; small numbers until 15th October; large

(arrival on 17th and i8th October in north-east Jutland and again on 20th and 21st;

[Copenhagen invaded during 23rd-24th and 27th-28th October; numbers fell from
!i9th October (see numbers); in spring a few until mid-May and odd ones even in

liune; two in two localities ‘all summer’ (N. E. Preuss).

Iceland First at Stodvarfjordur on 21st October; first at Reykjavik on 27th

[ October and up to 40 there in first week of November, numbers declining through

late November and December, but a few still present in January (Dr. F. Gudmund-
Bson).

Britain and Ireland First on 22nd September; main invasion from mid-October
Scotland south to Norfolk) to ntid-November, and thereafter spread westwards

:."nto Wales and Ireland; gradual withdrawal eastwards during January to March;
ittragglers in April and up to 24th May (see the invasion in Britain and Ireland

wnd numbers; and for Scotland, Everett 1967).

Germany (i) Hamburg: first on 14th October (very early); peak from 20th to

)40th October, continuing at a high level until the third week of November; there-

efter a few (see numbers); also an irruption of Redpolls Acanthis flammea, but later,

rfom 13 th November to end December (J. Dien). (2) Baden-Wiirttemberg: first on
»!;th November at Heidelberg; numbers built up from mid-November to a peak on
(,9th-3oth, remaining high until i2th-i4th December when they became higher still;

irfter this the flocks broke up, but totals continued fairly high until late January' with

I third peak on Sunday i6th; regular in smaller numbers until 3rd April; last three

8th May (see numbers and Neub 1967); chief food was guelder rose Viburnum

Kpulus (M. Neub). (3) Bavaria: first on 23rd October; peak numbers in second half

:>f November (E. Bezzel) (details in Bezzel 1966).

Netherlands First were 15 at Maarn on 2nd October; numbers built up from
U3th October and were highest from 17th October to 14th November; declining

[hereafter; two in April; most numerous in Friesland and Noord Holland, but well

i iistributed over whole country (M. J. Tekke) (see numbers).

France Little information received, but it is understood that the irruption was
-ery widespread and on a large scale. First at Cap Gris Nez on 25th October (A.

jibbs).

Channel Islands (i) Guernsey: first on 23rd November; small numbers, but

nevertheless unprecedented for the island, until 19th December; one on 2nd
anuary (C. C. Carey). (2) Jersey: one on 24th November; up to 20 on 29th Novem-

' er (E. D. H. Johnson).

Switzerland First were twelve on 3rd October at Tessin; these were long in
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advance of the main invasion which started from the north-east on i9th-20th

November; numbers then built up rapidly and spread over the country, being

highest from 2nd to 5th December; thereafter they fell sharply, indicating that most
had passed through rapidly; smaller numbers were present during the rest of the

winter, the last being noted on 5 th May (Dr. U. N. Glutz von Blotzheim). (see

NUMBERS and Glutz von Blotzheim 1966).

Czechoslovakia ‘Enormous masses’ on an unprecedented scale (flocks of

50-200 being common) from early to late November; these split up into smaller

flocks in early December, but soon disappeared altogether; some Redpolls and very

large numbers of Siskins Carduelis spinus, of which 5,250 were ringed, also recorded

(Dr. F. J. Turcek). Large numbers of Siskins were likewise reported from the

Netherlands, Belgium, Spain, Italy and on the Mediterranean islands of Majorca and
Malta.

Hungary Large numbers from mid-November to mid-December, but the

invasion was short-lived compared with previous ones and thereafter only a few
were recorded (Dr. A. Keve).

Rumania First were 15 on 3rd November at Pingarati; numbers built up
thereafter through November (flocks of loofl- noted), but they passed through and

few were recorded in December and January; late record of six on 28th April

(D. Munteanu).

Portugal First ever record for Portugal in early January at Anadia (Dr. R. O.
Vicente).

Spain Four records in last two months of 1965—two in Cantabria and two in

Catalonia (Dr. F. Bernis).

Italy Abundant in northern Italy from November with some remaining until

March; extended to central and southern Italy, with even a few in Sicily (Dr. E.

Moltoni).

Greece Waxwings ringed in Finland and Sweden in October were recovered in

Greece in December and February.

Bulgaria One ringed in Sweden in October was recovered in Bulgaria in

February.

European Turkey One ringed in Hungary in November was recovered in

Turkey in late December or early January.

THE INVASION IN BRITAIN AND IRELAND
Up to 20th October (fig. 2)

As in previous invasions, small numbers were reported in advance of

the main force : a party of 1 3 in Morvern (Argyll) from 22nd September

and a single one in Willoughby (Lincolnshire) on 9th October. By i6th

October small numbers had begun to arrive at many points along the

east coast from Orkney to Norfolk; but the largest flocks were on the

Scottish mainland, including 100 in Argyll on the 15 th. The size of the

invasion was not fully realised until a few days later when several

flocks of over 100 were present in Norfolk, the largest being 230 at

Holkham on the 19th. By the 20th a single Waxwing had reached as far

south as Dungeness (Kent). But by far the largest numbers at this

time were still in Scotland, where the concentration in Argyll suggested

that many had been moving non-stop across the country in a general
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Pigs. 2-4. Records of a-y^^'ings Bombycilla garrulus in Britain and Ireland in Octo-

Dcr and the first half of November 1965, all flocks shown individually {drawn by

Robert Gillmor)
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Figs. j-io. Records of Waxwings Bombycilla garrulus in Britain and Ireland from the

second half of November 1965 to March 1966. All are shown individually in fig. 5,

but from late November onwards new arrivals and the breaking up of flocks made
reports too numerous to treat in this way. In figs. 6 to 8, therefore, the symbols
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i how the total number of Waxwings recorded in each county of England, Wales and
• reland; in Scotland the concentrations of records on the firths make faunal areas

more appropriate to show the distribution, and this treatment is therefore used
'br Scotland in figs. 7-10 (see also page 106) {a// maps drawn by Robert Gillmor)
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south-west direction. Along the east coast of England, however, they

were seen moving southwards by day and few were to be found at any

distance inland, the farthest being one at Sheffield (Yorkshire) on the

i7th and a small party at Pickering (Yorkshire) on the zotb.

2 1st-} 1st October 3)

By this time there were huge numbers in Scotland, hundreds all along

the east coast of England from the border to the Wash and big con-

centrations, amounting to at least 1,500, in East Anglia. It seems

almost certain that a flock of 200 in Co. Derry by the end of the month
had arrived from Scotland; 500 between Morecambe Bay (Lancashire)

and Anglesey may be accounted for in the same way; and by now a

scattering had reached Cheshire, Shropshire and even Pembroke.

ISt-

1

4th November (fig. 4)

The height of the invasion seems to have been reached during the last

few days of October, but, even so, vast numbers continued to arrive

during the first two weeks of November. At Fair Isle 200 passed

through on the ist, while on the east coast down to Kent flocks of over

100 were becoming commonplace. There were concentrations of up to

500 in several areas and an estimated 1,000 in Louth (Lincolnshire) on

the 9th. Westward movement across the whole of England was

developing widely by mid-November and there were more records

from Wales and Ireland, including the west coast counties, although

still virtually none from south-west England. During this fortnight a

minimum of 11,000 Waxwings were present in Britain and Ireland,

about 75% of them in flocks of over 100. But, as they moved west-

wards, they broke up into smaller parties and scattered over the

countryside.

fjth-joth November (figs.
5
and 6)

Towards the end of November the numbers along the whole of the east

coast dropped sharply, the birds becoming more widespread, no doubt

as the food in that area was devoured. The records were then so scat-

tered that marking them individually made the maps impossibly

confused. In figs. 6-8, therefore, covering the period from 22nd

November through to the end of January, the symbols show the total

present in each county of England, Wales and Ireland and in each

faunal area of Scotland ;
the faunal area treatment in Scotland has also

had to be extended to figs. 9 and 10, covering February and March

(these faunal areas are listed in Everett 1967). Some of the largest

concentrations were now in the southern counties of England, in-

cluding Devon and Cornwall where hitherto few had been recorded.

During this fortnight the numbers in the Solway, Clyde and Argyll
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Teas fell sharply, while those in Ireland rose, which suggests Scotland

'S the source of many of the Irish birds. By this time Waxwings had

'jeen seen in almost every county of Ireland and there were nearly 600

rn Co. Dublin alone. Ireland had never before known such numbers

irnd these are summarised in table 2.

Table 2. Numbers of Waxwings Bombycilla garrulus

recorded in Ireland from October 1965 to April 1966

Period Total Period Total

9th-20th October 0 December 1.305

2ist-3ist October 205 January 575

ist-i4th November 680 February 245

i5th-2ist November 940 March 90

22nd-30th November 1.525 April 45

'^'iecember (fig. 7)

The pattern remained virtually the same throughout December,

Ifthough the total numbers recorded actually increased. This increase

>yas so well marked as to give the impression that a secondary invasion

i,)ad taken place. If this had indeed happened, however, one would have

xspected to find concentrations of new arrivals along the east coast. In

net, the only evidence to suggest a second wave came from the Moray
drth where the numbers were boosted enormously by the appearance

tf 500-600 between Forres and Findhorn Bay on the 12th; these had all

:aoved on by the i8th and perhaps sooner. It is far more likely that the

ncrease in total numbers reported was caused by the large response to a

udio appeal for Waxwing records, which was broadcast by I. J.

i-erguson-Lees on 26th and 29th December. The great majority of

jpports were by now of parties of less than ten.

iinuarj to March (figs. 8-10)
' he most significant change during the whole of this period, apart from

n obvious reduction in numbers, was the gradual eastward shift of the

lopulation. This was especially noticeable in Ireland where by the end

t f February almost all the records were from the east coast, the largest

umbers still in Co. Dublin. In Britain a similar pattern was emerging:

i^axwings departed from much of Wales, south-west and north-west

/ngland and southern Scotland. The maintenance of numbers in the

lyde area was, however, of special interest, since this suggested that

' .any of the Irish flocks were returning through Scotland, in the way
tat they had appeared to arrive the previous autumn. By March the

ain concentration of English records was in the south-east, while in

ritain as a whole there was a drop of 50% in parties of over 20,

impared with the previous month.
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April-Maj

By the second week of April most of the Waxwings had disappeared

from Britain and Ireland, although there was a late scattering well into

May. Throughout April small numbers remained on the east coast of

Ireland from Co. Dublin north to Co. Antrim and four were still

present near Belfast on 8 th May; the last Irish record was of a single one

in Dublin on the 13 th. Most Waxwings appeared to have left Scotland

by the end of March, although an estimated total of 164 were still

present during the first two weeks of April. Evidence of a small return

passage was recorded at Corstorphine (Edinburgh) early in the month,

as numbers suddenly rose from a few to 25. A late passage of single

Waxwings was also recorded at Stornoway and elsewhere in the Outer

Hebrides and at Dornoch (Sutherland) between ist and 8th May. There

were even later records from the Forth area, one in fact staying at

Haddington (East Lothian) until the 24th. In England a small scattering

remained during much of April, the largest concentrations still in the

counties surrounding London. Between 9th and i8th April several

appeared on the east coast from Norfolk north to Yorkshire. By May
the whole of England was apparently clear of Waxwings, with the

exception of a single one in Bamburgh (Northumberland) on the 14th.

Table 3. Total numbers of Waxwings Bombycilla garridus recorded in Denmark,
the Netherlands and two areas of Germany between October 1965 and May

1966

Denmark Netherlands Hamburg
Baden-

Wiirttemberg

1-20 Oct 20,854 2,062 96

21-31 Oct 82,762 4,191 1,491

1-14 Nov 18,444 7,147
2,459

82

15-21 Nov 1.975 00 1,117

22-30 Nov 1,578 252 172 6,590

December 3.450 274 71 19,838

January 3.771 215 10,263

February 2.235 34 1,171

March 1,954 25 549

April 898 2 295

May 69 3

TOTALS 137,990 15,077 4,289 39,900

Under Denmark, most of the first total was after 9th October, 6,075 on Sunday 17th;

in the second total daily counts exceeded 8,000 during 2ist-z6th, with 1 0,6 16 on

Saturday 23rd; in November there were i,ooo-l- daily to the 9th (line 3). Under

Netherlands, large day totals were 1,041 on 20th October (line 1), 1,025 on Sunday

24th (line 2), and 1,455 on Sunday 7th November (line 3). Under Baden-Wiirttem-

berg, large totals were 1,350 and 1,450 on 29th and 30th November (line 5), 5,440

during i2th-i4th December (line 6), and 1,520 on i6th January (line 7)
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NUMBERS
I ny attempt to estimate the numbers of birds involved in an invasion

I n this scale is fraught with difficulties. Nevertheless, such attempts

^.ere made in several areas on the Continent and the results are set out

1 table 3. These figures do not aim to give the Waxwing totals in the

1 ountries or localities concerned. They are accumulations of the

lumbers recorded each day, care having been taken to avoid counting

ny flock twice on the same day, but note that a flock of loo remaining

or a week and counted daily would ‘score’ 700. In considering the

jgures it must be remembered that they are for differing lengths of

;:me, the periods being the same as those used for analysing the irrup-

I'On into Britain and Ireland (figs. 2-10), and that they cover areas of

rridely dift'ering size. Nevertheless, they are valid indicators of the

ttrength and timing of the movements.

It should be stressed that the figures for Britain and Ireland in table

are unavoidably drawn up in quite a different way from those in

ikble 3 and that they are therefore not numerically comparable. They
1now the number of Waxwings counted in the time periods indicated,

lut w’ith each flock included only once within each period, so far as is

mown. Nor must they be regarded as absolute totals, since it is, of

course, possible that a flock which was counted at the beginning of a

iieriod might have moved a considerable distance (or broken up and

mattered) by the end of the period and so have been counted again. For

lomparison, the figures for the 1956-60 series of invasions are given,

rrawn up in a similar way. Despite the above warning about the

imitations of the figures, it is clear that vastly greater numbers of birds

i.'ere involved in 1965/66 than in any year of the earlier series.

The only other country from which we have received an attempt at

mumeration is Switzerland. There Dr. U. N. Glutz von Blotzheim

Vable 4. Total numbers of Waxwings Bombycilla garrulus recorded in Britain and
roeland between October 1965 and April 1966 with, for comparison, totals

from the 1956-60 series of invasions

1965/66 1956/57 1957/58 1958/59

20 Oct 1,500

11-31 Oct 6,200

-14 Nov I 1,300 1
5-21 Nov 3,600 1,200

.2-30 Nov 4,100 J
? lecentbcr 7,200 800 2,100

tnuar\- 2,000 400 1,900

ebruart' 1,200
r 50o(nth-20th)

\^6oo(2ist-28th)
100 900

! larch 800 700 50 00

...pril 400

1959/60
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collected records of 7,050 Waxwings from 122 localities on 2nd Decem-
ber, 6,076 on 3rd, 6,159 4th and 6,546 on Sunday 5th. Thereafter,

daily totals fell to about 1,500 by mid-December and to 1,000 in the

latter part of the month. Elsewhere in Europe, recorders simply used

such phrases as ‘enormous masses’ or ‘in unprecedented strength’. But,

for example, the numbers ringed in Hungary, Czechoslovakia and

Finland show the immense scale of the eruption and there seems to be

no reason to doubt the unanimous opinion that this was the largest

ever recorded.

RINGING RECOVERIES
Far more Waxwings were ringed in the course of this eruption than in

any previous one—sufficient, indeed, to yield some really useful infor-

mation that supplements the reports of sightings. The following ring-

ing totals were supplied: north Finland (Oulu), 1,153 ;
central Finland,

148; south Finland, 190; Soviet Union (Rybachi, formerly Rossitten),

363; Czechoslovakia, 990; Hungary (Budapest), 1,000+ ;
and Britain

Fig. II. Recoveries of Waxwings Bonibjcilla garrulus in Europe in 1965 in October

(O) from ringing at two places in Finland and one in Sweden. Ringing localities arc

shown by rectangles; numbers divide the month into three ten-day periods {drawn

by Robert Gillmor)
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'i I G . 12. Recoveries of Waxwings Bombycilla garrulus in Europe in 1965 in Novem-
icer (N) and December (D) from ringing at one place in Finland, nine in Sweden, one
[1 1 Norway and one in the Soviet Union in October (O). Ringing localities are shown
I'y rectangles; numbers divide the months into three ten-day periods (drattm by

Kobert Gillmor)

md Ireland, 170. In addition, considerable numbers were ringed in

i\weden, Norway and Denmark. Figs. 11-13 show the recoveries that

liave been reported to us. These bear out the pattern of movement
Icescribed above, with both ringing and recoveries in October concen-

trated in the Baltic area (fig. 1 1), November and December recoveries in

middle Europe (fig. 12), and later ones for the most part further south

Sig. 13).

One of the unsolved questions of irregular migration is whether the

lovements have any directional trend or whether they are entirely

mndom (Cornwallis 1964). Past recoveries of Waxwings (few in

Lumber) have, perhaps, supported the idea that they may be random.

)ne ringed in Poland in February 1937 was recovered 3,000 miles to

le east in Siberia in the following winter (when no invasion was noted

1 western Europe). And a Cedar Waxwing B. cedrorum, an allied

1 1

1
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Fig. 13. Ringing recoveries of Waxwings Bombycilla garrulus in Europe in 1966 in

January (J), February (F), March (M) and April (A) from ringing at one place in

Finland, four in Sweden, one in the Soviet Union, two in Britain, two in Germany
and one in Hungary in 1965 in October (O), November (N) and December (D).

Ringing localities are shown by rectangles; numbers divide the months into three

ten-day periods (drawn by Koher/ Gillmor')

American species with similar habits of irregular migration, was ringed

in central California in April 1935 and recovered 2,000 miles to the east

in Alabama two years later. Such vast wanderings certainly suggest

birds lacking any directional preference.

It is, no doubt, rash to build too much of a theory on quite a small

number of ringing recoveries in a single eruption. Nevertheless, the

pattern of ringing recoveries in 1965/66 can be interpreted to suggest

that in the early part of the invasion the birds were not moving at

random, but in a ‘preferred direction’. Of those ringed in October and

recovered in the same month, all except one had flown south-west

(fig. 1 1); the exception had moved only a short distance within Finland

and had possibly not yet reached the stage of full readiness for migra-

tion. Later in the year (fig. 12) the recoveries became much more
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..altered across middle Europe and then, as winter deepened (fig. 1 3),

leey spread widely across the Mediterranean countries. Of particular

iterest are those that were ringed late, from mid-November to mid-

vecember, in Hungary (fig. 1 3) : these appear to show no directional

reeference at all, recoveries ranging over nearly 1 80° from France in the

cest through Italy, Bosnia and Dalmatia to European Turkey.

The suggestion is, then, that early in the season Waxwings migrate

lith a south-westerly ‘preferred direction’, just as regular migrants are

mown to do. Later in the year this directional impulse fades, subject

npposedly to internal hormonal change, just as it does in regular

I igrants. In regular migrants, of course, it fades when they reach the

[oal of their regular wintering area (though how they ‘know’ that they

uve arrived there remains obscure). But for Waxwings there is no goal

uit food
;
and that food may be anywhere within a vast tract of country,

i ), as the directional impulse fades, the birds begin to search and,

this stage, to search randomly for food. Later, of course, as spring

umes on, a new reverse ‘preferred direction’ develops (just as it does in

'.gular migrants) to bring them back to the new goal of their breeding

rcounds. Or, since they may have wandered far afield in their search-

i.gs, an impulse to reorient themselves is probably an apter descrip-

oDn than a ‘preferred direction’, which implies a compass bearing.

iSvardson (1957), in his classic paper, suggested that irregular

iiigrants in fact start to migrate every year and that the proximal factors

i leasing the flight are exactly the same as those operating for regular

I igrants (‘i. Hormonal change, acting through metabolism, anchored

}/ photoperiodism ;
2. Temperature, visibility, stability of air, time of

uy’); but the irregular migrants differ from the regular ones in that

iteir flight is arrested when they find abundant food. The foregoing

i terpretation of the 1965/66 Waxwing movements seems to accord

fiith this, with the additional resemblance to regular migration of an

iiitial ‘preferred direction’. Indeed, it appears that irregular migration

I
I in no way distinct from regular migration. It is simply a variation of

xe same kind of behaviour to meet a different situation—in regular

Iiigrants to meet a failure of food supply that occurs at the same time

uery year (it is noteworthy that the great majority are insect-eaters);

wd in irregular migrants to meet one that occurs in some years, but

D)t in others. Similarly, partial migrants show another variation on the

1 me theme. Of these, some individuals (usually the young birds and

males in which territorial behaviour is less developed than in the

! ales) migrate, while others do not. They are meeting a situation in

hich the food supply is regularly diminished, but does not fail

)mpletely, so that it will support some, but not all, of the birds

itirough the leanest months.

So complex a mechanism as the inheritance of a ‘preferred direction’
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must imply a biological advantage to the species. Since anticyclones

produce the weather that stimulates migratory flights; since the whole I'

inert air-mass of an anticyclone tends to lag behind the earth’s west-to- ;>

east spin, thus slowly becoming displaced westwards; and since

the Scandinavian ‘high’ tends to be in a position in autumn that

brings light easterly or north-easterly winds over the Baltic, the
f.

‘line of least resistance’ for a migrant in this area at this season |i

is most often to the west or south-west. Moreover, the ‘guiding i:

lines’ of the Baltic coasts trend in the same direction. A further possi-

bility is that, because of the ameliorating influence of the Gulf Stream r

on the climate of Europe’s western seaboard, sufficient berry supplies

are, in most years, more likely to be found to the south-west of the i

Waxwings’ breeding-grounds than to the south or south-east; and, of

course, much more likely than to the north or east. These together, no
doubt, amount to a balance of biological advantage quite sufficient to

‘fix’ the behaviour through adaptation.

This interpretation of a single eruptive movement of one species is

put forward in no spirit of dogmatism, but in the hope that it will

provoke criticism and inspire ringers to make even greater efforts to

mark irregular migrants in large numbers, so as to confirm or disprove

it for the Waxwing and to find out whether it can be applied to other

eruptive species. The possibility of a standard direction in invasions of .

tits Parus spp., first put forward by P. Hope Jones, has, in fact, been
;

discussed by Cramp (1963). But the situation with these species is so

much distorted by geographical and other factors little understood that

he was able to reach no conclusions.

POPULATION LEVEL AND FOOD SUPPLY IN INVASION MIGRATION
That all types of migrational behaviour are ultimately adaptations to

the problems posed by failure of food supplies (some failing regularly

each year, some irregularly, some partially) is not in question. And
Svardson’s (1957) proposition—that invasion migration takes place

annually and in response to exactly the same stimuli as regular migra-

tion (see above), but is inhibited when the birds find supplies of food

—

is now generally accepted.

But different authors have placed differing degrees of emphasis on

the importance of the level of population on the one hand, and of the

available supply of preferred food on the other, in determining the

onset and, in particular, the timing of invasion movements. Cramp,

Pettet and Sharrock (i960). Cramp (1963) and Berndt and Henss (1967)

all followed Lack (1954) in emphasising the role played by high

numbers as such. Mutual stimulation when populations of the Parus

tits are high, they suggested, leads to conflicts which cause a neuro-

endocrine shift from resident or local-migrant behaviour to an intensi-
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1. ed migratory drive that leads to invasion behaviour. They cited

i.apcr-tearing, putty-pecking and similar acts as evidence of this state

1: f e.\citement in the birds. Perrins (1966), on the other hand, in a study

bowing the importance of the seed crop of the beech Fagus sjlvatica

I'oeech mast) in the population fluctuations of the Great Tit Parus major,

iiiid the greatest emphasis on changes in this food supply. A heavy crop

f.

; invariably succeeded (as happens with many other trees) by a poor

(ne; this usually leads to good winter survival of Great Tits when the

teech mast is plentiful and therefore to high population in the following

vear when the mast fails, a situation which can be met only be emigra-

1 on.

In table
5 we have set out facts extracted from Perrins (1966) and

kierndt and Henss (1967) for the years 1953 to 1964. The first column

from Perrins) shows the strength of invasions of Great Tits at the Col

ce Bretolet, Switzerland (with notes on marked differences elsewhere)

;

hiis was chosen as being more likely than Falsterbo, Perrins’s other

nvasion record site, to reflect events in Germany, since it is to the

oDuth-west. The second column (also from Perrins) shows the level of

hie beech mast crop in southern Germany, again chosen as more
I’ilevant than Perrins’s other beech mast indices in Britain and Sweden.

Vable 5. Strength of invasions of Great Tits 'Parus major at Col de Bretolet,

vwitzerland, and success of beech crops in south Germany (both after Perrins

9966) with size of Great Tit populations in Brunswick, north Germany (after

Bemdt and Henss 1967)

Tit invasions Beech crops Tit populations

tear (Col de Bretolet) (south Germany) (Brunswick)

«?53 Very low Excellent Medium
High

(very low in Sweden)

Failed

(excellent in Sweden)

High

?

(high in Sweden)

Failed Low

>,956 Low
(medium in Sweden)

Good Low

Very high Failed High
1 158 Very low Excellent Low
c )59 High Failed Medium
C960 Verv low Good Low
<.)6i Medium

(very high in Sweden)
Failed Very high

1 562 Very low
(medium on Baltic coast)

Good High

' 163 Low Failed Low
‘ >64 Low Failed

(good in north Germany
and Sweden)

Medium
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The third column (from Berndt and Henss) shows the size of the Great n

Tit population, based on the number of breeding pairs, in Brunswick 1:

(Lower Saxony) in central north Germany.
It will be seen that for the years 1954 to 1961 (1955 excepted) there ti

was a classic pattern: good and bad years for beech mast alternated and 1;

the level of the Great Tit population kept in phase, so that every other t

year failure of the mast coincided with high population, and invasion

behaviour developed. Indeed, for these years, if one considers the first I;

two columns in table
5 ,

disregarding the third, it would be reasonable If

to suggest a causal connection between the beech crop and the strength t

of invasion behaviour; equally, if one considers the first and third 1

columns alone, disregarding the second, a similar connection between 1

population level and invasion drive appears. But in those years when 1

high population does not coincide with failure of the beech mast,

neither of these connections by itself explains what actually happens. 1

This is shown in the events of 1962 and 1963 (and perhaps 1964,

though the facts for that year are difficult to interpret since Perrins
i

stated that the beech crop was poor in southern but good in northern
i

Germany and it is not clear which applied to the Brunswick area).

In 1962 population was still high, but no invasion developed. (Some,
i

it is true, was recorded in the Baltic, but it seems to us improbable that '

this was relevant to Brunswick; quite local variations in either popula-

tion or food supply can, of course, lead to localised migration behavi-

our.) The reason why no invasion developed was, we suggest, that the

beech crop also was good and Svardson’s effect of invasion migration 1

being inhibited by a plentiful food supply came into play. This is

borne out by Ulfstrand (1962), discussed in Cramp (1963), who found

movements of Great Tits starting outside beech areas—due, he believed,

to high numbers—-but when the birds reached places rich in beech
;

mast, the movements were arrested.
i

In 1963 the situation was reversed. The beech crop failed, but again

no invasion developed. This time it was because the population of

Great Tits was low and, of course, although beech mast is of major

importance, it is not the only food of these birds. In both these years,

in fact, the imbalance between population and food supply did not

reach an acute stage, though for opposite reasons, and invasion

behaviour failed to develop. It is neither the absolute level of food

supply nor the absolute level of population that is decisive, but the

balance (or, rather, imbalance) between the two.

Since, as has been described, they took place in a situation of acute

imbalance, the Waxwing invasions of 1965/66 do not throw any new

light on the foregoing. What is of particular significance is their

extreme earliness. This earliness of big movements has been recorded

in previous similar situations (table 1). Lack (1954) suggested that it is
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,;iused by the psychological stresses resulting from high numbers as

i.ach and has survival value in stimulating the birds to fly in advance of

1
le failure of food supply before starvation weakens them. There is no

..lirect evidence to show whether in late September and early October

. 965 the Waxwings moved before the supply of berries actually failed,

I
.ut that they erupted so early when their population was high certainly

i.jpports Lack’s suggestion.

Heredity may also play a part, some birds and some populations

aving a stronger genetic urge to emigrate than others. Axell (1966),

(.escribing recent eruptions of the Bearded Tit Panurus biarmicus,

trtributed the start of this new habit to a build-up of population in the

itie summer of 1959. But after the hard winter of 1962/65, when the

(Opulation was sharply reduced (from 285 to 132 pairs in East Anglia),

rcuption behaviour did not, as one might have expected, cease and it

recurred even in the autumn of 1963. He made the interesting sugges-

on that the birds v/hich moved survived better than those which

lemained in the breeding areas, so that the population now has a

trronger inherited disposition towards migratory behaviour and this

occurs without the stimulus of high numbers. This suggestion may
re compared with a point made by Perrins (1966)—that intensive

.'ijeding of tits on bird-tables in urban areas may be bringing a new
iiirvival advantage to migrants and so intensifying the behaviour. Such

lenetic changes would, of course, affect the sensitivity of different

populations to the stimuli of population level, of food supply, and of

iiie meteorological and cndocrinal situations that trigger off invasion

Movements.
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SUMMARY
A State of acute imbalance between population and food supply led to a large-scale

eruption of Waxwings Bombycilla garrulus in the autumn of 1965, which began

extremely early compared with previous recorded migrations of this species. The
development of the movements through Europe is described (fig. i) and summaries

are given of reports from individual countries, after which events in Britain and

Ireland are explored in greater detail (figs. 2-10). Estimates of the total numbers of

Waxwings involved in Britain, Ireland and various other countries, notably Den-
mark, the Netherlands and Germany, lead to the conclusion that this invasion was
the largest so far recorded.

It is suggested that the ringing recoveries (figs. 11-13) can be interpreted to show
that initially the Waxwings migrated in a ‘preferred direction’, but that later in the

season this impulse faded and was replaced by a random search for food. Later still,

a reverse reorientation developed to bring them back to their breeding grounds.

Comparison is made between invasion migration and regular and partial migration,

and the possible biological significance of such behaviour is discussed.

The roles of food supply and population level in invasion migration are reviewed

in the light of recent work on Great Tits Parus major and other species, and it is

suggested that it is the imbalance between these factors rather than their absolute

levels that is decisive. The significance of the earliness of the Waxwing movements
in September and October 1965 is discussed and possible genetic changes in sensiti-

vity to the proximate causes of invasion behaviour are considered, with particular

reference to Bearded Tits Panurus biarmicus.
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Snowy Owls breeding in Shetland in 1967

Bj R. J. Tulloch

I
Photographs by Demis Coutts, Erie Husking and R. J. Tulloch

(Plates 13-19)

INTRODUCTION
y^he nesting of a pair of Snowy Owls Njctea scandiaca on Fetlar,

i>
ihetland, in 1967 was the first substantiated record in the wild in the

J^iritish Isles. Publicity was inevitable and so the Royal Society for the

'rotection of Birds organised a round-the-clock watch until the young
lad flown. This paper is based on data in logbooks at the observation

luut and on my own records.

Witherby et at. (1938-41) described the Snowy Owl as ‘Almost

regular winter-visitor to Shetlands and frequent Orkneys and Hebrides,

mften on mainland of Scotland and in Ireland’ and listed over 30 records

lor England. Over twenty years later Hollom (1962) noted it as ‘Now
,iare and irregular even in the north of Scotland’. During the five years

5958-62 the Rarities Committee accepted only four records, in Banff,

Vingus, Kincardine and Anglesey. In Ireland there were 50 records

ttiefore 1930, but in the next 15 years only one (Ruttledge 1966). From

963 onwards, however, British records became more frequent. In

'he four years 1963-66, quite apart from a number in Shetland, over

;:o were accepted from 14 counties in Scotland and England. Some of

:he southerly ones may have been escapes, ‘surprisingly large’ numbers
>nf this species having been imported in recent years (Harber 1966). On
'he other hand, Nagell and Frycklund (1965) have described a series of

rrruptions of Snowy Owls in Scandinavia in the winters of 1 960-6 3 ,
with

I

:

peak of 33 in January 1962 and breeding proved in six areas in summer

960; they reported that many others were seen in Finland and Estonia,

,'S well as four in Britain (two of those not in the reports of the

Parities Committee), five in Germany (three of them in the Friesian

’islands) and three in the Netherlands. The fact of these irruptions

liust before the increase in British records seems significant.

Saxby (1874) stated that, from the time the first was shot on Unst
ri 1811, Snowy Owls were often recorded in Shetland, chiefly on
I ifell and Unst, though there might be several years without any

eports and then a series with frequent occurrences. Saxby also

' fientioned two hearsay instances of Snowy Owls with well-fledged

oung on Unst. Venables and Venables (1935), however, noted that

inowy Owls had become ‘exceedingly rare’ on Unst by 1904 and they

raced only about six records in Shetland in the next half century.

The recent history in Shetland may be summarised as follows. In
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1965 single males, possibly the same individual, were seen on Fetlar

and Mainland in June and July. In 1964 there were many reports of

probably only one individual on Fetlar, Whalsay and Yell between

February and November (not only June to October, as in Harber 1965).

In 1965 the species was recorded in every month, chiefly on Fetlar,

but also on Mainland, Unst, Yell, Whalsay and Fair Isle, and at least

three separate males and one female were involved. In 1966 at least

two males and a female were seen throughout the year on Fetlar, Yell

and other islands, and this continued into 1967 until the nest was

found on Fetlar in June.

HABITAT AND NEST-SITE
The habitat, on the north side of Fetlar, was the 400-foot hill of

Stakkaberg, with rocky outcrops and boulder-strewn slopes, mostly

of serpentine. The vegetation there is rough grass and heath, with

other such plants as purging flax l^inum catharticum, slender St. John’s

wort Hypericum pulchrum, mountain cat’s-foot Antennaria dioica, fir

clubmoss Lycopodium selago and stiff sedge Carex higelowii, the last at

an unusually low altitude. The only higher part of the island is the

5
22-foot Vord Hill, a mile east of Stakkaberg, which is used extensively

by wintering Snowy Owls.

The nest-site, although only a mile from the nearest occupied croft,

was on the north slope of Stakkaberg and so invisible from the villages

which are in the south of the island. This area is part of the common
grazing and holds sheep and Shetland ponies seldom visited by the

crofters. Between nest and sea lay the disused crofting township of

Ruster, which is usually grazed by cattle and sheep. To the south of

the nest-site, and to a lesser extent to the east and west as well, out-

crops formed a natural amphitheatre of rock and provided some

shelter from the prevailing winds; to the north the ground sloped

steadily to the sea about half a mile away and looked across the four

miles to Unst. The most obvious characteristics of the Stakkaberg

area are little human interference, plentiful food, and a terrain of

rocks and prostrate vegetation somewhat reminiscent of arctic tundra.

These characteristics are combined in few other parts of Shetland.

The nest itself was a scrape in a patch of grass (to which dead grasses

were added as incubation proceeded) on a sloping slab of rock. This

slab was the shoulder of a rocky outcrop, the top of which was

twelve feet above the nest. The incubating female had a commanding

view all round except south (where a ridge of Stakkaberg limited it to

80-100 yards) and south-east (where the outcrop of which the nest-site

was part restricted the range to only a few yards). These ‘blind spots’

were covered by the male from his look-outs at all times, except during

the short periods when he was hunting.
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•’’late 13. Snowy Owls Nyctea scandiaca, Shetland, July 1967. Male barking (page

-.28); below, female brooding some of the chicks. The smaller male is almost pure

vhitc, but the female is barred above and below with brown (except on the face and

'.centre breast); both have golden-yellow eyes (pages 1 19- 13 2) {photos: Eric Hosking)



Plate 14. Snowy Owls Nyclea scandiaca and young, Shetland, July 1967. These two

photos, with the wings spread, emphasise the male’s whiteness and the female’s

barring; the female became soiled while brooding the young {photos: Erie Hosking)



I'Plates 1 5 and i6 {overleaf). Three studies of the female at the nest with young,

l^elow, feeding chick with a previously ejected pellet; note also the size of her

oill, usually masked by feathers {photos: Eric Hosking and, above, Dennis Con/ts)



Plate i 9. Nest of Snowy Owb Nyc/ea scandiaca, Shetland, July 1967. Above, six

eggs and one chick in its first white down. Below, six chicks of different ages,

having hatched at intervals of about 40 hours; the white down is replaced by dark

grey down after 10-12 days (page 121) {photos: R. J. TuUoch and, below, Eric Hosking)
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The term ‘territory’ is used in this paper to mean the area of about

,00 acres in which the male hunted prey and reacted to human beings

md large birds; these reactions were most intense around the nest-site

m some 20 acres bounded by his look-outs.

EGGS AND YOUNG
ffhe clutch was seven rounded white eggs (plate 19a). Taking the

nicubation period as 33 days (Watson 1957: 437-439), the first egg was

(rrobably laid about 2nd June, although the nest was not found until

^le 5th when it contained two; there were three eggs on the 7th and

four on the 8th. After that, eggs were laid at a little less than two-day

ntervals until the clutch was completed on 14th June. According to

mformation summarised by Watson, most first eggs are laid in May,

Hiiefly between loth and 22nd in Canada, Alaska, Siberia and Scandi-

uavia alike, over almost 30° latitude. The Fetlar clutch was on the late

icde, therefore, particularly in view of the southerly latitude.

Incubation probably began with the first egg and was evidently

ivell under way when the clutch was only half complete. One egg

orobably the si.xth) failed to hatch and the average interval of hatching

between the others was about 40 hours, judging from the few visits

fossible during this period:

5th July (18.47 hours): six eggs and one chick about 24 hours old

6th July (11.06 hours): six eggs and one chick

9th July (12.55 hours): four eggs and three chicks (youngest still wet)

nth July (16.07 hours): three eggs and four chicks

13th July (16.25 hours): two eggs (one chipping) and five chicks

i6th July (16.15 hours): one egg (which failed to hatch) and six chicks

'he third egg is the only one for which the incubation period is known
rid that took 3 3 days to hatch.

At hatching the chicks were unable to see or do more than cheep

iuntly and open their beaks weakly. After four days they could lift

'leir heads, and around the ninth day their eyes were fully open and

Meir movements more co-ordinated. The first down was white faintly

lufFused with cream (plate 19a), but the second down, acquired after

DD-I2 days, was dark grey (plate 19b). There were areas of blackish

..ire skin on the face and the soles of the feet, and a patch on the back

if each intertarsal joint was also bare, but pinkish. The primaries and

Locondaries of the eldest chick were clearly sprouting at 16 days; by

C3-32 days the wings and tail were quite well developed, the down
i\:emed paler and browner in tone, and white feathers covered the

. are skin of the face. The irides were a cold pale grey at first, but

^scame golden-yellow like those of the adults by about 23 days.

As the female often sat with her back to the hut, we could not see

hether feeding was taking place when, as frequently happened, she
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poked about in the nest. For this reason, it was impossible to get any

accurate idea of how often the chicks were fed or of the order of

feeding. When the. older ones were able to sit out alongside her (plate

13 b), she often ignored their begging and fed the younger chicks still

beneath her. Later, the older ones were usually fed first, but the others :

were given food regularly and selectively. There was no fighting or 1

squabbling in the nest.

While in the nest, the chicks were usually fed by the female. As they j

grew larger, however, they would rush at the male when he arrived 1

with prey and he would then give it to them. He also passed food !

directly to them, if the female was not at the nest when he arrived. 1

The chicks begged by nibbling at the female’s beak, and also at her 1

breast, belly and even the leading edges of her wings. Once one took 1

a beakful of feathers from one of her facial discs. The chicks first

started to feed themselves off prey in the nest at about 23 days. j

The chicks were seen preening from 1 8-20 days and mutual preening (

was also recorded several times. About this time, too, they started t

wing-stretching, head-scratching and head-bobbing. In wing-stretching,
t

both wings would be stretched vertically over the back and then |

forward over the head to the fullest extent, or, alternatively, one wing {

at a time would be stretched backwards along the body and held like
|

that for two or three seconds. f

The chicks also started to move out of the nest at 18-20 days. All
|

had left in little more than a week and they never voluntarily returned.
|

Twice we took larger chicks back to the nest for photography while
|

small ones were still in it, but, as soon as we had gone, they returned |

to the shelter of the rocks. Dispersal from the nest was spontaneous

and individual chicks did not necessarily stay very close together,

although they all moved off in an easterly direction. This took them

away from the hut, but also towards the nearest outcrops of rock, »

beyond which lay the best part of the territory for their concealment.
|

That was an area of rough grass profusely strewn with rocks and
|

smaller stones, and there, about 250 yards from the nest, they remained
j

until they were able to fly. Although they sometimes sat huddled

together to await the arrival of a parent with food, they immediately

scattered if one of the adults gave a warning call. Each would then

squat with head low on the ground and remain still until it realised it

had been seen. Then it would show a threat posture, raising the

feathers of body and wings to give an almost circular outline (plate i

1 8b) and hissing and snapping its beak. 7\t the last moment it would

turn and bound away with long ungainly strides and flapping wings.
|

The moss and lichen-spotted stones blended perfectly with the
|

downy plumage of the chicks. Even after pinpointing them all through
^

the telescope in the hut on several occasions, we never succeeded in
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iding more than one to three of them on going straight to the area.

•wing to this difficulty in locating them all after they left the nest, it
/

as impossible to assess individual differences in the first plumage. ,

his was roughly similar to that of the adult female in the amount and I

strihution of dark barring, but had a whiter background so that at a
J

stance the young looked mottled grey rather than the female’s f

ottlcd fawn. Up to the time the young flew, their plumage showed ?

D distinctions which might indicate their sexes, and size variations
||

ere not reliable because of the age differences. Two of those which t

tally fledged appeared larger than the rest (though against the I

'Sumption that these were females was the fact that one of them was J

i.e whitest of all). Some of the young showed traces of down, particu- j

rrly on the head and neck, up to about nine weeks.
^

' When the young were nearly flying, they competed strongly for food
j

!.id an adult arriving with prey would almost disappear under a mass i

’ struggling bodies. The adults, especially the female, were seen to i

lacourage the young to chase them for the food. The natural gaps in

ke sizes of the chicks were accentuated by the youngest’s being
'

I mething of a runt, and up to the dispersal from the nest it was still ^

' tnsiderably smaller than the rest. All six chicks were last seen on f,

it.th August, by which time the youngest w.as 28-50 days old, and only

ri'^e were known to reach the flying stage. The first flight was recorded
,

. about 3 5
days (assuming that it was made by the eldest), but this

uas only for a few yards in a strong wind. The first sustained flight
^

aas at 45 days over at least 50-60 yards (after which the young owl

p.as out of sight). All the five successful young could fly strongly at

r days. In the early stages the younger chicks had seemed to lag

hind in development, but they gradually made this up and after
’

' out 50 days any differences were hardly noticeable.

\When the young could fly, they stayed loosely together and wan-
'

'red over an area of more than a mile from the nest (occassionally ^

deluding the vicinity of the nest itself), but up to the end of September
’

tey were still having prey brought to them by the adults. Although

'Cy were seen in hunting flight, including hovering, there was no

idence of their having actually caught any food themselves by this

vne. Yet on nth October I saw one of the brood on the Out-Skerries,

me 1 5
miles to the south. Single Snowy Owls were also reported

,

om Unst, Yell and Whalsay during October and, by the descriptions
,

plumage and behaviour, these could have been young.

On 23 rd November I found two young near the nest. The adult

ale was near-by and the young did not follow him when he flew off i

about half a mile. The young allowed me within about 50 yards, i

d were as different in size as the adult male and female. The smaller,

esumably a male, was closelv barred with dark brown on what )
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appeared to be a white ground, except that the face, sides of neck and

upper breast were pure white in a deep vee down the front. This bird

looked smart and compact, while the larger one had a much dingier

face and front and less closely-knit plumage.

On 9th February 1968 I saw four juveniles—two males and two

females—on Stakkaberg, together with an adult male which was not

the male of the breeding pair, since he had more spotting on his

plumage.

HUNTING AND FEEDING
When hunting, the male Snowy Owl usually flew low over the ground

with deep wing-beats and frequent long glides. His flight appeared

deceptively slow, but he could overtake Great Skuas Stercorarius skua

(plate 17a) and large waders with apparent ease. Both male and female

rarely flew higher than 50-100 feet and then only to challenge such big

birds as Great Black-backed Gulls Larus marinus passing over the

territory. While hunting, the male would perch for long periods on

low ground, fence posts or ruined buildings, evidently waiting for

prey to move. Most hunting was done in the early morning and late

evening, and during the day the male used a series of favourite perches

within about 200 yards of the nest, all with a commanding view.

Only three species were regularly caught and, in order of frequency,

these were Rabbits Orjctolagus cuniculus, Oystercatchers Haematopus

ostralegus and Arctic Skuas Stercorarius parasiticus. Adults and juveniles

of all three were taken, most of the juvenile Oystercatchers and Arctic

Skuas being caught when fully grown, but not yet able to fly strongly.

Once we found the remains of ten Arctic Skuas, four of them adults,

but this was when the nights were getting quite dark (and the young

owls were nearing the flying stage) and we assumed that the adult >

skuas were probably caught on the ground while roosting. Other birds

taken occasionally were (usually adult) Rock Doves Columha livia,

Common Terns Sterna hirundo. Lapwings Vanellus vanellus. Redshanks

Tringa totanus, Whimbrels Ntmienius phaeopus. Snipe Gallinago gallinago

and Skylarks Alauda arvensis. Mice (probably Shetland Field Mice

Apodemus sylvaticus fridariensis) were sometimes brought to the nest.

The male appeared to have no difficulty in obtaining enough food.

Even when the young were fledging, he spent by far the greater part

of each day resting and some prey remained at food depots until it

became rotten. These depots were all within about 200 yards of the

nest and the male often left surplus prey at them, particularly when

the female refused it at the nest. The female also frequently took

surplus food from the nest and deposited it at one or other of the depots.

The female was once seen to eat a Rabbit whole and the young in

the nest often swallowed surprisingly large pieces of food. A chick still
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’

I down swallowed the hind leg of a Rabbit so that the foot stuck out

: f its beak for some minutes afterwards. The female frequently ate
i

ae fore-parts of a Rabbit before bringing the rest to the chicks. She ,,

^ten picked up and dropped prey before eating it or stretched up her
|

,ead and stared down intently at it. Both adults and young ejected ji

. ellets with a characteristic upward stretch of the neck
;
sometimes this

j

as accompanied by scratching the throat with one foot, but on other
p

[ccasions the pellets were ejected with a minimum of effort. On at
^

•last one occasion the female was seen to feed an already ejected pellet

'I a chick (plate 15b).
]

1 Drinking was never observed, although on one very wet day the I

:male appeared to sip water running down her face. During the J

i.-dging of the young her face and under-parts became soiled with I

liood from the prey (plate 14b), but neither of the adults was recorded

athing, although two male Snowy Owls which summered on Whalsay

I 1965 bathed frequently, especially while moulting in late July.

RELATIONS WITH OTHER BIRDS AND MAMMALS
Eweral species of birds were nesting quite close to the owls, including 1

icolden Plovers Pltma/is apricaria. Ringed Plovers Charadrius hiatkula, r

i 'heatears Oenanthe oenanthe. Meadow Pipits Anthus pratensis and Star-

nigs Sturnus vulgaris within the breeding territory, and Oystercatchers,

i 'himbrels, Arctic Skuas and Skylarks on the other side of the rocky
\

U'ltcrops behind the nest. The smaller birds mostly ignored the owls
J

young Wheatear once sat within two feet of the female feeding a

nick), but even they became agitated at times and the owls were 1

I obbed on occasion by all species nesting in the area. They were also

I'obbed by passing birds, including Fulmars Fuhuarus glacialis. Lap- 1

ings. Curlews Numenius arquata. Great Skuas (plate 17a), Great I

l.iack-backed Gulls, Lesser Black-backed Gulls L. fuscus. Herring )

ulls L. argentatus. Common Gulls L. canus. Black-headed Gulls

. ridibimdus. Common Terns, Arctic Terns Sterna paradisaea. Ravens

\nvus corax and Hooded Crows C. corone cornix, in addition to the

Kecies already mentioned, and a Merlin Falco columharius was once

en hovering over the head of the female on the nest. The owls were

lost often mobbed in flight, the male quite often at rest, and the

icubating female less frequently.

The Snowy Owls normally showed little interest in other birds

• cept those which they took while hunting. In the earlier stages of

sting, however, such larger species as Great Black-backed and

> erring Gulls, Ravens and Hooded Crows were challenged and driven
‘ f by the male. A party of up to six Hooded Crows regularly scavenged

e area and were able consistently to outwit the owls, which harried

em to little avail. These crows took quite a lot of prey from the
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owls’ food depots. When the young owls were well-fledged, they some-

times chased Hooded Crows away from prey. Of the birds which
mobbed the owls, only those which dived closely, such as the terns

and Arctic Skuas, achieved any reaction. Each dive would cause the

owl to duck and sometimes gape upwards, while in the face of persis-

tent attacks the male would often move from an exposed perch to the

shelter of a rock.

Rabbits showed little or no awareness of the owls. Shetland sheejj)

and ponies often wandered through the territory and likewise ignored!

the owls except when they grazed too close to the nest and werei

threatened by the adults, which sometimes even dived at them. Once|

the male threatened a group of sheep, one of which simply walked up

and outstared him from only a foot or so away. On another occasion;

a young sheep playfully butted one of the young owls around until it)

eventually knocked it over; the female threatened, but made noi

attempt to attack. In the early stages of egg-laying a dog was attacked i

and driven off.

REACTIONS TO MAN
The reactions of breeding Snowy Owls to man vary considerably from

^

place to place, among individual pairs and birds, and at different stages

of the breeding season (Watson 1957: 424-426). Outside the breeding

season, those in Shetland since 1963 have been fairly consistent in

allowing the approach of human beings to within 50-100 yards and

then unhurriedly flying away, usually no farther than necessary, to

another suitable perch. In attempting to photograph them, we have

found them exceedingly alert, their keen sight and hearing enabling

them to detect the stealthiest approach.

With the start of egg-laying the behaviour changed. When Mrs.

Ann Thomason passed through the territory at about the time of the

first egg, the male settled some 30 yards from her; there he tore up

the grass and, apparently, also small feathers from his legs, which

she saw drifting away in the wind. In the early stages of egg-laying it

became impossible to overlook the sitting female without alerting the

male at the far side of the territory. On these occasions, too, even

though one had approached silently and observed only through a

small aperture between some piled stones nearly 100 yards from the I

nest, the sitting female would become aware of one the first time she

looked that way. She would stare intently for a few seconds and leave

the nest in the opposite direction, gliding low downhill for about 200

yards to alight on one of the look-outs used by both birds near the

edge of the territory. The male would then usually fly to where he

could see the intruder and there begin his aggressive barking (plate 13a

and see voice).
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If the intruder approached the nest itself, the male would become

nore agitated: he would fly from rock to rock, barking both while

oerched and in flight, and would sometimes land on low ground to

•how a threat posture (see other behaviour). When the intruder

.rrived at the nest, the male might dive within a foot or so of the

person’s head or show threat as close as 60-70 feet. If the intruder

emained at the nest for more than a minute or two, however, the

nale usually retired to 30-40 yards and continued barking. This

viehavioLir was most intense and the attacks most persistent when
only one person approached the nest. As Watson (1957: 426) also

ound, the more people there were, the less aggressive the male was.

i'he female generally behaved in a similar manner, but always farther

' way: she usually barked from 150-200 yards, but occasionally flew

0 within about half that distance, landed on the grass and showed

1 .istraction or threat (plate 18a) with a squealing accompaniment.

When the intruder or intruders left the nest, the male usually

Iollowed to the edge of the territory, then occasionally flew back to

l ae female with a special flight to perform displacement coition (see

other behaviour). The female generally returned to the nest

Kefore the intruder had gone more than 200 yards. On landing beside

t. ,
she usually looked at the eggs or young for a few seconds and then

cew off, coming back a minute or two later to settle down. Occasion-

1 lly, however, she would incubate briefly on the first visit or even stay

nn the nest. Sometimes, after a short visit, she would fly to one of the

x)ok-outs and preen for five minutes. All this behaviour was at its

lost intense around hatching and when the young were in the nest,

i-t these times the male occasionally showed displacement hunting (see

:THER behaviour) and the female once or twice made as if to dive

t : the intruder. She sometimes even showed distraction behaviour at

yards.

We seldom disturbed the young from the time they left the nest

.nntil they could fly. During three visits in a week when they were 28-46

iiys old, however, I found that the adults, particularly the female,

cere even bolder in defence than previously. The young were now
3|uatting singly over a distance of 100 yards, about 250 yards east

i: the nest. When I approached any of them, the adults persistently

ivved so closely that I was sometimes touched by a wing. During these

: tacks both adults rattled their beaks loudly as they dived. Sometimes

lae male landed on a rock only 40-50 feet away, to bark and stare

ith lowered head while the female showed a distraction or threat

splay, lurching towards me with feathers raised and wings trailing

itil no more than 50-60 feet away (plate i8a). After the young had

arted to fly and, still loosely together, were ranging up to a mile from
le nest, the adults showed less agression or displacement activity. Yet
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both would Still bark at an intruder approaching the chicks, more
persistently if this was near the old nest.

The observation hut was erected about the time egg-laying was
completed, about 300 yards north-west of the nest and at the same
level. After the young had hatched, it was moved farther south, about

1 5
o yards from the nest. Each site happened to be near one of the male’s

look-outs and he immediately vacated that part of his territory, rarely

using a perch nearer than 100 yards from the hut. Owing to the

contours of the ground, this meant that watchers and visitors could

enter and leave without either of the owls being aware of them. The
owls showed no other reaction to the hut in either position, or to a

hide which was later erected 40 feet from the nest, unless there was
some sudden noise. Even then the female was rarely alarmed enough
to leave the nest unless she saw somebody. When a camera was first

used in the hide, she was obviously startled by the shutter and stared

at the lens (plate 16), but later she completely ignored photographic

work and would half close her eyes (plate 13 b) before looking away with

an almost ‘disdainful’ toss of her head. At no time did the male appear

to take any notice of the hide.

VOICE
Outside the breeding season Snowy Owls are said to be silent. In

Shetland I have never heard any kind of call away from the nesting

area. Saxby (1874), however, recorded that the species is ‘sometimes

heard screaming while following its prey’ and that he once (2nd

November) heard one make a ‘rapid chirping noise which must have

been pretty loud for I heard )t distinctly, though at a distance of more

than a hundred yards’.

The Fetlar pair were very vocal, particularly if disturbed, but also

in greeting and other ceremonies. The usual call of the male was a

loud, harsh, grating bark, which I noted as ergh-ergh-ergh, while the

female had a higher pitched eergh-eergh-eergh. This is probably the same

call as that quoted by Witherby et al. (1938-41) as rick, rick, rick and

by Watson (1957: 421) as kre, kre, kre, kre, kre, though there may be

some individual variation. The male would usually begin calling (plate

13a), in sequences of three to six barks, whenever an intruder entered

the breeding area and would continue until the disturbance had passed.

After leaving the nest on these occasions, the female would echo the

male, usually from further away. She also had a variety of mewing,

squealing calls which she uttered in such moments of tension or

excitement as distraction/threat postures or the approach of the male

with food. When the male was presenting food to the female, both

would continuously utter guttural clucking and croaking noises. The

female also used a version of this clucking when encouraging the
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.^oung to feed and then sounded almost exactly like a broody hen.

The male often hooted a low, deep, rough hoorb. Also recorded

vas a sound resembling the aaow of a Great Black-backed Gull,

•footing occurred during display flights and sometimes from the

;round during distraction/threat posturing, but occasionally it seemed

•pontaneous. I once saw the male hooting from a perch, facing towards

he nest, each hoot accompanied by a bowing of the head and repeated

t three- or four-second intervals for about five minutes.

The hunger call of the young was a high-pitched, penetrating,

whistling squeal, first noted when they were a little over a week old.

I "hey were still using it when they had been flying for over a month,

'•y which time they could be heard over a mile away. When very small,

I'.he chicks uttered a faint cheeping sound and later snapped their

?i>ills when they were being handled.

I OTHER BEHAVIOUR
^hreat postures

The male would face an intruder and lower the front part of his body
!Tid head, glaring with wide open eyes (plate 17b); sometimes, too, he

ivould raise his body feathers and partly open his wings. If starting to

nreaten at a distance, he on occasion rushed forward in this position,

rr even with his wings more fully extended and arched so that the tips

rragged on the ground. This posture in its simple form was seldom

ssed by the female, but appeared to be part of her distraction display

'blate 1 8a). Watson (1957: 427) stated that the male’s ground-hooting

; also a form of threat and, on the few occasions that I witnessed it,

lie posture was certainly similar, with the bird ducking low at each

lOOt.

The young used an exaggerated threat posture when approached,

iiising their body feathers and wings to make themselves look huge
olate 1 8b). They then went over on to their backs and showed their

i.lons (sometimes striking rather ineffectually with them) and gaped,

iHssed, and snapped their beaks.

''

distraction displays

oth sexes frequently used distraction displays when disturbed. These

ere not always readily distinguishable from threat postures, which at

;mes formed part of them. The female, however, also showed ‘injury-

iaght’, thrashing about on the ground with wings spread, twisting and

rragging (remarkably like the injury-flight of an Arctic Skua), and

tttering a squealing note (also not unlike an Arctic Skua). During one
'tcited demonstration, when the young were almost ready to fly, she

ided by rushing towards me, taking off and flying straight at my head,

eering aside only at the last moment.
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Displacement activities

Displacement coition was observed only in the early stages of incuba-

tion and seldom after completion of the clutch. It normally took place

after a disturbance. Having seen an intruder off the territory, the male

would fly back to the female, usually with exaggerated wing-beats,

especially on the up-stroke, so that his body went markedly up and

down at each beat; on the up-stroke the wings were momentarily held

almost vertically. Upon his approach, the female would adopt the pre-

copulatory posture, squatting with scapulars and tail raised. The male

would then alight on her back and appear to copulate, though it was

never confirmed that actual mating took place. Normal coition was

also observed several times from the observation hut before the eggs

hatched.

Displacement feeding similar to that recorded by Watson (1957: 429)

was noted on many occasions, but only when the male took up a

threat posture near the nest. He would tear vigorously at the grass

and earth and then throw it away by shaking his head violently. This

displacement feeding was often accompanied by swaying from side to

side as he ‘marked time’ with his feet.

Displacement hunting occurred frequently when an intruder was

near the nest and seems to have been noted more often than it was by

Watson (1957: 429). The male hovered over the intruder with wings

beating slowly and head lowered, looking, as Watson remarked, ‘like

a great white kestrel’. Similar behaviour is part of normal hunting.

behaviour during incubation

Only the female incubated the eggs and brooded the young, leaving the

nest at intervals to preen, defaecate or eject pellets. During incubation

she rarely spent more than five minutes away, but, after the young

hatched, her absences gradually became longer. Even so, she did not

start hunting until the young were almost ready to fly at about five

weeks. Until then she fed on prey brought by the male, either direct

to the nest or left at the food depots.

The female did not seem to have any special position for incubating

or brooding and was not even greatly influenced by the weather, al-

though she often sat with her back to the wind. During sunny weather,

but also occasionally when it was cool, she would frequently sit with

her head pointing upwards and pant, her beak opened and her throat

visibly pulsating. She often turned the eggs, settling down afterwards

with a characteristic shuffling movement.

Nest sanitation

No attempt at nest sanitation by the female was recorded. During the

hatching period, half of the shell from a hatched egg was found fitted
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ightly over the end of one of the others which had still to hatch.

Nevertheless, the nest remained clean until the young hatched, the

iemale always flying off some distance to defaecate or eject pellets.

' Vfter the hatch, it rapidly became an evil-smelling mass of dead vege-

ation, prey remains and the faeces and pellets of the young, all buzzing

. vith flies.

'ood begging and giving

' loth female and young begged in a similar manner. The head was

I jwered and swayed from side to side, slowly at first and then increasing

ri speed as the male approached with food. The behaviour terminated

n the bird’s straightening up and often beating its wings. The male

Uso frequently beat his wings as he transferred prey to the female or

>oung.

Food was usually carried to the nest in both feet. Rabbits being

tripped at the shoulders (less frequently with one foot at the shoulders

nad the other at the tail end). Unless the prey was quite large, the male

’ould transfer it to his bill before offering it to the female who would

cccept it with much clucking and with the tail and scapular feathers

uised in a manner similar to that of the pre-copulatory posture,

oometimes, however, she would be unwilling to accept the food,

'•'hereupon the male would often rub her face and breast with it while

’lie closed her eyes and moved her head from side to side. If, after this

c;rformance, she was still unwilling to take it, the male would usually

\y away with it and either eat all or part of it at a perch near-by or

aave it at one of the food depots.

Vead swaying

cead swaying was fairly common in various situations, mostly of

iccitement. It was used by both female and young during food

Jigging; by the female towards the hide and towards the male on a

jcrch
;
and by the perched male towards the nest and towards intruders,

'atson (1957: 430) recorded it both before and after coition.

T'eening

'Oth adults preened frequently, especially after rain or prolonged

ist. The female preened both on and off the nest and was seen deli-

rrately to eat some of her feathers on several occasions. Both adults

ten scratched their heads vigorously and the female in particular

tcetched her wings when off the nest.
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s u M M A R Y

A pair of Snowy Owls NycUa scandiaca bred successfully on Fetlar, Shetland, in

1967 and provided the first British nesting record in the wild. This followed regular

observations of Snowy Owls in Shetland from 1965 onwards after a period of at

least 60 years (and possibly nearly too) in which records had been very scarce.

The habitat is described. Of seven eggs laid, one failed to hatch and only five

young are known to have fledged successfully. Eggs were laid at a little less than

two-day intervals until the clutch was completed on 14th June. Incubation probably

began with the first egg and the average interval of hatching was estimated to be

about 40 hours between about 4th and 15th July; one egg for which the incubation

period is known took 33 days to hatch. The development of the chicks is outlined:

the first sustained flight was recorded at 43 days and all five young reared could fly

strongly at 50 days.

Other aspects summarised include hunting and feeding; relations with other birds

and mammals; reactions to man; voice; and threat postures, distraction displays,

displacement activities, behaviour during incubation, nest sanitation, food begging

and giving, head swaying and preening. Food consisted mainly of Rabbits Oryctolagus

cimicidiis, Oystercatchers Haematopus ostralegus and Arctic Skuas Stercorarim skua

(both adults and juveniles in each case), but also included a number of other bird

species, and mice; there appeared to be no shortage of food, since the male (who did

all the hunting until the young were almost ready to fly at about five weeks) was

able to spend most of each day resting, and since surplus food was frequently

wasted at food depots within 200 yards of the nest.
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Recent reports

J. T. R. Sharrock and I. ]. Ferguson-Lees

(These are largely unchecked reports, not authenticated records)

I’his summary is mainly concerned with the month of January 1968, but also

includes some relevant records for December 1967 and February 1968.

LONG-TAILliD DUCKS, GOOSANDIiR AND GOLDENEYE
The influx of Long-tailed Ducks Clangtda hyemalis inland in early November
Brit. Birds, 61

: 47-48) appears to have been a reflection of abnormally high numbers
I '.hroughout Britain and Ireland this winter. Many of those on inland waters in

\Movember stayed into December and January, while further inland records included

c he first ever in I lerefordshire (near Kington on 17th December). In coastal counties,

aapart from the high numbers for Lancashire, Northumberland and Co. Cork
rmentioned previously, other comments received have included ‘very many in

cexcess of normal’ in north-east Ireland, ‘a good year’ in Cornwall, ‘more than

ujsual’ in Suffolk and ‘abnormal numbers’ in Dorset, where as many as 19 together

were seen on the Fleet, behind Chesil Beach.

While Sntew Mergns alhellus seem, from the records we have received, to have

h^ecn less frequent than usual this winter, both Goosander M. merganser ax\B Gold-
teneye Bucepbala clangtda have appeared in good numbers in the south Alidlands.

CGoosander records included 108 at Eye Brook Reservoir (Leicestershire) on 22nd

IDecember; there were 39 Goldeneye at the same locality on 28th January, and 46
at Grafham Water (Huntingdonshire) and 16 at Stewartby Lake (Bedfordshire) on
Kith February.

RARER WILDEOWL
A\s usual, most of the winter rarities have been wildfowl. Ducks have included a

miale Green-winged Teal Anas crecca carolinensis at Whackar (Cornwall) on 10th

[ "ebruary, a pair of American Wigeon A. americana on Unst (Shetland) from 20th

IJanuary and a male Ring-necked Duck Aythya collaris at Sutton Courteney and

IDorchcster gravel-pits (Oxfordshire) from 14th to at least 19th February. Among
r rarer geese have been a Lesser White-front Anser erytlsropus at Slimbridge (Glouces-

icershire) from 3rd Februarv’ and two small Canada Geese Bran/a canadensis ssp.

Mear Southport (I.ancashire) from the end of January. The blue-phase Snow
Gjoose Anser caertdescens at this latter locality (Br//. Birds, 61 : 46) had been joined by
I I white-phase individual in the first week of February and another white-phase

ionow Goose was found at Southerness Point (Kirkcudbrightshire) on 2nd and 3rd

February.

OTHER RARITIES AND SEM I- R A R I T I ES

A^fter the large influx of Rough-legged Buzzards Buteo lagopus in the winter o
I 966/67 (Br//. Birds, 60: 1 39-140), it is noteworthy that we have so far received only

I I single report for this winter — of one in the Dungeness area (Kent and Sussex)

luring January-, which, by its behaviour, is thought to be one of those of the pre-

I 'dous year. There have been three reports of Gyr Falcons Falco rusticoliis: at Chew
Valley Lake (Somerset) on 9th December, on North Ronaldsay (Orkney’) in late

IDecember or early Januart- and on Fair Isle (Shetland) in the second week of Jan-

larv'. A late Sabine’s Gull Lariis sabini was seen at St. Ives (Cornwall) on 23 th

IDecember. An American Robin Tardus migratorius on Foula (Shetland) about
: nth- 1 8th November is worthy of belated mention as the fourteenth individual

ind ninth species of American passerine in a remarkable autumn for transatlantic
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vagrants. From the opposite direction, a Greenish Warbler Phylloscopus trocbil-

oides was seen on St. Mary’s (Isles of Scilly) on 31st December.
Finally, although Shore Larks Eremophila alpestris have been in lower numbers

than usual in Lincolnshire (we have no information from Norfolk), single ones

appeared in the west, where they are rarities, at Berrow (Somerset) on 3rd December
and Carnforth (Lancashire) in January.

Notes
Hobbies persistently preying on Starling roost.—During the

autumns of 1964-66 we often saw Hobbies Falco subbuteo at a roost of

100-120,000 Starlings Sturnus vulgaris in five acres of woodland in

Wiltshire. In 1964 two were seen on five occasions between 17th and

31st August; in 1965 one on 15th and 31st August, and two on 12th

September; and in 1966 two on ist September. They would either fly

into approaching parties of Starlings or into the main flock as it circled

the roost, thus causing small groups to break away, whereupon each

Hobby would chase an individual until it caught it (six kills seen).

During the periods when the Hobbies were at the roost, other

raptors were apparently also taking advantage of this abundance of

food. Both Sparrowhawks Accipiter nisus and Kestrels Falco tinnunculus

pursued Starlings on the way to the roost (although we did not actually

see a Kestrel catch one). On 3 ist August 1964 a Sparrowhawk emerged

from a hedgerow carrying what appeared to be a bird of Starling size

in its talons, and was then chased by one of the Hobbies. The Sparrow-

hawk was much slower than its assailant and avoided the attacks only

bv rapid twists and a final bolt into the wood. It seems likely that the

Hobby was trying to rob the Sparrowhawk of its prey. G. Schuyl and

L. and N. Tinbergen (/. Orn., 84: 41 1 in 387-433) described a female

Hobby robbing a male Kestrel of a small mammal.
Roderick C. Faulkner, Richard Frost Lee

and Julian C. Rolls

Mobbing response to alarm calls of trapped Swallows.—On six

days between 30th July and 13th August 1967, on the Goto Donana,

southern Spain, a total of 466 juvenile and 71 adult Swallows Hirmido

rustica were trapped in mist-nets by the technique known as ‘flicking’,

as they flew from one feeding area to another. A small percentage of

these uttered a distinctive harsh chirruping note on being caught and

in a proportion of cases this initiated the following responses from other

Swallows feeding near-by or flying past. Some would mob me as I

extracted the trapped bird (occasionally getting themselves caught in

the process), while others flew high into the sky and, calling all the

time, circled around in a mass for several minutes. Sometimes all then

left the immediate area.
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Of the 466 juveniles, 20 (4^%) were noted giving this call and in

teven of those cases (35%) it resulted in mobbing; for the 71 adults,

t ae corresponding figures were seven (10%) and six (86%). Thus, a

I ighcr percentage of adults uttered the call and in every instance but

f
ne it produced violent mobbing, whereas only one-third of the calls

j.iven by juveniles did so. I could detect no difference between the calls

» f juveniles and adults.

{

Similar behaviour was noted when a Hobby Fa/co snbbuteo attacked a

i

arty of Swallows, or even when one was simply in the vicinity. The
wallows, however, appeared to show no reaction to Lesser Kestrels

. kites r/)/). or larger raptors. S. L. Pimm

wallow repeatedly taking flies while in the hand.—With reference

1) the notes on birds taking food in conditions of stress (J3r/V. Wirds, 60:

22, 572), the following may be of interest. One hot afternoon during

luly or August 1956, in a country lane near Cranwell, Lincolnshire, I

iDund a wet and bedraggled young Swallow Hirundo rustica on the

rcound. It made no attempt to move when I picked it up, but it seemed

cert and I could find no outward sign of injury. I carried it to my car

fhich, having been in the sun with the window open, had many flies

ra the inside of the windscreen. I held the Swallow close up to the

Lass and it immediately snapped up the nearest fly. We then worked
lur way across the windscreen and it took each fly in turn, until it had

;ud well over a dozen. It was lively in the hand throughout the several

; inutes involved, but it still could not fly and it died that evening

t'ter I took it home. Joan Fairhurst

uckdaw and Jay pulling up bones on strings.—Further to Mrs.

. Inglet’s note and an editorial comment on Rooks CorvusfrugUegus

t illing up suspended bones and other food {Brit. Birds, 60: 371), I

sso hang bones and pieces of fat by strings from a branch of an

uk in my garden at Swansea, Glamorgan. There I have seen bones

. :ing pulled up by two other crow species, namely Jackdaw Corvus

onedula and Jay Carrulusglandarius. The method employed by both has

“2en much the same as that described by Mrs. Inglet. My first record

as on 2 1 St January 1967 when a Jackdaw chased off a Jay which had

•\:en pecking at a bone and then returned to lift the bone itself. Such

ijlgression was not seen again, but from then until mid-March single

icckdaws and Jays were often noted pulling up bones.

Perhaps I should add that Jays often visit a bird table about ten

;t from this tree. During March 1967 I saw three there at one time.

D. M. Hanford

[Dr. J. S. Ash comments that he also suspends fat, bones and other
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food from an old tree near his house at Fordingbridge, Hampshire.

These attract Rooks, Jays and occasionally Magpies Pica pica, as well

as other birds, but he has never seen any of them attempt to pull up

the food. The original paper on ‘A type of insight learning in birds’

by Dr. W. H. Thorpe {Prit. Birds, 37: 29-31) referred to experiments

with captive birds carried out by Dr. Mathilde Hertz in 1926 and by

W. Fischel in 1936, in which food was placed in little carts resting

on inclines in such a way that these could be pulled up by strings.

In Dr. Hertz’s experiments a Carrion Crow C. corone and a Jackdaw were

successful, but in Mr. Fischel’s a Jay failed to solve the problem.

—

Eds.]

Late autumn song of Grasshopper Warbler.—On the evening of 21st

October 1967, near a small marsh at Porthgwarra, Cornwall, I was

surprised to hear a Grasshopper Warbler Pocustella naevia singing.

Although I could not locate the bird in fairly dense undergrowth, there

was no mistaking two periods of ‘reeling’ which each lasted about 20

seconds. The Handbook shows a short revival of irregular song in mid-

September, but includes nothing for October. Bernard King

Great Grey Shrike chasing and catching Stonechat in the air.—With

reference to Dr. Horst Mester’s interesting paper on the winter feeding

habits of the Great Grey Shrike Tanius excuhitoriBrit. Birds, 58: 375-383)

and the subsequent notes by S. Greenw’ood and G. J. Jobson on this

species catching a House Martin Delichon urhica and a Linnet Acanthis

cannabina in flight(B;7/. Birds, 60: 92, 342-343), I should like to record the

following.

On 8th March 1967, near Ainsdale, Lancashire, I was watching three

Stonechats Saxico/a torqtcata on a fence when they suddenly became

agitated and two flew off. The third dropped into a small patch of

brambles. A Great Grey Shrike then alighted on the brambles and

perched there, apparently looking down at the Stonechat. i\.fter remain-

ing in this position for about a minute, the shrike descended into the

brambles, whereupon the Stonechat flew out with the shrike in pursuit.

Then followed an aerial chase for nearly 3 J minutes of twisting, diving

and harrying over a distance of approximately a quarter of a mile. In the

earlier stages the Stonechat was flying at heights of up to about 45 feet

above the ground and scolding the shrike with repeated tac-tac-tac notes.

Sharp alterations in direction enabled it to escape on several occasions as

the larger bird overshot and took longer to turn, but in straight flight the

shrike easily had the advantage. Eventually the Stonechat seemed to tire

and dropped lower down, until the shrike finally caught it in its feet at a

height of about 20 feet, alighted with it on the ground, and almost

immediately flew up to a small hawthorn where it impaled its victim.

A. S. Diickei.s
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The Natural History of Europe. By Harry Garms. Illustrated by
i 7ilhelm Eigener. Edited by A. Melderis (plants) and Joyce Pope
unimals). Paul Hamlyn, London, 1967. ix ;-358 pages with 900

Illustrations. 35s.

his bulky book— 1 1 by 7^- inches in size, if inches thick and 42 ounces

M weight—describes and illustrates in colour approximately 2,100

ll.lants (of all sorts) and 1,400 animals (of all sorts). The colours,

though flat, arc generally good and the miniature drawings are,

I /erything considered, successful. The area covered is vast, stretching

'om the sub-tropics of the Mediterranean to the Arctic Circle,

lad is grouped into seven terrains, from seashore to mountains. It

>lillows, inevitably, that very many more thousands of organisms which

;ill be met with are not included.

’The question arises forcibly: for whom is this book intended? The
-urb claims that it will be equally valuable for amateur and specialist,

to specialist, however modest, could be content with the treatment ot

ss particular subject, but for the man in the street I think that this book
I'.s something. It may have something too for those who want to

now roughly the identification of an organism outside their own line

I country, whether it be fungus, fish or flower. On this basis it might

I worth readers of British Birds looking at it to see if they could

.'!>t glean the odd clue in sections in which they may be unversed. What
tcormation is there, in an extremely succinct form, is mostly accu-

se, but rarely detailed enough to carry identification far. Indeed,

nrning might have been given that many similar species exist and

1 any others are left out. How much one would succeed in practice in

I Tiling anything from such a series of brief sketches can only be tested

' tthe field, but the chance of getting 35 shillings’ worth of help from

gging round this volume in the car on visits abroad is not all that

mote. David McClintock

' jacks. By E. A. R. Ennion and N. Tinbergen. Clarendon Press,

aford and London, 1967. 64 pages; many photographs and
' aiwings. 25s.

is superbly illustrated book allows itself a brief far beyond its title,

1 ce it embraces many of the signs which will help the field-naturalist

wards a better understanding of what is going on around him. Not
Hy are there the tracks and spoors of Adder, Natterjack Toad,

dgehog. Rabbit, Fox, Badger and a number of bird species ;
but we

je also the pitmarks of sandhoppers, toad ‘digs’ where Natterjacks

've gone underground for the day, a doe Rabbit’s ‘stop’. Fox food-
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caches, a shrike’s larder, a thrush’s anvil, and so on. For the most par

the tracks and signs are those of shore and sand-dune, reflecting th

preoccupation of the authors with a particularly congenial terrain

but, as they remark, similar evidence of animal activity is to be founi

on estuarine and streamside mud, and indeed over the whole country-

side after every snowfall
—

‘an endless source of fascination for thos

who are up in time and have eyes to see’. For the country-goin

Sherlock Holmes will fare best in the early morning, before wind anc

sun and diurnal movements blur the pristine clarity of the evidence

The book is useful not only for the selection of incidents it contains,

but also for revealing the great potentialities of this kind of country-

side detection. The treatment is unusual, with the painting sometimes

superimposed on the photograph, and the purist might well be offen

ded by, say. Dr. Ennion’s Snow Buntings crowding on Dr. Tinbergen’s

arctic ledge (page 15). But there are many instances where the photo-

graph appears at first sight to be merely a jumble of blurred depressions

in the sand, and it is in these cases that the artist’s portrayal of the

photographer’s interpretation is strikingly successful. One would give

top marks, for example, to the juxtapositions involving the Shelduck

family (page 23), the Foxes (pages 39-45) and the young Kestrel playing

with a pine cone (page 26); there are many other instances where the

artistic commentary enlivens the photographic record, and the two

tell a coherent story. A considered verdict must be that this co-opera-

tion between artist and photographer is a pertinent and revealing

technique in the present context, and this small book only serves to

whet one’s appetite for more. Kenneth Williamson

Letters

1 :

The wing-tip patterns of gulls

Sirs,—Some years ago I saw a young Mediterranean Gull Larus welan<h

cephalus fly by in Pagham Harbour, Sussex. The view was brief, but I had

been watching the species in Italy not long before, and recognised the

wing-pattern: there was no doubt about it. I sent an account to the

Rarities Committee, and was somewhat disgusted to have it first queried
|,

and then rejected. The thought has only gradually been dawning that,

despite illustrations in The Handbook, our authorities are still not awarej

of the distinctive wing-tip patterns of our gulls, and a plate illustrating a

recent paper on ‘The identification of immature Mediterranean Gulls’

byP. J. GrantandR.E. Scott(i3r/V. Birds, 60: 365-368, plate 48) confirms

it. In this plate, between their first winter and their first summer both

young Mediterranean and young Common Gulls L. canus were shown

losing some obscure dark markings towards the tips of the inner
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rimaries, and gaining some white spots at the ends of the outer ones,

: though in point of fact these are the same feathers which are not

oulted until the autumn, so that the part of the wing involving the

.

ght-feathers should not have changed its appearance at all. And yet

1
is drawing got past the galaxy of experts who edit British Birds and into

:int.

The true wing-tip patterns of the gulls were illustrated in detail by

mathan Dwight in his classic monograph on The Gulls (Taridae) of the

'arid: Their Plumages, Moults, Variations, Relationship and Distribution

.)25,B«//. Amer. Mus. Nat. Plist., 52: 63-401). In common with the rest

• the plumage, they are somewhat variable, depending on the rate at

lich the individual is maturing
;
though, since the feathers are shed only

lace instead of twice in the year, they are rather less variable than some
"her parts of the plumage. In particular, while the dark pigment may be

veloped to a varying extent in different individuals, its general

. lation to the paler parts is usually fairly constant. Thus, for example,

'.lile our big gulls usually have dark wing-tips with white developing

tthe ends when they mature, the Black-headed Gull L. ridibundus and

c: Slender-billed Gull L. genei have white on the anterior primary webs

dd the Mediterranean Gull white on the posterior ones, so that, while

l : first two show the white at the front of the wing, the last shows it at

c; back. Personally, I find these wing-tip patterns the most convenient

I'ty to recognise the gulls, despite all their other protean changes of

carnage; yet in the illustration of supposed differences used by Grant

dd Scott we were shown a series of roughly similar changes in wing-

I pattern in what are really two very different species.

IThe actual general pattern ofCommon and Mediterranean Gull wing-

iss at different ages is compared here in fig. i, which is derived from
I'vight after checking skins. The Common Gull starts with dark

itmaries showing little contrast with the coverts, and then has a gradual

v/elopment of contrast between dark tips (with a white spot in the end

tthe web of the outer primary) and grey coverts, very like that in the

rrly closely-related Herring Gull L. argentatus and other large species,

ough the white at the tips develops further there. The Mediterranean

; ill, on the other hand, starts with distinct white mirrors on the pos-

ior vanes of the inner primaries, which become more extensive with

; ; addition of white tips to all primaries in the second year, leading to

development of the white wing of the adult. This is an entirely

tcerent pattern not even hinted at in Grant and Scott’s illustration, in

te of the fact that the first stage was shown in The Handbook and in an

lier photograph by R. H. Charlwood, although even he failed to

i-nment on its significance, possibly because much of the white is

dden in his picture {Brit. Birds, 57: 250-252, plate 40).

t is surely true that our small gulls have all developed distinctive
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First-year Common (left)

and Mediterranean

Second-year Common
(left) and Mediterranean

AdultCommon (left) and
Mediterranean

Adult Herring (left) and

immature Black-headed

cr.

Fig. I . Tips of outer five primaries of (top three rows) Common Gulls Larus canus

and Mediterranean Gulls L. melanocephalm with (bottom row) adult Herring Gull L.

argentatus and immature Black-headed Gull L. ridibmdus {drawn by C. Frith after

J. Dwight)
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;nterspecific recognition signals in their wings, the Common Gull

with white at the end of the dark tip, the Black-headed Gull and some

lilies with white along the leading edge, the Mediterranean Gull with

white along the trailing edge, the Little Gull L. minutus and Sabine’s

t,Gull L. sabini with their own particular patterns, and so forth. If the

:gulls distinguish their own from other species by examining the wing-

:ips, this will also help explain some of the variability and overlap in

1 ippearance of other aspects of their plumage, which commonly seem to

I cause observers difficulty. It seems likely that these characters are not

icven used by the birds themselves for specific recognition, but rather for

rcecognition of the age and physiological condition of individuals within

i:he species, so that immatures do not provoke excessive territorial

rceactions from adults, nor adults waste time trying to display to im-

miatures, and so forth; the different plumages presumably also subserve

additional cryptic functions and act as signals in social displays. A good
irnany of these functions do not require distinction of species within

siiocial flocks, and the sequence ofplumage changes with age in particular

jaeems to apply to a good many gulls indiscriminately, though there are

also other features besides wing-tip markings which clinch interspecific

rcecognition, such as the markings of the soft parts, as recently shown
or the gulls of north-east Canada by Dr. N. G. Smith {A.O.U. Mono-

”japh 4). I had assumed that all these concepts had been known to

informed people for years, and I apologise for repeating them now; but

tt seems that they are still not known to the Rarities Committee or

idlowed for in illustrations intended to show specific identification.

It is surely better to try to identify species by the specific recognition

it.ignals which they use to tell each other apart than to attempt to dis-

tinguish between other more variable aspects of their plumage, where

•Tiany species show parallel changes with little difference between them,

its in the sequence of moults of the body feathers of the gulls.

W. R. P. Bourne

[Mr. Grant’s comments on Dr. Bourne’s letter follow below.—Eds.]

'Mrs,—I must strongly dispute the main theme of Dr. Bourne’s letter,

vhich suggests that the wing-tip pattern of immature Mediterranean

julls Larus melanocephalus and Common Gulls L. canus is a distinctive

eature helpful in the separation of the two species in the field. Even the

nost inexperienced field-observer has surely noticed that gulls in flight

lo not splay their primaries as suggested in the illustration in The Hand-

wok to which Dr. Bourne refers and in the drawings which he has

sorrowed from J. Dwight’s The Gulls (Laridae) ofthe M’Prld (1925). Thus
t seems too elementary, but none the less necessary, to point out to Dr.

Bourne that the white on the inner web of the primary of the first-winter
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Mediterranean Gull would rarely, if ever, show on the top surface of the

wing as it is hidden by the adjacent overlapping primary in normal flight

(as in R, H. Charlwood’s photograph in J3r/V. Birds, 57: plate 40). Thus,

in the field, the wing-tip patterns of the two species will appear identical

from above as illustrated in the paper by R. E. Scott and myself (Brif.

Birds, 60: 565-368, plate 48). The white on the inner webs is, however,

visible from below, with the result that the under-sides of the primaries

are whiter than those of the Common Gull—as is the whole under-wing,

which Dr. Bourne did not mention but which is referred to under

‘General field-characters’ in our paper.

On the other hand, most first-summer Mediterranean Gulls seen at

Dungeness, Kent, did show the white on the inner webs as lines between

the outermost primaries, but this would occur only when the dark outer

webs of the by then old primaries had become sufficiently worn away by
abrasion to reveal the white inner web of the adjacent feather. Also,

none of the one-year-old Mediterranean Gulls seen at Dungeness in the

summer months had obvious dark markings towards the tips of the

inner primaries. Thus, although we were fully aware of the moult cycle

of the flight feathers as described in previous literature (the moult

sequence is clearly summarised in our paper), we thought it preferable to

illustrate an example of a one-year-old Mediterranean Gull in the actual

plumage in which individuals of this age have most commonly occurred

at Dungeness in the summer months, since one would expect other

observers elsewhere to find them in the same plumage at that time of

year. It should be added, however, that the first-summer Common Gull

should not show white in the wing-tip as it does in our illustration—an

error on which Dr. Bourne has not specifically commented.

The differences in the wing-tip pattern of second-winter Mediterranean

and Common Gulls are clearly shown in our illustration, apart from fine

detail which would be virtually impossible to see in the field, not only

because the wing-tip is continually moving. In this plumage, however,

the two species are so strikingly different in general appearance that

confusion between them is impossible and the importance of the detail

of the wing-tip pattern is minor in clinching identification.

Dr. Bourne seems to have fallen into the trap of trying to decide field-

characters from the study of museum skins and from literature based on

similar sources. It is this type of misguided approach which has led to

many errors over the years, the former misleading comparison between

Mediterranean and Black-headed Gulls E. ridibundus in the field being

a good example. Dr. Bourne’s letter includes another instance of the

misinterpretation which can arise from a study of museum skins without

a proper leavening of field experience. He states, quite rightly, that

Black-headed and Slender-billed Gulls E. genei show white at the front

of the wing because they have white on the leading edge of each primary.
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but his additional comment that, because it has white only on the

:
posterior webs, the Mediterranean Gull shows white at the back of the

wing is a blatant misuse of logic. The white is, in fact, invisible on the

ttop surface of the wing for the reasons given earlier; yet Dr. Bourne

‘says that he has found this actually non-existent character the most

(convenient way of recognising these gulls.

In conclusion, I should not like to comment in detail on Dr. Bourne’s

‘suggestion that we should rely on the same features for identihcation

that the gulls themselves use. How does he know by what means they

identify each other ? Certainly, however, I should regard with suspicion

any field-identification method for gulls which is based on their wing-

ttip pattern. The wing-tip is not only the most mobile part of a gull

((particularly in the cases of the smaller species), which makes observa-

ttion of detail impossible at all but the closest ranges, but it is the part

(of the plumage most susceptible to abrasion. This latter point is by

ino means unimportant: I have seen both Herring Gulls L. argentatus

land even Kittiwakes Kissa tridactjla without any black at the wing-tips

las a result of wear. P. J. Grant

News and comment

Edited by Robert Hudson
^Maritime oil pollution.—The Field Studies Council has announced two three-year

rresearch programmes on the biology of oil pollution, including the associated use

of detergents and emulsifiers. One project will be concerned with intertidal fauna;

(the other (of particular interest to ornithologists) will investigate damage to salt-

rmarsh communities and will be supported by a substantial grant from the Vi'orld

\Wildlife Fund Sea-Bird Appeal. The necessary field-work will be undertaken from
lOrielton Field Centre, near Pembroke.

What happens to oil on the open sea? In Endeavour for January 1968 there is a

rreview of present knowledge by Dr. N. Pilpel entitled ‘The natural fate of oil on
tthe sea’; technicalities are kept to a minimum, and this useful paper is such as may
be (to quote the Articles of Religion in the Prayer Book) ‘understar.ded of the

rpeople’. Crude-oil in sea-water w'ill disappear by evaporation, by auto-oxidation,

fby the formation of emulsions and by sinking ;
but the indications are that the most

(effective natural process is oxidation by micro-organisms which can destroy oil

..at the rate of hundreds of grams per cubic metre of ocean per year.

IThreats to Little Tern colonies.—A 1967 survey carried out by the Seabird Group
rrevealed that the British breeding population of this much reduced species (now
ithe rarest British breeding tern) was in the order of only i,ooc pairs. Therefore it is

ja serious matter that two of the largest colonies (on Chesil Bank in Dorset and

! Foulness Island in Essex) are threatened by development schemes. A circular issued

rrecently by the Seabird Group has pointed out that there is a proposal to build an

•advanced automatic gas-cooled nuclear power station by the East Fleet, Chesil

:Bank, immediately opposite the main colony of Little Terns. Quite apart from the

obvious disturbance factor, the likely installation of sluices across the Fleet would
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alter its present tidal character and, therefore, the ecology of the area; this would
no doubt have a profound effect on the Little Terns. It has to be borne in mind also

that any disturbance of the Chesil Bank might alter the coastwise drift of shingle,

resulting in erosion further east that could threaten the existence of the road on to

Portland Bill. A resolution deploring any interference with the Chesil Bank was
passed unanimously at the annual meeting of the Seabird Group on 6th January.

The threat to Foulness Island, which has received a considerable measure of

support in the daily press, concerns private enterprise proposals to build an inter-

national airport on the island; the latest suggested plan involves the reclamation

of the Maplin Sands as well, which, incidentally, are the wintering ground of no
less than one-third of the world population of the Dark-breasted Brent Goose. The
various proposals have not as yet received any measure of government support,

and it is to be hoped, fervently, that the present interests which the Ministry of

Defence has in Foulness Island will prevent the various schemes getting further than

their respective drawing-boards.

An Aldabra postscript.—The decision of the British Government announced

last November, to shelve plans for the building of a Royal Air Force base on
Aldabra, was qualified with the discomforting rider that the situation might be

reviewed at a later date. Thus naturalists will see cause to be thankful for the

overseas defence cuts announced on i6th January, since reduction of military

commitments in the Middle East and Far East makes it even more unlikely that

Aldabra’s unique biotic communities will be sacrificed for the sake of temporary

strategic advantages.

Cape Clear Bird Observatory.—Plans for this Irish observatory’s tenth year

include the appointment of T. Q. Green as resident warden for the twelve months
from August 1968 to July 1969; thus for the first time the island will be ‘covered’

during the midwinter season. Facilities will be available at certain periods to school

parties for ornithological and other field studies; cooked meals will be obtainable

by visitors for a £3 surcharge on the observatory fee of 30 shillings per week. The
Bookings Secretary is R. D. Jackson, 17 The Moorlands, Benson, Oxfordshire.

A new reserve for Wales.—The Nature Conservancy has announced the establish-

ment of a new National Nature Reserve at Cors Fochno, a rare example of raised

peat bog on the southern side of the Dovey estuary in Cardiganshire. An area of

182 acres has been compulsorily purchased, the first time that such powers have

been invoked to establish a National Nature Reserve.

Birds of the Soviet Union.—This six-volume Russian handbook, published

during 1951-54, was reviewed at length in British Birds in 1955 by the late D. D.

Flarber. It has long been a source of regret to westerners that this valuable work of

reference was largely closed to them because of the language barrier. Happily, this

state of affairs is to be remedied, for an English-language edition is being prepared

by the Israel Program for Scientific Translations. Volumes i and 4 of this translation

have now been published, though the untimely death of Dr. Z. S. Cole, the editor,

has delayed the remaining volumes; it is understood that the translation of volume

6 was almost completed and that volumes 2 and 3 were each about one-third

translated, though volume 5 had not been started. The two published volumes arc

priced at £8 5s. each. Those who blanch at this figure (as I did) will be relieved to

know that a cheaper paper-backed edition is available in the United States, where

its printing has been subsidised by the Smithsonian Institution; priced at three

dollars (or 25 shillings) per volume, postage included, they arc obtainable from the

U.S. Department of Commerce, Clearing House for Federal Scientific and Technical

Information, Springfield, Virginia 22151.
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meet the requirements of more than one million birds each day.

For two generations the Haith family has studied birds of most species, their
habits and their feeding. The resulting knowledge, backed by the advice of experts
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l[nflux of Great Shearwaters in autumn 1965

Ijy R. G. Newell

INTROOUCTION
I "'rom August to October 1965 unprecedented concentrations ot Circat

Sihearwaters Puffinus gravis^ with smaller numbers of Cory’s Shearwaters

[ Zalonectris diomedea, were recorded oft the western and northern coasts

of Britain and Ireland. There was also an abnormally large influx of

;lhe Sooty Shearwaters P. grisens that are usual there at that season

1 Phillips 1963), but these did not associate with the other two species

iind are excluded from this paper. I had the good fortune to see the

largest influx of Great Shearwaters off Cape Clear Island, Co. Cork

'Newell and Rankin 1967). A very substantial amount of information

ilbout these shearwater movements was obtained by the growing

number of people interested in the study of birds at sea in recent

ivears, including members of the Royal Naval Bird Watching Society

on ships and observers at weather stations, at bird observatories

or belonging to the network organised by the Seabird Group. This

ivvas supplemented by records sent in as a result of an appeal in British

‘lirds. It is the purpose of this paper to document the influx of Great

land Cory’s Shearwaters and to demonstrate the way in which ob-

ervations from a variety of sources throughout the north Atlantic

..:an be brought together to elucidate the character of such move-
ments.

The Great Shearwater is a regular visitor to the north-east Atlantic

luring summer and autumn, particularly in the sea areas of Hebrides

,nd Rockall (MacFarlane and MacRae 1935, Lockley and Marchant

951, Flynn 1966), but, even so, numbers of this species and Cory’s

'ihearwater off Shetland in 1965 were unusual (Dennis 1966). Further

outh, the Great Shearwater is also regular off the west coast of Ireland

nd both it and Cory’s Shearwater are occasionally seen in large

lumbers there, as off Cape Clear Island, Co. Cork, in 1962 and 1963

14^
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(Dobinson and Sharrock 1965; Wright, Sharrock and Dobinson 1964),

but again the numbers of Great Shearwaters were quite abnormal in

1965 (Newell and Rankin 1967). Older observations from this part

include many Great and Sooty Shearwaters off south-west Ireland in

September 1901 (Ussher 1905), but the only previous record of an

influx comparable to that in 1965 was in 1854 when several thousands

appeared in Dingle Bay, Co. Kerry, from September to November
(Andrews i860). These were referred to as ‘Greater Shearwaters

Puffitms major'

,

but the descriptions of two specimens (which Major

R. F. Ruttledge in litt. informs me cannot now be traced) indicates

that they at least were Cory’s Shearwaters, in which case they were

the first recorded in either Ireland or Britain (see appendix i).

The seas around the Isles of Scilly produced many records of Great

Shearwaters in 1965 ;
although the species is known to visit this area,

there was uncertainty up to the mid- 1950’s about the identity of some
of the shearwaters occurring there and especially in the English

Channel (Wynne-Edwards 1955, Witherby 1940, Nicholson 1952, Ash
and Rooke 1953). Cory’s Shearwater is known to be common in the

Bay of Biscay and Great Shearwaters appear there from about mid-

August onwards; records from this region in 1965 do not appear to

have differed from the normal pattern. The North Sea (south of Fair

Isle) produced a sprinkling of records, but both Great and Cory’s

Shearwaters have always been very scarce there.

The autumn influx of Great and Cory’s Shearwaters reached British

and Irish waters in several phases, with the main peak in the second

half of September. Before considering this, however, it is worth

looking at the situation in the spring and over the Atlantic as a

whole. Most Great and Cory’s were specifically identified, but some

could not be assigned to either, and so for convenience the general

term ‘large shearwater’ is used with the numbers of each species

given where possible; it is almost certain that all ‘large shearwaters’

were either Great or Cory’s. Directions of flight are indicated where

known by the letters W (west), E (east) and so on after each record

quoted.

STATUS IN THE ATLANTIC IN I 96

5

The Great Shearwater arrives in the northern hemisphere in May and

June, but most spring records are on the western side of the Atlantic

(Wynne-Edwards 1935, Rankin and Duftey 1948). A gradual dispersal

eastwards takes place during the summer, so that the species does not

normally reach the eastern side in any numbers until the late summer,

but some then remain in the north Atlantic until well into October

(VooLis and Wattel 1963), even though the burrows on Tristan da

Cunha (Nightingale and Inaccessible Islands) are occupied from about
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the middle of September (Rowan 1952). Those which remain late in

the north are probably immature non-breeders. Observations from the

•north Atlantic as a whole in 1965 showed little difference from this

pattern, but some records from east of 20°W can be correlated with

the peak of the influx in British and Irish waters and these are sum-

nmarised later in this section (names of observers on ships usually given

lOnly at the first mention).

First, however, it is interesting to look briefly at the pattern in the

pfpring of 1965. Great Shearwaters evidently arrived in the northern

t lemisphere on schedule or even slightly early. Some early records

irncludcd 20 (as well as three Cory’s and 20 other large shearwaters)

jjeen from the iM.V. Icuf/ara at 3 8°5 7'N, 30°25'W, west of the Azores,

1 on 2nd April (D. Stam per Royal Naval Bird Watching Society) and

many seen from the M.V. hoch Loyal 2.x. 3y°52'N, 25°59'\X’, south-east

)f the Azores, on 19th April (W. A. Kennedy per R.N.B.W.S.).

Winetcen flying east oft' New York, U.S.A., on ist May were some of

:lhe earliest on record for that area and coincided with big shoals of

iWtlantic Mackerel Scowber scofabrus (T. H. Davies Jr. in litt.). Between

I oth and 25 th May a large northward passage of Great Shearwaters

iiround the eastern point of Brazil was recorded by Metcalf (1966).

Among other records received for the spring period up to 2nd June
H’ere ‘many’ off the coast of Carolina, U.S.A., on 19th May (J. ).

Hatch in litl.) and a scries of observations from the M.V. Scythia

jctwccn 19th Mav and 2nd )une (K. D. A. Lamb per R.N.B.W.S.).
! 'he latter included ‘very many’ at 46°23'N, 4i°24'W on 19th May;
<«everal’ at 43‘^59'N, 50°4i'\X’ on the 20th; ‘several’ at 41'40'N,

7°i7'W on the 30th and, again, at 42°29'N, 47°5o'W on the 31st;

many’ at 45°45'N, 38‘^42'W on ist ]une; and ‘several’ at 47°5o'N,

^8°54'W on the 2nd. The only British or Irish record in this period

•as of one flying west off Malin Head, Co. Donegal, on 22nd April.

^ y mid-June the Great Shearwaters were clearly spreading eastwards

:ross the Atlantic: on the i6th and 17th 300 and 400 were seen west

if 4o°W from the S.S. Baskerville (Second Officer N. G. Cheshire).

It may be interesting to note that there were rather more spring

^ .‘cords than usual of Cory’s Shearwater in these waters in April,

hey included one oft Malin Head on the iith; one and two off

•ortland Bill, Dorset, on the 19th; one off Cape Clear Island, Co. Cork,

1 the 22nd and one on the 23rd; and one off St. Catherine’s Point,

le of Wight, on the 23rd and one on the 26th. One large shearwater

.as also seen off Cape Clear on 28th April.

The period 8th July to 20th August produced several records of

nail numbers of Great and Cory’s Shearwaters, mostly at the weather

ations, and, on the western side, 200 reported from the S.S. Basker-

Ve at 5 o°3o'N, 5 8°<i4'W in the Gulf of Sr. Lawrence on 22nd luly
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and many seen from the M.V. Saxoniaat 49°52'N, 45°oo'W and 46°o3'N,

54°o8'W on 4th and
5
th August (Captain K. D. A. Lamb p&

R.N.B.W.S.). As noted in the following section, there was an influx of

Great Shearwaters in the area of the Isles of Scilly on 21st August and a

movement off Cape Clear on the 26th (pages 1 50-1 51). A series of

records from the M.V. Saxonia and the S.S. Baskerville show that

there were still many Great Shearwaters on the western side of the

Atlantic between 19th and 23 rd August. The M.V. Saxonia was east-

ward bound and reported many Great Shearwaters between 21st

August, at 4 i°o4'N, 63°38'W, and 23rd August, at 47°o8'N, 5i°36'W;

after that only one was seen on 24th August, at 50°! 5 'N, 42°34'W, and

one on 26th August, at 54°32'N, 2i°38'W, until eight were recorded

about 50 miles north-west of Ireland on the 27th. The S.S. Baskerville

was westward bound and, after 40 on the 19th at 56°i2'N, 30°42'W,

recorded 230 and 180 on the 20th and 21st at 5 5°3o'N, 36°3o'W, and

5 3°i2'N, 5i°i2'W. Similarly, there were still considerable numbers of

Great Shearwaters in the western Atlantic in the period preceding the

main influx in mid-September. Records received from S.S. Baskerville

on an eastbound crossing during 3rd-ioth September included 520 on

the 3rd in the Straits of Belle Isle at 5i°3o'N, 56°i8'W; a few on the

4th and 5th; 340 on the 6th at
5 3°24'N, 33°48'W; and 40 on the 8th

at 52°24'N, i8°54'W; this voyage then finished with, numbers just

south of The Lizard, in British waters, on the loth (see page 151).

On the 9th, when the M.V. Vaxholm was crossing the Atlantic from

east to west, 65 Great Shearwaters were sighted at 54°o8'N, 48°46'W,

and on the loth 245 were seen at
5
2°i3'N, j4°26'W (L. E. Lofgren).

On 13 th September the first Great Shearwaters of another westward

crossing by M.V. Saxonia were seen at 54°2y'N, 26°! TW; several were

then recorded on each of the following three days, by which time the

ship had reached 46°5i'N, 5 2°23'W on i6th September.

There was a corresponding increase in observations at the weather

stations during the period preceding the main influx of Great Shear-

waters close to the shores of Britain and Ireland about loth September.

These included 30 at Ocean Station India at 59°o4'N, i9°o7'W on

15th (E. D. Macdonald per R.N.B.W.S.), and 30 and 20 at Ocean Sta-

tion Juliet At 53°5o'N, i3°3o'W and 53°3o'N, i4°25'W on the i6th(N.

Lynagh and J. Fowler per R.N.B.W.S.); seven Great and 30 large

shearwaters were also seen at O.S. Juliet further south and west on the

17th. Between the 18th and 22nd there was a series of records from

these two weather ships: O.S. Juliet reported 44 on the i8th, 26 on the

19th, 75 on the 20th, 15 on the 21st and five on the 22nd; while, after

single ones on the i8th and 20th, O.S. India recorded 50 on the 21st

at 55°3 o'N, o7°i 3'W close to the north of Ireland (see fig. 1).

After 22nd September the main influx in British and Irish waters
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IFig. I. Observations of Great Shearwaters Puffinus gravis Cory’s Shearwaters

•(Caloneclris diomedea during the peak of the 1965 influx in British and Irish waters.

Numbers indicated are the sum totals for the period from loth September to ist

'October at each locality. Series of records from voyages are joined by broken lines

'wvas entering its final phase. M.V. Yaxholm, eastward bound, was

'situated at
5
3°2z'N, 4o°4o'W on the 22nd when two Great Shearwaters

were seen; this voyage culminated in the massive southward move-
ment on 25th and 26th September described below (pages 15 3-1 54 and

•fig. 1). There were regular observations at O.S. Juliet in the first half of

'October, including 14 on the 1st (5 2°2 3'N, 20°o6'W), three on the

3rd, four on the 4th, three on the 6th, 65 on the 7th (5 2°3z'N, i9°49'W),

18 on the 8th and 40 on the nth (54°2 5'N, i2°2i'W). Meanwhile,

‘many’ were seen from the M.V. Saxouia in the western Atlantic south

of Nova Scotia on 2nd and 3rd October, ‘several’ further east on the

4th and ‘several’ on the 7th, by which time she was about 400 miles

west of Ireland. This ship also reported ‘many’ large shearwaters on
24th October about 200 miles west of Ireland at 5i‘’39'N, i5°25'W
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and very small numbers subsequently during a westward voyage
across the Atlantic. On 28th October 20 Great Shearwaters were
seen on the way to O.S. A.Ipha at

5
5°46'N, o8°oo'W, and one further

north-west the following day (E. D. Macdonald per R.N.B.W.S.).

Among the latest and more unusual records received were numerous
Great Shearwaters seen from M.V. ]^och l^oyal in the area of the Azores

at 39°i5'N, 24°o9'W on 28th November.

THE INFLUX IN BRITISH AND IRISH WATERS
The earliest records of the autumn were of one large shearwater off

Malin Head, Co. Donegal, on 24th July (W), 24 Cory’s off Cape Clear

Island, Co. Cork, in i.J hours on 28th )uly (W) and one Cory’s there

on the 29th (W). These appear to conform to the normal pattern

of dispersal of Cory’s Shearwaters northwards in the Atlantic at this

season. Presumably they were immatures or ones which had failed

to breed, since the nesting birds have eggs or young then. There was
still only a scattering of large shearwaters in early August and the first

Great Shearwaters identified were single ones off Tory Island, Co.

Donegal, on the 8th (E) and off Cape Clear on the 12th (W).

The real start of the influx seems to have been about 17th August.

A depression. Low L of the Daily Weather Reports, was situated to

the south of Iceland and dominated the whole of the north-east

Atlantic with a corresponding anti-clockwise airstream from southern

Greenland into the west coast of Ireland. A warm front passed southern

Ireland at about 12.00 hours on the 17th. This combination produced

28 large shearwaters (16 Great) off Cape Clear in two hours on the

afternoon of the 17th (W), 250 Great Shearwaters (and four large) in

four hours on the i8th (W), and much smaller numbers of both Great

and Cory’s on the 19th and 20th (all W); a few large shearwaters

(including Great and Cory’s) were also seen on the i8th and 19th off

Annagh Head, Co. Mayo (S), Inishark, Co. Galway (S), and Arran-

more, Co. Donegal (W).

The same wind system persisted in the Atlantic until the 20th when

a second depression. Low M, developed much further to the south of

Iceland. Westerly winds of near gale force off the west of Ireland be-

came more northerly by the 21st after the passage of a warm front fol-

lowed by a cold front during the course of the night. These gales must

have drifted a large number of shearwaters into the western appro.iches

to the English Channel, because a total of 128 Great (W) and 19

Cory’s (SW) were seen between Land’s End and the Isles of Scilly on

2 1 St y\ugust. It is unfortunate that the frontal system passed Ireland

during the night, as a large movement might otherwise have been

detected off Cape Clear.

The period from 22nd to 25 th August was slack and the only
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'records were seven Cory’s off St. Agnes, Isles of Scilly, on the 22nd

and one Cory’s and four large shearwaters there on the 24th. But now
a new feature entered the picture in the form of a depression previously

-known as Hurricane Anna. This had come north from the West

Undies, had crossed the Atlantic quickly and by 26th was situated just

west of Ireland. Early on the morning of the 26th a warm front

jpassed south-west Ireland and in the accompanying misty conditions

178 large shearwaters (121 Great, three Cory’s) were seen off Cape

(Clear in eleven hours (W). On the 27th a total of 252 large shearwaters

A 24 Great, four Cory’s) were counted there in six hours (W). On the

.28th only nine (four Great, three Cory’s) were seen off Cape Clear,

out there were 27 Great and eleven Cory’s off Brandon Head, Co.

ffCerry (W) and smaller numbers at other Irish stations then and on the

:29th. Some of both species were also recorded during the 28th-30th

i:n the area of Scilly and Cornwall, totalling 20 Great, 22 Cory’s and

i^.1 other large shearwaters, as well as one Great off the Isle of Mav,

l^ife, on the 28th and one large shearwater there on the 31st.

This ended the first phase and there were few observations for the

mext six days, apart from odd individuals off Cape Clear. On 3rd

S^eptember another depression. Low (), established itself in the south-

i7rn half of the North Sea and, in conjunction with a shallow depression,

ILow G, to the south of Iceland, set up a moderate northerly airstream

oetween the Faeroe Islands and the Bay of Biscay. Almost immediately,

I >n the 4th, 77 Great Shearwaters and four Cory’s were recorded

oetween Land’s End and Scilly. It is interesting to remember that the

previous large number between Land’s End and Scilly, on 21st August,

was also associated with a northerly airstream. On
5 th September a

[Treat Shearwater struck the lighthouse on Ushant, France, and four

iarge shearwaters were seen off Cape Clear (three E, one W).

From 4th September Low O started to move north and on the 5 th

• I trough of low pressure was formed in the North Sea bv Lows O, Q
nnd Y. On the 6th and -'th an indecisive pressure system interrupted

he stream of northerly winds, but bv the 9th Low Q had deepened

.nd occupied a position in the northern North Sea; the same
lortherly airstream was thus again established down the eastern

'Atlantic seaboard until the i2th. These almost continuous northerly

i vinds may have led to an accumulation of Great Shearwaters in the

Bay of Biscay or the Channel approaches. The only evidence of this,

lowever, was that on 10th September 1 80 Great Shearwaters were seen

from S.S. Viaskerville four miles south of The Li:2ard, Cornwall, while on
he same day 125 were noted between Land’s End and Scilly (W) and

>n the I ith a total of 1
1 5

in the same area. Other records in this period

vere of very small numbers off Cape Clear and in Cornish seas, with one

Tory’s ofl' Bardsey Island, Caernarvonshire, on the 9th.
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The break in the northerlies came on 12th September when there

was a shallow depression to the west of Ireland. By the 13 th the wdnds
in the Bay of Biscay were light southerlies and these were associated

with an enormous northward movement of Great Shearwaters.

On that day the only ones recorded were 163 large shearwaters (147
Great) seen from a trawler off Mizen Head, Co. Cork (N), and one

Great oft Iona, Argyll. At Cape Clear the weather was clear then, but

early on the morning of the 14th a warm front passing southern

Ireland brought mist and in these conditions there was a vast passage

in 6| hours of 5,508 large shearwaters (W), of which 4,177 were

identified as Great and only a minute fraction suspected of being Cory’s.

Whenever the mist lifted the passage appeared to cease, but it was

evidently continuing much further out to sea because it was always

resumed as the mist fell again. In addition, ten large shearwaters

were recorded on this day in the course of the voyage between Land’s

End and Scilly.

The night of 14th/ 15 th was foggy at Cape Clear and in the first

hour of observation after dawn over 2,000 Great Shearwaters were

seen (W); in four hours 5,118 were counted (W), including a single

flock of 650 when the passage was beginning to fall off. Late that after-

noon about 70 were seen feeding around a trawler gutting its catch oft

the Fastnet Rock, some eight miles from Cape Clear. Also on 14th/ 15th

a Cape Clear trawlcrman, J. Sheehan, fishing off the Old Head of

Kinsale, Co. Cork, saw hundreds of Great Shearwaters around his

boat, the like of which he could not recall. In addition, O.W.S.

Weather Monitor to the north of Ireland reported 74 Great Shearwaters

on the 1 5
th. A cold front on the evening of the 1 5

th cleared the mist ,

and rain from southern Ireland, but the light southerly airstream out

of the Bay of Biscay continued. On the i6th only 44 large shearwaters ,

were seen off Cape Clear (W) and there were also smaller numbers off

Inishtrahull, Co. Donegal, and St. Agnes, and between Land’s End
and Scilly.

By 17th September large shearwaters had reached the Shetland area.

That day 30 Great were recorded between the mainland of Shetland

and Fair Isle, and on the i8th 66 Cory’s (62 W, four E) off Fair Isle

itself. The 19th saw seven Cory’s (six Fi, one W), three Great and three

other large shearwaters (all E) off Fair Isle, and on the 20th 66 large

shearwaters there included 32 Great (seven W, 25 E) and 1 3 Cory’s (E).

In this period, too, there were small numbers oft' northern Ireland, at

Inishtrahull, these being mostly Great with a peak of 30 (26 W, four

E) on the 19th, but including six Cory’s (W) on the 21st. Among other

records at this time were one Great (N) oft' St. Mary’s Island, Nor-

thumberland, on the 17th and three Cory’s (N) oft' Hauxlcy, Nor-

thumberland, on the 19th.
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While this was happening in the north, at Fair Isle and also loish-

trrahull, a deep depression, Low J, had appeared in the south, centred

I wer south-west Ireland at 12.00 hours on the 17th. In the sea area to

[ he south of Ireland it produced westerly winds of near gale force,

'Which had their origins further to the north and west in the Atlantic.

I Observations on this day included 71 large shearwaters (five Great)

off St. Agnes and seven (three Great, one Cory’s) between Land’s End
and Scilly. On the i8th the depression moved north-west and the

(..vinds slackened; in these conditions 333 large shearwaters (220 Great,

I 3 Cory’s) were seen between Land’s End and Scilly (all S) and three

I Oreat off Tresco, Isles of Scilly. On this day, too, about 100 each of

Great and Cory’s were reported very much further south off Cape

^^inisterre, north-west Spain: this is probably quite normal there,

Mowever, and one cannot be certain that it was connected with the

Happenings further north.

On 19th, 20th and 21st September the winds to the south of Ireland

were light southerlies; only small numbers of shearwaters were seen in

outhern Irish and Cornish waters until the 21st, when a cold front

irpproached the west of Ireland. The mist associated with the broad

warm sector ahead of this front produced another enormous movement
>of 2,492 large shearwaters (1,432 Great) in ten hours off Cape Clear

\W). One wonders whether the movement had been continuing

landetected for at least the previous three days, since mist was the only

luoticeable meteorological difference on the 21st and that is known to

mring shearwaters close inshore. This movement was probably an

iiftermath of the previous build-up before 12th September, but the

;.ales on the 17th could also have contributed.

Great Shearwaters and a few Cory’s continued to be seen in the area

itf Fair Isle until the 24th—with another peak of 47 (39 Great W, two
dreat E) on the 22nd, when 13 Great (seven S, six W) were also seen

between the island and the mainland of Shetland—indicating that

I'lere were still some numbers lingering in the north. There was a

urge wreck of jellyfish in the area then, though it is not known
I whether this affected the numbers of shearwaters present. Among
itther records was an observation of at least six Great Shearwaters

\etween eight and iil miles south-east of Girdleness, Kincardine, on

le 22nd.

On 24th, 25 th and 26th September, a trough of low pressure persisted

; ong the whole length of Britain and Ireland, producing a stream of

ortherly winds and a large passage of Great Shearwaters down the

iitlantic seaboard on the latter two days, though this final phase was

.etected only by L. E. Lofgren about the M.V. Vaxhohu out in the

I'.tlantic. On the 25th, situated at 5 2°ii'N, i8°oo'W, about 250 miles

t'est of Ireland, he counted 380 Great Shearwaters moving south-east.
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while 15 followed the boat. On the 26th, having approached to

5 o°46'N, ii°o3'W, about 100 miles south-west of Ireland, he counted

5.00 Great Shearwaters flying south-east in half an hour; he had to go
on duty for i|- hours, but estimated a minimum bf 'another 1,000

moving south-east during this period. After he came off duty the boat

had moved into the ‘shadow’ of Ireland and the total fell to 91. It

seems logical to conclude that this movement was part of the evacua-

tion of the shearwaters which had accumulated to the north of Britain

from about 17th September onwards.

This was virtually the last record of any size, except for 1 7 Great and

39 Cory’s at Inishtrahull on ist October (W), though small numbers
continued to be reported off St. Agnes (maximum twelve on any one

day), Malin Head (maximum five). Cape Clear (maxitnum four), and

othet places. Later stragglers included one at Camperduin, Nether-

lands, on 2nd November, two between Shetland and Fair Isle on 9th

November,' and one in this latter area on i6th November. Finally, an

exceptionally late Cory’s was found dead on the beach at Salthouse,

Norfolk, on 29th January 1966 and proved to belong to the Atlantic

race C. d. borealis.

; . The. distribution and size of the records for the main period of the

influx between loth September and ist October are brought out more
graphically in fig. i on page 149.

DISCUSSION
Since the movements of Great Shearwaters in the Atlantic are still

not fully understood, it is difficult to assess the implication of the 1965

influx into British and Irish waters. Their stay in the north Atlantic

may be said to start at the end of April when they begin to leave

Nightingale Island in large numbers. This is essentially a temperate

species, which spends little time in the tropics on its migration north-

wards, and the transequatorial movements of th£ world population

are accomplished in a relatively short time (Rankin and Duffey 1948).

Entry into the north Atlantic is round the coast of Brazil by a relatively

narrow route and it is not until the Great Shearwaters reach about

45 °N that they begin to spread out across the Atlantic; large numbers

then accumulate on the Grand Banks of Newfoundland and off

Greenland, where food is to be found in the upwelling water along the

edge of the Labrador coast, while some reach Rockall (Wynne-Edwards

1935, Lockley and Marchant 1951). Many moult in July and August,

some becoming almost or quite flightless (Rankin and Duffey 1948,

Salomonsen 1951, Palmer 1962). Peak numbers in the northernmost lati-

tudes appear to be reached in the first half of August (Palmer 1962),

after which the adults must begin their journey south to Tristan da

Cunha. The species has been recorded breeding only on Nightingale,
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inaccessible and Gough Islands (though the situation in the Falkland

islands is still obscure).

In contrast to that of the Sooty Shearwater (Phillips 1963), the

liiouthward migration is little understood and there may be much
i/ariation from year to year. It is believed that the main movements

.ake place in mid-Atlantic with large numbers also on the west side

ii.nd, unlike the Sooty Shearwater, only a small minority in the east

rRankin and Duffey 1948, Palmer 1962). Great Shearwaters do not

ollow such a well-marked route as on their northward migration a

cew months earlier and evidently the whole population does not move
outh at the same time. The breeders are said to occupy their burrows

)9n Nightingale Island from about mid-September, and the first eggs

irre laid about the beginning of November with the vast majority in

raid-November (Rowan 1952).

It is difficult to say what factors were exceptional in 1965 to cause

luch a large number of Great Shearwaters to invade British and Irish

i/aters. Certainly there is nothing in the records elsewhere in the

Atlantic to suggest anything abnormal. Indeed, J. H. Flint, who was

irn Nightingale Island between 12th and 24th September 1965, re-

ported that the Great Shearwaters had arrived by the 15 th. Information

ceceived from G. A. Robinson of the Scottish Marine Biological

...aboratories indicated that the distribution and abundance of plankton

rn the Grand Banks and east of Newfoundland in 1965 were close to

le average for those areas. He continued {in ‘In the oceanic

,'ater to the west of the British Isles, zooplankton was late in appearing

n 1965, and numbers were below average. The most notable feature

tf the plankton in 1964-65 was the abundance of Salpa fusifermis in

'•le eastern Atlantic. However, the numbers of all species in 1965

.ere within the range of variation that has been found over the past

i.ghtcen years. In the north-eastern North Sea, however, the plankton

m the Buchan Fishing Grounds was the lowest since sampling began

u 1947.’

One apparently abnormal meteorological feature was the persistent

'ream of northerly winds in the eastern Atlantic during much of the

1 rrst half of September. Large numbers of Great Shearwaters may have
' ceen drifted south by these winds and then moved north again,

vidently they were in no hurry to get back to the southern breeding

r-ounds and so it is highly likely that these were non-breeders, probab-

I immatures which appear to constitute anything up to half the world

1 jpulation. Whether the final southward movement on 25 th and

5th September did in fact continue much further south is not known.
! Local weather conditions were clearly significant in what was

corded in that there was an obvious correlation between passages

Great and Cory’s Shearwaters seen offshore and poor visibility
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due to fronts, as was well shown by events at Cape Clear Island, Co.

Cork, in mid-September (page 152). Thus it seems likely that only

small fractions of the movements were ever seen. This was further

borne out by Morris (1966), who described movements of seabirds

off the north Cornish coast in August and September 1965. He divided

his area of observation into three sections. Inner to about seven

miles oft the coast. Middle to about 16 miles, and Outer to about

25 miles; he saw a total of 23 Great Shearwaters on 29th and 30th

August and 7th and 8th September, and these were all in the Outer

and Middle Sections with none in the Inner. Thus the dates of recorded

peaks in the 1965 inftux were not necessarily those on which real peak

movements occurred. Even if they were, the three peaks in the Isles

of Scilly, off Cape Clear and off Fair Isle, Shetland, during the main

movements in September were possibly too far apart in time to be

taken as evidence of an extended northward passage of the same in-

dividuals. Nevertheless, it does seem a likely hypothesis that a north-

west movement of a mass of Great Shearwaters occurred from loth

until about 22nd September.

The occurrences of Cory’s Shearwaters also present a problem. The

few recorded in the Isles of Scilly and off Cape Clear were under-

standable as these areas are known to lie within the normal range of the

species in late summer. During the main part of the invasion, however,

only a very few Cory’s were seen in the south, whereas further north,

at Inishtrahull, Co. Donegal, and at Fair Isle, a considerable percentage

were identified as this species. It is puzzling that all the shearwaters

seen between Fair Isle and Shetland on 17th September were identified

as Great while all those oft Fair Isle on the next day were recorded

as Cory’s, but this could be due to the differing habits of the

two species; Great Shearwaters tend to avoid land but hang round

small boats, whereas Cory’s do not appear to follow boats so much

and yet occur more frequently offshore. The final evacuation south of

Great Shearwaters on 25 th and 26th September was not accompanied

by any Cory’s, apart from a few in the area of Inishtrahull on ist

October.

There remain many anomalies in the 1965 invasion which will

require a more comprehensive understanding of shearwater behaviour

before a fuller interpretation becomes possible. Meanwhile, it seems

likely that a wave of Great Shearwaters moved north-west up the west

coast of Britain and Ireland between loth and 22nd September and that

numbers appeared inshore in appropriate weather conditions, namely

poor visibility and onshore winds associated with the passage of

fronts. Most Cory’s Shearwaters were reported on the inner fringe

of the inftux with more Great Shearwaters moving in behind, presuma-

bly from the open Atlantic, as the main mass spread north.
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S U MMARY
ireat Shearwaters Puffinus gravis, sometimes in association with much smaller

:ambers of Cory’s Shearwaters Cahnectris diomedea, were more numerous and wide-

irread off western and northern Britain and Ireland from August to October 1965

uan ever before recorded. This paper gives an account of observ’ations received

•om the whole of the north Atlantic and then summarises in some detail the records

Iom British and Irish waters with accompanying data on meteorological conditions,

i is shown that, although the records in the eastern Atlantic were unprecedented,

ue general picture for the remainder of the Atlantic was normal, so far as it is

town. There were several peaks with the biggest numbers between loth and

’•ith September and the largest movements of all off Cape Clear Island, Co.
I jrk, on 14th September (5,508 large shearwaters in hours), 15th September

4118 large shearwaters in four hours) and 21st September (2,492 large shear-

liters in ten hours). Stragglers included a few records up to i6th November
K.d an exceptionally late Cory’s Shearwater of the Atlantic race C. d. borealis found

liad in Norfolk on 29th January' 1966. Spring records of both species are sum-
..arised and some account given of Great Shearwaters in other parts of the north
• ;lantic in 1965.

The discussion considers some of the possible factors involved in this influx,

' eluding the persistent stream of northerly winds in the eastern Atlantic during

uch of the first half of September. It seems likely that many Great Shearwaters
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accumulated in the Bay of Biscay or the Channel approaches at this time and then

moved up the west coasts of Britain and Ireland in mid-September, numbers appear-

ing inshore in conditions of poor visibility and onshore winds associated with the

passage of fronts, until they returned south, further out to sea, about the 25 th

or 26th.
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Appendix i. Description of two shearwaters obtained in Co.

Kerry in 1854

As noted on page 146, several thousand ‘Greater Shearwaters fuffinus

major’’ appeared in Dingle Bay, Co. Kerry, between late September and
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i
irly November 1854, Two specimens were obtained and were des-

•ibed as follows by Andrews (i860):

‘You will observe that the birds now before you, and which were captured in

Dingle Bay, have very different characters from those hitherto described as

> occurring on the Irish coasts. Superior in si2e, they are very different from the

'Manx Shearwater and with the plumage of the Dusky Petrel; are lighter in all
' '

: the upper surface; the head cheeks and back of an ash grey, with the edges of

the feathers, on the external margins, beautifully marked, of a lighter colour,

\waves of light gray on the sides, while the throat and all the undersurface is pure

.white; thus being lighter in all its shades, and not having the dusky and dark

ccolour of backs and wings of the P. anglorum and P. obscurus’

mfortunately, the specimens cannot now be traced, but from the

rescription these were undoubtedly Cory’s Shearwaters, in which case

uis should be tileatcd as the first record of the species in either Britain

r‘ Ireland.

Obituary
‘ ’

William Maitland Congreve, mc (1883-1967)

ajor W. M. Congreve died in his sleep at his home in Bradford-on-

won, Wiltshire, on 31st December 1967. All who met ‘Mait’ Congreve

later life will recall with admiration his determined efforts to over-

»pme his handicap of an advancing and crippling ailment. Such

lifirmity seemed the more tragic in one who had thought nothing of

irnning out over 500 feet of line in his descent to photograph incubat-

fg Barnacle Geese in Spitsbergen. His skill in climbing stood him in

xiod stead when, as a subaltern, he joined the garrison of Gibraltar,

sspreys still bred on the Rock itself; the hinterland remained unchan-

;d since the days of Savile G. Reid and L. H. L. Irby; while beyond

iirifa lived Willoughby Verner, who was always ready with advice

:d help.

lln 1911 Congreve resigned his commission to emigrate to East

f'rica, where he was soon hard at work clearing land and also be-

aming acquainted with a new and exciting bird-life. It was in the

illowing year that he married Jane Barrington Moody, who was to

c:ompany him on so many of his expeditions. Disappointed in their

r -m, the Congreves spent some months in Australia and New Zealand

fore returning to England in 1914. On the outbreak of hostilities

)ngreve rejoined the artillery, his services in France earning him the

ilitary Cross. It was characteristic of the man that he found time to
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keep notes of the birds around his guns, and to embody them in a

contribution to Th Ibis. Between the wars hardly a year passed without

Congreve making an expedition to some European or North African

country, often accompanied by an ornithologist as eminent as the

Reverend F. C. R. Jourdain or Rear-Admiral Hubert Lynes. Perhaps

the most important in its results was his visit to Iceland, when, as

duly recorded in Th Ibis in 1930, he and S. W. P. Freme first pene-

trated into the interior to prove that the breeding grey geese were

Pink-footed Geese.

Despite his age, Congreve again become a gunner in 1939, to do

useful service with a training unit of his old regiment. When he

returned to civilian life, he soon found his activities increasingly

restricted by the arthritis from which he had for some time suffered.

Nevertheless, besides editing Tbe Oologists’’ Kecord, he managed to

deal with a voluminous correspondence, and to resume his travels

abroad. In 1961 he even made his way to a remote colony of Audouin’s

Gull off Cyprus, a remarkable feat of endurance for one who was so

crippled. He left the country for the last time in 1963, when he re-

turned to his old Spanish hunting-grounds, only to find them sadly

changed. The weakness which he had so long withstood obliged him

to retire from his editorial duties in the following year, but he still

kept in touch with his many friends. The death of his devoted ‘Barry’

came as an overwhelming blow, and he survived her by less than a

year. H. M. S. Blair

Little Swift in Co. Cork: a species new to

Ireland and Britain

By J. T. R. Sharrock

On the evening of 12th June 1967, on Cape Clear Island, Co. Cork, I

was sitting on top of a steep ridge overlooking Cummer, a narrow col

situated between the north and south harbours. The soft evening light

was directly behind me and it was perfectly calm. I was casually

watching five or six Swallows Hirundo rustics, a House Martin Delichon

urbica and five Swifts Apus apus which were hawking for insects

through the col, when I spotted a swift with a gleaming white throat,

contrasting with black under-parts. This bird passed several times about

ten feet above and 30 yards away from me. Cither features distinguish-
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! ng it from the Swifts were its shorter wings and less deliberate, more
’ fluttery’ wing-beats. The bird then flew lower, passing 50 feet below

ne and 60 yards away, and I saw that it had avery marked, square, white

ump and that its upper-parts were a glossier black than those of the

f'iwifts. I watched it for about five minutes as it hawked back-and-forth,

ometimes below me and sometimes above me, but it apparently

departed (along with the Swifts) while I was busy writing field-notes,

or only the hirundines were present when I tried to relocate it.

DESCRIPTION
The following details are derived from my field-notes and sketches.

Ipper-parts: forehead appearing paler than rest of head, probably

rreyish-white; rump white, a large, square, gleaming patch like that of

House Martin; rest of upper-parts less sooty, glossier and blacker than
• lose of Swift. Under-parts: chin and throat white, a clear-cut gleaming

latch larger than in Swift (the pale chins of the Swifts were not showing

rp in the same light conditions); rest of under-parts blackish, except

or paler under-wing. Shape: wings less pointed and shorter than those

if Swift; tail square-ended and held more splayed. smaller than

\wift (difficult to determine with the birds flying at different heights

md ranges, but particular attention was paid to this point). Behaviour:

:id not associate particularly with the Swifts and came lower, sweeping

'ver the ground at about 20 feet; wing-beats less deliberate than those

tf Swift and more fluttery.

IDENTIFICATION
The bird was clearly no swift on the British and Irish list and I suspected

\iat it was Apus affinis. But the only reference to that species (under the

(ow obsolete name of ‘White-rumped Swift’), which was available at i

ue observatory, was in the Field Guide (1964 edition), where there was
ae bald statement, ‘Smaller than common Swift, which it resembles

(ccept for almost square tail and white rump'". Since there was no
:rference to the very conspicuous white throat patch and I knew that

were were various other white-rumped swifts to be taken into account,

limmediately sent my notes to Major R. F. Ruttledge so that com-
iirison with the literature could be made. In the event, however,

:rrtain identification as a Little Swift (this name superceding ‘White-

nmped Swift’ for A. affinis) came through discussion with I. J.

;erguson-Lees when I returned to England a fortnight later. The
. dd-characters of this and similar species have since been described

detail by Ferguson-Lees (1967).

My field-notes and sketches have been examined by M. P. L.

)gden. Dr. C. H. Fry and D. I. M. Wallace (all of whom are familiar

ith this and other white-rumped species of swift), in addition to I. J.
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Ferguson-Lees, Major R. F. Ruttledge and die Records Committee of

the’ British Ornithologists’ Union. Despite the present debate oyer the

identity of the white-rumped swifts nesting in southern Spain (Allen

and Brudenell-Bruce 1967, Benson et al. 1968, Milstein 1968, Fry and

Elgood 1968), all are agreed that the Cape Clear Island bird was

A., affinis. The three species of swifts with white rumps most likely to

occur in Britain and Ireland are the Little Swift, the White-rumped
Swift A. cajfer and the Horus Swift A. horns. The latter two are both

larger than affinis and both have very deeply forked tails (often appearing

pointed in flight), whereas affinis has a short square-ended tail. The
broad white rump patch is also diagnostic of affinis. All these differences

have been dealt with, in more detail by Ferguson-Lees (1967) and by

Fry and Elgood (1968).

OTHER IRISH, BRITISH AND EUROPEAN RECORDS
Three days after I had seen this bird, Mrs. I. MacLachlan, who lives on
Cape Clear Island, informed me that on nth June she had seen ‘two

black swifts with a white bar across the rump and a white bib, and a bit

smaller than an ordinary Swift’ flying with Swallows and House r.

Martins near Cummer. She had watched them, with the naked eye, at ilj

30 yards’ range. It seems very likely that there were two Little Swifts m

on Cape Clear Island on nth June and that I saw one of them on 12th.

The B.O.U. Records Committee, however, do not consider that the pi

earlier record of two is proved. . ' 3-

Although the record was never submitted for verification, it is
p

worth mentioning that H. F. Allan {in Hit. to British Birds), who was i,

very familiar with the Little Swift in India, saw a. swift with a white

rump hawking for insects over the River Kent in Kendal, Westmor-
j,

land, on 14th May 1952. |.

Apart from the white-rumped swifts breeding in Spain which may
include this species, the only other accepted European records come

from Italy (two specimens shot near Genoa and Rome in 1890) and
jj

Malta (one seen flying with Swifts at Salina on 14th April 1950) j.

(Martorelli i960). f
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147. Cory’s Shearwater

By Francis Roux and Christian Jouanin

(Plates 20-22)

'.Various changes have been made in the scientific nomenclature of

( Cory’s Shearwater since the publication of The Handbook of British Birds

7938-41). Not only has the specific name kuhlii been replaced by

uiiomedea, in accordance with the rule of priority, but, following the

(osteological work of Mayaud (1932) and Kuroda (1954), the re-estab-

li.ishment of the genus Calonectris, between Trocellaria and Puffinus, has

boeen proposed (Alexander et al. 1963). Thus it is by the scientific name
oDf Calonectris diomedea—and no longer Puffinus kuhlii or Procellaria

(Jiomedea—that the species is designated in most recent works. Its

boiology and status are not much better known than they were 30 years

aigo, however, because research into these aspects has not advanced to

tfhe same extent that it has with, for instance, the tubenoses nesting

irn the British Isles, such as the Manx Shearwater Puffinus puffinus and

Irulmar Tulmarus glacialis. Lockley (1952) and Bourne (1935) made the

'principal contributions to knowledge of the geographical variations

iind nesting habits of Cory’s Shearwater. More recently, Pickering

11939) and Jouanin and Roux (1966) described what is probably the

aargest colony in the Atlantic, that on Great Salvage between the

Canary Islands and Madeira; in this connection, we also summarised

information obtained on the biological cycle, and useful data on breed-

ing in the Azores were given by Mallet and Coghlan (1964).

With a wing span nearly equal to that of a Lesser Black-backed Gull

\Tarus fuscus, Cory’s Shearwater is the largest of the tubenoses breeding

m Europe. But the Great Shearwater Puffinus gravis of Tristan da Cunha,

i'vhose range outside the breeding season covers the north Atlantic and

wvhich in summer passes through European waters, is hardly smaller

nnd generally rather similar, so that the separation of the two species is

not always easy. At a distance, Cory’s looks a large shearwater with

ong wings, a moderately long wedge-shaped tail, almost uniform grey-

orown upper-parts (including the head) and immaculate white under-

narts. At closer range, the lighter edges to the mantle feathers, especi-

I lly in fresh plumage, make the whole mantle look paler than the wings

plate 22) and the under-surface of the wings shows a grey border

iplate 20). There are never dark markings on the axillaries, flanks and

nelly, nor does Cory’s have the pale collar and dark crown of the Great
' Shearwater. In that species a deep brown crown contrasts sharply with
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a pale nape and a pure white throat; Cory’s has no pale zone separating

the crown from the mantle, and the hood extends on to the side of the

neck to shade off gradually into the white of the throat and breast

(plate 20); this presence or absence of a cap and white side-neck is

probably the best quick character for distinguishing the two species.

Although visible only at rather close ranges, the strong, yellowish

bill (plates 21-22) is a certain identification feature, as that of the Great

Shearwater is blackish and noticeably more slender.

A white V-shaped mark above the tail, generally lacking in Cory’s, is

illustrated in numerous identification books, including A Field Guide

to the Birds of Britain and Fitrope (1954), as one of the distinguishing

features of the Great Shearwater.

In fact, the observation of this

character alone is not sufficient for

identification in the field, as many
Cory’s show a noticeable white

mark at the base of the tail (plate

22): the upper tail-coverts are often

pale-tipped and so contrast with the

dark brown tail. The frequency and

extent of this white mark seems to

vary not only among individuals

and with the state of the plumage,

but also between races and even

populations of the same race. Hun-
dreds of individuals observed by

Nisbet and Smout (1957; 201) in

autumn in the eastern Mediterra-

nean showed no trace of it. Yet not

less than 30% of the Cory’s Shear-

waters of the Madeiran archipelago

andSalvagelslands have suchamark

above the tail in the summer. As

this large Atlantic race C. d. borealis appears off British and Irish coasts

at the same time as the Great Shearwater, it is therefore necessary

when seeing a shearwater with a whitish rump to examine the head

pattern and bill coloration before deciding the species.

The nature of the flight is also an important character, as Cory’s

does not fly in the same manner as the other shearwaters of European

seas: its wing beats are notably slower, its glides longer sustained, its

action less of a ‘flutter and glide’. In calm weather it glides for long

distances on bowed wings, giving from time to time two or three

heavy flaps. An important character is that the tips of the wings are held

below the horizontal of the body in gliding. In rough weather the case
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Great Shearwater Pnffinus grevis, off

Cape Clear, Co. Cork, September 1965

(see also pages 145-159). Note the

clear-cut cap, white side-neck and

dark bill which distinguish it from

Cory’s Shearwater {phot): K. IP'. Perry)
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and freedom of its action are suggestive of an albatross Diomedea spp.

: rather than of the more laborious flight of other shearwaters. In these

1 circumstances it can be distinguished at a distance from the Great

^Shearwater, as Dr. W. R. P. Bourne (in Palmer 1962) has noted, ‘by

:great height to which it rises when towering into wind, so that it

appears above horizon, and the appearance of a pure white belly as it

' turns to resume downwind glide’. It is, in fact, rare for the Great Shear-

vwater, whose low skimming flight resembles that of the Manx Shear-

water, to rise much above the waves.

Cory’s Shearwater frequents the Mediterranean and north-east

Atlantic, and comprises three distinct subspecies. The characters des-

I tribed above apply principally to the F.uropean forms: the Mediter-

rranean C. d. diomedea, of intermediate size, and the North Atlantic C. d.

mrealis, which is larger. Apart from the size difference, which is very

noticeable in the hand, these two subspecies are inseparable in the field,

irhe third subspecies, C. d. edivardsii, frequents the Cape Verde Islands

irn the eastern tropical Atlantic. It is distinctly smaller than the first two,

,iind can be distinguished by the darker coloration of its upper-parts

ccentre of back as dark as wings), by its weaker beak which for the most

oart is blackish and not yellow, and by its longer and more square-cut

:aail. Although probably a migrant like the others, as it is absent from

ihe Cape Verde archipelago in winter, this form has not been recorded

Morth of the tropics.

The typical race nests in the Mediterranean from Spain to the Adria-

tic, the Balkans and Asia Minor as far as the Bosphorus, mainly on
; mall offshore islands. The best known colonies are on the Balearic

sslands, on certain islets off the coasts of Mediterranean France and

Corsica and Sardinia, and on the island of Zembra in the Gulf of Tunis,

^vluch less information is available on the size and exact location of

olonies in the eastern Alediterranean : these are mainly in the Aegean,

the coasts of Turkey and in Crete, but not in Cyprus. There are no
icesting records from the east and south Mediterranean coasts between

I "'urkey and Tunisia. In autumn this race migrates to the Atlantic and

from the Straits of Gibraltar extends down the coasts of western and

'outhern Africa. It occurs in abundance to the south-west of the Cape
' f Good Hope from November to March and is a vagrant as far as the

astern coasts of the United States, where specimens have been col-

lated off Long Island and the Florida Keys. The one British record of

i lis race has now been discarded with the Hastings Rarities (Nicholson

nd Ferguson-Lees 1962); nevertheless, it is not unlikely to be encoun-

i^red in British waters as it has been taken on the north coast of
^ 'rittany and on the North Sea coast of Germany.

The North Atlantic race C. d. borealis, distinguished by its larger size

nd rather stronger beak, breeds on the Berlengas ofl Portugal, in the
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Madeiran archipelago (on the Desertas and on Porto Santo), on Great

Salvage, in the Canary Islands (mainly on the eastern group) and in the

Azores. Its non-breeding range extends westwards to the North
Ameiican coast, off which it is particularly common from August to

November, and north-east to about 50° north. It is now recognised

annually in varying numbers off Ireland and in British Atlantic seas.

Vagrants also occur more rarely in the North Sea and the English

Channel, it has been recorded once in the Netherlands and once in the

south Baltic. There is little doubt that this North Atlantic race pene-

trates the southern hemisphere, as it has been recorded from the coast

of Brazil. Its occurrence off South Africa is only recently confirmed;

earlier records there have been attributed by Dr. W. R. P. Bourne to

the Mediterranean form (Palmer 1962). Contrary to former opinion,

founded on an error in the labelling of two specimens collected by

Ross’s Antarctic Expedition in 1840, the species is unknown in the

Indian Ocean (Bourne 1955).

It is in February-March that the adult Cory’s Shearwaters return to

their breeding localities, both in the Mediterranean and the Atlantic

(the annual cycle of the different populations seems identical). Habitu-

ally silent on the high seas, they then become excessively noisy,

especially on dark nights, and their calls disclose the whereabouts of the

colonies. It is probable that the name ‘Cagarra’, given to the Cory’s

Shearwater b) Portuguese fishermen, is derived from its raucous and

powerful voice. Described as a ‘bubbling wail’, a ‘moaning’ and a

repeated ‘horrible rasping cry’, the call can be transcribed as ia-gow-a-

gow-gow in sonorous gutturals. Other cries, written as ia-ta-ia, have been

attributed to the females, but this requires verification. Cory’s Shear-

waters repeat these cries during aerial evolutions which precede landing

in the colony (plate 20) and on the giound at the time of nest relief. In

general the volume of sound is particularly intense during the two

hours following sunset and diminishes gradually thereafter, but builds

up again at the end of the night; it stops completely at first light and the

brooding birds are silent throughout the day. In large colonies the

chorus produced by hundreds calling together is truly deafening.

On the isolated rocky islands and coastal cliffs where they form their

colonies, Cory’s Shearwaters are very catholic ii; their choice of incuba-

tion chambers. Less given to digging than typical shearwaters, they

prefer to occupy natural cavities which the eroded and volcanic rocks

of the Atlantic islands offer in large number. On Great Salvage every

crevice and hole of sufficient size can shelter a nest (plate 21a). Some-

times the hole is large enough for the sun to penetrate (plate 21b) or for

several pairs to take up their abode. These shearwaters also nest in

ruined human habitations as well as in the soft earth of the plateau

where they will sometimes excavate actual burrows. On the French
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^Mediterranean islets they sometimes do not seek shelter other than

:that provided by vegetation and there nest in ‘galleries’ under thick

>scrub (A. Rivoire in litt.). They frequently decorate their nests with

;
pebbles, shells, bones or vegetable debris (plate 21b). It may be that

t these materials, which are sometimes in considerable quantities, arise

tfrom architectural necessity: when the ground slopes steeply, the

building of a platform of pebbles assures a horizontal surface for incu-

ibation (Jouanin and Roux 1966).

For none of the three races have the incubation and fledging periods

i-been established, nor the age at which individuals start to breed. It is

vknown only that the clutch is laid generally at the end of May or in

.early June, that the first chicks are hatched at the end of July, and that

tthe young begin to leave the nest at the end of October. As the adults

.lare present at their nesting places from the end of March, the repro-

duction cycle extends over seven months. But the events which make
uup this cycle—laying, hatching and fledging—appear to be much more
ssynchronised than in other shearwaters: on Great Salvage the spread of

ddates between the laying of the first and last eggs in the colony does not

aippear to exceed three weeks and all the young fly within a similar

pperiod. As is the rule among the tubenoses, the clutch consists of a

ssingle egg, which is white. Male and female incubate in turns, but the

Mength of each spell on the nest is unknown. The return of those coming

tto relieve their partners may begin well before sunset, at least in the

c:olonies free from human disturbance, such as that on Great Salvage;

tbhis contrasts with the exclusively nocturnal behaviour of other shear-

waters and may be connected with the robustness of this species which

ton oceanic islands has little to fear from natural predators. But on
iislands where fishermen persecute them, the Cory’s Shearwaters do not

c:ome to land until it is quite dark. On their return from the fishing

ji^rounds, they assemble on the sea in sight of the colony; resting on the

'water in flocks like ducks, they await the moment for coming to land.

IProtracted aerial evolutions in front of the cliffs then precede the land-

ing, w’hich gives the impression of not always being successful at the

first attempt.

On hatching, Cory’s Shearwater chicks are covered with grey-brown

riown and weigh 70-80 grams. At first they are brooded by one of the

parents, but after a few days (how many?) they are left alone in the nest

und visited only for feeding at night. According to Mallet and Coghlan

11964: 123), the second grey down appears about the tenth day, the tail

feathers after weeks, the secondaries after 3^ weeks and the pri-

maries after four weeks. On 9th September a chick seven weeks old

lad secondaries 70 mm. long—which suggests that it would not have

leen able to fly for several more w'eeks—and weighed 960 grams. (The
' cveights of adult Cory’s Shearwaters vary from 700 to 1,000 grams.)
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The rhythm of the feeding visits of the parents is still unknown, as are

the circumstances of the last feeding of the young before they fly. Only
one brood is reared annually.

In this species, which has markedly gregarious behaviour, social

factors appear to play a large part in the breeding activity and pro-

bably cause its synchronisation. These factors may also explain the

scattered distribution in certain archipelagos where some islands are

densely colonised while others, apparently quite as favourable for

breeding, are uninhabited. Dense colonies may go on attracting peri-

pheral breeders and thus militate against spread to other islands.

In the Madeiran archipelago the species is subject to commercial

exploitation, which is not unreasonable as it is exercised only at the

expense of young ready to fly. For more than a century 18,000-24,000

young have been taken annually on Great Salvage; their flesh is salted

for selling in Madeira, while their down is used for making eiderdowns

and their oil for the upkeep of brass fittings on boats. To encourage

breeding, and to assist exploitation, the hunters used often to build

crude walls or piles of stones in which the shearwaters readily nested.

Unfortunately, in addition to this controlled exploitation, these shear-

waters have for some years suffered from the depredations of

fishermen whose visits have been facilitated by the mechanisation of

their fleets and who do not hesitate to seize adults and eggs. For this

reason the population of the Desertas, quite close to Madeira, and the

islets of Porto Santo, is certainly much smaller than it was about 30

years ago when Lockley (1952) visited these islands. On Great Salvage

itself the number of young collected over the last four or five years has

appreciably diminished and everything suggests that the present annual

cropping now exceeds the replacement capacity of the population.

Of the known colonies of Cory’s Shearwater, that of Great Salvage is

probably the largest. Before its recent diminution it was estimated at a

minimum of 22,000 pairs, as this number represented the average ann-

ual culling of chicks. The true total, however, was certainly well in

excess of 44,000 birds since there must have been a margin of breeding

success to perpetuate the colony and since account must be taken

of the numerous non-breeders. Unfortunately, no estimates exist

regarding the strength of the colonies on the Azores, the Canary

Islands and the coasts of Portugal (C. d. borealis), on the Cape Verde

Islands (C. d. edwardsii) or in the Mediterranean (C. d. diomeded). As far

as the last race is concerned, a large colony is known on Zembra Is-

land, off Tunisia, and recent observations also suggest the existence

of important colonies in south-west Sardinia (C. Erard verbally).

In conclusion, we should like to express our gratitude to P. A. D.

Hollom for translating this text from French into English, and to

Dr. W. R. P. Bourne for useful comments on it.
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Plate 20. Cory’s Shearwater Calonectris diomedea returning from the sea in the

evening, Great Salvage Island, July 1963. It is calling, with the result that its

throat is distended and its bill partly open. Note the head-colour shading into

white under-parts, and the grey-edged under-wing (pages {photo: F. Roi/x)





Plate 22. Cory’s Shearwater Calonecfris diomedea flying low over the breeding

ground just before landing, Great Salvage Island, July 1963. This illustrates the

'Strong, yellowish, dark-tipped bill, the mantle paler than the broad wings, and the

variable white mark above the longish tail (pages 163-164) {photo: F. Ro/t.v)

J

I

. I {/eft). Upper, at rest after landing in the evening; the nest is in the hole

e rock. Lower, adult brooding in a narrow rounded cavity completely

I from above, but into which the sun shines; note the pebbles and debris

lild up the nest (page 167). Bill and head are shown wcl\{p/jotos: F. Roux)



Plate 23. Hybrid Eurasian Wigeon Anas penelope ^QhWoe. Wigeon A. sibilatrix

(upper) and American Wigeon A. americana, both first-winter males. Below, left to
I

right, Chiloe, hybrid Eurasian x Chiloe, American, and Eurasian, all males. Note “ y
similarity of hybrid to American Wigeon (pages 169-171) {photos: l^amela Harrison)
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Wigeon x Chiloe Wigeon hybrid

resembling American Wigeon

James M. Harmon and Jeffery G. Harrlwn
(Plate 23)

lit has been established that some interspecific hybrids among ducks and

’teese (Anatidae) strongly resemble one parent or even another species

altogether, thus causing problems in field-identification. An extreme

r:ase in Britain is the hybrid Pochard Ajthja ferina x Tufted Duck
. Ajthja fuUgula which can be very difficult to distinguish in the field

Aom the American Lesser Scaup Ajthja affinis (Perrins 1961). An
. ;xample of a hybrid which resemblies one parent is the so-called Paget’s

^^ochard, the offspring of Pochard x Ferruginous Duck Ajthja njroca,

V'vhich, in certain plumages (eclipse and transitional males), is virtually

ndistinguishable from the Ferruginous Duck except on bill characters

(Gillham, Harrison and Harrison 1966). Other instances of this kind are

provided by the progeny of (Northern) Shoveler Anas clypeataxTtzX
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Anas crecca and (Eurasian) Wigeon Anas penelope x Northern Shoveler

(Harrison 1953, 1959), in which the bimaculated face-patterns can

strongly resemble those of the Baikal Teal Anas formosa. Recently, a

comparable phenomenon has been recognised in an intergeneric hybrid

among geese, for the Grey Lag Goose Anser anser x Canada Goose
Branta canadensis can produce offspring resembling the blue phase of the

Lesser Snow Goose Anser c. caerulescens (Harrison and Harrison 1966).

Our purpose now is to point out yet another example of a hybrid

between two species which resembles a third species to such an extent

that misidentification could easily occur in the field. In recent years

Eurasian Wigeon have been hybridising with South American Chiloe

Wigeon Anas sibilatrix in St. James’s Park, London, and it is possible

that some of the offspring have been left full-winged. A male of this

hybrid (direction of cross not known) died in its first winter and, as

can be seen from plate 23, the specimen so closely resembles the male

American Wigeon Anas americana as to make misidentification in the

field a real possibility.

SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES
The general pattern of the head and neck (plate 23 a) is that of the

American Wigeon, although the post-ocular green stripe is more pro-

nounced and extensive, particularly down the sides of the neck; in the

usual swimming posture with the head and neck retracted, however, it

would not be so evident that this character of the American Wigeon
was accentuated. From above (plate 23b), the influence of the Chiloe

Wigeon can be recognised in the pale yellowish forehead markings

being cut off squarely and in the continuation of the post-ocular green

over the back of the crown and down the back of the neck; in the

American Wigeon the pale yellow extends to the nape and the dark

flecking of the cheeks continues down the back of the neck. A slight

suffusion of chestnut on the neck of the hybrid indicates the influence

of the Eurasian Wigeon, but this again would not be obvious in the

field.

The under-parts of the hybrid (plate 23a) are closely similar to those

of the American Wigeon, although a careful examination of the flanks

reveals that they are made up partly of the pale tawny feathers of the

Chiloe Wigeon and partly of the grey and white vermiculated feathers

of the Eurasian Wigeon. These flank colours could not be used in the

field, however, to distinguish the hybrid from an American Wigeon.

yVs can be seen from plate 23b, the upper-parts of the hybrid and of

the American Wigeon are very similar and only in good visibility at

close range might it be possible to note that the hybrid has darker

centres to the innermost scapulars and one or two of the mantle

feathers, these being derived from the Chiloe Wigeon.
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DISCUSSION
This interspecific cross involves one species in which sexual dimorphism

is well marked (Eurasian Wigeon) and another in which such secondary

> differentiation is minimal (Chiloe Wigeon). It is of interest to note,

t therefore, that there is well marked sexual dimorphism in the progeny.

The female hybrid, as seen in St. James’s Park, is nearer to the females

of Eurasian and American Wigeon, but has brighter tawny flanks than

.either and also vestigial post-ocular green stripes. In its general

morphology, therefore, this hybrid resembles the two northern species

tof wigeon rather than the southern one and it suggests that sexual

tdimorphism is a dominant character. It is worth adding that the wigeon

and shoveler groups conform in that each has sexually similar southern

trepresentatives, whereas the northern forms have evolved well-marked

dimorphism. Winterbottom and Middlemiss (i960) considered that the

'Northern Shoveler and the Cape Shoveler Anas smithii of southern

Africa diverged before the stock had evolved a marked sexual di-

rmorphism and that the Cape Shoveler never possessed a male breeding

rplumage of this sort, but remained close to the ancestral form. Transi-

ttional stages of the Northern Shoveler show characteristics of other

sshoveler species (Harrison and Harrison 1959).
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SU.MMARY
’A first-winter male hybrid between the Eurasian Wigeon Anaspenelope and the Chiloe

Wigeon Anas sibilatrix (direction of cross not known) is described. It bears a

rcemarkable resemblance to the male American Wigeon Anas americana and there is a

.distinct possibility of confusion in field-identification, but attention is drawn to some

.similarities and differences. Sexual dimorphism is evidently a dominant character in

tthis hybrid and the female is briefly described.
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Food of Osprey in Kent.—Between 14th September and i8th

October 1967 I spent about 30 hours watching an Osprey Patidion

haliaetus which stayed at a reservoir near Folkestone, Kent, for those

five weeks. At first it caught small Perch Pereafluviatilis in the reservoir,

but on several occasions I also observed it hovering over some
meadows, and one of the reservoir staff, John King, saw it bring in and

eat a young Rabbit Orjctolagus cuniculus (though there was no indication

whether the Osprey had killed this itself). Later it went further afield,

being away for an hour or more at a time and returning with what

looked like eels. On 8th October, however, it dropped the remains of

Garfish Belone belone

one of these, which proved to be a Garfish Be/one helone, a long, slender

and silvery sea-fish with an elongated snout. That afternoon I saw the

Osprey bring in three Garfish at intervals of an hour and half-an-hour,

and from then on its diet seemed to consist mainly of this species.

Dorothy A. C. Long

Cat catching Kingfisher in water.—In late December 1967, at North

Stoke, near Wallingford, Berkshire, Group-Captain G. Burges was

standing by a mill stream near his cottage, when a Kingfisher Alcedo

atthis alighted on a branch of a tree hanging out over the water and

proceeded to fish from that position. It had not been there long when
his cat, which frequently swims at the edge of the stream, came to

sit on the bank at the base of the tree and watched the Kingfisher diving.

The horizontal distance between the cat’s position and a point in the

water below the bird’s perch was about five feet, but eventually, just as

the Kingfisher dived, the cat leapt and caught it in the water. The cat

swam to the bank with the bird in its mouth. Group-Captain Burges

retrieved the Kingfisher which seemed none the worse for its adven-

ture; when he released it, it flew off downstream. It continued to fish in

the stream until at least March 1968, but was not seen to use the same

perch again. D. R. C. Jonas
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'Wryneck in Pembrokeshire in winter.—On 31st January 1965, at

jSt. Davids, Pembrokeshire, T. John found the fresh corpse of an

L unfamiliar bird; he handed it to Richard Evans, who identified it as a

'Wryneck Jj»x torquilla. I was informed the following day and duly

treceived the corpse, the preserved skin of which is now in my posses-

>sion. Because of the exceptional date, it was thought at first that the

Ibird might have been an escape from captivity, but the plumage bore

;no signs of abrasion or damage and M. D. England {in Hit.) did not

^consider this a likely solution as he thought that few Wrynecks were

Ikept in captivity in Britain. R. Wagstaffe {in litt.) and his staff at the City

•of Liverpool Museums kindly compared the skin with 142 specimens

tfrom all parts of the species’ range and found that it agreed with

winter examples of the nominate race.

I am grateful to R. E. F. Peal for the following statement about the

'.winter range of this species : ‘The breeding populations of Europe from

llberia and the Alps northwards belong to the nominate race, which

\winters mainly in tropical Africa. Dr. Charles Vaurie (1958-65, The

:Birds of the Pa/earctic Fauna, 2: 683) stated that a few individuals winter

iin the Mediterranean basin, but in general this race migrates through

tthe ranges of two other subspecies, tschusii and mauretanica, which are

aat all seasons restricted to countries bordering on the Mediterranean,

lln winter tschusii occurs as far north as Italy and Corsica (Vaurie op.

icit.) and in Dalmatia (Dr. Renata Ruener in litt.). There are records of

Wrynecks of unknown race in winter from Bordighera on the Italian

miviera on 1 2th February (manuscript note of W. B. Alexander) and

tfrom several parts of Spain including the provinces of Ciudad Real on

7th January {Ardeo/a, 8: 278) and Almeria on 31st January (A. Cano,

- Ardeola, 6: 387); also in Almeria one ringed in mid-December was
rcecovered there the following December {Ardeo/a, 9; 31). In France

Wrynecks have been recorded wintering in the Camargue (N. Mayaud,

.Alauda, 31 : 36-51) and there are two January records from Roussillon

IlL. Marsal, Oiseau, 33: 290; 36: 155). In Switzerland V. Fatio (1899,

Faune des Vertebres de la Suisse, vol. 2, part i) stated that there appeared

1.0 have been cases of exceptional wintering near Zurich and Geneva;

.A. Richard {lAos Oiseaux, 5 : 17-22) cited a report of two at Neuchatel

on 17th February; and U. N. Glutz von Blotzheim (1962, Die

Hrutvbgel der Schweif) included a record of one near Lausanne on 31st

January and 4th February 1932.’

Thus there are remarkably few records of this kind in Mediterranean

lEurope and the numbers wintering there are evidently small.

'Pembrokeshire has a generally mild winter climate, but is also much
-urther north than any other recorded wintering area of this species.

Possibly this Wryneck had sustained some injury which prevented its

migration southwards, but in that case it is interesting that it should
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have been able to survive a substantial part of the winter so far north.

In any event, the species is rarely found in Pembrokeshire and, apart

from observations on Skokholm in four years, the only other records

this century were at Haverfordwest on i ith July 1961 and at Orielton

on 27th May 1964 (both heard as well as seen). j. W. Donovan

Wryneck apparently wintering in Cornwall.—A Wryneck ]ynx
torquilla was recorded at Porthgwarra, Cornwall, on 50th October 1967
by Lieutenant-Colonel W. E. Almond and Air. and Mrs. J. B. Bottom-
ley. On 4th November what was assumed to be the same Wryneck was
seen by L. P. Williams and E. Griffiths very close to the same spot. A
week later observations were discontinued in the area owing to foot-

and-mouth restrictions. On 17th February 1968 we found a Wryneck
feeding with Starlings Sturnus vulgaris in the same field; it was active

and seemed in good health. We were informed by local residents that a

strange bird had been seen during the previous few weeks and had on
one occasion fluttered against the window of a cottage; the owner of

the cottage identified this as a Wryneck when shown pictures in the

Yield Guide. It seems likely that the bird had wintered in the valley,

the weather having been relatively mild.

j. Booth, C. j. Booth and B. Pattenden

[M. D. England informs us that recently, particularly during 1967,

some Wrynecks have been imported into this country. This record, like

so many observations of rare or unusual birds, is therefore bedevilled

by the possibility of escapes from captivity.

—

Eds.]

Cetti’s Warblers in the Channel Islands.—The ringing of three

Cetti’s Warblers Cettia cetti in Jersey, Channel Islands, by members of

the Ornithological Section of La Societe Jersiaise in i960, 1961 and

1964 has already been noted in this journal {Brit. Birds, 54: 208; 57:

517-518). The retrapping of the third after an interval of three weeks

increased speculation about the movements and status of this species

in an extensive area of reed-beds and meadows adjoining the bird

observatory at St. Ouen’s Pond. Now, after a gap of three years, a

further series of records has aroused new interest.

The island’s fourth Cetti’s Warbler was caught and ringed on 22nd

October 1967 and then retrapped eight weeks later on 17th December

along with a fifth. Yet another, the sixth in all, was trapped on 14th

January 1968. Meanwhile, on 26th December a snatch of Cetti’s Warbler

song was heard and identified by E. D. H. Johnson in company with

D. J. Steventon and A. Le Sueur. The last-named was then able to say

that some song he had heard on at least two occasions in November

had also been that of Cetti’s Warbler, and this was subsequently
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confirmed by Mrs. Le Sueur and my "wife when they listened to

rrecordings.

Detailed notes have been taken on each one trapped, but identifica-

tion in the hand presented no problem after the first in i960 and the

rrecent ones were recognised immediately, even when seen in a net in

ffading light. Inspection of the broad, long, first primary then provided

tthe quickest identification. The last to be caught, on 14th January

1968, was brighter and larger (wing 62 mm.) than all the others (wing

55-58 mm.). Its mantle was more rufous, supercilium paler, eye-stripe

darker, under-parts whiter and pattern of under tail-coverts more

conspicuous. From this we concluded that it was an adult male and

ithat all the others had been females or juveniles.

In view of these several records and the recent extension of the

Ibreeding range summarised by I. J. Ferguson-Lees (BriL Birds, 57:

5357-359, 518), we now consider that there are likely to be further

rrecords and that the species will perhaps even nest. On every occasion

tthat a Cetti’s Warbler has been trapped, however, its presence was not

ssuspected beforehand; on release, each one flew immediately to cover

aand was not seen again. The chances of proving breeding by, say, one

(or two pairs therefore seem small. R. Long

[In this connection, it is worth noting here that a Cetti’s Warbler was

ttrapped at a locality in southern England on 22nd July 1967 and then

rretrapped on 9th September; at the request of those concerned, locality

aind names of observers are being suppressed for the time being. All

thhese records are further indication of a northward extension of this

s^pecies in Europe and it may be only a matter of time before a pair

aiests here. I have already noted that in 1962 a male was heard singing

rcegularly near Mons, in the Belgian province of Hainaut, and that a

aiest with five eggs was then discovered there in May 1 964 (Brit. Birds,

157: 518; and see Aves, i: 49-50). In 1965 one was noted singing in

S5aint-Denis, also in Hainaut (Aves, 4: 60), and further evidence of

northward spread in Belgium was provided by the capture of one in the

province of West Vlaanderen (Gerfaut, 56: 291).—I.J.F.-L.]

Wood Warbler’s nest without a dome.—In 1962 M. Philips Price

found a pair of Wood Warblers PhjUoscopus sibilatrix with a domeless

nest in the Forest of Dean, near Parkend, Gloucestershire (Brit. Birds,

'15: 446). On 24th July 1967, again in the Forest of Dean, this time near

Coleford, Stephen Cooper found another domeless nest of this species

tin a steep slope stocked with 3
5 -year-old Corsican pines Pirns nigra

:ind with a moderate cover of bracken Pteridium aquilinttm and clumps of

: :oppice hazel Corylus aveUana. The nest was amongst bracken litter and

nrotected from above only by a few bracken fronds and some pine
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needles which had fallen upon them. It was built of pine needles with

some leaves of hazel, beech Fagus sylvatica and ivy Hedera helix and a

small amount of moss
;
the cup was of dry grass with a lining of stems

of finer grass. The rim was quite flat with no suggestion of a dome.
There were two eggs (which failed to hatch) and one weak nestling

(which subsequently died)
;

the adult birds were clearly seen in

attendance.

Since writing the above, I have been working through the British

Trust for Ornithology nest record cards for this species and I have

come across another instance of a nest without a dome. This was

recorded by P. G. Davis on Marley Common, Sussex, just over the

county boundary from Haslemere, on i ith June 1966. It was in a wood
of oak Ouercus, birch Betula and holly Ilex aquifolium with a g round
cover of grass. The nest was on a bank with grass overhanging it, but

no constructed dome; it contained five young and two eggs, one of

which appeared to be infertile while the other contained a dead

embryo. John Niles

Rose-breasted Grosbeak and Red-eyed Vireo in the Isles of

Scilly.—At about mid-day on 6th October 1966, J. R. H. Clements

found a strikingly unfamiliar bird in one of the small fields below the

parsonage on St. Agnes, Isles of Scilly. In brief views before it flew off

he noted that it was a large, bunting-like bird with a dark brown head

relieved by prominent whitish supercilia and a creamy central crown-

stripe.

Later, at about 2.30 p.m., E. Griffiths, D. J. Holman, P. A. Dukes and

I, searching near the spot where it was first seen, flushed the bird,

which then flew over to my side of a hedge and began feeding amongst

the ground cover of weeds about twenty yards away. I was able to get

the first good views which, after later reference to Roger Tory Peter-

son’s A Field Guide to the Birds (1947), were sufficient to identify it as a

female Rose-breasted Grosbeak Pheucticus ludovicianns. After another

lengthy disappearance it was eventually seen satisfactorily by all

observers on the island during the afternoon, including Mr. and Mrs.

K. Allsopp, Miss J. M. Glibbery and Mr. and Mrs. N. J. Westwood. At

about 6.15 p.m. N.J.W. drove the bird into a mist-net set in a field

near where it was first found. As it was nearly dark, we kept it over-

night at the observatory after weighing it. A full description was taken

in the hand the next morning and the bird was released at 6.45 a.m. It

remained in the area below the parsonage, and could be seen there

regularly until loth October. It was last recorded on the iith, in

tamarisks in Covean on the other side of the island. During its stay it

was seen by several more observers, including R. S. Brown, R. H.

Charlwood, A. Greensmith, R. J. Johns and N. R. Phillips.
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At about 5.30 p.m. on that first afternoon of 6th October K. and

E.A., P.A.D., J.M.G., E.G., N.JAV. and I were gathered in

the fields below the parsonage, hoping for better views of the Rose-

breasted Grosbeak, when we noticed another bird making its way

tthrough the weeds across one of the small fields about 75 yards away.

1 Initial impressions at this range were of a rather large, grey-green

'warbler with a prominent whitish supercilium. It eventually perched

tfor a few moments on a low stone wall surrounding the field, giving

bbetter views some 40 yards away. Here its clear, silky-white under-

pparts and striking head-pattern of pale blue-grey crown and whitish

s 5upercilium, the latter bordered above by a thin dark line and accentu-

..ited below by a dark eye-stripe, suggested that it was a vireo. The bird

tihen flew up into a thick tamarisk hedge, giving more tantalizingly

Ifirief views, before eventually flying over the field and catching itself

iin a single-panel mist-net. In the hand it was identified as a Red-eyed

Wireo Vireo olivaceus, and this was confirmed by Peterson’s A Yield

(.Guide to the Birds. At the observatory it was shown to J.R.H.C. and,

.after a full description had been taken, it was released at 6.30 p.m. in

tbhe area where it had been caught. It flew strongly to a tamarisk hedge,

;and was not seen again.

Thus this exciting day had produced the third Rose-breasted Gros-

loeak and the fourth Red-eyed Vireo to be recorded in the British Isles

and Europe, and the first of each species to be ringed this side of the

Atlantic. A summary of the field notes on each, together with the full

l.laboratory description, is given below.

ROSE-BREASTED GROSBEAK
.After its initial elusiveness this bird eventually settled down in the

ssmall tamarisk-hedged fields below the parsonage, where it spent much
lof the time feeding voraciously, and apparently entirely, on berries of

'.woody nightshade Solatium dulcamara. It appeared quite tame and

allowed very close approach on several occasions. Impressions of size

and shape were similar to those of a Corn Bunting Emberiza calandra,

h3Ut it was bulkier with a large, often ‘fluffed up’ head and heavier bill.

(.General coloration was dark chocolate-brown above and streaked

f^elow. The head was strikingly marked with a narrow, but clearly

'visible, creamy or whitish crown-stripe (less clear-cut at the nape),

'white lores and supercilia joining at the nape and a white moustachial

'Streak extending back below the dark ear-coverts and giving a collared

: effect. A white mark extended back from the lores in a crescent below
I he eye. The pinkish-horn bill was not as noticeably large in the field

Hs in the hand, perhaps due to the dark shading along the culmen. The
dark brown mantle appeared uniform much of the time, the darker

streaking bcingapparent only in favourable light. The tail was unmarked
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dark brown. The dark wings had two prominent ‘spotted’ white wing-

bars formed by tips to the greater and median coverts, and the inner

secondaries were also tipped with white. The off-white under-parts

were rather finely, but prominently, streaked with dark brown on the

flanks and upper breast, extending up in a point below the white mous-
tachial streak. The flight was direct and somewhat laboured, usually

with legs dangling; when viewed from the right angle the brilliant

orange-yellow under-wing was an impressive feature. The bird was

heard calling on only one occasion, on its first day on the island, and

this sound was noted as a single squeaky stit, repeated at rather long

intervals. The following laboratory description was taken

:

Upper-parts: forehead and ciown dark brown, with faint lighter edgings;

narrow whitish central crown-stripe clear-cut at bill, but suffused at nape;

supercilium, lores and crescent from lores below eye white, supercilium extend-

ing back round ear-coverts to nape; ear-coverts as crown but without light

edgings, bordered below by broad extension of white moustachia) streak,

giving collared effect; mantle brown heavily streaked dark brown; rump
as mantle, but with less and finer streaking. Tail and wings: all feathers generally

uniform dark brown, 3rd to 6th primaries showing whitish a tbases and this

colour forming small light area round primary coverts, prominent on closed

wing; inner three secondaries prominently tipped white on outer webs;

greater and median coverts with white tips forming two wing-bars. Under-parts:

flanks and breast rather finely streaked dark brown over brownish wash, up to

white moustachial streak; chin, throat, belly and under tail-coverts all white

sullied with brownish; under wing-coverts and axillaries bright, clean orange-

yellow. Soft parts: bill pinkish-horn, dark at tip of upper mandible and along

culmen ; legs and feet slaty-brown; iris dark brown. Measurements: wing (normal)

98 mm., tail 69 mm., tarsus 25 mm., bill (from feathers) 15 mm., bill depth 13 mm.,
weight 41.4 grams on capture at 18.45 hours and 37.0 grams on release at 06.45.

RED-EYED VIREO
Views of this bird in the field were brief, but the features mentioned

earlier and the lack of wing-bars or other prominent markings would

undoubtedly have made specific identification possible even if it had

not been caught. In the hand we were impressed by the strong grasp

of the feet and the powerful grip of the bill, quite unlike that of any

Old World species of similar size and form which any of us had handled

previously. The following description was taken

:

Upper-parts: forehead and crown clear-blue-grey; supercilium off-white or

greyish-white, extending back past ear-coverts almost to nape, bordered above

by fine black line (over eye only) and below by dark eye-stripe and black lores;

ear-coverts as mantle, but greyer; mantle bright olive-green with greyish cast;

rump brighter than mantle without grey cast. Tail and wings: as mantle, but all

flight-feathers and coverts edged brighter, especially secondaries. Under-parts:

mainly silky white; under tail-coverts and under wing-coverts clean lemon-

yellow. Soft parts: upper mandible dark, with distinct small hook at tip, and lower

mandible pink-horn at base, dark at tip; legs and feet bright pale blue; iris

chestnut-brown, not showing red even in daylight. Measurements: wing (normal)
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79 nun., tail 50 nun., tarsus 16 mm., bill (from skull) 18 mm., weight 16.25

grams at 18.00 hours. Wing-formula: 3rd primary longest, 4th 2.0 mm. shorter,

2nd 2.5 nun. shorter, 5th 4.0 nun. shorter, 6th 12.0 mm. shorter; ist minute.

I am indebted to Dr. Kenneth C. Parkes, Curator of Birds at the

Carnegie Museum, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania (see Brit. Birds, 59: 315-

316), for supplying information on the sexing, ageing and weights of

the two species. Of the Rose-breasted Grosbeak, he informed me that

he was unaware of any reliable age characters for autumn females. On
the problem of separating female Rose-breasted and Black-headed

Grosbeaks P. melanocephalus, he wrote: ‘Females should be readily

recognisable as Black-headed as the streaking across the breast is much
finer, almost hairline, and is in fact absent from many specimens.

There tends to be a background colour of rich orange-buff on the breast,

and most (but not all) have visible traces of yellow on the abdomen. In

addition, a pale buff or whitish vertical line behind the ear-coverts of

the Rose-breasted is continued over the nape in the Black-headed to

form a more or less conspicuous collar. The yellow of the under wing-

coverts of the Black-headed is purer, that of the Rose-breasted tends

to be somewhat peach-coloured, but this might be hard to assess with

only a single bird in the hand.’

Of the Red-eyed Vireo, he commented: ‘Birds of the year can be

recognised as such by their brown, not bright red, iris colour. This

t difference can be seen at least until the species leaves our area here (all

; are usually gone by mid-October).’ He warned that the eye should be

(examined in good natural light, however, and continued: ‘Definite

; sexing is not possible, but experience of banders (ringers) with breeding

v(thus sexable) birds indicates that any with a wing-length of 77 mm. or

1 less may safely be said to be females, and those of 82 mm. or more to be

I males.’ Incidentally, he could find no basis for the statements in

sseveral American books—including A. C. Bent’s J^ife Histories of

North American Wagtails, Shrikes, Vireos, and their Allies (1950), Roger

'Tory Peterson’s field guides, and also the new Birds of North America

:(i 966) by Chandler S. Robbins, Bertel Bruun and Herbert S. Zim

—

which imply that immatures of the Red-eyed and rather similar Yellow-

tgreen Vireo V. flavoviridis can be separated by the colour of their

.under tail-coverts, these being given as bright yellow in the latter

sspecies and buffy in the Red-eyed. As the one on St. Agnes was an

[immature and had lemon-yellow under tail-coverts, it was clearly

mecessary to check this point (though the range and comparative

rrarity of the Yellow-green Vireo make its occurrence in Britain un-

'likely) and Dr. Parkes found that immature Red-eyed Vireos can have

(under tail-coverts varying from virtually pure white to bright lemon-

yellow. He suggested that the lack of any dark eye-stripe, the longer

.and heavier bill, and the more yellow-green coloration of its upper-
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parts are the best means of identifying the Yellow-green Vireo.

Dr. Parkes also supplied the following data on weights: (i) 21

autumn female Rose-breasted Grosbeaks of unknown age 38.5 to 56.5

grams with a mean of 45.8 grams (St. Agnes bird 41.4 grams on cap-

ture, 37.0 grams on release); (2) 50 autumn immature Red-eyed Vireos

of unknown sex 15.2 to 21.3 grams with a mean of 17.3 grams (St,

Agnes bird 16.25 grams). Dr. Parkes commented that only two of the

21 Rose-breasted Grosbeaks, weighing 38.5 and 39.3 grams, were
lighter than the St. Agnes bird when it was caught. With the weight of

37 grams on release, ‘it would seem to have been on the threshold of

emaciation’, and in this respect it is pleasing to note the apparent good
condition of the bird during the remainder of its stay on the island.

P. J. Grant

Reviews
The Pictorial Encyclopedia of Birds. By J. Hanzak. Paul Hamlyn,
London, 1967. 582 pages; 1,220 photographs (45 in colour) and

7 drawings. 30s.

This Anglo-Czech production, refreshingly inexpensive as such, is

edited by Bruce Campbell, whose foreword describes it as ‘a survey of

the wild birds of the world and those which have been domesticated,

with a succinct text and photographic illustrations as varied as pos-

sible’. The foreword also explains the principles of classification, order

and nomenclature, while an introduction, presumably by J. Hanzak,

gives a fairly full popular account of bird evolution and physiology,

with briefer reference to breeding behaviour, flight, migration and

conservation.

The photographs, which are the justification of the book, illustrate

some 680 wild species and 40 domesticated forms, about a tenth of the

illustrations of the former being of captive birds or, where extinct or

very rare, of stuffed specimens. Many species are represented by two or

more pictures, including photographs of their nests and eggs or nest-

sites
;
in one case, that of the Crowned Pigeon, there are two identical

photographs, one in colour and one, printed the other way round, in

black-and-white. Some of this duplication could well have been cut

down in favour of better coverage: for example, such a beautiful,

widely distributed and often photographed family as the Nectariniidae

is represented by a single photograph of a possibly captive (judging

from the background) sunbird from Ceylon.

The text accompanying the pictures gives a brief indication of dis-

tribution, size and appearance and, usually, some interesting titbits

about nesting or feeding habits, voice or other remarkable features,
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iind about related species. Due to extreme compression, but also

occasionally to apparent reliance on out-of-date sources of information,

it is rather too often inaccurate or misleading for the book to be used

for reference purposes. The pictures, however, give a good general

impression of the world’s avifauna and, interestingly, of man’s success

in amplifying it by domestication. As might be expected, their quality

is variable and, especially where praise is merited, it is a pity that it is

impossible except in a couple of dozen instances to link a particular

photograph to one of the 48 contributors (many of them little known
in this country), who are listed at the end of the book. The British

ornithologist will particularly relish the photographs of far eastern

species which have rarely or never been detected in western Europe.

H. F. I. Elliott

Fugletraekket og dels Gader. By Finn Salomonsen. Munksgaard,
Copenhagen, 1967. Second edition: 332 pages (in Danish); text-

figures and maps. Danish Kroner 49.75.

This is the second edition of a well-known Danish handbook on

migration, the first edition of which was published in 1953 and is no

longer in print. The text has been thoroughly revised and brought up-

to-date, with particular attention to such advances in research as the

use of radar in tracking migrants. In format the new edition is a great

improvement on its predecessor, being printed on paper of superior

quality and with the original paper-covers replaced by boards.

As noted in my appreciation of the first edition (Br/7. Birds, 47: 86),

Dr. Salomonsen begins with a brief but adequate survey of migrations

in other phyla, followed by a review of the study of bird migration

from the time of Carl von Linne (Linnaeus) onwards—a field, we arc-

reminded, which was pioneered by Danish ornithologists. He then

deals with his subject in detail, comparing migratory and sedentary

species in one chapter; devoting another to the routes followed and

the distances covered by migrants; and in the remainder discussing

such matters as the speed and heights at which birds travel
; the effects

of external conditions; the movements of flightless birds; the erratic

wanderings of the Waxwing and other ‘invasion birds’; orientation;

and the physiologv of migration. Two additional chapters have been

compiled for the present edition, one on the relation of migration

to evolution and the other on ‘moult migrations’ of ducks and geese.

The latter shows that many of the Anatidae undertake such migrations.

To quote at random, most of the Common Scoters from Scandinavia

and north Russia moult off the west Danish coast; with some geese this

phenomenon is confined to immature non-breeders which often move
north, Asiatic Bean Geese congregating in the Lena delta or crossing,

with Whitefronts, to the New Siberian Islands. The svstematic section
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gives status and movements of commoner Danish birds, with ringing

recoveries up to 1963. The text is supplemented by maps and dia-

grams, some original and the remainder reproduced from other works,

but all admirably suited to their purpose. H. M. S. Blair

Letters

Taxonomic responsibility

Sirs,—In his review (Bn/. Birds, 59: 3 12-3 1 5) of the revised and enlarged

edition of A Yield Guide to the Birds of Britain and Europe (1966), E. M.
Nicholson remarked on the arbitrary alteration of the classification,

sequence and nomenclature to produce a strange hybrid between the

usages found in the Check-Eist of Birds of the World by J. L. Peters (as

completed by Dr. Ernst Mayr and J. C. Greenway Jr. in Breviora) and

Dr. Charles Vaurie’s The Birds of the Palearctic Fauna (1959-65), and then

commented that ‘the authors could hardly have done anything but

adopt these courses’. Is this really true at a time when such continued

chopping and changing has caused so much general annoyance that

there is increasing international discussion in search of greater uniform-

ity in such matters ?

Our national record was surely bad enough already. To quote only

recent history, the authors of The Handbook of British Birds (1938-41)

actually considered the ‘Wetmore’ order of families at the start of their

work at a time when it was already beginning to gain wide acceptance,

yet omitted to adopt it, thus delaying by some 14 years temporary

partial uniformity on the two sides of the Atlantic. Then when this

order was at last adopted by a reforming List Sub-Committee of the

British Ornithologists’ Union in 1952, those concerned were not

content with this and had to add strange variations of their own as well.

These might have been ignored in the way that it was widely felt they

deserved, if they had been left in this obscure work of reference, but

instead they were immediately and uncritically seized upon and spread

throughout Europe in what was to become the standard Field Guide

for not only our own country but also the Continent as well, in numer-

ous foreign language editions. In consequence, the 1952 B.O.U. usage

was soon perhaps the most widespread in the world, and one could for

a while quote it without reserve in the happy confidence that most

people would know it.

No sooner, however, had the Field Guide penetrated virtually every

naturalist’s bookshelf in at least Europe, so that at last one had a

standard of reference which was at least available throughout this area

and in agreement with usage in North America, than the junior authors

hastily changed horses in mid-stream, and, without even consulting
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' their senior, Dr. Roger Peterson, by whose name the book is usually

known (^Auk, 84: 145), abandoned this widely-accepted usage in favour

of a new one compounded by themselves from two other sequences

. already the subject of general dispute. It amuses scholars to discuss

these matters, and so long as their conclusions are not generally adopted

until properly tested by informed opinion it does no harm; but to

: include a hybrid of untried propositions in a new edition of a popular

textbook inevitably leads to disaster. Some people and nations will

• retain the earlier version, and some will use the later. Soon it will be

1 impossible to refer to either without causing confusion and annoyance

to all those people who have the other, so that the value of each as a

I universal standard is irretrievably ruined, and nobody profits but the

I
publisher besieged by a rush of people anxious to discover what it is

.all about. The main outcome is the erection of a new ornithological

'Tower of Babel.

Although the ornithologists of the world are clearly not yet ready to

accept the decision of a committee on a world list of bird species, as

[proposed by Dr. David Lack at Oxford in July 1966 (XIV Congressus

\lnternatiomlis Abstracts, p. 1 1), apparently mainly because the inclusion

lof mandatory sanctions caused each to fear what the others might try

tto impose on him, it is surely devoutly to be hoped that this initiative

\will not be lost: that before long some way will be found to secure

lagreement on a list to which everyone can adhere, in the way that until

mow most of us have tried to keep to our own national list. Until this

lhappens it would surely be helpful if authors, and most especially those

I of widely dispersed popular textbooks, could deviate towards (rather

tthan away from) international consistency in usage, at least in successive

^editions of the same work. This is surely one of those fields where

innovation is not synonymous with progress, while to change orders

rresults only in disorder. W. R. P. Bourne

[This letter was originally submitted at the end of 1966, but has

ssince been revised by Dr. Bourne. Guy Mountfort (in litt.) informs us

tthat, in spite of the statement in The Auk (84: 145), referred to above,

r.t is certainly incorrect that Dr. Roger Peterson was not consulted

about the change in the sequence of families in the revised Field

i-Guide (1966); incidentally, the same sequence had already been used

oy Dr. Peterson, in co-authorship with James Fisher, in The W^orld

’-if Birds (1964).

—

Eds.]

‘Unusual song of Willow Warbler’

Eirs,—I was interested to see in a note with the above title by A. S.

[Ilheke and H. A. Ford describing a tit-like call of the Willow Warbler

I'^hjlloscopus trochilus (Brit. Birds, 59: 155) that it was accompanied by
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wing-shivering movements. This type of call, described by them as

‘aberrant’ or ‘imitative’ is in fact a normal part of the Willow Warbler’s

vocabulary, but in aggressive display. Mr. Cheke assures me (tn Hit.)

that the bird watched by him and Mr. Ford was at the time ‘singing and

feeding in the normal Phjlloscopus manner and was not devoting its

attention, as far as we noticed, to anything else’. There is, however, a

marked similarity between their observation and the call described

by George Edwards, Eric Hosking and Stuart Smith in a paper on the

reactions of passerines to a stuffed Cuckoo Cuculus canorus [hrit. Birds,

42 : 13-19) as ‘a squeaky, rapidly repeated, chittering “chee-chee-chee”
’

uttered by the Willow Warbler as part of a threat display with frequent

wing-flicking and with the bill gaping widely.

I myself have frequently induced both call and display through

imitating a Cuckoo by blowing into my cupped hands in a way which

is realistic enough to attract female Cuckoos when males are calling

in the area. For instance, while I was imitating a male Cuckoo near

Cambridge on 27th May 1949, a Willow Warbler displayed at me with

a burst of chittering and wing-shivering. The display would stop as

soon as I did and was immediately renewed if I made further calls.

T/>e Handbook also describes ‘a rapid, emphatic, laughing “pee-pee-

pee-pee” of slightly Wryneck-like character’. D. J. May called it a

‘shrew-like note’ (Ibis, 91: 24-54) and described it as serving two

functions, sexual and aggressive. Stuart Smith, in a letter following

May’s paper (Ibis, 92:15 1), differentiated between the ‘chittering note’,

recorded by him as a threat against Cuckoo calls and always delivered

with bill open and wings fluttering, and the shrew-like note described

by May as an outlet for sexual emotion in the male Willow Warbler.

Further observations would be interesting to determine whether such

differentiation is valid or whether it is, in fact, the same call used under

different stimuli. That it is regularly used as an aggressive outlet by

Willow Warblers was proved by further exhaustive experiments with

stuffed Cuckoos by Edwards, Hosking and Smith (Brik Birds, 45

:

144-150). They noted that, in the early period after the arrival of the

males in their territories, the reaction to the Cuckoo was loud and

sustained song accompanied by posturing and wing-flicking. The

chittering ‘chee-chee-chee’ note was infrequently heard at this stage;

but later, during nest-building, incubation and especially when feeding

young, the chittering call with wing-shivering was a consistent reaction

often followed by direct attack on the stuffed Cuckoo.

Has anyone any further evidence that the ‘chee-chee-chee’ call,

normally part of aggressive territorial behaviour, is also used as part

of the normal song or sexual territorial behaviour, perhaps under the

stimulus of other males singing close by as was the case at the time of

Messrs. Cheke and Ford’s obervation? C. K. Myi.nk
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News and comment

Edited by Robert Hudson
FProposed Seychelle Islands reserve.—The recent threats to Aldabra called forth

united protests from many nations, and it is pleasant now to find international

co-operation over another Indian Ocean project. For the past seven years the

International Council for Bird Preservation has carried out delicate negotiations

ind persuasions towards the purchase of Cousin Island in the Seychelles group.

joint appeal by the I.C.B.P. and the World Wildlife Fund has now been launched,

.It least ^^50,000 being required for the purchase and subsequent maintenance as a

nature reserve of this important site. Cousin Island is the restricted home of the very

•rare Seychelles Warbler Bshrornis sechellensis, of which there arc fewer than 50 left;

the only known breeding locality in the Indian Ocean of the Lesser Noddy Tern

Anous tenmrostrh-, and one of the few remaining islands to have nesting populations

)f the Seychelles Fody I'ondia sechellarum and Seychelles Turtle Dove Streptopelia

:f)icturata roslrala. Moreover, it holds large coktnics of more common sea-birds;

.and also an endemic race of the Giant 'I'ortoisc, of which only a few individuals

low remain. Donations towards this very worthwhile project will be welcomed by

'•he I.C.B.P., c/o British Museum (Natural History), London S.'X’.y.

Ilmportant new reserve in Essex.—The Essex Naturalists’ Trust has recently

..'innounccd the purchase as a nature reserve of 590 acres at Colne Point, near St.

C)syth. The l lssex coastline is predominantly one of mudflats and saltings, and its

Lew extensive areas of sand and shingle are invaded each summer by increasing

numbers of trippers; thus this new acquisition is as timely as it is important. Colne

Point is generally regarded as one of the most valuable shingle beaches in south-east

I England. As well as having a rich flora and associated insect fauna, the new rcserv'e

Harbours a number of interesting breeding birds, including I-ittle Terns, Ringed

r^lovers, Oystcrcatchers and the only Whcatcars known to nest in Essex; at one

I ime the Little Tern colony w'as one of the largest in Britain, but because of human
lilisturbance the numbers have decreased to only ten or fifteen pairs in recent years.

iPhe E.N.T. already owns a reserve near-by at Fingringhoe Wick, and leases the

waitings known as Rat Island (the site of a major Black-headed Guller\-), so is now
'aarticularly well entrenched around the Colne estuary. The purchase price of the new
[Colne Point reserve was ^{(14,000; the E.N.T. treasurer (S. T. Jermyn, 9 Bury

fields, Felsted, Dunmow, Essex) has announced an encouraging response to appeals

or funds (including a generous interest-free loan from the Society for the Pro-

notion of Nature Reserves), but £(i,ooo is still needed. May virtue be rewarded.

Bleached Birds Survey.—A joint venture by the Royal Society for the Protection

•)f Birds and the Seabird Group has recently been announced. For many years the

LS.P.B. has been concerned with oil pollution and its effects on such maritime birds

i'S divers, grebes, scoters and auks; for these, oiling is an increasingly significant

nortality factor, but other shore-birds Including such surface-feeders as gulls, can

uffer just as badly from the effects of very cold or stormy weather, while the natural

nortality of sea-birds ought not to be ignored. Now it is hoped to place the rc-

ording of bodies on beaches on a more methodical basis, for the Beached Birds

Lurvey, which had a trial in 1967, was put on a regular annual basis from January

his year. It is intended to show the extent and severity of oiling incidents and other

lortality causes, such as bad weather and diseases. By the preservation of wings

ind perhaps whole bodies for rarer species) it is hoped to gather data on the species,

aces and age-groups involved, as well as general information on non-breeding
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distribution, moult, and plumage characteristics in relation to age. It is always

possible that thorough searches of beach debris will turn up something unusual—
indeed, it is pertinent that the New Zealand list contains several maritime species

known only from such beach surveys. In Britain, White-billed Divers, Great

and Cory’s Shearwaters were found dead in 1967. It is also understood that a

Puffin of the nominate race was picked up last winter in Shetland and, subject to

acceptance by the appropriate committee of the British Ornithologists’ Union, is

the first British record of this northern subspecies. All who are interested in this

aspect of beachcombing are invited to contact Peter E. Merrin, R.S.P.B., 'I'he Lodge,

Sandy, Bedfordshire, for recording forms.

The Birds of Huntingdonshire.—This is the title of a new 7
5 -page booklet

written and published by C. F. Tebbutt. Huntingdonshire has long been an orni-

thological Cinderella among English counties; it is the second smallest in size, in a

rather fiat agricultural region, and until very recently lacked any large areas of open
water (the large reservoir of Grafham Water was not flooded until late in 1964); its

original fenland was drained over too years ago. The only previous work on the

county’s bird-life was a chapter in the l lc/oria History of Himlingdonshire (1926);

thus Mr. Tebbutt has concentrated on bringing together the scattered data for the

period 1924 to 1965 (when he left the county). In 1966 Huntingdonshire was
amalgamated with the Soke of Peterborough, but Mr. Tebbutt has not dealt with

the latter area; one suspects that the next generation of ‘Huntingborough’ bird-

watchers will regret this decision.

This booklet contains short chapters on ‘Geography and natural history’, 'Birds

and man 1924-1965’, ‘Ornithology in Huntingdonshire 1924-1965’, and ‘Some
areas of special interest’. The bulk of the work, however, consists of a systematic

list along traditional lines. Full species accepted number 230; vagrants are treated

with welcome brevity; species not reported since 1924 are listed by name only, and

no attempt has been made to re-evaluate old records. In sum, this is a useful pub-

lication about a surprisingly little-known county, and fills a hitherto embarrassing

gap among English ‘county histories’. No price is given, but it is understood to be

no less than 17s. 6d.

Toxic chemicals.—The sixth report of the Joint Contmittee of the British 'I'rust

for Ornithology and the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds on Toxic Chemi-

cals, covering the period July 1964 to December 1966, is available from the R.S.P.B.,

The Lodge, Sandy, Bedfordshire. The uses and misuses of pesticides was a highly

emotive subject in the early 1960’s, but a good deal of the heat has gone since the

voluntary banning, two years ago, of the most persistent organochlorinc com-

pounds. Yet there is no room for complacency. It has become increasingly clear

that wholesale environmental contamination is a fact to he reckoned with, pesticide

residues having even been identified in Antarctic penguins and seals.

This latest B.T.O./R.S.P.B. report has concentrated on analyses of less common
species and on the many field investigations undertaken by these two organisations

and the Game Research Association, which throw light on the effects of pesticides

on birds. Particularly interesting are the results of extensive studies in a Kent

orchard where soil, flora and invertebrate fauna were all sampled; these indicate

that accumulating toxic residues in slugs and worms may be important sources of

danger to birds by acting as ‘biological concentrators’. There remains the consi-

derable difficulty, however, freely acknowledged by the authors of this sixth

B.T.O./R.S.P.B. report, that it has yet to be demonstrated what constitutes an

excessive level of toxic chemical residues. It is known that sublethal doses of pesti-

cides may induce sterility, which, so far as the maintenance of viable populations

is concerned, is equivalent to death. But how does one measure the danger-level
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when, as seems most probable (see Bird Study, ii : 227-239), variable environmental

factors may influence the effects of ingested pesticides? As the B.T.O./R.S.P.B.

-report makes clear, the stage has now been reached where controlled experiment

will reveal more than can random samplings of wild populations.

I In memoriam.— Biologists (along with other scientists) are frequently chided for

: failing to do their share in informing and educating the general public about current

idiscoveries and trends. Yet it should never be overlooked that such communication

requires considerable art; the successful popularisation of biological subjects is

not so easy as might appear at first sight. Thus ail must feel deep regret at the passing

if two well-known practitioners of this art, both devoted natural historians.

Garth Christian, who died suddenly in December last, at the comparatively

I early age of 45, was best known for his writings, especially the recent books Down
'be l.ong W'ind (1961), While Some Trees Stand (1963) and The Wings of Light (1965).

:Hc lived at (ihailey in Sussex, and now the Chailcy Commons Society has opened

D fund in his memory; it is proposed to build a small educational field museum on

ifhe edge of the Common—which is now a local nature reserve largely through

[Garth Christian’s own efforts.

Maxwell Knight, the well-known broadcaster and writer, passed away on 24th

Ijanuary. Mis contributions to such radio natural history programmes as ‘The

Waturalist’ and ‘Country Questions’ made him particularly well known to very wide

uudiences; he had a special interest in educational aspects of his subject, and this

imanifested itself in the written and spoken word. Ornithologists will especially

rtremember his book A Cuckoo in the House (1955). All who tuned in on Sunday

itifternoons will agree with Bruce Ciampbell’s assessment {Habitat, vol. 4, no. 2):

IDuring his long stint as chairman of “The Naturalist” and other radio programmes
•ue did as much as anyone to convince a wide public that an interest in wild life and

Its conservation was something acceptable and important.’

Recent reports

I. J. Ferguson-Lees and ]. T. K. Sharrock
(These are largely unchecked reports, not authenticated records)

Chis summary deals mainly with Februan,' 1968, but includes some relevant obser-

I 'ations from late November to early March.

ROUND-UP OF SOME SCARCER WINTER BIRDS
keveral Red-necked Grebes Podiceps rufieol/is were seen inland in London, Essex,

Berkshire and Huntingdon in january-Fcbruary and some notable concentrations

i ff Northumberland included peaks of 43 at Budle on 28th Januar\- and 23 at

Hamburgh on lyth-iSth February. Bitterns Botaurus stellaris away from their reed-

!^cd breeding areas were reported from Kent, Sussex, Hertford, Bedford, Norfolk,

iJottingham, Warwick, Somerset, Glamorgan and Co. Down between late Decem-
ber and early March. One at Cromer (Norfolk) eked out an existence in a town garden
I >r several days until it died, while others fed in the open in ditehes and on grass

lergcs: in fact, one in Nottinghamshire took to walking on the road and was killed

I y a car. Glaucous Gulls Larus byperhorcus appeared in at least four places in Derby-

fiire in January-March and an Iceland Gull L. g/aucoides was identified at Ogston
t^eservoir in the same county on 6th March, but the pattern of records elsewhere does

ot suggest any unusual inland influx.

Further reports of itinerant Bearded Tits Panurus hiarmicus included at least 15

n 1 2th January at Radipole Lake (Dorset); two males on iith February at Brandon
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Warwickshire); and tour (two males) on loth March at Keyhaven (Hampshire),

where there had been two since January. There was the usual scattering of winter

Blackcaps Sylvia a/ricapilla north to Stafford, Derby and Northumberland. Fire-

crests Keguh/s ignicapillus included several from Kent to Somerset and two as far

north and inland as Sutton Park (Warwickshire) on i8th February and Clumber
Park (Nottinghamshire) on 29th (caught and ringed). Waxwings Bomhycilla garrulus

reported in January and February were surprisingly few. There was a scattering in

the southern half of England and Wales from Suffolk and Northampton south and
west to Hampshire, Somerset, Monmouth and Brecon and some still remained in

northern England and Scotland; there were also several parties in the northern

half of Ireland from Antrim to Donegal between late November and mid-February
(the largest being 37 at Glenarm, Co. Antrim, on nth December), but there too the

numbers seem to have passed quickly through and we are left with the general

impression of a rather small invasion of short duration.

R-VRITIES
The surviving White Stork Ciconia ciconia at Acle (Norfolk) was still present at the

end of February and there was a Little Bittern Ixobrychus minutus by the River

Thurne in the same county on 21st January. Ducks included a male King Eider
Somateria spectabilis at Lerwick (Shetland) on 12th January. A Goshawk Accipiler

gentilis was seen at Strabane (Co. Tyrone) on 19th January and an adult female was
found shot in Thetford Chase (Norfolk) in February. There was a Spotted Crake
Porzaria por^ana at Coventry (Warwickshire) from 4th to i8th February; a Great
Snipe Gallinago media was identified at Wedncsfield (Staffordshire) on 24th-27th

February; and Mediterranean Gulls Lams melanocephalus were reported in Suffolk,

Kent, Susse.x, Co. Durham and Northumberland in January-March. Finally, a

Bluethroat Lnscinia svecica was seen at New Hvthe (Kent) on the unusual dates of
1 1 th, 1 2th and 1 8th February

;
and a Serin Serintts serinus in Hertfordshire throughout

January and February.

List of county and regional recorders in

Britain and Ireland

In March 1967(1377/. Birds, 60: 1 41 -144) we published a list of the names

and addresses of county and regional bird recorders and editors. Since

that time, inevitably, there have been a number of changes and, in

particular, considerable developments in the recording systems for

Scotland and Wales, and so we are now producing a new list which,

again, is as up-to-date as possible. The previous list has proved useful

to those collating records for special analyses and needing to write to

individual counties. It has also encouraged observers on holiday away

from their home areas to send records to the correct places. The periodi-

cal publication of a list of this kind is of value to observers, recorders

and collators alike and we propose to try to make it an annual event.

Several counties are divided into areas for recording purposes, but,

so far as possible, the list includes one name only for each county for

reasons of space and because we believe it is less confusing; observers

who already know the names of area recorders in any county should,

however, continue to submit records to them. In Scotland the county
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‘system is traditionally modified by ‘faunal areas’ and it is sometimes

idifficult for those who do not live in Scotland to understand where one

‘Sub-county ends and another begins. Nevertheless, as the new Scottish

rrecording system is partly based on these faunal areas, we have put these

where necessary in the Scottish section. Titles of publications are added

lin this list only when they do not include the names of the county or

ccounties concerned.

We shall be glad to know of any errors or omissions, and we hope

ithat recorders will keep us informed of changes of address.

ENGLAND
.Arrangements are now in hand for an annual report covering the Lake

^District (Cumberland, Westmorland and north Lancashire), which was

tthe only serious gap in the recording system. All counties or regions

..are now issuing reports each year, including Bedfordshire which is

rreturning, we are glad to announce, to an annual publication. Every

lEnglish county is included in the following list (two addresses are given

ffor Northamptonshire as the organisations concerned unfortunately

'Work quite independently):

'^dfordshire A. J. Livett, 12 Broughton Avenue, Luton, Bedfordshire

^Berkshire C. M. Reynolds, c/o Edward Grey Institute, Botanic Garden, Oxford
VBuckingbamsbire Miss R. F. Levy, Bramblings, Frieth, Henley-on-Thames, Oxford-

shire (Bird Report in Tbe Middk-Tbames Naturalist)

iCambridgesbire G, M. S. Easy, Braemar, ii Landbeach Road, Milton, Cambridge-

shire

(Cbesbire G. A. Williams, Rose Cottage, Mannings Lane, Hoole, Chester, Cheshire

(Cornwall Reverend J. E. Beckerlegge, St. Crowan Vicarage, Braze, Camborne,

Cornwall

(Cumberland R. Stokoe, 4 Fern Bank, Cockermouth, Cumberland

'Derbysbire C. N. Whipple, 3 Oaklands Road, Etwall, Derby de6 6jj

[Devon F. R. Smith, Telford, Hill Barton Road, Exeter, Devon
[Dorset T. Llooker, Southernwood, Canford Magna, Wimbornc, Dorset

IDurbam D. G. Bell, 18 Rosedale Crescent, Guisborough, North Yorkshire

lErjf.v Mr. and Mrs. J. K. Weston, 65 Woodberr\" Way, Walton-on-the-Naze,

Essex

(Gloucestersbire C. M. Swaine, Mill House, Rendcomb, Cirencester, Gloucestershire

[Hampshire J. H. Taverner, 13 Stockers Avenue, Winchester, Hampshire

[Herefordshire T. R. H. Owen, Lulham House, Madley, Herefordshire

[Hertfordshire B. L. Sage, 13 Dugdale Hill Lane, Porters Bar, Hertfordshire

Huntingdonshire B. S. Milne, 76 Ramsey Road, St. Ives, Jluntingdonshirc

[Kent W. F. A. Buck, The Hill Farm, Stockbury, Sittingbourne, Kent
[Lancashire K. G. Spencer, 3 Landseer Close, off Carr Road, Burnley, Lancashire

[Leicestershire Miss K. M. Kirton, 41 Laburnum Road, Garden City, Leicester

[Lincolnshire A. D. Townsend, ii Bassingham Crescent, Lincoln

[London F. H. Jones, 28 Jordan Road, Greenford, Middlesex

Monmouthshire see wales
'Norfolk M. J. Seago, 33 Acacia Road, Thorpe, Norwich, Norfolk nor 71T

'Northamptonshire C. J. Coe, 3 The Orchard, Flore, Northamptonshire {Journal of

the Northamptonshire Natural History Society and Field Club)\ J. L. Moore, ii New
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Road, Geddingcon, Kettering, Northamptonshire {Aiwiial Bird Keporl of the

Kettering and District Natural History Society)

Northumberland Dr. J. D. Parrack, i Links Court, Whitley Bay, Northumberland
Nottinghamshire A. Dobbs, Cloverleigh, Old Main Road, Bulcotc, Nottingham
Oxfordshire see Berkshire

Rutland sec Leicestershire

Shropshire Lieutenant-Colonel H. R. Perkins, 'I’hc Batch, Bridgnorth, Shropshire

Somerset Miss E. M. Palmer, Highfield, Sandford Hill, Bridgwater, Somerset
j

Staffordshire j. Lord, Orduna, 155 Tamworth Road, Sutton Coldfield, Warwick- I

shire (ll'Pst Slidland Bird Report)

Suffolk W. H. Payn, Hartest Place, Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk

Surrey D. D. B. Summers, Gallinula, Longmoor Road, Grcatham, Liss, Hampshire
Sussex M. Shrubb, Fairfie'ds, Sidlesham, Chichester, Sussex

Warwickshire see Staffordshire

W'estmorland see Cumberland
Wiltshire Mrs. R. G. Barnes, Hungerdown, Seagry, Wiltshire

Worcestershire see Staffordshire

Yorkshire A. J. Wallis, 13 Raincliffe Avenue, Scarborough, Yorkshire

The Tondon Bird Keport also includes those sections of Buckinghamshire,

Essex, Hertfordshire, Kent and Surrey which arc within 20 miles of

St. Paul’s Cathedral. Similarly, a number of other reports overlap with

adjacent ones to a greater or lesser extent and cover parts of one or

more counties. Among the most significant of these is the Merseyside

Nctltira/isls’ Association Bird Report (Eric Hardy, 47 Woodsorrel Road,

Liverpool 1 5) which ranges widely over north-west England and north

Wales. Others include the Bristol Bird Report {V

.

J. Chadwick, 6 Goldney

Avenue, Clifton, Bristol 8), the Hastings and East Sussex Naturalist 1

(L. R. Conisbee, i Shaftesbury Avenue, Bedford), the Isle of Wight I

Bird Report (). Stafford, Westering, Moor Lane, Brighstone, Isle of

Wight), the Proceedings of the Idverpool Naturalists’’ Field Club {]. Hodgett,

5
Richmond Terrace, Seaforth, Liverpool 21), the Report of the Liver-

pool Ornithologists’ Club (Dr. R. f. Raines, 34 Beryl Road, Noctorum,

Birkenhead, Cheshire), the Lowestoft Field Club Report (C. P. Barsted,

1 12 Colville Road, Oulton Broad, Lowestoft, Suffolk), and the
J

Manchester Ornithological Society Bird Report (P. G. H. Wolstcnholme,

4 Didsbury Park, Manchester 20). Several other local natural history

societies, observatories and reserves also publish annual bird reports, _
but these are too numerous to list. B

In many cases there is complete interchange of information between

overlapping county reports and between local reports and county ones,

but there are still a number of instances where co-operation is only J
partial or even lacking, and it is to be hoped that those concerned will

do their utmost to resolve such situations, which greatly add to the

work of any central collator or analyst and which must bewilder casual
|

visitors to the areas concerned. One of the aims of the recent con-

ference of local report editors at Swanwick, Derbyshire, during

ijth-iyth September 1967 (see ‘News and comment’ in Brit. Birds, 60:
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6i
: 94) was to foster a greater spirit of co-operation in cases of

I bis kind.

ISLE OF MAN
[irhe Isle of Man produces its own annual report in The Pereff-ine, and

hird records arc collected by E. D. Kerruish, 3 High View Road,

Douglas, Isle of Man.

WALES
Recording arrangements in Wales have progressed most favourably in

he past year and it is now hoped that the first ‘Welsh Bird Report’,

overing 1967, will be published in the journal Nature in Wales in

'September 1968. This will aim to present a summary of the more
mportant ornithological records in W'ales in each calendar year and

u’ill collate local records into a coherent pattern for the whole. It will

ve edited by P. Hope Jones and Peter Davis. A number of county

leports will continue to be produced annually and for 1968 these will

ue as follows;

Anglesey A. ). Mercer, l.lywenati, Merddyn Cjwyn, Hrynsiencyn, Anglesey (Mw/W
Repori of Cambrian Ornithological Society)

rreconshire M. V. Preecc, Beaufort House, f’ppcr 1 -langynidr, near Crickhowcll

Breconshire

Caernarvonshire see .Anglesey

'Cardiganshire Peter Davis, Ty Coed, Tregaron, (Cardiganshire

'.Carmarthenshire D. 1

1

. \'. Roberts, 58 I Icol I lathren, (Cwmann, l.ampetcr, (Cardigan-

shire

'‘Denbighshire see Anglesey

Glamorgan II. H. (Trenfell, The Woods, 14 Bryn Terrace, Mumbles, Swansea,

Glamorgan
ulerioneth see Anglesey

‘Tonmouthshire \\’. G. Lewis, 11 Ruth Road, New Inn, Pontypool, Monmouthshire
' lontgomeryshire Miss \’. |. Macnair, Lower Garth, Welshpool, Montgomeryshire
embrokeshire |. W. Donovan, The Burren, Dingle Lane, Crundalc, Haverfordwest,

Pembrokeshire

.-•'idnorshire see kngi.ano, Herefordshire

ird records for Cardiganshire, Carmarthenshire and Pembrokeshire

ill be published together in an annual report of the West Wales

i aturalists’ Trust. The county recorder for Flintshire is C. Done, San

^emo, Cefn Bychan Road, Pantymv. vn, Mold, Flintshire. The territory

I* the Merseyside Nalttra/isls’ Association Bird Report (see England)
'ttends into north Wales, and there are separate observatory reports for

ardsey, Caernarvonshire, and Skokholm, Pembrokeshire.

SCOTLAND
he recording system has also developed greatly in Scotland during the

ist year and, beginning with 1968 (to appear in 1969), an annual

cottish Bird Report’ will be published in the quarterly journal
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Scottish /i/rrt'j (Andrew T. Macmillan, 12 Abinger Gardens, Edinburgh

12). As already noted, the area recorders for this are partly by counties

and partly by the faunal areas which are shown on a map at the end of

volume 2 of The Birds of Scotland by E. V. Baxter and L. J. Rintoul

(1953). The counties for England and Wales are listed alphabetically

above, but this becomes impossible with the Scottish system. In the

following list, therefore, the areas are taken from north to south

:

Shetland {except I'air Isle) R. J. Tulloch, ReaHrth, Mid Yell, Shetland

Pair Isle R. H. Dennis, Bird Observatory, Fair Isle, Lerwick, Shetland

Orkney E. Balfour, Isbister Mouse, Rendall, Orkney
Outer Hebrides {except St. Kilda) W. A. J. Cunningham, 10 Barony Square, Storno-

way, Isle of Lewis

St. Kilda Andrew T. Macmillan, 12 Abinger Gardens, Edinburgh 12

Caithness D. M. Stark, 2 Harland Road, Castletown, Thurso, Caithness

Sutherland, Ross-shire {except Black Isle) Dr. I. D. Pennie, The Hollies, Golspie,

Sutherland

Inverness-shire {within iS miles of Inverness), Ross-shire {Black Isle only) Dr. Maeve
Rusk, Arniston, 5 1 Old Edinburgh Road, Inverness

Inverness-shire {mainland more than 18 miles from Inverness) The Honourable Douglas

Weir, English Charlie’s, Rothiemurchus, Aviemore, Inverness-shire

Nairnshire, Morayshire, Banffshire R. Hewson, 170 Mid Street, Keith, Banffshire

Dee faunal area {Aberdeenshire , north Kincardineshire) N. Picozzi, Unit of Grouse
and Moorland Ecology, Blackball, Banchory, Kincardineshire;, and W. Murray,

Culterty Field Station, Newburgh, Aberdeenshire

South Kincardineshire, Angus G. M. Crighton, 23 Church Street, Brechin, Angus
Perthshire Miss V. M. Thom, 19 Braeside Gardens, Perth

Kinross-shire J. H. Swan, Vane Farm Reserve, Kinross

Isle ofMay Afiss N. J. Gordon, Nature Conservancy, 12 Hope Terrace, Edinburgh 9

Fife {east of A90) D. W. Oliver, 4 Lawview Cottages, Abercrombie, St. Monance,

Fife

]Sfe {west of A<.)6), Clackmannanshire, east Stirlingshire T. D. H. Alerric, West

Faerwood, Stirling Road, Dollar, Clackmannanshire

West Kothian Dr. T. C. Smout, 93 Warrender Park Road, Edinburgh 9

Midlothian, Forth islands {except May) R. W. J. Smith, 33 Hunter Terrace, Loanhead,

Midlothian

Fast Fothian, Berwickshire K. S. Maegregor, i6 Merchiston Avenue, Edinburgh 10

Peeblesshire, Roxburghshire , Selkirkshire A. J. Smith, Glenview, Selkirk I

Clyde faunal area {Ayrshire, Renfrewshire, Fanarkshire , Dunbartonshire, west Stirling-

shire, Bute, south Argyll), north Argyll, Skye, Inner Hebrides Professor M. F. M.
Meiklejohn, 16 Athole Gardens, Glasgow W.2

Dumfriesshire J. G. Young, Benvannoch, Glencaple, Dumfriesshire

Kirkcudbrightshire, Wigtownshire A. D. Watson, Barone, Dairy, Castle Douglas,

Kirkcudbrightshire

IRELAND
There is no system of county reports, but the whole country is covered

by the annual Irish Bird Report edited by Major R. F. Ruttledge.

Records should be submitted as follows:

Northern Ireland T. Ennis, 45 Park Drive, Holywood, Co. Down
Eire Major R. F. Ruttledge, Doon, Newcastle, Co. Wicklow

NAT M.si
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YOUNG BIRD WATCHERS
up to 18 years of age qualify for

special price concessions

details on request

Among good British glasses, we have
no hesitation in suggesting the Ross
9 X 35 STEPRUVA. Compact and
weighing only 2 1 oz. Price £43 4s. 9d.

For wildfowling, etc., we can recom-
mend the Day and Night 7 X 50
Canadian Naval Binocular (Bausch &
Lomb) at £24. Also the new Russian
7 X 50 at £I7 19s. 6d.

We stock binoculars by Zeiss, Leitz,

Barr & Stroud, Ross, Swift, etc.

_ Just a mention of the portable NICKEL SUPRA TELESCOPE. It zooms
I cLESCOPES"^—

O

G- »nd is truly a remarkable instrument.
Price £39 I Os.

A SELECTION OF NEW AND
USED BINOCULARS SPECIALLY
RECOMMENDED BY MR. FRANK
The Frank-Nipole range of prismatic binoculars is made

in Japan to our own specifications. The standard of con-

struction is extremely high and performance compares

favourably with much more expensive binoculars. Each

binocular carries our 7-year written guarantee.

Each of the following models has features of special

interest to the bird-watcher:

10 X 50, centre focus, coated, weight 36 oz. This is by far

the most popular of the range, and is ideal for all general

purpose viewing. £15 lOs. (with case).

8 X 30 model, weight 18 oz. £10 19s. 6d. (with case).

From the new range of Frank-Nipole miniature prismatics

we can recommend the 7 x 18 PET. This is a beautiful

little binocular which can be carried in pocket or handbag.

Price with soft zip pouch £14 Ms.

The rather larger miniature 10 x 40, weighing I8A oz.. Is

offered at £15 15s. (with case).

A specialist binocular for the bird-

watcher. The Swift AUDUBON
8.5 X 44 designed to the specification

of the world-renowned Audubon
Society of America. Unusually wide
field of 445 feet at 1,000 yards. Extra
close focusing down to 12 feet enables
feeding activities, etc., to be watched
as from 18 inches. Included amongst
other features are retractable eyecups
for spectacle users, and built-in

adaptor to suit any camera tripod.

This outstanding binocular has easy
positive focusing by cylindrical con-
trol; it weighs 38.4 oz. and the height
closed is inches. Price with fine

leather case £42 10$.

The Swift PANORAMIC 7 x 35 is an
excellent general purpose binocular
which has extra large prisms for a

tremendous field of view; price
£34 lOs. (with case). Also the Swift
SARATOGA 8 X 40 at £19 10$. (with
case).
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The West Wales Naturalists’ Trust Ltd
(rormerly the West Wales Field Society)

Membership of the T ist is open to all who are interested in the study and
conservation of wild life in Wales. The annual subscription of £1 Is. Od. (£1
by Bankers’ Order) entitles members to:

(a) free issues of Nature in Wales, which appears half-yearly;

(b) field excursions, lectures and meetings;

(c) visits, without landing fees, to the island sanctuaries and nature reserves
of Skomer, St. Margaret’s, Skokholm, Cardigan Island and Grassholm
(owned by the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds and wardened
by the Trust).

The activities of the Trust include the co-operative study of animals, birds and
seals and the recording of their distribution and habits.

PUBLICATIONS (post free): The Birds of Cardiganshire, 8s.; Flora of
Merioneth, 8s. ; List of Carmarthenshire Plants, 8s. ; Skokholm Bird Observatory
Reports for each year to 1967, 3s. each; Skomer Island, 3s.: Nature in Wales,

back numbers 3s. up to vol. 6, no. 4, and 10s. 6d. thereafter

THE WEST WALES NATURALISTS’ TRUST LTD

4 Victoria Place, Haverfordwest, Pembrokeshire

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS
141-for 3 lines (minimum): 4/6 for each extra

line or part thereof. For the use of a Box
Number there is an extra charge of Ij-

Cap Gris Nez over-run with birds. Ex-

perienced observers needed to count and

ring them in 1968. Enquiries: Secretary,

53 Ember Farm Way, East Molesey,

Surrey.

‘Birds of Huntingdonshire’ by C. F.

Tebbutt. 75 pages, introduction, classified

list and map. 17s. 6d. post free from the

author, Wych Cross, Forest Row, Sussex.

Tigh Fasgaidh, Erbusaig, Kyle of Lochalsh,

Ross-shire, Scotland. A new centre for

birdwatchers in magnificent scenery. With-

in 3 miles of Kyle, close to the sea, with a

wealth of bird-life and glorious walking

country. The house is very comfortable and

the food good; packed lunches. Excellent

bird library, and assistance given to bird-

watchers where required. Write Miss van

Oostveen or Mrs. Houston, or telephone

Kyle 4243.

Gilkicker Point Bird Group. 1967 Annual
Report, covering Gilkicker Point, Titch-

field Haven and surrounding area, may
be obtained from R. Carpenter, 29 East-

field Avenue, Fareham, Hants. 4s. 6d.

(inc. postage).

W’anted. Books and periodicals on all

aspects of ornithology; single volumes or

complete libraries purchased by private

collector/ornithologist. Box AL43.

Isles of Scilly. Flats to let. Out-of-season

rates for bird-watchers in April, May, Oct,

Nov. Full details from Hick, Isle of Gugh,
St. Agnes, Isles of Scilly.

Assistant Secretary with leading ornitho-

logical Society, S.W.7. Lady 30-50, secre-

tarial duties, some simple book-keeping,

able act on own initiative. Working time

about 37 hours p.w. arranged at own dis-

cretion. Salary up to £1,000 p.a. depending

on experience. Write Metcalfe Services,

229-231 High Holborn, W.C.I.
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Ecological Adaptation for Breeding in Birds by David Lack. July. 75s.

The Oxford Book of Insects edited by B. E. Nicholson. Illustrated in
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INTRODUCTION
TThe breeding seasons and movements of the Woodpigeon Cohwiba

:t>alumbns and Stock Dove C. oenas in Britain have already been defined

land described (Murton 1958, 1966; Murton and Ridpath 1962; Murton,

llsaacson and Westwood 1963), while the breeding season of the Rock
iDove C. livia has been analysed for Cromarty (Lees 1946) and Flam-

iborough, Yorkshire (Murton and Clark in press). These three resident

[pigeons differ from most other British birds in having long egg-laying

^seasons extending until late summer and early autumn
;
in fact, some

IRock Doves lay eggs and rear young throughout the whole year.

'There are, however, differences between the three species which have

loeen shown to be adaptive and which are reflected in the proximate

p^hysiological response of the pituitary/gonad mechanism to seasonal

liay-length changes (Lofts, Murton and Westwood 1966, 1967a,

(967b). The Turtle Dove Streptopelia turtur is of particular interest for

II comparative study, because it is a non-resident transequatorial

liTiigrant which appears to have the peak of its breeding season earlier

i n the year than the three Columba species. In order to make this

::omparison, nest record cards and ringing recoveries collected under

he schemes organised and conducted by the British Trust for Orni-

: hology have been analysed. These records have been supplemented

> vith data collected in study areas centred on the village of Carlton

*Most of this paper depends on data collected under the Nest Record and
'tinging Schemes of the British Trust for Ornithology.
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(mostly at Six Mile Bottom) on the Cambridgeshire/SufFolk border

near Newmarket.

METHODS
The techniques involved in nest record card analyses have been well

tested and discussed (Myers 1955, Snow 1955 and in lift.) and further

elaboration is unnecessary here. All Turtle Dove nests found at the

egg stage, which were visited more than once and for which it could

be shown that the eggs either hatched or failed, were used for the

calculation of hatching success; as only two eggs are laid, the laying

period is short and the number of clutches found at this stage was
correspondingly small. This technique neglects single visit records,

but allows a closer comparison with other studies made of pigeon

breeding and with the records collected at Carlton. It would be best

to confine attention only to those nests found at the early stages, as

eggs located later in the incubation period are biased towards success.

This bias will have been largely offset by omitting records of eggs

which were visited more than once, but which were neither known to

fail or hatch. Since such eggs survived for n days, they indicate a

variable measure of success and are of course biased in favour of

success. Nests initially found with young have been used for estimating

the success of nestlings, using the same criteria as were applied to

hatching success estimation. Breeding success, here defined as the

total success from eggs to flying young, has had to be calculated from

the B.T.O. data as the product of hatching and nestling success.

Unless information to the contrary was available, all eggs or young
were assumed to have been found half-way to the point of hatching

or fledging respectively, and all cards were used for determining the

breeding season; the date of egg-laying was calculated from this

assumed half-way stage if not otherwise known. As the results are

presented by half-months, to be comparable with information for the

other pigeons, there is likely to be little bias in this technique. A more

important source of bias for birds which have long breeding seasons

is caused by observers relaxing their nest searching efforts after the

spring and early summer, which is the period traditionally associated

with nesting. As will be shown, the problem appears less important

in the case of the Turtle Dove than it is for the Woodpigeon and Stock

Dove when B.T.O. records are employed.

At Carlton, nesting sites were systematically searched throughout

the season at regular fortnightly intervals during 1960-62 and 1966. All

nests were numbered and mapped and they provide a more accurate

and much less biased, albeit far smaller, set of data. The techniques

of nest searching and card analysis were the same as described for the

Woodpigeon (Murton 1958).
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BREEDING BIOLOGY
Genera!

The Turtle Dove in Britain is essentially a southern bird, particularly

of the dry south-east, its distribution showing fairly close agreement

with that of its major food plant, the fumitory Vnmaria officianalis

(Murton, Westwood and Isaacson 1964). Indeed, fumitory, like many
of our main agricultural crops, is characteristically a Mediterranean

plant genus which has reached Britain only in comparatively recent

times; it is not represented in interglacial pollen deposits and first

appears in the Romano-British pollen record (Bunting i960). It has

become established only in the artificial and disturbed conditions

.associated with cultivation (Warburg i960) and it favours the drier,

lighter and often calcareous soils. Though well enough known to

; biblical scholars, it is possible that the Turtle Dove spread to Britain

(Only when arable farming and its main food plant became well estab-

llished. The first British mention is during the loth century, but per-

haps more significant is the absence of any Turtle Doves in interglacial

tfossil remains, even though the Woodpigeon, Stock Dove and Rock
IDove arc well represented (sec Fisher 1967 and appendix 2 in Murton

11965). The Turtle Dove’s dependence on arable farming is illustrated

boy its present-day habits and distribution and by the documented

itncrease in range at the end of the 19th century, in close association

with cultivation and the changes in land use consequent upon en-

ivlosure and the agrarian revolution (Alexander and Lack 1944; Murton
Westwood and Isaacson 1964; Parslow 1967).

The nest record cards reflect the present distribution with 39%
n south-east England, including Oxford, Buckingham, Berkshire and

Tampshire; 53% in East Anglia, including Huntingdon and Bedford;

‘i% in the east Midlands; 7% in Cornwall, Devon, Somerset, Glouces-

ter and Wiltshire; 6% in Yorkshire; 4% in Cheshire, Lancashire and

lorth Wales; and 3% in the west Midlands.

Like the weed seeds on which it feeds, the Turtle Dove favours

ilisturbed conditions and is not typically found in climax plant com-
munities. The ecotone where deciduous woodland gives way to open

Tirassland is the preferred habitat and, indeed, 27% of all nests were

».n farmland and 22% in isolated patches of scrub which included

1 ownland scrub and also waste places on farmland (though ‘scrub’

i/ithout further details was often entered on the cards). A total of

•3% were in deciduous woodland, but in many cases this was the edges

I'f such woodland. Surprisingly, only 5°p were in conifer woodland:

Hthough this is not the ancestral habitat, it might, in view of the large

umber of shelter belts and isolated plantations, have secondarily

iipported more nests. (Conifer woods are much frequented by Wood-
igeons, again as a secondary preference.) The remaining habitats
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were 7% near water or marshy places, 5% in gardens, 4% in orchards,

4°^ on wasteland, on heaths and commons, and 1% in parkland.

Again, a higher proportion of nests might have been expected on
bushy heaths and commons if scrubby areas are preferred on their own
account, l^resumably the low percentage reflects the absence of suitable

food supplies in such areas.

The preferred nesting cover, judged by 511 records, reflects the

general habitat choice. As many as 43% of nests were sited in haw-

thorn Crataegus monogyna, 17°;, in elder Saujbucus nigra, in black-

thorn 'Primus spinosa, 6% in wild rose Rosa or bramble Kubus, 5% in

willow Sa/ix, 12% in other deciduous trees, and 5% in conifers. The

remainder were 3% in orchards or ornamental trees, 1% in holly 1/ex

aquifolium, 1% in ivy lledera be/ix and honeysuckle Ronicera pericly/ne-

num, and 1% in gorse IJiex europaeus (the heathland nest-site). If

Turtle Doves were primarily birds of deciduous woodland, a much
higher percentage of nests would be expected in hazel Cory/us avellana,

ivy, honeysuckle and other such woodland plants, all sites that are

much favoured by the Woodpigeon. The nest-site preferences provide

further evidence that the Turtle Dove is a recently arrived ecotone

species in Britain.

The average height of nests was 7.8 feet (41 1 records) and there was

no variation throughout the season. One nest was at the exceptional

height of 40 feet, the next highest at 20 feet.

breeding season

The percentage distribution of egg-laying from all suitable B.T.O.

cards up to 1966 inclusive is plotted in histogram form in fig. i, there

being 569 clutches suitable for inclusion. A regional breakdown is not

justified with the total available, nor is separation into less than half-

month intervals. The peak laying period for first clutches begins in

the second half of May (25% of all clutches) and this is in agreement

with general experience, though many Turtle Doves probably do not

begin laying until early June.

An important consideration is whether the nest record cards pro-

perly reflect the incidence of egg-laying later in the season, as it is well

established that those for the Woodpigeon give a very disproportionate

emphasis on early clutches against those laid from July onwards. It is

probably fair to assume that observers have become much more aware

of the extended breeding seasons of graminivorous birds in recent

years, especially since many studies have been published. Also plotted

in fig. 1 is the distribution of egg-laying in 1965 and 1966, for which

years 13 i records are available. The pattern for these two years is not

very different and such differences as there are could be attributed to

normal seasonal variations (see fig. i for chi-squared values). The data
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B.T. 0.1965-66 ONIY

Apr2 Mcy I Moy2 Jurt I Jun 2 Jul I Jul 2 Aug I Aug 2

ii’iG. I. Breeding season of Turtle Doves Slreptopelia lurliir in Britain, based on
i he percentage of clutches laid in each half-month. The top histogram refers to all

j

('British Trust for Ornithology nest records (569), the centre to records from Carlton,

Cambridgeshire (72), and the bottom to B.T.O. records for 1965 and 1966 only

1 31). The difference between the two sets of B.T.O. data = B=<o.io)

not significant, but those between the B.T.O. and Carlton records
(;^^^^

= 4i.oo,

i ’=>0.001) and between Carlton and the restricted B.T.O. sample (x^^^= i 9-545

P= > 0.001) are significant
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might be considered fully reliable but for records collected at Carlton

during four seasons, these also being plotted in fig. i. At Carlton the

first peak in egg-laying occurred three weeks later than the apparent

national average, while there was almost as much egg-laying (17%
of the total) in early August as during the first peak in late June (22%).
As many as 71% of all the young produced at Carlton (total 55) did

not leave their nests until August.

The Carlton study area is situated in very intensively farmed arable

land which lacks extensive wasteland to harbour wild weed seeds.

Thus the Turtle Doves are much more dependent on weed sources

within the fields than in such a county as, for example, Suffolk, in

which there are wide hedgerows and verges where weed species can

flourish earlier in the year. It is not until spring cultivation is finished

and the field crops of cereals, legumes or sugar beet have made good
growth that the associated weed species also begin to reach maturity.

A contributing cause of the delayed start to breeding at Carlton is

doubtless the more rigorous and Continental climate of Cambridge-

shire compared with other parts of Britain, as a result of which spring

is later than elsewhere. Therefore, the later beginning of the breeding

season of the Turtle Dove at Carlton is probably atypical; this conclu-

sion is supported by information for the Woodpigeon and House
Sparrow Passer dowesticus, as both begin breeding later at Carlton than in

other parts of Britain, or even East Anglia as a whole (Murton 1958

and unpublished). But even allowing for the delay in the start of

breeding, it is unlikely that the species is more often double- or even

treble-brooded at Carlton than elsewhere. It thus seems likely that the

B.T.O. records underestimate the amount of breeding in July and

early August, a view supported by considering only the national

records for 1965 and 1966. The true picture may be guessed to lie

somewhere between the two patterns, so that the national cur\^e

depicted in fig. i should probably be flatter between late May and late

July and indicate rather more egg-laying in early August.

It is not possible to determine the number of clutches laid per pair

from the national figures, but an approximation is possible from the

Carlton area. The assumption is made that pairs holding territories

at the beginning of the season comprise the same individuals as those

in occupation at the end. This could be proved for the Woodpigeon,

while the alternative possibility leads to considerable and difficult

theoretical implications in a seasonal environment. If, as seems ex-

tremely likely, this assumption is true, the maximum number ot

occupied nests provides an indication of the total breeding population,

depending on how much predation causes birds to be without nests

when periodic searches are made. Some check against this can be

made if nest positions are plotted to give an idea of territory distribu-
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tion. Using these methods, it appeared that the study areas held seven

:

pairs in i960, four in 1961 and 1962, and nine in 1966. In the four

years a total of 24 pairs laid 134 eggs, which suggests three clutches

of two eggs. To anticipate the next section, 61 eggs hatched and 50

\young fledged (three eggs hatched and 2.8 young reared per pair).

These figures may be a little optimistic because a few individuals

\without nests may have been overlooked, but the error cannot be great.

'Working against this error is the fact that some eggs may have been

laid and lost through predation between visits.

The records cards are not adequate to do more than agree with the

incubation period (13^ days) and nestling period (about 20 days)

.quoted in The Handbook of British Birds. Thus a Turtle Dove needs

about one month to complete its breeding cycle, especially if, as in

the cases of other British pigeons, a new set is laid in a fresh nest while

tthe parents are still tending large young in the first (see Murton,

llsaacson and Westwood 1965). An average production of three clutches

of eggs and two broods of nestlings is consistent with the breeding

sseason depicted in fig. i.

\\Hatching success

TThe percentage of eggs hatched is given in table i for B.T.O. cards

•land can be compared with the information in table 2 for Carlton. It

Ifias not seemed worth separating partial from complete failures,

[because for a species which lays only two eggs this is a minor considera-

ttion, especially in terms of population dynamics. Table i also details

tthe causes of egg-failure which are mainly through predation; deser-

IPable I. Hatching success of Turtle Doves Streptopelia turtur from British Trust
for Ornithology nest record cards

= 21.968, P=>o.oi (lumping ‘deserted’ with ‘infertile’ and ‘April’ with ‘May’

to give 4x3 contingency table)

Percentage

Percentage infertile

Eggs Percentage taken by Percentage or lost in

1 iialf-month laid hatched predators deserted other ways

(V\pril 2 2 (100%) — —
NVlay 1

2

52I

165 j
' 43% 33% 16% 8%

Ifune I

2

155 1

109 J

‘ 45 ?o 40% 11% 4%
ijuly I

2

70

52 J

> 60°; 25% 11% 4%
•August I

2 0 ^

> 33% 33% 28 °o 6%
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Table 2. Breeding success of Turtle Doves Slrcp/opetia turtur at Carlton,

Cambridgeshire
Of the eggs failing to hatch, 64 (48%) were taken by predators; all the young not

Hedging vanished. not significant, for hatching success (lumping ‘May’

with ‘June’)

Percentage Percentage

Eggs Percentage fledged of fledged of

Half-month laid hatched eggs hatched eggs laid

May 2 13 (77%)
.

C
c00 (77%)

June I

2

i 6 \
31 /

CCO 94% 36°;.

July I

2

26 \
16 / 5 o”o 62% 31%

August I

2

23 \
9/

38% 83% 31%

TOTAL 134 46% 0
•

N00 37%
tion accounts for 14% of egg-loss; infertility and other causes for 5%.
Judged by the national results, the lowest success rate for eggs is in

May. At this time some eggs are deserted (16%) and there is a fairly

high predation rate (33%). Woodpigeons have been proved to leave

their eggs unprotected only when they find it difficult to collect

sufficient food for themselves in the time available (see Murton 1965).

The same may well be true for Turtle Doves. A further breakdown of

the figures shows that 25% of 52 eggs laid in the first half of May
were deserted, against only 13% of 165 eggs laid in late May and 6%
of 1 3 5

eggs laid in early June. It seems unrealistic to attribute desertion

to any kind of predator disturbance (predators take unguarded clut-

ches) and the figures agree with the view that, as food supplies im-

prove, the parent Turtle Doves arc able to incubate more efficiently.

It is also possible that some of the records of infertility properly

relate to desertion (infertility was recorded when eggs failed to hatch

and remained clear).

Most egg-laying takes place in June and at this time the Turtle

Doves suffer the highest level of predation (in spite of desertion being

less important); predation then declines in July so that hatching success

is highest towards the end of the season (excluding August). In

Woodpigeons, hatching success is lower in June than before or after

because feeding difficulties result in nests being left unattended and

unprotected from Jays Garrulus glandarius. On the other hand. Stock

Doves do not suffer in the same way because they find it easy to collect

weed seeds in June and this is when they breed most effectively. At

first thought. Turtle Doves, because they have a roughly similar diet

to Stock Doves, might also be expected to succeed well in June. But

much of their food is obtained from standing vegetation and this
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becomes more developed in July. In particular, they seem able to

obtain more of their preferred fumitory seeds in July, which is also

when cereals ripen to provide a valuable supplement (Murton, West-

wood and Isaacson 1964). That food supplies become easier in July,

.enabling Turtle Doves to incubate more efficiently, is also suggested

by the fact that the nestling success for June young from eggs laid in

' May is not so high as for July young from eggs laid in June. It should

.also be mentioned that the total number of nests of all pigeon species

lin the hedgerows and woods is considerably lower in June than in

July, when the Woodpigeon begins breeding in numbers. It could be

'Suggested, therefore, that Jays have more nests to prey on in July

.land that the Turtle Dove benefits from the ‘swamping’ effect of an

.excess of Woodpigeon eggs. The total (as distinct from relative)

:
predation pressure from Jays is probably highest in July, when
•Hedged broods also begin searching the woods for unguarded nests.

The predation rate increases in August with a consequent decline

lin hatching success. But the fundamental cause again seems to be

iliesertion by the adults. Food shortage is unlikely to be involved,

(because supplies are very good in August with ripe cereals, as well as

tkhe weed seeds of corn-fields, available in plenty. It seems that the high

iJesertion rate is probably caused by adults passing out of breeding

irondition (see page 208).

ySies^/ifig success

S5easonal variations in nestling success are partly dependent on pre-

lilation (see table 3 for B.T.O. records). Loss of young was mostly

recorded as disappearance from the nest, so that young dying in the

rrable 3. Nestling and breeding success of Turtle Doves Strepiopelia turtur

from British Trust for Ornithology nest record cards

IPrecentage fledged of eggs laid’ is calculated as the product of nestling success

2.

ppercentage young fledged) and hatching success (table i). ;f^^^
= 6.282, P=>o.05

(lumping ‘April’ -with ‘May’ and ‘July’ with ‘August’)

Percentage

Young Percentage fledged of

lalf-month hatched fledged eggs laid

f.pril 2 2 (ioo%)
\ lay I

2 73/
80% 34%

..ane i 45 \ 88% 40%
2 74 /

ily I

2

57\
19/

80% 48%
1 UgUSt I 16 50% 17%

TOTAL 82% 39%305
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nest may well have been considered to have been taken as prey if they

were removed after death—a likely situation. It appears that Turtle

Doves are best able to rear young if these are in the nest in July and so

nestling survival is lower before and after this time. The poor success

of young hatched in August may depend, to a large extent, on desertion

caused by the adults passing out of breeding condition, but there is

insufficient information from either source of data to establish this

point (see discussion). Both sources give the same total figure for

nestling success (82%), but the Carlton records are inadequate to

define seasonal variations (table 2).

Breeding success

Breeding success is calculated as the product of nestling and hatching

success for the B.T.O. records, but as the known total success from
eggs to fledged young for the Carlton figures (tables 2 and 3). Seasonal

differences in hatching and nestling success between the two sources

cancel out to give virtually the same mean figure for breeding success

for the two sets of data. This agreement is unlikely to be due to chance

and probably depends on the fact that the Turtle Doves at Carlton,

although they did proportionately less well on a month by month
comparative basis, compensated by laying more of their eggs later in

the season, specifically in early August. It is to be noted that Turtle

Doves begin breeding in May and lay most of their eggs in June before

the season when breeding success reaches a peak. Thus there is rela-

tively little egg-laying in July, in spite of this being the time when
prospects for the successful production of young are highest. Some
factor must operate selectively against late breeding and this is consi-

dered in the discussion.

dutch sit^e

European pigeons normally lay two eggs and appear to be determinate

layers in that only two are ovulated, so that the removal of one during

laying is not compensated by any further production. But nests

containing single eggs can often be found and in captivity Feral

Pigeons C. livia sometimes produce only one egg. The question arises

whether single eggs have resulted from the partial predation of two-egg

clutches or whether they also reffect a genuine tendency for a few

individuals to lay only one egg. The problem is complicated because

in the Woodpigeon the appearance of single eggs produces a seasonal

variation in clutch size, which at first site appears adaptive. But clutch

size variations so mirror predation levels that Murton (1958) early

considered them to be be derived as a result of seasonal variations in

the predation rate. Further, single eggs had a very low hatching success

compared with clutches of two.
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The nest record cards for the Turtle Dove similarly indicate a

seasonal variation in clutch size, the means being 1.85 in May (193

clutches), 1.92 in June (220 clutches), 1.95 in July (118 clutches) and

1.97 in August (54 clutches). These variations do not exactly parallel

the variations in hatching success or, more appropriately, the predation

rate (even if predation and desertion are combined). Nevertheless,

there arc two reasons for believing that the seasonal variation in clutch

size is an artifact. First, only 17% of 29 single eggs hatched against

48% of 496 eggs in clutches of two; failure to hatch was due to

predation and so the results strongly indicate that single eggs were

clutches that had already been found by a predator. Second, Rock

I Doves at Flamborough Head nest throughout the year and show no

clutch size variations; they suffer very little from predation (Murton

and Clark in press).

Broods of one nestling similarly appear to derive from the partial

predation of eggs or young. Whichever their origin, they do less well

(67% fledged of 24 single young) than broods of two (86% fledged of

.239 broods of two).

MIGRATION AND SURVIVAl,

There were 92 available recoveries of Turtle Doves to 1965, 76 of

tthese being outside the British Isles during the course of spring or

lautumn passages. All these recoveries, except for one in Africa,

..another foreign one for which the details are vague and two summer
rretraps in Britain, are plotted in fig. 2. Most were trapped or shot or

otherwise purposely killed (many presumably to eat) during their

ipassage through southern Europe and the African recovery is the only

lone which is likely to have been near its wintering area. This was

rringed as an adult at Abberton, Essex, on 1 3th July 1963 and recovered

near Bamako (i2°4o'N, 7°59'W), Mali Republic, on 6th April 1964.

The details in fig. 2 agree with what has been generally suspected

.iibout the movements of the species, although they emphasise a

.difference in the spring and autumn pattern of recoveries not pre-

' iously remarked upon. Most Turtle Doves appear to leave Britain

-n August or early September and there seems to be no difference in the

leparture times of adults or juveniles. The passage through Iberia

:rnds in late September, and October migrants are unusual (Tait 1924).

t has long been remarked that the autumn passage through Iberia lies

urther to the west than would be expected, considering the winter

destination; birds passing through Portugal need to change to a more
lasterly heading as they get further south or otherwise they must face

1 long sea-crossing of the Atlantic (Moreau 1956).

It seems highly likely, however, that the whole pattern of ringing

recoveries and visible migration is misleading and that it is representa-
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Fig. 2. Recoveries of Turtle Doves Streptopelia iurtur ringed^in Britain. Left,

autumn recoveries, age and month being shown by the following symbols:

• adult in July + first-year in August O first-year in October

© first-year in July • adult in September A adult in November

X adult in August O first-year in September A first-year in November
adult in October

Right, spring recoveries, age and month being shown by the following symbols:

X adult in April • adult in May O first-year in May

tive only of drifted or ‘off-course’ individuals migrating in unfavoura-

ble weather conditions. If the English radar experience of migration

is any guide, we should expect Turtle Doves to migrate south by the

most direct route through eastern Spain, flying too high to be seen and

certainly too high to be shot or netted by the bird-catchers. It might

be reckoned that coasting in Portugal would be an unsafe manoeuvre

because of the risk of being blown out into the Atlantic.

Coasting down the Portuguese sea-board is most apparent during

07.00-09.00 hours when an easterly wind is blowing (Tait 1924). But

easterly winds could lead to drift and so may normally be avoided; it

would be an adaptive advantage for any migrants to fly low with

easterly winds and to follow a leading line. This suggests that the

broad-front migration into northern Spain and through Valencia

from across the Bay of Biscay may be more representative of the normal
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situation; this movement does not extend as far west as Galicia

(Moreau 1956 and also Bernis 1967). South-easterly movements in

southern Portugal may simply be redirected coasting movements, and

it is also probable that drifted flocks trying to regain their proper

position account for the south-to-north movements of Turtle Doves
-sometimes seen at the mouth of the River Douro (Oporto) in autumn,

rthough Tait (1924) has suggested that such flocks may have turned

back from a thunderstorm. Probably the crux of the matter is summed
up in the words of Colonel L. H. L. Irby, quoted by Tait, ‘when the

.east wind is light the Turtle Doves fly high and steadily, mostly out of

'range of a shot-gun. When it is strong and gusty they fly much lower and

in an undulating diagonal fashion, in order to maintain their southerly

.direction against side drift’ (my italics).

It might be expected that juveniles would be more prone to attempt

imigration under inappropriate weather conditions and so run a

o;reater risk than adults of being drifted west. It is, therefore, of

cronsiderable interest that juveniles seem to predominate more amongst

ithe eastern recoveries than they do amongst those taken in more

t:entral parts of Iberia, though the point needs confirmation when more
^recoveries accumulate (fig. za).

In spring there is a big visible passage through Valencia (Arevalo y
IBaca 1887), but few recoveries in Portugal (fig. zb). This implies that

sppring migration through Iberia is less often affected by unfavourable

vweather, so that the ‘sportsmen’ get less opportunity of slaughtering

ow-ffying Turtle Doves, at least until they settle in southern France.

Two other factors may be involved. First, there is evidence that at

.east some migration of Turtle Doves occurs at night because, accor-

ding to Tait, they are recorded at lighthouses, while pine clumps

.-:mpty at dusk may be full of them in the morning; night flights may
)e more common than the records suggest. This would also explain

Avhy redirected or coasting movements are most evident during the

arly morning (see above). Second, as fig. zb shows, there is a much
ower ratio of first-year Turtle Doves among the spring recoveries; it

.an be presumed that most inexperienced individuals will have

uccumbed by this time, whereas in autumn they could account for

nany of the displaced recoveries and much of the visible migration.

It is concluded that the autumn recoveries are not typical of the

1 ormal migration route followed by Turtle Doves, but that they do
luggest that inexperienced individuals may be more prone to westerly

isplacement than adults. The distribution of spring recoveries is

irrobably more representative of the direct north-south route followed

i both autumn and spring, but, of course, the concentration of

lecoveries in the north Pyrenean provinces of France, while in the

)ute of a broad front movement north, depends on intensive netting
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activities in the valleys of this area. It is not clear why Turtle Doves
should fly low enough to be caught more easily in southern France

than in northern Spain unless they descend to feed after crossing the

barren high sierras of Spain and the Pyrenees. If thrushes normally

make the journey from Scandinavia through south-east England

overnight (Murton 1959, Lack 1963), there seems no reason to doubt

that high-flying Turtle Doves could cross Spain or even move from
north Africa to southern France in one hop. These questions can onlv

be resolved if radar records become available.

Birds of the year comprised 34% of the recoveries of Turtle Doves
in Europe in autumn, but only 1 2% in spring and so they must in the

meantime have suffered a higher mortality rate than the adults. It

should be emphasised that these figures are not representative of the

true age-composition of migrating flocks, because they include a

variable ratio of those marked as adults to those marked as nestlings;

the figures partly depend on how many were originally marked as

adults and the true ratio of first-year birds in spring should be nearer

to 50% (see below). The adult mortality rate can be gauged approxi-

mately from the ringing recoveries, although many more will be needed

for an accurate estimate and at the present rate of ringing this will take

many years. The age distribution of all Turtle Doves ringed either as

adults or pulli and recovered after the following ist January is given

in table 4. As inexperienced young Turtle Doves may be shot or

caught in larger numbers than would be expected from their true

ratio in the population on autumn passage (see above), recoveries

Table 4. Age distribution of Turtle Doves Streptopelia turtur ringed as adults

or young in Britain and recovered after the following ist January

Year ringed

Number
recovered of

those ringed

Age
I

on recovery in

2 3

years

4

1952 2 1 1 — —
1953 2 I

— I
—

1954 I
— I

— —
1955 TO 5 3 2 —
1956 3 1 1 I —
1957 I

— I
— —

1958 2 I I
— —

1959 0 — — — —
i960 2 1

— — I

1961 5
2 — 2 I

1962 2 I 1 — •—
1963 TO 4 6 — —
1964 6 6 — —

TOTAL 1952-64 46 23 15 6 2

TOTAL 1913-60 34
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Table 5. Numbers of nestling Turtle Doves S/rep/opelia liirltir later recovered

when more than two months old during 1913-65

These arc grouped according to the months in which they were ringed, and

expressed as percentages of all the nestlings ringed during 1955-65

July

P=> 0.05)

May Tunc

(2
)‘

August September

Number ringed (195 5-65) 2

Number recovered (1913-65) i

Percentage recovered

made at this time could be biased. But it seems reasonable to suppose

that this source of error will disappear after the first January, by which

time autumn and winter losses will have occurred. Hence first-year

individuals returning north in spring should be exposed to no greater

risks of being caught or shot than older ones. Accepting this proviso,

the mean annual adult mortality for Turtle Doves ringed up to i960

inclusive is 53 [ 6.2%, while the maximum likelihood method of

Haldane (1955) gives a figure of 48^7% for birds ringed from 1952

to 1964 inclusive (see table 4). A figure of 50% seems the best approxi-

mation on present information.

A 100 Turtle Doves produce, on average, about 140 young which

reach the Hying stage (see page 199). According to the adult mortality

! I estimate, only 50 of these are required to make good adult losses, so

;

the mortality rate of Turtle Doves in their first year of life from the

1

1 time they leave the nest must be around 64%.
It is of interest to know whether young reared in different months

•survive equally well after leaving the nest. Table
5
shows the total

1 number of nestlings ringed between 1955 and 1965, irrespective of

whether they have been recovered or not. It is assumed that this sample

.gives a reliable indication of the intensity of ringing in each month
'•since the scheme started. Table 5 also shows the number of recoveries

( of birds over two months in age, grouped according to the months in

which they were ringed, and it is clear that those marked early in the

‘season are represented to a greater extent, implying that they have a

(higher survival. As most of the recoveries were in France or Iberia, it

(follows that the higher mortality of late-hatched individuals took

[place while still in Britain, or during the first stages of their migration

(towards Africa.

90 172 120 2

II 13 70

DISCUSSION
An interesting feature of this investigation is the demonstration that

[

Turtle Doves can breed with greater success after the season when
j;peak laying takes place. Thus their breeding success in July is almost
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half as good again as it is in May and it is likely that breeding could be

even more successful in August, if the adults continued with proper

brood care. But it has been demonstrated experimentally that at

some time in late July or early August the neuro-endocrine apparatus

of the adults becomes refractory to photostimulation (Lofts, Murton
and Westwood 1967b), causing them to lose the physiological condi-

tion necessary for breeding. This, as has been shown, results in many-

late clutches and broods being deserted; as Tait (1924) put it, ‘how
strong must be the migratory instinct is shown by the fact that some-

times young and incompletely fledged young arc found deserted by

their departed parents’.

Turtle Doves arrive in Britain in late April with enlarged and fully

active gonads. Allowing a month for gametogenesis means that they

must begin responding to photoperiods equivalent to those experien-

ced in north Africa in March (about 12^ hours). A continuing response

to such a photoperiod would keep them reproductively active until

September, as happens in the case of Woodpigeons (Lofts, Murton
and Westwood 1967c). There seems no doubt that the Turtle Doves
would try to breed if they were physiologically capable and the pro-

duction of August clutches which are later deserted shows that this

kind of inappropriate response does sometimes occur. There must be

strong selection against late breeding, acting as an ultimate factor, to

cause the evolution of an appropriate refractory period. This selection

is apparently provided by the relatively poor post-fledging survival of

August broods (table 5). It seems unlikely that the immediate food

supplies provide the explanation for this poor survival because weed

seed and grain stocks are plentiful at this time. Nor can it depend on

any inability to withstand autumnal climatic conditions, as Turtle

Doves survive the English winter perfectly well in out-door aviaries on

a grain diet and the closely related Collared Dove Streptopelia decaocto

manages to be a resident. It is more probable that both adults and

juveniles require sufficient time to accumulate fat deposits and that

this is the most important factor involved.

Turtle Doves caught in early August had already- begun their

moult and their gonads were regressing, but they had not yet accumu-

lated fat reserves (Lofts, Murton and Westwood 1967b). By early

October, individuals kept in conditions of artificially shortened day-

light had accumulated considerable fat deposits, although their moult

was unaffected by this manipulation of the photoperiod and was still

incomplete. This is of interest because Stresemann (1967) has stated

that the Turtle Dove belongs to an exceptional group of birds

which migrate before the moult is complete: this becomes arrested

for the period of migratory passage. Turtle Doves begin their moult

towards the end of the breeding season, but do not complete it until
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they reach their African winter quarters. A feasible e.xplanation for this

peculiar adaptation would depend on the extended or late breeding

season compared with most birds. As a consequence of this extended

season, the Turtle Dove has a much shorter period following breeding

than most Palearctic long-clistance migrants, and it probably cannot

r satisfy the energy demands of both moulting and accumulating fat

before leaving its nuptial quarters. The partial moult and its in-

dependence of the photoperiod must then be a compromise and, if

this view is correct, it adds further weight to the contention that an

individual which breeds for too long is at a selective disadvantage. It is

ssignificant that the other species listed by Stresemann as having this

ssame moult adaptation are also late breeders to which the same argu-

rments are applicable: these are the Honey Buzzard Perms apivorus, the

Hobby Palco suhbuteo, the first-year Quail Coturnix coturnix and the

^Scops Owl Otus scops.

Probably between six and eight weeks are required by Turtle Doves

(for lipid accumulation. They depart about a month before cereal food

'Stocks become critical, but the habit will have evolved before the

.^advent of present-day agriculture; fumitory and grass seeds, which are

iusually obtained from the standing plant, are certainly shed by this

ttime. Turtle Doves are not primarily ground-feeders like Stock Doves,

•Avhich probably become more efficient competitors with the onset of

•Liutumn conditions.

Table 6 summarises the breeding success of four British species of

[pigeons and is derived from Murton (1958, 1966), Murton and Clark

i'in press) and the present paper. Hatching success, which depends

:'mainly on the amount of egg-predation, is lowest in the open-nesting

Turtle Dove and Woodpigeon, the benefits of hole-nesting for the

I other two species being clearly demonstrated. At the best time of the

' vxar for the preferred food supplies of each species, however, eggs do

116. Comparison of breeding success of Turtle Doves Streptopelia turtur and three

British pigeons Columba spp.

ctimal period when breeding success is highest is judged to be June-July for the Turtle

li[uly-September for the Woodpigeon C. palumbus, May-June for the Stock Dove C. oenas

and September-October for the Rock Dove C. livia

Turtle Dove Woodpigeon Stock Dove Rock Dove

i-access throughout season

ling success 47% 42% 61% 65%
ring success 82% 73% 74% 70%
ing success 39% 31% A « 0/45 /o 46%

during optimal period

‘ ing success 60°o 0
0

•

00 00 /o 65%
irng success 88% 77% 79% 86%
ing success 48% 37% 47% 36%
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not have to be left unguarded and the Turtle Dove does as well as the

hole-nesting species. Similarly, there are seasons and localities when
the Woodpigeon achieves a hatching success of over 6o%

;
this was the

case at Carlton in July where both species were studied (Murton and

Isaacson 1964).

Nestling success mainly depends on the ability of the adults to find

food for their young and in this respect there is little difference between

the species except that the Turtle Dove seems particularly efficient at

rearing young. The feeding habits of the three Columba species during

the breeding season are fairly similar, whereas the Turtle Dove shows

more divergence (Murton, Westwood and Isaacson 1964). In particu-

lar, its smaller size and greater agility enable it to collect the small

weed seeds from the growing plant, while the Columba species feed

mostly on the ground on fallen seeds. The Woodpigeon can feed in

trees, but it does not regularly do so during the breeding season. In

addition, the slightly shorter incubation and nestling period of the

Turtle Dove may reduce the risk from predation. Again, the differences

between species are less marked if the most favourable part of the

breeding season is considered, especially as the Turtle Dove has by

far the shortest season.

The length of the breeding season also partly determines the total

productivity, not the precentage breeding success alone. Even so,

among the Columba species, the total productivity increases in the

Woodpigeon, Stock Dove and Rock Dove in that order, as does the

breeding success. The adult mortality rate is similar in these three

species (see also Murton and Clark in press) and so the differences in

reproductive rate are offset by differences in the juvenile mortality

rate. The Turtle Dove is exceptional in being a transequatorial migrant,

and its adult mortality rate appears to be higher and its juvenile

mortality rate lower than those of the three Columba species (36+2%
of adult Woodpigeons and about 50% of adult Turtle Doves die per

annum, while comparable rates for first-year mortality are about 70%
and about 64% respectively). Much of the juvenile mortality in the

Woodpigeon is brought about by direct competition with resident and

established adults for restricted food stocks. It might be anticipated that

such adult/juvenile competition would be less intense in a migratory

species where both age groups occupy new areas and where the acci-

dental loss of adults is higher as a result of the risks of migration. It

would be valuable to test whether this is a general rule, but suitable

data are slow to accumulate for migratory species compared with

closely related resident forms.
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SUMMARY
The breeding season and nesting success of the Turtle Dove Streplopdia turtur has

been defined, using British Trust for Ornithology nest record cards supplemented

with information collected in a study area at Carlton, Cambridgeshire. B.T.O.
• ringing recoveries have also been analysed to investigate the movements and post-

Hedging survival of the species.

Peak laying of first clutches occurs during the second half of May (25% of all

clutches) and early June (19%)- Egg production continues at this high level for the

rest of June, declines in July (17%) and ends fairly abruptly in August. On average,

the species is successfully double-brooded, but actually lays three clutches of two
.eggs from which three eggs arc lost to predators.

Of the eggs laid, 47% hatch and 34% arc taken by predators; 82% of the young
hatched are Hedged. The proportion of eggs which produce Hedged young (breeding

.success) is 39%. Breeding success increases throughout the season from 34% in May
tto 48% in July, which means that most eggs are laid before conditions arc ideal for

.successful breeding. Food supplies improve from May until July, which enables

tthc adult to incubate more efficiently, thus reducing the rate of predation, and to

rrcar nestlings with increasing success. Food conditions in August are also good, but

fbreeding success declines because the adults enter an obligatory refractory' period of

the pituitary/gonad mechanism and they desert many of the eggs and young still

rpresent.

Evidence is adduced to suggest that the pattern of ringing recoveries and of

visible migration in autumn is atypical and is due to birds migrating under un-

favourable conditions. But the records do indicate that juveniles are more liable

to undertake inappropriate movements and to be involved in the spectacular coasting

Mown the Portuguese seaboard. The spring migration pattern shown by ringing may
'be more representative of the true situation for both autumn and spring.

The mortality rate of adults is around 30% per annum and this is higher than

that of any of the other British pigeons, presumably as a result of the added risks of

long-distance migration. First-year mortality is also estimated.

The adaptive advantage of the breeding pattern is discussed and, in particular,

it is shown that selection for the onset of refractoriness in adults may depend on
the extremely poor post-fledging surtdval of those nestlings fledged in August. It

-is necessary for both the adults and young to accumulate migratory' fat resert'es

before departure. But, as the breeding season continues until late in the year, the

trime available for this is limited and the adults are unable also to accomplish a full

moult (presumably because they cannot obtain sufficient energy). Turtle Doves are

titherefore members of an exceptional group of late-breeding species that migrate

•with an arrested moult which is terminated only when they reach their winter

i::juartcrs.
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An old record of Laughing Gull in Sussex

On the morning of 2nd July 1923 Robert Alorris paid one of his

frequent visits to the Crumbles, the expanse of shingle on the eastern

side of Eastbourne, Sussex, and later wrote in his diary:

. I observed a Gull to have settled down at the side of one of pools opposite

the Drain road, and was instantly struck by its appearance. It was a Black-

Headed Gull, but I could sec at once it was not Larus ridibimdtts, it was too large;

had a conspicuously black hood; a very much darker mantle; and much more
black on the primaries.

1 succeeded in approaching quite close to this bird, and afterwards put it up

to see it on the wing. The head was deep black, extending much further than

the mask of L. ridibundus, a little streak of white above and below the eye; the

mantle was, I consider, very dark, almost as much so as in some of the Lesser

Black-backed Gulls [L./z/rew) ;
and the primaries were black, without any white

to be seen on them, certainly when the wings were closed. 'I'he bill was red,

darker towards the base; and as to the legs and feet, they looked to be almost

black, if not quite black they had the appearance of being so. On the wing it

differed altogether from the Black-Headed Gull, and 1 know a Gull in such

plumage has never until now been seen by me. The dark bluish-grey mantle

seemed to blend away into perfectly black primaries, and there was a white alar

bar as pronounced and conspicuous as may be seen in a Black-backed Gull . . .

This bird was certainly in adult plumage, the tail, breast, and underparts per-

fectly white.’

The same evening Morris returned and, walking across the shingle

towards Langney Point, he noted

:

‘.
. . several Herring Gulls [L. argenta/us] flew over The Crumbles and dropped

down at the holes, and they were followed by the very bird I was looking for,

and which was instantly recognised by me, the dark mantle alone being sufficient

to enable me to do that.

I returned at once, and though the Herring Gulls had gone my bird was there

alright, wading in the shallow’s at the edge of a pool. I think it may be said that

some additional knowledge was gained by me, inasmuch as on one occasion

when the bird rose for a moment the toes, at least, showed a deep red in colour.

That did not surprise me, as I could never believe that a Black-Headed Gull of
any form could have truly black legs and feet, bow’ever much they may have
appeared such.’

Morris saw the bird again on 3rd July when he recorded that the only

species of which he could think was the Laughing Gull Larus atricil/a.

On 5th July he added some further details:

‘.
. . I made the observation that the upper portion of the hood was not an ab-

solute black, but a deep slate-black, though beyond that fact I added nothing

further to my knowledge. I concluded the toes and webs to be a ver\’ deep red,

though they, like the feet, usually appeared black. . . I was enabled to note the

difference in the apparent colour of the feet for whereas the feet of the Black-
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Headed Gulls showed the red distinctly I could not discern any red in those of
the Laughing Gull—they had the appearance of being black.

I was likewise enabled to get a better view of the mantle and wings, showing
the extent of the white bar. I failed to see any white in the primaries.’

Morris saw the bird again on 6th, 7th and, finally, 9th July and he

made a water-colour sketch of it both standing and flying.

What do we now know of Robert Morris and his ornithological

capacity? A note about him appeared on page 22 of Tie Si/ssex Bird

Keport for 19 Ji over the initials of the late D. D. Harber. Between
1880 and 1947 he kept an almost daily diary of the weather and the

birds which he saw. Mostly he wrote about the Eastbourne and

Uckfield districts. He was not in touch with others interested in birds;

hence his failure to get someone else to see this gull, although he may
have preferred that it should not become a museum specimen as would
very likely have happened if news of the occurrence of so strange a

bird had got about. Morris was palpably honest in what he wrote in

his diary, even if his diagnoses were sometimes at fault, and he was

always ready to admit his mistakes in identification himself. Some-
times he corrected these in pencil afterwards, but he never altered his

accounts. He watched this gull with binoculars and a ‘spy-glass’.

The record was submitted in September 1923 to H. F. Witherby.

There is a draft of what Morris probably sent to Witherby, which is a

very bald account when compared with the entries in the diary. He
also preserved Witherby’s reply to the effect that there is ‘no Gull

exactly as you describe, that is to say, with a black head and entirely

black primaries and deep blue-grey mantle’.

It was to the absence of white tips on the outer five or six primaries

that Witherby was referring. In Morris’s bird the tips were black.

However, H. G. Alexander examined a large flock of Laughing Gulls in

full plumage in New Jersey in 1964, with this point in mind, after the

record had come in front of the B.O.U. British Records Committee, and

reported: ‘Most had the white primary tips, but several showed no

white at all and it was variable.’ As a result, the B.O.U. Records

Committee has now accepted Morris’s observation, so that it becomes

the first record of the species in Britain and Ireland, and the one in

Kent in 1966 {Brit. Birds, Go: 15 7-1
5 9) the second.

It only remains to record what happened between the rejection of

the record in 1923 and its acceptance in 1967. After Morris died, his

diaries were loaned to me by R. Gilbert, a nephew of his, and D. D.

Harber read through the entire series. He was struck by the entries

quoted above and in 1962 formally submitted all the papers to the

B.O.U. Records Committee. He was convinced that the record was

sound and it is now pleasant to be able to record that Morris was

finally vindicated and that Harber’s energies brought this about.
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More examples of the best recent work by

British bird-photographers
(Plates 24-31)

This is the ninth annual selection of the best contemporary work by

British bird-photographers. Since it includes, on plates 27 and 28,

photographs of three species which are on Schedule i of the Protection

of Birds Act 1967, it seems timely to emphasise that, from now on, to

avoid committing an offence, photographers should first obtain

approval from the Nature Conservancy before they disturb Schedule i

birds at or near the nest. As many people do not seem certain which

species are involved, the following is a full list of the birds on Schedule

I, arranged in systematic order:

Black-throated Diver

Great Northern Diver

Red-throated Diver

Slavonian Grebe
Black-necked Grebe

Bitterns (all species)

Spoonbill

Garganey

Scaup

Goldeneye

Long-tailed Duck
Velvet Scoter

Common Scoter

Grey Lag Goose
Whooper Swan
Bewick’s Swan
Eagles (all species)

Sparrowhawk
Goshawk
Kite

Honey Bu22ard

Marsh Harrier

Hen Harrier

Montagu’s Harrier

Osprey

Hobby
Peregrine

Merlin

Quail

Corncrake

Bustards (all species)

Little Ringed Plover

Kentish Plover

Dotterel

Whimbrel
Black-tailed Godwit
Greenshank
Temminck’s Stint

Ruff

Avocet

Black-winged Stilt

Red-necked Phalarope

Stone Curlew

Black Tern
Roseate Tern
Barn Owl
Snowy Owl
Bee-eaters (all species)

Roller

Hoopoe
Wr>meck
Golden Oriole

Chough
Crested Tit

Bearded Tit

St. Kilda Wren
Black Redstart

Marsh Warbler

Dartford Warbler

Red-backed Shrike

Crossbill

Brambling

Snow Bunting

Some of the species have never been recorded breeding in Britain, or

just on one or two occasions, while others have not been known to do
so this century, and it is only at or near the nest that approval for

photography is necessary. Nevertheless, several are more widespread

and, being very photogenic, are favourites among photographers. If

anyone wishes to photograph any of these species nesting, they must
apply in advance to the Nature Conservancy, 19 Belgrave Square,

London S.W.i, for a form which has to be completed before approval

can be considered.

I have recently seen the entries in a number of natural history photo-
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graphic competitions and been surprised by the variety of subjects,

by the ingenuity and skill used, by the quality of the results and by the

youthfulness of some of the photographers. The winner of the junior

section of the Wildlife Cameraman of 1967, organised by the magazine

If ildlife and the Countryside, was a twelve-year-old boy, Michael Mac-
Nally, for a splendid photograph of a young Golden Eagle Aquila

chrysaetos standing ‘glowering’ on the front of the eyrie. Incidentally,

the senior section was won by a young man of eighteen, Peter Stafford,

for a remarkable photograph, obtained by most original methods and a

high degree of skill, of a female Mole Talpa europaea underground with

her young. It was extremely encouraging to see the entries in these

competitions because many of the photographers concerned had also

developed the negatives and made their own prints.

As in previous selections of photographs here, we have tended to

give preference to species which have not appeared before and also to

less well-known photographers. Thus nearly half these plates are by

photographers whose work is new to readers of British Birds. Taking

these ones in the order in which they appear, we start with G. T. Mack’s

Willow Warbler Phylloscopus trochilus 25 a) carrying food in its bill

and presumably about to fly down to the nest; photographs of warblers

are often unexciting, but in this case the bird stands out well against the

subdued background. Of special interest, too, is Frank V. Blackburn’s

Wood Warbler P. sibi/atrix (plate 25 b) brought within range of the

camera by recording the song on tape and then playing it back; this

photographer has recently been developing this play-back method

which has a great potential, especially in the spring when male birds

are defending territories. T. A. Waddell’s Hobbies Falco subbuteo (plate

28a), with three three-week-old young waiting for the female to feed

them, is a fine picture of one of the Schedule i species which are

discussed on the preceding page.

Andrew M. Anderson is a young professional photographer who has

shown great skill in his shot of a Tawny Owl Strix aluco (plate 29a) by

the careful arrangement of flash lamps, using one unit almost immedi-

ately above the nest to give a delicate moonlight effect. Some people

might object to the movement of the nestlings in Roger Dowdeswell’s

photograph of Jays Garrulus glandarius 29b), but I believe that in

this case it adds life and zest to the picture as a whole and symbolises

the excitement of young birds waiting for food. Studies of flocks of

waders on Hilbre Island in the Cheshire Dee appear regularly because

there is probably no better place in Britain for taking photographs of

these birds as they wait for the tide to ebb and expose their feeding

grounds, but R. J. C. Blewitt has obtained a charming study of just

three Dunlins Calidris alpina (plate 30a). Although Mrs. Jeffery G.

Harrison’s pictures have appeared previously in British Birds, her family
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Pr.ATE 24. Above, Hawlinch Coccotbraiisles coccotbraustes bathing in a puddle,

Suffolk, June 1967 (S. C. Por/er)', below. Heron Ardea cinerea wading in deep water

and watching for its prey, Glamorgan, August 1964 (Car/.SVor/t/o«) (pages 21 5-217)



Plates 25 and 26. Above, Willow Warbler Phylloscopns irochilus, Cheshire, May
1967 (G. T. Alack); below. Wood Warbler P. sibilatrix, Surrey, May 1967 (Frank V.

Blackburn). Right top. Pied Wagtail Alotacilla alba, Yorkshire, June 1967 (Alorley

Heciley); lower. Starlings Sturnus vulgaris, Shetland, June 1966 (William S. Pa/on)



1’lates 27 and 28. Three birds of prey. I.eft, Golden Eagle AquHa ebrysaetos.

Outer Hebrides, June 1967 (D. A. P. Cooke). Above, female Hobby I'a/co subhtdeo and
2i-day-old young, I lampshire, August 1967 (T. A. Waddell)-, below, male and female

Sparrowhawks Accipiter nisns at the nest, Lincolnshire, June 1954 (K. H. Hallam)





Plates 29 and 30. Left Tawny Owl S/rix ali/co, Gloucester, April 1966 {Andrew

M. Anderson)', lower, Jays Gamdus glandarius, Warwick, June 1966 (Roger Dowdes-

w//). Above, Dunlins Calidris alpina, Cheshire, September 1966 (R. ]. C. Blewitt)',

below. Harlequins His/rionkns hislrionicns, Iceland, August 1966 (Pamela Harrison)



Plate 31. Two birds photographed at artificial feeding places prepared with bait.

Above, Nuthatch Sitta eiiropaea, Cheshire, December 1966 (E. K. Thompson')-, below.

Greenfinch Cardtielis Moris in winter plumage, Glamorgan, November 1966 (G. F.Date)
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RECKNT WORK BY BRITISH PHOTOGRAPHERS

of Harlequins Histrionicus histrionicus (plate 30b) is the first of her

photographs to be published in this annual selection; she uses a

miniature 35 mm. camera and a 400 mm. lens with great ability and

versatility, it being no easy job to hold rigid a heavy lens at this focal

length.

Turning to the older hands, S. C. Porter has for several years

devoted much of his photography to birds bathing in puddles and he

has now accumulated an astonishing series, but we think that his

Hawfinch Coccothraustes coccothraustes (plate 24a) is the best so far. Carl

Stockton’s Heron Ardea cinerea (plate 24b) is wading in quite deep

water, very alert, and one can imagine it actually catching a fish just a

moment later. Morley Hedley’s Pied Wagtail MotaciUa alba (plate 26a)

is quite an achievement because it is difficult to photograph this species

without blurring from the characteristic movement of the tail and in

this case even the food in the hill is sharp. Starlings Stnrnus vulgaris

commonly nest under rocks in Shetland and, in addition to illustrating

this kind of site, William S. Paton’s photograph (plate 26b) is a fine

study of both adult and nearly fledged young; juvenile Shetland

Starlings .V. v. s^etlandlcus are blacker-brown above and below than

their counterparts of the nominate race.

The Golden Eagle is not difficult to photograph if one can get within

range, but Dr. D. A. P. Cooke is to be congratulated on his striking and

unusual picture (plate 27). Only on very rare occasions are a pair of

Sparrowhawks Accipiter nisus photographed together at the nest, but

R. H. Hallam has provided an interesting shot of the female screaming

at her mate (plate 28b); incidentally, whereas most of the photographs

in this selection were taken in 1966 or 1967, this one was obtained in

1954 before the Sparrowhawk’s sharp decline which has made it such a

rare bird in many parts of Britain. Lastly, we have two winter studies of

birds at prepared feeding places which enable the photographer to

obtain sharp pictures with subdued or uninterrupted backgrounds and

simple foregrounds: E. K. Thompson’s Nuthatch Sitta europaea (plate

31a) and G. F, Date’s Greenfinch Carduelis chloris (plate 31b) are two

fine examples of this technique, which show almost every feather to

perfection.

Once again, we have to thank the Zoological Photographic Club, the

Nature Photographic Society and the Nature Photographers’ Portfolio

for the help they have given us, and also all the photographers who
have sent in prints. We received far more than we could possibly

publish and the final selection was very difficult. We hope that those

whose work we have been unable to include will continue to submit

prints and sympathise with us in being able to devote only eight plates

to this annual feature. We look forward to seeing more of their work
next year. Eric Hoskikg
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Eye-browed Thrushes in Northamptonshire,

Hebrides and Scilly: a species new to

Britain and Ireland

By J. L. F. Farslow
St. Agnes Bird Observatory

Although the Eye-browed Thrush Turdus obscurus had been recorded as

a vagrant in several other countries in western Europe, it was not until

1964 that it was first identified in Britain. In that year three were

recorded in different parts of the country. The first was found, some-

what unexpectedly, in a garden at Oundle, Northamptonshire, on
5
th

October. But the next two ran truer to current vagrant form, each being

on small islands well off, though at opposite ends of, the British main-

land. One was on North Rona, Outer Hebrides, on i6th October and

the other on St. Agnes, Isles of Scilly, on 5th December; descriptions of

these two have already been published (Picozzi 1965, Parslow 1965),

but they are summarised here for comparison with that of the one at

Oundle. As well as documenting the three records, this account also

seeks to provide some general information on the species which,

naturally enough, does not figure in most current British textbooks. I

am grateful to the observers concerned (named in the sections which

follow) for allowing their notes to be used collectively in this way; and

to Dr. T. Royama who kindly translated a Japanese reference.

THE BRITISH RECORDS IN 1964
(i) Northamptonshire

This first one was watched by Mrs. Winifred Smith and her son, Martin

Smith, between 14.1 5
and 15.00 hours on 5th October in the garden of

their home at Oundle. An influx of Song Thrushes T. philomelos had

occurred that afternoon, and the Eye-browed Thrush was first noticed

feeding with them on the berries of a clipped yew hedge and a yew tree

near-by. It was about the same size as or slightly smaller than the Song

Thrushes, and had a rather stocky appearance. It was also seen bathing

and drinking at a pool in the garden, as well as perched in a tree and on

the ground. The light was good with a bright sun behind the observers,

who watched the bird from the windows of the house with lox 50

binoculars at distances of 17 to 35 yards. This description was taken:

Entire upper-parts olive-brown with a narrow pale line on the folded wing,

probably formed by the tips of the greater coverts. Sides of head greyish-brown

;

conspicuous pale, almost white, superciliary, and a shorter, thicker stripe run-

ning from the gape or chin to just below the eye; white chin; pale grey throat.
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M.S. described the flanks as apricot, this colouring ‘extending on either side to

the pectoral band which was pale grey, as was the fore-neck’; W.S. described

this region as ‘flanks and sides of breast (joining at front) strong peachy-buff;

belly white, extending forward in a point between the buff to the region of the

clavicle’. No spots or striations on under-parts. Bill dark.

(z) Outer J lebrides

At 15.00 hours on 16th October N. Picoziii found a thrush, slightly

smaller than a Redwing T. iliacus, in a south-facing geo on the remote

Scottish island of North Rona. It appeared to be very tired and for the

next hour and a half was watched at ranges down to a few feet. It spent

most of its time feeding and would take short, quick runs and hops,

often holding its head to one side before pecking in the damp grass. It

held its wings rather low along its Hanks, but when anxious would flick

them after taking a few hops. It flew only short distances when flushed

and on one occasion was heard to utter a soft tchuck. The following is a

summary of the plumage notes that were taken:

Upper-parts: crown, nape and neck grey-brown; mantle, back, rump and tail

olive-brown. Wirtgs: same colour as back, but greater coverts and two of

scapulars tipped buff. Sides ofhead: lores dark brown
;
white supercilium, broader

behind eye. Under-parts: chin and throat white, streaked with black; upper breast

orange-buff, separated from throat by very narrow pale grey band; flanks

orange-buff, lower breast and belly white. Soft parts: bill brown, but base of

lower mandible yellow; legs yellow-brown.

(3) Isles of Scillj

On 5th December, at about 13.00 hours, J. A. Burton and S. D. G.

Stephens discovered a ‘peculiar small thrush’, similar in size and general

appearance to a Redwing, feeding in a grass field near the centre of the

island of St. Agnes. They watched it at distances down to about ten

yards. After a short while it flew off, uttering a call-note similar to that

of a Redwing, but rather more liquid and less rasping. Later that after-

noon it had returned to the same field and was seen by F. H. D. Hicks

as well as the first two observers. It was described as follows;

Upper-parts: head, mantle, back and tail grey-brown, appearing similar in colour

(both on the ground and in flight) to juvenile Starling Sturnus vulgaris-, tail

looked relatively short in flight. Sides of head: greyish, with very marked white

superciliunr and another area of white anteriorly below the eye. Under-parts:

throat and upper breast pale with no sign of any streaking; upper flanks orange-

red, this colouring extending well round to the breast; belly and under tail-

coverts white.

IDENTIFIC.\TION
Of the thrushes already on the British and Irish List, the Eye-browed
most closely resembles the Redwing. The two species are similar in size,

and their uniform olive-brown upper-parts are almost identical in

shade (though some Eye-browed Thrushes, like the one on North
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Rona, have the head and neck greyer than the rest of the upper-parts).

Both species show rich, reddish colouring on the flanks, though this is

always more intense and extends to the under-wings in the Redwing;
and both have conspicuous pale superciliary stripes. The Redwing is

always streaked on the breast and sides, however, and the absence of

this streaking, besides other features, was sufficient to distinguish the

three Eye-browed Thrushes identified in 1964.

Of the various Asiatic thrushes that have not been recorded in

Britain, the Eye-browed may be confused with the few examples of the

closely related (and perhaps conspecific) Japanese Brown (or Red-

bellied) Thrush T. cbrjsolaus which show a (huffish) superciliary stripe.

But most individuals of the latter species lack a pale supercilium, and

in any case, although a partial migrant, it is unlikely on geographical

grounds to occur here. The male Grey-backed Thrush T. hortulorum of

east Siberia also shows a combination of unstreaked blue-grey breast

and rich chestnut flanks (richer than in the Eye-browed), but is much
greyer above and lacks a supercilium; females are browner above and

show some spots or streaks below. Although this is another species that

is unlikely to occur here, it is worth pointing out that in several res-

pects, notably in the paleness and extent of the blue-grey on the upper-

parts and upper breast, the illustration on plate
5 3 in Peterson et al.

(1954, 1966) more closely resembles a male of this species than the Eye-

browed Thrush that it is intended to portray.

The description of the Eye-browed Thrush in Peterson et a/, is one

of the few to be found in present-day British textbooks. As well as the

white eye-brow, it emphasises as identification features the grey upper

breast and orange-buff sides of breast and flanks; females are said to be

duller. In fact, as indicated by the differences in the descriptions of the

under-parts of the three seen in Britain, the distribution and intensity of

the grey and the warm buff colouring of the under-parts is variable.

This was confirmed by examination of a series of skins at the British

Museum (Natural History). Many skins showed no trace of any grey

band across the breast, and in those in which it was present (probably

all males) it was sometimes indicated only as a faint narrow line, as in

the one seen at North Rona. The intensity of the colouring of the flanks

and sides of the breast varied from little more than brownish-buff in

some females to rich rusty-orange in some males, and was usually

richer on the flanks than the breast in individual specimens; in both

sexes the colouring usually met across the front of the breast, as it did

in two, and perhaps all three, of those recorded in Britain.

N. Picozzi, who made an independent examination of the skins,

found that the colour of the crown, nape and neck was also variable,

ranging from the same as the back in most individuals to brownish-

grey in a few males. A pale patch at the tip of the inner web of the outer-
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most tail-feathers was apparent on the skins, though it was not noticed

on any of the three seen in the field and is of doubtful value as a feature.

It was mentioned as a character ‘for some birds’ by Caldwell and Cald-

well (1931), but Yamashina (1961) emphasised the fact that, unlike the

Pale Thrush T. pallidus, this species does not show it in the field.

J. A. Burton also e.xamined the British Museum series of skins

(within 48 hours of having seen the bird on St. Agnes) and one feature

that struck him, as it did in the field, was the whiteness of the under tail-

coverts compared with those of a Redwing. But, again, this feature is

rather variable and can have only limited application as an identification

mark. The presence of pale tips to the (greater) wing-coverts, noted in

the birds on North Rona and Oundle, is said to be characteristic of

immatures (Seebohm and Sharpe 1902, Robinson 1927), though it

seems possible that, as in the cases of several other members of the

Turdinae, this character may be retained by some individuals in adult

plumage. Immatures otherwise tend to resemble females and have the

same white chin and throat, streaked at the sides with dark grey. Males

appear not to achieve full adult plumage in at least their first year,

though there is little doubt that they breed, as Seebohm and Sharpe

(1902) put it, ‘in hen-like dress’.

NOTES ON THE SPECIES
The Eye-browed Thrush is one of a group of closely related small to

medium-sized Asiatic thrushes, which has been variously divided into

four or more separate races (e.g. Dementiev and Gladkov 1954,

Portenko 1954) or species (e.g. Ripley 1952, 1964; Vaurie 1959). The
four species recognised by both Ripley and Vaurie are the Pale, Eve-

browed, Japanese Brown and Seven Islands (T. celaenops) Thrushes, the

males of which show, in this order, successively darker heads and richer

colouring on the breasts and flanks. Both authors treat the Eve-browed

as a monotypic species.

Like so many east Asian birds, obscurus has several alternative English

vernacular names of which ‘Eye-browed Thrush’ is the least ambigu-

ous. Through its adoption by Peterson et al. (1954) and Vaurie (1959),

it is also currently the most popular. Among other names that have

been used quite widely are ‘Dusky Thrush’ and ‘Grey-headed Thrush’

(both of which have also been applied to other species), while the varv-

ing systematic treatment that obscurus has received—notably as a race of

T. paUidus—has led to its being named, confusingly, both as ‘Dark

Thrush’ and ‘Pale Thrush’.

The main breeding and wintering ranges of the Eye-browed Thrush
(and the breeding ranges of its close allies) are shown in fig. i. In

addition, it is said to nest in small numbers in Sakhalin and the central

Kurile Islands, and there is a small isolated population, apparentlv of
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this species, in the Mount Fuji and possibly other alpine regions of

Japan (Kiyosu 1952, Yamashina 1961). Throughout its continental

breeding range it is a summer visitor and tends to arrive later in the

spring than the several other species of migrant thrushes whose ranges

it partially or wholly overlaps. Through most of the boreal forest zone

of central and east Siberia, including Kamchatka, where it is the com-
monest breeding thrush, it arrives during the second half of May. But

in the north-west of the range, on the northern Yenisei, the first

arrivals may not be until early June.

Fig. I . The main breeding (cross-hatched) and wintering (hatched)

ranges of the Eye-browed Thrush Turdus obscurus. Also shown are the

approximate breeding ranges of the Pale Thrush T. pallidus (—)
and the

Japanese Brown Thrush 7 '. chrysolaus (— )
(mainly after Dementiev and

Gladkov 1954)

During the breeding season the species is characteristically a bird of

the taiga, frequenting larch and fir woods, especially in sheltered valleys

or in the vicinity of water. The nest is similar to that of a Fieldfare

T. pilaris and is usually situated in a young larch or fir, six to 1 5
feet

from the ground on a side branch close to the main stem. Eggs are laid

in the second half of June and the normal clutch is four or five,

occasionally six.

Southward return movements begin in September and the main

exodus from the breeding grounds occurs towards the end of that

month. On migration the species occurs widely in eastern continental

\sia, and also in Japan and Formosa, where some overwinter. Migrant

docks are said to be reminiscent of those of Redwings, and it has a

contact note not unlike that species (Whitehead 1889). The call-notes of
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migrants have been described from various parts of east Asia and

include ‘a peculiar che-e' on being disturbed (Caldwell and Caldwell

1931), ‘a thin pipit-like (Smythies 1940), and ‘voice chuckling,

and a harsh seeP (Yamashina 1961).

Both on migration and in its winter quarters, where it arrives mainly

from mid-October to December, the Eye-browed Thrush is primarily a

bird of wooded montane country. In parts of the south Malay penin-

sula, for instance, it occurs mainly above 3,000 feet, where it frequents

damp gullies and feeds almost entirely on the ground on worms, grubs

and insects (Robinson 1927). In northern parts of the wintering range it

also occurs in woods, open country and gardens at lower elevations.

Despite its easterly range, the Eye-browed Thrush has wandered to

western Europe surprisingly often. Several have been recorded in Italy

and southern France, single ones in the Netherlands and Belgium, and

no fewer than 20 in Germany, though none more recently than 1904.

An immature male captured in south-west Norway on 2nd November
1961 was the first to be recorded in Scandinavia (Holgersen 1962). AH
dated west European records have been between late September and

early December, but they have involved both immatures and adults of

both sexes. The frequency and pattern of vagrancy of this species in

Europe is in fact rather similar to that of the northern race etmomus

(Dusky Thrush) of Turdus nanmanni, with which species it shares

similar, but slightly more southerly, breeding and wintering ranges.
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Notes
Display of Black-throated Divers on sea.—On i6th May 1967, at

5 p.m., W. H. Carlisle and I were watching a pair of Black-throated

Divers Gavia arctica resting and diving on the calm sea about 150 yards

off the island of Handa, Sutherland, when a second pair came flying low

over the sea and pitched alongside. Immediately both pairs turned

towards each other and began loudly wailing hvaa-ivoo, kwaa-woo (the

second syllable rising to a high-pitched scream). At the same time, all

four threw themselves into an upright position, so that they appeared

to be standing on their tails in the water, and kept in that position by

vigorous paddling which produced a white wake behind them as they

moved slowly forward. They formed up in line abreast, the original

pair on the left, and, with their bodies still erect, stretched their necks

upwards and then flexed them sharply forward so that their bills were

pointing downwards. Their bills were open and all four (apparently)

kept up a continuous wailing, together producing a tremendous

cacophony of sound. In this extraordinary attitude they progressed

slowly forward in line abreast, the primaries of their half-raised wings

trailing in the water (fig. i). They left behind them a broad, white wake

of broken water thrown up by the extreme effort of paddling necessary

to keep upright, and during a period of about 30 seconds they must

have advanced ten or twelve yards.

Fig. I . Four Black-throated Divers Gavia arctica in line abreast, paddling violently

to keep themselves upright, wailing with bills open, necks arched and wings raised,

Sutherland, May 1967
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Fig. 2. Two presumed male Black-throated Divers Gavia arctica face to face, still

paddling violently and wailing, with wings raised higher out of the water, while the

two presumed females swim away, Sutherland, May 19^17

The divers at each end of the line then dropped into normal swim-

ming positions. From the less prolonged intensity of their reaction, 1

took these to be the females of the two pairs. The presumed female of

the second pair continued wailing intermittently and swam away a few

yards. The presumed female of the original pair, on the other hand,

swam off silently and low in the water in the opposite direction. After

she had gone about 20 yards, she made three or four shallow dives,

plunging herself forward under the surface and reappearing instantly,

throwing up water with her wings and feet as she did so. She then half-

flew and half-scuttered along the water for a further 30 yards before

continuing to swim away low in the water. Meanwhile, the two pre-

sumed males, which had been left ‘standing’ shoulder to shoulder,

turned towards each other and, breast to breast, raised their half-

opened wings still higher until their primaries were clear of the water,

at the same time continuing their frenzied wailing. They remained in

this position for about 15 seconds, still paddling furiously to keep

themselves upright (fig. 2). Suddenly all wailing ceased, both the pre-

sumed males dropped into normal swimming positions and each turned

away to join his own partner, the presumed male of the first pair

making a long dive to catch up his mate who by that time was a hundred

yards away. The two pairs thereafter remained resting quietly on the

water and swimming gradually further and further apart in silence.

R. Weeden Butler
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[The description overleaf is similar to some observations made by

Dr. Ian D. Pennie and recorded in Dr. David A. Bannerman’s The Birds

oj the British Isles (1953-63, 8: 306-307). Various other textbooks

—

including The Handbook of British Birds (1938-41, 4: 114, 125-126),

Ralph S. Palmer’s Handbook of North American Birds (1962, i
: 30, 47,

56-57) and G. Niethammer, K. Bauer and U. Glutz von Blotzheim’s

Handbuch der Hbgel Mitteleuropas (1966, i : 67, etc.)—summarise a num-
ber of references to behaviour of this kind among divers, but chiefly

Great Northern G. immer and Red-throated G. stellata. They include

descriptions of ‘racing’, ‘skating’ or ‘paddling upright’ across the

water in file or in line (the American and German handbooks with

sketches' of such behaviour by Great Northern). Nevertheless, most
descriptions have involved two birds only and, if more have been

present, the reaction of the others has usually been weaker or they

have been considered to be family parties in late summer. In any case,

this seems to have been comparatively seldom recorded among Black-

throated and Mr. Weeden Butler’s interesting drawings add something

to the published descriptions.

—

Eds.]

Manx Shearwater in Derbyshire with apparent puffinosis.—On 6th

September 1967 a Manx Shearwater Tuffinus puffinus was found in a

garden at Sawley, Derbyshire. Although exhausted, it appeared to be in

good health and fed of its own accord from a plate of chopped herring

and sprats. The attention of B. C. Potter was called to it three days later,

however, on the morning of the 9th, when small blisters appeared on

its feet. These increased remarkably during the course of the day, as

did the frequency of trembling spasms, and it died in the small hours of

the loth. B.C.P. sent the corpse to J. W. Macdonald who found it

to be a juvenile male with some subcutaneous fat. No parasites or

bacterial infections were discovered, but there was inflammation of the

kidneys. Microscopic examination of the webs of the feet showed

changes suggestive of puffinosis, a. virus disease first described from

Manx Shearwaters by J. A. R. Miles and M. G. P. Stoker (Nature, 161

:

1016). The death weight of 339 grams was typical of a Manx Shear-

water dying of this disease (Brit. Birds, 58: 426-434). During the first

week of September 1967, the peak time for fledging of Manx Shear-

waters on the Pembrokeshire islands, severe westerly gales were

responsible for a wide-spread ‘wreck’ of this species, the majority of

which must have come from Skokholm and Skomer. Indeed, there

were many inland recoveries of young shearwaters ringed on Skokholm

at that time, including one in Derbyshire on 8th September which was

released alive and well at West Kirby, Cheshire, on the loth.

In 1965 (Brit. Birds, 58: 426-434) I suggested that epizootics of

puffinosis probably occurred annually, although the records of Skok-
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holm Bird Observatory had no mention of this for some years. Since

then Peter Davis (/3r//. Bir(Is, 59: 84-85) has recorded the disease in 1955

and Peter Conder (/3r//. Birds, 60: 61-62) has given details of his personal

notes for 1948-5 1 . There have also been further epizootics in 1965, 1966

and 1967, the last being exceptionally severe and characterised by

extreme blistering (C. Britton in Hit.). A few diseased shearwaters are

known to have fledged in some years, but there does not appear to be a

previous case of one developing the symptoms of the disease away from

the Pembrokeshire colonies. The symptoms are extremely variable,

however, and some individuals in the colonies where the epizootic was

rampant died without showing any blisters. M. P. Harris

Cormorants rolling over in flight.—I was interested in R. M.

Wright’s note. (Brii. Birds, 60: 522), as I have on several occasions seen

Cormorants Phalacrocorax carbo rolling over in flight in exactly the same

way, at two localities about twelve miles apart near Barrow-in-Furness,

Lancashire. The first place is a dock separated from the sea by a wall

about 25 feet thick and there as many as a hundred Cormorants some-

times assemble. The second, at the head of Morecambe Bay, is a small

estuary with a railway bridge across its narrow entrance. At each site,

therefore, a stretch of water is separated from the open sea by a narrow

strip of ‘land’. At both localities the Cormorants start to roll over as

they fly across the strip of land on their way to the inner section of

water and so descend rapidly to the surface. At neither place have I

seen the rolling when the birds have been flying in the opposite direc-

tion out to sea. Jack Sheldon

Common Gulls and Blackbird feeding on road casualties.—On
8th November 1967, driving between Cley and Salthouse, Norfolk,

my wife and I disturbed two separate Common Gulls hams canns

which were feeding on the corpses of, respectively, a Brown Rat

Katins norvegicus and a Hedgehog Erinaceus enropaeus, both road casual-

ties. While it is quite usual to see Carrion Crows Corvus corone finding

food in such ways, this is the first time that T have noted Common
Gulls doing so. Shortly afterw ards we passed a Blackbird Turdus f?iernla

which was also feeding on a dead animal, but we could not stop to

identify the latter. Bruce Coleman

[On 2nd September 1965, near Loch Fleet, Sutherland, I saw a

Common Gull feeding on a Rabbit Orycto/agHS cuniculus which had been

run over, and there was an immature Herring Gull h. argentatus

standing by; five days later, in west Sutherland, I flushed a Common
Gull from another dead Rabbit on the road. In Surrey I have seen

Magpies Pica pica eating road casualties.—P.A.D.H.]
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Food-hiding by Rooks and other crows.—The hiding of surplus

food by members of the family Corvidae was mentioned (though not

described) for a number of species in The Handbook. Subsequent study

has shown that, in some corvids at least, such behaviour is adaptive in

exploiting seasonal abundance of specific foods. Examples are the

hiding of acorns by Jays Garrulus glandarius (D. Goodwin, 1951, Ibis,

95 : 602-625
;
M. R. Chettleburgh, 1952, fir/7 . Birds, 45 : 359-564) and of

hazel nuts by Nutcrackers Nucifraga caryocatactes (P. C). Swanberg,

1951, Int. Orn. Corigr., 10: 545-554). In certain other species, however,

food-hiding seems to occur throughout the year and to involve a

variety of foods when these are in temporary plenty or when the birds

themselves are replete (or both).

A pair of Carrion Crows Corms corone, a pair of Magpies Pica pica

and at least two pairs of Jackdaws C. monedula visit our garden on
Strawberry Hill, Clevedon, Somerset, for the food scraps that my wife

and I provide, the first two species regularly and the third less fre-

quently. The two Carrion Crows usually come into the garden sepa-

rately, but the Magpies as often as not forage there together, while the

jackdaws almost invariably arrive in pairs. The Carrion Crows and

Magpies, on many days and in every season, have been seen collecting

great cargoes of food in their bills (usually such large items as brown
bread, pastry or bacon rind) and flying just over the fence into the

rough field beyond where, judging from the frequency and rapidity of

their return, they must sometimes have been hiding the food. Similar

behaviour has on occasion been shown by the Jackdaws which, how-
ever, fly off into a small wood near-by between their visits. All three

species have also been recorded hiding food in the garden itself:

Magpie and Jackdaw once each in a rubbish heap; Magpie once in a

pile of earth in a rose-bed; and Carrion Crow once on the lawn of

short, natural grass. In all but the last case, the birds merely held the

food in their bills and pushed it into existing cavities or loose earth. The
Carrion Crow, however, had collected several grains of corn in its

throat-pouch and, after emptying these into a hollow, then plucked

several pieces of grass which it placed on top of the cache.

Some casual observations have also been made, at another locality in

the same county, on the Rook C. frngilegus, a species which is not

mentioned as food-hiding in The Handbook, but which has since been

noted hiding acorns (T. J. Richards, 1958, Brif. Birds, 5 1
: 497-508) and

pine cones (G. H. Forster, 1967, fir/7 Birds, 60: 157-138) during the

autumn in Devon and Wiltshire respectively. Food-hiding by the Rook

seems not yet to have been recorded elsewhere, however, and Dr. I. J.

Patterson (cited in an editorial comment with Forster’s note) has

suggested that there may be local traditions in such behaviour. During

the past two years I have watched frequently and for long spells from a
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parked car at Herriotts Bridge, Chew Valley Lake, Somerset. There

the local Rooks forage regularly on the grass verges and gravelled

parking area for food scraps provided or dropped by people, and they

have become very tame. It has been my habit to supply shelled peanuts

for these birds. Although they have eaten most of the peanuts within

sight near the car, they have also sometimes carried them (and other

food items) out of my view on to the banks of the lake or beyond so

that I have suspected they were being hidden—again because of the

frequency and rapidity of the return of some individuals to the feeding

area.

Definite proof of fijod-hiding was not forthcoming, however, until

17th November 1967 when a first-winter Rook (a particularly bold, but

undersized individual), after a surfeit of peanuts, hammered a hole in

the ground among a tuft of short grass, brought up a peanut from its

throat-pouch, rammed it into the hole with further blows of its bill

and then fetched a piece of sodden paper which it placed over the spot.

On 28th December 1967, an adult—again after a surfeit of peanuts and

also brown bread—picked up two crusts and, after swallowing one,

pushed the other into a hollow in the rutted earth and covered it well

with lengths of wet grass. The latter method of food-hiding was thus

of the simple type shown by most corvids. On the other hand, the

juvenile used the more elaborate form, so far known only for the Rook
within the Corvidae (see Richards above, with included comments by

Goodw’in), though it should be noted that, unlike the birds watched bv

Richards, this Rook retained the food in its throat-pouch while

preparing its hole.

More food-hiding by a particularly tame adult was seen in January

1968. This bird buried its peanuts near the car only if no other Rooks
were present; otherwise, it flew right off or went further along the bank

until it was on its own. It carried up to six peanuts at a time in its food-

pouch. Usually the whole load was merely pushed into a single tuft of

grass, though sometimes it was dispersed in two or three different

tufts. The peanuts were usually hidden whole, but sometimes the bird

first disgorged them, broke them up, put them back in its pouch and

then concealed them as described—once after also picking up bits of

grit from the road side. K. E. L. Simmons

Defence of young by female Blackbird.—With reference to the note

by C. F. Tebbutt (Br//. Birds, 61
: 33), a female Blackbird Tardus merula

w-as colour-ringed in December 1966 in our garden at Hoylake,

Cheshire. During the rest of the winter we noted that she behaved like

the traditional Robin Erithacus ruhecula whenever anv of us went into

the garden with spade or, later on, with shears; she would turn the soil

or poke about in the shortened grass to search for food almost at our
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feet. On i8th March 1967 she began building a nest and in the course

of the summer had three broods in three different nests in a thick privet

hedge. If I approached the current nest when she was not on it, I

always found her aggressive and noisy. On 30th May, wishing to make
sure whether there were three or four chicks in her second nest, I

unfortunately disturbed the young when they were too far advanced

and one of them flew out with much noise. I was attacked violently by
the female Blackbird with a great clamour and she scratched me on the

face with, I think, her claws. I fled in some distress. Later in the day

my husband found the escaped fledgling and, against my inclination,

persuaded me to replace it. This time all three chicks flew out noisily

and I was again attacked and scratched. Elspeth Bartlett

The song of the Fan-tailed Warbler.—The song of the Fan-tailed

Warbler Cisticola jtincidis was described in the first edition of the E/>/</

Guide (1954) sharp, high, rasping “dt^eep . . . d^eep . . . d^eep . .
.”

corresponding with each rise in weak undulating flight, well up in the

air’ and this was repeated in the revised edition (1966). In April 1967 I

found this species common on low-lying ground traversed by telegraph

wires on the island of Elba, Italy, and there the wires were much
favoured by Fan-tailed Warblers as song-perches. Indeed, where wires

actually crossed their territories, the birds sang more frequently from

them than in flight. As a result, bursts of song tended to last for up to

two minutes, the singer turning its head this way and that so that the

song was projected to all parts of the territory. I also noted that, at the

conclusion of the song-flight, five extra notes were usually added just

before the bird reached the ground. These were remarkably like the

flight-note of the Crossbill Loxia curvirostra and I rendered them as ‘a

very rapid plick-plick-plick-p/ick-p/ick'

.

This aspect of the song is not

mentioned in the either. M. J. Rogers

[In various south European countries, and also in Jordan and

Nigeria, I have found that the Fan-tailed Warbler quite commonly
sings from wires, trees, bushes, fences and even ground vegetaticwi in

some areas and it is, of course, a species of wide habitat tolerance from

the very wet to the completely dry. In open marshland there is often

little projecting vegetation to act as song-posts and it is in these areas

that the song-flight is most marked. Elsewhere, however, the Fan-

tailed Warbler readily adapts to any song-post that is available and in

some parts of Iberia it is a frequent sight on roadside wires. We are

grateful to Mr. Rogers for pointing out this error in the Field Guide.

The series of five hard notes at the end of the song are also a regular

feature in my experience, but possibly most marked at the nest-

building stage.—I.J.F.-L.]
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Birds of the Antarctic. By Edward Wilson; edited by Brian

Roberts. Blandford Press, London, 1967. 191 pages; 60 pages of

colour and 59 pages with monochrome sketches and other

illustrations. £5 5s.

This is a book of historic importance as well as visual appeal and Dr.

Roberts has brought to a wider public drawings, paintings and writings

that have hitherto been available to only a few scholars. Edward
Wilson took part in both of Captain Robert Falcon Scott’s Antarctic

expeditions. In 1901-04 he served as surgeon and zoologist and in

1910-12 was chief scientist. He was also a member of the party that

reached the South Pole and died on the return journey. A man of great

scientific dedication, he chose to direct his considerable artistic talents

to the service of science and in drawing and painting aimed primarily

at scientific accuracy. In his opinion the other elements of artistic

creation were of secondary importance, but frequently one glimpses

the artist escaping from the scientific bonds.

Most of the coloured heads and feet were painted from birds killed

for specimens, but other contemporary bird artists could have treated

these with equal competence and it was in depicting seabirds on the

wing that Wilson’s work was unique. He developed a technique of

rapid sketching from exposed decks and in polar temperatures. Dr.

Roberts has chosen many excellent examples of field-sketches and

paintings which arc full of life and movement. Ironically, for all his

striving after accuracy the sketches of petrels and albatrosses are not

the photographic likenesses demanded of modern field guides, but

works that succeed above all in capturing impressions of birds over the

sea. It seems that, under the pressure of such a technically difficult

task, the artist breaks out and creates his own order, whilst in somewhat
less demanding circumstances the scientist is able to impose a discipline

upon his pencil. Wilson’s penguins and landscapes, for example, are

more accurately drawn than his petrels and albatrosses. For a similar

reason, perhaps, some of the paintings lack the life that was often

caught in the original field sketches; compare, for instance, the

Emperor Penguin chicks in figs. 23-25 with those in figs. 49-55.

The illustrations are preceded by useful biographical notes. Extracts

from Wilson’s diarv include his moving description of the winter

journey to Cape Crozier, the ‘hardest journey’ and ‘weirdest bird-

nesting expedition that has ever been made’. Students of Antarctic

ornithology will appreciate the extensive bibliography and Dr.

Roberts’s gesture in donating to polar research the royalties from sales

of this beautiful volume. W. L. N. Tickell
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Thorburn’s Birds. Edited with an introduction and new text by
James Fisher, and colour plates by the late Archibald Thorburn.
Ebury Press and Michael Joseph, London, 1967. 184 pgges,

including 82 colour plates. 50s.

Archibald Thorburn is surely the best known and most appreciated ot

that generation of fine bird painters who worked in Britain at the end

of last century and beginning of this. Although he was a splendid

painter of wall pictures, it was on the more accessible book plates that

his popularity was firmly based; and James Fisher has done Thorburn
and us a great service by preparing this new edition of his finest work,

the four volumes of his British Birds, first published in 1915-16. These

volumes, containing 82 plates, are sought by collectors and their price

is rising. Now many can enjoy adequate reproductions of Thorburn
at his best and at the same time have an up-to-date text giving the

world distribution of each species illustrated and over sixty others

accepted since the original work. The history and status in Great

Britain and Ireland is also given in detail. This valuable information is

not available in this form elsewhere and allied to Thorburn’s plates it

creates an unusually desirable volume.

As admirable as his lucid statements on the history and status of each

species is James Fisher’s history and status of Thorburn himself in the

introduction. Although this is a lively sketch, I wish the author had

been allowed space for a full-scale portrait. A useful bibliographv

includes books in which Thorburn was involved.

Thorburn’s birds are immediately recognisable as Thorburn’s. His

personal style produced grand, immaculate, clean-cut specimens. A
certain angularity of line, particularly in the head shape, and rich

colour are both characteristic. His enthusiasm for the brighter male

often led him partly to hide the female or to leave her out altogether.

But the really important thing about these plates is that they are of

living birds, not stuffed but alert, preening, stretching, displaying and

singing. Thorburn filled sketchbooks with studies from life and this

gave authenticity to his drawing. He painted with as clear an eye as is

possessed by any bird in any of his plates. The terns (plate 50) are

noisy and quarrelsome, stretching and flying; and, like all the other

plates, this one is artfully composed within the page area. The habitat

suggestions are highly meaningful throughout.

Thorburn’s birds are very much his own and his feelings about

them come through in the expressions of the various groups. The

birds of prey are haughty, fierce and arrogant. The ducks quieter, smug

and self-satisfied as if enjoying some shooter-free paradise. He did not

paint with the objective realism of Bruno Liljefors, his great Swedish

contemporary, or with the cold brilliance of Joseph Wolf. His was a

romantic attitude to the beauty of birds, which found a ready response
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in his patrons and continues to endear his work to bird enthusiasts.

This well-produced volume enables a new and wider public to know
the work of, as James Fisher writes, . . the first great bird artist of the

twentieth century as well as the last of the nineteenth.’

Rf)BER] CjILI.MOR

Letters

Too many ornithological societies ?

Sirs,—In common, I suppose, with most other birdwatchers in the

country, I have been ruefully contemplating my annual subscription

bill (now nearly £30)
which has recently been made worse by a general

rise in prices, including your own. Some of it is for local and specia-

lised bodies who have to make separate appeals to secure adequate

financial backing, and I do not grudge it to them; 1 wish 1 could afford

more. But I increasingly wonder whether the larger part that goes to

our multiplicity of national organisations is efficiently and fairly used.

The Royal Society for the Protection of Birds has to a great extent

appropriated the conservation image, and probably few of us mind its

securing the lion’s share of the subscriptions and legacies. But does it

perhaps sometimes monopolise public attention to a degree that the

national research organisation, the British Trust for Ornithology, is

left chronically underfinanced and at the mercy of every economic

wind that blows? Likewise, now that the British Empire is reaching

the last stages of dissolution, do we still also need a third body, the

British Ornithologists’ Union, whose high prestige commands
increasing and possibly disproportionate support, to devote its atten-

tion and perhaps somewhat underemployed resources to foreign

affairs? Is it really necessary to have a fourth body, the British Orni-

thologists’ Club, purely to arrange expensive dinners in London which

few can now afford to attend, or a fifth, the Wildfowl Trust, appro-

priating most of the glamour attached to birdwatching for the benefit

of those greedy birds, the .'\nseriformes ?

The duplication of office, clerical, printing and postage facilities

among all these bodies in ornithology alone must be spectacularly

wasteful, without considering the rest of natural history. Their

separate identities must often also cause serious difficulties in mobilising

scarce resources where they are most needed, which is not always in

the fields occupied by established interests. The existence of such a

multiplicity of organisations must also surely blur the image of

ornithology in the mind of the public during appeals for funds or

agitation in any other good cause, and result in a general loss of

impact? Most functions could surely perfectly well be served bv
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departments of a single body? Many of us belong to a number of these

organisations, and some of us are beginning to End the quadrille

danced by leading personalities in moving between their various

committees highly comic. If our present level of ornithological

activity is to be sustained in the period of increasing economic strin-

gency now upon us, and our wildlife is to be defended effectively

against the growing pressures it has to face in the modern world,

surely considerable consolidation and rationalisation of the present

conflicting and wasteful use of scarce resources is required ?

Integration could be useful in many fields. So far I have pitched the

discussion on a sordid commercial plane, because, for one thing,

hnancial arguments in favour of a rationalisation of complex and

inefficient administrative organisations are now attracting attention in

many other spheres as well as ornithology, and because they seem to

me among the soundest arguments for more integration. But there is

a great need for rationalisation elsewhere as well, to increase the

mobility and efficiency with which resources can be deployed in such

directions as recruiting, education, protection, research and even the

simple promotion of social intercourse. In most of these fields we
currently have far too many conflicting voices speaking out of tune

and often at cross-purposes, with people who should be assisting each

other indulging in fruitless competition and failing to derive the benefit

of all the facilities available; local bodies refusing to co-operate in

matters of national concern and national bodies neglecting local

needs; and scientists who are not conservationists at loggerheads with

conservationists who are not scientists. A little more integration

might well help promote a bit more mutual tolerance and under-

standing as well.

It is sometimes argued that more integration of ornithological

activities might result in a reduction in the total volume of subscrip-

tions obtained by many bodies, or of the independence, diversity and

originality of approach found among them all, which between them

currently allow everyone to suit both their taste and their purse in

whom they support. It seems arguable that it should also be perfectly

possible to organise some sort of loose federation of ornithological

interests which could retain much of this flexibility through the in-

clusion of different classes of membership, each with its own sub-

scription, associated with the type of journal and privileges received.

The Joint Liaison Committee set up a few years ago by our three

leading societies has worked well and come to carry increasing res-

ponsibilities; it could easily form a nucleus for wider integration. We
have found it a particularly satisfactory parent body for the Seabird

Group, providing us with access to the support and resources of all

its constituent bodies simultaneously, I hope with no loss to our
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capacity for initiative, originality and independence, so that we have

come to regard ourselves more as an administrative department of a

national body than an independent entity. Surely the experiment has

been sufficiently successful to suggest that it might be worth attemp-

ting further integration?

The proposal to form a single national ornithological society may
seem Utopian and unrealistic at the moment, when the mind still

boggles at the thought of certain contemporaries meeting around one

council table or working in one set of offices (perhaps in some sort of

ornithological Pentagon at Sandy or Tring), and many people still

remember the R.S.P.B. and B.O.U. in a state of open warfare over the

body of a country where the B.T.O. and all its works had still to be

invented by people who finally became fed up with both existing

houses. But there are nevertheless some interesting parallels (as well

as dreadful warnings) in different historical contexts abroad, such as

the high degree of national and indeed continental centralisation

achieved in North vVmerica by the American Ornithologists’ Union
with its several classes of membership and many specialised committees

on the one hand, and the National Federation of Audubon Societies

with their immense political and financial capacity to promote con-

servation on the other.

Tt is of course an interesting thought where British Birds might fit

into this platonic republic. Tt might of course be nationalised, com-
bined with several other journals and appointed the consolidated

official organ of what will doubtless eventually become the British

Section of the International Ornithologists’ Union, a role it eminently

deserves. On the other hand, when everyone else has been dragooned

into line, somewhere around 1984, the time might also come when we
need an independent voice to speak out against the fashionable

stupidity or administrative tyranny of the day and provoke some
second thoughts. In view of this, and in spite of everything, I think

perhaps I shall continue to pay your monstrously increased subscrip-

tion against the day when we need a David to discipline this federal

Goliath. \X'. R. P. Bourne

Black Vultures in Majorca
Sirs,—In a text accompanying a series of photographs of the Black-

Vulture Aegypius monachus {Brit. Birds, 58: 205-205, plates 35-38)

I. J. Ferguson-Lees stated that this species is probably now rare

everywhere in Europe except in southern Russia and Spain and that

even in the latter country it is unusual to see more than half a dozen

together. He added that it is probably more easily seen in the marismas

of the Goto Donana than anywhere else in western Europe. However,
(iuy Mountfort (1958, Portrait of a Wilderness-. 138) recorded that the
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maximum number of Black Vultures observed at any one time during

his expeditions to the Goto Donana was only five, although eight

were seen there by John Wightman and Dr. b. R. V'estall in April

1955. In view of these statements it seems worth summarising records

of the numbers of this species in Majorca.

Our own observations were made in several short periods of one or

two weeks: K. W. visited the island in September i960 and May 1967,

while R. J. P. went with Richard Brock in May and September 1966

and June 1967. y\ll of our records refer to the main mountain range

(which runs roughly north-east to south-west along the north side of

the island) except for a single bird in the y\rta mountains in June 1967,

and another reported by B. Brinkhoff at Cabo Blanco in the same
month. Groups of at least four were seen on every visit and the largest

gatherings have been: in spring, at least eight to roost near Tomir
peak on 8th May 1966 and ten soaring over a peak near Puig Mayor
at noon on 14th May 1967; in autumn, seven near Valldemosa on 29th

September 1966. Estimating the total numbers in Majorca is sur-

prisingly difficult, as the apparently leisurely flight of these vultures

belies their speed. During a count from an open car along the whole

length of the mountain range (excluding the Formentor peninsula)

over two days in September 1966, 16 sightings of Black Vultures

produced a total of 34. On 12th June 1967 a similar count between

Cabo Formentor and the east side of Sober (about two-thirds of the

mountain range) gave a total of 17. It was difficult to be certain how
often individuals were seen on more than one occasion, but un-

doubtedly many others were missed altogether. It was significant that

distinctive individuals with a wing- or tail-feather missing were often

never seen again, despite the regularity of sightings in general.

The breeding status on Majorca seems to be uncertain, but this

species has been described as sedentary bv F. Bernis {Ardeo/a, 4: 45).

F. W. Munn (Nop//. 'AooL, 37: 53) saw twelve at one time near Cabo

Formentor, but W. von Westernhagen (Ardeola, 4: 163-164) concluded

that the species had decreased on the Formentor peninsula probably

through replacement of some of the goats by tourists. J.-M. Thiollay

(Nos Oisea/tx, 29: 38-39) arrived at a total of at least 67 after an in-

tensive survey of almost all of the northern mountain range between

loth and 25 th y\ugust 1966. This figure has since been disputed by

P. Geroudet and W. Gubler (Nos Oiseaux, 29: 97-99) and they, like

several other authors, have wondered how a population of this size

can find sufficient food. The whole situation raises ecological questions

well worth further study. Nevertheless, the Black Vulture is certainly a

conspicuous bird in the mountains of Majorca, where it can still be

seen in considerable numbers.

Rstlin Waters and Robin j. Prythkrch
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News and comment

Edited by Robert Hudson

Oil pollution and seabirds.—The I'urrey Canyon sank over a year ago, bur the

ripples are still being felt. A Field Studies Council symposium on the forrey Canyon

aftermath was held at Orielton Field (Centre during 17th- 19th February; a volume

of proceedings will be published later this year. One of the speakers. Dr. A. C.

Simpson of the Ministry of Agriculture Fisheries Laboratory, stated that in his

Opinion the toxic sol vcnts/emulsifiers used to disperse spilled oil are more harmful

to marine life than oil itself; other speakers confirmed that emulsifying agents

ought to be used with much care and discretion, two traits which appear to

have been in short supply in Cornwall in the spring of 1967. If emulsifiers arc

unsatisfactory, is there an alternative? According to a recent paper and subsequent

corresptjtidence in The New Scientist (15th February, 7th March), there is: as soon

as the Torrey Canyon went aground, British whiting (chalk) manufacturers suggested

that the spilled oil be sprayed with whiting and stearic acid which, experiments

had showti, would cause the treated oil to sink. 'I'hese overtures were ignored,

though subsequently the French had considerable success with this method in

Brittany (see Penn ar Bed, no. 50: 84); II. Hammond, of the Welwyn Flail Research

Organisation, noted that whiting is much cheaper than the less effective detergents

and mourned that ‘a foreign success should be needed to draw public attention to

a method which had certainly been advocated’.

'I'he effects of the Torrey Canyon oil on seabird populations are still not properly

evaluated, nor can they be for two or three years, since mortality among pre-

breeding age-groups cannot yet be measured. Preliminary but pessimistic accounts

of the seabird colonies of Brittany are given in the issue of Penn ar Bed mentioned

above and in the welcome first number of Ar I 'ran, a new journal issued by the

I.aboratoire de Zoologic, Brest. Yet a 1967 survey of nesting auks in Cornwall and

the Isles of Scilly indicated that, though numbers were seriously reduced, the total

efl'ect on birds of breeding age was not so catastrophic as had been feared. The auk

colonies of south and south-west England have been declining for many years;

such large-scale but rare disasters as the wrecking of the Torrey Canyon ought to be

compared with the cumulative effects of the numerous small oiling incidents, of

which naturalists have been complaining for several decades; it seems likely that

the latter may, in the long run, be the more harmful. A thorough investigation of

the state of British and Irish seabird colonies is being made by the Seabird Group,

by means of national censuses in three consecutive years, 1968-70. It will be possible

to appoint a full-time organiser for this project, thanks to grants from the Vi'orld

Wildlife Fund Sea-Bird Appeal and the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds.

The Sea-Bird Appeal was launched by the Word 'X'ildlife Fund to help avian victims

of the Torrey Canyon oil, the vast majority of which unhappily succumbed during

the first two weeks of treatment.

An ornithological atlas.—A British Trust for Ornithology scheme to map the

distributions of British and Irish breeding birds is outlined in the latest issue of

B. r.O. News. The intrinsic interest and long-term values of such an ornithological

atlas are obvious; what would we give for an atlas of bird breeding distribution for

1870, and how useful a comprehensive 1970 survey will be to our great-grand-

children in 2070. For bird distributions are in a constant state of flux. Many species

that were rather local in the first half of the 19th century were able to expand their

breeding ranges during the period of climatic amelioration that began about 1890;

but the recent change away from a maritime climate, which is suspected by some
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meteorologists, might cause reversals among earlier gains (this being noticeable

already in certain insectivorous birds). Moreover, the growing human population of

these islands will exert new pressures on habitats and their natural faunas : drainage,

reclamation, disturbance, the replacement of deciduous woods by coniferous ones,

the expansion of urban areas, different farming methods, pesticides and pollutants

—

all will modify the avifauna of subsequent decades. Thus it is good to have this new
B.T.O. project to record for posterity the breeding distributions of birds in these

islands round 1970.

The field-work for this proposed atlas will take live years (beginning in 1968),

since it is hoped to cover all sparsely populated areas, including the whole of Scot-

land and Ireland. Recording is to be on a ‘presence or absence’ basis in each ten

square kilometres of the national and Irish grids; there are some 3,500 of these ten-

kilometre squares in Britain and Ireland, and for most of Britain (Scotland excepted)

each map of the 2^-inch Ordnance Survey series exactly covers one. The B.T.O.

envisages a simple code, explained in full in its bulletin, which is to be used

to indicate whether a particular species was possibly, probably or certainly breeding

in a particular square. No attempts will be made to count birds or to determine

relative densities; breeding records of rare species will be treated in confidence, and

will not be mapped without the agreement of recorder(s) and the Royal Society for

the Protection of Birds. A number of county ornithological bodies are currently

undertaking similar surveys of their own areas, and these will exchange data with

the B.T.O. The latter will act as a clearing house for the whole atlas operation, but a

regional organisation is to be set up and details of this will be announced later. The
B.T.O. (Beech Grove, Tring, Hertfordshire) is to be congratulated on its initiative,

and it is to be hoped it will succeed in finding a source of funds to cover the cost

of this inevitably expensive undertaking.

Third Pan African Ornithological Congress.—A preliminary announcement

has been made to the effect that this congress will be held from 15th to 19th Septem-

ber 1969 at Pretoriuskop, in the Kruger National Park, South Africa. Enquiries

should be addressed to the Hon. Secretary, South African Ornithological Society,

c 'o Percy Fitzpatrick Institute, The University, Rondcsbosch, Cape Town.

photographic honour.—We offer our congratulations to Eric Hosking on his

recent award by the Royal Geographical Society of their Cherry Kcarton Medal

for nature photography. Well focused!

A new wildfowl refuge.—The Wildfowl Trust has completed the outright pur-

chase of 400 acres of marshland in the Welney Washes, on the Cambridgeshire/

Norfolk border, as well as the shooting rights over an adjacent too acres. This

promises to be one of the most important wildfowl refuges in western Europe:

these washes are included in Category A of the ‘Project Mar’ list of internationally

important wetlands compiled by the International Union for the Conservation of

Nature, the International Council for Bird Preservation and the International Wild-

fowl Research Bureau; up to 25,000 ducks have been estimated there in due season.

Welney Washes have been subjected to heavy shooting pressure, and have been

threatened by drainage or conversion into a reservoir; the establishment of the

refuge must rank as one of the Wildfowl Trust’s foremost achievements in the

conservation field.

Some bird observatory news.—It is announced that, for the first time since it

opened in 1947, Lundy Bird Observatory will not have a resident warden in 1968.

For a number of years Lundy has not received the degree of support enjoyed by

other British bird observatories; one hopes its fortunes will revive.
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Fair Isle Bird Observatory, on the other hand, may well receive a boost. The
island’s old airstrip has been cleared, and a new one is to be built; the lirm of

Loganair, of Kirkwall Airport, Orkney, is available for charter Bights to the island,

and hopes to operate a regular service from 1969. Saturday charters are preferred

by Loganair; its ‘Islander’ aircraft scats six passengers and, if there is a full comple-

ment each way, the flight from Kirkwall to Fair Isle (which takes 50 minutes) will

cost approximately five guineas return. The resulting saving in travelling time is

sure to be welcomed widely—especially by those unable to face another rough

crossing in the Good Shepherdl

Recent reports

By J. T. K. Sharrock and I. J. Ferguson-Lees

(These are largely unchecked reports, not authenticated records)

'I'his summary largely concerns the month of March, but some earlier records arc

included where they arc relevant. We should, perhaps, reiterate that it is not our
intention to document the arrival of spring migrants, unless an abnormal pattern

emerges.

C.RE.AT GREY SHRIKES
A Great Grey Shrike Genius excubitor on the Swords estuary (Co. Dublin) on 12th

March is particularly interesting, since it is only the fourth in Ireland this century

. and the first for over ten years. Up to mid-January, over 50 had been reported in

Scotland, with a few—mainly on Fair Isle (Shetland)—in October, but most in

November. The number in Britain during the winter docs not appear to have been

1
particularly remarkable, and was certainly smaller than in 1966/67. 'X'intering birds

were widely reported from Northumberland, Co. Durham, Derbyshire, Notting-

: hamshirc, Lincolnshire, Hampshire and Somerset, while there were isolated records

in several other counties.

SO.ME WINTER VISITORS
W e have already given examples of some high counts of Goldeneye Bucepbala

clangula in the south Midlands in January and February {Brit. Birds, 61; 135). The
ipeak numbers appear to have been in February and to the earlier records we can

: now add 20 at King George \’ Reservoir (Essex) on 12th January, 15 at Cheddar
Reservoir on 6th February, 26 at Chew Valley Lake on nth February and 22 at

1 Blagdon Lake on 15 th February (all Somerset), 22 at Swithland Reservoir (I.eicester-

shire) on i8th February, 16 at Staunton Harold (Derbyshire) on i8th February,

twelve at Derwent Reservoir (Derbyshire) on 25 th February and 24 at Eye Brook
Reservoir (Leicestershire) on 24th March. Our earlier statement that Smew
Mergus albellus appear to have been less numerous than usual (Brit. Birds, 61: 133)

seems to be borne out by the very few additional records which we have received.

The largest counts w^ere 25 at Brent Reservoir (Middlesex) in January and 30 at

' Staines Reservoir (Middlesex) on 28th January. The few other records are mainly of

less than ten individuals and usually single birds, mostly in the southern counties
’ from Kent to Somerset and north to Leicestershire. The restrictions due to foot-

; and-mouth disease undoubtedly reduced the number of reports from reservoirs and
other localities, but nevertheless it appears to have been a good winter for Golden-
eye but a meagre one for Smew.

I’o the inland records of Glaucous and Iceland Gulls J^rus hyperboreus and 1..
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glaiicoidiis in Derbyshire {brit. Birds, 6 :

:

187) can be added single Glaucous Gulls at

Barn Elms Reservoir (Surrey) on 24th February and at Bittell (Worcestershire) on
15th March, while there was an Iceland Gull at Port Meadow (Oxford) on ist April.

Since reports of wintering Water Pipits Anthus spinoletta spinokUa are being

collected by I. G. Johnson for the B.T.O. Water Pipit Enquiry, we do not propose

to list here the records which we have received. The birds at Beddington sewage-

farm (Surrey) are, however, of considerable interest, for there were no fewer than

15 Water Pipits there on 25th February. The presence of several Rock Pipits A. j.

pdrosus at the same time and also a Scandinavian Rock Pipit A. s. littoraUs from 24th

January to i8th February provided some useful comparisons of these races in the

field.

R.\RER DUCKS
The male Green-winged Teal Anas crecca carolinensis at Whakar (Cornwall) on loth

February (Br/V. birds, 61 : 133) stayed until at least i8th March, and two more males

were found, in Co. Cork on 16th and 24th March, both staying until at least the end

of the month. A male Blue-winged Teal Anas discors at Upton Warren (Worcester-

shire) from 17th to at least 22nd March may, of course, have been an escape. While

on the question of escapes, it might be noted that we have not made mention in these

summaries of scattered records of Ruddy Shelducks Tadorna ferruginea and Red-
crested Pochards Ne/ia rufina during the winter because of the doubt surrounding

occurrences of these species. On the other hand, there can be no doubt that all the

Ruddy Ducks Oxyurajamaicensis are derived from introduced stock. Records, from
Chew Valley Lake (Somerset), of up to 22 (displaying on 24th February) suggest

that it may conceivably not be many years before this species gains entry to the

British list ‘by the back door’. The fourth American duck in the news was a male

Ring-necked Duck Aythya coHaris at South Cerney gravel-pit (Gloucestershire) in

late February—possibly the same bird as was reported earlier from two Oxfordshire

localities {Bril. Birds, 61 : 133).

OTHER RARITIES
An oiled White-billed Diver Gavia adamsii was discovered in a cage at the Dundee
S.P.C.A. kennels on loth March and was transported to Aberdeen zoo for treatment.

It had almost certainly been found on the Fife shore of the Tay estuary. Another

casualty of human activity was a Little Egret Egre/la gars^etla shot far inland at

Lough Ree (Cos. Roscommon, Longford or Westmeath), probably in February. A
Bonaparte’s Gull Earns Philadelphia was seen at St. Ives (Cornwall) on i6th-24th

March. Finally, Serins Serinns serinus continue to make news, with two at Radipolc

Lake (Dorset) on 9th-i4th February, following the earlier records from Dorset,

Sussex, Cornwall and Hertfordshire (Bt//. B/ri/x, 61; 47, 96 and 188).

CORRECTIONS
As stated immediately after the headings of these summaries each month, the

occurrences which we quote are ‘largely unchecked reports, not authenticated

records’. It is not our policy to list the small number of records which are sub-

sequently found to be unacceptable, but two errors of a different nature require

correction.

Firstly, in quoting the L.N.H.S. Ornithological Section Bulletin No. 77 to the effect

that flocks of 33 Little Stints Calidris minuta at Perry Oaks (Middlesex) on 14th

and Rainham (Essex) on 21st September were the largest in the London area this

century {Brit. Birds, 61
: 46), we overlooked the occurrence of flocks of up to 40 at

Perry Oaks in 1957. Secondly, the dowitcher Eimnodromus sp. on the River Shannon

on 3rd October {Brit. Birds, 60: 535) was apparently a mile from the county border

and was in Co. Roscommon, and not in Co. Galway as we stated.
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Notice to Contributors

British Birds publishes material dealing with original observations on the birds of

Britain and western Europe or, where appropriate, on birds of this area as observed

in other parts of their range. Except for records of rarities, papers and notes are

normally accepted only on condition that the material is not being offered to any

other journal. Photographs (glossy prints showing good contrast) and sketches are

welcomed. Proofs of all contributions are sent to authors before publication.

After publication, 25 separates are sent free to authors of papers (two or more
authors of one paper receive 15 copies each); additional copies, for which a charge

is made, can be provided if ordered when the proofs are returned.

Papers should be typewritten with double spacing, and on one side of the sheet

only. Shorter contributions, if not typed, must be clearly written and well spaced.

Notes should be worded as concisely as possible, and drawn up in the form in

which they will be printed, with signature in block capitals and the writer’s address

clearly written on the same sheet. If more than one note is submitted, each should

be on a separate sheet, with signature and address repeated.

Certain conventions of style and layout arc essential to preserve the uniformity

of any publication. Authors of papers in particular, especially of those containing

systematic lists, reference lists, tables, etc., should consult the ones in this issue as a

guide to general presentation. English names of species should have capital

initials for each word, except after a hyphen (c.g. Willow \X arbler, Black-tailed

t Gt)dwit), but group terms should not (e.g. warblers, godwits). English names are

generally those used in A. Field Guide to the Birds of Britain and Estrope (revised

(edition, 1966). The scientilic name of each species should be underlined (but not

rput in brackets) immediately after the first mention of the English name. Sub-
•i specific names should not be used except where they are relevant to the discussion.

It is sometimes more convenient to list scientific names in an appendix. Dates

should take the form ‘ist January 1968’ and no other, except in tables where they

may be abbreviated to ‘ist Jan.’, ‘Jan. ist’ or even ‘Jan. i’, whichever most suits

the layout of the table concerned. It is particularly requested that authors should

tpay attention to reference lists, which otherwise cause much unnecessary' work.

These should take the following form:

Tucker, B. W'. (1949): ‘Species and subspecies: a review for general ornitholo-

gists’. Br/V. jB/r</r, 42: 129-134.

WtTHERBY, H. F. (1894): Forest Birds: Their Haunts and Habits. London, p. 34.

Various other conventions concerning references, including their use in the text,

' should be noted by consulting examples in this issue.

Tables should be numbered with arabic numerals, and the title typed above in

the style used in this issue. They must either fit into the width of a page, or be

designed to fit a whole page lengthways. All tables should be self-explanatory.

Figures should be numbered with arabic numerals, and the captions ty'ped on a

separate sheet. All line-drawings should be in indian ink on good quality drawing

paper (not of an absorbent nature) or, where necessary, on graph paper, but this

must be light blue or very pale grey. It is always most important to consider how
each drawing will fit into the page. The neat insertion of lettering, numbers,

arrows, etc., is perhaps the most difficult part of indian ink drawing and, unless he

has had considerable experience of this kind of work, an author should seek the

aid of a skilled draughtsman.
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Changes in status among breeding birds in

Britain and Ireland

Jjy J. L. F. Parslou^

{Concludedfrom page 64)

SUMMARY OP CHANGES
['Between 1800 and 1967—the period covered by this survey—216

sspecies are known to have bred in Britain or Ireland on at least one

(Occasion each. This total includes the four introduced and one re-

iintroduced species admitted to the current (1952) British and Irish

(Check-List. On the other hand, it excludes such introduced species as

tthe Mandarin Duck Aix ga/ericulata which were omitted from that list,

lit also excludes some species which have almost certainly bred during

I the period, but for which the evidence falls short of published proof.

{Occasional and sporadic breeders

(Of the 216 species which have nested since 1800, 19 can be regarded as

rnever (or not yet) established as regular breeding birds in Britain or

1 Ireland during the period. These are listed in table 8. The great

^majority of them have been found nesting here on fewer than five

occasions, and most only once or twice. A few, such as the Hoopoe
{{Jpupa epops. Golden Oriole Oriolus oriolus and Scaup Ajthja fnarila,

have nested rather more frequently, though none of them appears to

('have succeeded in establishing a regular breeding population. Two
jspecies, the Whooper Swan Cjgnus cjgnus and Goshawk Accipiter

.qpntHis, bred regularly before 1800; the Goshawk may also have done

^50 in recent years, but the evidence is uncertain and it seems best to

include this bird here. On the other hand, some recent colonists—the
'Wood Sandpiper Tringa glareola. Redwing Turdus iliacus and Firecrest

Kegulus ignicapillus—have been placed, perhaps optimistically, among
the regular breeders. Time will tell whether this is justified or not.
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Table 8. Species which bred in Britain and Ireland during 1800-1967 without

becoming firmly established

Species lacking definite or published proof of breeding are omitted

BREEDING RECORDED
Before 1940 After 1940

Scaup Ajthya marila X X
Goldeneye Bucephala clangula X
Long-tailed Duck Clangula hyemalis X
Whooper Swan Cygnus cygnus X X
Baillon’s Crake Porgana pusilla X
Green Sandpiper Tringa ochropus X X
Temminck’s Stint Catidris temminckii X X
Black-winged Stilt Himantopus himantopus X
Goshawk Accipiter gentilis X X
Gull-billed Tern Gelochelidon nilotica X
Pallas’s Sandgrouse Syrrhaptes paradoxus X
Snowy Owl Nyctea scandiaca X
Bee-eater Merops apiaster X
Hoopoe Upupa epops X X
Golden Oriole Oriolus oriolus X X
Fieldfare Turdus pilaris X
Moustached Warbler Cusciniola melanopogon X
Serin Serinus serinus X
Brambling Fringilla montifringilla X

Of the 19 exceptional breeders listed in table 8, five are only known
to have bred in the period before 1940. They include two species which

have mainly southerly breeding ranges in Europe, these being the

irruptive Pallas’s Sandgrouse Syrrhaptesparadoxus (ht&d 1888, 1889) and

Baillon’s Crake Por^ana pusilla (occasionally to 1889), while the other

three—the Goldeneye Bucephala clangula (1931, 1932), Long-tailed

Duck Clangula hyemails (1911) and Brambling Fringilla montifringilla

(1920)—have mainly northerly breeding ranges. Seven species in table 8

have been recorded breeding only since 1940, each only in one year.

Three of these—-the Black-winged Stilt Himantopus himantopus (1945),

Bee-eater Merops apiaster (1955) and Moustached Warbler Cusciniola

melanopogon (1946)—have predominantly southerly ranges, while the

Snowy Owl Nyctea scandiaca (1967) and Fieldfare I'urdus pilaris (1967)

are chiefly northerly breeders. The last two of these seven post- 1940

species—the Gull-billed Tern Gelochelidon nilotica (1950) and Serin

Serinus serinus (1967)—breed regularly at British latitudes on the

Continent. Both the Fieldfare and the Serin are known to have been

expanding their ranges in Europe in recent years, and the latter at

least may be about to become established here. The seven remaining of

the 19 species in table 8 have been recorded nesting in Britain both

before and after 1940. No clear pattern emerges from a comparison of

the frequency of breeding of the four northerly species and the two
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> southerly ones. (The seventh, the Goshawk, is widely distributed in

I Europe.

)

Extinctions and colonisations

* Omitting these 19 exceptional breeders, there remains a total of 197

‘species that can be regarded as having bred regularly in Britain or

1 Ireland at some time since 1800. No less than 27 of these have either

become established here during this period or, conversely, have ceased

to breed altogether or for a considerable number of years. Species

Table 9. Extinctions and colonisations among breeding birds in Britain and
Ireland during 1800-1967

In many cases the dates are very approximate. Those in the second column ignore

occasional nesting and aim to show when the species became firmly established

Extinct Recolonised or

as breeding first colonised

species (’introduced)

1 FORMER BREEDERS NOW ABSENT
Great Auk Pingtunus impmnis

Great Bustard Otis tarda

White-tailed Eagle Haliaeelns albiciila

Kentish Plover Charadrius alexandrinus

i8i2

1832

1916

1956

I FORMER BREEDERS NOW SPOR ADIC

Rufi' Philomachns pugnax

Black Tern Chlidonias niger

Spotted (Take Por^ana port^ana

1850

1858

1900

sporadic

sporadic

sporadic

I FORMER BREEDERS NOW RECOU)NISED

Avocet Kecurvirostra arosetta

Black-tailed Godwit IJtnosa limosa

Savi’s Warbler l.ocustetla luscinioides

Bittern Butaurns stellaris

Osprey Pandion haliaetus

1844

1847

1855

1868

1903

1946

1952

i960

1910

1954

1 FIRST COLONISED ONLY SINCE 1 8oO

Tufted Duck Aythya fuligtda

W'igeon Anas penelope

Capercaillie Tetrao urogallus

Cjadwall Anas strepera

Pintail Anas acuta

Goosander Mergus merganser

Little Owl Athene noctua

Black-necked Grebe Podiceps nigricoUis

Slavonian Grebe Podiceps auritus

Black Redstart Phoenicurns oebruros

Little Ringed Plover Charadrius duhius

Redwing Turdus iliacus

Collared Dove Streptopelia decaocto

Vl'ood Sandpiper Tringa glareola

Firecrest Regulus ignicapillus

1830

1834

1837*

1850*

1869

1871

1874*

1904

1908

1939

1944

1953

1955

1959

1961
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whose status has altered thus drastically are listed in table 9. One
striking point which emerges from this tabulation is that in recent

years gains have far outnumbered losses: since 1940 only one species

has ceased to breed, while nine have become established or re-estab-

lished. Indeed, there are currently more species known to be breeding

in Britain and Ireland than at any other time since 1800. Regular

breeders now total 190, while in most recent years the Spotted Crake

Por-:(ana por^ana has also nested, as have an average of about four of the

sporadic breeders named in table 8. In 1967 the total number of breed-

ing species probably topped 200.

Two factors are probably responsible for this apparently satisfactory

state of affairs. First, there has been the preservation as bird reserves of

the few remaining areas of important coastal and inland marshes and

other wetland habitats in East Anglia and south-east England. This has

enabled some rare species to survive or to become firmly re-established

following what might otherwise have been only temporary recolonisa-

tions. Most of the British populations of the five re-established species

listed in table 9 nest on bird reserves. Some other scarce species, such

as the Marsh Harrier Circus aeruginosus, are also mainly confined to such

reserves at the present time.

Second, it seems reasonable to suppose that the total number of

species found breeding in any year has also depended on the ability and

number of active ornithologists in the field, and on their willingness to

impart information on rare species. Undoubtedly there are more
observers today than ever before and more local and regional bird

reports in which they can publish their observations. Hence the chances

of a rare bird breeding unnoticed or unrecorded are now smaller than

they were, especially in the cases of inconspicuous species or those

which nest in remote and hitherto little watched regions. Thus it seems

possible that such breeding birds as the Redwing and Wood Sandpiper

in Scotland or the Savi’s Warbler Cocustella luscinioides and Firecrest in

southern England may at times have been overlooked in the past.

Yet if the total number of species now known to be breeding in

Britain and Ireland is higher than at any other time since 1800, it

should be added that the populations of a number of species are

extremely low or else restricted to a very few localities. Thus, with the

marked exception of the Collared Dove Streptopelia decaocto and the

lesser one of the Little Ringed Plover Charadrius dubius, all the species

listed in table 9 as having colonised or recolonised Britain and Ireland

in the 20th century have breeding populations of under 100 pairs.

Perhaps, however, the fact that only one species—the Kentish Plover

C. alexandrinus—has become extinct as a British breeder during the last

50 years is sufficient encouragement for us to believe that no more

than this are likely to cease breeding in the next 50 years.
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Changes in the avifauna as a whole

The chief aim of the first seven parts of this paper was to document

recent changes in status among breeding birds in Britain and Ireland,

For completeness, however, these recent changes (that is, since about

1940) were related to previous fluctuations in each species, usually as

recorded by Alexander and Lack (1944). Table 10 is an attempt to

summarise for both the earlier and the recent periods (1800-1940 and

1940-1967) the marked changes in status that have been recorded. It

takes into account all species that are known to have bred in either of

: the two periods.

The analysis is necessarily crude and oversimplified, and in comparing

I the figures several points should be borne in mind. First, of course, is

I the fact that the two parts of the table span very different lengths of

time. Therefore, although short-term fluctuations—for example, ones

« due to severe winters—have been ignored as far as possible, it is likely

Table 10. Status changes among different groups of British and Irish breeding
birds during 1800-1940 and 1940-1967

“Marked fluctuation’ during the 1800-1940 period refers to a decrease followed by a

Hater increase, but during the 1940-1967 period it refers to an increase followed by
. a later decrease (see also text). ‘Seabirds’ comprise the petrels, shearwaters, gannets,

(cormorants, gulls, terns and auks; ‘Wildfowl’ are confined to the ducks, geese and

s swans; ‘Birds of prey’ also include the owls; ‘Passerines’ also include the near-

{passerine groups of cuckoos, nightjars, swifts, kingfishers, bee-eaters, hoopoes and

\woodpeckers; and ‘Others’ comprise the divers, grebes, herons, game-birds, rails,

bustards, sandgrouse and pigeons

Marked No marked
Increase Decrease fluctuation change Introduced Sporadic

11800-1940

SSeabirds

'Wildfowl

\Waders
IBirds of prey

: Passerines

(Others

6

13

5

0

12

7

6

I

9

1

1

13

7

6

0

5

3

12

3

8

2

2

4

48

6

0

1

0

1

0

3

0

4
2

1

3

2

TOTALS 41 47 29 70 3 12

11940-1967

SSeabirds 13 5 I 3 0 2

•Wildfowl 7 0 4 3 I 2

Waders 7 8 0 3 0 4
Birds of prey 4 4 3 4 I 2

FPasserines 22 15 8 42 0 6

' Others 7 5
0 10 3 1

TOTALS 60 37 18 71 3 17
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that there are more instances of these remaining in the 1940-1967

section of the table than in the other. This is particularly so in the case

of the ‘Marked fluctuation’ column, where a change from a marked
increase to a decrease (or, in some cases, a probable decrease) has

occurred in the space of the 28-year period, usually in the early 1950’s.

There were sufficient such changes to justify the inclusion of this

column, though it must be added that in some cases it is still uncertain

whether the very recent reversal of a previous increase represents a

genuine switch in a long-term trend or merely indicates a temporary

fluctuation.

Second, as noted in the introduction (flr//. Birds, 60: 3), the amount
of information available on a species is often in inverse proportion to

that species’ abundance. Evidence of marked change is therefore

biased towards the rarer species, and many of the records of increase or

decrease in table 10 refer, in fact, to changes among very small popula-

tions. As pointed out earlier, changes among common birds which can

be inferred to have taken place owing to land-use changes have been

omitted, unless there is direct evidence to show that a species has

decreased or increased.

Third, though purely local changes have been ignored so far as

possible, it has sometimes been difficult to distinguish between a local

and a widespread change. Further, records of increase or decrease in

either section of table 10 can refer to one or more of several different

effects. For example, an increased species can be one that has become
established or re-established here, or one that has expanded its range

either geographically or ecologically, or one that has increased its

numbers within its existing range.

Fourth, the groupings of species are necessarily rather arbitrary and

broad. For convenience they follow those adopted by Alexander and

Lack (1944).

Despite these several qualifications, the general picture that emerges

from table 10 is not without interest. It is perhaps rather surprising to

find that, omitting the introduced and sporadic species, no less than

II
5
out of 186 regular breeding birds in the recent period have shown

noticeable changes in status in the course of only 28 years. During this

same time several of the remaining 71 species have had local or tem-

porary fluctuations and the status of some of the five introduced

breeders, such as the Little Owl Athene noctna and Canada Goose

Branta canadensis, has also changed markedly. The first half of the table

indicates that in the earlier period, 1800-1940, significant status

changes occurred in a very similar proportion of the avifauna: 1 17 out

of 187 regular breeding species. A direct comparison is probably

invalid, however, since status changes are more likely to have gone

unrecorded then, especially among the passerines. It should be made
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clear that i8i regular species are common to both periods, that the

187 in the earlier period omits the five post-1940 colonists listed

in table 9 and that the 186 in the recent period omits the six pre-

1940 losses listed there. (Increases known to have occurred amongst

certain woodland species in Scotland, following reafforestation in the

19th and early 20th centuries, have been omitted here: if included,

however, as was done by Alexander and Lack in their analysis, a

further 16 species may be added to those with a marked change in

status during the 1800-1940 period.)

Table 10 also shows that, while decreases and increases are about

balanced in the earlier period, there is a preponderance of increases in

the recent one. This is not entirely unexpected since the latter total

includes the nine species, already mentioned, which have colonised or

recolonised Britain or Ireland since 1940. Also, over the last ten to 15

years the number of species showing a decreasing trend has become
larger (‘Marked fluctuation’ column), so that currently the numbers of

species that are decreasing roughly balance those that are increasing.

Nevertheless, even though the total gains and losses in each period

are more or less balanced, there is a great deal of variation from one

group of birds to another. The main trends shown by each group are

briefly discussed below.

Seabirds (Procellariiformes, Pelecaniformes, and Laridae and Alci-

idae of Charadriiformes). Most species have tended to increase in the

20th century and many are continuing to do so. The few exceptions

I include the Little Tern Sterna albifrons, now the scarcest of all our

'seabirds, whose nesting beaches have become increasingly disturbed

by man, and also the southern populations of the three most common
auks. Various reasons have been put forward to account for the decline

of the Razorbill Alca torda. Guillemot Uria aalge and Puffin Fratcrcula

arctica in south-west Britain and Ireland, but it is by no means certain

what has been the chief factor involved. Among the gulls and skuas,

tthe only species which is not certainly known to have increased in

'recent years is the Common Gull Larns canns, though even it may be

'Spreading, judging from recent breeding records in Durham, York-

'shire, Nottinghamshire and Norfolk in 1965-67. Increases among the

'larger gulls, notably the Great Black-backed Gull L. marinus and the

IHerring Gull L. argentatns, have been spectacular, not merely here but

•also elsewhere in their breeding ranges. Other species to have shown
considerable increases include the Shag Phalacrocorax aristotelis and

fGannet Sula bassana, while the increase and spread of the Fulmar
Wulmarus glacialis has been almost the most dramatic of any species.

Many of the changes appear to have been due in one way or another to

man’s activities : in the cases of the larger gulls, and possibly the Fulmar,
’ :o the provision of additional sources of food; in the case of the
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Gannet, and perhaps some other species, to the relaxation of persecu-

tion. On the other hand, in the cases of marked changes among some
other seabirds human factors do not seem to have played a major role,

and the primary causes are often not known.

Wildfowl (Anseriformes). This is another group in which striking

increases have occurred. Especially in the earlier of the two periods,

when only one species—the Grey Lag Goose Anser anser—markedly

decreased, increases among the Anatidae have easily outnumbered
decreases. No less than five species of duck are believed to have

colonised Britain and Ireland in the 19th century (see table 9), and three

of these, together with four others, are probably still increasing at the

present time. On the other hand, earlier increases among three shallow-

water breeding species—the Garganey Anas qmrquedula, Shoveler

A. cljpeata and Pochard Ajthja ferina—appear to have slowed up or

been reversed since about 1950, at least in some areas. The evidence is

hard to evaluate, but, certainly locally, loss of habitat through drainage

has had an effect. Despite this, many species of wildfowl must have

benefited from the greatly increased acreage of inland fresh water in

southern England in the form of flooded gravel pits and new reservoirs.

The latter particularly afford safe refuges in winter, and both gravel

pits and reservoirs have enabled the Tufted Duck Aythya fuUgula to

increase its breeding numbers. Human protection has been important

in the cases of the increase of the coastal Eider Somateria mollissima and

Shelduck Tadorna tadorna.

Waders (Charadriiformes excluding Laridae and Alcidae). In the

earlier period there were clearly more losses than gains among the

waders. Loss of habitat through drainage was an important adverse

factor among marsh and fenland species. Today the effects of drainage

are more insidious : the scale is smaller, but the gradual eradication of

water meadows and small inland marshes is slowly leading to the dis-

appearance of such species as the Snipe Gallinago gallinago from many
inland counties in lowland Britain. In the 1940-1967 period, however,

status changes among the regularly breeding waders are about equally

divided between decreases and increases. Human activities have

evidently been important in the cases of some of these changes. The

Avocet Kecurvirostra avosetta, for example, has clearly benefited from

protection, while the growth of the gravel industry enabled the Little

Ringed Plover to colonise Britain and become established here. In

contrast, the disappearance of the Kentish Plover as a British breeding

species and the decrease of the Ringed Plover Charadrius hiaticula in

many areas have been due to the development of the coast, especially

for tourism. Some other changes are less easily explained. Thus the

cause of the recent colonisation of northern Scotland by a small number

of Wood Sandpipers is not known. Nor is that of the marked increase
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and expansion into new habitats of both the Curlew Numenius arquata

and the Oystercatcher Haematopus ostralegus.

Birds of prey (Falconiformes and Strigiformes). The proportion of

species to show a decrease in the 1800-1940 period was much higher in

this group than in any other. This was due almost entirely to extensive

destruction of birds of prey, especially in the 19th century. In the 1940-

1967 period species showing a noticeable change in status are almost

equally divided between an increase (Red Kite Mi/vus milvus. Hen
Harrier Circus cjaneus. Osprey Pandion haliaetus and Tawny Owl Strix

aluco), a decrease (Merlin Falco columbarius. Kestrel F. timiunculus. Barn

Owl Tjlo alba and Long-eared Owl Asio otus) and an increase to about

the early 1950’s followed by a decline (Buzzard Buteo buteo. Sparrow-

hawk Accipiter nisus, Marsh Harrier, Montagu’s Harrier Circus pjgargus

and Peregrine Falco peregrinus). The causes of many of these fluctuations

are not known. In the case of the Buzzard a noticeable decrease was

correlated with the myxomatosis epidemic among Rabbits Orjctolagus

cuuiculus, while in the Peregrine and Sparrowhawk the much more
marked declines coincided with, and were almost certainly caused by,

the introduction of certain organochlorine insecticides.

Passerines and near-passerines (Passeriformes, Cuculiformes, Capri-

mulgiformes, Apodiformes, Coraciiformes and Piciformes). This is by
far the largest grouping, in terms of both numbers of species and

numbers of birds involved. Because it includes nearly all the commonest
land-birds, it has, for the reasons stated earlier, a relatively high pro-

portion of species for which there is no evidence of any noticeable long-

term change in status. Thus in the 1800-1940 period no marked changes

were noted for 48 out of the 85 regular breeding species, and in the

recent period for 42 out of the 87. Several instances of increase or

decrease are found among scarce species with restricted and compara-

tively easily studied populations. Severe declines causing a marked
contraction of range among widespread species have been rare, though

the few that have occurred have sometimes been very marked: the

decline of the Red-backed Shrike Lanius collurio and Wryneck Jjnx
lorquillaaSected most of England and that of the Corn Bunting Emberi^a

calandra much of western Britain and Ireland, while the decrease of the

Woodlark Eullula arborea in southern England was sudden and severe

from about 1953 onwards. In most cases the causes of these fluctuations

are not known. Recent declines have also been recorded among some
more widespread birds, such as the Cuckoo Cuculus canorus and Night-

jar Caprimulgus europaeus, though without there being any major

alteration in breeding range. Again, some species have decreased in

some parts of the country, but not necessarily in others; in southern

England the recent decreases of three closely related species—the

Wheatear Oenanthe oenanthe, Stonechat Saxicola torquata and Whinchat
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S. rubetra—may be connected with the loss of wasteland and heathland,

though there are probably other causes as well.

Instances of increase among passerines and near-passerines have

rarely been spectacular in terms of range extensions. The most marked
examples in recent years have been the recolonisation by the Tree

Sparrow Passer montanus of parts of western Britain and Ireland and, on
a much smaller scale, the steady northward push into Scotland of the

Green Woodpecker Picus viridis and the rather erratic colonisation of

parts of England and Wales by the Siskin Carduelis spinus. The Siskin

is only one of several species of finch which in recent years—in most

cases in the last ten to 15—have expanded into new habitats (see

Newton 1967).

The causes of many of the fluctuations among passerine and near-

passerine species are not known. In the cases of summer visitors to

Britain the causes of a decrease may, of course, lie outside this country.

In this connection it is of interest to note that apart from the newly

established Firecrest and Savi’s Warbler none of the 22 species that

increased during the 1940-1967 period are summer visitors to Britain;

on the other hand, summer visitors form about half the decreases.

Others (Gaviiformes, Podicipediformes, Ciconiiformes, Galliformes,

Gruiformes and Columbiformes). Included in this grouping are the

divers, grebes, herons, game-birds, rails and pigeons. Human activities

have played a large part in the increases of the Great Crested Grebe

Podiceps cristatus (mainly through the provision of such suitable habitats

as gravel pits and reservoirs) and the Woodpigeon Columba palumbus

(mainly through the development of agriculture). Weather, particularly

hard winters, is known to affect the numbers of the two breeding

herons—the Grey Heron Ardea cinerea and the Bittern Botaurus

stellaris. The causes of fluctuations among some other species in this

group are not known. Though that most spectacular of all invaders—

•

the Collared Dove—clearly found a vacant niche for itself once it

arrived here, the cause of its original spread is still a mystery.
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Ospreys in action

Photographs by Sixten Jonsson and Eric Hosking
(Plates 32-37)

The Osprey Pandion haliaetus was featured in our series of ‘less familiar

birds’ in 1956 (Brit. Birds, 49: 489-492, plates 65-72); the photographs

then, by M. D. England, showed the bird perched, the pair at the nest,

the nest site, the habitat and other aspects which are normally covered in
i

this series. We are now publishing quite a different selection of photo- !

graphs, some of them very remarkable ones, which supplement that

earlier set. Plates 35, 36 and 37 show Ospreys balancing on a branch

and coming in to land at the eyrie, and between them illustrate most of

the field characters—the whitish head and crest, the black stripe through

the eye and down the side of the neck to join the blackish-brown upper-

parts, and the dark band across the breast contrasting with the other-

wise white under-parts, as well as the long and angled wings which

underneath, apart from black carpal patches, are white narrowly barred

with brown. They also give an indication of the powerful wing action

and show the abruptly emarginated primaries which are a feature of

many of the larger birds of prey.

More striking, however, is the series of fishing studies by Sixten

Jonsson on plates 32, 33 and 34. Plate 32 shows an Osprey rising after

an unsuccessful plunge and plate 34 two successful catches (in plate 32b

the fish is grasped in one foot, but often it is held in both). Most
remarkable of all, but made somewhat confusing by the mirror image

in the calm water, is the photograph of the actual plunge on plate 3 3

:

the wings are raised, the body is almost completely submerged, and

the force of the impact is symbolised by the shower of spray extending

above the wing-tips and out of the picture.

The Osprey feeds on a wide range of fish, but especially such species

as Pike Esox lucius. Carp Cyprinus carpio. Bream Ahramis brama. Trout

Salmo trutta. Roach Kutilus rutilus and Perch Perea fluviatilis. The Hand-

book notes that these may be ‘up to about 4 lb. in weight’, but, as

pointed out in the text with the earlier photographs, female Ospreys

do not weigh much more than this (and males rather less), so that such

large fish are probably taken only in ideal conditions. Sometimes a

fishing Osprey has come to grief and this may possibly have been due

to attempting to carry too much. A notable example was published

recently in the West German magazine Constant (28th August 1967:

page 95): this was a photograph of a Carp which had been caught in a

net and which had the skeleton of an Osprey attached to it by the bird’s

embedded talons. The Carp had presumably pulled the Osprey under
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water and drowned it, and then dragged the corpse around for weeks

or months until it had become a skeleton. More recently still, on i6th

April 1968, an Osprey was knocked down by a train near Wroxham,

Norfolk, as it was carrying a li lb. Bream which it had perhaps caught

in Wroxham Broad (see photograph in 'Eastern Daily Press, 17th April

1968). I.J.F.-L.

Wool causing injuries to legs and feet of

Oystercatchers

By P. J. Dare and A. J. Mercer

Fisheries Experiment Station, Conway, Caernarvonshire

(Plate 58)

INTRODUCTION

‘Although many diseases and deformities of the legs and bills of wild

bbirds have been described (e.g. Keymer 1958, Keymer and Blackmore

11964, Pomeroy 1962), few records of leg and foot deformities among
vwaders (Charadriiformes) appear to have been published. Walton

(1962) described an Oystercatcher Haematopus ostralegus found dead

with the inner toe of each foot missing; the strikingly symmetrical

-nature of this deformity led Dr. I. F. Keymer, quoted in an accom-

ppanying editorial comment, to suggest that it was probably congenital.

fHarris (1967) recorded the occurrence among young Oystercatchers

'of a virus disease, vesicular dermatitis, which caused blistering and

^swelling of the toes and tarsi, and led to some mortality, about the time

-of first flying.

Boer (1967) described, with photographs, the finding of massive

1

'- warts’ on the upper tarsi of several Oystercatchers. Post-mortem
; rexamination of one such specimen revealed that chronic inflammation
I aad started at the intertarsal or ‘ankle’ joint; although the initial cause

Df these growths could not be determined, sheep’s wool was suspected.

During the course of a general study of the Oystercatcher, by the

Fisheries Research branch of the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries

' land Food, it soon became clear that not only were tarsal and foot
I ieformities common, but also that most were caused directly by cast

'
' iheep’s wool. Detailed records were kept of all such injuries. The
purpose of this paper is to draw attention to the significance of sheep’s

ivool as a cause of many injuries, and some mortality, in the Oyster-

catcher.
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WOOL INJURING O Y S TE R C A TC H E R S

MATERIAL EXAMINED
This quantitative survey of injuries is based on a total of 7,350 Oyster-

catchers examined in the hand by us between March 1962 and Decem-

ber 1967. Some had been shot by fishery officers and others trapped by

us for ringing, all between August and March, from wintering and

passage flocks in Wales and on the west coast of England. Catches for

ringing and colour-marking were made at Morecambe Bay (Lanca-

- shire), the Dee Estuary (Cheshire/Flintshire), Conway Bay (Caernar-

vonshire), the Burry Inlet (Glamorgan) and the Exe Estuary (Devon),

but all the shot Oystercatchers were from Morecambe Bay. Additional

information was provided by field observations of deformed (3yster-

, catchers in the above wintering areas, and on breeding grounds in

Wales, northern Britain and the Faroe Islands.

ORIGIN OF INJURIES
During autumn and winter Oystercatchers live entirely on the shore,

, except in a few areas where flocks feed or roost by day in coastal

•fields (Dare 1966). Many Oystercatchers which winter on British

‘shores, however, including those in the localities from which our

material was gathered, breed inland in northern countries where

s sheep are frequently encountered, for example in Scotland and the

! Faroe Islands (Dare in press). Our own experience of some of these

' northern populations, and reports from local observers, together

‘suggest that, whilst some wintering Oystercatchers certainly do feed

i amidst sheep, entanglement with wool occurs almost exclusively on

the breeding grounds. In some regions cast wool occurs so profusely

;in summer that it presents a considerable hazard to adult Oyster-

( catchers and their broods on sheep pastures and moorland.

In the Faroe Islands, according to A. Mortensen {in liti.), many
(Oystercatchers can be seen with wool twisted around their legs,

c especially later in the breeding season. On Eysturoy two adults which

had become shackled together with long ‘ropes’ of wool around their

wings were captured and cut free (H. A. Winther in Hit.). Similarly,

'Shetland Oystercatchers are very prone to become ensnared in the

fine wool shed by sheep. Sometimes both legs may become tied

together until the bird cannot walk (J. Peterson in lift., Peter Davis

in litt.). R. J. Tulloch {in Htt.) has also recorded mortality from this

. cause and comments that some breeding seasons are worse than others,

:
perhaps as a result of weather differences affecting the quantity and

r period of wool shedding. We have ourselves observed breeding

Oystercatchers encumbered by clumps of wool in the eastern highlands

• and southern uplands of Scotland. Although wool is rarely found on
first-winter Oystercatchers (table i), a higher proportion of young-

sters undoubtedly pick up wool before they fly, judging by our own
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field records and the comments of R. J. Tulloch, but possibly the

worst cases die before they can leave for winter quarters. In the

Netherlands, too, young Oystercatchers occasionally become entangled

in wool (Boer 1967).

The successive stages in the injury process have been reconstructed

from a series of specimens exhibiting different degrees of wool en-

tanglement (plate 38). Should a few wefts of wool ensnare the foot

or tarsus (strictly the tarso-metatarsus), there is a considerable risk

that they will gradually shrink, due to weathering and the bird’s

activity, until a tight noose is formed, which then begins to cut into

the skin. On some Oystercatchers, however, the wool may form a

finely woven anklet which fits loosely and harmlessly about the tarsus

so that, from a little distance, it resembles a dirty white band. As a

wool noose tightens, blood circulation is restricted and the affected

part swells. Later, the distal portion of the appendage withers and

ultimately the tendons and bones are severed. The amputated structure

usually heals so cleanly that little or no indication of the cause of

injury remains. Occasionally, wool may be lost at an intermediate

stage, leaving a swollen or incised toe or tarsus.

TYPES AND FREQUENCY OF INJURIES
The variety and incidence of limb injuries which can thus be ascribed

to sheep’s wool are summarised in table i for each of the three recog-

nisable age groups of Oystercatchers. Tarsal deformities from other

causes—for example, shooting or accidental breakage—are noted

separately in the table, but miscellaneous lesser ailments, such as bent

toes and elongated or missing claws, are omitted. The symptoms of

vesicular dermatitis or of other diseases have never been observed

either among adults or among the 600 chicks handled by us, nor have

we found tarsal growths of the type described by Boer (1967).

Injuries are grouped subjectively as either major or minor, according

to whether the individual’s survival chances seemed likely to be

impaired. Loss of one or two toes, or even two from one foot and one

from the other, will probably not influence survival significantly, but

a severed or grossly mis-shapen tarsus or foot might well do so.

Since table i groups wounds only into broad categories, and does not

distinguish intermediate stages, further comment on types of injury is

required. ‘Toes lost’ includes those in process of amputation (either

severely incised by wool or hanging by tendons). A foot is considered

lost when all three toes have been severed at their bases to leave only

a stump; one such Oystercatcher had lost a further two toes from its

other foot. Swollen feet usually result from tight wool nooses around

toes. Seven adults with only loose wool around the feet are excluded.

Swollen tarsi sometimes occur in conjunction with swollen feet.
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Plate 32. Osprey Pandion haliaetus flying up after unsuccessful plunge, shedding

^dne drops of water as it does so, Sweden (pages 256-257) Sixlen Jonsson)



Pi, AXES 3 3 and 34. Osprey Paiid/on baliactus Hshing, Sweden. Above, the actual

plunge with only upstretched wings above the surface and these and all the spray

mirrored in the calm water. Right, two successful catches {photos: Sisten Jonsson)









Plates 35 {overleaf) and 36. Action photographs of Ospreys Paiidion haliaetus with

their wings outstretched as they land on a branch and the eyrie, Sweden. Between
them these give a good impression of the general pattern {photos: Sixten Jonssoti)



1 Plate 37. Osprey Pandion haliaetus landing at eyrie with its wings in differing

;
positions, Connecticut. Note the abruptly emarginated and attenuated primaries

> which are characteristic of many of the large birds of {photos: Erie Hosking)



Plate 38. Feet of Oystercatchers Haematopns ostralegus injured by wool. Above,
the two on the left came from the same individual; the one in the middle shows a

swelling of the tarsus. Below, the lower specimen illustrates the manner in which
wool can form a loose band around the tarsus (pages 257-263) [photos: A. J. Mercer)
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>Most Stumped tarsi had been amputated about half way up, but some
lat just below the intertarsal joint or ‘ankle’. This group includes two
individuals in which a tarsus was swollen and in the process of being

‘severed by tight wool. A further 15 (ten adults, three first-year and

ttwo older immatures) with loose wool anklets are omitted from the

.analysis.

Of the 7,350 birds examined, 2.8% had lost toes (classed as minor

injuries) and 0.5% had major foot or tarsal injuries from wool. Table

I also shows that those in their first-year are rarely affected by wool,

whereas many adults are injured. A puzzling feature of foot injuries is

•ithat the inner toe is much more likely to be affected than the outer and

middle ones. All seven of the Oystercatchers with three toes missing

had lost their inner ones; and 48 (88%) of the
5 5

with two toes missing

had lost their inner ones. Many of the latter were identical in appearance

to the specimen illustrated by Walton (1962). Compared with other

waders, the injury rate experienced by the Oystercatcher from all

ccauses combined, but especially from wool, seems to be very high. In

PBritain four other species—Curlew Numenius arquata. Redshank

TTringa totanus. Golden Plover Pluvialis apricaria and Lapwing Vanellus

'.mnellus—commonly breed or winter in sheep country. Of these, the

1 Lapwing is certainly affected by wool (Wenner 1912 and others),

tfhough precisely to what extent is not clear, but information on the

I'Dther three species is negative.

BEHAVIOUR AND SURVIVAL
I On the wintering grounds we have watched eleven Oystercatchers with

irnjuries classed as severe (six with a tarsus or foot severed or badly

(Swollen due to wool, and five with a tarsus or foot maimed from other

ccauses). All appeared to be fending for themselves quite adequately,

lln addition, one Oystercatcher with an amputated tarsus was observed

'Dreeding in Scotland. In the Netherlands, on the other hand, Boer

11967) observed that both the movements and balance of one individual

were noticeably hindered by a large growth around its ‘ankle’ joint,

'.whilst two others found dead with similar deformities were extremely

fhin.

Information on the body weights of incapacitated individuals is

idmited, but the weights of ten with major leg injuries are compared in

cable 2 with the mean weights of uninjured Oystercatchers collected

on the same day. The results confirm our general field impressions,

or, although all but one of the injured birds were below the mean
weight of their respective samples, most were not far below, whilst

he only two which were considerably below were still not unduly

ight. If, however, the weights of injured Oystercatchers were typical

of the sampled populations as a whole, one would expect them to fall
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Table 2. Weights of Oystercatchers Haemalopus oslrakgus severe leg injuries

compared with mean normal weights

Weights of injured individuals are given to the nearest
5
grams. All weights were

taken after the crop and gizzard had been emptied of food, and were therefore

true weights

Mean weights (and

numbers weighed) of

Date Age and sex Deformity

Weight

(grams)

uninjured individuals

of same sex

28.3.63 Adult d Left foot grossly

deformed
535 584 (11)

5.9.63 Adult $ J.eft foot

amputated
450 489 (67)

20.11.64 Adult d Tarsus amputated

in middle, upper

leg swollen and

gangrenous due to

nylon twine

455 535 (52)

31.8.66 Adult d Tarsus amputated

in middle
475 533 (36)

20.1 1.64 Adult d Tarsus broken,

foot twisted side-

ways (old wound)

510 535 (52)

10.12.66 Adult ? Tarsus amputated

in middle
515 605 (17)

9.2.67 Adult d Tarsus severed at

top
590 596 (54)

21.8.67 Adult d Tarsus severed 495 528 (77)

1. 1 1.67 Adult $ Tarsus severed 560 560 (20)

15.11.67 Adult d Tarsus severed

near top
540 546 (25)

in approximately equal numbers above and below the sample means of

uninjured specimens. The observed skewed distribution, in fact,

indicates that injured individuals were significantly lighter than the

population as a whole (P=o.oo2, applying the sign test), and thus

presumably at some disadvantage. It is clear, nevertheless, that many

Oystercatchers largely overcome such disabilities, though to what

extent this is achieved by modifying their feeding behaviour—for

example, by extending the normal feeding times or by changes of

diet—is not known.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Examination of 7,350 Oystercatchers } laemalopiis os/ralegus in coastal wintering

haunts in western Britain revealed that 3.3‘’o had injuries to the legs and feet

.caused by sheep’s wool. The process of injury by wool, and the variety of deformi-

ties so caused, are described. Most injuries are minor, involving loss of from one to

•three toes (in 2.8% of the individuals examined), but approximately i in 200

t Oystercatchers (0.5%) suffers major deformities of a foot or tarsus. Entanglement

\with cast wool originates almost exclusively on the northern breeding grounds,

e especially in Scotland and the Faroe Islands, and is responsible for some mortality

J among adult Oystercatchers and their broods. In the winter quarters, however,

:body weights of Oystercatchers with major injuries to one tarsus or foot arc not
• far below those of uninjured individuals, suggesting that many successfully adjust

• to these handicaps.
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Notes
Kestrel taking prey from Barn Owl.—On the afternoon of loth

February 1968, not far from Loch Arthur, Kirkcudbrightshire, J. N.

Dymond, A. Maciver, Mr. and Mrs. J. McLaurin, G. L. A. Patrick,

M. Rogers and I watched a Barn Owl Tjfo alba hunting over some
rough pasture. We saw it catch a Short-tailed Vole Microtm agrestis

which it carried into a barn near-by. It soon reappeared with a second

Barn Owl and we watched the latter drop into a patch of Juncus to

emerge with what was almost certainly another Short-tailed Vole.

This owl also seemed to be making for the barn with its prey, but a

Kestrel Valeo tinnunculus—which until now had been sitting motionless

on some wires, apart from two brief and apparently fruitless journeys

to the ground—suddenly stooped at it with shrill calls. As the Kestrel

passed below the Barn Owl, only 25 yards from us, it rolled on its

back and sei2ed the vole in both talons. The owl was flapping along

about four feet above the ground and for a few seconds it flew on,

losing height, carrying the vole and the upside-down Kestrel with

one foot. Then the wildly flapping Kestrel broke loose with the vole

and flew off. Both Barn Owls disappeared shortly afterwards, but we
later saw the Kestrel feeding perched on a dead tree about 150 yards

away. M. J. Everett

Water Rail killing and eating small passerines.—On 7th January

1968, at West Rudham, Norfolk, I saw a Water Rail Kallus aquaticus

feeding on seeds which I had put out for finches on the ground round

the base of my bird table. It would pick up and swallow a few seeds

and then take two or three draughts of water from a pan provided for

the birds. It appeared to be in poor condition with dull, fluffed out

plumage. During the next few days the weather deteriorated and much
snow fell, whereupon the Water Rail started to attack the smaller

birds feeding round the bird table. It would remain perfectly still in

the cover of some Brussels sprouts and, as soon as a bird came near

enough, it would dart out and attempt to sei2e it, often displacing

bunches of feathers when it failed to secure a hold. When it did

succeed in grasping one firmly in its bill, it would beat it to death

on the fro2en ground or on the legs of the bird table, like a Song

Thrush Turdus philomelos breaking open snails. Having killed its

victim, it would take it to a particular place under a rose bush near-by

and start to pluck it; after removing a few patches of feathers from the

under-side, it would begin to eat the flesh of the breast, quickly tearing

it away from the neck to the vent. Once it had left a carcase partly

eaten I never saw it return to finish it off.
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In all I saw the Water Rail kill and eat in this way nine individuals

of five species—two Dunnocks Prunella modularis, two Greenfinches

Carduelis chloris, two Chaffinches Fringilla coelebs, one House Sparrow

(Passer domesticus and two Tree Sparrows P. montanus. As it used to

. come at the same time each morning, I probably witnessed most of the

occasions on which it was successful. Once, however, it struck at a

bird at dusk: the intended victim flew through the rose bush and the

'.Water Rail went after it like a hawk, but became tangled in the

oranches. When it left the garden on i6th January, it was in sleek,

compact plumage and prime condition. I have lived and worked in

die country all my life, but have never before seen this side of the

Water Rail’s character. A. V. Hoelidav

[In 1962 we printed several notes on Water Rails beating to death

or drowning small birds (Z3r//. Pirds, 55: 132-133, 165 and 275). The
opecies concerned were Wren 'I'roglodjtes troglodytes, Dunnock, Chaffinch

i ind Little Stint Calidris minuta and other references were made to

oublished records involving Twite Acanthis flavirostris and Greenfinch.

:It was concluded that such predatory activities by Water Rails were

'orobably much less uncommon than had been supposed. Nevertheless,

Air. Holliday’s record is unusually detailed and of particular interest

;:ince it concerns regular observations over several days.

—

Eds.]

solitary Sandpiper in Wiltshire.—At about 18.00 hours GMT on
:13th September 1966, on the sewage farm at Swindon, Wiltshire, I

'.saw a wader which I took to be a Solitary Sandpiper Tringa solitaria-,

he next morning, in a much better light, Julian C. Rolls and I con-

firmed this identification. The bird was subsequently seen by many
'observers and on 1 7th September was trapped and ringed by Roderick

Z. Faulkner, J.C.R. and myself. It was last recorded on 25 th September.

The following description has been compiled from the notes of the

I'lbove and of Dr. E. A. R. Ennion, C. M. Swaine and D. I. M. Wallace:

Upper-parts: forehead, crown and nape soft olive-brown, some feathers

tipped with greyish-buff; mantle darker olive-brown, again with some buff

tips; back similar to mantle, but with greyish tinge and tips clearer buffish-

white
;
rump and upper tail-coverts as back, but possibly greyer and with light

tips increasing on coverts. Tail: outer feathers white, spotted and barred with

black-brown, each also having a buff-chestnut bar between tip and first dark

bar; when tail folded, six dark bars clearly visible; central feathers very dark

brown with buff tips. Wings: primaries, primary coverts and carpal joint black-

brown with some coverts notched and tipped with buff; inner primaries and
some secondaries notched with buff and edged with silvery white; lesser and
median coverts uniform dark browm, tipped buff; greater coverts, scapulars

and tertials brown, notched and edged warm buff. Sides of head: lores, ear-

coverts and most of rest of sides of head suffused buff-brown; prominent white

eye-rings; whitish stripes from eye-rings to bill, narrowly separated at base of
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Upper mandible by olive-brown of forehead; immediately behind eyes a few
feathers of very dark brown marbled with pale grey. Under-parts: chin and
throat white, this extending slightly on to sides of neck; otherwise sides of neck

and breast suffused buff-brown with some distinct darker flecking; centre of

breast white extending in a narrow inverted V to join white of throat; belly,

flanks and under-tail white with some slight dark flecking on under tail-

coverts; axil iaries and leading under wing-coverts grey, barred with brown;
carpal joints uniform brown; remainder of under-wings dark with very

noticeable white leading edge to coverts. Soft parts: base of bill olive-gretn

(extending to half length of lower mandible and marginally further on upper)

and remainder blackish-green; legs generally appeared yellowish-green or

yellowish-brown in field, but in fright sunlight could look yellow; in the hand,

legs and feet were olive-yellow with soles brighter yellow; eye dark. Measure-

ments: wing 138 mm., tail 52 mm., tarsus 55 mm., bill from feathers 30 mm.;
weight 88 grams.

Size was deceptive in the field. iNIost people thought the bird larger

than a Common Sandpiper T. hypoleitcos and yet slightly smaller than a

Green Sandpiper T. oc/jroptts, but it was not seen in the company of

other Tringa species for a direct comparison. The bill appeared slightly

decurved in the field (though this was not apparent in the hand) and

seemed about equal to or possibly slightly longer than the head.

The bird was generally not difficult to approach and, although it

became more wary after the first few days, one could still get near to

it with care. When suspicious, it bobbed and sometimes ran off with

raised wings; it frequently erected its crown feathers and often kept

them up for some time. It fed by wading in shallow water and picking

with its bill almost vertical; while feeding, it nodded its head con-

tinuously, an action which is considered a useful field character in North

America. Occasionally it waded up to its belly and once or twice was

seen to swim. Its flight was very distinctive and quite fast, although

a peculiar flicking action of the long wings made it appear slow. Its

most common call was a soft pit or wit and, when it was flushed, it

repeated this more loudly three or four times with the last two notes

drawn out as peet or iveet—thus resembling the flight call of the Green

Sandpiper, but much softer.

Many observers were surprised that the main widely used reference

books liken this species to a small Green Sandpiper (at the same time,

even American books state that the legs are generally dark, rarely with

a yellowish tint). If the Solitary Sandpiper at Swindon was typical of

this species, the comparison is not a good one. It was much paler than

any Green Sandpiper and closely approached the Common Sandpiper

in the colour of its upper-parts. Indeed, at some angles the combination

of dark carpal joints, lighter centre to breast, pale legs and light

upper-parts produced a certain resemblance to a Common Sandpiper.

At other times, however, the head pattern, pale legs and stance re-

called a Wood Sandpiper T. glareola and the ratio of leg length to body
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size was actually similar to that species. The weights and measurements

were well within the range of those of the Green Sandpiper and so

the suggestion of smaller size in the references to ‘a small Green Sand-

piper’ could be rather misleading.

Two features seemed particularly useful as field characters. The

first was the prominent barring on the white sides of the dark-centred

tail, visible at surprisingly long ranges. The second was the elongated

appearance produced by the folded wings extending well beyond the

tail (in the hand we found that the distance was about 8 mm.). \X’e were

also struck by the fact that the bird really was solitary and seemed

deliberately to avoid the company of other waders.

A photograph of this Solitary Sandpiper, by R. K. Hmmett, was

published with the ‘Report on rare birds in Great Britain in 1966’

(Bri/. Birds, Go: plate 40b). This is only the ninth British record of

this North American species and it has never been found in Ireland.

G. L. W'kbber

(Common Gulls breeding in England. —Following the recent note

by Mr. and Mrs. A. Dobbs, ). T. Radford and F. Woodcock on

(Common Gulls Lams carms breeding in Nottinghamshire {Brit. Birds,

61: 83-84), several readers have written to point out that the accom-

rpanying editorial comment was incorrect in stating that Cumberland,

'Northumberland and Kent were the only other English counties in

which this species had been proved to nest. ). H. Barrett and K. G.

^Spcnccr have drawn our attention to two published records of

unsuccessful breeding in Yorkshire: a single egg hatched on Malham
Tarn in 1955 and three eggs hatched on Ilton Moor in 1957, but the

•
young died in each case (see Y.N.U. Ornithological Reports for those

years). More rcccntlv, a pair reared three young on the north York-
' shire moors in 1966 and 1967 (N. 'X'. Harwood per D. G. Bell). Mean-
while, as pointed out by R. G. H. Cant, a pair of Common Gulls nested

on Blakeney Point, Norfolk, in 1965, 1966 and 1967, rearing two young
in each of the last two years (see Norfolk Bird Reports)

;
and in the same

period, after circumstantial evidence of nesting in 1965 and more
particularly in 1966, two pairs reared a total of five young on moorland
in Co. Durham in 1967 (A. E. Hingston and A. H. Banks p r D. G.

Bell). We understand that these recent Norfolk, Durham and York-

shire sites are all again occupied in 1968. It may be that the Common
(Gull is spreading slightly and that isolated pairs will now nest in

other parts of England where conditions are right.

—

Eds.

‘Skylark coming down chimney.—On the evening of 24th January

1968 I caught a Skylark Alauda arvensis in the pantry of the farmhouse

at New Hall, ,\ppleby, Westmorland. It was in good condition, but
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was sooty and had a bare patch on its forehead. I ringed and released it.

Later, on entering the sitting room, which is separated from the pantry

by a small hall, I noticed that there were some sooty marks on the

ceiling and damage to plants in pots by the window. The fire was not

lit and it was clear that the Skylark had come down the chimney,

which is about 22 feet from the top to the grate. Though Starlings

Sturnus vulgaris and other urban birds frequently come down chimneys,

it seems unexpected for a Skylark to do so. R. W. Robson

Blue Tits raising young Pied Flycatchers.—At Coed Ty-coch, near

Maentwrog in north-west Merioneth, a Pied Flycatcher Ficedula

hypoleuca had completed her nest in a nest-box on
5
th May 1967. By 15 th

two eggs had been laid by the Pied Flycatcher and three more added by
a Blue Tit Parus caeruleus\ by 20th the Blue Tit had completed her

clutch of six and was incubating. By 9th June all eight eggs had

hatched and on 16th the six young Blue Tits and two young Pied

Flycatchers were well grown. These had all fledged, apparently

successfully, when the box was next visited on 24th June.

Meanwhile, an almost parallel sequence of events was recorded at

Gregynog Hall, near Newtown, Montgomeryshire. By 7th May a Pied

Flycatcher had lined her nest and on 17th it contained two eggs. Four

days later a Blue Tit was seen leaving the box, and by 27th moss had

been added to the original nest and four Blue Tit eggs laid. This clutch

was completed with another three eggs and the Blue Tit then incubated 1

her seven and the Pied Flycatcher’s two. All the eggs had hatched by !

1 8th June and when the box was last visited on the 28th all the young 1

had apparently fledged successfully except for one flycatcher which was '

dead in the nest, evidently having died several days before it was

ready to leave. R. R. Loveg rove and P. Hope Jones

[Dr. Bruce Campbell comments that the placing of Pied Flycatcher

eggs in the nests of tits has been recommended as a method of spreading

this species. In 1962 he and Dr. C. M. Perrins removed 17 fresh Pied

Flycatcher eggs under licence from boxes in the Forest of Dean,

Gloucestershire. These were placed as ‘clutches’ of five, four, four and

four in boxes occupied by Blue Tits at Wytham, Berkshire. According

to Dr. R. S. Bailey who completed the study, two ‘broods’ of four,

one pure and one mixed with young Blue Tits, fledged successfully;

and two from the third clutch of four probably flew; but the clutch of

five did not hatch. None of the young was seen after fledging and none

reappeared in 1963 or subsequent years.

Mixed layings, however, such as those described by Messrs. Love-

grove and Hope Jones above, have been rare in Dr. Campbell’s study

of Pied Flycatchers in the Forest of Dean and he himself is able to cite
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only four cases involving this species. In 1949 a Redstart Phoenicurus

phoenicurus added seven eggs of her own to seven Pied Flycatcher’s and

incubated the 14 in two layers; two young of each species hatched and

apparently fledged. In 1955 a Redstart added six eggs to a Pied Fly-

catcher’s three and hatched them all except one of the latter, but the

flycatchers died after about a week. In 1959 a single Pied Flycatcher

egg was hatched by Blue Tits, but the nestling then died. In 1961 one

egg from a clutch of four Pied Flycatcher’s taken over by Blue Tits

hatched and may have fledged.

—

Eds.]

( Grasshopper Warbler resembling Pallas’s Grasshopper Warbler.

—

On 27th April 1967, at Portland, Dorset, G. L. Webber, J. A. Wigzell

and I netted what appeared to be a Grasshopper Warbler 'Locustella

naevia. When we came to ring it and carry out the routine laboratory

, examination back at the observatory, however, we were somewhat
'Startled to see that each tail-feather was tipped with buffish-white,

• markedly so in the cases of all but the central pair. Suspecting that we
might have a Pallas’s Grasshopper Warbler L. certhiola, I took measure-

rments of wing, tail, bill and tarsus and full details of wing-formula,

a and compared these with data published by Kenneth Williamson

{Identification for Pingers, i: 12-16). It so happened, however, that all

• the measurements and structural details fitted either species equally

well (except that the 2nd primary was 0.5 mm. longer than the 4th,

which apparently just favoured L. naevia'). We therefore resorted to an

analysis of the plumage:

Upper-parts olive-brown, feathers of crown and mantle with blackish centres

giving strongly streaked appearance
; rump and upper tail-covcrts browm with

paler fringes producing faintly streaked effect. Faint yellowish supercilium,

noticeable only just above eye. Chin whitish or very pale yellow; rest of under-

parts yellow-buff, except for under tail-coverts which were whitish with narrow
blackish central streaks. Flight-feathers brown with lighter, more olive fringes

except in the case of the second primary, the whole outer web of which was
beige. Tail-feathers dark brown with olive-brown fringes, but shading into

blackish near the tips with the tips themselves buffish-white
;
central pair only

faintly pale-tipped.

The appearance of the tail was remarkably like the drawing of the

distinctive tail of Pallas’s Grasshopper Warbler in The Handbook

(2: 35), even to the blackish sub-terminal areas and the rather different

ccentral pair, but we were finally satisfied that the bird was a Grass-

hopper Warbler on two counts. Firstly, the under tail-coverts, with

darker central streaks, were specifically those of L. naevia. Secondly, the

tupper tail-coverts were not noticeably rufous, a feature of L. certhiola

stressed by Kenneth Williamson in descriptions of two on Fair Isle

(Brit. Birds, 43: 49-5G 5°: 395-597)-

The bird was also seen in the hand by my wife and R. Williamson and
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then released outside the observatory, all of us noticing the flash of the

white tail-spots as it flew off and, typically, dived deep into cover near-

by. This final view demonstrated to all concerned how easily we might

have been misled, had we not been able to examine the bird so carefully

in the hand. In fact, the whole incident served as an object lesson against

jumping to quick conclusions. Incidentally, the bird weighed 14. i

grams, which is an average weight for a newly arrived Grasshopper

Warbler. F. R. Cl.\fton

Bullfinches eating snowherries.—On 23rd January 1967, in my
garden at Brentry, Bristol, I saw a pair of Bullfinches Pyrrhula pyrrhida

perched in a snowberry bush Symphoricarpus albus and for about five

minutes both birds tore off and swallowed portions of the pulp of the

snowberries. I should add that there was no shortage of food in the

area since an adjoining orchard gave ample access to fruit buds.

Indeed, what was probably the same pair of Bullfinches had been

feeding there earlier in the day. A. P. Radford

[Dr. Ian Newton, who has made a study of the Bullfinch and

especially its food, knows of no previous record of this species eating

snowberry fruits. He considers that it must be unusual for them to do so

because the snowberry is such a popular garden shrub that this

behaviour would surely have been noted previously if it were at all

regular. At the same time, it is unusual for wild Bullfinches to eat the

pulp of fruits or berries and normally they feed only on the seeds. In

this connection. Dr. Newton writes that, though they eat seeds of

many species of fleshy fruits (including bramble Kuht4s, rowan Sorhtts,

privet l^igustrum and honeysuckle Lonicera), he himself has seen them

eating the actual pulp only of hawthorn Crataegus. He also adds that

Bullfinches often eat the buds of snowberry and Greenfinches Car-

due/is Moris the seeds, at least in central Europe.

—

Eds.]

Crossbills feeding on pine cones on the ground.—The recent note

by Bernard King and D. E. Ladhams (i3r/V. Birds, Go: 524-525) prompts

me to record that for at least an hour on the afternoon of 14th July

1966, in a garden at Esher, Surrey, L. G. Hemmings and I watched

comparable behaviour at close quarters by a party of 40-50 Crossbills

Lo.xia curvirostra. These included several males, although females and

immatures predominated. The garden, one of many large ones in the

immediate neighbourhood, contains five well-grown Scots pines Pinus

sylvestris and there are others next door. The ground beneath the trees'

was thickly strewn with husks from cones, as well as numerous whole

cones, both brown and green. Many female and immature Crossbills

were flying down to the ground, picking up either brown or green
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:ones and returning to the trees with them. We were informed that

the birds had been present for several days before our visit and that

they remained for some time afterwards. K. P. Keywood

Review

sBirdwatching : a Guide to European Birds. By Bertel Bruun.

Illustrated by Philippe Degrave. Paul Hamlyn, London, 1967.

1160 pages with 350 illustrations in colour. 5s.

iThe concept of this paperback is that of a handy comprehensive

; European bird-book at a mass market price for beginners. As such, it

nas inevitably to be compared with earlier members of the tribe. The
‘ormat is familiar. There are introductory sections on the book’s use,

. ;lassification, migration, habitat, equipment, bird-gardening and so on.

>Several pages, particularly those on classification, recall those of other

:^uides very closely. The main body consists of a systematic treatment

of all breeding species or regular migrants. These are depicted in

:coloured illustrations with short te.xts and, in many cases, small maps

giving winter and summer distribution and migratory routes. Though
iv^ery small, the latter do show some originality of concept. Yet the

only really exceptional thing about the book is its price.

Does it, however, possess any true value? The answer has to be al-

most entirely negative. The main reason for this is the quite appalling

‘Standard of accuracy in the illustrations. There is an unidentifiable

inch on the cover. Rock Buntings labelled ‘Lapland Bunting’ on page

00, a desperately misleading pair of wings (theoretically of Teal and

LGarganey) on page 15, a Buzzard silhouette that looks like a harrier

on page 16—and all these are in the introductory sections. What
lappens thereafter is worse: the Squacco Heron is in fact a Cattle

Egret (and vice versa), the Glossy Ibis is coloured scarlet, the drake

IGadwall has green upper-parts, and so on, until an Ortolan Bunting

I'.vith a dark green head culminates an incredible series of mistakes in

he most deplorable collection of bird illustrations published in recent

oears. The accuracy of the texts and maps is higher, but, even so, close

nspection reveals juxtapositions of species names and mistakes. For

'Example, the Kestrel does not apparently breed in most of Europe, and

he Greenish Warbler is awarded the distribution of the Chiffehaff.

Faced with such a daunting series of errors, one can only rule that

he claims made for this guide are unwarranted, however energetic the

:ompiler and distinguished the international consultants. Pot-boiling is

nevitable in the guide market, but there is no excuse for sheer care-

lessness. Fiven the Italian printing industrv seems to have had an off

lay. Enough said, I trust. D. I. M. W.\ll.^ce
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The Bass Rock albatross

Sirs,—Having worked upon four species of albatross for a number
of years {Polar Record, lo: 145-146; ii: 282-283; 601-602), I was
interested to read George Waterston’s account {Brit. Birds, 61 : 22-27)

of the Black-browed Albatross Diomedea melanophris that appeared in

the colony of Gannets Sula bassana on the Bass Rock last summer.
Much of it was a pleasant reminder of the albatrosses with which I

became familiar in South Georgia, but some of the views expressed do
not accord with my own experiences.

Dr. R. C. Murphy (1936, Oceanic Birds of South America'. 505) des-

cribed the bill of the Black-browed Albatross as ‘yellow (sometimes

as bright as gamboge yellow), becoming orange, pink or even red on
the hook of the maxilla’ and John Warham, Dr. W. R. P. Bourne and

Sir Hugh Elliott (Br//. Birds, 59: 376-384) gave it as fellow or orange-

yellow with a pink tip’. The bill of the Bass Rock bird was evidently

quite different : in Waterston’s own words, it was ‘sunburn-pink at the

tip and had a yellowish tinge at the base, but was otherwise mainly

flesh-pink of an almost translucent quality’. The yellowish base and

sunburn-pink tip I recognise, but among many thousands of adults

and immatures in South Georgia I never saw one with a flesh-pink bill.

Translucent flesh-pink is characteristic of the unpigmented bill of the

Wandering Albatross D. exulans. It seems that the Bass Rock albatross

had lost most of the yellow pigment of the bill and this leads me to

wonder whether there may be some colour change associated with

moult in the austral winter. The latest I have seen this species at sea in

the South Atlantic has been mid-May and the description on the Bass

Rock was written at the end of June. It would be interesting to know
whether any change in bill colour was noticed between the time Pro-

fessor W. H. Thorpe first saw the bird on i8th May and the published

observations of 27th June.

Waterston misquoted my paper {Emu, 66: 357-367) as saying that

albatrosses were caught in fishing gear in South Georgia, whereas

I referred to recoveries by fishing boats off the Atlantic coasts of South

Africa and South America.

The behaviour of the Bass Rock albatross towards Gannets was

described in detail and Sir Hugh Elliott was quoted as saying that it

was ‘part of the normal if incomplete courtship display’. I would agree

that the observations were of recognisable ritualised patterns, but

there was no evidence to indicate that these were epigamic. The

description best fits the display I know of as ‘creaking’ and which

Dr. L. E. Richdale (1949, The Pre-Egg Stage in Buller’s Molljmauk'. 12)
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:alled ‘croaking and nodding’. Although this display does occur be-

ween sexes, my studies indicate that it is a territorial signal directed

nost frequently towards other males and already established in

‘ ledglings before they leave the nest. In this instance the absence of the

exposed gape-line is an indication of very low intensity. Is it really

urprising that the Bass Rock albatross behaved in this manner?

There is, after all, some similarity between a Gannet colony and a

'Mack-browed Albatross rookery. Gannets, like albatrosses, are white

nd black birds and they are of equivalent size. Such visual and en-

'ironmental stimuli might well be expected, therefore, to elicit mild

I erritoria! responses from an albatross. W. L. N. Tickell

Plurals of bird names
lirs,—Ornithology being a science, surely every effort should be made

. o use language as precise as possible without tiresome pedantry ?

n this connection, it seems indefensible to misuse English to obscure

he distinction between singular and plural. I refer to the strange habit,

'i'hich I imagine is copied from the shooting people, of adopting the

::ingular form for either the singular or the plural meaning: for

rastance, ‘one Whimbrel’ or ‘a flock of WhimbrcT. The practice seems

o me to be incomprehensible because it follows no apparent rules, as

few examples of plurals from various books and journals will show.

Thus we have ‘duck’ (but not ‘goose’ or ‘swan’), ‘Wigeon’, ‘Curlew’

)but ‘Oystercatchers’), ‘plover’ or ‘plovers’, ‘godwit’ or ‘godwits’,

"nd ‘Herons’. The habit seems to be spreading and I have recently

leeard ‘Twite’ used as a plural. If the singular is to be applied in this

' /ay to a little passerine, how long will it be before we hear of ‘six

House Sparrow’ or ‘a pair of Robin’ ? I note that Gilbert White, in his

"he Natural History of Selborne, referred to ‘snipes’, ‘widgeons’ and

Ideals’. J. Pen RY-Jones

The identification of raptors

' 'irs,—In recent years increasing attention has been given to the

Migration of raptors through the countries bordering the eastern
^

‘ lediterranean, and various papers have been written on the subject,

ne of the most recent being that by R. A. D. Cameron et al. (1967,

his, 109: 489-501). I am frequently surprised by the apparent confi-

dence nowadays with which many of the large migratory Palearctic

aptors are identified in the field. Not long ago I heard P. J. Hayman
ive a talk in Bristol on his experiences in Mediterranean countries

nd he expressed surprise that so little is really known about the winter

ange of the Spotted Eagle Aquila clanga and Lesser Spotted Eagle
'A. pomarina. The reason is not hard to find. Any ornithologist who has

/orked in Ethiopia, and no doubt in Kenya and elsewhere in Africa,
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is constantly aware of the presence of large, dark Palearctic eagles

during the northern winter, but identifying them is another matter.

To take Eritrea, the tropical African country with which I am most
familiar, George Popov and I (1953, Entomologist, 86: 3-7) recorded

how, on 9th November 1951, whilst engaged on locust work, we
encountered an enormous number of migratory eagles, estimated at

anything between 5,000 and 10,000 birds, together with many storks.

Black Kites Milvus migrans and smaller birds of prey, feeding on a

swarm of adult Desert Locusts Schistocerca gregaria on the Eritrean

Plateau south of Asmara, Hundreds of gorged eagles were standing

around or running after and feeding on the grounded insects, but the

majority were in flight up to great heights, covering the entire dome
of the sky in tier upon tier, with many visible only through binoculars.

In a single exposure with a very elementary box-camera pointed up-

wards at an angle of 60°, the images of about 200 birds, many recog-

nisable as eagles, can be distinguished. Two were collected for stomach

analysis and these I tentatively identified at the time as A. clanga and

the Western Steppe Eagle A. rapax orientalis. As it happened, I was right

—the specimens are in the British Museum (Natural History)—but I

might just as easily have thought they were A. pomarina and A. r.

belisarius (syn. raptor).

Quite apart from this exceptional concentration, very large numbers

of Palearctic eagles used to pass over the Eritrean Plateau annually,

mainly in November, and many could be seen almost anywhere in the

country throughout the winter, although there was no visual evidence

of a return passage in spring. To consider the species probably in-

volved, the two commonest seemed to be A. clanga and A. r. orientalis,

or so it appeared to me on sight identification. According to White

(1965), A. clanga is unknown in sub-Saharan Africa except in Eritrea,

but it certainly reaches Ethiopia (if my identification was correct), as I

saw flocks drinking from sandbanks along the Mareb River, and

soaring over the woods and hills to the south of this river which forms

part of the southern boundary between the two countries. A. pomarina

is known to range far south in Africa (White 1965), but has never been

recorded in Eritrea, nor apparently in Ethiopia (Moltoni and Ruscone

1942), although I am almost certain that many passed through Eritrea

in the autumn, but I could never entirely convince myself of this.

The Imperial Eagle A. h. heliaca winters in the Sudan and Eritrea

(White 1965), but to the best of my knowledge only one Eritrean

specimen is known, collected at Zula on the Red Sea coast (Reichenow

1899-1910); here again I saw eagles which I thought were this species,

and they may have been common there.

The problem of raptor-identification in Eritrea is further bedevilled

by the presence of a resident African race of the Steppe (or Tawny)
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Hagle A. r. helisarius, possibly at times the Eastern Steppe Eagle A. r.

nipalensis {not yet listed for Africa by White 1965), as well as numerous

migratory buzzards Buteo spp.—which are often as difficult or more

difficult to separate than eagles—mainly Steppe Buzzards B. buteo

vulpinus, and probably Long-legged Buzzards B. rufinus. A further

t complication was my suspicion that two African buzzards, B. augural'ts

and B. oreophilus, also occurred in Eritrea, but that remains to be

proved. In some of these species, such as B. rufinus, the adults are easier

to distinguish than the juveniles, while in others, such as A. clanga, the

reverse applies, but it is the birds in intermediate stages which arc so

difficult to identify. Mr. Hayman, in his lecture, referred to the possi-

bility that some off-course A. r. nipalensis may migrate through

Turkey, but how one is supposed to differentiate in the field with

I complete certainty between the various races of A. rapax {orienta/is,

• nipalensis and belisarius) which occur or may occur in the Middle East

and north-east Africa I do not know.

My problems in Eritrea were not helped by the complete lack of

any comprehensive illustrated guide to raptor-identification, nor is

f.:hc position much better today. May I therefore appeal to the raptor-

L'cxperts to get together and publish a paper illustrating the bewildering

'alumage-scquences of these various raptors, together with flight-

i iilhouettes and comments on the finer points of field identification,

rn order that the more ignorant amongst us may hope that we will be

'.jelieved when we announce that we have identified Palearctic eagles

' )r buzzards in Africa ? Such information would have been of the utmost

^ /aluc to me during my twelve years’ residence in north-east Africa,

'iome of these eagles are known to occur on passage in Scandinavia

i ind there is therefore always the possibility that an occasional one
' masses through Britain or Ireland without being recognised.

I believe it was the late Colonel R. Meinertzhagen who was fond of

ir.rranging series of Palearctic eagles and buzzards on a bench and
r nviting experts to identify them, with the usual result that no two
oeople ever came to the same conclusions. I am sure that for most
•irnithologists in tropical Africa the problem is no less difficult in the

;.ield, and some guidance from those who feel sufficiently confident of

heir field-work may fulfil Mr. Hayman’s desire (and mine) for a better

nderstanding of the winter range of these birds. K. D. Smith

'loLTONi, E., and Ruscone, G. G. (1942): Gli Uccelli dell’ Africa Orientale Italiana.

Milan, vol. 2.

EiCHENOw, A. (1899-1910): Die Vogel Afrikas. Berlin. 5 vols.

l^HiTE, C. M. N. (1965): A Revised Check of African Non-passerine Birds. Lusaka.

[\X'e have for some years been trying to arrange such a paper (or

cries of papers) as Mr. Smith suggests and we now hope to be in a

osition to announce plans within the next few months.

—

Eds.]
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Edited by Robert Hudson

Birds and aircraft.—The current issue of B.T.O. Nem contains a discussion by
Dr. W. R. P. Bourne of the problem of collisions between birds and aircraft. This

hazard is not new, but is becoming more serious as aircraft speeds increase and jet

engines replace piston ones. It has been stated in Parliament that damage caused by
bird collisions now costs the Royal Air Force a million pounds a year; it would be

interesting to have similar Hgures from civil aviation. Collisions with birds have

caused fatal crashes in North America, France and Germany, though there is no
proven case of this having happened in Britain; perhaps this is why aeronautical

authorities in this country have been able to avoid making public admission of the

hazard—for potential customers might be frightened off. Nevertheless, there have

been little-publicised attempts to reduce the bird-strike risk, by discouraging birds

from congregating on or around airfields and, abroad, by the use of radar to predict

when migrating birds are aloft in hazardous numbers (Neu^ Scientist, 23 rd March
1968). The British Airports Authority are aware of the dangers of having airfields

on the coast {Observer, 24th December 1967), and it is to be hoped this factor will be

given due weight when the siting of London’s third airport is discussed.

An article in the Russian journal Aviatsiya i Kosmonavtika for March 1968 noted

(with figures) that the migrations of the Crane between Iberia and Fenno-Scandia

cause seasonal problems for west European airforces (the Luftwaffe being mentioned

by name). How delightful to find N.A.T.O. matter in such an unexpected source I

Cleaning oiled birds.—It is widely realised that the use of detergents in cleaning

oil from plumage removes the natural waxes, so essential for waterproofing, from

the feathers; this is thought to be a major factor in failures to rehabilitate oiled birds

after cleaning. Scientists at the Institute of Medical Biochemistry, Gothenburg,

Sweden, are investigating this problem ; working with Anatidae, mostly swans, they

claim to have produced a cleansing fluid, which they name larodan i 27, containing

an emulsifier that is easily removed with water while leaving a coating of wax on
the feathers. The Institute is continuing these investigations and extending them to

include auks.

Game Research Association.—The Game Research Association’s 7th Annual

Report, for 1967, edited by Dr. J. S. Ash, has been issued recently. It includes ten

papers whose subject matter ranges widely from disease to automatic nest recorders

and from pesticides to a farmland habitat enquiry; the annual National Game
Census has now demonstrated that bag figures are reliable indicators of population

changes. This Game Research Association Report should be read by all who are

interested in the Phasianidae, as targets or as worthy members of the rural avifauna

—

or as both, in which case why not join this young but vigorous organisation? The
Secretary/treasurer is Colonel B. W. de Courcy-Ireland, 53 Northbrook Street,

Newbury, Berkshire.

Gulls as disease vectors.—A note in Tie Lancet {i^6 S, no. 7348) has drawn attention

to the discovery by Metropolitan Water Board biologists that there is an unexpec-

tedly high degree of bacterial pollution in the London reservoirs, apparently due to

the droppings of roosting gulls: 50% of droppings collected from reservoir margins

contained Salmonella spp., some of which can cause food-poisoning in human beings.

Operation Seafarer.—D. R. Saunders, for seven years the warden on Skomer, has
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been appointed by the Seabird Group as the full-time organiser for Operation

'Seafarer, its big seabird census project. During 1968 it is hoped to locate and map
colonies and ‘line up’ potential counters in preparation for the census proper which

• will be made in 1969 and 1970. Expeditions or individuals who wish to help are

invited to contact David Saunders at ‘Tom the Keepers’, Marloes, via Haverford-

west, Pembrokeshire; it may be possible to give grants to deserving cases. The
'Seabird Group would like it known that its definition of a ‘seabird’ is any species

included in W. B. Alexander’s Birds of the Ocean.

'•New R.S.P.B. appointment.—John Crudass, a founder member of the Rye Meads
'Ringing Group and a council member of the British Trust for Ornithology, has

joined the staff of the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds as Reserves Manager;

It will be recalled that his predecessor, David Lea, was appointed within the

R.S.P.B. to the new post of Deputy Director.

Mnternational bird census conference.—An International Conference on Bird

Census Methods and Results will take place at Hillerod, near Copenhagen, Denmark,
trfrom 28th July to 3rd August 1968. Speakers from a number of European countries

»will discuss progress in this field of populations research, and will seek to standardise

-methods of field survey and analysis so as to facilitate the comparison of results

on an international scale. It is hoped that amateur workers will attend the conference

i ind contribute to the papers and discussions. Details may be obtained from Mrs.

\M. Bonham, Populations Section, British Trust for Ornithology, 'I’ring, Hert-

brdshire.

Recent reports

V>y I. J. Ferguson-Lees a?id J. T. R. Sharrock

(These are largely unchecked reports, not authenticated records)

’his suntmary is mainly concerned with April 1968 and, unless otherwise stated,

11 dates refer to that month. A few May reports have been included where they

csem particularly relevant to April ones, but in general these are being held over
i ntil the next issue.

.^LB.\TROSSES .\ND OTHER SE.\BIRDS
1 L Black-browed Albatross Diomedea melanophris was filmed off Eyemouth (Ber-

fickshire) on 7th or 8th February and from 13th April onwards into May one was
:jgularly seen with Gannets Stda bassana on and around the Bass Rock (East Lothian),

his must surely be the one which stayed on the Bass Rock from May to August

967 {Brit. Birds, 61: 22-27). The only reports of unusual shearwaters came from
ape Clear Island (Co. Cork), where a Cory’s Shearwater Calonectris diomedea was
tcorded on i6th and one each of Great Shearwater Buffinus gravis, Balearic Shear-

water P. puffinus manretameus and Little Shearwater P. assimilis on 1 8th, though three

'.rge shearwaters which were either Great or Cory’s were noted off Dungeness
' Cent) on 13th. We should welcome regular news from other sea-watching stations.

’ Mediterranean Gulls Barns melanocephalus, at least a dozen individuals in all, were
en at various places on the east, south and south-west coasts in March-April

om Northumberland round to Gloucestershire. A Sabine’s Gull L. sabini appeared

Dungeness on 21st April.
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SOUTHERN RARITIES
1 he occurrence of southern rarities is an annual feature usually associated with the

month of May, but there was a quite exceptional crop in April this year. Indeed,

although we are not dealing in detail with arrivals of summer visitors, it is note-

worthy in this context that many of these arrived a week or fortnight earlier than

usual this spring, this perhaps being typified by as many as 20-30 Swifts Apus apus

at Wilstone Reservoir (Hertfordshire) as early as 19th. The story really begins in

March, however, when there was quite an influx of Hoopoes Upupa epops in the

last week, including twelve in Cornwall, eight in Devon, odd ones east to Kent
and Norfolk and one which stayed on Cape Clear Island for 20 days from 2nd April.

Other rarities at this time included a Cetti’s Warbler Cettia cetli trapped at Dunge-
ness on 31st March and Serins Serinus serinus at Frampton-on-Severn and the New
Grounds (both Gloucestershire) on 6th and 7th April. Then, after a generally rather

quiet first fortnight in April, came the stream of southern vagrants in the second

half of the month, continuing at least into early May. Since we doubtless still have

an incomplete picture of these arrivals, it is probably best to deal with them in

systematic order.

Six or seven Purple Herons Ardea purpurea included one at Shardlow (Derby-

shire) on i8th-i9th, one at Minsmere (Suffolk) on 23rd-24th and one flying out to

sea there on 26th, and others at Cley (Norfolk) on 25th-30th, at Stodmarsh (Kent)

on 27th, at Lodmoor (Dorset) from 27th to ist May, and at Frampton-on-Severn
on 28th. A Little Egret Hgretta garn^etta was found dead at Mochrum Loch (Wigtown-
shire) on 23rd. A Night Heron Nycticorax nycticorax was at Murston (Kent) on 17th

and another at Ratcliffe-on-Soar (on both sides of the Nottingham/Leicester bor-

der) on 28th. A Little Bittern Ixobrychus minutus was found in a greenhouse at Port

Erin (Isle of Man) on 21st and another stayed at Holme (Norfolk) for some time

from the end of the month. Pride of place among waders went to a Cream-coloured
Courser Ctirsorius cursor near Ashford (Kent) on 12th, but the same county also

produced Kentish Plovers Cbaradrius alexandrinus at Reculver on 25 th and Sand-

wich Bay on 28th (two); another Kentish Plover appeared at Spurn (Yorkshire) on
^

i6th-i8th. There was the now usual widespread scattering of Avocets Kecurviros/ra
|

avoselta, but one at Peterstone Pill (Monmouthshire) on qth-ioth is worth mention
j

as the first in that county for 61 years. A small influx of Black Terns Chlidonias

niger in mid-April was rather earlier than usual and thus fits in with the early arrival

of summer visitors and the exceptional number of April rarities. The only rarer

'

terns reported were a Gull-billed Tern Gelocbelidon nilotica at Hayle (Cornwall)

on 1 8th (earlier there had been one as far north as Aberlady Bay, East Lothian, on

22nd March), a Caspian Tern Hydroprogfie /schegrava at Selsey Bill (Sussex) on 21st

and a Whiskered Tern at RuanHigh Lanes (Cornwall) on 26th-30th.

Turning now to land-birds, a Great Spotted Cuckoo Clamator glandarius was

seen at Stithians near Truro (Cornwall) from 23rd into May, while other southern

exotics included an Alpine Swift Apus melba on Cape Clear Island on 21st and a

Scops Owl Otus scops caught on the Calf of Man on 29th
;
another Scops Owl was

found dead near Highclere (Hampshire) on nth May. Hoopoes, already mentioned

in connection with the late March arrivals, again featured in this movement in the

second half of April, a grand total of at least 50 being reported in Kent (twelve) and

other south coast counties west to Co. Cork (four), and in Somerset, Wiltshire,

Surrey, Norfolk (seven), Nottinghamshire, Caernarvonshire (two), Lancashire,

Isle of Man, Northumberland and even as far north as Fair Isle (Shetland). Wry-

necks Jyttx torcjuiUa, apart from the usual records from Kent, occurred at this time

in several localities in Norfolk and, most unusually, on Bardsey (Caernarvonshire)

on i4th-i8th, at Bamburgh (Northumberland) on 20th and on the Calf of Man

on 29th.

Among passerines, no fewer than four Red-rumped Swallows Hinmdo daurka

11 %
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were reported in the four days from i8th to 21st, these being at Mundesley (Nor-

folk) on 1 8th, Sttjdmarsh on 20th and Turf (Devon) and Clcy on 21st; and there

was a lifth later at Ainsdale (Lancashire) on 4th May. Golden Orioles Oriolus

iriolus were seen at Woodhall Spa (Lincolnshire) on 24th, at Holme and Hunstanton
' Norfolk) on 27th, at Wool (Dorset) on 30th and also in Westmorland about then. A

L Crested Tit Pams cristatus in Kensington Gardens (London) on 25th is not as

mprobable as it might seem at first sight when compared with the general picture

"jf southern vagrants. Nightingales Luscinia megarhynchos on Cape Clear Island

^n 1 6th and 20th and on Fair Isle on 19th and 22nd are worth inclusion since these

Dirds are extremely rare vagrants in both Ireland and Scotland. Cape Clear Island

1 ilso produced a Rufous Bush Chat Cercolrichas galactotes on 20th, and another

jA’as seen at Detling (Kent) on 22nd. In addition to the Savi’s Warblers hocuslella

'nscinioides at their breeding locality in Kent {Brit. Birds, 60: 349-355), these birds

.vere also noted at three other localities elsewhere (at one of which one summered
,;ast year) and there was one near Brighton (Sussex) on 26th. An observation of

ivhat was thought possibly to be a Bonelli’s Warbler Phylloscopus bonelli near

"rampton-on-Severn on 2nd received support from the identification of one at

Clevedon Marsh in the adjacent county of Somerset only four days later on 6th.

: [’wo Tawny Pipits Anthus campestris were seen on Cowpen Marsh (Co. Durham)
• rom about 12th, three at Wfnterton (Norfolk) on 21st (then single ones there on
:43rd, 28th and 5 th May) and one at Porthgwarra (Cornwall) on 28th. Among the usual

. cattering of Blue-headed Wagtails MolaciHa fiava jiava was an Ashy-headed
JVagtail A/./, cinereocapilla near Reading (Berkshire) from 14th. Three Woodchat
'Shrikes Lanins senator were reported in three days from Clay Mills (Derbyshire)

' >n 20th and from Kingsdown (Kent) and Aberrfraw Common (Anglesey) on 22nd.

(There was one more Serin, this time at Holme on 15 th, and a male Ortolan Bunting
6mheriza hortulana at Blakeney Point (Norfolk) on 27th.

OTHER RARITIES
0 the long list of Nearctic ducks reported in the winter of 1967/68 can be added

n American Wigeon Atias americana in Co. Kerry from 23rd to at least 31st

March. At least one of the Green-w'inged Teals Anas crecca carolinensis in Co. Cork
\Brit. Birds, 61 : 240) stayed until mid-April and another was seen at Biggar (Lanark-

shire) on 1 2th and 14th April. A Ferruginous Duck Aythya nyroca was identified

n the River Axe (Devon) on 14th. A total of no less than 15 Marsh Harriers Cir-

)s aernginosns seen passing eastwards at Cley on nine days during i6th-29th must
..urely have been Continental birds in the main, while a scattering of Ospreys
‘andion haliaetus in the second half of April, chiefly in eastern counties but west to

omerset and Warwickshire, fit into the same pattern. Spotted Crakes Porgana
' •organa were seen at Attenborough (Nottinghamshire) and Chew Valley Lake
Somerset) on 15 th and at Minsmere on 23rd; earlier there had been one at Brandon
''.Warwickshire) from i6th March, while another on North Ronaldsay (Orkney) on
' 8th March had probably overwintered. A Bluethroat Lnscinia svectea at New Hytbe
^s.ent) on 4th March was presumably the bird seen at that locality on three dates

1 February {Brit. Birds, 61: 188); a White-spotted Bluethroat L. s. cyanecula was
illcd by a cat at Kingsbridge (Devon) on 29th March and another was seen at

>ungeness on 15 th April, while a Red-spotted Bluethroat L. /. svecica appeared

: Poole (Dorset) on 13th April.

There are also a few belated records which seem worthy of mention in connection

•ith earlier summaries. A male Ring-necked Duck Aythya coUaris was seen on the

>use Washes and at Chatteris (Cambridgeshire) on 7th-ioth January {cf. Brit. Birds,

1 : 133, 240). A Rough-legged Buzzard Bnteo lagopus was recorded at Berners Heath
iuffolk) on 14th January and it or another was then seen in the Battle Area (Nor-

)lk) up to March; only one other was reported to us in the 1967/68 winter {Brit.
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Birds, 6i : 133). Lastly in this category, two Two-barred Crossbills Loxia leucoptera

were identified in the Forest of Ae (Dumfriesshire) on i7th-23rd February.

Bewick’s swans and goldeneyes
We have only just learnt that the maximum count of Bewick’s Swans Cygnus

bewickii on the Ouse Washes (Cambridgeshire/Norfolk) was 776 on 28th January

{cf. Brii. Birds, 61; 96). Many records of large flocks of Goldeneyes Bucephala

clangula have already been noted {Brit. Birds, 61 : 133, 239) and we have continued

to receive reports of unusual concentrations of these birds: for example, totals of

over 80 on 31st March and over 50 on 6th and 15 th April along the Norfolk coast

between Hunstanton and Holme are described as ‘very high numbers’. Yet it has

recently been pointed out to us that at Abberton Reservoir (Essex), where totals of

765 and 402 were reached in March 1966 and March 1967, the peak in February

1968 was only 220. On the other hand, all these numbers pale by comparison with

those on Lough Neagh (Northern Ireland): a wildfowl count along a four-mile

stretch of the Co. Antrim shore produced a total of 1,670.

We end with a plea, once again, that all observations that might be of interest

should be sent to us promptly at the end of each month. At the moment, a great

deal of time is wasted in revising and redrafting to incorporate belated records which
affect the general picture.

Survey of Stonechats in Wales.—A survey of the breeding population of the

Stonechat Saxicola torquata in Wales is being carried out during 1968. County
recorders are acting as local organisers in most areas (see list in Brit. Birds, 61 : 191)

and observers are asked to send them all records of Stonechats present in the nesting

season, with details of breeding if possible, by 30th August. Further information

may be obtained from the organiser. Dr. R. G. Gibbs, Department of Agricultural

Zoology, University College of North Wales, Bangor, Caernarvonshire.

Food of the Barn Owl in Britain.—A recent paper by David E. Glue {Bird Study,

14: 169-183) discussed prey taken by Barn Owls Yyto alba in England and Wales.

This survey is now being extended to cover the whole of Britain and, in particular,

such aspects as prey taken in relation to availability, habitat and region, and the

sexes and ages of the small mammals involved. Pellets, analj'ses of pellets or

records of prey seen taken or found at nests of Barn Owls anywhere in Britain

will be most welcome. Pellets (packed in polythene) and other data, with habitat,

locality and date, should be sent to David E. Glue, 17 Golden Hind Park, Dibden
Purlieu, Hampshire; postage will be refunded.

Rehabilitation of oiled seabirds.—It is proposed that an Avian Physiology

Research Unit be set up later this year at the Department of Zoology, University of

Newcastle upon Tyne, to study the problems involved in the rehabilitation of oiled

seabirds. Those concerned are anxious to collect as much information as possible

about the experience and opinions of people who have engaged in work of this kind.

A detailed questionnaire has therefore been drawn up on species and numbers

handled, success rate, time in captivity, removal of oil, re-establishment of water-

proofing, medicinal treatments, mortality and causes of death, diet, behaviour,

release, general management and other aspects. Copies of this questionnaire may be

obtained from R. J. Kennedy, Department of Zoology, University of Newcastle

upon Tyne, Newcastle upon Tyne, NEi 7RU. •1'

Requests for information
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H5 QUEEN ST., GLASGOW C.1
STD 041-221 6666

Just a mention of the portable NICKEL SUPRA TELESCOPE. It zooms
I £ LESCO ^ to 60 X with 60 mm. O.G. and is truly a remarkable instrument.

Price £39 I Os.

A SELECTION OF NEW AND
USED BINOCULARS SPECIALLY
RECOMMENDED BY MR. FRANK
The Frank-Nipole range of prismatic binoculars is made

in Japan to our own specifications. The standard of con-

struction is extremely high and performance compares

favourably with much more expensive binoculars. Each

binocular carries our 7-year written guarantee.

Each of the following models has features of special

interest to the bird-watcher:

lO X 50, centre focus, coated, weight 36 oz. This is by far

the most popular of the range, and is ideal for all general

purpose viewing. £16 lOs. (with case).

8 X 30 model, weight 18 oz. £10 19s. 6d. (with case).

From the new range of Frank-Nipole miniature prismatics

we can recommend the 7 X 18 PET. This is a beautiful

little binocular which can be carried in pocket or handbag.

Price with soft zip pouch £14 14s.

The rather larger miniature 10 X 40. weighing I8J oz., is

offered at £IS 15s. (with case).

A specialist binocular for the bird-

watcher. The Swift AUDUBON
8.5 X 44 designed to the specification

of the world-renowned Audubon
Society of America. Unusually wide
field of 445 feet at 1,000 yards. Extra
close focusing down to 12 feet enables
feeding activities, etc., to be watched
as from 18 inches. Included amongst
other features are retractable eyecups
for spectacle users, and built-in

adaptor to suit any camera tripod.
This outstanding binocular has easy
positive focusing by cylindrical con-
trol; it weighs 38.4 oz. and the height
closed is 6i inches. Price with fine

leather case £42 lOs.

The Swift PANORAMIC 7 X 35 is an
excellent general purpose binocular
which has extra large prisms for a

tremendous field of view; price
£39 IDs. (with case). Also the Swift
SARATOGA 8 x 40 at £22 lOs. (with
case).

Among good British glasses, we have
no hesitation in suggesting the Ross
9 X 35 STEPRUVA. Compact and
weighing only 24 oz. £43 7$. lOd.

For wildfowling, etc., we can recom-
mend the Day and Night 7 x 50
Canadian Naval Binocular (Bausch &
Lomb) at £24. Also the new Russian
7 X 50 at £16 lOs.

We stock binoculars by Zeiss, Leitz,

Barr & Stroud, Ross, Swift, etc.

YOUNG BIRD WATCHERS
up to 18 years of age qualify for

special price concessions

details on request

Any instrument

willingly sent on
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1968 SEASON OF BIRDWATCHING HOLIDAYS

Isles of Scilly. Owing to the demand, we have extended our
guest house accommodation and can now offer additional places.

Departure from Penzance on 23rd September.

Isles of Scilly. An additional party will leave Penzance on 7th

October and return on 12th October. Details on request.

Please send 4d. stamp for brochure

L. G. HOLLOWAY. ORNITHOLIDAYS, GRIMSEL, BARRACK LANE, ALDWICK,

BOGNOR REGIS, SUSSEX (Pagham 2827 or Bognor Regis 4513)

Don*t he

caught out

Carry a pair of the amazing
new Pocket Binoculars with

you. The neatest, handiest

binoculars made. Fit a waist-

coat pocket when not in use.

Fully adjustable focusing and
strongly made in coloured

pouchette. Ideal gift. Immed-
iate despatch. Money back
guarantee.

Only 25s

Packing and postage is 6d

W. Duncan & Co
(DEPT. BBl)

Ventnor Grange Road
St. Peter Port

Guernsey

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS

Migrants galore on Bardsey every autumn.
Come and help with the watching and

catching (Heligolands, mist-nets, etc.).

Huge falls of migrants: over 600 birds

ringed in one day alone last autumn.

‘Lighthouse nights’ in new-moon periods.

Resident Warden and assistant. Full

particulars from Mrs. R. A. L. Bond,

‘Wensheda’, Clapper Green, Hunton,
Maidstone, Kent.

For sale. British Birds, vols. 28-56 bound,

vols. 57-60 unbound. Bird Study, vols.

1-8 bound, vols. 9-14 unbound. Bird

Notes, vols. 24-31. Offers to Chear, 17

Elmwood, Welwyn Garden City, Herts.

Calf of Man Bird Observatory, off the

south-west coast of the Isle of Man, is

now open until mid-October. Persons

interested in bird-watching there (including

ringers, mist-netters and other bona fide

naturalists) will be welcome for periods of

one week or longer. Hostel-type accom-

modation (camp beds, calor gas cooking,

piped water supply and flushing toilet)

available at 5s. per night. Further particu-

lars from the Secretary, Manx Museum
and National Trust, Douglas, Isle of Man.

20% CASH DISCOUNT
BINOCULARS/TELESCOPES/CAMERAS
Most makes available: send for price lists with s.a.e.

The famous American ornithologist’s binocular (no need to say his name) 8.5 X 44,

retail £42 10s, our price £33 (post free). Nickel Supra telescope 15 X 60 X 60,

retail £39 19s, our price £32 (post free). Seven-day approval service on most
binoculars and telescopes (payment with order). Cameras (with case and post free):

Zenith E, retail £45 19s 6d, our price £38 9s 6d; Praktica Nova Domiplan, retail

£49 18s 2d, our price £41 16s; Yashicamat, retail £58 19s 3d, our price £49 7s 6d

NASCROFT TRADING CO LTD
15 Short Croft, Doddingliurst, Brentwood, Essex

Tel : Navestock 3498 (via Brentwood), but postal enquiries preferred
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Natural History Books
The Birds of Surinam by F. Haverschmidt. 40 colour plates. 500 pages.

12 gns.

The Preservation of Natural History Specimens edited by Reginald

Wagstaffe and J. Havelock Fidler. Volume Two—Vertebrates, Botany
and Geology. 150 text-figures; 410 pages. 84s.

A Regional Guide to the Birds of Scotland by Kenneth Richmond.
Illustrated. 25s.

Otters by C. J. Harris. The World Naturalist series. 5 gns.

The Birds of Canada by W. Earl Godfrey. Illustrated in colour. 428 pages.

£5 10s.

The Birds of Somerset by E. M. Palmer and D. K. Ballance. 248 pages;

12 plates and a map. 45s.

Galipagos: Islands of Birds by Bryan Nelson. 360 pages; 24 pages of

plates; 70 drawings. 50s.

The Complete British Butterflies in Colour by Ernest Mansell and L.

Hugh Newman. Companion volume to Concise British Flora in

Colour. 62 pages in colour. 35s.

Australian Birds by Robin Hill. Magnificently illustrated in colour.

£7 10s.

The Atlantic Salmon; a Vanishing Species? by Anthony Netboy. 24

plates. 70s.

The Last of the Wild by Eugen Schumacher. Over 1 50 plates in colour.

4 gns.

A Field Guide to the National Parks of East Africa by John G. Williams.

Illustrated. 45s.

The New Zealand Sea Shore by John Morton and Michael Miller.

Illustrated in colour. 4 gns.
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Reorientation of passerine night migrants

after displacement by the wind

P. K. Evans
Edward Grey Institute, Oxford

lecent radar studies in north-east England (Evans 1966) have shown
uat, even at night, migrating passerines can compensate for wind drift,

lihus they usually fly on chosen tracks rather than chosen headings,

liiis finding contrasts with the interpretation of earlier radar results

,g. Lack 1959-63, Bergman and Conner 1964), but it has been shown
kdependently by Evans (1966) and Nisbet and Drury (1967) that the

i.dar observations which were taken as evidence for drift from a

v>nstant heading may be re-interpreted in terms of selective departures,

by these are meant the departures of only some of the birds phy-

oDlogically ready to migrate on a given night: namely, those whose
iiiosen flight tracks are less opposed by the wind than others.) Since

jigrants can somehow maintain a chosen direction during flight,

veniles in their first autumn might migrate along pre-set routes, of

hhich only the direction (with the means of determining and main-

i:ining it) is inherited, as in the juvenile Starlings Sturnus vulgaris

westigated by Perdeck (1958, 1964, 1967). (They would also have

inherit when to stop migrating.) If this hypothesis is correct,

veniles maintain only a directional orientation and do not navigate

a system utilising two co-ordinates in space. As a test of this

•pothesis, displacement of juveniles on migration should produce

'ovements on a route parallel to, but displaced from, the original, as

irppened with Perdeck’s Starlings. Experimental displacement is

r fficult, because large numbers of migrants must be used, and the

-terpretation of such experiments is uncertain, because the birds are

i^splaced without appreciable loss of flight energy reserves and often

areas where the species or population normally does not occur.
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BRITISH BIRDS

Fig. I . North-west Europe, with SSW tracks of passerine migrants from Scan-

dinavia and Britain. The westernmost SSW track from Norway to Iberia ( )

crosses north Yorkshire, but most passage occurs to the east of the track crossing

Lincolnshire ( ). While migrants compensate for drift when the winds

are light, strong cross-winds drift them to, for example, Northumberland

(
— —) or Fair Isle ( and ^). If these displaced migrants Hew
SSW from Fair Isle ( ), they would miss the north-west corner of Spain by

almost 250 miles
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REORIENTATION OF NIGHT MIGRANTS

"ortunat'ely, however, there is in northern Europe a ‘natural’ situation

which enables the hypothesis to be checked.

In autumn, some of the small passerine migrants (such as Pied

"lycatchers Ficedula hypoleuca. Redstarts Phoetiicurus phoenicurus and

.Garden Warblers Sylvia borin) leaving Scandinavia fly SSW non-stop

)ver parts of southern England to Iberia, but in adverse weather they

n nay land at the coast in East Anglia and south-eastern England (Lack

k ind Parslow 1962, Lack i960, 1963). If, however, they meet opposed

ivinds (from between west and south-east) which are of greater speed

• han their own airspeed (20 knots) on the crossing of the North Sea,

hey are physically incapable of continuing on their chosen directions

i-nd cannot help themselves being blown off-course (Evans 1966).

\Vith strong south-easterly winds they are displaced to reach the coasts

>f north-eastern Britain, where they alight. If on leaving there they

dew parallel to their original SSW tracks, they would fly out over the

Atlantic and be lost (fig. i), but if they regain their correct route and

(.each southern Europe, they are capable of reorientation to areas of

( .’hich juveniles (the majority of migrants) have no previous knowledge.

The evidence for reorientation, which also implies knowledge of

hie correct route (and possibly the goal), is derived from two sources:

I t) an analysis of ringing recoveries, to compare the distributions and

irroportions of recoveries of displaced migrants with those of the same

poecies caught during migration on their correct courses; and (2)

rrientation experiments in Kramer cages, using displaced migrants

.aught at the coast in north-east England.

ANALYSIS OF RINGING RECOVERIES
itutumn ‘falls’ of migrants on the east coast of Britain comprise chiefly

ccandinavian birds, or in a few instances departing British summer
lisitors (Lack i960). These two groups usually occur on the coast on
; ’.fferent days. Among the former group, which arrive chiefly with

asterly winds. Pied Flycatchers, Redstarts and Garden Warblers are

ite commonest, while Whitethroats Sylvia communis and Willow

^arblers Phylloscopus trochilus form a large proportion of the birds in

11s of British origin. As seen by radar, most British small passerines

..ave in autumn on tracks close to SSE. Therefore, since the breeding

>stribution of Pied Flycatchers in Britain is concentrated chiefly in

ales and the western half of England (Campbell 1964), very few
^ itish birds of this species would be expected to reach the east coast

Britain on autumn migration. Also, since few Pied Flycatchers

eed in Scotland, those reaching the north-east coast of Britain are

I nost certainly of Continental origin, the more so as they occur chiefly

' len winds are easterly. The timing of their appearance (late August
d early September) is some three months after the nestlings fledge,
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REORIENTATION OF NIGHT MIGRANTS

and so is most unlikely to result from a post-juvenile dispersal. Evi-

dence, from ringing recoveries, of the Scandinavian origin of the Red-

starts and Pied Flycatchers is provided both by a few ringed in Britain

and recovered in Scandinavia (Davis 1966) and vice versa (records

supplied to me by bird observatories). While Redstarts breed more
.generally throughout Britain, few of those seen on the east coast are

believed to be of British origin, as they occur almost always with Pied

; Flycatchers and not with species of known British origin. In the fol-

lowing discussion, therefore, it is assumed that all Pied Flycatchers and

Redstarts caught on the east coast of Britain are of Scandinavian

, origin—as discussed in detail by Lack (i960)—and only these two
<Bpecies have given enough recoveries to warrant detailed analysis.

iBoth normally pass through Iberia on their way to winter quarters

S'5outh of the Sahara—though some Swedish Redstarts apparently

migrate south via Italy in autumn (Rcndahl and Vestergren 1958).

For several trans-Saharan migrants, though not yet for these two spe-

cies, it has been shown that individuals return to winter in the same area

irn successive years (references in Evans 1966).

As mentioned earlier, some migrants (presumably including mainly

; hese two species) are seen by radar flying SSW non-stop over East

Anglia. The western fringe of this movement may sometimes cross

SGOuthern Yorkshire, as the westernmost SSW track, from west

S'vlorway to north-west Spain, passes close to Flamborough Head
rfig. i). The following analysis therefore compares the foreign re-

::overies of Pied Flycatchers and Redstarts ringed on the east coast of

Britain to the north of Yorkshire with recoveries of the same species

•inged on the east coast of England from Yorkshire southwards. The
’ormer group consists of migrants blown off-course, while the latter

ir.re assumed to be chiefly on course. Undoubtedly some of the mi-

’^rants arriving in autumn falls on the east coast south of Yorkshire

ir.re off-course, but, as 25 (80%) of 31 falls in East Anglia analysed

iiy Lack and Parslow (1962) resulted wholly or chiefly from the

mterruption of a normal SSW migration, the majority of those ringed

nhere will be on-course.

Birds from northern (rather than southern) Britain might have a

lower recovery rate in southern Europe, simply because they have to

vy further to get there. As some check on this, a comparison is also

made between the recovery rates of two migrants of almost exclusively

British origin—Whitethroat and Willow Warbler—separating those

inged in north and south Britain respectively. The fifth species to be

' onsidered here is the Robin 'Erithacus rubecula, of which all the

' candinavian birds, but only a small proportion of the British, migrate,

1 ormally just to France or Iberia. Ringing records of Wheatears

knanthe oenanthe, Whinchats Saxicola rubetra. Garden Warblers and
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BRITISH BIRDS

Goldcrests Kegulus regulus proved on examination to be insufficient

for analysis on a percentage basis.

Ringing totals for different parts of the east coast of Britain are

given in table i. For the long-distance migrants, ringing totals are

those for August and September, thereby excluding as far as possible

birds caught on local movements before the end of the breeding

season, but including the two most important months for migration.

For the Robin, which migrates later than the other four species, only

September and October totals are considered.

The ringing totals have been divided into age categories of juvenile,

adult and full-grown: the first category includes only birds on their

first autumn migration; the second, birds on their second or later

autumn migrations; and the last, birds of unknown or undetermined

age. Unfortunately, the criteria for age determination have changed

over the years
;
furthermore, many ringing stations have varied in the

accuracy (and regularity) with which they have applied these criteria

from year to year. Thus the age ratios calculated from table i are not

wholly reliable for the Pied Flycatcher, for which an agreed and

apparently reliable method of ageing by plumage has been in use only

since 1965. Nevertheless, all the data (summarised in table 2) indicate

a large preponderance of juveniles in the autumn catches, with three

or four juveniles per adult (i.e. six to eight young per breeding pair).

These figures are in general agreement with recent data collected at

Table 2. Age ratios (adult
:
juvenile) of four passerine night migrants caught in autu

on the east coast of Britain

The first two columns are calculated from table i ; sample sizes for the third and fourth colui

are given in brackets. The figures for Spurn, Yorkshire, are based on data from 1964-66 (ex(

in the case of Pied Flycatchers which are from 1 966 only)
;
Willow Warblers were not aged dui

those years. The figures for Northumberland are based on data from 1961-66; very few \Vli

throats were handled there. The information on young fledged per pair per year is calculated fi

data in the references given, those of Meidell (1961) being Norwegian. The low Whitethi

ratio for North Britain results from the high proportion aged as adults on the Isle of May,
|

(table i)
I

South

Britain

North
Britain

Spurn

Yorkshire

Northum-
berland

Young fledged
|

pair per year

4

Redstart

Vhoenkurus phoenicurus I ; 4 I : 5 I : 5 (208) I : 6.6 (84) 5 .9 (Meidell 196

Pied Flycatcher

Ficedula hypoleuca I : 4.3 I : 2.8 I : 16(237) I : II (50) 5.4 (Meidell 196

Whitethroat

Sylvia communis I
: 5-1 I : 1.8 I : 6.7 (i 16) 4.3 (H. Mayer-

Willow Warbler

Phylloscopus trochilus I : 5 I : 3.5 I : 7.2 (140)

Gross in liH

3.4 (Cramp 195'
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REORIENTATION OF NIGHT MIGRANTS

; !• Recoveries in the autumn and winter immediately following ringing on the

east coast of Britain of the passerine night migrants listed in table i

( ils recovered include individuals ringed as ‘full-grown’ in addition to adults and juveniles,

so the numbers of juveniles should not be compared with the totals

Region of

ringing

Total

ringed

Number recovered

Total Juveniles

Percentage recovered

Total Juveniles

South 5,066 12 8 0 - 39% 0.53%
. curUS phoenicurus North 1,299 5 4 C

000d 0.56%
catcher South 3.841 15 4 0.39% 0.31%
Ja hypoleuca North 1,488 6 2 0.40% 0.27%
r roac South 6,174 8 4 0.15% —
communis North 1,079 2 I o.i8°o —
'Warbler South 7,573 10

5 0.13% —
; copus trochilus North 3.223 3 I o.09°o —

South 5,775 22 — 0.58% —
:us rubecula North 3.304 10 — 0.30% —

pDurn, Yorkshire, under the supervision of the warden, B. R. Spence,

nid on the Northumberland coast by the author. These data are given

1 1 table 2, alongside the age-ratios calculated from table i . As may be

xen, these figures cannot represent the true ratio of juveniles to adults

iarting on autumn migration, because, in most of the species, the

ir.tios are greater than those present in the population just after the

sst young leave the nest. They might, however, be representative of

ite age composition of migrants taking off in weather conducive to

ikbsequent ‘falls’ at the coast, i.e. a higher proportion of adults than

'juveniles may be deterred from taking off in bad conditions.

1 Recovery data for the five species, from the ringing summarised in

tble i, are shown in table 3. These include all recoveries in southern

uurope (fig. 2) in the same autumn or winter in which the birds were

naged, irrespective of their alleged age at the time of ringing. Although
ne total number of recoveries is small, the recovery percentages for

^3th Redstarts and Pied Flycatchers, ringed on the northern and south-

m halves of the east coast of Britain respectively, are almost identical,

are the distributions of recoveries. This indicates that individuals

l aich reach the north after displacement are just as capable of getting

icck on their correct routes as those already on the way are of sta'ying

i them.

IBy comparison with these two migrants of Continental origin,

ccoveries of Whitethroats and Willow Warblers, largely of British

ligin, are fewer. They indicate a slightly higher recovery rate for

hitethroats ringed in northern than southern Britain, but the opposite

rr Willow Warblers. Unfortunately, the recovery rates for northern

hitethroats and Willow Warblers are based on only two or three of

:h species and come from smaller ringed samples than in the south,
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0 the northern values are liable to greater error. There are no strong

;rrounds for believing that the differences between northern and south-

:rrn percentages are real: they are certainly not statistically significant.

The Robins, short-distance migrants presumably of Scandinavian

y rigin, give at first sight a different picture from the four long-distance

migrants considered above. The percentage recovered of those ringed

r n the northern half of the east coast of Britain is somewhat lower than

lat of those ringed on the southern half (table 3); this apparent differ-

rnce is not, however, statistically significant on the number of re-

coveries available. If, with further data, it proves to be a real difference,

’lis need not imply that some Robins are incapable of reorientation,

ut merely that a proportion of those reaching northern Britain after

•isplacement may choose to winter in Britain, rather than continue to

migrate southwards to France and Iberia. Possibly some Scandinavian

, obins do not have fixed winter quarters to which they return each

caar, just as most of the related European thrushes Turdus spp. shift

:aeir wintering areas somewhat from year to year (Ashmole 1962).

Nevertheless, since some Robins which reached northern Britain in

ujtumn were found subsequently in France and Spain, these had

mparently corrected for displacement and so perhaps ‘knew’ the

vjcation of their wintering areas (but see discussion). In this context,

mere is evidence of individual Robins returning in successive winters

') Cyprus and Tunisia (Dr. W. R. P. Bourne verbally, L. Yeatman in

but it is unlikely that these were Scandinavian birds.

While reorientation of displaced migrants is shown by these results.

Mere remains the possibility that only the adults, which had migrated

ii at least one previous autumn, and hence undoubtedly knew their

loal, corrected for displacement—as seems true of experimentally

is.splaced Starlings (Perdeck 1958, 1967). Against this possibility are

vv^o arguments: (i) the recovery percentages for birds ringed on the

1 )rthern and southern parts of the east coast are equal, whereas, if

rily adults had reoriented, the recovery rate should have been lower

»^r northern than southern birds, since juveniles considerably out-

mmber adults in the ringing totals in both areas; and (2) some of the

irrds which reached southern Europe, after being ringed in northern

rritain, were identified as juveniles at the time of ringing. This is true
' four of the five Redstarts and two of the six Pied Flycatchers. The
venile Redstarts were aged by their plumage, which should be a

liable method, one Pied Flycatcher by incomplete skull ossification

'.xamined by me) and the other by plumage, perhaps incorrectly.

hen expressed as a percentage of all birds ringed as juveniles, the

vcovery percentages for juveniles ringed on the northern and southern

inrts of the east coast are again equal (table 3). Thus, on both counts,

seems clear that even without previous experience of migration,
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these juvenile Redstarts and Pied Flycatchers regained their correct

routes after displacement. Further evidence for successful return to a

route on the first autumn migration is implied by the recovery of a

Redstart ringed as a juvenile in Lincolnshire and recovered in south-

east France, close to the Italian border, later the same autumn; this

was presumably a Scandinavian individual displaced from a southerly

(not SSW) preferred direction of migration, as also (presumably) was

the Redstart ringed on the Yorkshire coast as ‘full-grown’ and re-

covered in Italy the same autumn. Circumstantial evidence of re-

orientation is provided by certain recoveries of other species, as de-

tailed below:

(a) A juvenile Whinchat ringed on Fair Isle in autumn was recovered

in Spain the same autumn; this was almost certainly of Continental

origin. (In contrast, a juvenile ringed on the Northumberland coast in

autumn and recovered in Portugal a year later was probably born in

Britain.)

(b) Three of nearly 750 Garden Warblers ringed on the Isle of Ivlay

in autumn have been recovered : one ‘adult’ the same autumn in Spain,

and a ‘full-grown’ and an ‘adult’ the following spring in France and

Heligoland respectively. A single adult ringed at Redcar, north

Yorkshire, during the large fall of migrants in early September 1965

was recovered twelve days later in France.

(c) A juvenile Black Redstart Phoenicurus ochruros ringed at Spurn,

Yorkshire, in early October was recovered in Spain three weeks later.

Spurn is to the north of the area normally visited by this species on

migration from the Continent (Erard and Yeatman 1967), so this was

almost certainly a displaced migrant which got back on course.

(d) Finally, a juvenile Red-backed Shrike Lanius collurio, ringed in

late August in Northumberland, obviously after displacement, was

recovered in Sicily a month later. (Swedish and Finnish Red-backed

Shrikes pass through northern Italy and Greece in autumn, but Sicily

is to the west of their normal route.)

In summary, ringing results show that both adults and juveniles

of several species, when displaced by the wind to northern Britain

during their first autumn migration, are able to regain their correct

migration routes, often well before reaching their normal wintering

areas.

ORIENTATION EXPERIMENTS
Kramer (1949) was the first to show that many individual birds, when

placed in circular cages at migration times, preferred sectors of the

cages appropriate to their presumed directions of migration. This

technique has been used widely to study which cues birds might use

to orient during migration, but rather little to study preferred directions
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)f migrants in the field, though important preliminary results were

'oublished by Dolnik and Shumakov (1967). T used a Kramer cage on

he Northumberland coast in the autumns of 1963-65 in the hope of

determining whether or not Scandinavian migrants reoriented after

lisplacement during their crossings of the North Sea. My methods

iwere as follows.

Birds were caught on the coast in the afternoon and kept in cloth

).iags until transferred to the orientation cage after dark the same day.

,
,'he cage was of hardware cloth, three feet in diameter and i| feet

I ligh, with a circular wire perch of diameter two feet placed six inches

I'bove the floor. The cage was supported on a wooden pivot, which

engaged with a hollowed disc in the centre of the roof, to enable the

I /hole to be rotated freely. The bottom was about four feet off the

rround, to allow the observer to lie underneath. The cage was sited

n a hollow in sand dunes about one mile south of Hamburgh, Nor-
numberland. No direct lights could be seen from within the cage, and

Mere were no noticeable light patches in the night sky, such as might

aave been caused by lights in the nearest town (Berwick, about 15

niles away). The horizon visible to the caged birds was formed by

uarram-covered dunes, highest to the north of the hollow and lowest

o the east.

iable 4. Passerine migrants tested at night in Kramer cages in north Nor-
thumberland during the autumns of 1963-65

rriented individuals showed consistency in their directional choices (details in

the appendix on page 303)

Number Number Number
tested active oriented

liheatear Oenanthe oemnlhe I 0 0

hhinchat Saxicola rubetra 3 2 I

sdstart PhoenkuTHs phoeniettrus 8 6 2

uuethroat Luscinia svedca I 0 0

iced Warbler Acrocephalus scirpaceus 4 2 0

leerine Warbler Hippolais icierina 3 2 I

uckcap Sylvia atricapilla 6 3 I

rrred Warbler Sylvia nisoria 3 2 0

irjrden Warbler Sylvia borin 20 13 3

iaitethroat Sylvia communis 2 I 0

1 How Warbler Phylloscopus frochilns 5 3 0

iffehaff Phylloscopus collybita I 0 0
' Dtted Flycatcher Afuscicapa striata I 0 0

I -d Flycatcher Ficedula bypoleuca 17 3 3

< d-breasted Flycatcher Ficedula parva 1 T 0

1 imbling Fringilla montifringilla I I 0

'

'AI-S 77 43 (38 ?'o ) 13 (29%)
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Birds were tested singly in the cage for periods of 15-30 minutes,

depending on their activity. Each was removed from its bag and

transferred to the cage through the top (of which half was removable).

The cage was then rotated several times before observations began.

Few birds used the perch, and even fewer performed the ‘fluttering at

a standstill’ behaviour described by Kramer (1949); most, if they

showed any activity at all, explored the bottom of the cage, some ending

up more or less consistently in one sector. The most active individuals

clung, fluttering, to the cage wall. When a bird remained active in one

sector of the cage for 15 seconds or more, this was recorded as a

directional choice; the cage was then rotated, through several revo-

lutions, and the bird allowed to choose again. After any consistency

in choice of direction had been established, the bird was released by

removing the detachable half of the cage top and spinning the cage

several times; the migrant was then allowed to find its way out. The
direction in which it flew off was recorded, on the many nights when
this was visible against the night sky. A total of 77 birds of 16 species

were tested, mostly Garden Warblers, Pied Flycatchers and Redstarts:

results are given in table 4.

(i) Migratory restlessness

Only 45 (58%) of the birds tested showed any appreciable activity in

the cage. The rest went to sleep on the bottom, sometimes after a

desultory attempt to find a way out. Some were tested on the evening

of the day in which they were believed to have reached Northumber-

land (and thus usually some 12-15 hours after their arrival); others

were not caught until a day or more after the main arrival, so that they

had had more time to replenish their fat deposits. Furthermore,

some tests were carried out under complete cloud cover, and others

under clear or partly clear skies. The percentage of birds showing

restlessness proved unrelated to the extent of cloud cover when data

were divided into groups tested (a) on the night after arrival and (b)

on later nights. Those tested on their first night, however, were

significantly less active (p = 0.001) than those tested on later nights

(table 5). Furthermore, in 1965 when the weight of each migrant was

taken just before it was tested, those with normal weights were

significantly less active (p= o.oi) than heavier (i.e. fatter) ones as

defined in table 5 . The rapidity of weight gain after arrival was known

for only two individuals (caught twice), both of which showed

restlessness at their heavier weights: a Blackcap put on 3.3 grams in

three days to reach 21.0 grams; and a Pied Flycatcher which weighed

13 grams two days after arrival on the Northumberland coast put on

5.1 grams in seven days.

On the basis of laboratory studies, several hypotheses have been put
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] Table 5. Activity of passerine migrants tested at night in Kramer cages in

n iorth Northumberland (table 4) in relation to cloud cover, time after arrival,

and weight

Heavy weights’ are defined as those in excess of 14.5 grams for Redstarts Phoeni-

Ultras phoenicttrus, 13 grams for Reed Warblers Acrocephalus scirpaceus, 18 grams for

'llackcaps Sylvia atricapilla, 25 grams for Barred Warblers Sylvia nisoria, 17.3 grams
or Garden Warblers Sylvia borin, 9 grams for Willow Warblers Phylloscopus trochilus,

'

.3 grams for Chiffchaffs Phylloscopus collyhita and 13.3 grams for Pied Flycatchers

Ficedula hypoleuca

Birds Birds Total Percentage

active inactive birds active

.’irst r Partly clouded 5 I I 16 31%
nights

^ Total overcast 2 5 7 29%
...atcr ^ Partly clouded 26 12 38 68%

1 lights
^ Total overcast 12 4 16 75%

Ull r First nights 7 16 23 30%
fists ^ Later nights 38 16 54 70%
i ird

^
^Normal weights 8 10 18 44%

u/eights Heavy weights 17 4 21 81%

torward concerning the connection between (the initiation of) pre-

migratory fat deposition and migratory restlessness (‘Zugunruhe’).

liroebbels (1928) believed that fat deposition was a necessary pre-

requisite for the development of Zugunruhe, but Kendeigh et al.

1(960) considered the reverse to be true. Several authors (King and

i'arner 1963, Lofts et al. 1963) have shown that, in some species of

mtra-continental migrants, fat deposition and migratory behaviour

rre independently started in spring (by increasing day length). More
recently, however, Dolnik and Blyumental (1964, 1967) and Merkel

K966) have proposed that these two features of the complete migratory

londition, although independently initiated, subsequently influence

ach other (e.g. fatter birds show greater Zugunruhe). The observa-

ons reported above are, I believe, the first evidence from birds caught

\Hring migration, and tested under field conditions, that lowering of

itt deposits of long-distance migrants suppresses Zugunruhe. This is

fhat would be expected, however, if mass mortality on migration is

) be avoided in species which do not store enough fat to carry them
om breeding to wintering grounds in a single flight.

The lack of association between the proportion of birds showing

.'^stlessness and the extent of cloud cover was unexpected, particularly

^ Emlen (1967) has shown reduced activity with increasing cloud

over in the Indigo Bunting Passerina cjanea tested under the natural

;;y, and (in certain individuals) complete inhibition of Zugunruhe
rider uniform diffuse lighting in a planetarium. No quantitative

i'sessment of activity was made for my Northumberland birds, how-
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ever, so the possibility remains that total cloud cover reduced Zugun-
ruhe without completely suppressing it. Furthermore, radar observa-

tions of migration in Northumberland showed that departures took

place almost as often under complete cloud cover as with partly clear

skies (Evans 1966), but that fewer birds left under total overcast. Such

observations would be consistent with a hypothesis of reduced, but not

completely suppressed, Zugunruhe under complete cloud cover.

The absence of Zugunruhe in some of the birds tested in Nor-

thumberland, even several nights after their arrival, was surprising,

but provides a parallel (in a field experiment) to the behaviour of the

captive Indigo Buntings tested by Emlen (1967: 329). Some of these

failed to show Zugunruhe in spring even though they were caught

during migration and allowed to replenish their fat reserves in an

indoor aviary. Both these and the Northumberland birds must have

lost a restless condition previously developed before they started on

migration. (Failure to show Zugunruhe in captivity has also been

reported for certain individuals of American sparrows Zonotrichia spp.

caught in winter and later tested by Mewaldt et al. (1964), but in these

cases nocturnal activity failed to develop, rather than being lost

after development.)

(2) Orientation

Only 13 (29%) of the 45 birds that were active in the cage also showed

decisive orientation therein (table 6). Others, while active, did not

Table 6. Orientation behaviour of passerine migrants tested at night in Kramer cages

north Northumberland

Details of the directional choices on which these figures are based are given in the appendix!

page 303, mean headings being quoted to the nearest 5°. Normal migration directions aretho

for Scandinavian populations

Age Mean Departure Normal
and sex heading direction on release migration directio

JuV(J

/Juv?
\Juv$
Juv(?

” Juv
Juv

i Juv
Juv

LJuv
Icterine Warbler Hippolais kierina Juv

rjuv
Pied Flycatcher Ficedula hypoleuca -< Juv

I Juv

145° 145° 215° - 190“

170“

160°

170° 1
160°

J

>215° - 190°

145“ 145° 180® - 160°

170° 170°

155“ 155°

150° X 55
° >215'’ - 190“

345
°

350“

335
°

335
°

325° (overcast) 315° 190®

145° 170° (in mist)

160° 180° 215° - 205

210° 205°

Whinchat Saxicola rubeira

Redstart Phoenicttrus pboenkurns

Blackcap Sylvia atricapilla

Garden Warbler Sylvia borin
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. emain in any one io° sector of the cage for as long as 1 5 seconds. Only
i >ne of the 14 birds active under total overcast preferred a particular

1
irection, whereas 12 of the 31 active under clear skies were oriented.

,
"his difference is highly significant (p<o.ooi), and indicates either

; lat sight of part of the night sky is necessary for orientation in these

poecies or that, in the absence of celestial cues to orientation, the

riclination to find any way out of the cage overcomes whatever

'jerhaps less precise) orientational cues are available. That only one

I’ird—a juvenile Icterine Warbler Hippolais icterina—maintained a

r referred orientation under total overcast shows that most birds

hough perhaps this one excluded) did not make use of the irregular

,.une silhouette to provide directional cues. Rotation of the cage did

ot affect the direction taken by those birds which oriented strongly,

or did the presence of the observer standing by (instead of lying

rnder) the cage. All those (all of them juveniles) which showed orien-

mtion departed from the cage on release in the direction in which they

jid headed in confinement, as shown in table 6. It will be noted that

' nly one (a Pied Flycatcher) headed SSW, as expected if it had been

rnable to reorient, while nine headed between south and south-east,
' hich would have brought them back to their correct route before

laey reached southern Europe. (The flight paths which would be

ibllowed by migrants leaving Northumberland on different tracks,

c2tween SSW and south-east, are shown in fig. 3.)

Scandinavian Blackcaps Sylvia atricapilla normally migrate between

juth and SSE, as indicated by ringing recoveries (Rendahl i960,

'.lavis 1967); most pass through the eastern end of the Mediterranean,

lihus the one tested in Northumberland had reoriented appropriately,

u contrast, Scandinavian Garden Warblers have been recovered in

ialy and Iberia, between south by west and south-west by south from
ue place of ringing (Davis 1967). The preferred headings of three of the

ive oriented Garden Warblers (table 6) were thus to the east of their

ormal migration directions, implying compensation for westerly

5splacement.

'While Swedish Redstarts pass through both Italy and Iberia in

I’.tumn (i.e. migrate between south by west and south-west by south)

candinavian Pied Flycatchers concentrate in Iberia (SSW from Nor-
ly, south-west by south from Sweden)

;
Whinchats apparently follow

migration pattern similar to that of Redstarts. All the preferred

rrections chosen by displaced migrants of these three species in

' orthumberland (with the exception of the single Pied Flycatcher

'ted above) support the hypothesis of reorientation to regain a normal

,;gration route.

Three migrants headed between north-west and north in the Kramer
ge; this might conceivably be explained if they displayed reorienta-
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Fig. 3. Routes which would be taken by migrants leaving Northumberland on

different compass headings
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ion, but in the reverse directions to those appropriate. On this hy-

pothesis, their reorientation directions ‘should’ have been 165° and

55° for the two Garden Warblers and 145° for the Icterine Warbler,

* vhich would fit well with what is known of the migration of these two

irpecies—Garden Warblers passing through Iberia and Italy, but

Actcrine only through Italy (Stresemann and Portenko 1967). Re-

lA'ersed movements (i.e. at 180° to the appropriate direction for the time

)tif year) have been detected regularly by radar (Lack 1963, Parslow in

'press, Drury and Keith 1962, Drury and Nisbet 1964), and have been

uggested as the means by which such species as Barred Warbler

'ylvia nisoria and Red-breasted Flycatcher Ficedula parva reach Fair

'sle in autumn (Nisbet 1962). More important, a strong tendency to

teorient in the reverse direction, as well as the correct direction, was
i'bown by certain Scarlet Grosbeaks Carpodacus erythrinus and Barred

it^arblers tested in Kramer cages by Dolnik and Shumakov (1967).

'hese authors transported both juveniles and adults from the Kurishe

sJehrung peninsula (2i°E, southern Baltic, close to the former Vogel-

./arte Rossitten) to Dushanbey (69°E) and Khabarovsk (i3 5°E). The
rrinter quarters of Scarlet Grosbeaks lie in south-east Asia, to the

routh-east of both the Kurishe Nehrung and Dushanbey, but to the

outh-west of Khabarovsk. When tested in the Kramer cages at all

nree localities, the birds headed most often in the appropriate direction

'or their winter quarters, but at Khabarovsk, where they displayed

. ;orientation (i.e. headed south-west, not south-east), they also chose

le reverse direction of reorientation (north-east) almost as often as the

'jrrect direction. Similar behaviour was shown by the Barred Warblers,

; hich normally winter in east Africa, SSE from the Kurishe Nehrung,

S5W from Dushanbey and south-west from Khabarovsk. At Kha-
arovsk, these birds chose the reverse direction of reorientation

1' orth-east) over 70% as often as they chose south-west. This aberrant

ebhaviour of both British and Russian birds must be taken into

ansideration when the mechanism of reorientation is explained.

1 Reversed migration has been associated with abnormally high

"mperatures in autumn (Baird et al. 1959, Nisbet 1962), but the

mperatures on the nights when the two Garden Warblers and one

tterine showed what might have been reversed reorientation were
' •out normal. (The Icterine Warbler displayed orientation under total

' Dud, however, so the direction might have been randomly chosen
' d maintained by sight of the horizon.)

Tn summary, nine of the thirteen oriented migrants (all juveniles)

' ose headings in the Kramer cage which could be interpreted as

' oriented headings to compensate for displacement. Clearly, more
tensive investigations using this technique, or the modification

uggested by Emlen and Emlen (1966), are highly desirable.
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DISCUSSION
Radar observations in north-east England have shown that most
British night migrants depart on tracks within a few degrees of SSE.

After a heavy arrival of (displaced) Scandinavian migrants in autumn

1963, the radar observations on the two nights of their departure

showed no SSW and only SSE movements (Evans 1966: 363), which

led me to suggest that reorientation had occurred. The results pre-

sented in this paper confirm this conclusion, and show that juveniles,

as well as adults, are capable of reorientation. Since night migrants

appear not to fly in co-ordinated groups (Eastwood and Rider 1966),

the adults could not have ‘guided’ the juveniles back to their correct

routes. Thus my results support those of Dolnik and Shumakov(i967)in

that the behaviour of juvenile Redstarts, Pied Flycatchers and probably

other species of long-distance migrants differs from that of juvenile

Starlings. The former regularly pass over inhospitable spaces (the

Mediterranean and the Sahara) on the way to their winter quarters,

while the latter normally reach their winter quarters via country

capable of supporting them. Presumably juvenile Starlings, even

though they migrate on the same compass bearing after displacement,

are not devoid of the capacity for bi-coordinate navigation (which

adults of the same species undoubtedly have), but are unable to use

it until they have learnt the co-ordinates of a winter quarter, as

Perdeck (1958) suggested. It seems that, in the case of the Starling,

selection has favoured discovery of appropriate winter quarters in

the first year of life by the relatively simple means of migration in an

inherited direction for a more or less fixed distance—though the

termination of migration is modified by the favourability or otherwise

of the habitat (Perdeck 1964). Those birds which survive their first

winter presumably stand a better chance of surviving future winters

by flying to known, rather than unknown, wintering grounds.

For small passerines (whose airspeed is lower than that of Starlings,

and similar to the average wind speed at the height at which they

migrate) long-distance migrations on a direction-plus-distance basis

could be dangerous, particularly during long crossings of water or

desert. It is therefore not surprising that the ability to reorient after

displacement has been evolved, and apparently is used, by both adults

and juveniles. An implication could be that juveniles inherit knowledge

of the co-ordinates of their migratory goal. Matthews (1968), however,

has put forward an alternative mechanism of reorientation after

displacement—that birds vectorise a ‘compensation’ orientation

(towards the place from which they were displaced) with their standard

direction of migration to produce a reoriented heading towards

their still unknown goal. The present results do not distinguish between

these two possible mechanisms. They do show, however, that to reach
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their winter quarters migrants use more than the simple inertial orien-

: ration that was proposed by Drury and Nisbet (1964), though birds may
;;ase inertial means to maintain their chosen tracks in spite of varying

vwind conditions during flight.

Gwinner (1968) reported that the period of Zugunruhe of juvenile

(German Willow Warblers was not curtailed when they were transpor-

tc:ed in autumn to central Africa, the winter quarters of some popula-

t ions of this species (though possibly not of the German ones, which

>ire thought to winter further south in Africa). He suggested that their

Rutumn migration ends when an endogenous ‘migration programme’
• uns out. He implied that this involves measurement of a time period

or which birds shall fly along a pre-set route. I have criticised pre-

viously (Evans 1966: 352) the hypothesis of migration on a direction-

' ilus-time basis, as it ignores the effect of wind velocity on the bird’s

! ight speed. If the bird is meant to adjust its endogenous programme
(O take account of variation in flight speed, this implies knowledge of

i istance travelled in relation to total distance to be travelled, and we
Ifierefore return to Perdeck’s hypothesis of migration on a direction-

iMus-distance basis. Unfortunately, Perdeck’s displacement experiments

i/ith Starlings involved chiefly north to south shifts, so that it is not

dear from his results whether an appreciation of the longitude reached

s; a possible ‘environmental factor’ that terminates migration. In any

.;ase, while this might be adequate for a short-distance migrant

travelling east-west over favourable country, clearly it would be no
sse for trans-Saharan migrants, travelling chiefly north-south, though

or these an appreciation of the latitude reached on a route pre-set for

lirection(s) could be a simple means of ensuring arrival at appropriate

.'inter quarters. The experiments of Sauer and Sauer (1959) in south-

vest Africa gave results totally at variance with Gwinner’s (1968)

mdings, as their Whitethroat and three Garden Warblers, tested after

Mansportation from Germany, exhibited curtailed periods of Zugun-
Jihe, while their five Blackcaps and two Lesser Whitethroats Sylvia

irrruca failed to show further Zugunruhe shortly after exposure to the

.arry sky in south-west Africa. Gwinner’s hypothesis seems to lean

tvavily on the assumption that the populations of Willow Warblers

hich winter in the Congo would have behaved in the same way, if

vey had been transported there at the height of their Zugunruhe, as

i d his German birds, wliich may well winter further south. Yet only

birds were transported to or beyond their wintering areas would one
r pect their period of Zugunruhe to be curtailed appreciably.

The highly variable results of artificial displacement experiments

ay find an explanation in the emphasis placed on Zugunruhe, rather

an on the total migratory condition (‘Zugdisposition’), as the appro-

!
• iate measure of the time for which migration could or would
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continue. As shown in this paper, depletion of fat reserves can suppress

Zugunruhe, and, in future, attention should be paid to the length of

the period during which fat reserves can be replenished, and to the

internal and external factors affecting this, rather than exclusively to

the periods of Zugunruhe measured in birds which have had no
opportunity to use up their fat reserves by actual migratory flights.

While artificial displacement experiments can certainly give valid

information on orientational or navigational ability, they are of less

value in investigating how the ending of migration is decided.
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H. E. Axell (Minsmere); Dr. P. Rudge (Foulness); and D. M. Batchelor

(Sandwich Bay). Through the kindness of Robert Spencer and the

staff of the Ringing Office of the British Trust for Ornithology, I was

able to extract details of birds ringed by J. Hoy (Fife) and R. W. Cole-

man (Lowestoft). Records from the Northumberland coast, near

Seahouses, were also used; these were compiled by Dr. E. A. R.

Ennion (up to i960) and myself (1961-66).

The mammoth task of extracting relevant data from the ringing

records of certain observatories could not have been undertaken with-

out extensive help from Dr. M. C. Radford, to whom I am greatly

indebted. Further help in extracting data from the Spurn log-books

was provided by my wife.

The first drafts of the paper were read by Dr. David Lack, R. E.

Moreau and Dr. Ian Newton, and I thank them for their constructive

comments and reasoned scepticism. The final draft was seen by Dr.

G. V. T. Matthews and Dr. A. C. Perdeck, who set right certain

ambiguities in the arguments. In particular, I wish to thank Dr.

Matthews for drawing my attention to the recent paper by V. R.

Dolnik and M. E. Shumakov in the Russian journal Biotiica, and Dr.

Perdeck for making me realise that Continental workers are still

somewhat sceptical of the Scandinavian origin of the Tails’ of migrants

on the east coast of England.
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SUMMARY
n autumn, Scandinavian Pied Flycatchers Yicedula hypoleuca and Redstarts Phoeni-

rrus phoenicurus (chiefly juveniles) occur in ‘falls’ of migrants on the east coast of

iiiitain. Those which reach the coasts north from Yorkshire must have been dis-

haced by the wind from their normal SSW direction of migration, which crosses

^iast Anglia on the way to Iberia. Recoveries in southern Europe in the same autumn
[ . the birds were ringed in Britain are analysed on a percentage basis. The recovery

csrccntages for each of the two species, ringed on the northern and southern halves
[

' the east coast respectively, are almost identical. Thus displaced birds are as

ippable of getting back on rfheir correct routes (before reaching their winter quarters)

I are normal birds of staying on their chosen route. Both adults and juveniles are

irpable of reorientation.

'Seventy-seven migrants, chiefly displaced Scandinavian birds, were tested in

framer cages on the Northumberland coast in the autumns of 1963-65. Only 58%
c owed appreciable activity in the cage, and of these only 29% oriented consistently,

irrds were significantly less active on the first night after their arrival than on later

lights, and heavy individuals were more active than those of normal weight (which

vesumably had used up their migratory fat). Only one bird oriented under complete

lOud cover, but twelve under partly clear skies. Nine of these headed to the east
’

' their normal migration directions, as though compensating for westerly dis-

aacement. Two showed ‘reversed reorientation’.

The results do not distinguish between (a) reorientation by reference to an in-

irrited knowledge of the position of the winter quarters and (b) compensation

corientation, as hypothesised by Matthews (1968), which docs not require innate

viowledge of the co-ordinates of the goal. Displacement experiments, which use

ijgratory restlessness (Zugunruhe) as the measure of the period for which migration

DDuId continue, are criticised, as they ignore the influence of the level of fat deposits

I I the intensity of restlessness.
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popendix. Directional choices of the 13 oriented migrants detailed in table 6

11 directions are expressed as degrees from true north, and are the 10® sectors of

cage in which the bird remained active for more than 15 seconds at one time

hhinchat 130°, 130°, 130°, 150°, 130°, 140°, 150° 160®, 150°, 140°, 150®

wdstart 160®, 170®, 150®, 170®, 170®, 160®, 180®, 170®, 180®

redstart 180°, 160®, 150®, 160®, 130®, 160®, 170®, 130®

lackcap 140®, 140®, 130®, 130®, 140®, 130®, 130®, 130®

larden Warbler 180®, 160®, 170®, 170®, 170®, 160°, 180®, 170°

irden Warbler 160®, 130®, 170®, 130®, 140®, 160®, 160®, 130°

arden Warbler

ardcn Warbler

lardcn Warbler

cerine Warblet

id Flycatcher

ed Flycatcher

ed Flycatcher

130® (once), 140® (three times), 130® (ten times), 170® (twice)

340® (ten times), 360® (three times)

320® (once), 330® (seven times), 340® (seven times), 330® (once)

310® (once), 320® (four times), 330® (four times)

140®, 130®, 140®, T40®, 130®, 130®, 130®, 130®

160®, 150®, 160®, 160®, 170®, 130®, 160°, 170®

190® (once), 200® (five times), 210® (ten times), 220® (three times)

Studies of less familiar birds

148. Blue Rock Thrush

Geojfrej Betien

Photographs by M. D 'England and A. N. H. Peach

(Plates 39-42)

matching from a crag over the stony slopes of southern Europe, the

me figure of the male Blue Rock Thrush Monticola solitarius (plates

1--40) is a handsome sight with blue-grey body and slaty-black wings

ltd tail. In winter many feathers have brownish fringes which wear

f’by spring, except in some first-year males, to expose a brighter and

lore uniform blue. The female (plates 41 -42a) is bluish-brown

K. ove with faint cross-bars of grey-brown and paler below with rather

loader bars, the throat being lighter and giving the appearance of

rrk markings on a light ground. This plumage is that of the typical

bbspecies, but there are others which differ in size, in the brightness

I the blue in the male, and in the presence and extent of chestnut on

t; lower parts. The young have little blue, though some dark slate

Hour, and are mainly brown above and dark buff beneath with dark

bterminal bars. The adult is about eight inches long; the bill, which

;pears rather long and slender, and the legs and feet are black.
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RANGE AND HABITAT
The breeding distribution of the European race, nominate solitarius, is

southern Palearctic and includes Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Libya

and perhaps the central Sahara, as well as the Iberian peninsula, south

France, south Switzerland, Italy, the Balkans, the Mediterranean

islands, Asia Minor, the Caucasus and Iran. Other races breed through

the central Asian mountains to China, Korea and Japan, spreading into

the Oriental region in Formosa and Malaya. Although the European
race is mainly resident, some individuals winter in north and west

Africa, chiefly the Sahara. The Asiatic races, however, are mainly

migratory, wintering in rocky shrub steppes and dry savannah in

north Africa and southern and south-eastern Asia south to Ceylon,

Borneo and the Celebes (Etchecopar and Hue 1967, Henry 1955,

Ramsay 1923, Voous i960). The species has not so far been acceptably

recorded wild in Britain: one seen on North Ronaldsay, Orkney,

from 29th August to 6th September 1966 was considered suspect

because numbers are now imported as cage-birds {Brit. Birds, 60: 324).

The Blue Rock Thrush is very much a bird of the rocks, frequenting

warm and barren boulder-clad hillsides, open rocky ground and gorges

or cliffs between forests. In the Swiss Alps it is found only in warm
stone quarries in Tessin. Breeding occurs at 9,600 feet in the High
Atlas and Iran, up to 12,500 feet in the Himalayas and also down to

sea level in some areas : in Japan the species is seen only along the rocky

sea coasts. In remote areas it is very shy, but in towns in southern

Europe where the Blackbird Turdus merula is absent it frequents the

roofs of houses, churches and castles, even perching on stone monu-
ments in busy squares; in Japan it is numerous in coastal fishing

villages. It has been suggested that this was the ‘sparrow alone upon
the house-top’ in the Holy Land (Psalm 102, 7). Thus it is far less

restricted than most species in its altitudinal range, but generally

favours warmer, more barren and lower habitats than the Rock Thrush

M. saxatilis (Vaurie 1959, Voous i960). In winter it still frequents

rocks on hills or the sea shore, but will make do with quarries, ruined

forts, unoccupied buildings, brick kilns and piles of stones, often

roosting in caves or under the roofs of houses.

HABITS AND FEEDING
Usually solitary, the Blue Rock Thrush sits erect on a rock or other

point of vantage. The wings are drooped and flaunted and the head

raised. When approached, it dives away out of sight with darting flight.

It watches for prey from its rock perch and flies down to pick it off

the ground or makes sorties after flying insects, sometimes merely

jumping up to catch them. Occasionally, it runs along a stone wall at

speed, perching for a moment on each parapet. The Indian race,
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. \ i h 39. ATale Blue Rock Thrush Wonticola solitarius at nest-holc in the stones of

oad bridge, Portugal, May 1965. Above, this photograph taken in shade shows best

e contrast between the blue-grey body and tbe slaty-black wings and tail. Below,

ailless lizard being brought to the young (pages 303-307) {photos: A. -V. H. Peach)



p LATE 40. Male Blue Rock Thrush Monticola soH/arias carrying a dead lizard nearly

long as himself to the nest, Portugal, May 1965 (page 305) (/i/jo/o; M. D.as



’i.ATK 41. The female at the same nest: she is bluish-brown above and paler below,

iSpecially on the throat, with jrrey-brown barring (page 303) M. D. Fjtgland)



Pl ate 42. Above, female Blue Rock Thrush Monticola solilarius and two well-grown

young visible in the hole beneath, Portugal, May 1965; note the scaly effect of her

face and throat. Below, a more open nest between two rocks inside a cave, showing

the grass structure and brown-spotted blue eggs (page 306) {photos: M. D. 'England')
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<M. s. pandoo, has a curious habit of frequently dipping forward, as if in

i courtly bow (Henry 1955). In contrast to the Rock Thrush, this

r.pecies is said to perch less frequently in trees or shrubs in Europe

rhan in Asia (Voous i960), but we certainly recorded it singing from

I rees and posts in Portugal. In habits and voice it seems to occupy an

rntermediate position between the typical thrushes Turdus and the

'-hats Oenanthe and Saxicola (Etchecopar and Hue 1967, Harrison 1954).

..^ack (1954) suggested that, as the tail is neither red nor strongly

'ibrated, this species is more closely related to Turdus than the Rock

! Thrush which seems more like a large redstart Phoenicurus sp.

The food is mainly insects which live on the ground and among
he rocks, but spiders, earthworms, snails and occasionally even small

makes and mice are taken; also many berries are picked from low

i.ushes. We observed caterpillars, large grasshoppers and lizards

teing brought to the young in the nest in Portugal, the adult some-

irmes foraging two or three hundred yards away. Some of the lizards

jblates 3 9a-40) were so large that it was difficult to believe they could

ce swallowed. On the sea shore Blue Rock Thrushes feed like waders

nmong the rocks, pebbles and seaweed and around tidal pools, taking

:.;a snails, small crustaceans and marine worms (Voous i960).

VOICE AND DISPLAY
leveral call notes are uttered in circumstances of stress and alarm:

laese include a deep chat-like tac-tac or tchuck, a plaintive and sibilant

reee, and a uit-uit somewhat similar to notes uttered by the Nuthatch

\Hta europaea. In north Italy a female was heard frequently giving a call

centical to the rattling alarm notes of a Blackbird over a period of

;> minutes (Harrison 1954). We noticed adults making a musical chuc-

c-e just before arriving at a nest containing young.

The song is deliberate, loud and melodious, recalling that of a

laackbird or Mistle Thrush T. viscivorus, but the phrases are simple,

icort and repetitive. Although the bird normally utters it from

:rposed rocks, it may also do so from the tops of electric pylons and the

•.ranches of trees. Often one will sing during a vertical display flight

while flying across a valley; the song carries far across the gorges.

\When courting, the male indulges in slow volplaning flights which
' ow off his blue plumage to advantage in the sunUght (Whistler 1941)

he may sail on open wings like a Bee-eater Merops apiaster.

BREEDING
tests are usually built in crevices in rocks, cliffs and buildings, under

ones or up to at least ten yards inside caves. The site is often on steep,

tecipitous ground and frequently inaccessible. The well-hidden

lucture is a shallow cup of roots and dry grasses lined with finer
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roots. There are three to six eggs, usually five, very smooth in texture

with a fine gloss. The ground colour is very pale blue, sometimes

unmarked, but often speckled, mostly at the broad end, with minute

brownish red spots. Average measurements are 27.5 x 20.5 mm.
(Etchecopar and Hue 1967).

We found three nests in central Portugal. In May 1964 there was a

remarkably high concentration of Blue Rock Thrushes in a rocky

valley below a dam known as Barragem de Castelo do Bode, on the

Rio Zezere near Constancia, where conditions for watching were

particularly good and where the dam had probably increased the amount
of suitable habitat. Here I. J. Ferguson-Lees, after several hours’

watching, concluded that there were probably nine pairs visible from

the dam; two pairs had fully fledged young. A nest found on ist June

was in a high stone wall by a road below the dam. It was built in a

hole draining the road above and was about 1 5 feet from the ground.

Both adults were bringing food, including caterpillars; the male left

soon after feeding, but the female often remained, presumably to

brood the young. The photographs on plates 39-42a were taken during

May 1965 at a second site, the nest being nine feet up in a hole between

the stones of a wall which was part of a road bridge near Castelo de

Vide; the triangular hole was about four inches across. The male,

from his plumage probably a first-year bird, often sang from the top

of a pole on approaching the nest. Eventually the four young were

enticed from the nest by his repeatedly coming without any food.

On I ith May he led them upwards to the top of the wall; their ability

to climb the sheer rock was amazing.

In 1965 several pairs were nesting in the Castelo de Vide and in a

barren area near the town. The third nest (plate 42b) was found on

17th May on a sloping ledge three feet up between two rocks with an

overhanging rock slab at the back of a cave. This structure was an

untidy cup shape with long grass stems sticking out from the base,

made largely of coarse grasses, but lined with finer ones. It contained

three pale blue eggs, two with small brownish spots and the third quite

unmarked. While we examined the nest, the female remained near-by,

calling in alarm; on the other hand, Leveque (1956) found that the

parents kept silent when he disturbed them from a nest with newly

hatched young in France. On 30th May there were two large nestlings

in grey down with well-developed primaries in our nest, but shortly

afterwards they were taken by a shepherd.

April and May seem to be the usual months for laying in southern

Europe. We noticed a female carrying food to a hole in an inaccessible

precipice in Almeria, Spain, on 17th May i960, while in southern

Switzerland a pair was feeding small young in a rock-cleft 20 feet up

in a stone quarry on 25th May 1954.
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Notes

itttle Grebes choking to death on fish.—On loth March 1968, at

ompton-on-Swale, near Catterick, Yorkshire, J. V. Anderson
socovered a freshly dead bird on the river bank, with a fish jammed in

bill. I visited the spot with him the next day and found that it was

adult Little Grebe Podiceps rttficollis in full plumage, which had

>oked to death on a Miller’s Thumb (or Bullhead) Coitus gobio. The
: h’s head protruded an inch beyond the tips of the unfortunate bird’s

Me open mandibles, while the spines firmly wedged the remaining

tcee inches in its mouth and upper throat. On the i6th the specimen

is.s exhibited at a meeting of the Yorkshire Naturalists’ Union where,

. an extraordinary coincidence, R. F. Dickens and A. J. Wallis showed
I other Little Grebe they had found that day at Birkin, near Ferry-

-dge, Yorkshire, which had died in precisely the same manner.

Although it is recorded in The Handbook under Little Grebe that

. . miller’s thumb . . . has caused death by choking’, these two
: ords in such a short space of time suggest that this may be a more
'Timon occurrence than that implies. Indeed, this is borne out by

'^ObserverT Book of Freshwater Fishes 14 1) which states: ‘Many
ead fish-loving bird has been found with a Bullhead stuck immova-
in the throat.’ Perhaps fishermen come across this kind of mishap

're often than ornithologists. D. G. Bell
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Foot-paddling by Pochards.—On 15 th November 1967, at Herriotts

Pool, Chew Valley Lake, Somerset, my attention was attracted by the

behaviour of two female Pochards Ajthyaferim which were diving in

shallow water a few yards out from the bank. Between dives, they

frequently reared up in the water at an angle of 45°, holding this

position for four or five seconds before diving again. Through
binoculars I was able to see that they were paddling strenuously each

time they rose up. On 17th January 1968 I observed a male Pochard

behaving in an identical manner at exactly the same place; and on

4th March again, but this time the bird concerned was in deeper water,

as was another male which I watched at Edington, Wiltshire, on
5
th

March. I have also seen similar paddling by Bewick’s Swans Cjgnus

bemckii feeding on Chew Valley Lake, but in their case the rising

action has been less conspicuous.

This behaviour is not mentioned for either species in The Handbook,

but it seems likely to be a method of stirring up food from the bottom

of the water, like the ‘spinning’ of phalaropes Phalaropus spp. or the

‘pattering’ of gulls L^rar Geoffrey L. Boyle

[Dr. Janet Kear of the Wildfowl Trust has commented: ‘This

behaviour is common in many waterfowl species in shallow water and

presumably serves the function, suggested by Mr. Boyle, of stirring up

food particles which are then sieved off or picked up by the bill. My
impression is that this habit is not as pronounced in those ducks

physically adapted for diving as it is in swans, geese, shelducks and

dabbling ducks.’ In addition, K. E. L. Simmons has contributed the

following.

—

Eds.]

Because of my interest in the foot-movements used by birds when

feeding (see K. E. L. Simmons, Brit. Birds, 54: 34-39, 418-422), I kept

watch in January 1968 at Chew Valley Lake, Somerset, for the paddling

behaviour of Pochards Ajthja ferina described above by Geoffrey L.

Boyle from the same locality. Most of my observations were made on

23rd January, between 10.12 and 14.20 hours. Up to 90 Pochards

(mainly males) were present on Herriotts Pool which, though then at

full height, is always relatively shallow. They were diving at various

points throughout the period and I saw foot-paddling by a number of

males and one female.

Most paddling was done by individuals feeding round the periphery

of the pool, fairly close to the bank in a few feet of water. A male diving

some ten yards out paddled after 51 of 97 dives observed (3 3%) and a

female diving three yards out, at more or less the same spot where

those seen by Mr. Boyle performed, paddled after 24 of 70 dives (34%)-

Some males diving at other points further from the bank in deeper
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water, including one in the centre of the pool, also paddled, but less ,•

[frequently: in a combined total of 73 dives, paddling occurred in only

.eight instances (11%). Many other Pochards, however, both close to
,

and out from the bank, were diving without being seen to paddle at all.
I

' On subsequent dates, I saw more paddling by both males and females,

but only on Herriotts Pool, not on the main lake; those paddling were

always in the minority and on some days no paddling was seen. >

I gave special attention to noting the form of the paddling, the pro-

icedure being very stereotyped. Each Pochard concerned dived f

[repeatedly at the same spot. If it paddled, it started to do so after a very ?

>:7rief pause of between one and three seconds (twelve such pauses *

t rimed with a stop-watch averaging 1.8 seconds). It rose up and trod '

.water at an angle of about 45°, with the breast band not quite clear of

:::he surface and the tail submerged, paddling its feet steadily and alter-

nately, with a slight side-to-side rocking of the body six to ten times

'six such spells lasting an average of just over three seconds). It then

iuubsided and immediately dived into the turbulence it had caused. In

he majority of cases, if the diving Pochard did not rise and paddle (,

ivvithin three seconds of emergence, then it paused on the surface

without paddling at all. No other activities were observed during a *

saddling pause, but in non-paddling pauses a Pochard would some-

limes shake its bill or eat weed visible in its bill, though often it just
I

remained immobile until the next dive. Paddling pauses averaged

horter, at five seconds, than non-paddling ones, twelve of which

langed between four and eleven seconds, at an average of seven. The I

oosture during paddling closely resembled that assumed when Pochards I

i: nd other diving ducks tread water and preen the lower breast and
^

vielly or shake their body and head, and could be confused with these

activities by the casual observer (indeed, I saw a female Long-tailed

'')uck Clangula hjemalis on the same pool rise and preen the belly >

immediately before diving). The ducks usually rise more fully out of

ae water, however, when doing these other activities and, in the !

ase of the Pochard, the breast band is then fully exposed. <

Foot-paddling is clearly a characteristic behaviour-pattern of the
;

'

‘ochard and was not seen to be done by other diving duck feeding on '

Terriotts Pool, which included Tufted Ducks A. fuligula. Goldeneyes
|

ucephala clangula, the female Long-tailed Duck and feral North
.imerican Ruddy Ducks Oxjura jamaicensis. Mr. Boyle is probably

' Drrect in assuming that the paddling is functional in stirring up food,

ut, as will be clear from these very preliminary observations, much
- irther study of the behaviour is required

;
we do not know enough yet

' DOut the factors causing the paddling, which may well have other

. auctions (e.g. to increase diving efficiency in some way).

K. E. L. Simmons
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Food concealment by Merlins.—At about 07.30 on 9th August

1963, near Ardgour, Inverness-shire, on the eastern shore of Loch

Shiel, I saw a female Merlin ¥alco cohimharius settle with prey on a small

heather-topped mound. She began to flutter her wings and spread

her tail in such a way that I thought she must be caught or injured,

though I could still clearly see the prey in her foot at this time. The
fluttering lasted for about half a minute, after which she stood still

on top of the mound and then began to work her head and body down
into the heather with her wings stretched wide over the top. When
she came back up again, she was no longer carrying the prey. She

fluttered to the edge of the mound and stumbled down the side, stood

still for a short time and then ‘ran’ around the mound about times
1

before flying off close to the ground. I was only about 50 feet from the

spot, lying in a sleeping bag wrapped in a mudstained green fly-sheet

(having spent the night there), and believe that the Merlin did not see

me at any time. When she had not returned after half an hour, I went

to inspect the mound and found a whole Meadow Pipit Anthus

pratensis which was lodged about nine inches beneath the tops of the

heather.

In December 1966 I received a report from W. Ruttledge, vice-

president of the British Falconers’ Club, concerning an observation

which he had made on 21st August 1964. At about 10.30 on that day,

on one of the large bogs in Co. Sligo, he saw a female Merlin perched

on a hummock about 1 50 yards from him. She appeared at first to be

spreading her wings as though preening and then to be picking with

her beak at something. Mr. Ruttledge watched for about ten minutes,

during which time the Merlin remained perched or, at intervals, ran

round the base of the hummock or the edge of the top of it. Mr.

Ruttledge approached and, as he got to within about 60 yards, the

Merlin flew off to alight on a turf stack another 200 yards away. When
he reached the spot, he found the body of a freshly killed Meadow
Pipit lying head downwards in heather about four inches high on top

of the hummock in such a way that only its tail projected. Mr. Ruttledge

returned to the place about \\ hours later, but the dead pipit had

disappeared without any sign that it had been plucked. A female

Merlin, presumably the same, was perched on another turf stack

100 yards away.

On 1 8th June 1967, in Co. Tyrone, Michael Gilbertson and I had

the nest of a pair of Merlins under constant watch from daybreak

(about 04.00) and in the next six hours the male twice brought food to

the female who was brooding young. At 10.00, after her mate had

been absent for nearly two hours, the female flew in a wide circle

round the territory, returned to the nest, immediately left it again

and flew down to a patch of heather where she alighted with a great
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.leal of fluttering. She stood still for a few moments and then plunged

lown into the heather with her wings extended over the top. She

^merged carrying a dark object, flew to a new plucking post and

proceeded to feed for several minutes before returning to the nest at

0.20. We examined the plucking post and found the remains of a

i-ikylark Alauda arvensis there and on the tops of the surrounding hea-

her. This was certainly the prey which the female had just been eating

I
nd long-dried blood on the breast and flank feathers indicated that it

.•as not freshly killed. Neither Merlin had that day visited the spot

I /here the female picked up the Skylark or had dropped any food there

1 the previous six hours. It seemed clear, therefore, that the female

.ad retrieved prey previously concealed. John W. Greaves

[It is well-known that at least some species of raptors will return to

jartly eaten prey and gamekeepers take advantage of this. For exam-

:.le, the late Miss Frances Pitt recorded (1927, Animal Mind: 197-198)

lat many hawks and owls push the remains of their kill into a corner

rad ‘return to finish it the next day’. She specifically mentioned the

Merlin and the Kestrel F. tinnunctdm as being in the habit of putting

rrey remnants on one side in this way. On the other hand, the ob-

-ervations described by Mr. Greaves suggest the purposeful storage

nd concealment of whole items of food and not just the partly eaten

nrplus.

—

Eds.]

Mack-headed Gulls apparently taking olives.—In February 1968,

tfew miles inland from San Pedro de Alcantara in southern Spain, I

oticed that a large and symmetrically planted olive grove was regu-

rrly visited by a flock of several hundred Black-headed Gulls Larus

Aibundus. Periodically some of them would drop down among the

cees, but they never remained on the ground for more than a few

cconds. On several occasions, puzzled by this behaviour, I carefully

;.iamined the ground where Black-headed Gulls had just alighted and

'juld discover only a few withered olives, the abandoned remains of

(.e crop that had been harvested the previous autumn. The surface

the ground was parched and otherwise quite bare, and there were
'

) concentrations of insects or other invertebrates which might have

tracted the gulls, so it seemed almost certain that it was the olives

at they were eating. I questioned some of the local inhabitants, who
^sured me that they had seen the gulls taking the olives on the ground,

ri one occasion I was accompanied by F. G. H. Allen who agreed

at the circumstantial evidence appeared conclusive. The Handbook

I cords that numerous olives were once found in the stomach of a

editerranean Gull L. melanocephalus, but I have never heard of their

ing eaten by Black-headed Gulls. Collingwood Ingram
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House Martins attracted by garden fire.—At 18.30 hours on 23 rd

September 1967, at Ilminster, Somerset, I lit a fire to dispose of garden

rubbish. Shortly before this I had noticed two or three House Martins

Delichon urhica circling high overhead, but less than a minute after the

fire was burning well 30 House Martins suddenly appeared around the

column of smoke. They were obviously attracted by burnt particles

which were rising almost vertically for 40 or 50 feet before spreading

out and drifting away on the very light WSW winds. The House
Martins were concentrated mainly at this height, but a few were down
to between 25 and 30 feet above the ground and frequently flying

through the smoke. The heat eventually caused a number of small

flying insects to drift up in the warm air thermal. The birds remained

over the area for at least 20 minutes, but they began to gain height as

the fire subsided and then eventually departed south.

I have noticed similar but less marked behaviour on several previous

occasions when attending fires in the garden. In addition to House
Martins, the species involved have included Swallows Hirmdo rustica.

Swifts Apus apus and, to a lesser degree. Starlings Sturnus vulgaris. The
birds always appear rather suddenly when burnt particles become

obvious and only then in calm conditions. David E. Paull

[Behaviour of this kind is normal among hirundines in winter

quarters and on migration in southern areas where microlepidoptera

and other insects shelter in vast numbers in ground vegetation by day

The sight of these birds hawking over grass fires is a common one in

Africa, and at Azraq, Jordan, in April-May 1966 Dr. J. S. Ash, Robert

Spencer and I found that large numbers of Swallows and Sand Martins

Kiparia riparia could be attracted down to the vicinity of mist-nets by

our lighting small patches of adjacent Juncus. Indeed, at times con-

centrations of tens and then hundreds would occur within seconds of

the fire being lit, even when there had apparently been none previously

in the immediate area. Presumably these birds have learnt to associate

smoke with insect food. Hirundines are, of course, great opportunist

feeders and, besides their well-known practice of following man and

farm animals for the insects they disturb, they will also take advantage

of insects put up by feeding flocks of waders and other birds in short

vegetation, and Dr. Ash tells me that he has even seen a concentration

round a tree from which children were shaking apples.—I.J.F.-L.]

Bathing activity of Great Tit.—At 7.30 a.m. on 14th October 1967,

in my garden at Bath, Somerset, I saw a Great Tit Parus major alight

on the lower corner of a tea cloth which had been hanging over-

night from the clothes line and which was wet with dew. Holding on

to the edge, the Great Tit slowly drew itself up the cloth by its
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eet, keeping its body pressed close to the wet surface, but its head

lear. On reaching the top, it flew down to repeat the whole operation

:gain from bottom to top. After this second time it climbed on to

he line and preened. W. Upton

rfreecreeper seeking food on ironwork.—On 28th February 1968,

: t Ashbourne, Derbyshire, I watched a Treecreeper Certhia familiaris

cearching for food on a foot-bridge over a disused railway track. The
r ridge has substantial wooden steps, wooden handrails with ornate

aist-iron banisters, and iron trellis sides. When I first saw the Tree-

rreeper, it was working the wooden steps. It then moved to the iron

uarts where I watched it for several minutes before it flew away over

ome cottage roofs into a treeless street. Its search was not entirely

. uitless as it occasionally picked minute items from crannies in the iron,

rne being a cottony object which may have been a cluster of spider

;^gs. It appeared to have no difficulty in clinging to the relatively

miooth ironwork. Not far from the bridge are gardens with trees

here Treecreepers occur fairly often. Kathleen M. Rollick.

Yrens feeding on small fish.—In early February 1967, at Kirby

•vane, Suffolk, Miss Jeanne Doewra watched a Wren Troglodytes

<oglodytes feeding at the edge of a garden pond. It foraged about,

'iiparently finding a plentiful supply of aquatic larvae, and then she

'ow it take a small Goldfish Carassius auratus which it battered to death

'.I the stone surround. The Wren continued to beat the fish on the

lone until it was sufficiently disintegrated to be eaten in small pieces

ecked from the remains. Miss Doewra kept further watch and during

;bbruary-April saw what she took to be the same Wren catch, kill and

tt fish on six more occasions. These were all Goldfish fry from one to

inches in length. During the three months the water level varied

; a few inches and when it was low the Wren was able to seize the fish

; the shallows at the edge. When the level rose, however, and suitable

"ones on which to stand were submerged, the Wren perched on the

later weed and fished as close above the surface as it could without

I :tting wet. Fish caught from such perches were taken to the side and
'

. lit with in the same way as the others. This Wren continued to visit

.

:
pool all the summer and autumn, but it was not seen to catch any

Ki after the end of April by which time most of the fry had already

len taken.

1 During September 1967, in our own garden at Brinton, Norfolk, I

o watched a Wren feeding at two pools. The greater part of the

"faces of both pools were covered with floating vegetation, especially

lamental water lilies (Nymphaeaceae), pondweeds (Potamogetona-

i.e), amphibious persicaria Polygonum amphibium and water soldier
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Stratiotes abides, all of which provided excellent perches from which the

Wren could catch both insects above the surface and nymphs and other

small aquatic creatures immediately below it. One morning in late

September I watched the Wren sitting quite motionless on the edge of

a lily leaf. Suddenly it seized a small Goldfish from just below the sur-

face and flew with it squirming in its beak to a stone slab at the edge

of the pool. There, after beating the fish on the slab, it picked it up

head first and swallowed it whole. Subsequent observations revealed

that the Wren took more Goldfish fry and numerous dragonfly and

water beetle nymphs, some of which were even larger than the Gold-

fish. Though the Wren spent several hours every day feeding at the

pools, it appeared to take the small Goldfish only on sunny days when
they came near the surface and rested in the shadows immediately

below the water lily leaves. The Wren would then sit on the extreme

edge of a leaf waiting for one of them to nose into the sunlight. In

these circumstances, it seldom missed its quarry and, altogether, it was

observed to take nine Goldfish over a period of three weeks. No doubt,

like the one in Suffolk described by Miss Docwra, it took many more
than it was seen to catch.

Wrens are constant foragers along the edges of water and it seems

likely that small fish must regularly be included in the large variety of

aquatic prey which they take. R. P. Bagnall-Oakeley

[In his monograph on The Wren (1955 : 25) Edward A. Armstrong
noted that Wrens ‘sometimes paddle and forage in shallow streams’

and gave references to records of their taking caddis-fly larvae, tad-

poles, minnows and trout fry. Nevertheless, there seem to be very

few recorded instances of Wrens taking fish and even fewer with the

detail given by Miss Docwra and Mr. Bagnall-Oakeley.

—

Eds.]

Blackbird feeding in association with Mole.—On 13 th June 1967,

by one of the ponds in South Gardens, Harting, Sussex, I saw an

adult female Blackbird Turdus tnerula following the trail of a Mole

TaJpa europaea which was tunnelling just under the surface of the soft

water-side soil. As the squirming vein of loose earth wormed its way

along, the Blackbird moved with it and picked up any food that

became exposed. A second female Blackbird approached, but was

immediately driven away by the original one which then resumed her

position at the head of the burrow. This seems to have been an interest-

ing case of opportunism in the face of an unexpected source of food.

G. R. Gervis

[Robins Erithacus ruhecula have also been seen attending on Moles

as they work (see David Lack, 1965, The Tife of the Kobin\ 132).

—

Eds.]
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Zheatears on autumn passage feeding on bumble-bees,—On izth

;ptember i960, on Gugh, Isles of Scilly, I was watching at least 60

^heatears Oenanthe oenantbe on autumn passage. It was a warm and

inny evening and they seemed to be feeding almost entirely on the

any small bumble-bees Bombus sp. in the area. As a bumble-bee aligh-

d on a heath flower, a Wheatear would quickly and deftly catch it

, ' the head, so that the rest of the insect’s body was facing away from

i ; bill. The bumble-bee was then immediately swallowed, and during

•,'period of an hour I saw many hundreds eaten in this way. The next

orning there were only a few Wheatears and hardly any bumble-bees

be seen. Bernard King

[It seems surprising that the Wheatears did not ‘prepare’ the bumble-

les more elaborately—for example, by nipping and flicking them or

i'bbing them on the ground—as some other passerines will do with

rrmful insects. We showed this note to Peter Conder, who made a

'tailed study of Wheatears on Skokholm, Pembrokeshire, and

.ewhere some years ago, and he had not seen anything like this; he

^ o considered it of interest that the Wheatears were making use of a

»d supply which was locally abundant for a comparatively short

lae.—

E

ds.]

ttti’s Warbler in Kent.—At 08.30 hours on 31st March 1968, at

Ltngeness, Kent, several members of the Morley College Bird Club

..1

1

trapped a Cetti’s Warbler Cettia cetti which was later also seen in

hand by P. J. Grant, M. A. Hollingworth and Mrs. H. A. N.

.')tt, A detailed description was taken at the observatory and then,

L *r ringing, the bird was released at the point where it was first found,

vwas seen once more at dusk that day when M. J. Rogers had ex-

Lent views of it in the same area. In the field it was characterised by

ssmall size; warm brown upper-parts, particularly rump; dirty grey

.'ler-parts; short, rounded wings; strikingly rounded tail; and

; Iking behaviour. In the hand, the main features were its ten

I
I tead of twelve) tail-feathers; rufous and greyish coloration; brown

i :ier tail-coverts with white tips; and short, rounded wings with

.g first primary 9 mm. longer than longest primary covert and 2nd

jth primaries almost equal in length (3rd to 5th emarginated).

; ; wing length was 56 mm. and the weight 10.5 grams at 08.45 hours,

Although this is only the fourth British and the first Kent record,

breeding range of this species has been spreading north in recent

ris in France and Belgium and several individuals have been recorded

he Channel Islands {Brit. Birds, 57: 357-359, 518: 61: 174-17 5). In

connection, it is worth noting that a worn adult was trapped at

Gris Nez, France, on 27th August 1967 and that another was seen
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and heard in song there on iith May 1968 (A. Gibbs in litt., J. R,

Mather in litt.). A. Gibbs also informs me that there are at least eight

areas where the species has been recorded north of Paris in the last

few years, the nearest to Cap Gris Nez being about ten miles inland

from Le Touquet and the others between Douai, Paris and Rheims.

R. E. Scott

[Further to my previous comments on the northward spread of

Cetti’s Warbler on the Continent, referred to above, it seems of in-

terest to bring the Belgian picture more up to date with a summary of

records in 1966 and 1967. In 1966 there was one male in song at Saint-

Denis in May and June and one and later two at Harchies where a

juvenile was also trapped in August, both localities being in the pro-

vince of Hainaut; in 1967 there were at least five song territories at

Harchies throughout the year and ten individuals were trapped as well

as the young from two broods, while three song territories were also

recorded at Hensies in the same province on 22nd October (see Aves,

4: 64; 5:80, 82; De Wielewaal, 34: 1-9).—I.J.F.-L.]

Greenfinch’s method of obtaining sunflower seeds.—During the

winter months I regularly place sunflower seeds in a hanging wire-

mesh container in my garden at Brentry, Bristol, with the object of

attracting Greenfinches Carduelis chloris. In early February 1968 I saw

a male Greenfinch cling to the side of the container and peck at it

vigorously, but without making any attempt to extract a seed. This

activity had the effect of shaking a seed on to the ground below and

at once the Greenfinch flew down and ate it. The process was repeated

several times, although occasionally other birds stole the fallen seed

or seeds. Similar behaviour was noted throughout February; I think

that it was always the same individual which obtained food in this

manner. A. P. Radford

Insect food of Snow Buntings in autumn.—On 25 th October 1967,

on Tresco, Isles of Scilly, we saw three Snow Buntings Plectrophenax

nivalis feeding in bright sunshine on small flies which covered the shore

and adjacent boulders. We collected three specimens of these flies in

the immediate area and L. Parmenter kindly identifled these as a male

Aphrosylus raptor (Dolichopodidae), a male Fucellia maritirna (Muscidae)

and a female Orjgma luctuosa (Coelopidae), all three being coastal species

and the last two seaweed frequenters. As pointed out in The Handbook,

Diptera and their larvae form a large part of the food of the Snow

Bunting in summer and are also taken at other seasons, but these

specific identifications seem worth recording.

Bernard and Marjorie King
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fiigeons and Doves of the World. By Derek Goodwin. Trustees

i f the British Museum (Natural History), London, 1967. 446
uages; three colour plates; many maps and line-drawings. £6 6s.

' 1 his opening paragraph, Derek Goodwin writes of feral pigeons

r ringing ‘a welcome touch of life and beauty’ to cities the world over.

view which would astonish many bird-watchers and most municipal

..ithorities, it illustrates the affection he has always felt for doves and

ijgeons. Since boyhood he has kept them in aviaries and studied them
1 1 the wild, and in recent years he has been engaged professionally on
^search into their taxonomy and comparative behaviour. This volume
fts the seal on many years of inspired and intensive labours.

The pigeons and doves are a highly successful group, found almost

itroughout the world except for the polar regions. The greatest

uriety, and the most superbly coloured, occur in the Oriental and

uustralasian regions, but some of the more sober species of the

orthern hemisphere have been numerically the most successful

Fitness the Woodpigeon and Collared Dove, as well as feral pigeons),

llapting to man’s drastic changes of the habitat. They vary greatly

si2e, shape and colour, yet they are almost always recognised, even

the non-expert, as ‘pigeons’. The only living group to which they

:.:ar any resemblance is that of the sandgrouse, usually placed in the

:me order, Columbiformes. Derek Goodwin, however, believes that

tc sandgrouse are more closely related to the plovers, and classifies

1 living pigeons and doves in one family, the Columbidae. He is thus

tile to summarise many aspects of their biology in the introductory

actions on adaptive characters, plumage, clutch size, feeding habits,

):iice, display and social behaviour, drinking, preening and so on.

i2re his keen insights into the living bird and its problems are ad-

itrably shown.

iThe bulk of the work consists of summaries of what is known of each

the world’s pigeons and doves, nearly 300 species in all. These

: ; divided into description, field characters, distribution and habitat

I igration receives brief treatment under this heading), feeding and

meral habits, nesting, voice, display, and other names, with an illus-

u.tion in black-and-white, a map of the breeding distribution and

ected references. Before each main group of species there is a dis-

‘ssion of their relationship, based on ecological and behavioural

iLtures as well as on plumage and structure. These bear witness to a

r rmidable amount of research, but, as the author points out, few

trailed field studies have been made for many species. Indeed, for a

trprisingly large number of Oriental and Australasian species there
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is the laconic statement ‘No information’, even under such headings

as voice, display or nesting. It is to be hoped that this book will serve

as a spur to further field-work on this complex and fascinating family.

The Trustees of the British Museum (Natural History) deserve our

gratitude for sponsoring such a major study and enshrining it in a

well-printed and handsome volume. It is a pity that they could not be

equally generous with the illustrations. The maps would have bene-

fited by being larger and more detailed and, though Robert Gillmor

has done his best to convey something of the variety and beauty of

the species in black-and-white, how much better if his three colour

plates had been extended so that all were illustrated in this way.

Stanley Cramp

Of Predation and Life. By Paul L. Errington. Iowa State Univer-

sity Press, Ames, 1967. 277 pages
;
many black-and-white draw-

ings. $6.95.

Dr. Paul Errington was one of the pioneers of ecology in America

and his death in 1962 came after more than 30 years of field work.

This book was in first draft when he died and his wife, Carolyn,

undertook the heavy task of seeing it through to publication.

Dr. Errington’s main idea, based on detailed intensive field studies

over many years, was that animal populations limit their own numbers

by social intolerance. This was an important contribution at a time

when many people were studying ‘cycles’ numerically from bag

records, trapping returns or questionnaires, without doing any de-

tailed field studies. He believed that, when animal numbers increase

above a certain maximum density or level which the animals themselves

will tolerate, the surplus population suffers heavy mortality. He
called this level the ‘threshold of security’ of the population, and a

similar idea now is the ‘carrying capacity’ of the area. He deduced that

predation is not the primary cause of deaths, but rather a means for

eliminating surplus overproduction. If predators do not remove the

surplus animals, some compensatory form of mortality occurs, such

as disease; further, the occurrence and size of these surplus prey

populations largely control the occurrence and hunting behaviour of

their predators.

Dr. Errington’s main research was on the population regulation of

Bobwhite Quail and the relations between Muskrats and Mink which

are their main predators. This book also draws on many examples of

other people’s research, chiefly in North America, from Wolves and

deer to Brown Rats and fish, and there is a chapter about predation on

ducks and other waterfowl. Criticising the book’s content for the

scientist, the long year-by-year accounts of Bobwhite or Muskrat

numbers are somewhat repetitive and a few tables would have got
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le message through more clearly. There tends to be too much detail

idthout enough co-ordination, and too many broad generalisations,

'he discussions about thresholds of security are somewhat confused,

r.id no general conclusions appear in the waterfowl chapter. This

. ook is, however, more in the nature of a personal look at the field

\y one of its outstanding observers, and it was obviously not intended

f
i an objective scientific review of the problem for the modern
hiologist.

Instead, its style suggests that it was written largely for interested

ymen, naturalists or shooters. The main factual chapters on Bobwhites
id so on will probably be rather heavy going for most of them, but

ill be suitable for those who are really interested in predation prob-

ms. The book shows admirably that the apparently simple common-
rnse idea of predation (i.e., in British terms, one Partridge or Mallard

lillcd by a Fox means one less for shooting or eating later on) is

onscnse. It establishes in some detail how complicated a subject

sedation really is, and how it cannot be regarded on its own witliout

'.msidering the much larger cjuestion of population regulation in

redator, prey and alternative prey species. It demolishes many stupid

idue-judgements about predators, which are erroneously based on
ttributing kindly or sympathetic attitudes to the prey and cruel or

(X3od-thirsty attitudes to the predators, when of course all these

tdtudes are entirely human and have no place among animals other

aan man. Unfortunately these erroneous value-judgements and

rconeous anecdotal conclusions about the effect of predators on prey

we led to many campaigns of extermination of predators throughout

1-; world, which the book condemns as examples of human folly. At
c; end, there is a strong plea for preserving areas of natural habitat

M wilderness and the predators that live there.

'Much of what Dr. Errington proposed in his scientific work was

rrly revolutionary 30 years ago, and much of it is still not accepted

i iong scientists. This is partly because of a lack of experimentation

the original papers, but some of it has since been confirmed in more
ttical modern research by other people. Dr. Errington’s work is a

" od example of the unusual ideas and influence on one man’s succes-

rsrs that can come from an outstanding naturalist with a deep and wide-
' iging knowledge of his animals. It shows how the purely mathe-

1 tical approach can be misleading, unless allied to deep knowledge

the animal’s life and behaviour. Over and over again, this book
.-istrates how long-term intensive studies continually surprise the

searcher and his neat early explanations. It gives a good insight into

ic changes as Dr. Errington’s thinking and experience about predation

I .dually altered from that of a shooter and trapper to that of one of

lerica’s foremost scientific naturalists. Ad.a^m Watson
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The role of sunbathing in birds

Sirs,—Sunbathing has been the subject of repeated comment in British

Birds (for example, J. Gibb, 40: 172-174; V. C. Wynne-Edwards, 40:

256; N. Rollin, 41; 304-305; and, more recently, C. W. Teager, 60:

361-363 and D. Goodwin, 60: 363-364). Goodwin mentioned various

possible explanations of its significance, among them the suggestion,

previously made by Wynne-Edwards, that its role may be the irradia-

tion on the feather surface of a precursor of vitamin D, derived from
the preen gland secretion. Irradiation would result in the formation

of vitamin D, which would apparently be either ingested during sub-

sequent preening or absorbed through the skin or feathers (see G. H.

Bourne, Nature, 163: 257).

. The evidence for this view is the work of H. C. Hou {Chinese Journal

of Physiology, 2: 345-380; 3: 171-182; 4: 79-92; 4: 345-358; 5: 11-18).

Since the above notes on sunbathing, with the exception of that by

Wynne-Edwards, have not made actual mention of Hou’s work, I

feel it worthy of note here, partly because the journal in question is

difficult to obtain and partly because the evidence for and against this

possible role of sunbathing has not been discussed elsewhere. Hou
removed the preen glands of chicks and kept these birds, and some

controls, away from sunlight. Within three weeks, all developed

symptoms of rickets. The chicks were then exposed to ultraviolet

irradiation: there was a marked improvement in the controls (i.e.

those with intact preen glands), but little change in the operated chicks.

Hou concluded: ‘From the evidence given I am inclined to believe

that there is a definite relation between the secretion of the oil gland

and the elaboration of vitamin D. The feathers serve as a means for

displaying of the cholesterol to secure a maximum irradiation by sun-

light for its conversion into vitamin D. That is not to say, however,

that the bird depends on this as the only source of its vitamin D supply.’

Hou’s tests for cholesterol in the preen glands of fowls, domestic

ducks, pigeons and domestic geese and in the feathers of normal

birds were ‘invariably strongly positive’. Crystals obtained from these

sources gave characteristic absorption bands for cholesterol. Feathers

fed to rachitic rats produced a cure.

W. Rowan {Nature, 121
: 323-324) stated that hand-reared hawks and

owls die of rickets when fed viscera only, and that this can be prevented

by including feathers in the diet. E. O. Haahti et al. {Comp. Biochem.

Physiol., 12: 435-437) found that cholesterol is present in the preen

glands of divers Gavia, grebes Podiceps and Goldeneyes Bucephala

clangula. G. Odham {Arkiv for Kemi, 27: 289-294) noted that 66% of
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!
le secretion of the preen gland of Muscovy Ducks Cairina moschata

I
Dnsists of squalene (absent from all the other Anatidae he had in-

vestigated) and it is known that, in rats, squalene is involved as an

itermediary in the synthesis of cholesterol from acetate (R. G.

. angdon and K. Block, ]. Biol. Chem., 200: 135-144).

All this is supporting evidence for Hou’s contention. The evidence

..gainst the presence of provitamin D in the preen gland is much
rreater, however. P. Paris {Arch. Zool. Exp. Geti., 55: 139-276) re-

I ;oved preen glands from a variety of species and found no effects

hatsoever. W. H. Elder {Wilson Bull., 66: 6-31) and E. Fabricius

Wildfowl Trust Ann. Rep., 10: 105-113) took the preen glands from

i;acks and recorded no sign of rickets. E. F. Murphy {]. Agric. Res.,

u: 67-71) found that chicks which were irradiated after removal of

me gland grew normally and that the mineral content of their bones

•as also normal. H. Friedmann {Biol. Bull., 69: 71-74) attempted to

I duce rickets in Starlings Sturnus vulgaris and House Sparrows Passer

nmesticus by taking away the gland, feeding a rachitogenic diet and

keeping in darkness, but with no success. E. M. and F. C. Koch
'"oultry Sci., 20: 33-35) fed feathers and preen glands of hens to rachitic

itts, and found both to be ‘lacking or exceedingly low in provitamin
”. They also fed irradiated dried hens’ feet to the rats and rickets

ias cured; the provitamin D content was assessed at eight times that

body skin. Cholesterol was separated from feet preparations, and

issorption bands showed it to be 7-dehydrocholesterol (vitamin D3);

L'gosterol was also present. H. R. Rosenberg {Arch. Biochem. Biophys.,

t.: 7-1 1) could detect no provitamin D in the preen glands of hens

ltd domestic geese by spectroscopy of the secretion, but found

ippreciable amounts in the feet of both species; biological assay of

I'icken feet on rachitic rats and chicks indicated D3. Rosenberg

II ncluded that ‘there is little or no provitamin D in the secretions of the

ceen gland.’ K. C. Kanwer (Q'/o/o^/'a, 26: 124-136) made a cytological

Ljdy of the preen glands of feral pigeons Columha livia and domestic

lacks, and concluded that Schulz’s test for cholesterol always gives

Lgative results. G. H. Maughan and J. A. Dye {Proc. Soc. Exp. Biol.

:ed., 27: 158-159) found that ‘The benefit (to rachitic chickens)

rceived from irradiation is proportional to the unfeathered area

rposed’ and that exposure of bare parts of the legs for five minutes

lily causes as rapid recovery as total irradiation for the same length

I time.

As a result of these findings, it seems likely that the vitamin D-
ladiation hypothesis of sunbathing could be applicable only if the

J»s and feet of the bird were exposed to sunlight. C. W. Teager’s

1 otographs {Brit. Birds, 60: plates 42-47) do not support this, since

ri feet are invariably in the shade of the body. Hou also found that
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rickets in chicks could be cured by irradiation of the legs and feet. i

A. R. Kar {Anat. Ref., 99: 75-89; Nature, 164: 495) showed that the
I

preen gland of birds is under the influence of gonadal hormones, and I

consequently a relationship with calcium metabolism is a jxissibility, I

since gonadal hormones play a significant part in this (see K. Simkiss, I

1967, Calcium in Reproductive Physiology, for a review). P. B. Hannken
I

(Nature, 165 : 451) studied the control of lice on poultry by dusting
j

with gammexane : little was absorbed, and he regarded this as evidence
|

against ingestion of preen gland oil, suggesting that any vitamin D
formed on the feather is absorbed through the skin or down the feather

shaft. Finally, mention should be made of the work of A. Bolliger and

D. Varga (Austr. J. Exp. Biol. Med. Sci., 38: 265-269; Nature, 190:

1125) indicating the presence of cholesto«ol in avian plumage, appa-

rently derived not from the preen gland, but as a by-product of the

keratinization process. Whether or not cholestanol can give rise to

provitamin D3 is unknown.
If the vitamin theory of sunbathing is accepted, many questions arise:

how do nocturnal species obtain vitamin D; what is the situation in

species with atrophic preen glands, such as nightjars (Caprimulgidae)

and swifts (Apodidae) ? Friedmann’s evidence (together with that of

Hou) apparently indicates differing species thresholds of resistance to

lack of vitamin D, as he himself pointed out, and he mentioned the

stimulating possibility that the presence of a preen gland producing

provitamin D might well reduce ecological restrictions, for example

by allowing species to exploit food sources lacking or low in vitamin

D. Nevertheless, the balance of the evidence reviewed above seems

not to favour the vitamin hypothesis, and other, simpler explanations

of sunbathing in birds should be sought. R. J. Kennedy

The taxonomic position of the Little Grebe

Sirs,—In the first volume of his Check-list of Birds of the World (1931),

the late J. L. Peters put most of the small grebes together in the genus

Poliocephalus with (i) the Old World Little Grebe (ruficollis) and the

endemic dabchick of Madagascar (y>^/^f/««), plus the New World Least

Grebe (dominicus), in the subgenus Tachybaptus-, and (2) the hoary-

headed grebes (rufopectus of New Zealand and poliocephalus of Australia)

in the subgenus Poliocephalus. In most British and other European bird-

lists and ornithological publications (both before and after Peters)

however, the Little Grebe has usually been placed in the genus Podiceps

along with all the other Palearctic grebes, i.e. a policy of generic

dumping’ has been followed.

It has been apparent for some time that the genus Poliocephalus as

defined by Peters is not a natural one; he had in fact merely brought

together all the small, unornamented or relatively unornamented
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. ebes. In i960 (/«/. Orn. Cotigr., 12: 694-707) Dr. R. W. Storer pointed

lat that the Little Grebe shared with the Pied-billed Grebe Podilymbus

^.diceps an important muscle character of the hind limb (presence of

. flexor perforatus digiti 11), which was lacking in the Least Grebe

d in at least one of the typical Podkeps grebes, the Black-necked

:^rkollis). In a review of the genera and species of grebes (1962, Bull.

).C., 82 : 109-116), I discussed Poliocephalus, including the anomalous

lacing of the Least Grebe, and pointed out that the species rufopectus

, d poliocephalus seemed more closely related to true Podiceps than

the Little Grebe and its allies {novaehollandiae, pelt^elnii and rufolavatus).

irged the eventual separation of the latter in a genus on their own.

-bsequently (1963, Int. Orn. Congr., 15: 562-569), Storer demonstrated

•i:lear dichotomy in the muscle character mentioned between (1) the

• tie Grebe and its allies, the two pied-billed grebes (Podilymbus gigas

. i podiceps) and the Kollandia grebes (chilensis, rolland and micropterum)

the one hand; and (2) typical ‘core’ Podiceps {auritus, cristatus,

i-iegena, nigricollis, occipitalis and tacs^anowskii), ‘peripheral’ Podiceps

minicus, poliocephalus and rufopectus, and major) and Aechmophorus

(Western Grebe) on the other. He urged the use ofthe generic

me Tachybaptus for the Little Grebe and its allies and stressed their

: nity with the pied-billed grebes, both in structure and behaviour, in

iiich they also differ from typical Podiceps. He later confirmed this

ationship by a study of the down patterns of the young (1967,

udor, 69: 469-478).

\lecently {Brit. Birds, 60: 532), Storer has again recommended
"hybaptus as the correct generic name for the Little Grebe, a course

I'ich I should like fully to endorse, having already previously urged

'orivately on the editors of this journal and, in connection with the

rthcoming B.O.U. list, on the British Records Committee. It is

iinge that at a time when editors and authors of field-guides, national

di-lists, county bird histories and the like seem quite happy to adopt

; doc whatever systematic order and grouping is current, they remain

,vely inflexible about making small revisions of the type proposed

ve. A recent exception is the use in this journal of the generic name
onectris in place of Puffinus or Procellaria for Cory’s Shearwater

miedea). It is to be hoped that the Little Grebe will now be given its

5St appropriate taxonomic name, Tachybaptus ruficollis.

'inally, there remains the problem of the systematic sequence of the

cearctic grebes. For years, until Dr. C. Vaurie’s recent Birds of the

earctic Fauna (vol.2, 1965), the grebes have almost invariably been

Ldd in the order Podiceps cristatus (Great Crested), P. grisegena (Red-

ked), P. auritus (Slavonian), P. nigricollis (Black-necked) and ‘P.’

'ollis (Little). Although such a listing should approximate to the

logenetic order (as far as a linear order can), it is evident that the
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criterion used was not a biological one at all, but simply one of size,

the birds being arranged from the largest to the smallest! Vaurie,

however, reversed this order for reasons not stated (but possibly to

start his sequence with the most ‘primitive’ species which also happened
to be the smallest) and this ‘reversed size-order’ has been followed in

the latest bird-lists (e.g. J. Fisher in T^e Shell Bird Book, 1966; R.T.

Peterson et al. in the revised edition of A Field Guide to the Birds of

Britain and Furope, 1966). Fisher’s list is the only one so far to include

the Pied-billed Grebe, which was added to the British list in 1963;

he put it at the end of his sequence, following the Great Crested

Grebe, thus achieving the maximum separation between it and the

Little Grebe—the Palearctic species to which, as we have seen, it is

most closely related. In any Palearctic list the Pied-billed and Little

Grebes must be placed next to each other and apart from the four

Podiceps (sensu stricto). The best order for the latter is not absolutely

clear at present: I used the sequence Red-necked, Slavonian, Black-

necked and Great Crested (1962, Bull. B.O.C., 82: 109-116), while

Storer used Red-necked, Great Crested, Slavonian and Black-necked

(1963, Int. Orn. Congr., 13: 562-569). Although, in the absence of

agreement, size-order might be said to be as good as any other arbi-

trary one for the time being, in such cases I would prefer a simple

alphabetical listing (see R. E. Moreau, 1961, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond.,

137:623-626, and Dr. D. Lack, i^6 S,Ihis, no: 107-1 13, for dicussions

of this problem). Certainly, opponents of alphabetical sequences of any

sort would be hard put to justify many traditional listings (at least of

species within the genus and genera within the family), for arbitrary

criteria such as size must have been widely used in the absence of

reliable phylogenetic evidence. K. E. L. Simmons

The identification of eagles

Sirs,—In view of K. D. Smith’s letter concerning the difficulty of

identifying raptors (Brit. Birds, 61: 273-275), it seems timely to point

out that the latest number of Dansk Ornithologisk Forenings Tidsskrifi

(62: 68-94) contains a most excellent article describing the European

eagles, with illustrations and an English summary, by S. Christensen,

B. P. Nielsen, N. H. Christensen and L. H. S. Sorensen. In the light

of my limited experience of eagles I find myself in the unusual position

of being unable to distinguish any major faults in it (perhaps they over-

emphasise the gold crown of the Golden Eagle Aquila chrysaetos, as

this seems a major cause of confusion with the Imperial Eagle A-

heliacaT), and surely all further discussion of the subject must start r

with a consideration of this paper. The address of the first author,

•Steen Christensen, is Filskovvej 5, Kastrup, Denmark.

W. R. P. Bourne
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News and comment
Edited by Kobert Hudson

c.empted reintroduction of the White-tailed Eagle.—The Royal Society for

Protection of Birds is currently attempting to reintroduce this magnificent

1 tor to one of its former Scottish haunts. Four young White-tailed Eagles taken,

h the sanction of the Norwegian government, from eyries in northern Norway
'.lere this species is unprotected and much persecuted) were brought during

\ie and July to Fair Isle, Shetland. Here they are being kept in confinement for

ivhile, and they will be released when they are judged capable of fending for

msclves. They are two males and two females, and it is hoped that they will

.tain on the island and, in due course, breed. The Fair Isle crofters have expressed

msclves in favour of this attempted reintroduction—a welcome omen. In

itrast to the Osprey, a migratory raptor which has now recolonised Scotland as

xesult of immigration from Scandinavia, it is most improbable that the White-

icd Eagle, a basically sedentary species, would have returned unaided to our

1 nds, especially since it has decreased over northern and western Europe during

cent decades.

ipposed new bird observatory building for Fair Isle.—Ever since this famous
cj observatory was established in 1948, its accommodation has consisted of

Ecr huts built during the 1959-45 war by the Royal Navy. These huts are now
Kch dilapidated, and uneconomic to maintain; the Fair Isle Observatory Trust

;t therefore had to plan for a new observatory building, a daunting project in view
tthc way transport charges inflate construction costs on a remote island. The
rmated cost of this new building is £36,000. The Highlands and Islands Develop-
• nt Board has offered a grant and an advantageous loan totalling £26,000, and
rints of £1,000 each have been made by the Dulverton Trust and the Wildlife Fund
thhe National Trust for Scotland. Thus £8,000 has still to be found and urgently

HS is hoped, the new building can be erected during 1969.
’ i'he value of the bird observatory to the resident Fair Isle community cannot be

I’rstresscd. It plays an important part in the social and economic life of the island

;

f.tors to the hostel provide essential outside contacts, while economic benefits

..ilt from the tourist trade. Finally, it must be remembered that the fate of a small

1 nd community depends a great deal on the maintenance of regular boat crossings;

I his present case the island’s boat receives substantial income from bird observa-

' y visitors. The Fair Isle Bird Observatory Trust, 21 Regent Terrace, Edinburgh
.ivill be glad to receive contributions towards the cost of this expensive but neces-

,• project.

^stercatchers politics.—Oystercatchers eat cockles, much to the consternation

the cockle industry, and the extent and importance of this predation is being

lidied by the Ministry' of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food. At its principal study

a a, the Burry Inlet in south Wales, the Ministry wished to undertake a control

I'gramme. The main Oy'Stercatcher roost for this estuary is, however, situated

VWhitford Burrows, Gower, a national nature reserve acquired in 1965. In a June
'SS statement, justifying its refusal to permit large-scale killing of Oystercatchers

the reserve, the Nature Conservancy has nevertheless stated that the Ministry'

continue to have research facilities, subject to agreements aimed at reducing
' rurbance on the reserve. This compromise was acceptable to the Glamorgan
anty Naturalists’ Trust; but hardly, one supposes, to the South Wales Sea Fish-

;s Committee. Even so, an important precedent has been set.
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Another R.S.P.B. reserve in Northern Ireland.—A new reserve at Castle Caldwell

on Lower Lough Erne, Co. Fermanagh, was declared on 28th June. The land is

owned by the Forestry Division of the Ministry of Agriculture (Northern Ireland),

who have entered into an agreement with the Royal Society for the Protection of

Birds for the management of the area as a bird reserve. The new reserve covers

a wide variety of habitats, including spruce plantations, alder and birch scrub,

reed-beds and small islands in the lough. The most interesting bird here is the Com-
mon Scoter, for Lower Lough Erne has the largest breeding population of this

duck in the British Isles. Other notable breeding species at Castle Caldwell are

Blackcap, Garden Warbler and Siskin (all scarce birds in Ireland), Corncrake,

Woodcock and Red-breasted Merganser. One part of the reserve will be developed

as a general amenity area, and a wildfowl observation hide is planned. A full-time

warden for the area will be appointed next year.

A British Museum appointment.—J. D. Macdonald, who for over 20 years has

been head of the Bird Room at the British Museum (Natural History) in London,
is to retire in October; it is now revealed that his successor will be Dr. D. W. Snow,

who is currently Director of Research of the British Trust for Ornithology. Dr.

Snow has studied birds in such far-flung regions as the South China Sea, Lapland,

Sao Tome, the Caribbean, and the Galapagos Islands, not forgetting Oxford and

Tring; he will meet a lot of new faces in the South Kensington specimen cabinets

—

but a lot of familiar ones, too.

A new book on the birds of Essex.—For reasons that will be obvious, this review

has not been contributed by the editor of this feature
; instead, it is by another Essex

exile, J. L. F. Parslow.

At first sight, Essex may seem to lack the ornithological glamour of the other

English counties which border on the southern part of the North Sea. Unlike

Norfolk, Suffolk and Kent, it has no major coastal observatories or wetland re-

serves (though the latter could surely be created), while inland the greater part of

the county consists of clay and there is little geological diversity. Yet as Robert

Hudson and Geoffrey A. Pyman show in their recent book, A Guide to the Birds of

Essex, the county is certainly not without ornithological interest and importance.

This is especially so in the case of wildfowl. The long, muddy coastline provides

the wintering grounds for about 8,000 Dark-breasted Brent Geese (about one-third

of the world population), while among the county’s several large inland reservoirs

the biggest, at Abberton, is one of Britain’s outstanding wildfowl refuges. Many
other points of interest emerge from the book. Among the breeding birds there

seem to be few which have not undergone quite marked changes in status in recent

times. For some declining or fluctuating species, such as the Little Owl, Nightjar,

Woodlark and Red-backed Shrike, the information from Essex is often more

complete than from anywhere else in Britain.

This book, published by the Essex Bird Watching and Preservation Society, and

obtainable at 12s. 6d. from Treyarnon, Little Baddow Road, Little Baddow, Chelms-

ford, Essex, is the first on the birds of the county for nearly 40 years. It is described

in the Introduction as an interim measure, pending the preparation of a full, com-

prehensive county avifauna. Nevertheless, the species accounts are admirably

complete, succinct and carefully compiled, and include information (for example,

on some rare breeding birds), which has not previously been published. For most

people wishing to learn about Essex bird life these accounts will provide fully

adequate summaries of the status of the 297 species that have been recorded. Brief

introductory sections outline the county’s main features, and there is a map.

Undoubtedly, a ‘best buy’ among county bird books, and worthy of a hard cover

instead of the rather unimaginative paper one provided.
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Recent reports

J. T. R. Sharrock and I. J. Ferguson-Lees

(These are largely unchecked reports, not authenticated records)

I'is summary covers May 1968 and, unless otherwise stated, all dates refer to

1 1 month.

MORE SOUTHERN RARITIES
Jdescribcd in the previous issue (Br/V. Birds, 61: 277-280), April was exceptional

vagrants from further south in Europe. In contrast. May was less notable in this

v>ect than usual, though there were interesting records throughout the month
• h no concentration in any particular period. A Purple Heron Ardea purpurea

Oonna Nook (Lincolnshire) on nth and a series of observations at Minsmere
rffolk)—one until i8th, then three to 24th and one to 6th June—brought the

I il number of individuals of this species in April and May to at least ten. There
I e also three more Little Egrets Hgretta gan^etia at Pilling, near Preston (Lanca-

ix) on 5th, Steart Common (Somerset) on 12th and Farlington Marshes (Hamp-
rre) on 29th. The only unusual southern waders were a female Kentish Plover

vradrius alexandrinus at Washington (Co. Durham) on 27th and a Pratincole

'jreola praiincola at Cricklade (Wiltshire) on 30th. Numbers of Black Terns
uidotiias ttiger in May were very small, but an adult Whiskered Tern C. hybrida

uull breeding plumage appeared at Ballycotton (Co. Cork) on i8th and a White-

ifged Black Tern C. leucopterus at Washington on the 30th. Hoopoes Upupa
wr, after a total of at least 75 in late March and April, were rather scarcer in May
only about 20 were reported, but these were widely scattered and included such

;inties as Lincoln, Warwick, Hereford, Lancashire (two), Caernarv'on, Co.

hDlin (two), Kinross and Argyll.

',‘urning to passerines, a Short-toed Lark Calandrella cinerea was seen on the Out
r tries (Shetland) on 2nd-3rd and another on Fair Isle (Shetland) from 20th to

June. More Golden Orioles Oriolus irolus included one on St. Mary’s (Isles of

i'ly) on 27th April and a total of about eleven in May: at Herne Bay (Kent) on
M, Fair Isle on 14th, Kingsgate (Kent) and Beachy Head (Sussex) on 21st, Cley

irrfolk) on 24th, Canterbuiy- (Kent) on 26th, Spurn (Yorkshire) on 26th-3oth,

oing Forest (Essex) on 27th and Minsmere on 31st. Savi’s Warblers Lj)custella

tiinioides continued to make news with no fewer than three near St. Sampson’s

icernsey) from about 20th (one trapped on 26th) well into June, these being the

; in the Channel Islands; one was also trapped on 6th in Berkshire—the fifth

!;lish county to record this species during 1968. Melodious Warblers Hippolais

,s^lotta appeared at Dungeness (Kent) on 25th and Beachy Head on 27th-28th; and

Trine Warblers H. kterina at Kimmeridge (Dorset) on 25 th and Bardsey Island

rnmarvonshire) on 29th, as well as a whole series of records from Fair Isle on

1, 29th (two) and 31st, and ist, 2nd (two), 3rd and 8th June. The only other

'Sual warblers were a Subalpine Warbler Sylvia caniillans on ^'halsay (Shetland)

; n 22nd April to 2nd May and another at Spurn on 9th. Four more Woodchat
likes Lanius senator—at Portland (Dorset) on i8th-2ist, on Bardsey Island on
i-22nd, at Gibraltar Point (Lincolnshire) on 26th, and near Malton (Yorkshire)

27th—brought the spring total to seven. At least two Ortolan Buntings

wr/^a horiulana were seen on Fair Isle on ioth-i3th and one at Spurn on 25 th.

Isle also had a male Black-headed Bunting Emberi^a melanocephala on 17th-

i April and a Rose-coloured Starling Sturttus rosetis from 23rd May throughout

I e, but the condition of their plumage showed clearly that these were escapes.
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SCANDINAVIAN VAGRANTS
The dividing line between eastern and southern is not always clear, though we

|

try to put typical Fenno-Scandian species in the eastern category, and it is possible :

that the records of Icterine Warbler and Ortolan Bunting above would be better
|

placed in this section. Some other birds more clearly belong here, however, such as

a Crane Grus grus which appeared at Hamburgh (Northumberland) on 5 th. Tem-
|

minck’s Stints Calidrh lemminckii are rarer than some of the species on the Rarities |

Committee list, but this spring about ten were reported at five or six localities:
1

Wisbech sewage-farm (Norfolk/Lincolnshire) is probably their most regular
I

haunt and three or four were seen there at the end of May; there were also two at

Cley and one at Pagham Harbour (Sussex) on 23 rd, three at Cley on 26th, one near I

Leighton Moss (Lancashire) on 31st and one at Carnforth Marsh (Lancashire) on I

31st and ist June. A Rough-legged Buzzard Bitteo lagopus on the Black Isle
|

(Ross-shire) on 20th was only the third or fourth reported to us in ten months,
f

While on the subject of birds of prey. Ospreys Pandion haliaetus were widely re-
J

corded in May (though this is normal) and, in view of the numbers of Marsh
|

Harriers Circus aeruginosus at Cley in April, it is interesting to note that an unusual 1

scattering of records in May included single ones in Co. Wicklow and Co. West-

meath on loth and i6th and two separate females on Fair Isle on I3th-i4th and 17th;

the latter may have been on their way to Sweden. This species is only a vagrant

to Ireland and so is the Hobby Fako subbuteo, but single Hobbies were reported
j

from Co. Wexford and Co. Dublin on 19th and 26th.

Most of a number of Bluethroats Fuscinia svecica on the east coast between Shet-

land and Yorkshire were male Red-spotted L. j. svecica-. three on the Isle of May
and one at Fife Ness (Fife) on bth-yth, one on Fair Isle on 9th-! ith and another

on 1 2th, one at Spurn on i8th and another on 21st, and then a series of records

on Fair Isle from the 21st to the end of the month (maximum three on 23rd-25th);

there was also one at Marvick Head (Orkney) on 5th June. Red-breasted Fly-

catchers Ficedula parva are normally very scarce here in spring and so a total of

four records is quite remarkable: all females, these were at Fife Ness on 7th, at

Hauxley (Northumberland) and Fair Isle on 25 th and Holme (Norfolk) on ist-2nd

June. A Red-throated Pipit Anthus cervinus on Bryher (Isles of Scilly) on 4th con-

tinued the recent pattern of spring occurrences of a species which was formerly

regarded as essentially an autumn visitor. An unusual influx of Red-backed

Shrikes Fanius collurio occurred on Fair Isle where they were recorded nearly every

day from loth May to 13th June, with a maximum of eight on 23rd, and these must

surely have been Scandinavian or east European; others were seen at this time

elsewhere in the north-east. Wrynecks ]ynx torquilla were also reported then in

eastern counties north to Shetland (14 on the Isle of May on bth-yth). A Serin

Serinus serinus was seen at Beachy Head on 2nd. Another species recently noted

more frequently in spring is the Scarlet Rosefinch Carpodacus erythrinus and single

ones appeared on Fair Isle on 25th and 27th May and 6th June, while a male sang

on Fetlar for a week from ist June.

OTHER NOTABLE OCCURRENCES
A Sabine’s Gull Farus sabini appeared at Portland on 5 th. More surprising was a

Baltimore Oriole Icterus galbula watched and trapped on Bodmin Moor (Cornwall)

on I2th-i4th; this was an unprecedented date for this American species, all previous

eight British records having been in October. The only other American bird in

May was a Pied-billed Grebe Podilymbus podiceps at Blagdon Lake (Somerset)

from the middle of the month into early June: Blagdon Lake was the site of the

first British record in December 1963 {Brit. Birds, 58: 305-309) and this latest

observation perhaps confirms that all the Somerset observations, including those

at Chew Valley Lake in 1965-67, relate to the one individual moving abqut.*
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SELECTION OF NEW AND
lUSED BINOCULARS SPECIALLY
fRECOMMENDED BY MR. FRANK
'The Frank-Nipole range of prismatic binoculars is made

in Japan to our own specifications. The standard of con>

struction is extremely high and performance compares

•favourably with much more expensive binoculars. Each

binocular carries our 7<year written guarantee.

Each of the following models has features of special

interest to the bird-watcher:

10 X 50, centre focus, coated, weight 36 oz. This is by far

the most popular of the range, and is ideal for all general

purpose viewing. £16 lOs. (with case).

3 X 30 model, weight 18 oz. £10 19s. 6d. (with case).

-from the new range of Frank-Nipole miniature prismatics

»#ve can recommend the 7 x 18 PET. This is a beautiful

ittle binocular which can be carried in pocket or handbag,

^rice with soft zip pouch £14 14s.

I'he rather larger miniature 10 X 40, weighing I8J oz., is

offered at £15 15s. (with case).

Any instrument

willingly sent on

approval

45 QUEEN ST., GLASGOW C.1

STD 041-221 6666

YOUNG BIRD WATCHERS
up to 18 years of age qualify for

special price concessions

details on request

A specialist binocular for the bird-

watcher. The Swift AUDUBON
8.5 X 4-4 designed to the specification

of the world-renowned Audubon
Society of America. Unusually wide
field of 445 feet at 1,000 yards. Extra
close focusing down to 12 feet enables
feeding activities, etc., to be watched
as from 18 inches. Included amongst
other features are retractable eyecups
for spectacle users, and built-in

adaptor to suit any camera tripod.
This outstanding binocular has easy
positive focusing by cylindrical con-
trol; it weighs 38.4 oz. and the height
closed is 6^ inches. Price with fine

leather case £42 I Os.

The Swift PANORAMIC 7 x 35 is an
excellent general purpose binocular
which has extra large prisms for a

tremendous field of view; price

£39 I Os. (with case). Also the Swift

SARATOGA 8 X 40 at £22 lOs. (with

case).

Among good British glasses, we have
no hesitation in suggesting the Ross
9 X 35 STEPRUVA. Compact and
weighing only 24 oz. £43 7s. lOd.

For wilHfowling, etc., we can recom-
mend the Day and Night 7 X 50
Canadian Naval Binocular (Bausch &
Lomb) at £24. Also the new Russian
7 X 50 at £16 lOs.

We stock binoculars by Zeiss, Leitz,

Barr & Stroud, Ross, Swift, etc.

_______ Just a mention of the portable NICKEL SUPRA TELESCOPE. It zooms

[ LLESC0PES"““^'’°"’ ISxto60xwith 60 mm.O.G.and is truly a remarkable instrument.
Price £39 lOs.
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS

EOOICS

ON

Sim
Catalogue on request

WHELDON & WESLEY LTD

Lytton Lodge

Codicote, Hitchin, Herts

Just Published

Zoological Record
Section Aves 1965 (vol. 102)

This indispensable biblio-

graphy, compiled by the staffof

the Zoological Society of Lon-

don, is an annual list of orni-

thological literature in all parts

ofthe world. Full references are

given with authors and titles,

and they are indexed under

species, subjects and countries.

The latest issue covers approxi-

mately 3,200articlesand books

published mainly in 1965 and

is obtainable, at a cost of 60s.

(postage extra), from

The Zoological Society of London

REGENT’S PARK LONDON, N.W.I

14/-/or 3 lines (minimum) ; 4/6for each extra

line or part thereof. For the use of a Box
Number there is an extra charge of 1/-

The Scottish Ornithologists’ Club (and
Bookshop), 21 Regent Terrace, Edinburgh

7, requires an Assistant Secretary, male or

female, who should be willing to take

responsibility, have some knowledge of

ornithology, and be able to type. Member-
ship, at present 2,000, is increasing by 10%
per annum. Apply to the Hon. Treasurer
giving full details, including salary re-

quired and date when available.

Cap Gris Nez Observatory needs experi-

enced observers in late autumn. Report
1966/67 available 6s. Write P. J. Oliver,

53 Ember Farm Way, East Molesey,

Surrey.

Calf of Man Bird Observatory, off the

south-west coast of the Isle of Man, is

now open until mid-October. Persons

interested in bird-watching there (including

ringers, mist-netters and other bona fide

naturalists) will be welcome for periods of

one week or longer. Hostel-type accom-
modation (camp beds, calor gas cooking,

piped water supply and flushing toilet)

available at 5s. per night. Further par-

ticulars from the Secretary, Manx Museum
and National Trust, Douglas, Isle of

Man.

Naturalist and wife take pgs. Breakfast,

packed lunch, supper. Apply P. N. Kear-

ney, Clcy-by-Sea, Holt, Norfolk. Cley 382.

Binoculars/Telescopes/Cameras. 20% cash

discount, all leading makes. Postal en-

quiries preferred. Nascroft Trading Co.,

15 Short Croft, Doddinghurst, Brentwood,

Essex. Tel: Navestock 3498 (via Brent-

wood).

Cape Clear Bird Observatory Report for

1967 is now published. 84 pages. 5s.,

from Sharrock, 59 Curlew Crescent,

Bedford.

Tyneside Bird Club’s 1967 Annual Report:

conservation paper; migration and ringing

reports. 5s. 6d. post free. Apply Secretary,

1. H. Armstrong, 12 Valerian Avenue,

Heddon-on-the-Wall, Northumberland.

For sale. Brit. Birds (1953-66); London

Bird Rep. (1936-58); Ibis (1961-62); Bird

Study (1958-64); Wildfowl Trust Report

(1952/53 - 1958/59). All unbound. £8

complete. Glanville, 11b Vyvyan Terrace,

Bristol 8.
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Notice to Contributors

Uhh Birds publishes material dealing with original observations on the birds of

itain and western Europe or, where appropriate, on birds of this area as observed

other parts of their range. Except for records of rarities, papers and notes are

nrmally accepted only on condition that the material is not being offered to any

\ier journal. Photographs (glossy prints showing good contrast) and sketches are

dcomed. Proofs of all contributions are sent to authors before publication.

^\fter publication, 25 separates ate sent free to authors of papers (two or more
;r;hors of one paper receive 1 5 copies each) ; additional copies, for which a charge

nmade, can be provided if ordered when the proofs are returned.

i'Papers should be typewritten with double spacing, and on one side of the sheet

•iy. Shorter contributions, if not typed, must be clearly written and well spaced.

^Motes should be worded as concisely as possible, and drawn up in the form in

Jeh they will be printed, with signature in block capitals and the writer’s address

aarly written on the same sheet. If more than one note is submitted, each should

on a separate sheet, with signature and address repeated.

cTertain conventions of style and layout are essential to preserve the uniformity

iany publication. Authors of papers in particular, especially of those containing

tdematic lists, reference lists, tables, etc., should consult the ones in this issue as a

dde to general presentation. English names of species should have capital

:uials for each word, except after a hyphen (e.g. Willow Warbler, Black-tailed

ddwit), but group terms should not (e.g. warblers, godwits). English names are

laerally those used in A. Field Guide to the Birds of Britain and Rurope (revised

t;tion, 1966). The scientific name of each species should be underlined (but not

: in brackets) immediately after the first mention of the English name. Sub-

fcific names should not be used except where they are relevant to the discussion,

ss sometimes more convenient to list scientific names in an appendix. Dates

I'juld take the form ‘ist January 1968’ and no other, except in tables where they

be abbreviated to ‘ist Jan.’, ‘Jan. ist’ or even ‘Jan. i’, whichever most suits

layout of the table concerned. It is particularly requested that authors should

attention to reference lists, which otherwise cause much unnecessary work.

Kse should take the following form;

CKER, B. W. (1949): ‘Species and subspecies: a review for general ornitholo-

•ists’. Brit. Birds, 42: 129-134.

trHERBY, H. F. (1894): Forest Birds: Their Hamts and Habits. London, p. 34.

.^arious other conventions concerning references, including their use in the text,

. uld be noted by consulting examples in this issue.

Vables should be numbered with arabic numerals, and the title nped above in

' style used in this issue. They must either fit into the width of a page, or be

cgned to fit a whole page lengthways. All tables should be self-explanatory.

igures should be numbered with arabic numerals, and the captions ty^ed on a

1 irate sheet. All line-drawings should be in indian ink on good quality drawing
ter (not of an absorbent nature) or, where necessary-, on graph paper, but this

t be light blue or very pale grey. It is always most important to consider how
i drawing will fit into the page. The neat insertion of lettering, numbers,

>ws, etc., is perhaps the most difficult part of indian ink drawing and, unless he

had considerable experience of this kind of work, an author should seek the

3f a skilled draughtsman.
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How to see some
of Britain’s more
unusual species*

Spend 2 days at the

Royal Hotel,North Berwick

(foronly £5-5-0 all in)
The Royal is the ideal base for bird watchers. Only a short

distance from the main habitats and within easy reach of

Vane Farm, the new R.S.P.B. reserve at Loch Leven,

Kinross, As well as its position, the Royal has plenty more
to recommend it. Good food. Heated rooms. A do-anything-

for-you service ! At the Royal drying wet clothes is as much
part of the service as filling flasks or providing good packed

meals for those who don’t wish to eat in at the hotel. All for

only £S' 5'^ can come for any two days you

like between October i stand March loth.

, Among the many birds seen on the Forth are the following:

KNOT CORMORANT PINK FOOTED GOOSE SHAG

GREENSHANK RAZORBILL VELVET SCOTER KITTIWAKE

RED-THROATED DIVER SANDERLING SHELDUCK ARCTIC SKUA

SLAVONIAN GREBE WIGEON LONG-EARED OWL CURLEW

LONG TAILED DUCK EIDER RED-NECKED GREBE FULMAR

SNOW BUNTING RINGED PLOVER GREAT CRESTED GREBE PURPLE SANDPIPER

SHORT-EARED OWL WAXWING JACK SNIPE COMMDN SCOTER

Book your st3y now! ^rite to Mike Kelvm, Grand
Metropolitan Hotels, 51 Great King St, Edinburgh 3, stating date

of arrival and departure, and the number of single and/or double

rooms required. No deposit is necessary. We will confirm your

booking by post. Cancellations may be made up to the day prior

without charge.
(^^pl Grand Metropolitan Hotels
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(eport on rare birds in Great Britain in 1967

(with 1965, 1964, 1965 and 1966 additions)

By F. R. Smith and the Rarities Committee
(Plates 45-50)

ais is the tenth annual report of the Rarities Committee. Some 480

::ords for 1967 have been considered, an increase of about 120 (33%)
1 the final total for 1966 and approximately 180 (60%) more than in

-64. The proportion of records accepted is 82%, which is considera-

te higher than the 73% in 1966 and follows an earlier rise from only

% in 1962. Although this substantial increase must in part be due to

c; spate of autumn records in 1967, many of them indisputable ones

^im competent observers, it is nevertheless clear that the improvement

! standards of observation and presentation apparent over the pre-

)us five years has continued and the value of the ‘Unusual Record’

r:m {Brit. Birds,
5
8 : 228-229), obtainable free from the Hon. Secretary,

S3 again been demonstrated.

At the end of the list are a few records left over from earlier years

one each for 1963 and 1964, four for 1965 and about 20 for

56 (pages 360-363). Inevitably, some 1967 records which were

bamitted late are still outstanding, as also are one or two which have

:ssed special difficulties. In general, however, records are being

roeived sooner than they were in former years and three-quarters of the

tSy observations were in circulation during the last five months of

;
;
year despite the fact that almost all of them related to the autumn.

Tew records of species not on our list have been considered and

rr opinion given where this has been requested. The acceptance or

tection of Irish records is, of course, the responsibility of the Irish

:d Report (and the Northern Ireland Bird Records Committee) and

are again grateful to Major R. F. Ruttledge for providing us with

brmation on Irish records in advance of publication. Our offer to

ve an opinion, as a committee, on particular Irish records when
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BRITISH BIRDS

asked has now had to be withdrawn and there will be a statement on
this in the September issue of British Birds.

As mentioned in the 1966 report Birds, 60: 310), county editors

and other area recorders throughout Britain were asked to submit

names to fill the vacancy left by the death of D. D. Harber in 1966.

A list of these names was then sent to the same regional recorders for a

vote which resulted in the election of R. H. Dennis, warden of Fair

Isle Bird Observatory, as the tenth member. The full committee now
consists of P. A. D. Hollom (Chairman), F. R. Smith (Hon. Secretary),

D. G. Bell, A. R. M. Blake, Peter Davis, R. H. Dennis, M. F. M.

Meiklejohn, G. A. Pyman, R. Wagstaffe and D. I. M. Wallace.

The principles and procedure we follow in considering records were

explained at length in the 1958 report (BA/. Birds, 53: 155-156). A list

of the species concerned was given in the 1965 report (Brit. Birds,

59: 304-305) and revised reprints of this are obtainable from the Hon.

Secretary. The systematic list of records is set out in the same way as

its predecessors. The following points, some of which were outlined

more fully in the 1958 report (BA/. Birds, 53 : 156-158), should be borne

in mind since they show the basis on which the information has been

put together:

(i) The scientific nomenclature, which formerly followed the B.O.U. Check-List

of the Birds of Great Britain and Ireland (1952) with the amendments subsequently

proposed (Ibis, 98: 157-168) and those resulting from the decisions of the Inter-

national Commission for Zoological Nomenclature (Ibis, 99: 369), is now based on

the more up-to-date work of Charles Vaurie’s The Birds of the Palearctic Fauna

(1959-65). Any sight records of subspecies (including those of birds trapped and

released) are normally referred to as ‘showing the characters’ of the race concerned.

(ii) No record which would constitute the first for Great Britain and Ireland

is published by us, even if we consider it acceptable, until it has been passed by the

Records Committee of the British Ornithologists’ Union.

(iii) In general, the report is confined to records which are regarded as certain

and ‘probables’ are never included. In the case of the very similar Long-billed

and Short-billed Dowitchers Limnodromus scolopaceus and L. griseus, however, we are

continuing to publish indeterminable records and this also applies to observations

of such ‘difficult’ groups as frigate-birds Fregata spp. and albatrosses Diomedea spp.

(iv) The basic details included for each record are (i) county; (2) locality;

(3) number of birds if more than one, and age and sex if known (in the cases of

spring and summer records, however, the age is normally given only where the bird

concerned was not in adult summer plumage); (4) if trapped or found dead; (5)

date or dates; and (6) observer or observers up to three in number, in alphabetical

order. Other relevant information is sometimes added at the end of individual

records and general comments are given in a subsequent paragraph. Although

the report as a whole is confined to Great Britain, these general comments and

totals always include relevant Irish records and sometimes refer to those of other

European countries. Irish records are detailed in the Irish Bird Report for 1967

(obtainable from David Scott, 13 Vesey Place, Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin), while

totals have been calculated with the aid of Ireland's Birds by R. F. Ruttledge (1966).

A complete list of rejected records is given in appendix r on pages

364-365 and immediately preceding this is a note of minor errors in the
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)6 report. Significant mistakes are corrected in the supplementary

ttematic list on pages 361-363. For the second successive year,

•Jey proofs of relevant parts of this report were sent to all the county

ttors concerned in England and the regional recorders in Scotland,

i .les and Ireland, so that they could check the details of the records

:im their areas and this procedure should ensure that errors are kept

.ia minimum. As noted in the 1966 report (Br/V. Birds, 60: 310-311),

length of stay of the individual bird is of interest and so we hope

It observers and county recorders alike will continue to make a

I'cial point of supplying both first and last dates.

^'lumbers of a surprisingly wide variety of species are now imported

im all parts of the world as cage and aviary birds. We have been

rceasingly concerned about the possibility of escapes and special

irnnels of enquiry have been set up for some months through M. D.

^^land, who combines interests in field ornithology and aviculture.

refer to him all records where there seems a chance of escapes

mg involved; he then investigates them with the assistance of his

ny contacts and an excellent relationship which he has been able to

ilblish with the editor of Cage Birds for the exchange of information.

L'cre is also consultation with the Wildfowl Trust about records of

>ks and geese. In view of the fact that it is often possible only to say

t: a particular bird is more or less likely to have escaped from
tdvity, the practice of using square brackets to indicate records of

$sible escapes has now been discarded in favour of discussion in the

iwidual species comments. All that is now lacking is a proper

:<ssment of the problem of assisted passage on ships. Incidentally,

-D. England is preparing a paper for publication in British Birds

tthe impact of aviculture on ornithology and the importations of

:des which are or might be on the British and Irish List as vagrants,

lis last year, we are publishing a selection of photographs of some of

'individual rarities (plates 43-50), though half of these relate to one

,, the Long-billed Dowitcher dmnodromus scolopaceus in Cornwall

t.e 339), and are also used as illustrations to D. I. M. Wallace’s

cew of the problems of dowitcher identification (pages 366-372).

^se dowitchers apart, we have received disappoindngly few good
:!Jc-and-white prints. In order to make up the eight plates, there-

we have decided to use two more excellent photographs by J. B.

Mrs. S. Bottomley, of a Bonaparte’s Gull Carus Philadelphia in

mwall in March 1968 (plate 49), on the excuse that this record is

rdy mentioned in the species comment on page 344. We do urge

;trs to try to obtain good black-and-white pictures of rarities,

ing in mind that colour transparencies seldom make good black-

white prints. Photographs of birds in the hand are also of in-

f :t, but the end-product is made much more pleasing if the handler’s

lers are clean and not too prominent!
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Once more we thank the many individual observers and local

organisations whose co-operation has made the publication of this

report possible. I. J. Ferguson-Lees and D. I. M. Wallace have again

very kindly assisted with the preparation of the species comments in

the systematic list. All records should continue to be sent to F. R.

Smith, Telford, Flill Barton Road, Exeter, Devon.

Systematic list of i^6y records accepted

White-billed Diver {Gavia adamsii)

Cornwall: Marazion, loth to at least 19th April (Reverend J. E. Beckerlegge,

R. Fry, R. G. Hadden et al.').

There are now about 21 British records (though no Irish ones) of

this arctic Russian and Siberian sibling of the Great Northern Diver

G. immer and this is the sixth since 1958 (the one in 1966 having

actually been only the fifth), but it is of particular interest as the

first from the south coast, the previous distribution of records being

mainly from Shetland to Yorkshire.

Pied-billed Grebe {Podilymbus podiceps)

Somerset: Chew Valley Lake, the one recorded in 1965 and 1966 (Brit. Birds, 59:

282; 60: 295-299, 311) was seen again from 14th May to 2nd October (A. H. Davis,

R. J. Senior, K. E. Vinicombe et al.).

Black-browed Albatross {Diomdea melanophris)

East Lothian: Bass Rock area, i8th May to 28th September (M. J. Everett, Profes-

sor W. H. Thorpe, G. Waterston et al.).

Yorkshire: Filey Brigg, 19th October (C. J. Feare, J. E. Wale).

A full account of the one on the Bass Rock has already been pub-

lished in this journal (Brit. Birds, 61: zz-z-j). It is conceivable that it

was the same individual off the Yorkshire coast, but it should be noted

that there were other albatrosses in Irish waters in 1967 as shown by

five sightings off Cape Clear Island, Co. Cork, between ist June

and ist October: at least three of these were Black-browed and they

included an immature at the beginning of June. With two belated

records (both on page 361), the total number of British and Irish

observations of albatrosses is now 21-22, of which 16 were in the

five years 1963-67, six of them off Cape Clear Island. Eleven of the

records are attributable to this species, which breeds in the far south-

ern hemisphere, and no other has been satisfactorily identified.

Cory’s Shearwater (Calonectris diomeded)

Cornwall: St. Ives, two, jrd September (R. Burridge, R. Khan). Wolf Rock,

23rd October (R. J. Johns).

Norfolk: Cley, 25th June (K. and Mrs. E. M. P. Allsopp, R. S. Brown, A. Green-

smith); loth August (R. J. Johns, E. T. Welland).

Northumberland: Hauxley, 31st July (G. A. Richards).
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titer Hebrides : Butt of Lewis, 24th August (R. V. A. Marshall),

lilly: St. Agnes, two, ist November (R. E. Emmett, D. I. M. Wallace).

This eastern Atlantic and Mediterranean species seems to have been

. jsually widespread in British waters in 1967, the total of seven

ords (nine birds) being second only to the peak in 1965 (Bri/.

:As, 59; 283; 60: 334), but rather fewer than in other recent years

rre seen in Irish waters, where it is much more commonly recorded,

vviously there has been a tendency for British records to be con-

ittrated in the last ten days of August and first three weeks of Sep-

'.dber, but the 1967 ones fell into every month from June to Novem-
indeed, the Cornwall and Scilly observ^ations in October and

'.vember were the latest in the ten years 1958-67, apart from one

:nd dead in Norfolk in January 1966 {Brii. Birds, 60: 312).

Purple Heron {Ardea purpurea)

mpshire: Farlington Marshes, 28th May (M. Bryant, J. T. Smith, J. Watkin).

1 tfordshire : Tring, 3rd August to 8th September (G. Buss, A. J. Livett, R. V. A.

:-;start' et al.).

lit: Great Bells, Sheppey, 12th and 25th June (B. Hawkes). Stodmarsh, 24th to

July (P. J. and Mrs. E. M. Mountford).

tdlesex: Staines, 19th and 20th July (R. H. Brown, R. J. Johns, E. T. Welland),

ifolk : Cley, 26th and 27th May (J. N. Dymond, F. C. Gribble ef al.).

ffolk/Cambridgeshire : River Delph, 5th June (T. James, J. A. W. Moyes).

03lk: Minsmere, 19th and 26th April (H. E. Axell, D. Mower).

>oex: Lyminster, 15 th June (Dr. M. Hollings).

These nine records brought the British total in the ten years 1958-67

ilbout
5 3 and yet there was only one Irish one in that time. The

s.;rally easterly distribution suggests, as usual, that they mostly

linated from the discrete breeding area in the Netherlands rather

u from southern Europe. The total of nine was also as many as in

fprevious year in this decade, though it is possible that some of the

»rrds related to the same individuals. In 1966 most of the similar

iber of records were concentrated in April and May, but the 1967

s: were scattered over the five months from April to August.

Little Egret (Egrella gars(etta)

mm: Axe Estuary, adult, 14th June (R. T. Cottrill).

icet : Brownsca Island, 24th May to ist June (J. D. Norie). Lodmoor, We\-mouth,

June (J. B. Porter); 25th June (C. E. Richards),

ippshire: Farlington Marshes, 22nd August (G. H. Rees).

I'ordshire: Blithfield Reservoir, two adults, iith and 12th May (O. Laugharne,

'Milford).

>llk: Minsmere, immature, 19th and 21st June (H. E. Axell, A. Grieve, D.

er et al.). Orford, Butley and River Aide, two adults, 23rd July to 8th Sep-

ZT, one to 1 2th September (G. B. G. Benson, G. J. Jobson, Colonel M. R.

cin et al.).
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Sussex: Sidlesham, i8th to 20th June (L. G. Holloway, H. P. K. Robinson, M.
Shrubb et al.).

Yorkshire: Coatham, Redcar, 27th May (I. Boustead, B, Jones, W. Norman),

The numbers recorded here of this south European species (which

also nests in Asia, Africa and Australia, but is replaced in North

America by the closely related Snowy Egret E. thula) have proved

in recent years to be very similar to those of the Purple Heron, There

were nine records of each in 1967 and the minimum total of Little

Egrets in the ten years 1958-67 was 57 (with the 1966 additions on

page 361) against 53. Yet the area of origin must be different as no

Little Egrets breed in the Netherlands and there is a much more west-

erly pattern to the records, a minimum of nine having occurred in

Ireland in this decade. The number in 1967 was the largest in any year

since 1958 and, although seven of them were in the most regular months

of May and June, they were more widely scattered than normal. The

two in Staffordshire were unusually far inland and the long stay of the

other ‘pair’ in the Orford area of Suffolk for nearly seven weeks is

also noteworthy. It is interesting to recall that before 1952 the Little

Egret was regarded as an extremely rare vagrant open to the suspicion

of escapes from captivity, whereas an annual influx is now taken almost

for granted.

Night Heron (Njcficorax nycticorax)

Buckinghamshire : Newport Pagnell, immature, 3rd August (H. Mayer-Gross).

Hampshire: Beaulieu, the one recorded in 1966 (Br/V. Birds, 60: 313) stayed until

1 8th June (N. D. Pullen et al.).

As this nearly cosmopolitan species breeds as close to Britain as the

Netherlands, some of the records seem likely to involve genuine

vagrants. On the other hand, an average of eight or nine wander off

each year from the free-flying colony at Edinburgh Zoo Park which

has already been described {Brit. Birds, 53: 159-160; 60: 313). All

records, including the two above, must therefore be open to some

suspicion. One at Battersea Park, Surrey, in November and December

1967 proved to have escaped from a London zoo, as did the one at

Surbiton in 1966 {Brit. Birds, 60: 313).

Little Bittern {Ixobrychus minutus')

Norfolk: Wells, 24th September (R. S. Brown, M. J. Cowlard, A. Greensmith).

Sussex : Chichester gravel pits, adult $, 22nd to 28th July (M. Goddard, J. A. Newn-

ham. Dr. A. B. Watson et al.).

Yorkshire: Catcliffe, Sheffield, adult d, 24th August (C. Jacklin).

For the first time since 1959 there was no spring record here of this

summer visitor to much of continental Europe. British and Irish

records in 1958-67 totalled at least 36 and so the three above were

slightly under the annual average.
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White Stork (Ciconia ciconid)

:t;rdeenshire : Ellon, 7th to 9th June (Dr. G. M. Dunnet, R. Fordham, W.
rrray et al.). Inverurie, 2nd June (A. J. M. Smith).

mt: Aylesford, i6th April (E. G. Philp, D. W. Taylor). Cliffe, i6th April (B. E.

'Mrs. Newport). Grove Ferry, 15th April (F. J. Lambert); probably the same

I as at Stodmarsh. Lydd, 21st to 26th April (E. Carpenter, R. E. Scott et al.).

idmarsh, 14th April (P. J. Mountford, M. V. Labcm).

ccolnshire: Marshchapel, three, 21st May (R. H. Reaney).

rfLolk: Halvergate Marshes, two, 23rd April to 27th December, when one was

dd by striking overhead cables, the other staying into 1968 (P. R. Allard, G. J.

won, M. J. Seago et al.). Holkham, 29th April (P. R. Holmes). Holme/Hunstanton,

, ,
26th April, four on 27th, one on 29th (P. R. Clarke et al.). River Stiffkey, 28th

il (R. P. Bagnall-Oakeley).

oolk; Minsmere, two, 24th July (H. E. Axell, T. Trueman),

rcey: Abinger, Dorking, 3rd June (W. Ruttledge).

wex: Chichester gravel pits, 22nd July (H. P. K. Robinson). Rye, 18th to 20th

lil (C. Green); probably the one later seen at Lydd, Kent. Selsey, 30th April

If. Johns).

isshire: Upavon, 27th April (M. S. Witherow et al.).

I’his summer visitor to Europe, Asia and north-west Africa has only

:te been found nesting in Britain—in Edinburgh in 1416—and has

cer been more than a scarce vagrant here, so that thi« remarkable

tes of observations in 1967 constituted what was perhaps the most

kcing influx ever recorded. It is difficult to be certain of the total

raber, but it appears that there were three forerunners in Kent and

ssex in mid-April and then a widespread arrival of at least ten

duding a party of four) in the last ten days of that month, mainly

[East Anglia and the south-east, but west to Wiltshire. Onward
vvement of some of these same individuals may well have been

^oonsible for the more northerly records in May and June, while the

;je July ones suggested withdrawal rather than a fresh influx. The
stay of the two at Halvergate, Norfolk, was particularly note-

Tthy and display betv’een them was frequently recorded. For the first

since 1958 there is no need to add a caveat about the possibility

escapes: clearly a most unusual spring displacement occurred.

Black Duck {Anas rttbripes)

tt: Yantlet Creek, Stoke, t?, i8th and 20th March (A. M. Hutson, P. J. Oliver,

. Wheeler).

ull details of this North American duck have already been published

Birds, 60: 482-483). The only previous record was an adult female

t: in Co. Kilkenny in February 1954 (Bril. Birds, 48: 341-342). At
time very few were kept in waterfowl collections and the chances

t he Irish one having escaped from captivity were regarded as

i igible; more recently, however, frequent importations make
winged escapes a distinct possibility.
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Green-winged Teal {Anas crecca carolinensis)

One drake showing the characters of this North American race was

recorded

:

Lanarkshire/Dunbartonshire: Gadloch, near Lenzie, and Twechar Marsh, 8th

January to 12th April (Mrs. J. B. Hutchison, R. A. Jeffrey, B. Zonfrillo et al.).

There were 27 records in Britain and Ireland in the ten years

1958-67.

Blue-winged Teal {Anas discors)

Lancashire: Leighton Moss, 6th February (R. A. Straton, J. Wilson).

Yorkshire: Wheldrake Ings, 26th April to 3rd May (J. A. Ginnever, P. Pearson,

C. F. Turner et al.).

In addition, a male was shot near Banagher, Co. Offaly, on 28th

October. Three occurrences of this North American duck in one year

is remarkable and, coming so soon after the one in Orkney in 1966

{Brit. Birds, 60: 314), they brought the total of British and Irish

records to about 24. Observations of this species are still regarded

as unlikely (but not impossible) to relate to escapes from captivity.

American Wigeon {Anas americana)

Inverness-shire: Moray Firth, thc(J of December 1966 {Brit. Birds, 60; 414) stayed

until 9th March and what was probably the same individual was seen again on i8th

and 30th November (R. H. Dennis, N. Elkins, M. Morrison).

Norfolk: Cley, (?, 15th November (A. R. Lowe, W. E. Oddie, R. A. Richardson

et al.).

Shetland: Unst, ^ and $, 22nd and 23rd May (M. Sinclair, W. L. N. Tickell, F. J.

Walker).

Almost every waterfowl collection has this duck: it is hardy and

breeds freely, and full-winged individuals are probably quite frequent.

A hybrid resembling this species was also described by Dr. James M.

Harrison and Dr. Jeffery G. Harrison {Brit. Birds, 61: 169-171).

Nevertheless, ringing showed in 1966 {Brit. Birds, 60: 314) that at least

one wild American Wigeon has crossed the Atlantic.

Ring-necked Duck {Ajthya collaris)

Berkshire/Oxfordshire: Farmoor Reservoir and Dorchester gravel pits, 15th

January to 5 th March (W. D. Campbell, Dr. J. T. Hughes, M. H. Rowntree et al).

Pembrokeshire : Bosherston Pools, 12th February to 8th March (J. W. Donovan,

A. L. Johnson, P. Stuttard).

These two records of this vagrant from North America were the

first in Britain since 1963, but a male originally recorded at Lurgan,

Co. Armagh, in March i960 {Brit. Birds, 54: 72-73) has wintered there

almost annually ever since, and in 1966 and 1967 another was seen

near-by on Lough Neagh. Thus four individuals were present in

Britain and Ireland during the 1966/67 winter, and these brought
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I

total of British and Irish records to eight (treating all the Lurgan

is together). So far as is known, the only Ring-necked Ducks in

' itivity are at Slimbridge, Gloucestershire, and Norwich, Norfolk,

. 1 these are not full-winged.

Ferruginous Duck {Aythya nyrocd)

uron: Lopwell, Plymouth, 17th December (L. I. Hamilton).

[I'lt: Sidcup, 16th December (A. J. Watson). Stodmarsh, i8th August (Miss M.
> 5).

rrhis south and east European and south Asiatic species is commonly
It in captivity and some escapes are known to be free-flying. In the

years 1958-67, however, there were nearly 80 records, with an

uual average of nine to 1965 and then only two in 1966 and three in

‘7. It is perhaps possible that some observers are not now reporting

!i species because of the likelihood of records relating to escapes,

these fluctuations may actually be genuine indicators of wild

: us since an analysis of the records by winters suggests the possibility

rclear influxes in 1959/60, 1961/62 and 1963/64.

King Eider (Somateria spectabilis)

eetdeenshire : Newburgh, cj, 24th May (P. B. Hepplcston, W. Murray),

rrhis brought the number of records of this circumpolar arctic duck

5six or seven in the ten years 1958-67 (one or two possibly relating to

same individual). The only ones in captivity are at Slimbridge,

oucestershire, and Copenhagen Zoo, Denmark, and these are not

--winged.

Ruddy Shelduck {Tadorna ferrugined)

sset : Radipole Lake, Weymouth, 5th to 1 2th August (Dr. J. S. Ash, F. R. Clafton,

U. Dean et al.).

itit: Swanscombe, Chetney and Stoke, 28th April, 2nd and 6th May (F. J. Hol-

iie, W. and H. Mouland, C. E. Wheeler).

These records of this south European, south Asiatic and north

:;ican species must be suspect as it is commonly kept in captivity

! free-flying individuals are liable to wander from collections.

Lesser White-fronted Goose (Amer erythropus)

lucestershire : Slimbridge, immature, 29th January to 4th Alarch (C. Martell,

A. Ogilvie, D. I. AI. Wallace et al.).

rfolk: Yare Valley, almost adult, ist to 21st January- (P. R. Allard, R. V. A.
shall, M. J. Seago et al.).

This summer visitor to north-east Europe and north Asia was re-

eded in nine of the ten years 1958-67 with a total of about 32 records.

.; two 1967 records fell into the normal pattern in that they were

ocalities where the species was noted in six (Norfolk) and seven
I oucestershire) of the ten years.
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Red-breasted Goose (Branta ruficollis)

Gloucestershire: Slimbridge, immature, 5th to 15th January (Dr. G. V. T. Ivlat

thews, M. A. Ogilvie et al.)\ adult, 4th to 28th February (M. A. Ogilvie, L. T. C
Shakespear, D. I. M. Wallace et al.).

Hampshire: Ibsley Bridge, River Avon, immature, i8th January to 19th Februarj

(P. R. Mays, Squadron-Leader N. W. Orr, N. D. Pullen et al.).

There have now been over 20 British records of this arctic Siberian

species, though none can be accepted entirely without reservation in

view of the numbers kept in captivity. The immature recorded a<

Slimbridge left with a group of White-fronted Geese Anser albifron.

only three days before the one appeared in Hampshire with a similai

party and so it may have been the same individual.

Gyr Falcon (Falco rusticolus)

Orkney: North Ronaldsay, 23rd November to 24th December (J. Cutt, J. N
Tulloch, K. G. Walker).

Outer Hebrides : Port of Ness, Lewis, one showing the characters of the Greenlant

race F. r. candicans, nth May (A. Smith).

Shetland: Haroldswick, Unst, one showing the characters of the Greenland race

F. r. candicans, 24th May (M. Sinclair, J. T. Thompson).

There were exactly 20 British records of this circumpolar arctic

falcon in the ten years 1958-67 and it occurred in every month. The

annual appearances in Shetland since 1965 are noteworthy in the light

of the breeding there of Snowy Owls Njctea scandiaca in 1967 and

1968. The six subspecifically identified all showed the characters of the

Greenland race, as did the one near Erris Head, Co. Mayo, on 30th

March 1967.

Red-footed Falcon (Falco vespertims)

Devon: Strete, near Slapton, 15th August (Misses F. and O. M. Busby).

Lancashire: Heysham, $, 17th July (S. Woodhouse).

Lincolnshire: Cuxwould, Caistor, $, found shot, 22nd May (R. May, K. Robinson,

L. Watkinson). Gibraltar Point, ?, 8th to 14th October (C. I. Bort, H. Crookes,

F. Horner et al.). Near Skegness, cj, 19th June (B. Simpson, R. B. Wilkinson).

Norfolk: Salthouse Heath, d, 20th May (R. S. Brown, A. Greensmith).

Northumberland: Tynemouth, S, i8th June (T. Goonan).

Orkney: Firth and Rendall, immature, iith August to loth September (E. Balfour,

P. J. B. Slater).

Somerset: Farrington Gurney, <J, i8th August (M. H. and Mrs. Terry).

Sutherland: Durness, 22nd July (R. K. and Mrs. Barrow).

These ten records of this summer visitor to eastern Europe and Asia

were the largest total since 1959 and seemed all the more remarkable

since they followed a year in which there was none. The geographical

pattern was normal, but an unusual number were in July-August in-

stead of April-June. About 55 were recorded in the ten years 1958-67.
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Crane (Grus grus)

-xyll : Glen Barr, Kintyre, the immature of December 1 966 {Brit. Birds, 60
:
316)

last seen on 19th March (J. Greenlees, A. McArthur, D. Mackinnon et al.).

«ex: Hanningfield Reservoir, 13th to 23rd October (J. Dobson, J. N. Lyster,

Wilson).

nmpshire: Shalfleet, Isle of Wight, 22nd October (P. Barden, J. M. Cheverton,

1 Davis).

iccolnshire : Gibraltar Point and Skegness Reserve, 4th September (M. L.

lilmers, R. Emmens, R. B. Wilkinson et al.).

Irkshire: Spurn, 21st to 26th May (J. P. Croxall et al.).

...ooking at the ten years 1958-67 and attempting to summarise the

Trent status here of this north and east European and Asiatic summer
;:tor is difficult. The pattern of occurrences often differs from one

it to another and, although most of the records are in May, Sep-

iaber, October and November (particularly the last two months),

I species cannot be regarded as a really regular vagrant at present,

m in autumn. In a number of instances, individuals or small parties

\e stayed for several weeks or months: in this decade there were

)) such cases in spring, eight in summer and autumn (notably in

1:2) and three in winter, of which the third was Argyll above.

Little Crake {Port^ana parva)

ntnorgan: Diles Lake, Llangennith Moors, Gower, 19th to 22nd January

IDouglas-Jones, R. H. S. and Mrs. S. Hatton et al.).

iKierset: Chew Valley Lake, loth May (D. Warden).

"'his summer visitor to central and east Europe and west Asia was

;orded in Britain in only five of the ten years 1958-67 and in Ireland

lonly two, producing a total of nine British and Irish records in that

te. The one in Glamorgan above and one in Norfolk in 1959/60

igested wintering.

Lesser Golden Plover {Pluvtalts dominica)

ujcestershire : Frampton-on-Severn, 4th October (E. E. Jackson, M. A. Ogilvie,

. M. Wallace).

Tnly two of these North American and Asiatic plovers were re-

ded in Britain in the ten years 1958-67, but there were also five re-

efs in Ireland in that time, four of them in 1966 and all between

September and i6th October; both the British ones were at the

linning of October. Weather conditions and associated species

'le it likely that all these records related to the American race

;7. dominica.

Long-billed Dowitcher {Pimnodromus scolopaceus)

nwall: Haj-le estuary, the dowitcher recorded in 1966 {Brit. Birds, 60: 317)

;d until 22nd April and by this time was rapidly assuming summer plumage,

:h enabled it to be identified as this species (see overleaf).
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Scilly: Tresco, 27th September to end October (B. R. Dean, D. B. Hunt, R.
J,

Johns et al.).

Confusion surrounding the specific identity of the dowitcher at

Hayle, Cornwall, was eventually dispelled by Dr. J. R. Jehl Jr. with

the aid of a series of excellent colour transparencies taken by J. B.

and Mrs. S. Bottomley when it was in summer plumage. Black-and-

white photographs of this individual are reproduced on plates 43-46

and, with Dr. Jehl’s help, D. I. M. Wallace has produced a review of

the problems of dowitcher identification which appears elsewhere in

this issue (pages 366-372). The dowitcher on St. Agnes, Isles of Scilly,

in October 1966 has also now been assigned to the Long-billed species

(page 362) and, indeed, it and the one at Hayle were perhaps the same

individual.

Long-billed or Short-billed Dowitcher (Limnodromus scolopaceus or

grisens)

Kent: Sandwich Bay, 8th September (W. G. Harvey).

Yorkshire: Settle, 26th and 27th August (W. R. Hirst, J. G. Ireland, F. J. Roberts).

These two, together with others in Co. Roscommon and on Cape

Clear Island, Co. Cork, in early October 1967, as well as the Long-

billed Dowitchers above, bring the total number of British and Irish

records of these two North American species combined to at least 75.

Stilt Sandpiper {Mkropalama himantopus)

Lancashire : Hundred End, Southport, 27th September to 8th October (M. P. Dye,

P. Fearon, R. J. C. Kennedy et al).

This is the sixth British record of this North American wader which

was not identified in Britain until 1954, but which has now occurred

in four years from 1962. Surprisingly, there is as yet no Irish record

and the one above was unusually late, the other five having first dates

between 19th July and ist September, well ahead of the normal peak

time for American waders.

Great Snipe (Gallinago media)

Bedfordshire : Stanford, 24th March (P. G. Kitchener).

Shetland : Fair Isle, 6th December (G. J. Barnes).

The suggestion of wintering in both the above records fits the cur-

rent pattern here of this north-east European and Asiatic species. Not

more than 16 were authenticated in Britain in the ten years 1958-67,

but Fair Isle produced one in three of these. If observers would work

harder when they see a large quiet snipe, it might be that the com-

mittee could accept more: too often the details supplied are in-

sufficient to establish more than probability. There was also one near

Ballyhornan, Co. Down, on nth December 1967, another winter

record and the first observation in Ireland since 1957.
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Solitary Sandpiper (Tringa solitarid)

rTtfordshire, Essex : Rye Meads, Hoddesdon (Hertfordshire), trapped, 24th

iiitember to 9th October, crossed the county boundary to Roydon (Essex) on a

:.nber of occasions (R. Edwards, R. J. O’Connor, A. J. Prater ei al.).

1 There have now been ten records of this North American wader in

i;tain (but, curiously, none in Ireland), all in autumn and four in the

years 1958-67.

Spotted Sandpiper (Tringa macularia)

illy: St. Agnes, 6th to 21st September (A. R. Dean, R. J. Johns, S. C. Joyner

"his was only the fifth record of this North American wader in the

’years 1958-67, but the fourth in the Isles of Scilly and the third on

Agnes in three successive years. A note on identification out of

ceding plumage will be appearing in a future issue.

Lesser Yellowlegs i^^ringa flavipes)

:tham: Washington, loth May (E. Shearer).

Uy: St. Mary’s, 26th to 29th October (R. F. Coomber, P. Z. Mackenzie, R.

icons et al.).

laerset: Chew Valley Lake, 9th September (R. J. Johns, E. T. Welland).

There were also two Irish records in 1967, at Shanagarry Marsh and

makilty, Co. Cork, on 17th September and i8th October respective-

TThis is one of the more regular North American waders over here,

ifive is more than in any previous year. The total number of records

llritain and Ireland in the ten years 1958-67 was 27.

Baird’s Sandpiper [Calidris bairdii)

i«et: Portland Bill, 18th and 19th November (F. R. Clafton, R. V. Davies,

(1. Shepherd et al.).

j*cestershire : Frampton-on-Severn, i8th October (D. I. M. Wallace),

tkhumberland : Druridge Bay, 15th to i8th October (Dr. A. Allen, Dr. B. T.

t:on. Dr. J. D. Parrack et al.).

bbrokeshire: Dale estuary, 2nd to loth October (T. A. W. Davis, J. W. Dono-
IP. J. Taylor et al.).

\y: Bryher, 19th and 20th August (F. D. H. Hicks, D. B. Hunt). Tresco, 9th

Itth September (D. B. Hunt, R. F. Lee, J. C. Rolls et al.).

'iilk: Minsmere, 30th August to 13th September (H. E. Axell, R. S. Briggs,

rrieve et al.).

LMshire: Fairburn Ings, 6th and 7th September (M. Densley, T. G. Gunton,

inn).

\v^en after the total of five in Britain and three in Ireland in 1966,

c; eight records show a remarkable influx of what was regarded as

rry rare vagrant until two or three years ago. Surprisingly, none

seen in Ireland in 1967, but the total for the two countries is now
)f which 16 were in 1966-67. The species has now been recorded

iree successive years in the Isles of Scilly and in two in Glouces-
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tershire. The mid-October and November records above were un-

usually late, September being the normal month for this species.

White-rumped Sandpiper (Calidris fuscicollis)

Essex: Abberton Reservoir, 3rd September (R. V. A. Marshall).

Scilly : Tresco, 6th to 20th September (D. B. Hunt, P. Z. Macken2ie, R. E. F. Peel
j

et al.). ^

There were also two in Ireland in 1967, at Kinnegar, Co. Down, on
j

I2th-i3th September and on Cape Clear Island, Co. Cork, on 4th,

October. In the ten years 1958-67 this North American wader was
|

recorded about 45 times. t

Semipalmated Sandpiper {Calidris pusilla)

Kent: Wagbi-Wildfowl Trust Experimental Gravel Pit Reserve, Sevenoaks, loth

September (E. Chapman, Dr. J. G. Harrison, A. Meikle et al.).

Formerly an extreme rarity, this North American species has now
been recorded in Britain and Ireland seven times in four years, bringing

the grand total of records to nine. Four of these have been in the first

ten days of September.

Buff-breasted Sandpiper (Tryngites subruficollis)

Scilly: St. Mary’s, 23rd to about 30th September (B. R. Dean, D. B. Hunt, P. Z.

Macken2ie et al.).

There was also one on Cape Clear Island, Co. Cork, on i6th Sep-

tember and the total of British and Irish records in the ten years

1958-67 was 31 (involving about 37 individuals). This North American

species has now been recorded in Britain in eight successive years,

but only single ones in 1966 and 1967.

Broad-billed Sandpiper {Cimicola falcinellus)

Morayshire: Lossiemouth, 29th August (K. A. Wood).

Stirlingshire: Skinflats, 23rd to 25th July (J. Carson, I. Taylor).

These two records of this summer visitor to Fenno-Scandia, north

Russia and north Siberia are the first to be accepted since 1963 (though

some inadequate ones have been rejected in that time and lethargic

Dunlins Calidris alpina are a constant bogey). Of the nine records in

the ten years 1958-67, two were in May, two in July, three in August

and two in September; during the same decade only two were noted in

Ireland, in May and June 1963 (and there is only one previous record

for that country).

Black-winged Stilt {Himantopus himantopus)

Devon: Dawlish Warren, five, nth September (A. Gilpin).

Kent: Stoke, 29th May (A. G. Verrall).

Pembrokeshire: Narberth, 24th July (G. T. McTaggart).
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.This is an almost cosmopolitan wader breeding in every continent,

t in Europe it is largely confined to the south and its appearances in

: itain are quite erratic. In 1965, for example, the species was seen in

: 1 counties, but in 1966 none was recorded. In the ten years 1958-67

;jre were 26 records involving 37 individuals: these were in every

mth from April to November and fairly equally divided (with small

iaks in June and September) if one omits the big influx in April

d May 1965. The party of five in Devon above was the largest in this

.• ;ade.

Wilson’s Phalarope {Phalaropus tricolor')

rrmwall: Marazion Marsh, 6th to 12th September, visiting Hayle estuary on 9th

B. and Mrs. S. Bottomley, J. Emms, R. G. Hadden et al.).

lacolnshire/Norfolk : Wisbech sewage farm, one on 28th September, two on
.‘^h to 15 th October, one to 2nd November (R. P. Bagnall-Oakeley, J. A. W. Moyes,

Greenwood et al.).

nnerset: Chew Valley Lake, 8th to 25th September (R. Angles, R. J. Senior, K. E.

aicombc et al.). Durleigh Reservoir, ist to 4th October (A. D. Buffey, B. Carter,

isiS E. M. Palmer et al.)\ a different individual on plumage characters.

IThere were also three in Ireland in early September—two at Akeragh

'.:ugh, Co. Kerry, on the 9th, one remaining until the 12th, and one at

i llycotton, Co. Cork, on the 10th and nth. With the five above,

:'.l assuming the acceptance of one in Lancashire in September (details

vwhich were received too late for this report), there were thus nine

Hividuals of this North American species in Britain and Ireland in

' 37. Photographs of those at Marazion and Wisbech have already been

bblished with an accompanying text on the identification of the

;ccies {Brit. Birds, 60: 516-517, plates 61-64). total of 29 have

nv been recorded in the two countries, all since 1954, but three was
'

:

previous largest number in any one year : these have been in every

)nnth from May to October with peaks of six in June and twelve in

otember.

Ivory Gull {Pagophila eburned)

sutland : Whalsay, loth December (J. H. Simpson).

IFhis was the first British record of this high arctic gull since 1962

:1 only the fourth (but the second in Shetland) in the ten years

IS8-67.

Great Black-headed Gull {Icarus ichthyaetus)

rkkshire: Lingerfield Tip, near Knaresborough, immature, 51st March to 14th

f ‘il (Miss J. Fairhurst, Dr. G. T. Foggitt, J. R. Mather et al.).

Two photographs are reproduced on plate 48. This is the seventh

tish record of this vagrant from southern Russia and western and

;tral Asia. An adult was recorded on the Calf of Man in May 1966

//. Birds, 60: 320), but these two are the only ones since 1932.
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Laughing Gull (Lartis atricilla) '

Scilly: St. Agnes, 31st October (R. E. Emmett, D. I. M. Wallace).

With the acceptance of old observations from Sussex in 1923 {Brit,
j

Birds, 61: 213-214) and also Essex in 1957 (full details to be

published shortly), this is the fourth British record of this North »

American gull.

Bonaparte’s Gull {Larus Philadelphia)

Cornwall: Newlyn, 23rd to 25th October (R. Khan).

Norfolk: Bacton Gap, Mundesley, 2nd September (D. I. M. Wallace).
|

Sutherland: Oldshoremore, 17th August (D. T. and Mrs. P. Parkin).

These were the first records since 1963 of this small gull which
j

breeds only in Alaska and western Canada, but which at other seasons
j

is almost as ubiquitous in North America as our Black-headed Gull t

Larus ridibundus is here. There are now about 1 8 records in all (but only
|

one in Ireland) and so three in one year was quite exceptional
;
in this

|

connection, it is worth adding that another was seen and photographed 1

in Cornwall in March 1968 (plate 49). This is a species which needs :

particular care in identification owing to the possibility of runt or
|

dilute Black-headed Gulls.

|

Ross’s Gull {Khodostethia rosea)

Dorset: Weymouth Bay, 13th August (W. F. Curtis).

This is only the fifth British record of this pelagic arctic species

which breeds in north-eastern Siberia, but the third in the ten years

1958-67. The others have all been during December-April and on the

north-east coast between Shetland and Yorkshire, but there are also

at least ten other European records south to Sardinia.

White-winged Black Tern {Chlidonias leucopterus)

Aberdeenshire: Meikle Loch of Slains, 21st to 28th June (R. Donaldson et al.).

Bedfordshire: Stewartby, 28th August to 4th September (J. N. Dymond, J. T. R.

and Mrs. E. M. Sharrock et al).

Caithness: Loch Heilen, 12th and 13th July (R. A. Hume, R. W. J. and Mrs.

E. M. Smith).

Dorset: Portland Bill, 22nd October (Dr. G. M. Fisher, J. H. Taverner).

Durham: Teesmouth, adult, 13th to i8th August (J. G. Cook, E. C. Gatenby,

P. J. Stead et al).

Essex: Shell outfall, Thames Haven, Stanford-le-Hope, adult, 13th, 14th and 27th

August (R. E. Smith, R. Tomlinson).

Hampshire: Farlington Marshes, adult, 22nd October to 15th November (G.

Bundy, D. G. Garbutt, E. J. Wiseman et al). Hengistbury, immature, 2nd and 3rd

November (P. C. Agland, C. I. Husband, D. N. Smith et al).

Kent: Dungeness, immature, 8th to 15th August (P. J. Grant, M. J. Rogers, R. E.

Scott et al)\ immature, i8th to 22nd August (P. J. Morgan, M. J. Rogers, R. E.

Scott et al)\ immature, 22nd August (R. E. Scott).
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jddlcsex : Staines Reservoir, inamature, 2nd to 8th September (N. Allen, A. P.

jddard, C. W. Westwood et al.).

i.ter Hebrides: Loch Stiapavat, Lewis, 7th May (A. Smith).

'rtland: Unst, 30th June to 6th July (R. H. Dennis, E. Fellows, R. J. Tulloch

1-)

I'.nerset: Chew Valley Lake, adult, loth September (R. M. Curber, A. H. Davis,

J.
Senior et al.).

Another large and exceptionally widespread influx of this summer
•itor to south-east Europe and Asia, with several interesting features:

cremarkable penetration of Scotland in spring and summer (the

•;tland record may be the most northerly in Europe), an earlier

uumn influx than in 1964 or 1966, and three exceptionally late

currcnces. In all there were 16 (a total beaten only in 1964), including

: near Holywood, Co. Down, on 7th October. The ten years

88-67 produced nearly 90: the species seems to be increasing as a

l^rant to the western ends of Europe and the Mediterranean. It has

' ted on isolated occasions in Germany, France and Belgium.

Whiskered Tern {Chlidonias hjbrida)

tex: Tollesbury, 4th June (S. Hudgell, G. A. Pyman).

impshire: Stanpit Marsh, Christchurch, 13th to i6th August (C. I. Husband,

Windall, A. J. Wise et al.).

wex: Winner Bank, off Chichester Harbour, adult, nth September (K. Shackle-

rhree records of this south European, African and Asiatic species

rmore than the average and compensate for the lack of any in 1966.

f: ten years 1958-67 produced a total of 14, including one in Ireland,

:vvery month from May to September with a peak in June.

Gull-billed Tern (Gelochelidon niloticd)

rnwall : St. Ives Island, 29th August (G. P. Threlfall).

von: Wembury Point, 5th September (R. Burridge).

wet: Portland Bill, two, i6th September (Dr. C. S. Clapham, R. Harding),

uucestershire : Frampton-on-Severn, ist October (D. I. M. Wallace),

raapshire: Langstone Harbour, two, 29th April (R. Bream, J. F. M. Fennell),

nt: Dungeness, 4th August (P. J. Morgan); 29th August (P. J. Morgan, J. Van
• Dol). Sandwich Bay, 15th and i6th August (D. M. Batchelor, W. G. Harvey,

an der Dol).

ccolnshire: Gibraltar Point, 30th August (M. L. Chalmers, D. Elias),

tiolk : Bacton Gap, Mundesley, adult, 2nd and 7th September (D. I. M. Wallace),

ceney, 25th and 26th October (A. R. M. Blake, T. M. Dakin, A. F. Jacobs

). Waxham, adult, nth September (D. I. M. Wallace).

I4y: Tresco, 3rd June (D. B. Hunt).

blk: Dunwich, Minsmere, 3rd September (J. C. Barker, P. W. J. Findley),

kiex: Selsey Bill, 30th April (R. J. and Mrs. A. M. Johns, E. T. Welland); 5th

(R. J. Johns).
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This almost cosmopolitan species whose nearest colonies are in

Denmark (it used also to breed in the Netherlands and nested in

England in 1950) suffers from rather a high proportion of rejections,

but, as Sandwich Terns Sterna sandvicensis set several traps for the

unwary, the committee has to be particularly cautious. Even so, 1967

was a milestone year with a total of 17 records from ten counties and

one island group. The three spring ones were not exceptional, but

the wide scatter in late August and September pointed to an unusual

westward deflection from the continental seaboard. The three Norfolk

ones were all products of long sea-watches which revealed a large i

immigration from the North Sea of ducks, waders, gulls and terns.

The ten years 1958-67 produced a total of about 73 records involving 1

over 80 individuals.

Caspian Tern {Hydroprogne tschegravd)

Norfolk: Cley, 8th July (K. and Mrs. E. M. P. Allsopp, R. Brown, A. Greensmith

et al.).

Northamptonshire: Pitsford Reservoir, two, 12th July (P. J. Knight).

Suffolk: Minsmere, two, 19th July (M. Ch.adwick, C. Cuthbert, T. Trueman); 24th

July (H. E. Axell); two, 6th August (B. J. Brown); 9th August (R. J. Johns, E. T. .

Welland).

Sussex: Winner Bank, off Chichester Harbour, iith September (K. Shackleton). 1

These seven records of another nearly cosmopolitan tern, which in

Europe nests mainly in the Baltic and Black Seas, brought the total 1

in the ten years 1958-67 to about 36 (and 39 individuals), all between !

May and September with a peak of 16 in July; there has been only one t

record in Ireland. It can hardly be doubted that the recent establishment )

of large colonies of breeding terns at Minsmere contributed to the I

series of records there.

Great Spotted Cuckoo (Clamator glandarius)

Sussex: Shripney, Bognor Regis, found dying, 4th August, specimen now
j

preserved in Bognor Regis Museum (Miss I. M. Byrne, Major W. W. A. Phillips,
j

E. M. Venables).

This is the eleventh British and Irish record, and the fifth since 1958, |

of this large south European, south-west Asiatic and African cuckoo
,

(see also page 360). With the exception of one in October, all have
|

been in early spring or in the nine days from 29th July.

Black-billed Cuckoo (Coccyr^us erythropthalmus)

Devon: Lundy, first-year $, 19th October, found dead on 20th (C. S. Waller);

specimen now in Leicester Museum. I

i

This is only the sixth British and Irish record of this North American
j

bird, and it and one in 1965 {Brit. Birds, 60: 334) were the first since
|

1953. All have been between late September and early November.
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Snowy Owl (Njciea scandiaca)

tiaithness: Dounreay, about 22nd to 29th May (D. Glass, P. James, A. Merray).

Ttrkney: North Ronaldsay, iith to 26th May (J. M. B. King, K. G. Walker),

c/estray, 19th May (Mrs. M. A. Scott).

Shetland: Fetlar, singles reported on 4th January, nth March and 2nd May; pair

red successfully and five young fledged; one young seen on Out Skerries on nth
ii)ctober and others reported on TJnst, South Yell and perhaps Whalsay; two

,
ivcniles still on Fetlar with adult (J on 23rd November (R. J. Tulloch).

A detailed account of Snowy Owls breeding in Shetland in 1967

appeared in BriL Birds, 61 : 1 19-132.

Alpine Swift {Apus melbd)

Wevon : Berry Head, 7th October (B. Cave).

kJorset: Portland, 24th and 25 th March (C. E. Richards).

I

Hampshire: Bouldnor, Isle of Wight, 27th May (Mrs. M. M. Seabroke).

c.ent: Ramsgate, 28th June (J. C. Wren).

eembrokeshire: Skomer, 25th to 27th June (J. Kilpatrick, R. Lane, P. Moles),

pomerset: Steep^^Holm, 30th September (D. Lewis, J. Manger, J. Oakshatt et al.).

Yorkshire: Spurn, 27th June (B. R. Spence).

These seven records of this south European, Asiatic and African

»ecies are comparable with those in 1965 when there were also seven

nnd one in Ireland as well. The ten years 1958-67 produced a total of

:6 records in Britain and Ireland between March and October, with

ceaks in June (nine), September (nine) and October (ten). The Dorset

record above was actually the only March one in this period; the

IJoseness of the dates of the three at the end of June and their wide

ccatter of localities in Kent, Pembrokeshire and Yorkshire suggest

:ae possibility of an influx at that time.

Bee-eater {Merops apiaster)

Hampshire: Bembridge, Isle of Wight, two, i6th and 17th May (J. M. and Mrs.

I .. L. Clegg, J. Stafford).

ceicestershire : Leicester, 6th September (D. R. Willett).

The ten years 1958-67 amassed a total of 30 records in Britain and

rreland of this summer visitor to southern Europe and Asia. Only in

' 961 was none recorded and the records were fairly evenly distributed

cetween April and October (rather more in April and May) with one

n November.

Roller (Coradas garrulus)

*iomwall: Manor Common, Bodmin Moor, 12th and 13th June (A. H. Glanville,

>. F. Musson, R. J. Salmon et al.).

Morsel: near Hartland Moor Nature Reserv'e, Wareham, 8th June (B. P. Pickess,

i 7. G. and Mrs. J. F. Teagle).

This south and east European, south-west Asiatic and north African

ppecies, which breeds as far north in Europe as the extreme south of
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Sweden and the Baltic States, surprisingly mustered only 20 records

in the ten years 1958-67. Half of these were in June and eight more :

equally divided between May and July (with single stragglers in

September and October) so the 1967 records may be described as '

average in number and date.

Short-toed Lark (Calandrella cinerea)

Pembrokeshire: Skokholm, loth to 14th May (C. K. Britton, B. Chambers, D. A. 1

Scott).

Scilly: St. Agnes, ist October (D. J. Britton, R. S. Brown, A. Greensmith); two <

immatures, 8th to at least 14th October, one trapped and staying to at least 31st

October (D. J. Britton, B. E. Cooper, P. J. Grant et al.)-, adult, iith October (P. A.
'

Dukes, P. J. Grant, E. Griffiths et al.) ;
probable adult, 17th and 1 8th October (K. and .

Mrs. E. M. P. Allsopp, R. S. Brown et al.)-, ist and 2nd November (R. E. Emmett,
j

D. I. M. Wallace). <

Shetland: Fair Isle, singles of reddish southern race, 7th and iith to 13th May
j

(R. H. Dennis, W. N. Landells et al.). Foula, 29th May and 4th June (R. W. Burton, 1

J. G. Holbourn, A. R. Mainwood). Norwick, Unst, loth and nth May (M. Sinclair,
|

F. J. Walker).
I

This is a widespread south European, Asiatic and African species

whose British and Irish records fall distinctly into two groups: the

reddish southern type (represented by the races rubiginosa, hertftonensis

and brachydactyld), recorded chiefly in spring; and the greyish eastern

type {artemesiana and longipennis), recorded mainly in late autumn (see

also Brit. Birds, 48: 457-458; F.I.B.O. Bull., 2: 197-199). The eleven

individuals above and one on Cape Clear Island, Co. Cork, on loth

October brought the total in the ten years 1958-67 to about 39. The

spring occurrences fitted the pattern of increasing vagrancy at that

season (particularly May, but also April and June), but in number they

were unprecedented and so was the series of records on St. Agnes

in auturnn. All the latter appeared to belong to one of the greyish

eastern races.

Red-rumped Swallow (Hirundo dauricd)

Sussex: Beachy Head, 23rd April (P. Clement, A. Quinn, K. Verrall et all).

Yorkshire: Spurn, 3rd June (J. Cudworth).

The ten years 1958-67 saw nine records of this northward spreading

European, north African and Asiatic species and there have now been

15 in Britain and one in Ireland, all since 1949 apart from three on

Fair Isle as long ago as 1906. All except three have been in spring

(March to June). Thirty years ago the population in Iberia was con-

fined to the extreme south of Spain, but the species has now spread

up through Spain and Portugal to breed in the extreme south of France

and even on occasion in Sardinia, Corsica and Italy.

Nutcracker (Nucifraga caryocatactes)

Kent: Dungeness, 5th September (J. Fennell, P. J. Morgan, T. Squire et all).
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This vagrant from south and east Europe and Asia mustered only

records in the ten years 1958-67 (including the 1966 one on page

)3) and, curiously, the four records in 1963-67 were all in August-

. ctober instead of the winter as in the past.

Brown Thrasher {Joxostoma rufuni)

I'orset: Durlston Head, the last date of the one recorded from November 1966

rit. Birds, 60: 323) was 5th February (Dr. J. S. Ash, Major C. S. L. Incledon,

. F. Robertson et al.).

American Robin (Turdus niigratorius')

metland; Foula, iith to i6th November (J. R. and Mrs. J. A. Gear).

'With the 1966 addition on page 363, there are now at least eleven

nd possibly 14) British and Irish records of this North American

irush. An increasing risk of escapes is involved, but the eleven records

rirm a distinct pattern, all except two in May being between October

-id February (seven in November-January).

Olive-backed Thrush (Catharus ustulatus')

cembrokeshire : Skokholm, trapped, 14th to 19th October (C. K. Britton, B.

nambers, D. A. Scott).

This is the first British record of this small thrush which breeds

1 1 North American and winters in South America, but in Ireland one

..as found dead at the Blackrock Lighthouse, Co. Mayo, on 26th

!Iay 1956 and the species has occurred as a vagrant in at least five

t ther countries of Europe.

Thrush Nightingale (Lusc/tiia luscinid)

oorkshire: Redcar, i6th May, found dead on 17th (S. Norman, W. Norman et al.)-,

icecimen now in possession of J. R. Mather.

This is only the eighth British record of this Scandinavian, east

uropean and Asiatic species, but the sixth during the ten years

H 8-67. Apart from two in Northumberland in September and October

17)65 {Brit. Birds, 60: 254-25 5), all the others have been on Fair Isle in

' lay.

Cetti’s Warbler {Cettia cetti)

outhern England: (locality suppressed), trapped 22nd July, retrapped 29th July
id 9th September (names of observers withheld at their request).

The possible significance of this record needs no pointing out.

his western Eurasian and north African species is spreading north-

ards in western Europe and may be about to colonise Jersey,

hannel Islands (Br//. Birds, 57: 357-359).

Savi’s Warbler {Locitstella luscinioides)

cent: (locality suppressed), 15th April to July, again resident, at least four singing

ales (J. N. Holfi'er, R. G. Pitt, P. J. Mountford et al.).
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Lincolnshire: near Lincoln, trapped, 9th to iith May (K. Atkin, P. Prince, A. D.
Townsend).

Norfolk: Cley, 28th and 29th May (Mrs. E. M. P. Allsopp, J. N. Dymond, D.
Holman).

It was recently disclosed (Bn/. Birds, 60: 349-55 5) that this European, •’

Asiatic and north African species, which was a regular summer visitor .

in small numbers to the fens of Norfolk, Cambridge and Huntingdon
j

up to 1856, has now been breeding for several years in Kent. The
records above from two other counties encourage the hope that further

suitable localities will be colonised in the course of time.

Great Reed Warbler (^Acrocephalus arundinaceus)

Dorset: Radipole Lake, Weymouth, 3rd June (C. E. Richards).
I

Pembrokeshire: Skokholm, trapped, 13th and 14th May (C. K. Britton, B. Cham-
bers, D. A. Scott).

Sight records do not normally exclude the Clamorous Reed Warbler
|A. stentoreus of southern Asia and Egypt, but this species is practically

unknown in Europe. The Great Reed Warbler, which breeds in much
of continental Europe and right across Asia, now occurs annually

|

in Britain and the ten years 1958-67 produced a total of 35 records,
|

plus one only in Ireland. Of these, eleven were in May and 18 in June

(with odd ones through to September). It seems curious that the species
|

has not yet been found nesting here. 1

Aquatic Warbler {Acrocephalus paludicold)

Devon: Slapton, first-year, trapped, i6th September (Mrs. F. Dunlop, R. F. Moore, t

F. R. Smith).
|

Fife: Isle of May, 14th August (J. Parsons, A. D. and A. J. Watson).
j

Hampshire: Wick, Christchurch, first-year, trapped, 22nd August (Miss R. J. 1

Bond, K. T. Standring).
|

Scilly: Tresco, 15th August (D. B. Hunt).

Sussex: Chichester gravel pits, first-year, trapped, 16th September (P. J. Mawby,
Miss J. V. Stacey et al.)] first-year, trapped, 17th September (P. J. Mawby, H. P. K.

Robinson).

Yorkshire: Whitby, 6th November, found dead on 7th (R. Barton, B. Fewstcr,

R. Helm et al.).

These seven, and the additional 1965 one on page 361, brought the

total number of records of this east European and west Asiatic species

in the ten years 1958-67 to 95, many of them trapped and ringed. The

November record above was the latest during that period.

Olivaceous Warbler {Hippolais pallida)

Fife: Isle of May, trapped, 24th to 26th September when killed by Great Grey

Shrike l^anius excubitor (D. A. I. Baty, W. M. Morrison, A. D. K. Ramsay et al.)',

the specimen was preserved and subsequently referred by K. Williamson and others

to the south-east European and south-west Asiatic race H. p. elaeica.

Kent : Sandwich Bay, trapped, 27th September (I. Buckley, M. Davenport, W. G.

Harvey).
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There have now been nine British and Irish records of this south

aropean, south-west Asiatic and north African species, all between

id-August and the beginning of October (well after the annual

aks of Melodious Warbler H. poljglotta and Icterine Warbler H.

erina) and all since 1951, but these two were the first since 1962.

lis warbler is spreading in the Balkans and Hungary (elaeica) and

t eria (opaca) and so may be recorded here with greater frequency

;

DSt of the five trapped in Britain and Ireland have shown the charac-

's of elaeica.

Orphean Warbler {Sylvia horten&is)

rmwall: Porthgwarra, trapped, 22nd October (E. Griffiths, B. Pattenden, L. P.

lliams et al.).

This is only the third British record of this summer visitor to south

i irope, north Africa and southern Asia. The last was trapped at

lortland, Dorset, on 20th September 1955 {Brit. Birds, 49: 180).

Sardinian Warbler {Sylvia melamcephala)

rietland : Fair Isle, d. trapped, 26th and 27th May (G. T. Barnes, R. H. Dennis.
’ N. Landells et al.).

IThis is only the second British record of this mainly resident warbler
• the Mediterranean basin. The previous one was a male trapped on
inndy, Devon, on loth May 1955 {Brit. Birds, 48: 515).

Subalpine Warbler {Sylvia cantillans)

kkney: North Ronaldsay, d. trapped, 14th to 17th September (H. Swannie, I.

ulker, K. G. Walker et al.).

llUy: St. Agnes, 2nd to 6th April (F. H. D. Hicks, D. A. Scott et al.).

cetland : Fair Isle, d, trapped, 25th to 27th June (G. J. Barnes, Mrs. M. T. Dennis,

'N. Landells); $, 26th June (G. J. Barnes).

I In addition, an adult male was trapped on Copeland Island
,
Co.

^own, on 28th May. This summer visitor to southern Europe and the

mediterranean area has been recorded in Britain and Ireland on 31

rcasions (25 times since 1951 and 19 times in the ten years 1958-67)

. J now seems to be observed in two years out of three. The records

iin April to November (though none in August and only one in

i'iy), with May and June together totalling 19, but the one on St.

;:;nes above was 17 days earlier than the previous earliest.

Greenish Warbler {Phylloscopus trochiloides)

rrham: Hartlepool, i6th and 17th September (E. C. Gatenby, J. V. Henderson,

T. MeAndrew).
rrfolk: Holme, trapped, 12th September (P. R. and Mrs. M. R. Clarke, H. Insley

i (/.).

!lly: St. Agnes, 21st September (R. J. Johns); 29th and 30th October (R. E.

imett, D. I. M. and Mrs. K. A. Wallace).

rrkshire: Spurn, trapped, 25th June (P. Credland, B. R. Spence, A. Willis).
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There was also one on Cape Clear Island, Co. Cork, on nth October.

The ten years 1958-67 produced 44 records of this spreading summer
visitor to north-east Europe and Asia and there have been 56 records

altogether (all except one since 1945). It now appears annually and four

or five is about the average number; the pattern was analysed in greater

detail in the 1966 report (fir//. Birds, 60: 326).

Bonelli’s Warbler {Phjlloscopus bonelli)

Kent: Sandwich Bay, 3rd to at least 29th June (J. N. Hollyer, R. Lawrence et a/.).

Northumberland : Hauxley, 4th November (W. G. Johnson, B. Little, M. Nattrass).

This spreading west European and Mediterranean species is still i

not quite annual here, having been recorded in only seven of the ten

years 1958-67, but this decade produced 16 records in Britain and '

Ireland and there have now been 19 in all. With the exception of three

in the spring months of April-June and two in October-November,

all have been in August (five) and September (nine).

Arctic Warbler (^Phjlloscopus borealis)

Fife: Isle of May, 30th and 31st August (Dr. W. J. and Mrs. J. E. Eggeling).

Shetland: Fair Isle, first-year, trapped, 30th August to 4th September (R. H.

Dennis, W. Landells et ali)
\
first-year, 21st September (R. H. Dennis, A. R. Main-

wood, R. Rhodes et al.)- Leagarth, Fetlar, 12th September (K. Hague, R. J. Tulloch,

Miss P. Williams). Halligarth, Unst, 3rd September (F. J. Walker).

During the ten years 1958-67 this north European and Siberian

summer visitor appeared annually except in 1965 and totalled 29

records. The first dates all fell between 14th August and 12th October

and no less than 15 were in the fortnight beginning 28th August. A
photograph of the first Fair Isle bird above is reproduced on plate 50a.

Dusky Warbler {Phjlloscopus fuscatus)

Kent: Dungeness, first-year, trapped, $ on wing measurement, loth to 15th No-

vember (R. J. Burness, M. J. Rogers, R. E. Scott et al.).

There are now five British records of this summer visitor to the east-

ern half of Asia and this is the fourth since 1961. Like Pallas’s Warbler

P. proregulus, the species tends to occur towards the end of the autumn,

but, as with several other eastern rarities in 1967, this individual

was late. A photograph is reproduced on plate 50b.

Richard’s Pipit {Anthus novaeseelandiae)

Buckinghamshire: Dorney Common and Slough sewage farm, 7th to 24th Oc-

tober (E. E. Green, R. J. Johns, K. A. Nalder).

Cambridgeshire: Ouse Washes, 29th October (M. T. Barnes).

Cornwall: Padstow, 29th December (T. J. Brenton, P. J. Dwyer). Porthgwarra,

23rd October (R. J. Johns); 19th November (E. Griffiths, L. P. Williams).

Devon: Lundy, three, 21st September, two on 23rd (A. J. Vickery, C. S. Waller).

Dorset : Portland Bill, 28th September (F. R. Clafton, G. R. Gervis, P. R. Mays

et all). Lodmoor, Weymouth, ist October (E. E. H. Jones, E. T. Welland).
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I

...lamorgan: Lavernock Point, 23rd October (W. E. Jones, S. F. Young); 9th to

.th November (Mrs. A. Heathcote, W. E. Jones, S. F. Young et al.).

:ient: Sandwich Bay, 30th October (D. M. Batchelor, F. W. Bunn, D. L. Daven-

>rt).

•incolnshire: Huttoft Bank, 29th October to iith November (K. Atkin,

Cooper).

I
I orfolk: Acle, 5th November (R. J. Johns). Cley, 27th November (R. J. Johns).

olme, six, 7th October (M. T. Barnes, G. M. S. Easy) ; one, 6th December (M. T.

,
irxmes, G. M. S. Easy). Salthouse, 14th October (R. J. Johns). Weyboume, five,

.th October, three on 15th (R. J. Johns); ist November, two on 2nd (G. Hinchon);

./o, 4th November, three on jth, two on 12th (R. J. Johns).

1
r^rkney: North Ronaldsay, 13th April (K. G. Walker).

' tembrokeshire : Skokholm, 13th September (C. K. Britton, D. A. Scott); i8th

I ctober (D. A. Scott).

I
M.-illy: St. Agnes, 14th September, 17th, i8th (three), 19th, 23rd and 23th to 30th,

dd 4th to nth October, 12th (two), 22nd (five), 25th, 26th and 29th (P. A. Dukes,

C. Joyner, R. J. Johns et al.). St. Martin’s, two, 7th October (B. Rabbitts). St.

i.ary’s, two or three, 23th and 26th September (P. A. Dukes, R. J. Johns et al.).

\ rtresco, 7th and loth October (D. B. Hunt).

Mietland: Fair Isle, 13 th September (two), i6th (two +), i8th (two), 19th (three),

•)th and 21st (two), 22nd (three), 23rd (four +), 24th (two), 23th (four +), 26th

mree), 27th (eight, including three trapped), 28th (three +) and 30th (two), and
• t October (one +), 2nd (two), 3rd and 4th (one), 3th (one trapped), 6th (three),

' h (two), nth and 12th (one) and 21st (one), and 6th November (one), 7th and 8th

»wo) and 9th (three) (R. H. Dennis et al.).

:aafTordshire : Blithfield Reservoir, 13 th October (P. Hyde, B. J. Mills, T. Trueman
al.)-, two, 29th October and 4th November, three on 3th (A. R. M. Blake, A. R.

\id B. R. Dean).

uassex: Pevensey Levels, four, 22nd October (B. E. Cooper, A. R. Kitson, A. Quinn
al.)-, two, 23rd October (R. H. Charlwood, B. E. Cooper, M. E. Nolan et al.)-,

Tiree, 29th October (R. H. Charlwood)
;
three, 2nd November (A. Quinn). Sidlesham,

th October (M. Shrubb).

Worcestershire : Upton Warren, 7th October (J. Ridley).

I'orkshire: Spurn and Kilnsea, 17th and i8th September, then 13 individuals on
^ 1 bird-days from 2nd October to 19th November when one trapped (J. Cudworth,
I [. Densley, B. R. Spence et al.). Filey Brigg, 12th November (J. E. Dale, M. J.

ulmer, F. J. Roberts et al.).

The Orkney record in spring was unusual, but the autumn avalanche

/as so remarkable as to make the quite sizeable influx of 1966 seem
' othing by comparison. Some observers saw ten, twenty or even more
'idividuals of this widespread summer visitor to central and eastern

i\sia (which also breeds in southern Asia, Africa and Australasia) and

le grand total was at least 120, compared with 32-38 in 1966 and an

verage of about nine in the previous eight years. Curiously, only one

/as seen in Ireland—on Cape Clear Island, Co. Cork, on 2nd and 4th

Ictober. This invasion affected several other countries in northern

/iurope and R. H. Dennis is preparing an analysis: if there are any

aps in the above list, we hope that observers wiU send in details

nmediately.
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Tawny Pipit {Anthus campestris)

Hampshire: Gilkicker Point, 17th September (M. Bryant, M. A. Terry).

Kent: Dungeness, two adults and one first-year, 28th August, one adult and one
first-year on 29th (D. J. Britton, P. J. Grant, R. E. Scott et al.)\ i8th and 19th

September (R. J. Burness, P. J. Morgan, M. J. Rogers). Sandwich Bay, 28th August
(K. A. Chapman, R. Lawrence, M. J. Watts). (The Wicks have been included with

the Midrips under Sussex below.)

Norfolk: Holme, 17th September (J. A. W. Moyes).

Scilly : St. Agnes, 26th September (R. J. and Mrs. A. M. Johns, S. C. Joyner); nth
October (N. R. Phillips et al.)-, 30th October to 2nd November (R. E. Emmett,
Miss H. M. Quick, D. I. M. Wallace et al.). Tresco, 21st to 27th September (L. G.

Holloway, D. B. Himt, B. Metcalfe et al.).

Sussex: Beachy Head, 17th September (P. Clement, B. E. Cooper, A. Quinn et al.).

Midrips and Wicks, adult, 2nd September (P. J. Morgan, M. J. Rogers et al.),

Seaford Head, 24th September (A. B. Sheldon). Sidlesham, 20th September (M.

Shrubb). The Crumbles, 17th September (R. H. Charlwood).

These 18 records of this widespread European, south Asiatic and

north-west African species were more than in any previous year during

1958-67 (when the other annual totals varied from seven to about 16).

In all, the ten years produced about 1 1 2 records.

Red-throated Pipit {Anthus cervinus)

Shetland : Fair Isle, trapped, 21st to 25 th September, a second on 21st (R. H. Dennis,

E. J. Wiseman et al.). Haroldswick, Unst, nth and 12th June (M. G. Miller, M.
Sinclair, F. J. Walker).

This summer visitor to north-east Europe and Siberia produced

27 records (involving about 32 individuals) in the ten years 1958-67.

The main months of occurrence were May (ten), September (five) and

October (seven) with others from April to November (but none in

July).

Citrine Wagtail {Motacilla citreola)

Northumberland : Holy Island, 28th to 30th September (L. F. Dale, B. F. Grattage,

A. F. Jacobs et al.).

Suffolk: Minsmere, loth and nth October (H. E. Axell, A. Grieve, D. Mower
et al.).

There are now ten British records (involving eleven individuals) of

this summer visitor to Russia, Siberia and central Asia, all since 1954

and all first seen in September or October. The first six were on Fair

Isle, but the other four in England.

Lesser Grey Shrike {Lantus minor)

Caernarvonshire: near Caernarvon, 8th June (W. M. Condry, G. C. Lambournc).

East Lothian: Whitekirk, loth June (K. and Mrs. E. M. P. Allsopp).

Hampshire: Holt Pound, near Farnham, Surrey, <?, dead, 16th May (T. G. Winter);

specimen now in Haslemere Educational Museum.

Orkney: North Ronaldsay, 27th September (K. G. Walker).

Shetland: Saxa Vord, Unst, 15th October (E. Thomson).
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Plate 44. Above, the inner basin of the llayle estuary, Cornwall, where the Long-

billed Dowitcher l^imnodromns scolopaceus stayed atypically in the tidal creeks.

Below, this bird walking in water; note how short the bill appears at this angle

(page 367) and how the flanks and vent look spotted {photos: ]. B. and S. Bottomley)



:,ATE 45. I.ong-billed Dowitchcr l^imnodromus scolopaceiis, Cornwall, December

166, the bill appearing longer. Above, note the grey upper breast, the pale face and

c now apparently barred under-tail. Below, drooped wings expose the white mid-

ck and barred rump; the scapulars are abraded {photos: J. B. and S. Bottomky)



Plate 46. Long-billed Dowitcher Limnodromus sco/opacetis preening, Cornwall, Dec-

ember 1966. These show well the tail and flanks, the latter looking short-barred

or spotted, with the under-tail arrow-marked. Above, the dark bands on the tail

equal or exceed the white ones in width (page 368) {photos: J. B. and S. Bottomley)



ATi£ 47. Male Short-billed Dowitcher Umnodrornus griseus bettdersoni in breeding

image, Canada, July 1966. Note the short and thick-looking bill, the dark cap,

. ; well-patterned upper-parts and the little-marked under-parts (page 569). Below,

i tail shows more white than that of the Maylc scolopacens {photos: J. R. Jeh/)



Plate 48. Immature Great Black-headed Gull Lar//s ichthyaetus, Yorkshire, March-

April 1967 (page 345). Above, note the head looking square from the front, with

heavy white brows, and the white edges to the tail. Below, the large bill was almost

as long as the head and the upright stance was noticeable {photos: N. Car/ing)



iw*

>ATE 49. Bonaparte’s Gull Lams Philadelphia, Cornwall, March 1968 (page 344).

•)te the small size (compared above with Black-headed Gull L. ridibimdas in front),

: fine black bill, the white fore-wing (recalling Black-headed), the diagnostic

ite under-wing and black tips to all primaries {photos: J. B. and i'. Bottomley)



Plate 50. Above, Arctic Warbler Phjlloscopiis borealis, Shetland, August 1967 (page

352); note the supercilium and signs of two wing-bars (/j/'o/o; R. H. Dennis). Below,

Dusky Warbler V.fnscatus, Kent, November 1 967 (page 352), showing the long super-

cilium, suffused sides of breast and uniform upper-parts {photo: D. 1 . M. Wallace)
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The ten years 1958-67 produced 29 records of this summer visitor

- south and east Europe and south-west Asia, a remarkable total when
i. e considers that 30 years ago the species was regarded as a very rare

1;
grant here. In this decade it was recorded in every year except 1959

i d 1963 (though only once in Ireland), the months being May to

)vember with peaks in May (six), June (nine) and September (six).

Woodchat Shrike {Lanius senator)

rnmarvonshire : Bardsey, immature, trapped, 21st August (G. H. Evans, R. S.

L-ghes).

tvon: Lundy, $, trapped, 10th May (C. S. Waller).

r>tset: Portland Bill, immature, loth to 13th September (Dr. J. S. Ash, F. R.

-’ton. Miss M. D. Crosby et al.). Southwell, Portland, immature, 24th September

:.th October (Dr. J. S. Ash, F. R. Clafton, P. R. Mays et al.).

Hit Lothian; Tyninghamc, 19th August (C. S. Tait).

nmorgan: Worms Head, Gower, (J, 14th June (D. Chatlield).

nmpshire: Bembridge, Isle of Wight, 12th May (H. P. K. Robinson).

r.rayshire: Findhorn, <J, 2nd June (J. L. and Mrs. Cojeen).

nnbrokeshire : Skokholm, trapped, 17th June (C. K. Britton, B. Chambers,

W. Scott); immature, trapped, 23rd July (C. K. Britton, D. A. Scott). Skomer, cJ,

t'to nth June (P. Corkhill, Colonel E. G. M. Goodwin, R. Saunders et al.).

I;ly: Annet, immature, 22nd August (P. J. Edwards, A. B. Gammel). St. Agnes,

•Jiature, 29th September to 4th October (D. J. Holman, P. R. Holness, R. J.

ns et al.). Tresco, immature, 2nd October (D. B. Hunt).

inland: Fair Isle, tJ, 9th to 13th June (R. H. Dennis, W. N. Landells et al.)-,

, July (J. A. Stout, J. Wilson et al.). Foula, (J, 2nd to loth June (A. R. Mainwood,
olking et al.).

>aex: Graffham, $, 26th and 27th May (Mrs. A. Ross, M. Shrubb, Miss J. V.
iCy et al.).

kkshire: Spurn, cJ, trapped, 17th May (R. F. Dickens, B. R. Spence, S. J. Weston),

n the ten years 1958-67 this west and south European summer
ttor, which also breeds in north-west Africa and south-west Asia,

recorded 121 times between April and October with 39 in May,

m June, 31 in August, 17 in September and five or less in the other

niths. The annual average thus being about twelve, the 19 in 1967
ce more than usual and, in fact, the second highest total in the

ude, but this is a species which fluctuates here remarkably and the

i jal figures varied from two to 21.

Rose-coloured Starling {Sturnus roseus)

ivickshire: Edrom, 29th June (D. Bridgewater); 25th July and 7th September
:mith).

marvonshire : Bardsej', adult, 3rd and 4th August (A. Brooks-Jones, G. H.
ss, M. Wright).

1Lothian : Ormiston, ist July to at least 4th August (T. Forsyth, A. Macdonald,
IB. Slater et al.).

Ifordshire: Hemel Hempstead, loth January (Mrs. D. M. Tyers).

:rr Hebrides: Gress, Stornoway, 2nd August (L. H. Campbell).
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As noted previously, this south-east European and south-west

Asiatic species is not uncommonly kept in captivity, but we have no

evidence that any of the six or seven listed above had escaped. The
Hertfordshire date is a somewhat unlikely one for a wild individual,

but all the others are consistent with the timing of the wanderings of

Rose-coloured Starlings in Europe. These records, together with an

adult at The Mullet, Co. Mayo, on i6th July, formed the most sig-
i

nificant series of observations of this species in the ten years 1958-67.

Red-eyed Vireo {Vireo olivaceus)
I

Pembrokeshire: Skokholm, immature, trapped, 14th October (C. K. Britton,
|

B. Chambers, D. A. Scott).
j

This was the second year in succession that one was trapped and

there was also an Irish record on Cape Clear Island, Co. Cork, on 6th

and 7th October. These brought the total number of records of this

North American species in Britain and Ireland to five (six individuals),

all in the first half of October and all since 1951.

Parula Warbler {Parula americand)
j

Cornwall : St. Ives, 26th November (N. J. Phillips, L. P. Williams). 1

This is only the second British record of this North American war- I

bier, which has not otherwise been recorded on this side of the Atlantic

except in Iceland. The first one was on Tresco, Isles of Scilly, on i6th

and 17th October 1966 (Br/V. Pirds, 60: 329).

American Redstart {Setophaga ruticilld)

Cornwall: Porthgwarra, 21st October (K. Allsopp, K. L. Fox, B. King et al.).

This is the first British record of a species which breeds in immature

woodlands of North America and winters chiefly in Central and north-

ern South America. There is one previous European record from

Ushant, France.

Baltimore Oriole {Icterus galbula)

Devon: Lundy, two, one dead, 17th October (J. and Mrs. Ogilvie, C. S. Waller),

Pembrokeshire: Skokholm, adult (J, trapped, 5th to 10th October (C. K. Britton,

B. Chambers, D. A. Scott et al.).

Scilly: St. Agnes, trapped, i8th to 26th October (Mrs. E. M. P. Allsopp, M.

Stewart, S. Wellstead et al.).

The first British record of this North American species was in 1958

and up to 1966 there had been three others. Thus the four in 1967 were

particularly remarkable in that they equalled the previous total. As

before, all were in October and on the same dates as other American

passerines. Although some are imported, the dates, localities and

associated species suggest that these were all wild individuals, though

quite likely ship-assisted.
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Rose-breasted Grosbeak {Vheucticus ludovicianus)

-imbrokeshire : Skokholm, adult $, trapped, 5th October (C. K. and Mrs. A.

itton, B. Chambers et al.).

I This is the fourth British and Irish record of this North American

, ecies, all since 1957 and all in October or November. Although some

,ve been imported as cage-birds, the coincidence of its arrival with a

,
iltimore Oriole suggests that this was a wild individual.

Serin {Serims serinus)

iimwall: Camborne, four, 13th to 15th February (R. Khan). Leiant, two, 7th and

1 January (R. J. Johns); two, and to 4th December (N. J. and N. R. Phillips),

inrazion, five, 21st November (R. Khan). Porthgwarra, 29th October (R. J.

hns); 1 2th November (L. P. Williams). St. Clement’s, three, 20th March (Mrs. S.

'ttomley).

inrset: Portland Bill, ist December (F. R. Clafton).

i impshire: Farlington Marshes, cj, 30th October (G. Eycrs, K. R. Grant),

rmbrokeshire: Skokholm, <J, trapped, loth June (C. K. Britton, B. Chambers,

A. Scott).

>'ssex: Selsey Bill, 3rd December (M. J. Helps, A. R. Kitson).

uuthern England
:
(locality suppressed), pair bred successfully in May (names of

s<servers withheld at their request).

VWe now see the sequel to the exceptional series of records in 1966

•it. Birds, Go: 330). Four of the observations above may well have

iated to individuals sedentary in wintering areas. The details of the

•St breeding record have already been published (Brit. Birds, 61:

-88) and there is circumstantial evidence that another pair nested

.ewhere. This little finch from continental Europe, north-west

:’rica and Asia Minor has perhaps now secured a foothold here

.er its gradual spread northwards in continental Europe over the

t hundred years.

Scarlet Rosefinch or Grosbeak (Carpodacus erjthrinus)

won: Lundy, 22nd to 24th October (C. S. Waller).

»rset: Portland, 25th to 27th August (F. R. Clafton, M. F. M. Meiklejohn, N. R.

..•gers et al.).

ee: Isle of May, trapped, 12th to 21st September (Miss N. J. Gordon, J. E. King,

D. Watson).

nrthumberland : Seaton Delaval, trapped, i6th and 17th September (A. Belshaw,
t Colley).

kkney: North Ronaldsay, i8th September (K. G. Walker).

' tetland: Fair Isle, 5th June (Dr. S. Cox, R. A. Richardson e/ a!.): 29th August,
: September, loth (four), nth and 12th (two), i8th and 19th, 20th to 23rd (two),

h (three -b) and 25th to 27th (R. H. Dennis, W. N. Landells et al.). Foula, jth

ae (A. R. Mainwood). Norvfick, Unst, 20th September and 7th October (F. J.

1 -Iker).

rrkshire: Spurn, 19th August (B. Banson, G. R. Edwards, B. R. Spence
. :/.).
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Juvenile and first-year males are not distinguishable from females

and so all the records above may be said to refer to females or immature
males. The ten years 1958-67 produced a total of about 90 British and

two Irish records of this east European and Asiatic summer visitor

which winters in south-east Asia. Whereas there were only about 34
in the first five years, however, the second five totalled nearly 60. In

1967 alone there were no less than 20 and, together with the 1966

records (Br/V. Birds, 60: 331), they suggest a change in the pattern of

occurrences here. Formerly this species was very much a speciality of

Orkney and Shetland (and less regularly the Isle of May), but now
records from other and often mainland localities are increasing. They
accounted for nearly a quarter of the total in these ten years. In addition,

spring occurrences have been annual since 1963 and there have now
been three in May and four in early June. The strong tendency of the

|

1950’s up to and including 1961 for autumn records to be in late

August and the first half of September has been replaced by a wider

spread of occurrences from mid-August to late October. September
|

remains the peak month, with nearly 60 records in the ten years, but it
j

is worth noting that in 1966 and 1967 the first dates were grouped as
1

follows; i9th-28th August, six; 9th-24th September, twelve; and 28th '

September-22nd October, eleven. It seems likely that we are receiving

Scarlet Rosefinches from populations further east than before and in

this connection the simultaneous upsurge in records of Richard’s

Pipits Anthus novaeseelandiae should be borne in mind. On the other

hand, it is just possible that the situation is obscured by escapes from

increasing importations.

Slate-coloured Junco {Junco hyemalis)

Shetland: Foula, loth May (A. R. Mainwood).

This North American species is imported as a cage-bird and we

know that at least one has escaped in southern England. Nevertheless,

it is significant that there was also one on Foula in 1966 (Brit. Birds,

60
; 332) and that the three British and Irish records have all been in

May (see discussion by Dr. I. C. T. Nisbet in Brit. Birds, 56: 204-217).

It is considered likely that the 1967 record related to a wild individual.

I

White-throated Sparrow (Zonotrichia albicollis)

Caernarvonshire: Bardsey, first-year, trapped, 15th October to 7th November

(J. N. Elymond, G. H. Evans, R. M. Wright et at.).

There was also one on Cape Clear Island, Co. Cork, on 3rd April and

these are the fifth and sixth records for Britain and Ireland. The one

on Bardsey above is the first autumn record, however, and in this

connection it is interesting to note that two males were trapped in the

Netherlands on 28th September and 8th October: M. J. Tekke could

find no evidence of captivity in either case and, considering the influx
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'

• Other American passerines at the time of the Bardsey record, there

' ems no reason to doubt wild origin there either. A few are kept in

iiptivity, but no escapes have been traced.

Pine Bunting (Emherit^a leucocephala)

;»fkney : North Ronaldsay, cJ, 7th to nth August (A. Swanney, K. G. Walker).

This is only the third British record of this bunting, which breeds

om eastern Russia across Asia and Siberia and which winters in

uuthern Asia. All have been in Scotland and the other two were in

cctober 1911 and October 1943. Unfortunately, many species of

. intings are imported as cage-birds and the surprisingly early date

I this occurrence raises the possibility of its having been an escape,

trticularly as the bird was associated with a Black-headed Bunting

melanocephala (see below) and also a Red-headed Bunting E. brmiceps.

Black-headed Bunting {Emberit^a melancocephala)

j.icestershire : Hemington, ist July (M. Morris).

Ucney : North Ronaldsay, 4th to 7th August (K. G. Walker). Papa Westray,

yjut 23th June to mid-July (T. B. Miller).

TThis summer vistor to south-east Europe and Asia Minor is in-

:xasingly imported as a cage-bird and the possibility of escapes is

iiite high. It will be noted that the dates of the one on North Ronald-
• t overlapped with those of the Pine Bunting there and this in itself

"ms suspicious as the breeding areas of the two species do not^

1 !"'ncide at all.

Yellow-breasted Bunting (Emberi^a aureola)

I airland: Fair Isle, two $ or first-year, loth September, one staying to 12th (R. H.
tnnis, W. N. Landells, A. R. Mainwood et all)', another i8th and 19th September

' H. Dennis, E. J. Wiseman et al.).

I IThese three birds continue the sequence of almost annual occur-

I cces on Fair Isle of this summer visitor to north-east Europe and

Tth Asia. There are now about 25 British and Irish records, 16 of

( :m in the ten years 1958-67 and all but four in September (the others

1 rng in July, August and October).

Cretzschmar’s Bunting (Emberl^a caesia)

' titland: Fair Isle, d. toth to 20th June, trapped on 14th (G. J. Barnes, R. H.
inis, W. N. Landells et all).

This is the first British record of a species which breeds in the

kans, Asia Minor, Cyprus and the Middle East and which winters

th to the Sudan
;
stragglers have been recorded in other west Euro-

n countries. A few are imported here as cage-birds and the possi-

tcy of escapes cannot be excluded, but the one on Fair Isle showed
evidence of having been in captivity.
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Rock Bunting (Emben^a da)

Caernarvonshire: Bardsey, d, ist June (G. H. Evans, D. W. Taylor, R. M. Wright
et a/.).

This is the fifth British record (six birds) of this largely resident

species from southern Asia, north-west Africa and south Europe
north to western Germany. Some are imported, however, and there is

a possibility of escapes with an attendant risk of confusion with the

African Rock Bunting E. tahapisi.

Rustic Bunting {Emheri:(a rustica)

Shetland: Fair Isle, ?, 25th May (G. Bundy, Dr. S. Cox, R. H. Dennis); $, nth
June (R. H. Dennis).

This north-east European and north Asiatic species was recorded
!

in nine of the ten years 1958-67 which produced a total of 32 or 33

individuals. Most were in September (eleven) and October (twelve)
,

with one at the beginning of November, but there were also nine in
j

April-June.
!

Little Bunting (Emberi^a pusilla)

Norfolk: Paston Cliffs, 12th September (D. I. M. Wallace).

Pembrokeshire: Skokholm, 19th November (B. Chambers).

Scilly: St. Mary’s, 19th October (H. P. K. Robinson). Tresco, 17th and i8th Oc-

tober (K. L. Fox, D. B. Hunt, B. King et al.).

Shetland : Fair Isle, singles, 17th to 19th September and 26th, i8th October (trapped)

and 20th, and 12th November (R. H. Dennis, A. R. Mainwood et al.). Out Skerries,

20th and 2ist September (R. J. Tulloch).

Yorkshire: New Marske Reservoir, iith November (T. Bradbury, D. Wood).

This was an unusually wide scatter of records, more so than in any

of the preceding nine years, of this north-east European and Siberian

species which winters in south-east Asia. Once again, the possibility

of an origin further east than normal is suggested since this species

shares some of the breeding range of Richard’s Pipit Anthus mvaesee-

landiae and, with the exception of the one in Norfolk, all these records

were within the period of the unprecedented influx of that species.

The ten years 1958-67 produced a total of about 56 Little Buntings,

mainly in September (16) and October (24) with smaller numbers in

November (five, three of them in 1967), March (four), April (two) and

May (five).

Supplementary 196^ record

Great Spotted Cuckoo {Clamator glandarius)

Isle of Man: Ballajora, found dead on 12th March and specimen now in the Manx

Museum (A. Ainsworth, P. R. Foulkes-Roberts).

This was the tenth British and Irish record (see page 346).
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Supplementary record

Albatross {Diomedea sp.)

rrnwall: Marazion, 23rd August (J. B. and Mrs. S. Bottomley).

Supplementary 196J records

Royal Tern {Sterna maxima')

I nt: Sandwich Bay, 28th and 29th July (M. Davenport, J. N. Hollyer, O. Tunan-

et al.).

A full account of this first British record will be published in a

,urc issue of British Birds. There is a previous Irish record of one

,ig dead near Dublin on 24th March 1954 {Brit. Birds, 48: 116-117).

Aquatic Warbler {Acrocephalus paludicold)

iddlesex: Perry Oaks, 30th August (P. R. Colston, S. Kear).

Arctic Redpoll {Acanthis hornemanni)

htland: Whalsay, a redpoll showing the characters of this species, 14th to 19th

t:ember (J. H. Simpson).

Little Bunting {Emberi^a pusilla)

IJdlesex: Perry Oaks, 2nd to 19th May (J. B. Cox, D. A. Putman, M. J. Rogers
’)•

. Supplementary 1^66 records and corrections

Albatross {Diomedea sp.)

I kkshirc: Robin Hood’s Bay, 15th September (C. J. Feare).

’his record was previously included in the list of those not accepted

966 {Brit. Birds, 60: 336). It was then resubmitted by C. J. Feare a

rr later after he and J. E. Wale had seen an adult Black-browed
I atross Diomedea melanophris off Filey Brigg, Yorkshire, on 19th

ober 1967 (see page 332) and is now considered acceptable as a

I ^eric identification.

Little Egret {Egretta gar^etta)

-oolnshire: Kirton/Frampton, 23rd July (M. T. Barnes, G. M. S. EasjJ.

ifolk: Cley, Holme and Scolt Head, 15th to 19th June (P. R. Clarke, Miss E.

;ter, R. A. Richardson et at.).

Squacco Heron {Ardeola ralloides)

Ifolk: Rollesby Broad, three days at end of July (J. J. Buxton).

Ithough there were about 90 records up to 1939, this south

opean, south-west Asiatic and African species is now extremely

here. Formerly it was much more frequent than the Little Egret,

the positions of the two species have become completely reversed
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and observations of Squacco Herons in Britain in the last 1 5
years have

been limited to two in 1954, one or two in 1958 and one in 1964. A
dying immature was also found in Dublin on 2nd October 1967, the

twelfth Irish record but the first since about 1919.

Ferruginous Duck {Ajthja nyroca)

Berkshire : Marsh Benham, 29th October (I. Weston).

Ruddy Shelduck (Tadorna ferruginea)

Hampshire: Newton Marsh, Isle of Wight, 20th to 27th November (J. Cheverton,

N. Davis, D. Hunnybun).

All records of this north African, south-east European and south

Asiatic species in northern Europe must now be suspect in view of

the numbers which are imported in a full-winged state.

Crane {Grus grus)

(Correction): the adult at Tatton Mere, Cheshire {Brii. Birds, 60: 316), was in fact

present from 12th January to 27th February (D. T. Parkin et al.).

Yorkshire: Spurn, 14th May (J. Cudworth, M. L. Denton).

Long-billed Dowitcher (Gimnodrotfjus scolopaceus)

Cornwall: Hayle estuary, trapped, 30th October to 22nd April 1967 (E. GrifSths,

R. Khan, L. P. Williams et al.).

Scilly: St. Agnes, 23rd October (R. E. Emmett, D. I. M. Wallace, D. B. Wool-

dridge et al.).

These two records were included in the 1966 report as either Long-

billed Dowitchers or Short-billed Dowitchers L. griseus (Brit. Birds,

(60: 317), but the one at Hayle eventually assumed breeding plumage

and then subsequent correspondence wdth Dr. J. R. Jehl Jr. on the

field identification of the two dowitchers enabled both observations

(which perhaps related to the same individual in any case) to be

referred to the Long-billed species (see also pages 340 and 366-372).

Semipalmated Sandpiper (Calidris pusillus)

(Correction): the record of the one at Wisbech sewage farm, Lincolnshire/Norfolk

(Brit. Birds, 60: 319), should read as follows: 12th November, trapped 13th, to end

of December (J. Hardman, Dr. C. D. T. Minton, J. A. W. Moyes et al.). In addition,

A. R. Bomford and C. Kearton wish it to be made clear that they were not associated

with any report before 12th November.

Gull-billed Tern (Gelochelidon niloticd)

Hampshire: Gilkicker Point, 13th July (M. H. Terry). Hurst Castle, 3th July

(P. Hobby, E. J. Wiseman).

Norfolk: Weybourne, 27th August (R. J. Johns).

Snowy Owl (Njctea scandiacd)

Aberdeenshire/Banffshire: Ben Macdhui, 3rd July (I. C. Munro, A. Tewnion);

probably the one seen in the Cairngorms on 23 th June (Br/V. Birds, 60: 322).

Moray Basin: 20th August to 23rd October (D. Barbour, S. Roberts).
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Hawk Owl {Surnia ulula)

.'imwall: Gurnard’s Head, 14th August (Dr. J. D. Parrack).

'.This is only the second British record of this northern Eurasian and

' nerican owl in the ten years 1958-67, only the third since 1900 and

iy the tenth in all (there are no Irish records). Most have been during

ovember-March, with the exceptions of one other in August (Somer-

: in 1847) and one in September (Lancashire in 1959). The previous

igust record was one of three old specimens assigned to the American

,:e S. u. caparoch and, in view of the western localities of the 1959

,d 1967 records, it is perhaps as likely that they too were of this

rnerican form, in which case they may have been ship-assisted

:oss the Atlantic.

Nutcracker {Nucifraga carjocatactes)

lllly: St. Martin’s,
5
th October (Miss A. D. Davis, Miss R. M. Dutton, L. God-

.d).

American Robin {Turdiis migratorius)

rrey: Wick Pond, Windsor Great Park, 12th February to
5
th March (M. Parker,

\M. Putman, C. M. Veysey et al.).

Woodchat Shrike {Lanius semtor)

imbrokeshire : Skokholm, trapped, 30th April (Ivl. Alexander, C. K. Britton,

>N. Safriel); immature, trapped, 21st August; immature, trapped, 24th August

^K. Britton, Dr. C. M. Perrins, D. A. Scott).

Rose-coloured Starling {Sturnus roseus)

nmpshire: Newport, Isle of Wight, 26th July (Mrs. R. S. Williams).

Arctic Redpoll {Acanthis hornemanni)

irrrection): details of a redpoll showing the characters of this species at Wells,

rtrfolk, from 29th September to 3rd October (R. P. Bagnall-Oakelej') were correct-

:;iven, but wrongly included with the supplementary 1965 records in the 1966

ort (Brit. Birds, 60: 335); this was, in fact, a 1966 record.

Serin {Serinus serinus)

rnwall : Porthgwarra, 29th October (R. J. Johns).

: t should be noted that this is not an error and that the same observer

also record a Serin at the same place on the same date a year later

5 57)-

OTHER CORRECTIONS TO THE NINTH REPORT
•p-taikd Sandpiper (1966): page 319, ‘G. S. Walker’ should read ‘D. J. Walker’.

^•.-backed Pipit (supplementary- 1964): page 333, dates should read ‘17th to 19th

Metober’.

’’x Shearwater (supplementary- 1965): page 334, under Yorkshire, ‘two’ should be

Jded.

•erican Wigeon (supplementary 1965): page 334, ‘1969’ should read ‘1966’.
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Appendix i. List of 1967 records not accepted

This list contains all the 1967 records which were not accepted after

circulation to the committee. It does not include (a) records withdrawn
by the observer(s), without circulation, after discussion with the Hon.
Secretary

;
(b) records which, even if circulated, were not attributed by

the observer(s) to any definite species
; or (c) a few records which were

mentioned in ‘Recent reports’, but of which full details were unob-

tainable. Birds considered to be escapes are also omitted.

In the vast majority of instances the record was not accepted because '

we were not convinced, on the evidence before us, that the identification -

was correct; in only a very few cases were we satisfied that a mistake

was made.
White-billed Diver

Cory’s Shearwater

Purple Heron

Night Heron

White Stork

Green-winged Teal

Baikal Teal

American Wigeon
Bufflehead

Gyr Falcon

Red-footed Falcon

Lesser Kestrel

Crane

Dowitcher sp.

Great Snipe

Solitary Sandpiper

Lesser Yellowlegs

Terek Sandpiper

Least Sandpiper

White-rumped Sandpiper

Semipalmated Sandpiper

Western Sandpiper

Broad-billed Sandpiper

Wilson’s Phalarope

Ivory Gull

Bonaparte’s Gull

Slender-billed Gull

Haroldswick, Unst, Shetland, 8th and 9th July 1

St. Agnes, Isles of Scilly, 5 th September
1

Sandwich Bay, Kent, 19th September
1

St. Mary’s, Isles of Scilly, two, 19th October
i

Fetlar, Shetland, iith to 15 th August
Beetham, Westmorland, 6th to 24th October
Norwich, Norfolk, iith and 12th June
Tirley, Gloucestershire, 15th June

(

Felsted School, Essex, 29th May
j

Titchfield Haven, Hampshire, 27th August
Bretton Park, Yorkshire, i6th April

South Ribble estuary, Lancashire, 13th August
Newburgh, Aberdeenshire, ist October 1

Yetholm Loch, Roxburghshire, two, 25 th November I

onwards i

I

Radipole Lake, Dorset, 20th to 28th December
Hawick, Roxburghshire, 14th April

Lord’s Wood, Southampton, Hampshire, ist July

Stodmarsh, Kent, 13th May
Broughton, Peeblesshire, four, 25th May
Church Norton, Pagham, Sussex, 8th July

Thorney Island, Sussex, 20th August
Fetlar, Shetland, 7th September

Thorney Island, Sussex, 17th September

Perry Oaks, Middlesex, 26th March and 9th April

Sumburgh, Shetland, 28th September

Lymington, Hampshire, 12th August

Durleigh Reservoir, Somerset, 6th September

Chichester Harbour, Sussex, 17th September

Farlington Marshes, Hampshire, two, 24th September

Inner Ribble Marshes, Lancashire, 13 th and i4tb

October

Longton Marsh, Lancashire, 13 th August

New Hythe, Kent, 7th October

Manor Farm, Reading, Berkshire, 25 th to 29th October

Clevedon, Somerset, 12th March
Budle Bay, Northumberland, 25 th September

Wells, Norfolk, 1st to 3rd November
North Coates Point, Lincolnshire, 27th July

Chew Valley Lake, Somerset, 9th July
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ite-winged Black Tern

1-billed Tern

-pian Tern

, ty Tern

.. at Spotted Cuckoo

wy Owl
ine Swift

c-eater

;-rumped Swallow

i-uatic Warbler

cenish Warbler

eelli’s Warbler

aard’s Pipit

rny Pipit

:-throated Pipit

: ne Wagtail

cer Grey Shrike

•tailed Shrike

runore Oriole

• 1

( Grosbeak
‘ : Bunting

i ; Bunting

Queen Mary Reservoir, Middlesex, 23 rd July

Abberton Reservoir, Essex, 28th and 29th July

Chew Valley Lake, Somerset, 8th August
Beachy Head, Sussex, 8th October

Gullane Point, East Lothian, 27th August

Frampton Warth, Gloucestershire, 1 5
th October

Poole, Dorset, 17th September

Blakeney, Norfolk, 25 th June
Harris, Outer Hebrides, ist June

Colby, Isle of Man, January

Worthing, Sussex, 23 rd May
Fair Isle, Shetland, 29th May
Thame, Oxfordshire, 6th June
Bexhill-on-Sea, Sussex, 24th July

Portishead, Somerset, 26th September to 4th October

Wells, Norfolk, two, loth September

Barn Elms Reservoir, Surrey, 22nd October

Dungeness, Kent, 20th August

Epping Forest, Essex, 23rd April

Gower, Glamorgan, 4th September

Tynemouth, Northumberland, 20th September

St. Mary’s, Isles of Scilly, 31st December
Parkstone, Dorset, 26th September

Postbridge, Devon, 20th April

Sandwich Bay, Kent, 24th September

St. Mary’s, Isles of Scilly, 1 9th October

Church Norton, Sussex, 4th November
Wootton Saltings, Norfolk, loth September

Skokholm, Pembrokeshire, 28th September to 6th

October

St. Alary’s, Isles of Scilly, 28th October

Isle of May, Fife, 3rd November
King George VI Reservoir, Aliddlesex, two, 7th May
Blakeney, Norfolk, 5th August
Heacham, King’s Lynn, Norfolk, two, 15 th October

Thorpeness, Suffolk, 22nd January

Blakeney Point, Norfolk, 14th September

South Ribble estuary, Lancashire, 20th August
Walberswick, Suffolk, 1 8th February

St. Helena, Suffolk, 7th July

Sumburgh, Shetland, 27th September

Church Norton, Sussex, 11th September

Potters Bar, Hertfordshire, two, 4th March
Sandwich Bay, Kent, 27th March
Fame Islands, Northumberland, two, 6th May
Balgonie, Aberdeen, 21st October

appendix 2.

•itross sp.

c£quin

' ncole

ac Swift

' m Flycatcher

rny Pipit

Supplementary list of 1966 records not accepted

Alarske, Yorkshire, 24th October

Brancaster Harbour, Norfolk, 26th to 28th October

Grafham Water, Huntingdonshire, 26th June
Cholsey Common, Berkshire, 29th August
Blakeney Point, Norfolk, 28th August

Porthleven, Cornwall, 21st August



Dowitcher identification : a brief review

Bj D. L M. Wallace
(Plates 43-47)

INTRODUCTION
During a long argument over the specific identity of a dowitcher

l^imnodromus sp. that frequented the Hayle estuary, Cornwall, from 30th

October 1966 to 22nd April 1967 and was even trapped on one

occasion, many observers found themselves confused by the identi-

fication features given by Nisbet (1961) for separating the two species.

The present paper and the superb photographs of this Hayle dowitcher

(plates 43-46) by J. B. and S. Bottomley illustrate once more the diffi-

cult problems of the specific identification of these birds. The Rarities

Committee has for several years been conscious that a further statement 1

on the subject might help. This has not been easy to come by, but, in
1

pursuit of a final identity for the Hayle dowitcher, F. R. Smith contacted I

Dr. J. R. Jehl Jr. of the Natural History Museum of San Diego,

California. Dr. Jehl has long experience of both species and, with the

help particularly of some colour transparencies taken by J. B. and S. !

Bottomley on i6th and 17th April 1967 (by which time it had assumed 1

much of its breeding plumage), was able to identify it as a Long-billed

Dowitcher L. scolopaceus beyond all doubt. To quote his letter, ‘the

color of the reddish under-parts and particularly the barring on the

chest and the sides of the neck are unquestionable points of difference’.

The Rarities Committee pressed Dr. Jehl to make further comment

on dowitcher identification and in January and June 1968 he sent a

useful series of notes and a reprint of his own paper (Jehl 1963).

The following discussion draws heavily on these and on the record

files of dowitchers held by the committee.

IDENTIFICATION
It is salutary to remember that for many years it was accepted that

there was only one species of dowitcher in the New World and that it

was not until 18 years ago that Pitelka (1950) forced full recognition

of the fact that there are two. Even so, the passing of time has

done little to help field observers, though Dr. I. C. T. Nisbet still

deserves all credit for trying. In the current opinion of Dr. Jehl, it

would be foolish to believe that the two species are anything but ver)'

difficult to distinguish. To quote from his notes: ‘There will always

be some question about dowitcher identification unless the bird is in

the hand or photographs of it, particularly in breeding plumage, are

obtained. After examining skins in numerous collections in the United
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'States, I can state that many professionals have misidentified specimens
^

in their care, even after intensive study. I urge all concerned to demand
- substantial proof from observers before accepting a species identifi-

, cation for these very difficult and closely related birds. As Eisenmann

,'1961) has pointed out, the fact that we now call them species instead

of subspecies does not make their field identification any easier.’ •

These are daunting remarks with which to begin this review of our

.knowledge, but they are unavoidable. In dowitcher identification,

. success is likely to be uncommon and observers must beware of jum-
J-

oing to conclusions.
|

k

Vill length

Or. Jehl confirms the essence of Nisbet’s comments on bill length,

t is a good distinction in the case of extreme individuals. Large

. colopaceus with long bills (often held more downwards than those of

' Ihort-billed Dowitchers L. griseus) look more like snipe Gallinago spp. '

[There is a large area of overlap in bill length, however, and sexual

i limorphism in both species (and in both races of griseus) is a further

;omplicating factor (see Nisbet’s table 5 and Pitelka for statistical

! lifferences). The need for precision in estimating bill length must

"herefore be re-emphasised. Most opinions about the bill of the Hayle

:eolopaceus ranged from i| to zh times the length of the head, but
'

'dates 43-46 clearly demonstrate that it was nearer i| times, a length

estimated by only one observer. When the bird was trapped, the actual

length of the bill was found to be 64.5 mm. to the base of the feathers

rmd 69 mm. to the skull.

' •odj sii^e

))r. Jehl considers that body size is not a valid field character, allowing

rnly that any very large dowitcher is likely to be a female scolopaceus,

i'/hich would in any case be identifiable by bill length. The Hayle

'olopaceus and the 1966 St. Agnes scolopaceus (perhaps the same in-

: ividual) looked smaller than Redshanks Tringa totanus to most ob-

lerv'ers and were thus in the overlap area demonstrated by Nisbet’s

able 3. The latter’s cautious advancement of this character does not

:eem to have stood the test of experience with single vagrants.

’^ing length and position of wing tips

I Idere again, Nisbet cautiously suggested a character which does not
j|

icem to have stood up to testing on either side of the Atlantic. Dr.

r^hl cannot confirm that the wing tips of scolopaceus fall short of the
j

1' il and that those of griseus do not. Even with limited British ex- ^

c erience, the degree of wing fold is clearly too much of a variable for

aost observers to believe in this any longer. The position of the wing
;

- ps of the 1966 St. Agnes scolopaceus changed as one watched and the
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accompanying plates indicate that it was not fixed in the Hayle scolo-

paceus either (see again Nisbet’s table 3). The wing length of the Hayle

scolopaceus was 146 mm. (precise method of measurement not given).

Plumage

(i) Juvenile. It is important for observers to realise that Dr. Jehl does

not quarrel with Nisbet’s presentation of the differences in juvenile

plumage worked out by Pitelka (1950) and fully laid out in Nisbet’s

table 4. Therefore this table and plate
5 5

accompanying Nisbet’s paper

(which I drew to his rigorous instructions, using photographs as

guides to precise plumage details) remain the most useful aids to the

separation of dowitchers before their first-winter moult. Essentially,

young scolopaceus are darker above and greyer below, especially on

the neck and chest.

(2) Winter. What remains obscure is the effect of the moult from

juvenile to first-winter plumage. As most British and Irish occurrences

involve individuals initially in transitional dress, we are obviously

in difficulty. It appears that the Hayle scolopaceus retained some juvenile

feathers throughout the winter, but nevertheless an exhaustive

comparison by R. Wagstaffe of the original black-and-white photo-

graphs with skins pointed if anywhere to griseus. I was personally

impressed most by the striking width of the dark bars on the tail (well

shown in plate 46) and found these strongly indicative of scolopaceus.

In the 1957 griseus the ‘whitish bars on the tail-feathers were very

slightly wider than the dark bars’ (see Nisbet: 3 5 7). Dr. Jehl’s comment

on the Hayle scolopaceus in its original plumage ran as follows : ‘From

the autumn photographs, I could only tentatively identify the bird as

an immature male Long-billed . . . The apparently light grey head,

lighter than the back, and the concentration of grey on the upper

chest inclined me to that view.’ This is best illustrated by plate 45a.

About winter plumage in general. Dr. Jehl is very cautious. To the

above quotation he adds only that there is a tendency for the grey

markings on the chest of scolopaceus to end more abruptly and the grey

of the back to be slightly paler, both very fine points and usually not

to be relied upon in the field. It follows that Nisbet’s pointer that

juvenile feathers with reddish-buff edgings retained on the upper-parts

denote scolopaceus remains of little use with an untrapped or uncritically

examined individual. These may have been present on the one at

Hayle (E. Griffiths in litt.), but it should be noted that details of the state

of plumage are often regrettably omitted by British observers. It is

clearly important to try to define it. Finally (and worse still), it appears

that the question whether a dowitcher’s under tail-coverts carry bars

or spots is one of endless debate in most cases. In general, those of

scolopaceus are barred and oigriseus spotted, but clearly this is a character

that is useful only in fresh-plumaged, well-marked individuals seen
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It close range from a low angle or in the hand. Plates 45-46 adequately

demonstrate how confusing a side view can be. Furthermore, Dr.

fehl makes it clear that some griseus have barred coverts and some
colopaceus spotted.

(3) Breeding. Dr. Jehl states that well-marked plumage differences

occur only in spring plumage. In scolopaceus the ground colour of the

inder-parts is deep salmon or brick-red, whereas in griseus it is paler

ind more orange. In scolopaceus the throat, breast and flanks are heavily

oarred transversely, but the belly is usually unmarked. In griseus the

anks are less heavily barred or merely spotted and the breast and belly

nay be spotted or plain. It is essential to note that geographical varia-

, ion in griseus makes these differences less clear-cut in certain popula-

ions, but the above comments have been supported by Peterson (1961)

. vho indicated that the rusty colour on the under-parts of scolopaceus

! iften reaches the under tail-coverts and is thus more extensive than

! he orange oi griseus. Similarly, the back of scolopaceus is darker, with

(uufl feather-margins less obvious. In late August adult scolopaceus take

f, n a distinctive grey-faced, red-bellied appearance. This is a function

i:f the lateness of their moult compared with that of either race of

rriseus, which by that season are decidedly grey all over.

(4) Plumage illustrations. Dr. Jehl has kindly provided us with two
Photographs of a breeding male griseus hendersoni (the inland race of the

hhort-billed species) and these are reproduced on plate 47. They are

I ot strictly comparable with the December pictures of the Hayle

'olopaceus on the other plates, but they show certain griseus characters

/ell : these are the short bill, capped head, strongly marked upper-parts

nid poorly marked under-parts. As Nisbet (1961) pointed out, all but

•le last are also features of immature griseus. The April transparencies

ff the Hayle scolopaceus closely resembled the photograph of an un-

loubted spring scolopaceus reproduced as plate 58 in Nisbet’s paper,

rnfortunately, however, it will remain a rare event for dowitchers to

issume breeding dress in Britain. Unfortunately, too, while black-

' id-white photographs make excellent plumage maps, colours and

[/en tones of colours are obviously lost. Filling this gap is not easy,

:ut, according to Dr. Jehl, excellent illustrations of both species in

't)ring plumage can be found on plate 26 in Stout (1967). In Robbins

al. (1966) there is also a confident picture of each, but Dr. Jehl

ansiders that the griseus figured there looks more like a juvenile than

j spring adult. The coloured illustrations in Peterson (1947, 1961)

'id Peterson, Mountfort and Hollom (1966) were painted before the

,'Stinctions between the two species were fully understood, but these

',e actually more like^m?«j than scolopaceus, even in the last case where

.e plate was relabelled ‘Long-billed’. Stealing back to The Handbook

! 7itherby et al. 1938-41), one is therefore pleasantly surprised to find

;at, of the ‘Red-breasted Snipe’ figured on plate 107, the juvenile male
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is undoubtedly griseus. The adult female there in summer dress bears a

long bill, but definitely has more the plumage of griseus^ notably the

pinkish-orange ground-colour restricted to chest and flanks and the

spotted chest. The winter male on the plate in The Handbook is patently

problematic, though even it resembles the 1957 Cley griseus more
closely than the Hayle scolopaceus.

Voice

Dr. Jehl is adamant that the voices of the two species are different, but

adds, cryptically, ‘once you know them’. He confirms (and at least

some British observers would agree) that a single note usually written
,

as keek is characteristic of scolopaceus. This call may be trebled or drawn

out. Dr. Jehl has never heard griseus give a monosyllabic call except on

the breeding grounds with chicks. He regards a trisyllabic tu-tu-tu as

characteristic of both races oigriseus. This clear difference is not wholly
j

supported by Nisbet or continuing British experience. The 1957 Cley ;

griseus certainly uttered a penetrating quip or kip, a note recalling the I

flight calls of a phalarope Phalaropus sp. or a Little Stint Calidris
j

minuta, and so confusion is possible. The vagaries of the human ear

have to be considered too.

The calls produced by the Hayle scolopaceus reminded some observers 1

of those of Turnstones Arenaria interpres (a comparison used by Nisbet
|

to illustrate the voice quality of griseus) and Dunlins Calidris alpina. t

Its recorded vocabulary also included monosyllables like those of the I

1957 Clej griseus, as well as a melodious k-vit and a majority variety of

heek, keek or kreek calls. Undoubtedly observers heard this individual

utter notes supposedly specific to both species. At least one Irish do-

witcher in recent years has produced a similar range of calls (Major I

R. F. Ruttledge in Hit.). On the other hand, the 1966 St. Agnes scolo- 1

paceus never faltered from calling keek in the classic manner of its i

species. Dr. Jehl believes that ‘there is no reasonable doubt that the

keek note is confined to scolopaceus" and most other American authorities

agree with him.

Habitat ^

Dr. Jehl confirms the habitat preferences given by Nisbet, but adds
j

that he would expect these to break down where vagrants are con- I

cerned. In some localities—for example, islands—it is patently ridicu-
|

lous to think of an exhausted dowitcher deliberately choosing between 1

small freshwater pools and tidal mud patches. Certainly the 1966 St. I

Agnes scolopaceus was not seen to feed on the available mud and clearly I

preferred (correctly) to associate with Snipe G. gallinago on a flooded (

moor or with Redshank in a muddy field bottom. On the other hand,
j

the 1957 CX&j griseus preferred brackish lagoons in grazing marshes to I

the vast mudflats which it should have chosen and the Hayle scolopaceus
|
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, vas never seen to leave the mud creeks which it should have shunned

3 accord wdth preferences in America. The latter’s habitat is illus-

r rated on plate 44a.

CONCLUSIONS
^ Jo detis ex machina has appeared to assist with dowitcher identification.

"')r. Jehl’s comments are helpful in assessing the relative merits of the

various characters bravely put forward by Nisbet, but they provide

. o final solution. Commenting on the illustrations to the latter’s paper,

^•)r. Jehl demonstrates the difficulty of certain identification, even for

experts, by disagreeing with the naming there of the three dowitchers

ra plate 56a. To him the middle one is undoubtedly scolopaceus, not

’Hseus, and the other two could be also.

It is worth recalling here another British record over which there

.'as disagreement. A dowitcher in breeding plumage arrived at Shotton

Vools, Flintshire, on 21st June 1964 and remained until 12th Novem-
fer, assuming winter dress during its stay. I have re-examined a

iascussion of this particular individual by Dr. R. J. Raines {in lift, to

J. Ferguson-Lees), which concluded that on all the evidence it was

riseus hendersoni. Unfortunately, not even the original notes in the

larities Committee files contain sufficient detail for me to give a

rrm opinion, but I strongly suspect that the first identification as

olopaceus should stand. The point to be noted here is that this record

;arew up problems similar to those at Hayle, including changes in

loice (from single to polysyllabic calls), in plumage (under tail-coverts

larred in summer dress, but spotted in winter) and in apparent bill

mgth (long at first, but looking short in winter). It was also a small

[.dividual and it even switched habitats from inland marsh pools

I /hich it favoured initially) to saltings near-by.

Many dowitchers are going to remain just that in the present state of

Jir knowledge. It was apparent from the measurements of the one at

layle that it was probably either a male scolopaceus or a female griseus

Kndersoni and, to the majority of observers, the voice certainly pointed
' I the former. But for the final photographs, however, it would have

l id to be left indeterminate. If our American colleagues remain cau-

I ous, with whole breeding and migrant populations to study, we must
' : : even more careful in our treatment of vagrants which occur mostly

' a time when specific differences are at their least marked.

(One final comment is necessary on the saga of the Hayle dowitcher.

' vi^en when it was trapped, apparently no-one wrote a disciplined and

i tailed description or noted the extent of moult or plumage abrasion,

rsrtainly several series of photographs, both in black-and-white and
• lour, were taken, but, in general, most observers’ notes were erratic

content. No wonder that there was so much confusion. Dowitchers

te the most difficult waders on the British and Irish List to identify
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specifically and should be treated as such. Dr. Jehl’s comments indicate

that definite identifications will require redoubled efforts and, in spite

of all its frustrations, Nisbet’s paper is still the best readily available

reference. The Rarities Committee hopes to continue using Dr. Jehl’s

help in cases of detailed records.
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SUMMARY
The dowitcher himnodromus sp. on the Hayle estuary, Cornwall, in 1966/67 was

eventually shown to be of the Long-billed species L. scolopaceus, but the identification

rested almost entirely on colour photographs of it in breeding plumage in April.

The entire record up to that month was marred by a lack of sufficient detail. In-

formed American comment shows that there are still no easy ways to dowitcher

identification. The paper by Nisbet (1961) remains the most helpful reference, but

its use must now be controlled by the following qualifications and reiterations:

(a) body size and position of wing tips to tail are no real help in the field;

(b) bill length and voice characters are of limited value owing to large areas of

overlap and are open to human error in estimation or transcription (never-

theless, there is no evidence that griseus ever utters the keek note, either singly

or in series, and thus it may be diagnostic of scolopaceus)

;

(c) juvenile and winter plumage characters require close observation and accurate

detailed description (if possible, in the hand) for any use to be made of them;

(d) if there is a really valid field character in winter plumage, it may be in the width

of the dark tail bars, wider than the white bars in scolopaceus, but narrower in

griseus.

The specific identification of dowitchers is undoubtedly the hardest task facing the

wader enthusiast. If possible, photographs should be taken and the bird caught.
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Notes

^Curlew’s nest with seven eggs.—In April and May 1968 a pair of

Curlews Numenius arquata were seen on at least six occasions by Mrs.

‘ 1. Barnes and ourselves at a traditional breeding site in a marshy field

.lear Purton, Wiltshire. On nth May I.W.Y. flushed one of them from

nest containing seven eggs; about 200 yards away was a busy secon-

dary road, from which the sitting Curlew could just be seen. On the

3th I.W.Y. photographed the nest (fig. i) and we noted then that

Fig. I. Nest of Curlew Numenius arquata with seven eggs,

Wiltshire, May {photo: I. Young)

>me of the eggs on the edge of the scrape were not particularly warm,
> it is possible that the bird could not cover them all at once. All the

;fgs were very similar (except that one was slightly paler than the

hers) and had clearly been laid by the same individual. In any case,

ily two Curlews were ever noted in the area and the nearest known
dghbouring pair was about two miles to the west. From the 13th to

-e 26th we made observations only from the road, but on the latter

i .te the sitting Curlew could not be seen and the nest was found to be

'
: apty. There was no evidence of hatching and it seemed likely that

e eggs had been taken. G. L. Webber and I. W. Youxg

liaucous Gull dropping shellfish from a height.—A Glaucous

ull Lartts hjperboretts has wintered at Dawlish Warren, Devon, every

ar since 1961, changing from immature to adult plumage. On at

1st six occasions in the winters of 1965/66 and 1966/67 we saw it

lading on shellfish, dropping them from a height on to exposed

cky places to break them apart and then by forceful jabs of its bill

posing and swallovying the flesh. This feeding behaviour does not

pear to have been recorded for Glaucous Gulls, although it is

mmon practice among Herring Gulls L. argentatus. R. J. Tulloch,
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who is very familiar with wintering Glaucous Gulls in Shetland,

commented {in lift.): ‘As you say, this behaviour is common in

Herring Gulls and I have occasionally seen Great Black-backed Gulls

-L. marinus making rather ineffective attempts to do the same. I have

never seen Glaucous Gulls do this, nor have any of the people I have

asked locally.’ Bernard King and Robin J. Prytherch

Swallows and House Martins taking insects while in the hand.

—

Recently published observations on insectivorous birds catching food

while in the hand (Br//. Birds, 6o: 92, 372; 61: 135) prompt me to
|

record my own experiences which suggest that this is quite common
j

with hirundines. Since 1959, at Dungeness, Kent, I have had at least

seven fully fledged Swallows Hirmdo rustica and one House Martin

Delichon urbica, plus two broods of unfledged House Martins, brought

to me for care following injury or disaster to the nest. The first of

these was a Swallow with a broken wing and I found that, if held up

to a window, it would readily catch and eat any insects (particularly

flies) moving on the glass. This became a regular feeding method for

such birds, the windows of Dungeness Bird Observatory rarely being

devoid of insect life ! Even the nestling House Martins (which were al-

most ready to fledge) reacted in the same way. R. E. Scott

[This behaviour now seems well established and we do not propose

to publish any more notes on the subject.

—

Eds.]

Blackcaps eating small snails.—In March and April 1968, in our

garden at Los Barrios in the province of Cadiz, Spain, my wife and I

noticed with interest (and gratitude) that Blackcaps Sylvia 'atricapilla

were regularly alighting on the stems of some Watsonia plants about

five yards from our windows and taking from them small snails. These

they consumed effortlessly without attempting to break the shells.

On one occasion in late April Dr. David Lack was with us and also

observed this behaviour. F. G. H. Allen

Distraction display of Sardinian Warbler varying according to

ground cover.—On 19th May 1968, near Gala Ratjada, Majorca, I

flushed a female Sardinian Warbler Sylvia melanocephala from a dense

bush. She began to ‘swear’ at me and then, falling from the bush to the

ground, thrashed about under the shrubs, flapping her wings and

stumbling about, giving every impression of injury and flightlessness.

After about a minute she stopped, then started again as I moved closer

to the bush. She moved away, still ‘injury-feigning’, and thus reached

the immediate limit of the vegetation. At once she switched to a

typical ‘rodent-run’. Looking like a bushy-tailed mouse, she streaked

across a tiny glade and dived into a small shrub. I took a few steps
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owards this shrub and the ‘mouse’ ran on to reach another clump of

lense cover. I followed and was fascinated to see her resume the original

njury-feigning, but only briefly before resorting to swearing at me
’ rom inside a bush. Since several minutes had now passed and I felt

t ertain that she had a nest or young near-by, I decided to move on.

This episode does seem to indicate that, at least in the case of the

>ardinian Warbler, differences in ground cover may determine

, /hether injury or mammal simulation is adopted. This possibility was

ot mentioned by the Reverend Edward A. Armstrong in his paper on

Distraction display and the human predator’ (Ibis, 98: 641-654).

D. I. M. Wallace

[K. E. L. Simmons comments that the rodent-run type of distraction

: isplay has now been recorded in a number of passerine species and

otably studied in the case of the Superb Blue Wren Malurus cjaneus of

Australia by I. Rowley (1962, behaviour, 19: 170-176), who found that

lis display appears at its highest intensity ‘when performed on clear

r round’ and that a modified form is used in cover. General aspects of

le influence of habitat on the type of predator reaction shown by

'ader species have been discussed by Edward A. Armstrong (1954,

'rit. J. Animal Behaviour, 2: 121-135) and K. E. L. Simmons (1955,

tehaviour, 8: 150-173).

—

Eds.]

iiioldfinch’s method of obtaining dandelion seeds.—On 19th May
i,968, near Skegness, Lincolnshire, I watched a pair of Goldfinches

.'arduelis cardueUs feeding on the seed heads of dandelions Taraxacum

'^cinale. Twice at a range of only about six feet (and three or four

'.tore times at a much greater distance) I saw the female gradually

limb a dandelion stem until it was bent horizontally and the seed

lead was so close to the water in a shallow ditch that, if she had

Talked further along the stem, it would have touched the surface.

..ach time she then nipped the stem immediately above her feet

ithout severing it and, neck at full stretch, reached up and pulled the

ijed head back, the stem folding about the point previously weakened,

•inally, she gripped together in her feet the top of the stem and the

art on which she was standing and proceeded to eat the seeds. She

Memed very adept at the whole process and executed it unhesitatingly,

'at the male ate easily accessible seeds only. C. W. Craig

[The pulling in and holding of seed heads by finches is normal in

I :her contexts, but in this case the apparently deliberate and careful

ting of the stem is interesting, particularly as it was repeated several

: Ties. The female’s failure to climb further up the stem is, however,

likely to have been due to a reluctance to go nearer the water as to a

alisation that the seed head would go in.—

E

ds.]
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News and comment
Edited by Robert Hudson

Industrial threats to the south-west.

—

The Western Morning News for 17th and

23 rd May contained news of important industrial proposals likely to mar natural

amenities in Devon and Cornwall. These proposals include examinations of six

possible sites for power stations (probably nuclear), four on the Tamar estuary

within ten miles of Plymouth and two near Hayle in Cornwall; and eight possible

sites for reservoirs near Plymouth, one involving a barrage across the Tamar just

above Saltash which would turn the estuary and that of the Tavy into a freshwater

lake, obliterating shore and water bird feeding areas including those of a growing
winter flock of Avocets. Subsequently, there were a number of indignant letters

from people affected, notably from Tony Soper, who is attempting to establish a

bird sanctuary on the Tamar. These proposals may be compared with those to build

barrages across the Solway, Morecambe Bay and the Wash, airports at Foulness

or Sheppey on the Thames estuary, and a power station behind Chesil Bank, among
other recent projects.

Setback for Fame Islands seabirds.—This famous Northumberland seabird

station has received a bad blow: during the period 20th-2 5th May the breeding

population of Shags crashed from 350 pairs to about 20, while many dead or dj ing

individuals were washed up on adjacent coasts along with thousands of dead sand-

eels. The symptoms of the dying birds and subsequent post-mortem examinations

revealed unmistakable evidence of a nerve poison which it is believed was produced

by marine dinoflagellates. These dinoflagellates are common phytoplanktonic

protozoans ;
they exude minute amounts of a noxious substance that is far more toxic

to birds and mammals than equivalent amounts of strychnine, but normally this is

so diluted in the sea that it does no significant harm to other marine life. At rare

intervals, however, the dinoflagellates ‘bloom’—that is, occur in abnormally dense

concentrations—and then the combined effects of their toxic exudations create a

major hazard. Poison accumulates on the food-chain principle, and in this Nor-

thumberland incident there were instances of illness amongst human beings who
had eaten contaminated mussels. Thus 80% of the Fame Islands breeding Shags

were poisoned, though it is believed that many pre-breeders escaped. Smaller

numbers of Fulmars, Cormorants, Eiders, Arctic and Sandwich Terns and Guille-

mots succumbed also. It is particularly unfortunate that this incident should have

occurred now, for Durham University, under Dr. J. C. Coulson and Dr. G. R.

Potts, are in the process of making a long-term study of the effects of crowding in

Shag colonies. One hopes, however, they will have the consolation of demonstrating

a survival value of deferred maturity.

A special paper on this exceptional mortality of Shags and other seabirds on the

Northumberland coast in May has been prepared by Drs. Coulson and Potts, with

I. R. Deans and S. M. Fraser, for publication in the September issue of British

Birds.

Institut ‘Echo’ publications.—Institut echo has recently published A Sound

Guide to the Birds of North-West Africa, a set of five 7-inch discs at 33J rpm, giving

the songs and principal calls of 43 desert and semi-desert birds of Morocco, Algeria

and Tunisia. In thus extending coverage of the Mediterranean area, it is comple-

mentary to echo’s a Sound Guide to the Birds of Southern Europe which was published

in 1967. The sound guides are issued free to members of Institut echo, and those

who are interested in the work of this organisation are invited to contact E. D. H.

Johnson, Crabiere Cottage, Route des Mielles, St. Ouen, Jersey, Channel Islands.
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NEWS AND COMMENT
<

1 1^'elcome to a new journal , . .
—The Army Bird-Watching Society has commis- f

i.ioncd and posted the first number of its new journal. The Adjutant. Editorial policy :

1 j to include matter of general interest which might stimulate further study or prove
J

.•useful to members visiting the areas described. This first issue contains articles on
lird-life in Oman, Malaysia, Tripolitania, Guyana, Netherlands and Sweden. It is

'

a vailable at five shillings from Major C. Worrin, c/o Army Apprentices College, t

l.Iarrogate, Yorkshire.
^

. . and to a new society.—TTae formation of the Ornithological Society of Turkey

,as recently been announced. Turkey, across which Europe and Asia meet, has

rviceived less ornithological attention than it ought, though spectacular migrations ^

if storks and raptors are regular features; there has been a long-felt need for a

national body. The Ornithological Society of Turkey will ultimately have a head-
^

utiarters in Ankara, and will publish an annual report; the subscription has been

sxed at £i per annum. For the time being, correspondence to the Society may be

jddrcsscd c/o The Royal Society for the Protection of Birds, The Lodge, Sandy, <

c^dfordshirc.

iimnual Conference of the British Ornithologists’ Union.—The 1968 B.O.U.

I onfercncc was held in Canterbury', Kent, from 5th to 8th April. The theme for

ridentific contributions was ‘Migration’; abstracts of these papers are being published

I I The Ibis. At the Annual General Meeting, Union Medals were presented to James
idsher and Captain C. R. S. Pitman, and the Godman-Salvin Medal to Professor

H. Thorpe, F.R.S.

international Council for Bird Preservation. —The loth Bulletin of the I.C.B.P.,

nrice 30 shillings, is available now from the I.C.B.P., c/o British Museum (Natural

idstory), Cromwell Road, London S.W.7. This publication of 210 pages sum-
laiarises the work of the I.C.B.P. during the period 1962-66. Its international flavour

uay be appreciated by a glance down the contents pages, for herein may be found
t tides on such world-ranging topics as Cape Barren Geese in Australia, endangered

weeies in Korea and Japan, Project Mar, and the European Meetings on Wildfowl

L'onservation
;
while there are useful reviews of such general topics as pesticides,

maritime oil pollution, and the role of aviculture in helping to save threatened

loecies.

i«ew Nature Conservancy members.—The Nature Conservancy has announced
c.e appointments of three new members: Sir Henry Beresford-Peirse, of the United

nations Food and Agriculture Organisation; Professor Peter Hall, who is professor

geography at Reading University'; and A. E. Smith. The last mentioned will be

te best known to British Birds readers, for he is secretary' of the County Naturalists’

Trusts Committee and senior author of The Birds of Lincolnshire (1955).

weiety of Wildlife Artists exhibition.—The fifth annual exhibition of the Society'

* W'ildlifc Artists will be held in the F.B.A. Galleries, 6J Suffolk Street, Pall Mall

wst, London S.W^i, from 7th to 20th September. Later, a selection of the 300 or

’ ore exhibits goes on a year’s tour of provincial galleries, and details of the

nerary may be obtained from Robert Gillmor, 58 Northcourt Avenue, Reading,

:-:rkshire. The Society of VC’ildlife Artists now has 60 full members, plus a flourish-

. g lay membership of people interested in its aims.

lirtually indestructible binoculars.—This is the claim made by' the manu-
1‘cturers of a new 8 x 30 Steiner binocular; of Makrolon reinforced glass fibre and

tported to be completely waterproof, they are available, at £12 19s. 6d., from Curry'

Paxton, Great Portland Street, London ^X'.l.
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Recent reports

^ I. J. Ferguson-Lees and J. T. K. Sharrock

(These are largely unchecked reports, not authenticated records)

This summary covers June 1968 and, unless otherwise stated, all dates refer to that

month. A few June reports were mentioned last month {Brit. Birds, 61: 327-328)

where they were particularly relevant to May observations.

UNUSUAL VISITORS AND LATE DATES
In any event, June was generally a continuation of the May picture. Vagrants

overshooting from southern Europe formed no real pattern in that there was no
great coincidence of dates and no major influx of any one species. Among them,

however, were several rather colourful species not reported previously this spring.

These included a Black-winged Stilt Himantopus himantopus at Belvide Reservoir

(Staffordshire) on iith-i6th and another at Hickling Broad (Norfolk) on 17th; a

Bee-eater Merops apiaster at Spurn (Yorkshire) on i8th; a Roller Coracias garrultu

found dying at Kirby Muxloe (Leicestershire) on 21st (it proved to be an adult male

on dissection) ; and single Lesser Grey Shrikes l^anius minor at Sheringham Com-
mon (Norfolk) and Winterton (Norfolk) on 7th and 9th. There were also Woodchat
Shrikes L. senator on Fair Isle (Shetland) on 4th-8th, Cape Clear Island (Co. Cork)

on 23rd-28th and Skokholm (Pembrokeshire) on 29th, bringing the spring total to

about ten; more Golden Orioles Oriolus oriolus, at Spurn on 2nd-4th (two), on North
Ronaldsay (Orkney) on 6th and on Fair Isle on 14th-! 8th ; a Rose-coloured Starling

Sturnus roseus near Bromley Green (Kent) on jth; and a male Black-headed Bunting
Emberiza melanocephala on Islay (Argyll) on nth. June Hoopoes Upupa epops

included one on Skomer (Pembrokeshire) on 13th; and among reports of Firecrests

Kegulus ignicapillus was one as far north as the Isle of May (Fife) on iith-i3th.

Larger birds included single adult Night Herons Nycticorax nycthorax at Welham
(Leicestershire) on 2nd and Stodmarsh (Kent) on i8th-i9th; a further series of

observations of Purple Herons Ardea purpurea at Minsmere (Suffolk), at least one

of two different individuals being seen daily during i9th-27th, and others at

Maraxion Marsh (Cornwall) on 5 th and near Longham (Dorset) on 1 1 th ; a male Little

Bittern Ixobrychus minutus at Titchfield Haven (Hampshire) on 9th; and the usual

scattering of Spoonbills Platalea leucorodia, with one at Sandwich Bay (Kent) on 7th

and i6th, one at Minsmere on 7th-i8th and one at Hickling Broad on i8th and 29th.

Most remarkable of all among the southern species, however, was an adult Egyptian

Vulture Neophron percnopterus near Denny Wood in the New Forest (Hampshire)

on 1 6th when it was watched for 15 minutes at ranges down to 100 yards. There are

only two accepted British records of this southern Eurasian and African species

(Somerset in October 1825 and Essex in September 1868, both immatures) and it

seems at first sight much more likely, in these days of widespread importations of

birds of prey, that the Hampshire one was an escape, but enquiries are being made.

Wanderers which may have come from the south or east included various other

birds of prey, among them a Honey Buzzard Pernis apivorus found d3'ing at

Burmarsh (Kent) on 8th; a female Red-footed Falcon Ealco vespertinus at Donna

Nook (Lincolnshire) on 30th; several more Marsh Harriers Circus aeruginosus north

to Spurn (two), Leighton Moss (Lancashire) and probably Lenton (Nottinghamshire)

;

and half a dozen Hobbies F. subbuteo on the east coast between Yorkshire and

Shetland. Most of these raptors were in the first half of June when a few migrant

Ospreys Pandion haliaetus were still being reported in various parts of the country

from Kent and Suffolk to Staffordshire and Lancashire; more unusual were Ospreys

at Napton Reservoir (Warwickshire) and Stodmarsh on 30th. Other species coming

into the possible or certain Scandinavian category included a Crane Grus grus at
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>idham (^Nortolk) on 21st; a sub-adult Long-tailed Skua Stercurarius hngkandus in

: : colony of Arctic Skuas S. parasiticus on Fair Isle from 28th (spring records of this

. ccies in Britain m the last ten years total only about nine); Marsh Warblers

crocephalus palustris at Spurn on 2nd (in song) and Fair Isle on 6th; and a male

u-ey-headed Wagtail AlotacUla flava thunbergi at Spurn on 6th (as well as Red-
. eked Shrikes Lanius collurio there on 3rd and 13th). There were also three records

I Caspian Terns Hydroprogne tsebegrava, at Egginton (Derbyshire) on 3rd (12.30 to

.00), at Stanford Reservoir (Northampton/Leicester border) later the same day

, . 10 to 15.30) and at Eye Brook Reservoir (Leicestershire) on 1 9th. It seems possible

, It the Egginton and Stanford records related to the same individual as the two
..aJitics are only 35-40 miles apart and over two hours elapsed between the

'.servations. Incidentally, while on the subject of terns, there continued to be a

.ckle of Black Terns Cblidonias niger up to 15th in various counties north to

Rtingham and Yorkshire and there were two as late as 29th at The W'icks (Kent).

I addition, a Gull-billed Tern Gelocbelidon nilotica was reported from 1-angstone

/.rbour (Hampshire) on 9th and a Sooty Tern Sterna Juscata was watched at Sand-

i"h Bay (Kent) on 15th. Two observations providing a taste of things to come
the autumn were single Pectoral Sandpipers Calidris melanotns at Retford

I ottinghamshire) on ibth-iyth and in (Jo. Kerry on 8th July.

'several belated records of species which we normally think of as winter visitors

luded a Red-necked Grebe Podiceps grisegena at Netherfield (Nottinghamshire)

2nd (there was also one on Rollesby Broad, Norfolk, on 23rd May); single

rbldfares I'urdiis pilaris in Northumberland on i6th, in Kent on 19th and at Spurn

: 30th, and a whole series on Fair Isle from 20th (reaching 12 on 26th and 41 on
a;t); and a Snow Bunting Plectropbenax nivalis ax. Aldcburgh (Suffolk) from 8th to

(.east end June. Another in this category was a Hooded Crow Corvus corone cornix

.^ydd (Kent) on 22nd, and it is worth mentioning here three Waxwings
rrulus in Belfast as late as 25th-26th May.

SOME COMMENTS ON RARER BREEDING BIRDS
'itland had an even more remarkable summer for breeding records of Scandinavian

(cics than in other recent years. Two of the three pairs of Ospreys hatched five

.:ing between them (though the other pair failed 5'et again)
;
the two young in the

' t at Loch Garten (Inverness-shire) were marked on 17th June with yellow rings

cd both broods with British Trust for Ornithology rings) and it will be worth
kking for them going south in autumn. The Snowy Owls Nyctea scandiaca on Fetlar

( etland) nested again and at the time of writing three chicks (from six eggs) were
legressing well. Wood Sandpipers Tringa glarcola, which have been breeding in

'•tland fairly regularly since 1959, were seen in several new places this summer,
liiwings Turdtis iliacus continued to breed in at least four counties: in one area

dess than ten pairs were proved to be nesting and another ten song territories

r.'e at least occupied. Fieldfares bred for the second year in succession, but in a

lerent locality. A pair of Bluethroats Luscinia svecica laid six eggs, but unfor-

ately these came to grief; this was the first recorded nesting of this species in

'tain. Finally, two male Bramblings Fringilla montifringilla were seen in regular

..g at a Scottish locality in June.
* ly contrast, events in England w'ere less spectacular, but a few comments which

'5t be very general at this stage are worth making. Among waders there were for

first time over too pairs of Avocets Recurvirostra avosetta on Havergate (Suffolk)

1 fact, 108—and these resulted in about 202 chicks by 14th June; in addition,

I I or ten pairs produced six nests at Minsmere. Black-tailed Godwits Limosa

nisa bred in at least three counties and there were 34 pairs in the main locality'

1' ch has now been in use since 1952. Ruffs Pbilomachus ptignax nested success-

' y. Among other species which can be mentioned are the Savi’s Warblers

''istella luscinioides in Kent, with a total of four or five singing males, and the
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unsuccessful nesting of a pair of Golden Orioles in Northumberland. At the other

end of the scale. Wrynecks Jjmx torquilla were down to five known sites in Kent.

Finally, although not in the same category as these other breeding species, it

seems worth taking this opportunity of mentioning the Corncrakes Crex crex

which appeared to be summering in a number of localities south of their normal
range in, for example, Lincoln, Northampton, Oxford and Berkshire. Little Ringed
Plovers Charadrius dubius bred in Northumberland and Scotland in 1968. The steady

march of the Collared Dove Streptopelia decaocto is illustrated by the June pattern on
remote Fair Isle where numbers increased from three to 17 on

5 th and 6th and then

decreased to ten on 7th and one on 8th.

Letters

Waxwing omission
Sirs,—Owing to a regrettable oversight, our paper on ‘Waxwings in

Britain and Europe during 1965/66’ {Brit. Birds, 61: 97-118) failed to

acknowledge the work of T. Ennis and the Northern Ireland Orni-
|

thologists’ Club in sending us records from that country.

R. K. Cornwallis and A. D. Townsend
|

Blackbirds feeding on ripening tomatoes
Sirs,—With reference to the note by R. G. Finnis on Blackbirds

Turdus merula feeding on ripening tomatoes hycopersicum esculenttm '

{Brit. Birds, 61: 85), I witnessed similar behaviour in my garden at 1

Stapleford, Cambridge, in August 1967. The plants were of the bush

variety, not staked, and the trusses of tomatoes were lying on straw

on the ground. The Blackbirds included four or five juveniles, which

were probably all from one brood, and they attacked the first fruit to

attain any size when it was still hard and green. They subsequently

ate others as these grew and started to turn yellowish-pink. Mr.

Finnis’s suggestion that a mass of food may have stimulated such |

behaviour did not apply in this case as I had only one row of 1 5
tomato

plants and there were blackcurrants and raspberries near-by upon

which the Blackbirds were also feeding. I have grown outdoor tomatoes

for over ten years, but have never before had any eaten by birds. On
the other hand, growers at Ramsay, Huntingdonshire, and Letchworth,

Hertfordshire, tell me that this is not uncommon in their areas. In

one case the tomatoes are in a greenhouse and Blackbirds hop in to

peck the bottom fruits when the door is open: they never seem to fly

in and wire netting two feet high keeps them out. B. Harrup

Sirs,—In my experience at King’s Lynn, Norfolk, it has for many years

been quite common for Blackbirds to feed on the first ripening

tomatoes and the amount of damage they do to the lower trusses can

be very serious. I have noticed, however, that later in the season they

do not peck even the easily reached ripe tomatoes. R. |. Burn
AT M
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Please send me the new Swift brochure
PBI06/8

PYSER-BRITEX (SWIFT) LTD
SOLE IMPORTERS OF SWIFT INSTRUMENTS
FIRCROFT WAY, EDENBRIDGE, KENT
Edenbridge 2434 STD Code OSE 271

NAME

ADDRKS

BB84

AKE A GOOD, CLOSE
?OOK

WITH THE ^AUDUBON*

SPECIALIST BINOCULAR FOR BIRD-WATCHING
bserve bird-life in its natural surroundings, close up and in great detail.

I jcome an eagle-eyed spectator the Swift way with the ‘Audubon’ 8.5x44.

eesigned to the suggested specification of an internationally-known group of

•nithologists, this is one of the finest nature study binoculars available today,

'ower and brilliance reveal details at dawn or dusk. The fantastically wide

; :ld permits easy tracking and extra-close focusing enables the skilled stalker

' approach within 12 feet to watch feeding activities as if they were only

1 inches away.

catalogue 6244B Price including case and P.T. £42 lOs.
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A SELECTION OF NEW AND
USED BINOCULARS SPECIALLY
RECOMMENDED BY MR. FRANK
The Frank-Nipole range of prismatic binoculars is made

in Japan to our own specifications. The standard of con-

struction is extremely high and performance compares

favourably with much more expensive binoculars. Each

binocular carries our 7-year written guarantee.

Each of the following models has features of special

interest to the bird-watcher:

10 X 50, centre focus, coated, weight 36 oz. This is by far

the most popular of the range, and is ideal for all general

purpose viewing. £16 lOs. (with case).

8 X 30 model, weight 18 oz. £10 19s. 6d. (with case).

From the new range of Frank-Nipole miniature prismatics

we can recommend the 7 x 18 PET. This is a beautiful

little binocular which can be carried in pocket or handbag.

Price with soft zip pouch £14 14s.

The rather larger miniature 10 X 40, weighing I8J oz., is

offered at £15 15$. (with case).

Just a mention of the portable NICKEL SUPRA TELESCOPE. It loonu

TF I FSCOPES—ftom 15 X to 60 X with 60 mm. O.G. and is truly a remarkable initrun'e"

' Price £39 10$.

Any instrument

willingly sent on

7^0
FOR NEW
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

CHARLES F lUil

YOUMG BIRD WATCHERS
up to 18 years of age qualify for

special price concessions

details on request

A specialist binocular for the birdH-
watcher. The Swift AUDUBON
8.5 X 44 designed to the specificatior^

of the world-renowned Auduboil

Society of America. Unusually wid^

field of 445 feet at 1,000 yards. Extra

close focusing down to 12 feet enables

feeding activities, etc., to be watched

as from 18 inches. Included amongs^

other features are retractable eyecurt

for spectacle users, and built-in

adaptor to suit any camera tripodJ

This outstanding binocular has ea)j

positive focusing by cylindrical conj

trol; it weighs 38.4 oz. and the heighd

closed is 6^ inches Price with

leather case £42 I Os.

The Swift PANORAMIC 7 X 35 is ar

excellent general purpose binoculai

which has extra large prisms for i

tremendous field of view; prici

£39 I Os. (with case). Also the Swifi

SARATOGA 8 X 40 at £22 lOs. (witf

case).

'Mmm
145 QUEEN ST., GLASGOW C.1

STD 041-221 6666

Among good British glasses, we havr

no hesitation in suggesting the RosJ,

9 X 35 STEPRUVA. Compact an(

weighing only 24 oz. £43 7$. lOd.

For wildfowling, etc., we can recoW

mend the Day and Night 7 X S

Canadian Naval Binocular (Bausch *

Lomb) at £24. Also the new RuisiW

7 X 50 at £16 10s.

We stock binoculars by Zeiss, Ltitx|

Barr & Stroud. Ross, Swift, etc.
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it’s a big Job!
Faced with the enormous task of satisfying the appetite of baby

Cuckoos which can be three times larger than themselves, Meadow
Pipits and many other small birds go about it bravely, and indeed

make an excellent job of it.

An even greater task is the one cheerfully undertaken by Haith’sj

who, it is estimated, feed more than a million birds each day. We
can offer an unrivalled range of foods and seeds to satisfy the require-i

ments of birds of all species, and to please even the most demandingi

of ornithologists.

Just a few of our products are listed here, but a comprehensive listi

will gladly be sent on request.
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PEANUTKERNELSfor bird feeding 51b 10/6, 9 lb 16/3, 13 lb 22/-,;

28 lb 35/9, 56 lb 67/-, 1 12 lb 130/-

RAISINSfor bird feeding 5 lb 10/3,9 lb 15/3, 13 lb 21/-, 28 lb 34/9,

1

56 lb 64/6, 112 lb 125/-

ALL POST OR CARRIAGE PAID
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A specialist binocular for the bird-

watcher. The Swift AUDUBON
8.5 X AA designed to the specification

of the world-renowned Audubon
Society of America. Unusually wida

Held of 445 feet at 1,000 yards. Extra

close focusing down to 12 feet enables

feeding activities, etc., to be watched

as from 18 inches. Included amongst
|

other features are retractable eyecups I

for spectacle users, and built-in S

adaptor to suit any camera tripod,
j

This outstanding binocular has easy
|

positive focusing by cylindrical con- I

trol; it weighs 38.4 oz. and the height

closed is 6i inches Price with fine

leather case £42 lOs.

The Swift PANORAMIC 7 x 35 is an
:

excellent general purpose binocular

which has extra large prisms for a

tremendous field of view; price i

£3? lOs. (with case). Also the Swift
I

SARATOGA 8 X 40 at £22 lOa. (with
|

case).

Among good British glasses, we have
|

no hesitation in suggesting the Ross
)

9 X 35 STEPRUVA. Compact and
j

weighing only 24 oz. £43 7a. lOd. 1

A SELECTION OF NEW AND
USED BINOCULARS SPECIALLY
RECOMMENDED BY MR. FRANK
The Frank-Nipole range of prismatic binoculars is made
in Japan to our own specifications. The standard of con-

struction is extremely high and performance compares

favourably with much more expensive binoculars. Each

binocular carries our 7-year written guarantee.

Each of the following models has features of special

interest to the bird-watcher:

10 X 50, centre focus, coated, weight 36 oz. This is by far

the most popular of the range, and is ideal for all general

purpose viewing. £16 lOs. (with case).

8 X 30 model, weight 18 oz. £10 19s. 6d. (with case).

From the new range of Frank-Nipole miniature prismatics

we can recommend the 7 x 18 PET. This is a beautiful

little binocular which can be carried in pocket or handbag.

Price with soft zip pouch £14 14s.

The rather larger miniature 10 X 40. weighing I8A oz., is

offered at £15 15s. (with case).

145 QUEEN ST., GLASGOW C.1
STD 041 -221 6666 For wlldfowling, etc., we can '•ecom- t

mend the Day and Night 7 ^

Canadian Naval Binocular (Bausch « I

Lomb) at £24. Also the new Russian

7 X 50 at £16 lOs.

We stock binoculars by Zeiss, Leiti,

Barr & Stroud, Ross, Swift, etc.

YOUNG BIRD-WATCHERS
up to 18 years of age qualify for

special price concessions

details on request

TELESCOPES-
Just a mention of the portable NICKEL SUPRA TELESCOPE. It zoom*

-from 15 X to 60 X with 60 mm. O.G. and is truly a remarkable initruman •

Price £39 lOs.
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FOURTH (REVISED) EDITION RECENTLY
PUBUSHED

The Popular

Handbook
of British Birds

By P. A. D. HOLLOM

A single-volume work, authoritative and comprehensive,

; based on Witherby’s IHatidhook. It lavs special emphasis on

•field recognition, contains the latest information on dist-

iribution and gives detailed accounts of habits and breeding.

These features, together with the coloured plates, enable the

I reader not only to identify his bird, but also to discover

I much about its character, environment and way of life.

All breeding birds and regular winter visitors and passage

1 migrants are included, together with many vagrants, making

, a total of 3 30 species. Every one is illustrated in colour, with

separate plumages of males, females and immatures. There

;are also plates of flight patterns of many species, and over

100 drawings in the text. The eggs of all breeding species

are reproduced at natural size, mostly in colour. The whole

lis clearly and comprehensively indexed and amply cross-

I referenced in the text.

136 plates in colour 536 pages 50s

Published by Witherbj and available from

Witherby’s Bookshop
61/62 Wading Street

London, E.C.4
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Eric Hosking F.R.P.S.the
celebrated ornithologist and
bird photographer,
writes

“I have recently found that for

the most exacting observations
particularly at twilight or

overthe sea or misty

terrain, I need a binocular
with greater brilliance of

illumination.

Consequently, after testing

various types, I have changed
to the new 8 x SOB Zeiss
binocular which I find to be
a really marvellous production

;

not only is the quality of

illumination and optical

correction beyond criticism,

but this binocular gives a
remarkably wide field of

view for both the spectacle
wearer and the naked eye.*

The price is high but the
Zeiss 8 X SOB binocular is

beyond compare and I am
delighted with it.”

* Actually 130 yards at 1000

which has never been equalled

in a spectacle wearer's model
of this specification.

Degenhardt & Co. Ltd.,

Carl Zeiss House,
20/22 Mortimer Street,

London, W1 N SAP
01-636 8050 (15 lines).

British Agents for Carl Zeiss West Germany
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INTRODUCTION
Northumberland coast supports large colonies of seabirds, the !«

i ority of which nest on the Fame Islands. The Puffin Fratercula I

jea is the most numerous and there are also many terns Sterna spp.,
^

tiwakes Kissa tridactyla. Lesser Black-backed Gulls Farus fuscus, »

! llemots \Jria aatge and Eiders Somateria mollissiwa, smaller numbers

hags Phalacrocorax aristotelis. Cormorants P. carbo. Fulmars Fulmarus

dalis and Herring Gulls Larns argentatus, and a few Razorbills Alca

\.a. During the past 1 5
years some of these populations have been

lied in detail. The majority have increased considerably, whereas

ite of the species has shown any indication of a decrease. Increases

been particularly marked among the Shags and Kittiwakes, where

average has been of the order of 1 1% per annum. ;

'1 mid-May 1968 an exceptionally heavy mortality took place among
j

Shags breeding on the Fame Islands, and other species were

.:ted to a lesser extent. Before this started, the breeding season was ^

under way and 80% of the nesting Shags had eggs or young. Then
\

ne week most of the Shags died and 90% of the nests were deserted, i

' ig being left to die or eggs to be taken by gulls. At the time •

nese deaths, studies were in progress on the Shag, four species of
;

s, the Eider and the Kittiwake, and much information was there- ’

available on the status of these species immediately beforehand,

.'ell as on their breeding biology and mortality in other years. For
'
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six years the Shag had been the subject of a detailed study of the effects

of age on its breeding biology and social behaviour. As a result, some

95% of the breeding population had been ringed (as had almost all of

the young produced since 1956). In addition, many had been uniquely

colour-ringed and could readily be identified as individuals. In recent

years the young have been marked with rings inscribed with large

serial numbers which can be read through a telescope at distances up

to 90 yards, and many non-breeders have thus also been individually

identified in the field.

It has been possible to investigate the 1968 deaths in detail and the

results are given in this paper. We believe that the evidence links

this mortality with the poisoning of human beings which was associa-

ted with eating Edible Mussels Mjtilus edulis collected from north

Northumberland and which resulted in at least 78 cases of illness

(McCullom 1968).

Fig. I. Numbers of nests of Shags Vhalacrocorax aristotelis

on the Fame Islands, Northumberland, from 1920 to 1968 (for

method of census see Potts 1968)

THE MORTALITY RATE OF THE SHAG
The average annual adult mortality rate of the Shag is 17% (Potts

1968). The mortality rate over the last two weeks of May 1968 can be

provisionally put at 85% of adult females and 79% of adult males

(see table 4 on page 386). Thus in two weeks there were as many deaths

among Shags from the Fame Islands population as there would

normally be in five years. A few survivors may have escaped detec-

tion, but with the small numbers now involved this is not considered

a major source of error. The Shag population on the Fame Islands has

been increasing steadily since the early 1930’s at a rate of 11%
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? ale I. Distribution of first-year Shags Phalacrocorax aristotelis between mid-
and mid-June from ringing recoveries to 1966 (‘long dead’ excluded)

Reared in Reared on
Firth of Forth Fame Islands

cth of Fife Ness, Fife 6 (24%) 2 (10%)
' Ness to Dunbar, East Lothian 8 (32%)\ 8 (40%)
ibar to Goswick, Northumberland 4 (16%)/
le Islands, Northumberland 4 (16%) 5 (25%)

-.nstanburgh to Spurn Point 2 (8%) 3 (13%)
i.th of Spurn Point, Yorkshire I (4%) 2 (10%)

lALS 25 20

uum, and the remnant breeding population in June and July 1968

•s slightly lower than that of 1951 (fig. i).

' ihags do not breed until at least two years old, and some (especially

lales) do not join the breeding population until they are three or

:r and occasionally even older. In general these immatures do not

•lain around the Fame Islands, but disperse north and south along

east coasts of England and Scotland; they are replaced on the

me Islands by immatures from other colonies. The distribution

il>le 2. Mortality of Shags Pbalacrocorax aristotelis in Northumberland and
rhham in May 1968 in relation to numbers at risk and numbers alive in each

age class (cohort)

Year of

te hatching

Ringed

Shags alive

in cohort

Ringed

Shags in

Fame area

Number Percentage

found of cohort

dead dead

Percentage

of those at

risk dead

1 1967 270 73 12 4 - 3% 16.0%
!. 1966 225 119 27 12.0% 22.7%
i 1965 89 34 7 7 -9% 13-0%

I- 1964 140 117 24 11 . 1% 20.5%

1963 102 102 17 16.7% 16.7%
) 1962 87 87 17 19 - 3% 19 - 3%
' 1961 74 74 16 21.6% 21.6%
i i960 43 43 10

!» 20.3% 20.3%
1 1959 31 31 5 J

1958 28 28 7"

1937 16 16 3 ^ 22.3% 22.5%

1936

1933

27

16

27

16 2

1934 13 13 2

1933 7 7 I

i 1952 3 3 I
> 18.8% 18.8%

1931 4 4 I

1930 2 2 I

1949 I I 0

1948 2 2
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of one-year-old Shags during May and June in previous years is shown

in table i, which also indicates the extent of the dispersal. There is

every reason to believe that the one-year-olds and some older but still

immature individuals were similarly distributed in 1968. For example,

only twelve one-year-old Shags from the Fame Islands were recovered

in Northumberland during the period of high mortality, although

this was the age class (or cohort) with the largest number of individuals

at risk. At the same time, eight one-year-olds reared on the Isle of

Fig. 2. Recoveries and estimated mortality rates of ringed

Shags Pbalacrocorax aristolelis in Northumberland in May and

June 1968, according to age. Many in the younger age classes

(cohorts) are dispersed in the breeding season (table i)

May, Fife, were recovered on the Northumberland coast, indicating

that some young Shags from south-east Scotland were present in the

area of the Fame Islands. The mortality amongst Shags was severe,

but local, and there was no evidence of their being affected in other

colonies. Very few Shags breed to the south of the Fame Islands, but

the colony at St. Abb’s Head, Berwickshire, 27 miles to the north, was

not affected. There were very few recoveries at this time from the
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onies in the Firth of Forth where many had been ringed, and breed-

;
continued normally there. Thus, because many of the immatures

m the Fame Islands were elsewhere, they were not subject to the

le risk as the breeding population.

t has been possible to determine the numbers of Shags in each age

-ss at risk in the area of the Fame Islands from ringed individuals

ndfied immediately before the mortality. It has also been possible

..use life-tables to modify these figures and obtain estimates of the

mbers in each age class which were alive at the beginning of May.

i.ese figures, together with the numbers from each age class which

rre reported dead, are set out in table z and the percentage recoveries

‘ shown in fig. z. The upper graph in fig. z gives the recovery rate

.id the estimated mortality rate) of those at risk in the area of the

rne Islands, and the results indicate that there was little or no age-

.cific effect; Shags of all age classes died in proportion to those which

r.:e at risk. In the lower part of fig. z the recoveries and mortality

,ss are shown in relation to the numbers in the age classes which

r.:e alive, but not necessarily in the area of the Fame Islands. There

1 . clear indication that the mortality rate was appreciably lower in

immatures. This age-specific mortality was entirely the result of

my immatures being outside the area of risk, and there is no reason

iiiuspect differences in the ability of old and young to survive.

U significant difference was found in the sex-ratios of dead Shags

shhed up on the mainland coast and of those recovered on the

me Islands (table 3). Males accounted for two-thirds of the bodies

md on the Fame Islands, but only one-third of those on the coast.

; : reason for this difference is not clear, but the same trend occurred

ihe records of dead Shags found in the period 196Z-67. There was
lindication that the sex-ratios of corpses on different parts of the

mland coast were dissimilar. Table 3 also establishes a difference in

imean ages of those found on the mainland coast and of those

lie 3. Mean ages and sex ratios of Shags Pbalacrocorax arisiotelis found dead
hhe Fame Islands and adjacent mainland coast in May 1968 (with compa-

rative data on sex ratios from 1962-67)

Fame Islands Mainland coast

rn ages of recoveries in May 1968 6.3 years 3.5 years

found dead in May 1968 31 29

-ialcs found dead in May 1968 16 46

tentage of males in May 1968 66% 39%

:-s found dead in 1962-67 24 II

• ales found dead in 1962-67 10 22

rentage of males in 1962-67 71% 33%
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: :overed on the Fame Islands
;

this difference in mean age stems

I

[-.imarily from the higher proportion of immatures found on the

:

Liinland. There was clearly a bias in age and sex in the samples of

• rrpses found on either the Fame Islands or the mainland, or both.

; fact, since the mortality rates of male and female Shags are similar,

;

: th groups must have been biased, at least in the matter of the

I

ic ratio and possibly in other respects. Because of this, the mortality

I ;:e in relation to sex and age in May 1968 was calculated from the

I

;l;ht records of the survivors (table 4). The results showed a significant

xrease in female mortality with age and, in particular, the old

males failed to survive. On the other hand, there was no indication

age-specific mortality among the males and their total survival

ce was slightly higher.

! Potts (1968) has shown that the winter survival of adult Shags is

oDportional to their breeding success during the previous nesting

lason. Presumably the fitter individuals are also better parents. In the

5oC of the deaths in May 1968, however, the 87 survivors with known
feeding success in 1967 fledged 1.21 chicks per pair in that season and

iss was insignificantly different from the number reared by the remain-

t: of the population which did not survive.

’Apart from the Shags, no reductions in the sizes of seabird breeding

[pulations in Northumberland were detected in 1968, despite detailed

uunts of several species. Kittiwakes continued to increase. Guillemots

c~upied the same breeding areas as they did in 1967, except for a few

css amongst Shag nests. Sandwich Terns Sterna sandvicensis nested

. above average numbers on the Fame Islands and their breeding

cccess was normal. Cormorants may have been reduced in numbers,

tt there is a normal reduction in occupied nests in June and July

dd the two effects cannot be distinguished. Relatively few Eiders died

the breeding areas during May and breeding continued normally.

11 the other hand, Mrs. Jean M. Horobin has shown that the breeding

lason of the Arctic Tern S. paradisaea on Inner Fame was abnormally

liayed and spread in 1968. Egg-laying started at the usual time in

ee May, but failed to build up to the normal peak about ist June
dd reached a much flatter maximum on 8th June. Apparently resulting

V)m this increased spread of breeding, egg predation by Starlings

'tHrnus vulgaris and gulls was more intense and resulted in much
aaying. At any one time there were fewer clutches than in 1967, but

each of this stemmed from the robbing and not from a marked drop

tthe population.

TIMING AND EXTENT OF THE DEATHS
:ice the extent of the mortality had become apparent to us on 23 rd

£iy, a search for sick or dead birds was started. Several local ornitholo-
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Table 5. Numbers of dead seabirds found on the Northumberland and North Dui
coasts during 25th-3ist May 1968 in relation to the populations at risk in Northumbei

Northumberland is divided into north and south at Craster; north Durham is the area

Seaham Harbour to South Shields

Northumberland Durham Total Birds

north south north corpses at risk

Fulmar Fulmarus glacialis 4 12 5 21 400
Gannet Sula bassana

5 6 — II —
Cormorant Fhalacrocorax carbo 19 2 3 24 600
Shag Fhalacrocorax aristotelis ”5 64 20 199 1,200

Common Scoter Melanitta nigra I — I 2 —
Eider Somateria mollissima 51 9

— 60 2,500

Great Black-backed Gull Farus marinns I — I

Lesser Black-backed Gull Larnsfuscus 2 — — 2 3,000

Herring Gull Farus argentatus 12 10 4 26 1,300

Common Gull Farus canus —
I I —

Black-headed Gull Farus ridibundus I — I 200

Kittiwake Kissa tridactyla 12 19 19 50 7,000

Common Tern Sterna hirundo 14 27 — 41 3,000

Arctic Tern Sterna paradisaea 65 6 — 71 7,000

Roseate Tern Sterna dougallii 2 I —
3 300

Sandwich Tern Sterna sandvicensis 34 24 — 58 4,000

Ra2orbill A.lca torda 4 2 — 6 40-f
Guillemot Uria aalge 46 5 2 53 4,000

Puffin Fratercula arctica 3 3
— 6 45,000

TOTALS 391 190 55 636

Percen

corp

tO/
) /O

4%

<1%
2%

<1%
1%

1%

1%

1%

1%
1%

1%
<1%

gists were contacted and agreed to visit sections of the Northumber-

land and Durham coast over the weekend of 25 th and 26th May, and

most of the remainder was examined on 27th and 28th May by staff

and students from Durham University. Some 90% of the coastline

between the rivers Tweed and Tees was searched. In addition, requests

were made to ornithologists in east Scotland and Yorkshire to examine

stretches of coastline for dead birds. No significant numbers of corpses

were found outside the area extending from Holy Island, Northum-

berland, to Sunderland, Co. Durham. In the majority of cases the left

wing of the dead bird was removed and retained as a check on identi-

fication and, in some species, for sexing and ageing.

The total numbers of dead birds found in this survey are shown in

table 5 ,
together with estimates of the populations considered to be at

risk on the Northumberland coast. These estimates concern only the

species which breed in Northumberland, but include non-breeding

individuals at risk in the area. A total of 636 birds were found dead

along 65 miles of coast, representing about ten birds per mile; in north

Northumberland the density was 19 birds per mile, in south Nor-

thumberland 5.8, and in the northern part of Co. Durham 4.8. As shown
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table 5, the Shags found dead represented 17% of the population

•risk; the figures for the remaining species were considerably lower.

,ae estimate of 5% mortality of Fulmars is probably an overstatement
• it is difficult to assess the numbers of non-breeders at risk. As has

^en stated, the mortality of Shags was considerably greater than 17%
^:d only a small minority of those which died were found.

iThe following points concerning the coast survey between 25 th

d 28th May are worth noting, (i) All of the birds were found dead

^:d no sick individuals were reported. (2) The bodies were all found

'3ng the high tide line, which suggested that the birds had died at

a and been washed ashore. (3) Their condition suggested that most

od died within a few days. (4) The general public had found and

moved rings from many of the dead Shags before the search was

impleted and so it was not possible to determine the proportion of

rringed Shags in the sample examined. (3) Identification of the

rviving Shags suggested that the mortality rate was of the order of

(see page 586) and, this being so, only about one bird in eight

uich died was washed ashore on the mainland coast, while a similar

D>portion was found on the Fame Islands; even making a generous

owance for those which were not discovered on the shore, and for

i£gs which were found but not reported, it is evident that only a

mority of the dead Shags reached the shore, despite favourable wind
ciditions. It is not known what proportion of the dead of other spe-

ss were found on the coast, but it is apparent that in some species the

rrpscs found along the shore-line may have represented only a fraction

tthe actual deaths.

TThe distribution of the ringing recoveries of Shags on the coast

ikhown in fig. 3. Few were to the north of the Fame Islands and only

ci was further north than Holy Island, while the great majority

rre between Holy Island and Sunderland. Most of the ringed Shags

ire found over the weekend of 25 th and 26th May, but they had

?»bably died and drifted ashore before that. Not one of the ringed

aigs reported was found alive and no sick individuals were located

tthe mainland coast except for four unringed ones which were found

iir Amble on 13 th May and which died overnight. This, and the

ssition of the bodies on the tide line, suggested that the Shags died

ore being washed ashore. During the preceding week the winds

il been moderate or light, northerly or north-easterly for several

ys before veering to south-easterly on the 24th and 23 th. Consid-

:ig these wind conditions and the distribution of the recoveries,

fs likely that the Shags died in the area they normally occupy on
in the vicinity of the Fame Islands and then drifted south along

: • coast. Further evidence of the extent of such drifting was provided

:two of the three recoveries of dead Shags thrown into the sea off
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'/ FARNE IS.

•A.

Fig. 3. Distribution of recoveries

of Shags Phalacrocorax aristotelis

on the Northumberland coast dur-

ing the period of heavy mortality

in May and June 1968 (omitting a

few reported too late). Each dot

represents one recovery and the

arrows show the drifting of bodies

thrown into the sea off the Fame
Islands (see text). Two additional

recoveries at Eyemouth, Berwick-

shire, and Marske, north York-
shire, may not have been involved

in the main mortality
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; Fame Islands and found within two days i8 and 26 miles down the

ast (arrows in fig. 3).

Although several species were involved in the mortality, the first

0 to die in numbers were Shags and Sandwich Terns and histograms

: the occurrences of their deaths are shown in fig. 4, together with

'filar data for Arctic Terns, Common Terns Sterna hirundo and

-rmorants. The observed mortality of Shags on the Fame Islands

ncided closely with the data based on the ringing recoveries, apart

m a slight delay in the latter which almost certainly reflected greater

'man activity on the shore during the weekend of 25 th and 26th

1 .y. It is evident that most of the Shags died between 21st and 25 th

i\.y and that few did so after the latter date. The Cormorants died

ler a greater period of time and their mortality continued after that

tthe Shags had ceased. The deaths of the Sandwich Terns occurred

isr a similar period to those of the Shags, but the peak of deaths of

Common and Arctic Terns took place about a week later. In all

. 4. (a) Temporal distribution of dead Common Terns Sterna birmdo, Arctic

' IS S. paradisaea and Sandwich Terns S. sandvkensis in Northumberland in May
June 1968, showing the earlier mortality of the last species, (b) Temporal

L'ibution of deaths and recoveries of Cormorants Phalacrocorax carbo and Shags

ris/olelis in Northumberland in May and June 1968. The peak in the deaths of

.Shags coincided with that of the Sandwich Terns, whereas the Cormorants
i later. Note the slight delay in the ringing recoveries of Shags compared with

reports of those found newly dead (see text)
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three tern species the peak of mortality coincided with the onset of

egg-laying (the Sandwich Terns laying before the other two).

The onset of illness (and the subsequent mortality) of the Shags

was spread over several days. It is difficult to decide when the first

deaths occurred, but it is clear that they had begun by 14th May when
two dead Shags were found on the Fame Islands (one was actually

still alive when first seen, but it was almost incapable of movement
and died shortly afterwards). In addition, there was evidence of vomit-

ing by adult Shags and at least five different individuals had regurgita-

ted sandeels Ammodytes sp. around a group of twenty nests. Adult

Shags only exceptionally regurgitate undigested food; in this respect

they differ from Cormorants. The best indication of the onset of illness

and mortality is found amongst the observations on the breeding

Shags on the Fame Islands. Fig. 5 shows the numbers of occupied

Fig. 5 . Numbers of nests of Shags Phalacrocorax aristotelis on

Inner Fame, Northumberland, in May and June 1968 in rela-

tion to numbers expected on experience in previous years

nests on Inner Fame during May 1968 and data collected in previous

years have been used to construct the curve of the expected number

of occupied nests at this time. On 15 th and i8th May a few nests had

been deserted on Inner Fame (photographs of Staple Island on these

two days show a similar situation there), but desertions increased

rapidly thereafter. By the 23 rd only two nests were occupied on

Brownsman and eight on Staple Island out of totals of 84 and 214

respectively, while on the 24th only 1 8 were occupied on Inner Fame

where the desertion rate was appreciably lower (table 6). By ist June

only three nests were still in use on Staple Island and none on Browns-

man. Plates 51 and 52 compare two parts of Staple Island on ist May

and nth June 1968, and illustrate strikingly the disappearance of the

Shags.
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iltle 6. Numbers of nests of Shags Phalacrocorax aristotelis on the Fame Islands

in 1968 with their state on 24th May and subsequent success

Nests rebuilt and new clutches of eggs laid after 24th May not included

x Fame
t';le Island

»wnsnaan

cats

>aLS

Total Nests Nests

nests occupied rearing

built on 24th May young

55 18 (33%) 6 (11%)
214 10 (5%) 2 (1%)
84 2 (2%) 0 (0%)
2 I 0

355 31 (9%) 8 (2%)

although several nests on Staple Island contained dead young,

rry deserted egg had been taken by 24th May, presumably by gulls.

53t of the Guillemots which had been nesting amongst the Shags

also lost their eggs and had deserted the area, although others on
;^hbouring parts (where they were nesting in a dense group without

(^s) were still incubating and had suffered no losses. It seems likely

the presence of the Shags had protected the lower density Guille-

Ns from predation by large gulls and allowed them to breed more
reessfully.

ihe mortality rate of the Shags had returned to a very low level by
(end of May and there was then a gradual build-up again at the

> Yeights (in grams) and sex ratios of samples of dead birds in Northumberland
and Durham in May 1968

I ces are shown in brackets and standard errors given for samples of five or more. Only
’ mcluded among the sex ratios without having been weighed : many of these were col-

t • le Fame Islands where there was a marked predominance of nesting females because

the males had already left for more inaccessible moulting areas

Sex ratio

Weights of males Weights of females (males : females)

imarus glacialis 1,311 (0 942 (4)

YPbalacrocorax carbo 3.037 (2) 2,230 (3)

rrocorax aristotelis i,487±76 (13) 1,4061b 5 3 (14)

fe'eria mollissima 2,112 (4) 2,222i2I 2 (5)

\\issa tridactyla 355 (I) 361 (3)

tern Sterna hirundo ” 5±3 (5) I 37±4 (14)

Sterna paradisaea 94±3 (10) 1204; 2 (38)

m Sterna dougallii 95 (1)

Vern Sterna sandvicensis 268b;II (10)

\ lea torda 816 (0
, Jria aalge 930±65 (6)

'rcula arctica 439 (1)

1:4 (5)

I ; 1. 13 (32)

1:3 (44)

I : 4.1 (82)

1 ; 0.14 (8)
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ting sites. On 24th May there were only 100 Shags around the

ne Islands, whereas it should have been possible to count 1,200;

99th June this number had increased to about 200, of which many
rre immatures. Several of the Shags which had lost eggs or young

r rted breeding again, but most of them took new mates and new nest

\s. By 5 th July there were 79 occupied nests on the Fame Islands,

•which
5 5

had eggs and eight contained young.

PATHOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS
•total of 136 freshly dead adults of twelve species were weighed

;1 sexcd. The sex ratios varied markedly between the species (table

i
about one male to four females in the Fulmars, Eiders and terns,

I
"oroximately equal in the Shags and Cormorants, and apparently a

:
vplus of males in the auks. A comparison of the weights with the

I rr'mal means for breeding adults (table 8) indicated two groups: a

rrked loss of weight, averaging 16% (P<o.oi), in the Shags and

rrmorants, but no significant decreases in the other species,

^^ost-mortem examinations were carried out on 83 birds. J. W.
: itcdonald, of the Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Fisheries

tterinary Laboratory, Lasswade, Midlothian, examined 22 specimens;

il N. A. Wood, of the Game Research Association Pathology

looratory, Fordingbridge, Hampshire, another 20. A further 41

rre examined by us, though in this case no bacteria or virus assay

.<3 attempted. A synopsis of pathological lesions in these 83 birds

ole 9) confirmed that the proximate causes in the Shags (and prob-

y the Cormorants) were different from those in the other species,

(.e post-mortems also explained the surplus of females in the terns

;1 several other species which were still laying, since malfunction

h)le 9. Synopsis of pathological lesions in Shags Pbalacrocorax aris/otelis

II other species found dead in Northumberland and Durham in May 1968

In the case of the Shag there was no difference between the sexes

Iffunction or disease Shag
Other

Males

species

Females TOTALS

od circulation 18 11 4 33

emulation and oviduct — — 17 17

:^duct — — 12 12

: duct and kidney — —
9 9

i ney I 3 2 6

i^ulation and kidney — 2 — 2

f tulation and aspergillosis 2 — — 2

iculation and coccidiosis I — — I

sipelis — I — I

'ALS 22 17 44 00
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EXCEPTIONAL MORTALITY OF SEABIRDS

the oviduct was implicated as the cause of death in 38 out of 44
lales in this group. On the other hand, the vast majority of the

.-IS, Shags and Cormorants had laid before the onset of the mortality

. V were even in laying condition) and, as already shown, there was no

. ess of females in their case.

'•A total of 5 5
of the 83 specimens showed malfunction of the blood

::ulatory system. In the auks the jugular veins were extremely

rtended and the lungs congested with blood. In the Shags the caudal

'..la cava was dilated and the organs (especially the spleen) were again

ugested with blood. In the terns surface haemorrhages were noted

t';he cerebellum region of the brain. Inflammation and haemorrhage

'the duodenum and intestine generally was common, especially in

Shags. Disease organisms contributed to the deaths of only four

t:he 42 specimens on which assays were carried out and in only three

t these—one each of aspergillosis, coccidiosis and erysipelis (the

: caused by Erjsipelothrix imidiosa and not the organism which

vduces a disease of the same name in man)—were the diseases prob-

\y the primary cause. It is possible that some of the haemorrhages

lulted from convulsions and were an effect of the illness rather

in a contributory cause of death.

I The 16% weight loss in the Shags was about half that which occurs

irndividuals that have died of a lack of food (Potts 1968). Otherwise

symptoms of starvation are generally similar to those noted in

present mortality (i.e. congestion of the organs with blood and

s5 of subcutaneous fat), but one major difference was the presence

.‘.an inflamed alimentary canal. The symptoms of the sick or dying

lids were especially pertinent in this connection, since vomiting and

cessive defaccation were very prominent and probably accounted for

icch of the recorded loss in weight. These findings suggested that a

iirotoxin was involved.

IThe symptoms observed in the Shags, terns and Guillemots which

rce seen dying were markedly similar to those of paralytic shellfish

issoning, both in human beings (table 10) and in the domestic chick

lyy and Aldrich 1965), while the post-mortem findings agreed with

)sse of McKernan and Scheffer (1942) with respect to the inflamma-

I I of the intestines. Paralytic shellfish poisoning is produced by

:;ins which have been synthesised by single-celled organisms belong-

:
to the Dinoflagellata, particularly to the genus Gonjaulax, the

trribution of which is discussed by Buchanan and Longbottom (1968).

lese toxins, which have been reviewed by Shilo (1967) and of which

best known is saxitoxin (C10H17N7O4), block neuro-muscular

'lulse transmission.

'Hany pesticides have neurotoxin effects, and dieldrin and pp'DDE
metabolite of DDT) are known to be found in seabirds. Previous
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investigations have determined the levels of dieldrin and pp'DDE
in seabirds and other marine organisms around the Fame Islands

(Robinson et al. 1967) and these studies were being continued in

1968. The levels of dieldrin in adult Shags which died in May 1968

were lower than those recorded in previous years and a similar pic-

ture emerged from analyses of Shag eggs, Cod Gadus morrhua and sand-

eels Ammodjtes from the area of the Fame Islands in 1964-68 (fig.

6). The level of pp'DDE also showed a slightly lower concentration

in 1968 and, in any case, was well below that considered toxicolog-

ically significant. Even in the previous four years the level of dieldrin

did not cause significant adult mortality (Potts 1968). Examinations

were also made for the presence of other pesticides in May 1968,

including telodrin which has been responsible for considerable

numbers of deaths among Sandwich Terns and other seabirds in

the Netherlands (Koeman et al. 1967), but none was found in detectable

quantities.

Fig. 6. Levels of dieldrin in Cod Gadus morrhua (squares),

sandeels Ammodjtes (circles) and eggs of Shags Phalacrocorax

aristotelis (triangles) in May in each of the years 1964-68

(levels determined by A. N. Crabtree)

MORTALITY AMONG HOMING PIGEONS
A flight of 1 5

homing pigeons Columha sp. from near Berwick-on-

Tweed, Northumberland, were observed feeding on the shore and all

then died shortly after returning to their loft. Post-mortem examination

showed the presence of small shells of Edible Mussels in their intestines

which were inflamed. The circumstances of their deaths and this

surprising discovery of small Mussels in their intestines strongly

suggested that these pigeons had died from paralytic shellfish poison-

ing {per Dr. H. R. Ingham).
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DISCUSSION
lae mortality of seabirds described in this paper was markedly

: tricted in both space and time, being confined to the Northum-

: rland coast and spread over about three weeks. A chronological

'.mmary of the main events is given in table 1 1 . The symptoms of

: sick birds and the post-mortem examinations suggested that death

t'Dle II. Chronological sequence of seabird mortality and associated pheno-
mena in Northumberland and Durham in May 1968

^.servers, indicated by initials, were F. Y. Bodgcr, Dr. J. C. Coulson, I. R. Deans,

;Dollman, E. Dunn, S. M. Fraser, Mrs. Grace Hickling, Mrs. Jean M. Horobin,

' f. Kennedy, J. Parsons, Dr. G. R. Potts and the Royal Societt' for the Prevention

of Cruelty to Animals

1 May

1 May

1 May

" 1 May
' 1 May

1 May

I May

I
dd May

1 May

i May

'
I May

'
i May

'
i May

'
i May

: iward

May

Four Shags Phalacrocorax arisiotelis ill at Amble, Northumberland*

and died overnight (rspca)

One Sandwich Tern Sterna sandvicensis dead at Amble (ed). One Shag
dead on Fame Islands (ird, smf). First reports of exceptional phos-

phorescence in sea around Fame Islands Isle of May (jp)

Two Shags dead on Fame Islands, Northumberland, and others

vomiting sandeels Ammodyles (jcc, ird, smf). First dead Shag reported

on mainland coast at Seahouses, Northumberland, and two Sand-

wich Terns also dead there (ed)

Reduced number of Shag nests occupied on Fame Islands (ird, smf)

Absence of non-breeding and off-duty Shags in breeding areas on
Fame Islands, but few deserted nests (jee)

First case of paralytic shellfish poisoning in a human being in

Northumberland

Seven nests deserted by Shags on Inner Fame (ird, smf). First Arctic

Tern S. paradisaea died overnight on Fame Islands (jmh)

Nine Sandwich Terns dead and others vomiting on Fame Islands, as

well as several Shags dead there (fyb)

Ten Sandwich Terns dead and ten Shags dead on Fame Islands

(gii, rjk). Three Sandwich Terns dead at Amble (ed). Only nine out

of 298 Shag nests still occupied on Fame Islands (ird, smf)

Shags still dying on Fame Islands and only about 100 left alive there

(jcc, grp). Sandeels dying and washed ashore at Seahouses O^c,
grp). Sandwich Terns vomiting at Amble (ed). No indication of

illness or desertion among Shags at St. Abb’s Head, Bervdekshire

(jcc, grp)

Many dead Shags found on Northumberland coast and peak of ringing

recoveries

Smallest number of Shags seen during April-July on Inner Fame
(ird, smf). First indications of Eiders Somaieria mollissima and Cor-

morants P. carbo dying on Northumberland coast

Vast numbers of sandeels dead on Northumberland coast (hd).

Arctic Terns dying in numbers on Fame Islands (jmh)

Few newly dead birds on Northumberland coast except for occasional

Eider or Cormorant (jcc). Arctic Terns and Common Terns S.

hirmdo dying on Fame Islands until mid-June

Peak of paralytic shellfish poisoning in human beings in Northum-
berland
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resulted from a nerve poison; few of the corpses showed signs of

disease, and food shortage could be excluded. Many of the birds had

been feeding shortly before they died and it was evident that the

poison acted rapidly, as there was only a brief period of illness. Many
of the symptoms of the sick birds were similar to those of ones suffer-

ing from acute poisoning by organochlorine pesticides, and it was

fortunate that we were able to exclude these as possible causes.

The almost simultaneous occurrence of paralytic shellfish poisoning

in human beings, and probably in homing pigeons, was a result of

eating Mussels from the north Northumberland coast and must be

regarded as more than coincidence. This poison is a nerve toxin

capable of causing illness and death at very low concentrations;

consequently, it is difficult to demonstrate its presence in the bodies

of animals it has killed. Work is still in progress which we hope will

confirm this toxin in the bodies of seabirds collected during the

period of heavy mortality. The most important evidence so far obtained

is the close similarity between the known symptoms in man and the do-

mestic hen and those observed in the seabirds. At the present time

the evidence must be regarded as circumstantial, but, taking into

account the deaths of the homing pigeons, it is difficult to explain the

mortality by any other cause.

As already shown, paralytic shellfish poisoning is produced by

single-celled organisms known as dinoflagellates. Its presence in

Mussels is a result of their ‘filter-feeding’: during the process of

filtering small particles of food from the water, these molluscs con-

centrate and ingest the dinoflagellates and thus accumulate the toxin.

The poison did not, however, reach most of the seabirds on the Fame

Islands in this way, because there only the Eiders feed on Mussels,

and it must have followed other food-chains involving filter-feeding

marine animals. From several years of seabird study on the Fame

Islands, it seem likely that the toxin reached most species through fish,

particularly sandeels Ammodjtes sp. A schematic representation of the

transfer of the toxin along food-chains is given below:

Toxin (dinoflagellates)

Sedentary filter feeders

(e.g. Mussels,Cockles)

Pigeons Eiders Cormorants-^

Zooplankton filter feeders

(e.g.some Crustacea)

i
Sandeels and other fish

Shags Terns Guillemots
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Kiere is a close similarity between this suggested scheme and the

rjisfer of residues of organochlorine pesticides (pp 'DDE and dieldrin)

• the same environment where there is good evidence of a build-up

. concentration at each and every stage in the food-chain (Robinson

uj/. 1967).

i Outbreaks of paralytic shellfish poisoning are associated with red-

brown-coloured water (‘red tides’), but no such areas of coloured

;
li.ter were observed from the Fame Islands, although intense phos-

1 ^oresence indicated an exceptionally rich plankton. The indirect

uidence from the seabirds suggested that the main concentration of

: : toxin was offshore, but not more than a few miles east of the Fame
,.ands. The mid-sea feeding species—Puffins, Kittiwakes and Guille-

:>ots—did not suffer a high mortality, whilst the Shags on Inner Fame,
r : innermost island, were affected less than those further out on the

rrne Islands. Only two areas of coloured water were reported at

<s time, both off south Northumberland about five and ten miles

jshore {per Commander A. Liddicoat and Dr. J. Buchanan), and it

;nms likely that the main concentration of dinoflagellates was a similar

itance off the north Northumberland coast. If this interpretation is

rtrect, the frequent northerly and easterly winds during May would
we tended to drift the dinoflagellates in the surface waters towards

:
:: Northumberland shore where the Mussels would also have

I

llilected the toxin.

1 TThe mortality in the seabirds was of two types: in the Shags and

I

irrmorants both sexes were affected equally, whilst in the terns, and
sssibly some other species, the casualties included a high proportion

tfemales. In fact, most of the mortality in the terns was not directly

jased by the toxin, but seemed to be associated with egg-laying,

apparently the terns carried sub-lethal levels of the toxin, but the

Ricentrations were sufficient to cause difficulty in egg-laying:

:esumably the necessary muscular co-ordination was incomplete,

;.ulting either in the egg breaking within the body or in exhaustion and

eemorrhage from the physical exertions of attempting to expel the

??•

IThe Shags, on the other hand, were clearly exceptionally susceptible

•the toxin; it is impossible to account for the hea\'y mortality of

.;ags in terms of different food or feeding areas from those of the

aer species. In contrast, although Mussels contained the highest

ncentrations of the toxin found (P. C. Wood in litt.) and are the

JTninant food of Eiders, few of these ducks died, though each probab-

leonsumed enough Mussels every day to cause severe illness in several

rman beings. Clearly the Eider has some means of making the toxin

ffective, or otherwise the population would have been drastically

: luced.
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Although outbreaks of ‘red tide’ are frequent in other parts of the

world—for example, California and the Gulf of St. Lawrence (Prakash ^

1967)—we have been able to find only one certain instance of its -

causing extensive mortality among seabirds and that was on the coast 1

of Washington (McKernan and Scheffer 1942). But it seems possible i

that it may have been overlooked in the past. In the present case, f

appreciable levels of toxin were reported in Mussels from Aberdeen- I

shire to Yorkshire (P. C. Wood in litt., Ingham and Wood 1968), but
|

the mortality among seabirds was restricted to an area of particularly 1

high intensity of the toxin. Undoubtedly no similar outbreak has I

occurred around the Fame Islands in recent years, but careful con- |

sideration should be given to the possibility that such a mortality I

might have gone unrecorded or not been diagnosed if it had occurred
|

in an area where there were fewer observers or Shags and where
(

extensive illness was not caused among human beings. Had it not

been for the deaths of the Shags, it is unlikely that the high levels of

toxin would have been recorded as influencing survival in the other

seabirds.

The present mortality was similar to that produced by synthetic

neurotoxins, such as organochlorine pesticides. The levels of dieldrin

in Shags, Cormorants and some Sandwich Terns are such that we
might have questioned whether they had caused the deaths in May
1968. We were particularly fortunate, however, in having had levels

of pp 'DDE and dieldrin determined in other years
;
not only were they

decreasing in the area of the Fame Islands, but the levels in Shags

which died in May 1968 were lower than previously.

Although it is evident that mortality from paralytic shellfish poison-

ing is infrequent among Shags, these events clearly established that

there is an advantage in a long-lived species having one or more years

before maturity and dispersing in this immature stage. In this case,

many of the reservoir of non-breeding immatures survived and will

presumably be recruited into the depleted breeding population in the

next few years; as a result, the effects of such a catastrophic mortality

must be greatly reduced. Although many Shags of known age have

been lost, the effect of the heavy mortality is not without, interest.

The behaviour of the new recruits in 1969 will be followed in detail

since they will be exposed to much less competition from old and

experienced birds. It will be of particular interest to find the proportion

of the (then) two-year age class which succeeds in breeding, and to

see whether maturity is advanced.

Information on current knowledge concerning the phenomenon of

red tides and the dinoflagellates of the genus Gonjaulax can be found in

the reviews published in America by Brongersma-Sanders (1957)

Rounsefell and Nelson (1966).
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SUMMARY
1 exceptionally heavy mortality of seabirds took place on the Northumberland
ast in the second half of May and the first week of June 1968. Several species

' re involved, but the greatest proportion of deaths occurred among Shags Phala-

:orax aristotelis and it is provisionally estimated that about 80% of the breeding

ppulation of Shags on the Fame Islands died. Searches on the coast produced 636
id birds over 65 iniles, and 199 of those were Shags.

,

The mortality in the Shags was not age-specific among those at risk, but, because

ny immatures were dispersed along the east coasts of England and Scotland,

mortality in the younger age-classes was appreciably lower: it is suggested

I t many of the surviving imrruitures will return to breed in the colony on the

r :ne Islands in the next few years. The timing of the mortality was different

each species: the Shags and Sandwich Terns Sterna sandvicensis were the first to

, and deaths among Common Terns F. hinmdo and Arctic Terns S. paradisaea

ne about a week later. In the cases of the terns, mortality coincided wfith the onset

-egg-laying in each species.

' iymptoms in the dying birds, and subsequent post-mortem examinations, sugges-

that a neurotoxin was the cause; death was rapid after the first symptoms
re recorded. Examinations for organochlorine pesticide residues at the time of

mortality showed that the levels of these were lower than in previous years

: 1 were unlikely to be the cause of the deaths.

The seabird mortality coincided with 78 cases of paralytic shellfish poisoning

ong human beings and suspected poisoning of homing pigeons Columba sp. from
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the same cause. The symptoms were similar and the evidence suggests that this

poisoning was also the reason for the seabird deaths. The toxin, produced by dino-

flagellates, is suggested to have been transferred through food chains, but it is

evident that some species—for example, the Eider Somateria mollissima—are much
more resistant to it, while the Shag is highly sensitive to its effects. This appears

to be only the second occasion that extensive mortality of seabirds has been attribu-

ted to toxin produced by dinoflagellates, although the effects of ‘red tide’ on other

marine animals are well known.
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ATE 51. Shags Pha/acrocorax aris/o/elis on part of Staple Island, Fame Islands,

May and nth )unc 1968. Numbers increased after photo above was taken and

n crashed from paralytic shelltish poisoning (pages 1-404) (p/jofos: J. C. Couhon)





I. ATE
5 3 . \v hitc-winged Black TcmChlidouias Icucop/irns^ I lungary, lunc 1965. Note

ibitat, floating nest, contrast of white tail and wings with black body and wing
lings. Below, typical clutch of three (pages 405-408) {photos: Gydrg^' Kapoesy)



Plate
5 4. White-winged Black Terns Chlidonias leucop/erus at nest with three eggs

and also young (page 407), Hungary, June 1965. These show the black body and white

shoulders as well as the bill shape (one is in moult at the base of the bill). Note
the white-faced chick being fed with an insect (page 407) {photos: Gyor^' Kapocsy)



Studies of less familiar birds

149. White-winged Black Tern

Stanley Cramp

Photographs by Gyorgy Kapocsy

(Plates 53-54)

Ibreeding plumage (plate 54) the White-winged Black Tern Chlidonias

icopterus is elegant and unmistakeable. The white shoulders, tail and

[per tail-coverts, contrasting sharply with the dense black of the rest

tthe plumage (plate 53a), enable it to be picked out at some distance

icen feeding with flocks of Black Terns C. niger on passage. At closer

uge its bill is dark red, slightly shorter and stouter, and its legs

: reddish-black. Autumn plumages are much more confusing and it is

tt surprising that the species was formerly regarded as very rare in

ittain at this season (Witherby et al. 1938-41). Williamson (i960) did

ii-ch to clarify the problems of the field identification of the three

xcies of marsh terns in autumn, and in recent years accepted records

tthe White-winged Black Tern in Britain have been more frequent

tir the breeding season (mainly August and September) than in

ling (chiefly May and June). The species is now recorded annually in

: British Isles, with normally less than ten records, although as

my as 18 or 19 individuals were reported in 1964 and 16 in 1967.

iss most frequent in southern and eastern England, but its range of

:t:urrence is wide, including both coastal and inland areas and ex-

tding to Wales, Ireland and Scodand; in 1967, indeed, four were

lorded in Scotland, north to Shetland and Caithness,

rn Britain most records refer to single birds, but further east in

rrope larger numbers are seen on passage, often accompanying flocks

EBlack Terns. Halle (1968) found both species noisy at times on Lake

meva, uttering a variety of musical cheeps
;
he considered the call of

White-winged Black Tern to be rather lower pitched, with a roll in

Others have described its call as hoarser and longer than that of the

icck Tern. The White-winged Black Tern has a broader base to its

ugs and a shallower wing-beat (Williamson i960), but it often

'oears more agile in flight and seems better able to capture insects on

wing.

[."he rarity of the White-winged Black Tern in Britain is hardly

rprising, for its regular breeding area, unlike those of its two rela-

tes, does not extend to western Europe. It begins in Hungary and

latches eastwards, rarely extending above
5 5°N or below 40° N
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(except in Iraq), to the shores of the Pacific, including the southern half

of the island of Sakhalin, but with a noticeable gap in central Siberia

between the upper Ob and the east of Lake Baikal (Harber 1955).

Voous (i960) stated that its breeding limits approach the July isotherm

of 66° F in the north and extend below the 90° F isotherm in the south,

while for the more northerly Black Tern these limits are 62° F and 80° F
respectively. Within its range, however, it is by no means evenly dis-

tributed. Thus in the Soviet Union it is abundant in northern Kazakh-

stan and the Kulunda and Baraba steppes, but sporadic and scarce on

the Black Sea (Harber 1955). This sporadic and erratic nature of its

nesting, especially on the edges of its range, leads to some uncertainty

as to precisely where it breeds or has bred. This applies, for example,

to a number of areas bordering the Mediterranean, but above all, to

whether its range includes, as does that of the Whiskered Tern C.

hybrida, any part of tropical Africa. Voous (i960) showed two definite

breeding areas in east Africa, but Bannerman (1962), in a full and careful

review of all the evidence, showed that a division of opinion still

existed as to whether the species has ever nested in Africa. White-winged

Black Terns usually disappear from the east African Lakes after May,

but some individuals have been seen on Lake Edward in June and on

Lakes Victoria and Albert in August. Williamson (i960) pointed out

that the moult pattern of some African specimens suggests that this

species may not nest until its second summer. It seems likely, however,

that there are colonies in remote areas in east Africa, and perhaps else-

where on that continent, still awaiting discovery.

The White-winged Black Tern is a late migrant into Europe. It

rarely reaches Hungary before May, whereas the Black Tern normally

arrives in the second half of April. In Germany, spring occurrences

reach a maximum in the second half of May, and Wehner (1966)

suggested that their increasing frequency in recent years may be linked,

as in the Black-winged Stilt Himantopus himantopus, with unsuitable

conditions in its normal breeding areas in some years. Dr. L. Horvath,

in the fullest account yet published of the still far from well-known

breeding biology of the White-winged Black Tern (Bannerman 1962),

stressed the marked fluctuations in breeding numbers in Hungary. It

breeds there plentifully when snowy winters have been followed by wet

springs (especially in rainy years following several years of drought),

but in moderately wet years only a few pairs nest and none at all in dry

years. He linked this with its special nesting requirements. It favours

meadow-like areas, partly under shallow water, enclosed by inundated

alkaline plains. Unlike the other two marsh terns, it will not breed on

fish-ponds or lakes, though feeding over them readily with the other

species on passage. It nests often in isolated colonies and even where it

breeds with Black Terns in extensive marshy areas the colonies are
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Lually separated. Thus G. Kapocsy, who photographed the species

.Lake Nagyivan in 1965 (plates 53-54), found that the nests of the

hite-winged Black Tern were some 20 yards from the adjoining

,.ack Tern colony. At the same lake in 1966 there were about 90 pairs

’ White-winged Black Terns in two groups, one quite isolated, the

'her overlapping slightly with a colony of 40 pairs of Black Terns,

'nilst a smaller group of Whiskered Terns built some distance away
..adler 1967).

>Nesting begins in the second half of May in Hungary and may extend

: til mid-June. Dr. Horvath described the nest (plate
5 3) as a stack-like

I itform, built from reeds plucked by the birds, more carefully con-

..ucted than that of the Black Tern, with a shaped cup, and elevated

I ove the water. By contrast, the nest of the Black Tern is smaller and

r.apler, gathered from decaying vegetable matter and built on cut

;cer or floating debris. The normal clutch of the White-winged Black

rrn is three; clutches of two are found less frequently and always in

me. Dr. Horvath knew of no clutches larger than three, but G.

ip.pocsy whilst photographing the nest on plate 54 saw two young
nmb on to it after the female had settled on three eggs, and felt certain

mt they had not come from another nest. The eggs of the two species

: : very similar and cannot always be separated, although those of the

h.iite-winged Black Tern (plate 53b) tend to be somewhat smaller and

ihiter. The hatching and fledging periods of this tern do not appear to

we. been recorded, and its display has been little studied,

lin Hungary Dr. Horvath stated that White-winged Black Terns feed

. aquatic insects and the larvae of mosquitoes and flies. They alight on
water more frequently than Black Terns and will even search for

)od by wading, when they have sometimes been trapped by bivalves.

1 Kapocsy noted that the young were fed on insects (plate 54b), but

metimes the adults brought prey so large that the chicks could not

lallow them. In the Soviet Union insects are the normal food, but,

'nre rarely, small fish, frogs, tadpoles, worms and spiders are taken

airber 1955). Voous (i960) suggested that they may take more
cects (dragonflies) on the wing than Black Terns do.

They leave Hungary in the second half of September, whereas Black

:rns stay on until October. Bannerman (1962), in his full study of

gyratory movements, stated that September is the main passage

nth in Iraq and that by October White-winged Black Terns have

ead over Africa and reached as far as the Congo. The Nile is one of

ir principal migration routes, great numbers passing through Egypt

m mid-August until mid-October. Later they are found over very

^le areas of Africa, from the Niger inundation zone and Lake Chad

'3t to the Sudan and Somaliland and south as far as South Africa,

ey wander widely in search of locally abundant food, which includes
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fish iChromis), flies, grasshoppers and, according to Voous (i960),
I

flying locusts. On the return passage in May, the Nile is again their

main route, though at this season they are reported more frequently
j

than in autumn in the western areas of North Africa (Etchecopar and
]

Hue 1967), while some have been recorded at 8,400 feet on the l

Abyssinian plateau. Less is known of the movements of White-winged

Black Terns from the eastern part of their breeding range, but the

species passes through China to winter in Burma, Malaysia and even

Australia and New Zealand.
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Proceedings of the XIV International Ornithological Congress,

Oxford, 24-30 July 1966. Edited by D. W. Snow. Blackwell, Oxford

and Edinburgh, 1967. xxiii + 405 pages; ii black-and-white

photos
;
many text-figures. 72s. 6d.

The Proceedings of the International Ornithological Congress at

Oxford in 1966 have now appeared as a handsome volume of practical

size, with an excellent layout, clear and easily readable typography,

neatly executed line-drawings and diagrams, and well-produced

photographic plates. The book is nicely bound and of a high standard

throughout. The editor. Dr. D. W. Snow, deserves the gratitude of

all ornithologists. The same applies also to the President of the

Congress, Dr. David Lack, and the Secretary-General, Professor N.

Tinbergen, whose inspiration, ideas and high talent for organisation
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INTERNATIONAL ORNITHOLOGICAL CONGRESS

:ere the foundation of the Congress’s great success and achievements.

iThe scope and contents of these Proceedings differ in some respects

om those of their predecessors and a new publication policy has

; en adopted. Only the main lectures of the plenary sessions, a total

17 papers, are published here. These are all comprehensive contri-

ititions by prominent ornithologists who were specially invited by the

•l itish Executive Committee of the Congress to review their particular

•Ids of research. The numerous lectures delivered at the sectional

sssions are not even mentioned by name; the reason, as explained in

re Secretary-General’s report, was to avoid ‘too heavy a burden on

re finances of the Congress’. In any case, such lectures often contain

uaterial that could justifiably be published in the normal ornithological

uarnals’. This viewpoint is absolutely legitimate, of course, but it

1 11 continue to give rise to some argument. Personally, I find it

lund and, against the background of the enormous scientific produc-

;dty these days, quite logical and even necessary. I am sure that it

itticipates the future attitude to be taken by all big scientific congresses.

"The decision not to publish the sectional papers makes the ‘Abstracts’

them, which were printed and issued before the Congress, an in-

sspensable companion volume to these Proceedings. Unfortunately,

aany Congress members did not keep the Abstracts, presumably

:ccause they expected the papers to be printed in full, as in the past,

•iany of these sectional papers dealt with traditional or conventional

ues of study, but a considerable number were of primary interest

that they set out novel viewpoints, discussed provocative matters

• threw new light on questions now in focus. They covered an

iverwhelming wealth of topics and it is not easy to make a selection,

;it before reviewing the main Proceedings I should like to draw

ttention to some which I found particularly noteworthy. The subjects
’ these covered computer simulation of pigeon orientation (Dr. H. E.

led B. P. Adler), convergence between swifts and hummingbirds

lirs. J. W. Cohn), breeding biology of the Kittiwake (Dr. J. C.

t'Dulson), orientation in the Indigo Bunting (Dr. S. T. Emlen),

"ientation in passerine night migrants (Dr. P. R. Evans), taxonomy
’ geographical variation (I. C. J. Galbraith), evolution on islands

')r. P. R. Grant), circadian rhythmicity in migrants (E. Gwinner),

eerylosis and taxonomy (Dr. Mary A. Heimerdinger), moulting

ilaptations in desert birds (Professor A. Keast), and magnetism and

::ientation in Robins (W. Wiltschko and Professor F. W. Merkel),

bis is just a personal selection, however, and many others could

qually well be singled out. The editorial panel would have faced an

ipossible task if it had to choose some of these sectional papers for

iblication and the only reasonable solutions were to print all or

)ne. It would have been useful, however, to have printed the Ab-
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stracts in the Proceedings, as has sometimes been done with the reports

on the annual conferences of the British Ornithologists’ Union (e.g.

Ibis, 107: 1 30-1 3 2). This would have given easy access to summaries

of the great mass of information in the sectional papers.

As it is, the present volume is the smallest in the series of Proceedings

of the International Ornithological Congresses. Its 405 pages amount
to exactly one-third of the size of the Proceedings of the Ithaca

Congress in 1962, as well as 350 pages less than those of the Oxford

Congress in 1934 and about 300 pages fewer even than those of the

London Congress in 1905. I hasten to add that these comparisons do

not imply that the size of a book is a measure of its usefulness. They

do emphasize, however, that the decision not to print the great bulk

of the lectures has resulted in a volume which is slimmer, handier and

less expensive than any of its predecessors.

The 17 main papers delivered at the plenary sessions, which thus

form all but a few pages of these Proceedings, are all outstanding

contributions. They cover research on ‘Systematics and Taxonomy’,

‘Aspects of Physiology’, ‘Population Ecology’, ‘Vocal Communica-

tion’ and ‘Orientation and Navigation’. These well-chosen topics

cover some of the most important fields of current and future research.

Dr. Lack’s Presidential Address on ‘Interrelationships in breeding

adaptations as shown by marine birds’ and the paper which followed

it by Professor Tinbergen on ‘Adaptive features of the Black-headed

Gull’ are thought-provoking and wide-ranging in their conclusions.

Both deal with seabird adaptations, but from factual and experimental

angles respectively; they not only summarise present knowledge,

but open up fascinating new lines of research. Dr. Lack demonstrates

that many features of breeding biology are closely linked with each

other, all being subject to natural selection, and that many adaptations

are compromises between conflicting advantages. He points out a

number of important differences in breeding adaptations between

offshore (including pelagic) and inshore feeders, all ultimately due to

the much greater distances the former have to travel to obtain food

for their young. This evidently has a close bearing on a problem which

has often puzzled me. During the pre-nuptial period all arctic and

boreal offshore feeders alternate between lengthy sojourns out at

sea and short visits to their breeding places, an adaptive development

which must be due to convergent evolution in the different groups of

seabirds. In view of Dr. Lack’s findings, this behaviour can be ex-

plained as a compromise between normal activities at the nest site and

feeding excursions necessary to build up sufficient energy for egg-

laying and brooding. Such interruptions in the pre-nuptial display

period are not found among inshore feeders.

In his paper on the Black-headed Gull, among many other interesting
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lehavioural aspects, Professor Tinbergen draws attention to the so-

I died ‘aggressive camouflage’ produced by the white on the heads

nd undersides of gulls and other seabirds. This colour enables

irirds which are plunge-diving for fish to approach their prey from

ae air more closely than if they were dark. Professor Tinbergen

rives good reasons for his conviction that the adaptive value of the

hite coloration in seabirds is attributable to this, but he adds cautious-

that the evidence is not yet complete. Nevertheless, the theory

uay explain why the young Kittiwake, unlike all other immature

narine gulls, quickly adopts a white head and under-parts similar

) those of the adult: just after fledging, it leaves the inshore zone,

:»ain unlike other immature gulls, and starts fishing in the pelagic

)ne. The theory may also explain why the Black Guillemot is the

:-nly auk which can afford a black breeding plumage; it feeds on slow-

Moving or almost stationary benthonic organisms, while the other

i;aks (with white under-parts) feed to a great extent on fast-moving

ickton in the offshore zone.

The section on systematics and taxonomy comprises two papers,

he first is a theoretical discussion by Dr. Walter J. Bock of ‘The use

if adaptive characters in avian classification’. Its importance lies in its

listinction between different types or degrees of adaptation and in its

lonclusion that adaptive characters, contrary to current belief, are

uitable for use in the classification of higher taxonomic categories,

'he second paper in this section is a short account by Professor Dr.

irwin Stresemann of his comprehensive studies of moult, which have

lecently been published in a special volume of Journa/ fiir Ornithologie

rceviewed in Brit. Birds, 6o: 407-41 1). Professor Stresemann, the

Nestor of present-day ornithology, has revived research into moult

tfter it had been neglected for a very long time. In this short paper

>.e mentions a number of extremely interesting adaptations to environ-

aental and biological factors, and emphasises the importance of the

hysiological process of moult in its relation to growth, migration,

leproductive cycles and other phenomena. It is noteworthy and quite

Tiexpected, however, to find that certain moult patterns appear to

lack any functional advantage. Such cases may express the pleiotropic

:ffects of genes which otherwise influence characters favoured by

(.election.

The physiological section, comprising three papers, concentrates

' n periodic^ rhythms and their control. Professor Dr. Jurgen Aschoff,

I ne of the founders of this field of study, writes on ‘Circadian rhythms

n birds’ and gives an excellent, lucid and exhaustive treatment of the

( /hole complex of endogenous rhythms and their correlations with

.arious ‘Zeitgebers’, of which the intensity of illumination appears to

e the most important controlling factor. Professor Aschoff bases
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this paper on birds alone, but it is well-known that such self-sustained

oscillations in activity are found in most animals and are also of vital

importance in man. Professor Aschoff’s distinction between ‘early

risers’ and ‘late risers’ among Chaffinches is, I am sure, paralleled in

human behaviour. Dr. Donald S. Earner’s contribution on ‘The

control of avian reproductive cycles’ is a thorough and very clear

description of an extremely complicated subject. The basic proximate

factors in the control of reproductive cycles are a variety of external

information and hormonal influences emanating from the hypothala-

mus, the anterior pituitary gland and the gonads. Highly interesting

is the discussion of the significance of endogenous circennial periodi-

cities in the control of the gonadal cycle (and, I could add, of migratory

behaviour). Dr. Earner is somewhat reluctant to admit the existence

of such inherent rhythms and I agree that the subject is controversial.

There are, however, some recent experiments with captive birds which

can hardly be explained without assuming that endogenous circennial

rhythms are involved. In the third and last physiological paper

Professor R. A. Hinde discusses ‘Aspects of the control of avian re-

productive development within the breeding season’, based particu-

larly on experiments with Canaries. He analyses nest-building activities,

brood-patch development and other phenomena, and concludes that

they are controlled by a complex interaction between external stimuli,

behaviour and endocrine state.

Each of the three papers on population ecology concerns a single

species: the Pied Elycatcher (Dr. Lars von Haartman), the Short-

tailed Shearwater (Dr. D. L. Serventy) and the White Stork (Dr.

Gerhardt Zink). They are followed by four papers on vocal communi-

cation in individual species or groups: the Robin (J.-C. Bremond),

various American sparrows (Dr. P. Marler), species which imitate or

sing in duet (Professor W. H. Thorpe) and the Chaffinch (Eernando

Nottebohm). All these papers contain a wealth of information, and

numerous new and stimulating ideas, based on many years of obser-

vation and experiment.

In the final section on orientation and migration Erank Bellrose

reports on ‘Radar in orientation research’, summarising comprehensive

radar-based studies in America; Professor Charles Walcott and Martin

Michener describe the ‘Analysis of tracks of single homing pigeons’;

and Dr. Hans G. Wallraff assesses ‘The present status of our knowledge

about pigeon homing’. In all three papers the existence in birds of a

capacity for navigation (i.e. a true map-sense) is confirmed, but its

physiological basis appears to remain as big a riddle as ever. Professor

Walcott and Mr. Michener used a still novel and very promising

technique in their experiments, working with pigeons which they

fitted with radio transmitters and then tracked by aeroplane. They
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Mcluded that their pigeons used three forms of orientation in homing:

itit a compass orientation, then a true navigatory sense, and finally

jual recognition of landmarks.

it must be clear from this survey of the contents of the Proceedings

i:.t, in spite of their high quality, the contributions do not cover all

;

jor topics of ornithological research. This would have been im-

sssible, of course, but it would be appropriate if future Congresses

jild turn some attention towards different fields of ornithology. I

ive evolution and zoogeography especially in mind, but other

t table subjects would be various aspects of ecology, the physiology

(metabolism in correlation with the ecoclimatical rules, the new
lospecies concepts, and numerical taxonomy.

."inally, a few words on the President’s preface to the Proceedings.

.. Lack is much concerned at the steady growth in the size of the

ingress, being afraid that it may finally destroy itself or at least lose

sscientific integrity. In spite of a considerable rise in the membership-

and a restriction on excursions, the Congress at Oxford in 1966

:.:ame almost as large as the preceding one at Ithaca in 1962. I

lieve that this expansion is unavoidable. Mankind’s present popula-

m explosion inevitably means a growing number of universities

il other scientific institutions, as well as an increase in the number of

iiithologists. The only way of limiting the size of the Congress

Kuld be to make it a closed conference, to which a number of

ttinguished scientists were invited or to which the leading institu-

rns were asked to send representatives. This would safeguard the

cmtific standard, but would prevent the participation of young and

)9mising ornithologists for whom the contact with prominent

rssonalities is very important. Such a solution would therefore

highly unsatisfactory. It is possible, however, that in the 21st

latury the International Ornithological Congresses will have to be

uanged in enormous halls in the larger cities, with accommodation on
commercial basis. This situation already faces other groups, such as

ihitects and physicians. We would lose the atmosphere and the charm

(the small university communities, but not necessarily the intellectual

rndard and the spiritual essence. I am quite sure that, in spite of the

^ge crowd, the right people would soon get together in fruitful

ccussion. I agree with Dr. Lack that we might lose more specialist

mps, as we have already lost almost all the ethologists, but this is

fault of the self-sufficient specialists, not of the Congress. Bearing

mind that even international zoological congresses still flourish, I

not so pessimistic about the future as Dr. Lack is.

irhe photographs in the Proceedings match the text in quality. They
"tray some of the bigwigs of the Congress and it will be good to

P3W in years to come how they looked in 1966.

4D



Notes

Semipalmated Sandpiper in Kent.—On loth September 1967 J.G.H.
found a Semipalmated Sandpiper Calidris pusilla on the Wagbi-
Wildfowl Trust Experimental Gravel Pit Reserve at Sevenoaks, Kent.

Identification was made easier because of his previous experience of

this species at Dungeness, Kent, in September 1965 {Brit. Birds, 59;

543-547). Later it moved to another large gravel pit just to the west.

There it was studied at ranges down to 1 5
yards by all three of us and

photographed in black-and-white and colour by Dr. Pamela Harrison.

In the evening it was also watched by Eric Philp and D. W. Taylor;

eventually it flew off westwards. This is the ninth British and Irish

record. The following is a summary of the descriptions noted

:

Upper-parts: crown dark, giving capped appearance; pale supercilium showing
up clearly behind eye and merging into pale grejdsh nape; lores rather darker;

feathers of rest of upper-parts, including wing-coverts, with dark centres and

prominent white or bright buff edges, these edges being broader on mantle than

on coverts and tertials; the lateral margins to the mantle feathers formed two
prominent white lines running parallel down each side of the back ; upper tail-

coverts tinged with rufous; tail dark above; primaries also dark, but with very

fine pale edges. Under-parts: wholly white with exception of prominent buff

pectoral band across upper breast and well-marked dark longitudinal flecking

on either side of this; white areas extended in front of shoulders to give

appearance of white crescent on each side (as in Common Sandpiper Tringa

hypoleucos). Soft parts: iris dark; bill blackish, shorter than head, straight and

tapering; legs and feet blackish.

In general, it was a pale stint-like wader with relatively long legs and,

at times, an upright stance suggestive of a small Curlew Sandpiper

C. ferruginea. Its size was only about two-thirds that of a Common
Sandpiper with which it kept company for part of the time. It was also

appreciably shorter in length than a Pied Wagtail Motacilla alba near-by.

The tips of the wings extended to the end of the tail, but not beyond.

It was actively feeding for most of the time, jabbing with quick jerks

at food on top of the sand. At other times it ran fast, much like a

Sanderling C. alba. In flight it showed a tendency to rise high, circle

round and return close to the place of take-off; a faint white wing-bar

appeared to border the secondaries. It called only in flight—a quiet,

strong peep often repeated about five times.

Compared with the one at Dungeness in September 1965, this

Semipalmated Sandpiper seemed more prominently marked, both the

pectoral band and the longitudinal white lines on the mantle being

more distinctive. There appeared to be no doubt that it was an

immature, judging from the strongly marked feather-edgings and its

pectoral band (see comments by James Baird quoted in Brit. Birds, 59:

546). Jeffery G. Harrison, E. Chapman and A. Meikle
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naughing Gull in Essex.—Two records of the Laughing Gull Larus

rkilla, one in Kent in 1966 and the other in Sussex in 1923, have been

iblished in recent months (Br//. Birds, 60: 1 57-1 59; 61 : 215-214). As a

-suit of these, the Rarities Committee has reconsidered an identifica-

on of mine in Essex in 1957 and has now accepted it as the second

rritish record of this American gull (making the one in Kent in 1966

:,e third).

At 12.30 on 20th December 1957, while driving round Abberton

reservoir, Essex, I saw a group of about 1 50 Common Gulls L. canus

aanding on the mud some 180 yards from me. With them was another

i;ill of similar size, which immediately attracted my attention by the

ark colour of its mantle, the prominent white spots on the ends of its

rings and the capped appearance of its head. Approaching in my car to

ite nearest point, I was able to watch it at approximately 80 yards for

minutes or so. The day was dull and overcast, so that colours were

rfficult to see, but the grey and white of the gulls showed up well. I

lOted the following description:

^Size as Common Gull or a fraction snrallcr. Head heavily grizzled with grey-

tblack, particularly over and behind the eye; this formed an ill-defined bar and

aat a distance gave a capped appearance. Wings and back dark slate-grey (about

t two-thirds as dark as those of a Lesser Black-backed Gull L.fuscus); wing-tips

! black with prominent white spots caused by white tips to the secondaries and

: tertials. Neck, tail and under-parts white with a very' faint dusky clouding on the

r breast. Bill not visible
;
legs apparently of the same tone as those of the Common

(Gulls, but owing to the light no colour detected.

During the whole of the time that I watched it on the ground, the

uall kept its bill tucked in its scapulars. Eventually, however, all the

itrds were alarmed by a Great Black-backed Gull L. marinus overhead

nid, as they took flight in a flurry of wings, I thought that I glimpsed a

fbllow-orange colour, but I could not be sure. The appearance of the

'range gull in flight was most distinctive: the slate-grey wings deep-

nied gradually to wholly black outer primaries, while at the rear edges

ue white tips to the secondaries and tertials formed a prominent white

iir; the under-sides were white with a dark grey ‘shadow’ towards

uch tip and the wings as a whole were also thinner and more pointed

Man those of the Common Gulls. The whole flock flew straight off

Mwards the sea and, although I visited the place on several subsequent

c:casions, I failed to see any more of this unusual gull.

Later, I studied skins of Laughing Gulls at the British Museum
'.'Jatural History) and was able to match the wings of my bird per-

xtly. (I noted that, depending on the state of the plumage, there are

)metimes small white tips on the primaries also). I could not find an

' cact counterpart of the head colour, some having more grizzling and

)me less, but those with less grizzling showed the same dark bar

ver the eye as I had observed, and the more pointed shape of the
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wings than those of Common Gulls likewise agreed with my impres-

sions. R. V. A. Marshall

[There was also a Laughing Gull—the fourth British record—on
St. Agnes, Isles of Scilly, in 1967 (Brit. Birds, 61: 344).

—

Eds.]

Behaviour of Sand Martins on the ground.—Soon after noon on
1 6th May 1967, at Frensham Pond, Surrey, I saw some 60-80 Sand

Martins Riparia riparia and a few Swallows Hirmdo rustica and House
Martins Delichon urbica alight on a sandy edge which was damp from

heavy rain the previous day. The weather was overcast and there was a

light south-westerly wind with slight rain. For the next 40 minutes I

watched these birds through binoculars from a distance of about 200

yards.

On alighting, they nearly all preened and shuffled their bodies into

the wet sand; some ran like mice in quick forward dashes for distances

of up to about two feet. All except one were facing the water and in

most cases they were within inches of each other, although one or two
small parties did settle right away from the main group. Copulation or

attempted copulation by Sand Martins took place many times and in

two instances three individuals were involved simultaneously. Two
pairs, having copulated, were seen to touch each other’s beaks while

sitting side by side. All the birds left the ground several times, but

returned within seconds. Once they were disturbed by the arrival of

two Jackdaws Corpus monedula, but they came back as soon as these had

left. In only two cases did I see Sand Martins appear to peck and it

seemed to me that they alighted to preen and possibly to mate and rest,

but not in this instance to feed (cf. Brit. Birds, 44: 65 ; 45 : 69; 58:511;

59: 499; 60: 166-167; 3 i"32)* Douglas Carr

[R. A. O. Hickling, who has made a study of the Sand Martin,

comments that this species takes to the ground for three main reasons

:

to gather nesting material, to pick up minute particles of what is

thought to be grit, and to copulate. All are social activities which are

carried out in groups, and this often results in three or four individuals

being involved in one act of copulation, (i.e third and sometimes fourth

birds trying to mount the copulating male). Mr. Hickling considers

that the behaviour described by Mr. Carr fits into this pattern, except

that at the breeding colony these activities occur as the climax to a

long period of communal display during which the burrows have been

excavated. Passage in mid-May is late, but not uncommon. Mr.

Hickling has found that such late arrivals settle in at a colony and reach

the climax of the breeding cycle very quickly; indeed, they often catch

up with the birds which have been in occupation for several weeks.

The behaviour described by Mr. Carr suggests that late arrivals are
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rteady paired and in an advanced state of sexual development while

.ill on passage.—

E

ds.]

reeding methods of Rook with malformed bill.—On 29th October

>67, at Selsey Bill, Sussex, we saw an adult Rook Corvus frugilegus

^hose upper mandible gradually curved about an inch and a quarter

iver the lower. It was in immaculate plumage, which suggested that it

..as in good condition in spite of its deformity, and so we were keen to

aarn how and on what it was feeding. We spent about hours watch-

,fg
this Rook at intervals and found that it was eating molluscs,

liainly Edible Mussels Mjtilus edulis and Slipper Limpets Crepidula

rrnicata, which were lying in the tide wrack and on areas of shingle

KG. I. (a) Head of Rook Corvus frugilegus with malformed bill, Sussex, October

i067, showing the upper mandible curving over and well beyond the tip of the lower

..d also the gap between the cutting edges. It was feeding mainly on (b) Edible

-ussels Mytilus edulis and (c, d) Slipper Limpets Crepidulafornicata, the cross-section

.ustrating the position of the septum in relation to the outer shell (the drawings of

t)th molluscs are approximately to the same scale as the Rook’s head in a), (e) The
' ook’s method of extracting a Slipper Limpet from its shell, with bill raised vertically

'ad tongue inserted behind the septum, (f) The Rook’s head from above, showing
: e method of holding a Slipper Limpet lengthways and mainly to one side of its bill

{sketches by Robin J, Ptytberch)
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exposed by the ebb. During the i| hours we saw it break open at least

two dozen mussels by forceful jabs with its upper mandible. Although

its deformity prevented it from holding the contents between its

mandibles, it solved the problem by picking up the damaged bivalve,

raising its bill vertically and extracting the animal with its tongue;

small fragments of shell would fall away from the sides of its bill while

it was doing this and it sometimes left portions of the animal on the

ground. Incidentally, at least two of several other Rooks with normal

bills were also feeding on mussels on the shore and, although we did

not have time to pay much attention to these, we noted that they did

not bring their heads back to a vertical position in order to swallow.

The Slipper Limpets presented a different problem because their

hard shells resisted the hammering of the Rook’s bill. It found a way

round, however, by clamping each limpet on one side of its mouth and,

again with bill vertical, inserting its tongue behind the septum of the

shell, thus hooking out and swallowing the animal (see fig. i). If this

method failed, the Rook flew off with the limpet to a grass field near-by.

For the first half-dozen times it did this we were not in a position to see

where it went and we assumed that it was going to try to break open

the limpet on firmer ground. Later, however, we twice watched it take

a limpet to the field and there use its malformed bill to make a sizeable

hole in the ground, into which it inserted the shell and buried it by

side-to-side movements of head and bill. On 25th May 1968, at the

same place, B.K. saw a normal Rook with food which it buried in a

small patch of ploughed land. This burying of food by both a normal

Rook and the one with the malformed bill seems of interest in view of

the recent note by K. E. L. Simmons on food-hiding by Rooks and

other crows (fir/V. Birds, 61: 228-229).

In conclusion, we should like to thank Robin J. Prytherch for the

excellent drawings he has produced from our rough sketches.

Bernard King and Julian C. Rolls

Request for information
Hybrid Herring X Lesser Black-backed Gulls.—During 1968, on Skokholm,

Pembrokeshire, about ten young were reared by mixed pairs of Herring Gulls

Lams argentatus and Lesser Black-backed Gulls L. fuscus. These young, which re-

sembled juvenile Lesser Black-backed Gulls, were marked with British Trust for

Ornithology rings and various combinations of yellow, orange and red rings.

Owing to the difficulties of proving such inter-specific matings, either by observing

copulation or by seeing individuals of both species incubating the same clutch of

eggs, there seem to be virtually no published records of this mixed pairing in Britain.

Any observations of these colour-ringed hybrids or information on previous

records of mixed pairs of Herring and Lesser Black-backed Gulls, published or

unpublished, would be welcomed by Dr. M. P. Harris, Edward Grey Institute)

Botanic Garden, Oxford.
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rfds of Norfolk. By M. J. Seago. Jarrold, Norwich, 1967. 148

^es; 66 photographs in colour. 45s.

is slim volume is made most attractive by an excellent series of

our photographs illustrating a total of 64 species. The main part of

: text is devoted to a check-list of the birds of the county. Most

,\;cies are dealt with in a paragraph or two, but such Norfolk speciali-

>.5 as the Bittern, Bewick’s Swan, Marsh Harrier, Stone Curlew, some
ms. Collared Dove and Bearded Tit are rightly expanded, and accor-

. 1 half a page or more. Understandably enough, some of the com-

jnest residents, such as the House Sparrow, get the briefest treat-

..:nt, often just a line or two. This is not, of course, at all the fault

tthe author, but rather of the mass of observers on whom he is in the

I in dependent for information; the widespread tendency not to

tther much with common birds (unless they happen to be on passage)

^accentuated in Norfolk by the large number of exciting species to be

itrched for with a reasonable degree of expectation. Perhaps the

icciplined work currently being undertaken for the preparation of the

r.iithological atlas, which demands information on all species, may
vd to a fuller, better balanced picture of bird distribution here and

t-ewhere in the country.

'Air. Seago, who has been editing the annual Norfolk Bird Keport for

[ceen years, has made a good job of condensing into brief summary
liny of the facts which have been accumulating, including peak flock

rmbers, dates of outstanding passage movements and ringing records;

itt dates of more routine events are rarely mentioned.

The main purpose of the book, the author says in his introduction, is

give an account of present distribution and status, and of the great

aanges which have taken place, especially since the publication of

B. Riviere’s History of the Birds of Norfolk in 1930. This, endorses

mes Fisher in his foreword (devoted mainly to a masterly historical

Tvey of Norfolk bird-watchers and reserves), ‘is exactly what a

unty avifauna now should be, in a county where the previous store

knowledge is huge, and easily available to the scholar’. The present

viewer, however, lacking both scholarship and a copy of Riviere’s

ok, finds himself unable to agree entirely with this viewpoint. It

rrtainly seems reasonable not to trace the history of the fluctuations of

n colonies, for example, further back than 1930. On the other hand,

r -eader from, say, Kent may feel disappointed at his inability to find

lether the Snow Bunting which he observes on the north Norfolk

ast in the first half of September is arriving at the normal time, or is

:eptionally early (where else can he turn for such information?); and
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a visitor from Co. Kerry, where the Brent Geese regularly arrive at the

end of August or the beginning of September, may not trouble to

record a flock arriving so early in Norfolk as this book gives no hint

of how unusual it would be. So there seems to be a case for including

some county details of such aspects as arrival and departure dates or

song periods, which are liable to regional variation for reasons of

geography or climate or, as suggested by the Brent Geese in Co.

Kerry, through different populations of a species being affected by

different factors controlling their movement at the summer end of

the range.

I do not think there is need to be too careful to avoid all repetition of

information previously published in a book now out of print, provided

it has particular relevance to the county and is instructive to present-

day observers there or helps the extension of knowledge by showing

what is, or is not, already known. I personally would have liked to see a

more extended text, even if this could only have been achieved by

reducing the number of colour photographs.

Outside the systematic hst, there are interesting accounts of mig-

ration and of the effects of two arctic winters. There is also a

section on the ‘Changing Years’ (since 1930) where among the eight

birds listed as breeding species gained are the Kittiwake, Black-tailed

Godwit and Black Redstart; but reference to the check-list shows that

the Kittiwake has only attempted (unsuccessfully) to nest in 1946 and

1958, that the Black-tailed Godwit is recorded as nesting spasmodically,

and that it is not clear if the Black Redstart actually bred in 1965.

On the other hand, it is stated that only the Wryneck and Marsh Harrier

of those which formerly bred have apparently been lost
;
but the caption

to the photograph of the Grey Wagtail reads that it continued nesting

in the vicinity of water-mills ‘until 1963’.

These are only small points, however, and we are much indebted to

Mr. Seago for undertaking so knowledgeably, carefully and helpfully

the bringing together of the records of the past 3 5
years from the

ornithologically wonderful county of Norfolk. P. A. D. Hollom

Galapagos : Islands of Birds. By Bryan Nelson. Longmans,

London, 1968. 360 pages
; 24 pages of photographs ;

one map and

many drawings. 50s.

This book is essentially the story of Dr. and Mrs. Nelson’s stay in the

Archipielago de Galapagos (‘Archipelago of Tortoises’). They spent

the first seven months of 1964 on Tower Island, almost on the Equator,

studying the White Booby Sula dactjlatra and Red-footed Booby

S. sula, the latter in a colony of 140,000 pairs. For most of the rest of

that year they then stayed on Hood which, like Tower, is uninhabited

and which holds the world’s entire breeding population of the Waved
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oatross Diomedea irrorata. This species and a population of the Blue-

oted Booby S. nebottxii were the main subjects for study there.

Or. Nelson’s seabird studies, particularly of the Gannet S. bassana,

\ /e clearly shown the functional relationship between the tempo of

tnistic behaviour and the density of nesting, and have emphasised
•. central role of site tenacity. He has, however, found it rather

: ficult to explain why the nest-site should be the object of so much
!
npetition, a situation which contrasts with that which I have found

the closely related Shag Phalacrocorax aristotelis where the nature of

site confers tangible benefits or hazards. He maintains that com-
: ition in Gannets causes social stimulation and that this in turn

ds to synchronisation of breeding activities. It is now 30 years

.ce the publication of Dr. F. Fraser Darling’s Bird Flocks and the

\eding Cycle (1938), yet we still know little of social organisation

ong seabirds and there is still no formal proof or rejection of his

oothesis of social stimulation. On their way home, the Nelsons were

^e to spend a few days on the Peruvian island of Guanape where they

'..le across a particularly interesting example of small group syn-

ony in an otherwise unsynchronised colony of some 360,000 pairs

tthe Peruvian Booby S. variegata. One looks forward to a detailed

ildy of the phenomenon in this and other less exotic species.

1 The photographs in this book are for the most part well chosen and

:m an integral part of the whole. The numerous drawings, however,

very variable in quality and too many of them add nothing to the

tt or to the photographs. Nevertheless, useful comparative figures

sstrate the salient features of the behaviour of the main species

tidied. I was particularly fascinated by the foot-waving salute of the

ding Blue-footed Booby. The temporal position of the behaviour

rterns is not clear, however, and one hopes that, in his forthcoming

mograph on the gannets and boobies. Dr. Nelson will attempt to

i:.ntify the ritualised signal chains that he has described,

tt is inevitable, in a book of this size, that small errors will have

fDt in, such as the confusion between crustaceans and dinoflagellates

I )ne point, but, more important, some of the discussion relating

tithe study of the natural regulation of animal numbers is, at best,

.gmentary. Especially inadequate is Dr. Nelson’s coverage of the

trk of Dr. N. P. Ashmole on tropical oceanic seabirds and of Dr.

. i. Coulson on the Kittiwake Fissa tridactyla. This is not a reference

ik, however, but an account which will appeal to a wide audience

i also serve as a bridge to more formal papers, such as the collection

o which appeared in The Galapagos edited by Robert Bowman,
will stimulate the curious naturalist and the reader will certainly

iderstand something of the drive, if not the philosophy, of the

temporary field biologist. G. R. Potts
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Voice of female Little Crake confused with Baillon’s Crake
Sirs,—From 30th April to 30th June 1948 two or three crakes were

regularly heard at Hjalstaviken, about 80 kilometres north-west of

Stockholm, Sweden (T. Lundquist, 1950, Vdr Fdgelvarld, 9: 33-39).

On loth June one was seen ‘during some seconds’ and identified as a

Baillon’s Crake Pora^ana pusilla. On another occasion a sound recording

was obtained by Radiotjanst and confirmation of this as Baillon’s

Crake was established by circulating it among European ornithologists

with a specialist knowledge of this genus. In the 20 years since then

many identifications of Baillon’s Crake in all parts of Europe have been

based largely upon comparisons between calls heard and various

reproductions of this recording. It was first published on no. 63 of the

series of 64 discs issued under the title Fdglar by G. Lekander and S.

Palmer (1936-56). It was then published again on rfep 204 of the 35

discs of Kadiom Fdgelskivor by S. Palmer (1958-63) and, probably of

greater significance to British ornithologists, on side 7 of Witherhfs

Sound Guide to British Birds by Myles North and Eric Simms (1958).

On 23rd May 1968, in another part of Sweden, I heard and carefully

taped the call of a bird which was supposed from the 1948 recording

to be a Baillon’s Crake. Afterwards, however, it was trapped in the

act of uttering the sound and proved to be a female Little Crake P.

parva. Within a few hours I was able to see and record a second female

Little Crake making the same call. These observations were reported

to other ornithologists in Sweden and, during the next few weeks, a

further three birds which were all initially suspected of being Baillon’s

Crakes on comparison with the 1948 recording were taped and identi-

fied (two by capture and one by field observation) as female Litde

Crakes. Preliminary technical analysis confirmed striking similarities

between the sound recordings of these five different birds (which

were all within 200 kilometres of Stockholm) and the 1948 recording.

On the strength of the latter alone all five would undoubtedly have

been identified as Baillon’s Crakes. A paper analysing these recordings

will be appearing in the Swedish journal Fauna och Flora.

I know of only one other published recording attributed to Baillon’s

Crake. This is on no. 2 5
in the series Guide Sonore des Oiseaux d'Europe

by J.-C. Roche, but technical analysis shows that it too appears to have

its origin in the Swedish recording of 1948. In 1961 Dr. P. Feindt

presented a paper entitled ‘Rallidenforschung in Siidniedersachsen’

to a meeting of the Deutscher Ornithologen-Gesellschaft (see review

in J. Orn., 103 : 325-326). Dr. Feindt studied the sounds of crake species

and made some remarkable observations by playing back recordings,
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i.at he has not, so far as I am aware, published his results; it should

: ; noted, however, that he described the sound of Baillon’s Crake as

:‘frog-like grunting of low level’ and that a similar sound was reported

! .ut not recorded) from the Swedish crake of 1948. It is just possible,

luerefore, that in that original instance a Little Crake was recorded

Vhere a Baillon’s Crake had also been seen and heard.

It can be concluded from the observations in Sweden in 1968 (i)

:,iat the Swedish recording of 1948 is most certainly that of a female

ittle Crake; (2) that there are at present no published recordings of

.uillon’s Crake; (3) that it will be necessary to reconsider reported

::currences of Baillon’s Crake since 1948 where these are based on the

v«vedish recording or any published discs taken from it; (4) that

i.entification of Baillon’s Crake should be made only by direct

!'3servation until further information is available; and (5) that all

ccordings need to be collected and studied to determine the vocabu-

iries of Little and Baillon’s Crakes of both sexes. I should be most

rrateful for any comments or observations on these species if your

aaders would care to write to me at Meteorvagen 11 c, Skalby,

vweden. Sten Wahlstrom

The Irish record of Bulwer’s Petrel

irrs,—In his review of the 1963-65 Irish Bird Reports {Brit. Birds, 60:

: )5-2i3), D. I. M. Wallace gave his personal opinion of the record of a

uulwer’s Petrel Bulweria bulwerii off Cape Clear Island, Co. Cork, on
jith August 1965, as: ‘The first Irish record, but not one in which the

ippporting notes sound the ring of truth; they do not command the

iDnfidence of the reviewer.’ Mr. Wallace’s remarks cannot go un-

liswered, since they imply criticism of the obser^^er, the referees who
icdged the record, the standard of obser\^ation at Cape Clear Bird

tbservatory and the whole system of assessment of Irish records. (It

mould, perhaps, be pointed out that Irish rarities are not judged by

ice British Birds Rarities Committee—of which Mr. Wallace is a member
-i-but are sent to independent referees, each of whom is an expert on

me particular species under consideration.)

J. R. H. Clements’s description of the petrel, as written in the obser-

iitory log, was published in full in the Irish Bird Report (13 : 14) and in

:.e Cape Clear Bird Observatory Report (7: 13), so need not be repeated

:ere. It is sufficient to say that he was the only one of six observers

atching a vast passage of thousands of Storm Petrels Hjdrobates

’ lagicus who saw this particular bird. The circumstances surrounding

•.e record were thoroughly investigated, on the spot, the next day, by

liajor R. F. Ruttledge and myself. Needless to say, we were (and are)

^mpletely satisfied in every way. Mr. Clements wrote his description

"ider the heading ‘Large petrel sp.’, but both Major Ruttledge and I
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felt it highly probable that the bird was a Bulwer’s Petrel. In con-

sequence, we sent the notes to Dr. W. R. P. Bourne, who acts as

scientific advisor on Irish seabird records, is collator of seabird reports

for the Royal Naval Bird Watching Society and has seen Bulwer’s

Petrel in the Atlantic. He replied:

‘This is not an ideal text-book description, but it seems to me should get by. He
seems to have seen it quite close if briefly, and was able to fix the size by com-
parison with Storm Petrels and Manx Shearwaters \Puffinus puffinus\ at the time,

which should eliminate the classic mistake, misjudgment of the size of a Sooty

[Sooty Shearwater Puffinus griseus\. The only other likely source of confusion is

a dark-rumped Leach [Leach’s Petrel Oceanodroma leucorhoa\, and he seems to

have seen the tail well enough to exclude that. The description of a uniformly

dark petrel larger than a Storm and smaller than a Manx with a wedge tail seems
therefore unmistakeable, though for a perfect account one would have liked a

bit more about body and bill shape and manner of flight. I’d pass it.’

With a view to publishing the record as a note in British Birds, I then

consulted I. J. Ferguson-Lees. He suggested that it would be wise to

obtain one further opinion and proposed Major W. W. A. Phillips,

who has seen Bulwer’s Petrel in the Atlantic and Indian Oceans. Major

Phillips commented:

‘Yes, I agree with you and Dr. Bourne that the dark petrel, seen by J. R. H.

Clements off Cape Clear Island, was most probably a Bulwer’s Petrel—in fact,

from the size and description that Clements gives, the bird could not be of any

other species, in the area where he saw it—as far as I can see ! His description

fits well enough and is quite a good one, considering that he saw the bird for

such a short time.’

With these favourable opinions, the observation was accepted as the

first Irish record of Bulwer’s Petrel.

As soon as Mr. Wallace’s opinion was published, the details of the

observation were submitted to two further international authorities:

P. J. Gould of the Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C. (who

has knowledge of the Pacific forms with which Bulwer’s could be

confused) and Christian Jouanin of the Museum National d’Histoire

Naturelle, Paris (who has studied the breeding biology of Bulwer’s

Petrel and also has extensive experience of the species at sea). Mr.

Gould replied:

‘As to the SW Ireland bird. It’s too bad that no notes were taken of flight pattern

and characteristics. This would at least separate Puffinus nativitatis [Christmas

Shearwater] from Bulmria bulmrii. Nevertheless, the tail description certainly

would eliminate P. nativitatis, as well as the apparently small size. With one

exception, the clues fit B. bulwerii. The exception is that lack of buffy wing bars

on the dorsal wing surface. I am also assuming that B.fallax [Jouanin’s Petrel]

is in the Manx Shearwater size class. This leaves Bulweria macgillivrayi (does this

species really exist?) [Macgillivray’s Petrel, known only from one specimen

from Fiji]. The lack of buffy wing bars may however be explained by either one

or both the following points. If the dorsal wing coverts were moulting the

buffy bar would become broken up and the new feathers would be darker (thus

less obvious) than the old feathers. Also the poor light would tend to reduce
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rhe contrast between the coverts and the rest of the wing feathers. All in all

ny vote would be for Buliveria bulmrii.'

’ id Mr. Jouanin commented as follows:

>Sans hesitation je pense que la description s’applique a Bulweria bulwerii et a

i.ucun autre Procellarien de I’Atlantique nord. En effet I’oiscau est indique

omme ctant uniformement noiratre (I’observateur pouvait comparer avec des
' ’uffins aux parties inferieures blanches et des Pctrels-tempete au croupion blanc),

omme ayant la queue allongee (le ‘tail-heavy look’ est bien I’un des caracteres

r.'i nalttra dc Bulweria bulwerii), comme etant de taille intermediaire a Buffinus

uuffinus et a Hydrobates pelagicus. L’ensemble de ces, trois caracteres, decrits

l orrectement et avec precision, est diagnostique. J’ai moi-meme eu tout

recemment encore I’occasion d’examiner cn mer de nombreux Petrels de
' Julwer et je trouve la description que vous m’adressez tout a fait satisfaisante.’

view of these favourable opinions by world authorities on the

iccies, the Cape Clear Island record remains fully accepted,

irhis letter is published with the permission of the observer (J. R. H.
irments), the Cape Clear Bird Observatory Committee, the editor of

: Irish Bird Keporl (Major R. F. Ruttledge) and the four expert

cerees quoted above. J. T. R. Sharrock
lln the ‘Report on rare birds in Great Britain in i960’ (see Brit,

sds, 54: 174) it was recorded with deep regret that some individuals

1 Ireland were unwilling to co-operate with the Rarities Committee
:.:ause they wished Irish standards alone to be applied to Irish

sservations and that, accordingly, it had been decided to omit all

ords from that country. The hope was expressed that it might be

sssible to reverse this decision one day and in the meantime the

rrities Committee stated that it would be willing unofficially to help

r;r any Irish records on which its advice was sought. Unfortunately,

wever, experience has shown that embarrassments are likely to arise

tt expresses an opinion on records, whether from Ireland or else-

I'ere, which are not clearly within its responsibility and its offer to

;e unofficial help over records from Ireland must therefore be with-

wn. It follows that the publication of the above letter expressing

'•port for the first Irish Bulwer’s Petrel carries no implication that

record has the approval of the Rarities Committee.

We still look forward to future recognition by all within these

nds that Britain and Ireland form a zoological unity which would
laefit from the joint publication in a single report of all rarity records

tformly assessed. Meanwhile, individual members of the Rarities

:'Timittee, if possessing the necessary personal experience, will

ibtless be glad to continue to advise the recording body concerned

any particular Irish record, when so requested. We should like to

s this opportunity to record our appreciation of the help readily and

eatedly given us by colleagues in Ireland, notably the editor of the

h Bird Report, the secretary of the Northern Ireland Bird Records
: nmittee and the recorder for Cape Clear Bird Observatory.—Eds.]
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News and comment

Edited hy Robert Hudson

European Conservation Year 1970.—The Council of Europe, consisting of 18

member nations, has designated 1970 as European Nature Conservation Year. This,

it is hoped, will demonstrate to the European public the co-operative efforts of these

member nations to improve man’s environment. It is intended to highlight the

importance of Europe’s natural resources, the limited capacity of those resources,

and the nature of human impact on them
; as well as to emphasise the urgent need

for positive and soundly-based measures in long-term planning and management,
and the value that international co-operation in conservation matters can have as a

potentially unifying influence in Europe. The European Nature Conservation Year

will begin in February 1 970 with a conference in Strasbourg, at which, it is hoped, a

continent-wide conservation policy will emerge.

The Council for Europe has in other ways demonstrated its concern for conserva-

tion matters. To encourage the establishment of national parks and protected

landscapes it awards diplomas to outstanding areas (Britain’s Peak District National

Park is one of nine recipients to date)
;
while on 6th May last it proclaimed a European

Water Charter, aimed at preserving water resources and combating pollution.

Autumn harvest.—Autumn has arrived, and once more the migrant passerines of

Europe begin to move southwards across the Continent, again to run the gauntlet

of traps, nets and guns lying in wait for them in, particularly, Belgium, France, Italy

and the Iberian peninsula. Are there any signs of changes of heart amongst these

bold hunters of song-birds? The most one can say is, ‘Perhaps’. Belgium lags

shamefully behind all other North Sea countries in her approach to conservation

matters; the Comite de Coordination pour la Protection des Oiseaux, which repre-

sents 5 1 of Belgium’s scientific, cultural and tourist organisations (with a total

membership of 600,000), agitates for an end to the vast trade (much of it avicultural)

in ‘des oiseaux chanteurs’ and passed a series of resolutions to this end at its last

annual general meeting; but one has the impression that in Belgium feet are dragged

at ministerial level. The situation in France is anomalous: the south-western

departments of Gironde, Landes and Basses-Pyrenees are infamous for their com-

mercialised trapping of wild birds (the annual ‘bag’ is estimated at 60 million);

though a French law of 1905 allowed for the gradual reduction and eventual

elimination of the practice, this has been ignored by responsible authorities, and the

trapping ‘industry’ has actually expanded during recent decades. This flagrant

flouting of the law has, however, caused a public outcry in France and has received

widespread condemnation in the press (I.U.C.N. ~Bulletin, June 1968); the indications

are that French public opinion is moving in the right direction. A courageous

example has been set by the Italian Senate and Chamber of Deputies, which have

passed a law banning, from March 1969, all spring hunting and trapping as well as

totally prohibiting the public display and sale of birds smaller than Quail and

thrushes; it is hoped that this will be the first step towards a complete ban on the

netting of passerines in Italy. Unhappily, no optimistic comments can be made on

the situations in Spain and Portugal ; apparently there, as in north Africa, improve-

ments in general standards of living must come first. This should be one of the

problems for discussion by participants of European Nature Conservation Ycar 1 970.

Zoological philately.—All stamp-collectors will be familiar with the term

‘thematics’—the collecting of postage stamps according to the themes of their
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NEWS AND COMMENT

>3trations rather than their countries of origin. Doubtless many readers of British

i Is collect stamps illustrating birds, and perhaps other animals as well, and those

. 3 do will be interested in a new book. Animals on Stamps by H. Strom and

! H. Lewy, published as a 383-page paperback by Philart Productions, London.
U S is an English-language translation of a German work, updated to include 1967
loes; the ‘animals’ of the title covers the whole animal kingdom, including

fcrtebrates. The book is in two sections, ofwhich the first and longest is a country-

icountry catalogue of animal stamps, and the second a systematic list (wdth

'.intilic names) of animals that have been depicted on stamps; there is adequate

sss-referencing between the two sections, and many black-and-white illustrations.

lOgether, this is an unusual and interesting publication.

,\xwell Knight Memorial Fund.—The death of Maxwell Knight last January'

; reported in ‘News and comment’ in April; now a number of his friends and
ceagues have arranged a commemoration in the form of a Memorial Fund. In

l aerous books, articles, radio and television talks. Maxwell Knight preached the

(ssage that man is master of nature only by virtue of his study and understanding

lit; he was in the forefront of the modern conservation movement, and as a

'her was admired by many. Thus it is fitting that the projected memorial should

iin educational one. Those who would like to give are invited to subscribe to:

: : Maxwell Knight Memorial Fund, ‘Wildlife’, 7-8 Plumtree Court, London E.C.4.

Recent reports

J. T. K. Sharrock and I. J. Ferguson-Lees

(These are largely unchecked reports, not authenticated records)

;ss mainly concerns July 1968, but the last section includes news of a remarkable

aasion in August; a few other July records were mentioned in the preceding

vimary {Brit. Birds, 61: 378-380).

CONTINUATION OF SPRING PICTURE

)
r is usually a quiet month for rarities. Several species recorded in April-Junc

re, however, again represented. After the three Caspian Terns Hydroprogne

’ygrava in June, there were three more in July—at Cley (Norfolk) on 13th and at

v/ide Reservoir (Staffordshire) and Stanpit Marsh (Hampshire) on 20th. Wood-
iit Shrikes hanins senator at Dover (Kent) on ist and on Skokholm (Pembroke-

xe) on 24th-23th brought the year’s total to 14, including one at Dunderston Bay
infrewshire) on 29th March and one on Foula (Shetland) from 29th April to 3th

V r (both reported too late for earlier summaries). Other birds in this category' were
coney Buzzard Pernis apivorus on Fair Isle (Shetland) on 20th; Alpine Swifts

melba at Ardnamurchan (Argyll) on 6th and St. David’s Head (Pembrokeshire)

22ist; a Roller Coracias garrulus near Deal (Kent) in the first week of July’; a

dden Oriole Oriolus oriolus at AEnehead (Somerset) on i ith ; and a Rose-coloured

rl'ling Stnrnus rosetis on Iona (Argyll) on iith. It is, of course, debatable whether

ic.e of these were belated individuals which had overshot on spring migration or

first wanderers of the autumn. White Storks Ciconia ciconia w’ere seen at two
lities in Kent—St. Margaret’s Bay on 4th and Westerham on 21st. The Pied-

ced Grebe Podilymbus podiceps reappeared at Chew Valley Lake (Somerset) on
and jth. Spotted Crakes Por^isna por^ana were seen at Chew on 17th, Minsmere
Hoik) on 29th and Moreton (Cheshire) on 30th. There were two Spoonbills

fa/ea leucorodia at Minsmere on 7th-i9th and at Breydon (Norfolk) on 22nd.
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OA Great Shearwater Puffinus gravis was seen 8^ miles south of Toe Head (Co. Cork)

on zzTid June. Oft Cape Clear Island (Co. Cork) the first of the autumn was not until

4th August, but early Sooty Shearwaters P. griseus appeared there on 24th and 25 th

June (five on the latter date) and a Balearic Shearwater P. puffinus maitretanicus on

25 th July. There was also a Balearic off St. Mary’s (Northumberland) on i6th and

another offBardsey Island (Caernarvonshire) on 23rd. The Black-browed Albatross

Diomedea melanopbris continued to be seen around the Bass Rock (East Lothian),

but its appearances this year have been ‘rather unpredictable’. A Black-browed

Albatross was also reported in the Pentland Firth in late July and an unidentified

albatross off Cape Clear Island on 13 th. Two Little Auks Plautus alle off St. Mary’s

Island (Northumberland) on 17th were unusually early and so were single Pomarine
Skuas Stercorarius pomarinus ax. Seaham (Co. Durham) on 28th and 30th. The Long-
tailed Skua S. longicaudus on Fair Isle at the end of June stayed to 2nd July and it or

another reappeared there on 20th. Mediterranean Gulls L. melanocepbalus were seen

at Queen Mary Reservoir (Middlesex) on nth and at Spurn on 23rd.

THE START OF .A.UTUMN MIGRATION
A few northern waders are present throughout the summer every year, but there

seems to have been a general increase from mid-July onwards. Three Temminck’s
Stints Calidris iemminckii occurred at this time—at Reculver (Kent) on 13 th- 14th,

at Cley on i8th, and at Minsmere on 24th and again on 26th. Also notable in this

context were two Grey Phalaropes Pbalaropus fulicarius on the Isle of Grain (Kent)

on 25th and, from the south rather than the north, a Marsh Sandpiper Tringa

stagnatilis at Leighton Moss (Lancashire) on 15 th and a Kentish Plover Cbaradrius

alexandrinus at Westhouses (Derbyshire) on 23rd. Passerine migration is less marked

in July, but quite remarkable was the sad total of 75 Grasshopper Warblers

Pocustella naevia killed by striking Bardsey lighthouse on the nights of 27th/28th July

to ist/znd August.

FIELDFARES, CROSSBILLS AND NUTCRACKERS
As noted in the last summary, there were several Fieldfares Turdus pilaris from

Shetland to Kent in June. Further records on the east coast in July and the first half

of August included up to 300 on Fair Isle and a dozen or so at numerous other

places south to Norfolk. At Fair Isle and Spurn (Yorkshire) it was noted that many

were still in juvenile plumage or moulting into first-winter. Some then began to

spread across England and, for example, there were parties of 16 and 12 in North-

amptonshire in late July.

Single Crossbills Poxia curviroslra on Fair Isle on 6th, 12th and i5th-24th July

raised the possibility of a Crossbill irruption, but this came to naught and instead,

as this issue goes to press, we are d.aily receiving reports of Nutcrackers Nucifraga

caryocatactes. These are all apparently of the Slender-billed race iV. c. macrorhynchus

from eastern Europe and western Asia. Their arrival was heralded by large numbers

in the Baltic—for example, at Falsterbo (Sweden) and Hamburg (West Germany)

—

and by 20 as far west as Belgium in the first three weeks of August. The earliest

report we have in Britain was on 6th August, but since then we have heard of about

75 in eight or nine counties: Shetland, Yorkshire, Norfolk (29), Suffolk (30), Essex

(four), Kent (six), Sussex (three), Hampshire (?) and Cornwall. At least four have

been found dead and at least five caught and ringed. Their habitats, far from being

confined to conifer woods, have included graveyards and the verges of busy roads:

many have been very tame. These Nutcrackers arc really part of the August and

September pictures; for the moment it is sufficient to draw attention to the invasion

and to point out that there have already been almost as many recorded this autumn

as the sum total for all time previously; the ten years 1958-67 produced just six.
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Breeding biology of Rock Doves
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Infestation Control Laboratory, Worplesdon, Surrey

j

INTRODUCTION
j

55t over twenty years ago Lees (1946) published an account of the
j

reeding of Rock Doves Columba livia on the Cromarty coast of Scot-

kd. He showed that eggs could be laid in every month of the year,

rring the species the distinction of having the most extended breeding

isson of all British birds. Nevertheless, he did find that any particular

>oo-cave’ (the Scots name for pigeon caves from which the young are

nned) would be unoccupied by breeding Rock Doves for short

rriods in the year; assuming that established breeders normally remain
1

thhful to their nesting places, this suggested that each individual has j

rdls of inactivity. Further evidence that this might be the case was
1

Dvided by Lofts, Murton and Westwood (1966), who examined the
j

ittological condition of the gonads of a sample of Rock Doves shot
j

xoughout the year around Flamborough Head, Yorkshire. Most of

rsse had inactive gonads at some time after the main summer breeding
\

[dod, but this inactivity lasted only about two months. Moreover,

::ause the onset of gonad regression was not synchronous throughout
' whole population, it was evident that eggs could be found in all

jnnths to give the appearance of a continuous breeding cycle. A few

i'ividuals, however, did seem to possess the capacity for true con-

rjous breeding, though their testes assumed a characteristic appear-

:^e more typically seen in town populations of feral pigeons. Con-

uuous breeding seemed to be more often associated with melanic i

itrphs than with individuals displaying typical wild Rock Dove
;

i mage characters. Hence it seemed likely that, in coastal Rock Dove I

pDulations, the apparent manifestation of a continuous breeding

'Son might have been partly the result of an asynchronous pattern of

'st-nuptial gonad regression, and partly caused by individuals show-
' evidence of a past domestication (Lees recorded such birds in the
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population he studied). The present investigation was initiated at

Flamborough Head, Yorkshire, to obtain more accurate information on
the egg-laying season, the factors influencing it and the success of

breeding : first, in order to help understand the processes involved in

the evolution of continuous breeding as manifested by town pigeons;

and second, to compare with our studies of the other British species of

pigeons.

Arguments about what constitutes a wild Rock Dove are to a large

extent semantic. The Rock Dove, like the House Sparrow (Summers-

Smith 1963), probably spread to Britain in the wake of neolithic man
(Goodwin 1955) and has doubtless been exploited by human beings in

one way or another since the earliest ages. Certainly it was common
practice by Norman times to erect platforms in the dove caves to

facilitate the collection of squabs for immediate eating or for stocking

the manorial dove-cotes. So-called wild populations of Rock Doves in,

for example, the Faeroe Islands (Salomonson 1935, Petersen and Wil-

liamson 1949) produce melanic morphs which, because they are deter-

mined by a dominant gene, would spread in the absence of strong

selection against them. If there are no restrictive conditions, melanism

is enabled to spread and town populations possess a high proportion

(70% -(-) of such morphs (Lofts, Murton and Westwood 1966). It is

important, therefore, to appreciate that town pigeons are not chance

collections of individuals recently escaped from captivity, but instead

are composed of those birds best fitted ecologically to occupy the

urban niche. This does not imply that man-made effects of selective

breeding, such as enlarged ceres, a pouter shape, feathered feet and so

on do not appear in town populations, but they are selected against.

Similarly, albinos, which are popular in captivity, represent only a verj'

small proportion of town flocks and they can be shown to have a much

lower survival than such melanic morphs as the various chequers. In

contrast to their dominance in urban conditions, melanic morphs seem

to be at a selective disadvantage in coastal areas (Petersen and William-

son 1949). ‘Wild’ coastal populations of C. livia are comprised pre-

dominantly of birds with wild-type characters. The proportion of

wild-types varies from such areas as Flamborough Head where they

form over 70% to remote cliffs in the north-west Highlands of Scotland

where it is unusual to find any other type. To some extent, this variable

proportion depends on the amount of past and present contact and

interchange with town populations near-by or with the passage of

racing birds, but probably also on local ecological conditions.

This preamble has been intended to emphasise that so-called Rock

Doves living at Flamborough Head are subject to strong selection,

which ensures that they at least behave ecologically like a genuine wild

line (Murton and Westwood 1966). It would be pedantic, therefore, to

argue that this study is not pertinent to genuinely wild Rock Doves
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: oply because some individuals have dirty grey instead of pure white
|

: mps (see also page 446). It is extremely likely that the Rock Dove in

litain has been influenced by agriculture since at least Roman times |ii

i d it becomes difficult to draw the line between fully wild and fully '|i

al stocks. The important point to appreciate is that the Rock Doves '
1

,

iFlamborough Head, as anywhere else, represent a dynamic popula- !|

i:n just as dependent on, and adapted to, their environment as any

vier animal. i

I

r
METHODS

^

ainy of the ‘cliff’ pigeons at Flamborough Head live on the inaccessible
*

least as far as we were concerned) cliffs of Speeton, Bempton and

jimborough, roosting on the cliff face in natural fissures and small

\/es. These same cavities are also used for breeding, the doves often '

>

Siting behind Guillemots Uria aalge. Razorbills Alca torda and

:ttiwakes Kissa tridacijla. Few of the caves are easily entered, but we
:r.re able to make reasonably regular visits to one of them. Neverthe-

j

;?s, access could be gained only at low water on neap tides and some-

ines North Sea gales made even these tide conditions impossible; this

us the case from December to February in both years of study,

itrtunately, some of the Flamborough Head Rock Doves nest in a

siiused beacon tower and we were able to arrange for this to be visited

rregular fortnightly intervals from February 1965 to May 1967, while

. ; also installed a new padlocked door to prevent superfluous dis-

rtbance. (The age of the present tower is uncertain: probably it was ’

iiilt in the i8th century, but records suggest that a beacon has been
I

essent on the site since as early as 1400, possibly giving the village its

rrmer name of ‘Flameburgh’; it is likely that Rock Doves have been

i'lociated with the site over a long period.) Whether they live on the
'

tffs or in the tower, the Rock Doves must flight inland to feed on the

rrrounding agricultural land and so there are no differences between

i ; two groups, except in their choice of nesting or roosting sites. The
i“t of the Rock Doves at Flamborough Head has already been defined

I 'urton and Westwood 1966).
j

iDuring the fortnightly visit (if the cave was accessible, it was visited
j

I the same day as the tower) a systematic search was made for nests

vd all those found were marked and plotted and their contents |.

K cumented. Nests were located on the four floors of the tower, on the |
.1 connecting stairways and, in a few cases, on window sills or in old ,

v^places; virtually all possible sites were utilised at some time. It was
^

,

ffcult to overlook nests, but care was taken to account for all pre- ‘

' lusly numbered nest-sites. Further, because the same observers made
nsistent and regular visits, the records are free from many of the

uses inherent in this kind of study. Thus, although breeding success

’ Imation may be slightly exaggerated in favour of success, because
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eggs laid just after a visit may have been lost before the next fortnightly

visit, the error is judged to be small.

In order to examine the diet of nestlings, samples of young Rock
Doves were collected. We purposely chose nestlings that we judged to

be nearly ready to fledge or, in most instances, were able to catch young
which had just left their nests and were wandering about the tower or

cave. In such cases the young were regarded as having fledged success-

fully so far as the estimation of breeding success was concerned. We
were anxious not to interfere too much with the normal biology of the

Rock Doves and so restricted our sample size as much as possible. As
will be shown, it is unlikely that these activities interfered with the main

conclusions of the work and they added considerably to our apprecia-

tion of the factors governing the normal breeding season.

18-1

Jon Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Fig. I . Breeding season of Rock Doves Columba livia at

Flamborough Head, Yorkshire, based on the percentage of

clutches (392 in all) laid in each month of the year

BREEDING SEASON
Visits to either site were not frequent enough to do more than confirm

the incubation and nestling periods given in The Handbook of British

R/rJx (Witherby et al. 1939-41). Similarly, our records do not materially

add to information contained in The Handbook regarding nest sites or

nest materials. Cave nests often incorporated grass and twigs collected

inland, but rarely jetsam or other shore debris. Tower nests were

usually little more than unlined scrapes in the droppings and other

soilings that had accumulated on the floors. It was noticeable, however,

that winter nests built from November to March, and especially those

built in December and January, often contained much more nesting

material and were sometimes even lined with finer grasses and detritus.
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Iible I. Percentage of eggs laid and young fledged in each month by Rock
Doves Coltmba livia in the tower site at Flamborough Head, Yorkshire

n c total ofeggs laid or young fledged is given in brackets at the head of each column

FEBRUARY I965-JANUARY I966 FEBRUARY I966-JANUARY I967

Percentage of Percentage of Percentage of Percentage of

eggs laid young fledged eggs laid young fledged

(370) (144) (393) (213)

'oruary 2% 0% 2% 3%
.Tch 2% 0% 9% 4%
rril 16% 3% 12% 8%
y 11% 10% 17% 3%
;JC 7% 15% 10% 22%
y 6% 3% 6% 0%
i«ust X7% 6% 13% 13%
'•itember 16% 19% 17% 6%
t :ober 4% 18% 2% 11%
vvembcr 10% 13% 8% 17%
L'cember 3% io% 1% -, 0/

7 /o

i^uary 6% 3% 3% 0 /o

iss not known whether thermal insulation was more important at this

ne, but it is difficult to find other explanations for this seasonal change

mesting habit.

’"ig. I illustrates the seasonal percentage distribution of laying for the

: iod from February 1965 to December 1966 combined and is based on
1 eggs laid, or 392 clutches (only 29 eggs were found in single-egg

ttches). Table i gives details for the two years separately, running the

irrs from February to January because no records were collected in

uuary 1965. Although eggs were laid in all months of the year, it is

uarent that the majority of the Rock Doves were more seasonal and

rce probably restricted to the March-November period. The first

ilk of laying was more sharply defined in 1965, occurring in April,

m in 1966 when breeding began rather earlier but was less syn-

onised. In both years egg-laying declined noticeably after Novem-
,, which is the time of gonad regression for most Rock Doves
lifts, Murton and Westwood 1966).

^1. better way of appreciating the breeding season pattern is to con-

•:r the number of occupied nests present on each visit to the tower,

‘‘^hat method also enables an estimate of the breeding population to

!-made if it is assumed that this is indicated by the maximum density

jccupied nests. The assumption is probably reasonably justified with

: species, because the adults can produce repeat clutches in about

ten days. It is likely that, at any visit, less than 10% of the breeding

r-’s were not represented by eggs or young, assuming that once a

tcch is laid its chances of being taken on any particular day stay

1 stant and are around one in a hundred. (Table 3 on page 437 shows
t: 20% of eggs are predated and so, if a hundred clutches are laid.
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2 3 O 14 14 7 I 3 I 7 I 26 5 21 15 4 3 12

there were no visits in the first half of July or the second half of October, and in

1967 none in early February, early March or early April. The total of young fledged

at the top of each column is the number which had left nests since the previous visit
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, out 20 will be taken at some time during the incubation period of

days; thus, very approximately, one clutch out of every hundred

11 be predated on each day of incubation.) Because Rock Doves
olace lost eggs in about seven days, predation would affect the

l imate only if it occurred during the week before a visit was made,

wen that there is some breeding activity throughout the year, fig. 2

ws suggest that the season has a bimodal form. In both years there was

'oeriod of activity from around March or April until June and a

ond build-up from June until mid-summer. The relative absence of

.g-laying in June and July in both years (fig. i, table i) could not be

rributed to the majority of the Rock Doves being engaged with

iutlings and seems to have been caused by a genuine lull in breeding

—

.cn allowing that in 1966 one of the July visits could not be made. This

i 1 in breeding is also reflected in the number and proportion of young
:lged in late June and July (fig. 2, table 1). It should be mentioned

itt the low figure for occupied nest density in the second half of April

[>)6 was caused by a minor catastrophe which resulted in the loss of

.rny nests. This may have been partly the consequence of a natural

;cdator gaining access to the tower and the same thing happened in

:>7 in late April or early May. But in both years, apart from many lost

ittches, presumably predated, there was an abnormally high incidence

infertility at this time (see below). It may be suspected that environ-

mtal conditions had stimulated the Rock Doves to begin breeding,

t : that these changed, causing many desertions and failures in proper

tting ceremonies. Of the factors likely to be involved, it is most
ssible that the birds were stimulated by the appearance of bountiful

I'in supplies on the spring cereal sowings, but that when these dis-

•aeared food collection may have suddenly become difficult.

Rock Doves require 8-14 days to go through their initial pairing and

-incubation behaviour leading to laying (Fabricius and Jansson

)>3; Murton, Thearle and Lofts, in press) and thereafter need 17^
s for incubation; they tend their young in the nest for about 3^
i;ks (this study and Witherby et al. 1938-41). A new cycle of laying is

;run when nestlings are around 20 days old, and so, including about

en days for post-fledging care, the parents may be tending both eggs

il young for up to two weeks. Provided with suitable conditions,

cck Doves could produce eggs at monthly intervals and fig. 2 suggests

tt this was the case at Flamborough Head. Peaks of laying alternated

Ih peaks of brood care at roughly monthly intervals and the degree

'synchronisation might have been greater but for some egg loss and

consequent need for some individuals to produce repeat clutches

of phase. If pairs bred throughout the year it would be possible for

m to have twelve broods, though it seems unlikely that any did

: ieve such a high production rate. Histological evidence indicates

t the gonads of most Rock Doves are regressed by November and
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Table 2. Breeding success of Rock Doves Columha livia in the tower and cave

sites at Flamborough Head, Yorkshire, in 1965 and 1966

X^(2)=9-04i, P=>o.o2, for differences in hatching success; ;^2^2)=°-988> signifi-

cant, for differences in nestling success. The ‘Percentage infertile’ column includes

some eggs which simply failed to hatch, as well as those which were broken open to

confirm that there had >een no embryo development
;
the bracketed figure of 1 1% for

the cave site in this column also takes in 9% lost through other causes (such as,

probably, flooding). The ‘Percentage predated or lost’ column is confined to young
which were either known or suspected to have been taken by predators. Some young
in the cave site were certainly or probably lost through flooding and these are

included in the bracketed figure of 11% in the ‘Percentage dead in nest’ column

Eggs Percentage Percentage Percentage Percentage

laid hatched predated deserted infertile

Tower site 1965 346 61% 25% 9% 3%
Tower site 1966 409 70% 15% 10% 5%
Cave site 1965-66 57 77% 7% 5% (11%)

Percentage Percentage Percentage

Young Percentage predated dead in fledged of

hatched fledged or lost nest eggs laid

Tower site 1965 212 70% 9% 21% 43%
Tower site 1966 285 71% 7% 22% 49%
Cave site 1965-66 44 77% 11% (11%) 60%

that they recrudesce again by March (though the onset of regression

and recrudescence may show more temporal variation within the

population than in the closely related Woodpigeon Columha palumbus

or Stock Dove C. oenas). This agrees with fig. 2, which suggests that

most Rock Doves at Flamborough Head have a breeding season lasting

from late February, March or April until October or November.

Fig. 2 also suggests that only about a quarter of the population breeds

during the winter.

The average number of clutches laid per pair may also be estimated

by assuming that population size can be gauged from the maximum
occupied nest density, which was 35 in 1965 and 39 in 1966. In 1966

409 eggs were laid, 285 eggs were hatched and 202 young were fledged

(table 2) : thus each pair that year produced about five clutches, hatched

four of them and reared about five individual young to flying. From

table 2 it can similarly be calculated that in 1965 35 pairs laid five

clutches, hatched three of them and reared four young to flying. These

estimates are in reasonable accord with the frequency of egg and

nestling peaks in fig. 2.

Insufficient records were obtained to justify separate treatment for

the cave. Occupied nests were found on all visits and these spanned the

period March-November. In 1966 there were as many occupied nests

on 8 th March as on 30th September and the indications were that the
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I ceding season was equally as extended as it was in the tower site.

BREEDING SUCCESS
niching success

; ble 3
gives the seasonal variations in the percentage of eggs hatched

tthe tower for the three years combined and also the causes of egg

iJure. Hatching success varied rather little during the year and the

rriations showed no real pattern. There was generally more egg pre-

idon, usually recorded as the disappearance of eggs, in the main

reeding season from March to August than at other times—possibly

ccause there was a higher density of breeding birds at this time and

r.isequent intra-pair disturbance leading to deserted nests, which may
!"n have been predated. Table 3 suggests that proportionately more
^js were lost in the periods when most eggs were laid (not significant

tfh r4= o.775, P=>o.io). But in 1965, when there was a slightly

,vver average breeding population than in 1966 (fig. 2) and 346 eggs

rre laid, 25% were predated. This compares with a 15% loss of 409
i;>s laid in 1966 (table 2). Most, if not all, egg predation seemed to be

jjsed by Jackdaws Corvus nionedida and there was no evidence that

town Rats 'Callus norvegicus had gained access to the tower (the entry

cor was 1 5
foot above ground level). Wood Mice Apodemus sylvaticus

i\y have interfered with a few eggs.

The amount of egg desertion was greatest at the time of gonad

j^ression and in mid-winter, but, apart from being low from March to

me, did not vary much throughout the year. The amount of infertility

iss also constant, with the exception of a high level in March and

’»ril, solely caused by the high figure in April 1966 which has already

(.m discussed.

matching success was higher in the cave than in the tower, primarily

,ia result of a lower predation rate (table 2). By its siting, the cave was

js likely to attract attention from marauding Jackdaw's and some
ssts were in almost total darkness. But there w'ere not many sites

bble 3. Hatching success of eggs of Rock Doves Columba livia in the tower site

at Flamborough Head, Yorkshire, February 1965-February 1967

mo)=i8.o28, P=<o.05 (lumping ‘deserted’ with ‘infertile’ to give 6x4 array)

Eggs Percentage Percentage Percentage Percentage

laid hatched predated deserted infertile

' uary-February 53 62% 15% 19% 4%
rreh-April 149 60% 21% 3% 13%
y-June 173 (>1% 23% 5% 3%
y-August 159 64% 20% 13% 3%
'•itember-October 131 63% /O 16% 3%
vember-December 84 70% 13% 12% 2%

r^ALS 769 63% 20% 10% 3%
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available on ledges in the cave and this caused some pairs to attempt

nesting on the sandy floor; such nests fell easy prey to Brown Rats and

were also often destroyed at spring tides.

The total level of egg loss in the Rock Dove is lower than in the

other pigeons and doves so far studied (see Murton 1968 for discus-

sion). Egg loss seems to depend on the factors causing desertion rather

than on an intensive predator pressure which, at least in the case of the

Woodpigeon, results in unguarded eggs being rapidly eaten. Indeed,

it is rare to find much evidence for desertion in the latter species or in

the Turtle Dove Streptopelia turtur (Mutton 1968), simply because eggs

do not remain unattended long enough for this to be recorded. As a

consequence of a relatively low predator pressure, partly predated

clutches in the form of single eggs were not often found. Thus in the

Rock Dove, unlike the Woodpigeon and Turtle Dove, there is no

suggestion that clutch size varies throughout the year from a variable

risk of predation. In the two years combined 726 eggs were laid as

two-egg clutches and, of these, 67% were hatched and 19% were

predated, whereas only 29 single eggs (4% of the total eggs laid) were

found, of which 38% were hatched and 48% were predated.

Nestling success

While the doves displayed little seasonal variation in their ability to

hatch eggs, this was not the case with their attempts to rear young

(table 4). In the tower the amount of loss due to disappearance, again

reckoned as predation, was roughly constant, but the proportion of

young dying in the nest showed a definite seasonal trend. Death in the

nest seemed attributable to starvation, because these young had empty

crops and appeared to be underweight and in poor condition (see also

page 444). Such deaths were most frequent in the winter period, when

food stocks were presumably at their lowest, and were least apparent

Table 4. Fledging success of nestling Rock Doves Columba livia in the tower site

at Flamborough Head, Yorkshire, February 1965-February 1967
— P=>o.ooi (lumping ‘predated’ with ‘dead’). The totals of eggs laid,

from which the last column’s percentages were calculated, are given in table }

Percentage Percentage Percentage

Young Percentage predated dead fledged of

hatched fledged or lost in nest eggs laid

January-February 33 45% 6% 48% 28%
March-April 89 64% 8% 28% 38%
May-June n6 66% 13% 21% 43%
July-August 102 81% 4% 15% 32%
September-October 98 86% 6% 8% 36%
November-December 59 38% 8% 34% 40%

TOTALS 497 70% 8% 22% 46%
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: ring the season of abundant ripe cereal grain on stubbles. The
issonal variation in nest mortality can be also reconciled with the diet

tthe nestlings (pages 439-442). The rate of nestling loss attributable

predation was similar in the cave (11%) and the tower (8%), as is

)wn in table 2, while most other loss was apparently caused by
rrvation. As all adults fed on the same feeding grounds, the propor-

rn of dying nestlings would be expected to be similar at the two sites,

'Should be the average nestling success. Allowing that it was less

\y to account for nestlings in the cave and that records were collected

• y in the March-November period, this was the case. Table 2 shows
It 77% of all nestlings hatched in the cave were fledged, while 74%
5) were fledged during March to October in the tower (table 4).

As a result of the predation or infertility of single eggs, or through

. early loss of one young, there were 54 young in one-chick broods

11, of these, 67% (36) were fledged, 17% (nine) were predated and

/q (nine) died in the nest. Of 443 young in broods of two, 71%
.;|) were fledged, 7% (30) were predated and 22% (99) died in the

tt. Allowing that broods of one suffered most predation, because they

sse from clutches or broods which had already been exposed to a

idator, it appears possible that the adults could raise single young
Mitly more efficiently, but the difference is not statistically significant.

sample was not large enough to examine the success of different-

id broods at different seasons, though the few figures did suggest

possibility that single chicks were proportionately much more
ceessful in mid-winter.

..ding success

:

percentage of eggs giving rise to fledged young varied seasonally,

marily as a result of the variable fortune of nestlings, but was
cerally higher in the cave where there was less egg predation (tables

'..id 4). During the period when most of the population attempted

Lading, that is from April until September or October, there was not

leat deal of variation in the prospects for successfully rearing young,

this was even more the case from May onwards. The likelihood of

ijding successfully in mid-winter was about half as good as during

.grain season from July to October. As a consequence of the rela-

Uy slight seasonal changes in breeding success and the number of

'S breeding, the period over which young were fledged was extended,

I 33% in April-July and 52% in August-November. Only 15% of

. 'oung produced left their nests in the winter season December-

ch and half of these did so in December (see also table i).

DIET OF NESTLINGS
ie 5 shows the seasonal changes in the diet of nestlings for 1965 and
• combined and is based on the percentage composition by dry
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weight, while table 6 lists the food items consumed on a frequency

basis. (Although we examined only nestlings that were near to fledging,

there was no evidence to suggest that the diet varied as the young grew E

except, of course, that the proportion of milk decreased; milk apart, I

therefore, it was considered that the diet recorded was typical of that

of nestlings of any age except the newly hatched which are fed entirely

on milk.) As was the case with adults (Murton and Westwood 1966),

cereal grains were overwhelmingly the most important single item of

diet. Much wheat was collected from winter sowings in January, but

from February onwards barley became more important, barley normally

constituting the bulk of the spring sowings by March and April. The
typical weed seeds of cultivated land were the next most important

constituent in the diet, particularly seeds of black bindweed Poljgonum

convolvulus, knotgrass P. aviculare and persicaria P. persicaria, charlock

Sinapsis arvensis and chickweed Stellaria media. Earthworm cocoons

featured very prominently in the nestlings’ food throughout the spring,

but disappeared during the dry months of June and July, when many
earthworms aestivate or move deep into the soil. Earthworm cocoons

did not reappear in the diet until the late autumn, at the beginning of

the earthworm breeding season.

The diet of nestlings in May, June and July differed little from that in

mid-winter except that a wider range of weed seeds was fed to them,

including seeds of buttercups Kanunculus spp., various species of grasses,

and melilots Melilotus spp. In addition, the total quantity of weed seeds

increased by June, this being particularly noticeable in the case of the

chickweed. In May grain was still being obtained from late sowings,

principally of barley; in June unripe corn was collected, wheat now
predominating presumably because it develops and ripens earlier than

barley. Oats were clearly obtained from sowings, standing crops and

stubbles, but from July until January a proportion of these were the

wild species Avellana fatua.

Table 5 . Diet of nestling Rock Doves Columha livia in the tower site at Flamborough H
Yorkshire, based on percentage composition by dry weight

The total dry weight (in grams) of each monthly sample is given in brackets at the head d

column. The small percentage against ‘Other’ in the September column involves the tic beans

the peas in table 6 ; two more casual items in table 6—the maize and the chick mash—do notfo

here because the amounts were minute

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun lul Aug Sep Oct Nov D

(8.34) (12.12) (47-29) (i8.ii) (23.67) (24-77) — (24.91) (38-84) (11-77) (27.70) (20

Wheat 88.4% 7 -4% 4 - 2% 17 -9% 9 - 1% 46.2% — 48.9% 74 -7% 57 - 5% 51-7% 5
-

Barley 8.9% 82.5% 94 - 5% 62.3% 74 - 5% 28.0% — 26.6% 23-6% 42-5% 39 - 3% 91.

Oats 0.4% 5 -o% — 14 -7% 12.8% 19-7% - 23.2% 0.1% — 8.3% 4-

Weed 1 -9% 5 -0% 0.3% 0.9% 1.3% 6.1% - 1-1% 0.6% — —
Animal 0.4% — 1.0% 4 - 2% 2 - 3% — — 0.2% 0.2% — 0.7% 0.

Other 0.8% — —
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Table 6. Diet of nestling Rock Doves Columba Uvia in the tower site at

I'lamborough Head, Yorkshire, based on frequency of occurrence of items

.le figures show the numbers of individual nestlings in which each food item was
iiund, the totals examined in each two-month period (excluding birds with empty
)ps) being given in brackets at the head of the column. The weeds specified were

represented by seeds only

.leat

r rley

ts

..lizc

c : beans

:.-lS

\'’ygoniini convolvulus

llygonum aviculare

liarla media

h'ssica or Sinapsis
ilium aparine

"mex

nnopodium

’nunculus

Ailotus

>.iss seeds

faer weed seeds

wed leaves

rrthworm cocoons

rnhworms
iiils

legs

raer animals

ack mash

Jan-Feb

(21 )

Mar-Apr

(18)

May-Jun

(38)

Jul-Aug

(9)

Sep-Oct

(30)

Nov-Dec

(31 )

10 11 23 9 29 22

19 15 36 9 24 29
2 I 1 I? 4 4 13

1

I

I

9 4 6
3 7 I

4 2
3 4 2

5 2 14 3 2

3 1 4 2 1

I I 2

3 I

I 3 I

I 2 I 1

3

8 2

I 3 4 2

2 3 3 I

12 13 6 I 16

I I I

I I I 6

I 3 I 2 2

I

2

iThe diet of the nestlings was therefore very similar to that of the

ualts and differed mainly in containing a higher proportion of animal

uterial—chiefly in the form of earthworm cocoons. Earthworms
lOper and a single lepidopterous chrysalis were probably picked up by

•iince, but slugs and snails are a regular feature of the diet of all the

itish pigeons and doves, at least during the breeding season. The
ii.gs were kindly identified by A. E. Ellis as Agriolimax reticulatus and

^'ion hortensis. The snails were Helicella caperata and H. itala, these

; ng xerophilous species occurring on downs, dunes, cornfields and

fidsides, but not in woodland or marshland. In addition to these

tecies which were picked up live, the nestlings were also fed empty
; : 11s of the same species and of Trichia hispida. It is possible that the

lilts either did not distinguish live from dead snails or that dead

lAIs were selected as grit; the former seems more likely. Compared
tth the Woodpigeon and especially with the Stock Dove (Murton,

nstwood and Isaacson 1964), the Rock Dove shows a remarkable
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ability to find cereals throughout the year. From a general experience of

seasonal changes in grain availability, it might be reckoned that supplies

reach a minimum level on the last of the stubbles in January, before

the spring sowing season begins, and again in June and early July,

when only unripe corn is available.

The absence of green vegetation in the nestlings’ diet at any season

is notable, and conforms with what was also found in the case of the

adults
;
in this respect the Rock Dove’s diet differs markedly from that

of the Woodpigeon. The diet of the Rock Dove resembles that of the

Stock Dove as far as the weed seed component is concerned, but

otherwise cereals seem to be far more important for it, in which respect

it resembles the Woodpigeon. The diet of the Rock Dove nestlings

thus combined the important cereal elements of the Woodpigeon’s diet

(but not the green food) with the weed seeds favoured by the Stock

Dove and thus it is not surprising that the breeding season showed

the features of both these other species (see discussion). In making

inter-specific comparisons, however, it should be emphasised that the

period of cereal availability is generally longer at Flamborough Head
than in East Anglia where the Stock Dove and Woodpigeon were

intensively studied. This depends on a later harvest on the exposed

north-east coast, which hinders extensive autumn ploughing so that

proportionately more stubbles are left for spring cultivation. In

addition, a much higher proportion of undersown barley is purposely

left for sheep folding in winter (about 25% of the barley crop is under-

sown). In the Flamborough Head district 50% of the area is in cereals,

33% in grassland and 17% in fodder roots and other crops.

ADULT AND JUVENILE MORTALITY
Very few wild Rock Doves have been ringed, so it is impossible to

calculate their average age and the dependent statistics of mortality

rate and life expectancy from ringing recoveries. Such information is of

interest in view of the apparently high productivity of the species,

which follows from its long breeding season. The adult mortality rate

can be inferred if the population is stable, so that the number of in-

dividuals breeding for the first time is equal to the number of adults

lost. Problems arise in obtaining an unbiased sample in which first-year

individuals (those entering their first breeding season) are not over-

represented. Experience has shown that juvenile Woodpigeons are

more easily shot than adults and that this greater risk from shooting

does not disappear until they reach about their first February of life.

A sample of Woodpigeons shot just before the breeding season may be

unbiased due to the method of collection, but by this time many first-

year individuals can no longer be recognised as such by plumage

characters. Similar difficulties arise with Rock Doves, except that some

may breed before they are six-months old (at least this is true of domes-
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; ; strains). Furthermore, the identification of juveniles by plumage

laracters is not so easy with Rock Doves as it is with Woodpigeons.

rxially, Rock Doves have not been caught other than by shooting to

..able tests to be made for any obvious biases.

A sample of Rock Doves was shot at Flamborough Head by an

.'perienced shooter as the birds passed over the cliff top when return-

ed to their roosting caves or nest holes from inland feeding flights;

l ; gunner stationed himself behind a concealing bank adjacent to the

ff edge and faced inland. It is likely that this method was less biased

: favour of young individuals than any other (for example, shooting

>m a boat), because the birds were unable to see the shooter who shot

Aall that passed close enough; there is no reason to think that a dis-

DDportionate number of young approached to within gun-shot range

the circumstances. On the other hand, with shooting from boats,

-,;iich relies on the Rock Doves being flushed from their ledges and

ires, it might be expected that inexperienced young birds would
<sh later and run a greater risk of being killed.

Of the Rock Doves shot, 27% (22) during January-March were in

:i:ir first year of life, as were 24% (33) during May-August, 33% (21)

rring September-November and 36% (22) during December. In all

les where the juvenile plumage was not readily identifiable, males

!:.ich had not yet bred could be recognised by the juvenile appearance

t'the testis tunic (this consists of a smooth and thin layer of fibroblasts

lindividuals whose testes have experienced seasonal enlargement for

: first time, because after the first breeding season a new tunic is

:med and the old one acquires a characteristic shabby and worn
Clearance: for details see Lofts, Murton and Westwood 1966).

males breeding for the first time could not be checked in this way,

t : it was assumed that their ratio in the population was equal to that

tthe males. The adult mortality rate of British Woodpigeons is 36%
: annum (Murton 1966a), and that of the Rock Doves would thus

"oear to be very similar, possibly slightly less and of the order of 30%
December not all adults would be dead, while by the January-

irrch period some juveniles might have been reckoned as adults, in

:;e of the care taken). A shghtly lower adult mortality rate would be

mmensurate with the higher degree of residency shown by Rock
ves compared with Woodpigeons, it being known that the more
oratory continental populations of Woodpigeons have a higher

irrtality rate than British stocks (Murton 1965).

On page 436 it was estimated that a pair of Rock Doves can produce

•:average of four or five young in a year. Thus given that 100 adults

' duce 200-250 offspring, of which only about 30 are needed to

lace adult losses, it is evident that the first-year mortality rate of the

L :k Dove at Flamborough Head must be of the order of 85-88% per

1 um, which is much higher than that of the other British pigeons and
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doves. Hence a very high productivity is offset by a very high juvenile

mortality and not by an exceptional rate of adult losses, a situation

generally true for birds and probably other animals as well.

DISCUSSION
Stock Doves begin breeding in March and peak laying takes place in

May and June to ensure that the majority of young are being fed in

June and July when weed seeds are abundant. Woodpigeons lay most

eggs in July and August and fledge most young in the good cereal

months of August and September (Murton 1966b). The Rock Dove
seems to benefit from both sources of food and its egg-laying season

spans the whole period. More precisely, the Rock Dove appears to

have two main egg-laying periods, the first in April and May corres-

ponding to the Stock Dove peak and the second in August and

September corresponding to the Woodpigeon peak. At Flamborough

Head breeding success remained fairly constant over this entire period

and, if this was also the case for post-fledging survival, it is evident

that there could be no strong selection operating to restrict the breeding

season, as is the case with the Stock Dove and Woodpigeon (Murton

1966b). Indeed, breeding success remained high until November and a

large proportion of the population continued breeding until this time.

It might be suspected that the Woodpigeon could also breed success-

fully as late in the year as this, but it is prevented from so doing because

its gonads regress in response to the daylength decrease in September

(it is responsive only to photoperiods above the level found from March

to September). Rock Doves are sensitive to shorter photoperiods and

remain gametogenetically active from February to November; in fact,

the gonads of a few individuals do not regress at all (Lofts, Murton

and Westwood 1966). The differences between the species may depend

on the need for Woodpigeons to migrate, an active gonad not being

conducive to fat deposition and movement (see Murton 1966b for

discussion of this topic). While ringing recoveries are not available to

prove the point, it seems reasonably certain that the Rock Dove is the

most strictly resident of all the British pigeons and doves.

Equipped with a neuro-endocrine apparatus sensitive to short

photoperiods, and with some individuals being independent of the

natural photoperiod for gametogenesis, the species has the capacity

to breed during much of the winter, provided suitable grain supplies

exist. Some individuals obviously attempt winter breeding, although

the low success at this time indicates that this is difficult. The short-

term loss of physiological breeding condition by most members of the

population, which prevents winter nesting, may well be only a margin-

ally advantageous adaptation, as otherwise the existence of a few con-

tinuous breeders would not be expected. Changes in agricultural

practice are tending to extend the growing season and period of cereal
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/ailability, while winters were becoming more open up to 1950 with

:
phase of climate amelioration, a process which has reversed since the

larly 1960’s. Such conditions could be favouring more winter breeding

ud enabling strains showing no gonad regression to be selected,

though it is also possible that a balanced polymorphism has long

idsted. Lofts, Murton and Westwood (1966) have already shown that

itelanic morphs are more likely to be continuous breeders than wild-

rpes and this may partly account for their dominance in town popula-

lOns where continuous breeding is favoured. At present those birds

iiost resembling wild-types are much the most common at Flam-

nirough Head, and there could be physiological advantages in not

cdng in reproductive condition in mid-winter. A physiological breed-

ing state is associated with the mobilisation of various body reserves,

i>ss of lipid deposits and a generally high energy demand, and this

)'.'uld impose too great a demand at the worst feeding time of the year,

hhe deposition of migratory fat is also photoperiodically controlled,

I that the loss of a photo-response might adversely affect such a vital

cechanism, quite apart from emancipating the breeding cycle from a

;ppendence on a fixed daylength regime.

IFailing a partially physiological explanation, it is difficult to appreci-

c; the selective advantage of wild-type plumage which is genetically

ittermined by a recessive gene. Many authors (e.g. Mainardi 1964) have

inggested the wild-type plumage to be cryptic, but it is not easy to

Jlieve that this is the complete explanation, as a perched bird is usually

Try prominent on a cliff face, while in flight the white rump alone

iikes it conspicuous; D. Goodwin (/« ////.) also agrees with this

c^pticism. Nonetheless, Lees (1946) gave an instance of a Sparrowhawk
(ccipiter nisus taking a melanic Rock Dove and claimed that this was

e; general case, although he produced no quantitative support for this

c;w. The chief predator of the Rock Dove in Britain is undoubtedly

c; Peregrine ¥alco peregrinus-. so-called domestic strains and homers are

rtstandingly the chief prey items of this falcon and occur about seven

l ies more frequently in the diet than wild Rock Doves over the

luntry as a whole, but in coastal districts of the Scottish Highlands

IJd Rock Doves are, with Puffins Fratercula arctica, the chief prey in

rring and summer (Ratdifie 1965).

''''X'ithout the benefit of more comparative field data on the relative

' Dportions of different-plumaged pigeons at risk with those taken by

ccons, it might be unwise to dismiss the possibility that the plumage

‘the best compromise possible in cryptic colouring. Falcons attack

' im above and the pale-grey upper plumage may merge with the sea

1 ow, while other and equally powerful selective forces might be

ouring the retention of the white rump (which must serve as a

mailing device) and black wing bars. But it seems unlikely that the

ne arguments could be applied to the inland rock dwelling birds of
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Spain and the ancestral Afro-Asian populations. An additional problem
is posed by some of the races : for example, C. livia neglecta from Turkes-

tan and north-west India and C. 1. schimperi from the Nile Valley have

grey rumps, while C. /. ^mnocjclus from Senegal and C. /. lividor from
the French Sudan to Ghana are small dark birds with very prominent

white rumps. Pale or dark plumage and white or grey rumps are not

obviously correlated with habitat or geographical distribution, except

that the desert races are generally pale. Finally, the melanic population

of the Azores (C. livia Ptlantis’’), which is usually held to be derived

from domestic stock, survives perfectly well. Even if an anti-predator

colouring was once important, it is not clear what prevents the emanci-

pation of melanism in northern populations today in view of the situa-

tion in urban environments. Sexual isolation would not appear to be

important because even in its ancestral haunts the species is sufficiently

removed from closely related forms.

Mainardi (1964) therefore suggested that the colour differences

between wild and town populations result from two opposing selection

forces. First, he and many authors (e.g. Goodwin 1958) have pointed

out that, in pairing, the colour preferences shown by Columba livia are

largely determined by imprinting on both parents. An assortive mating

system favours the selection of dominant characters so that in towns

sexual selection based on imprinting actually favours the dominant

chequers and black forms. Second, in the wild, where many predators

are claimed to be present (Mainardi did not elaborate, but see above), a

cryptic colour is said to be overwhelmingly advantageous and so the

recessive blue is favoured. For the reasons stated, Mainardi’s explana-

tion would also be acceptable if, instead of invoking an anti-predator

selection for cryptic characters, wild-type recessives were being selected

for physiological fitness, but this could apply only if there were some

degree of linkage between the genes for plumage determination and

those regulating photo-responses. There is clearly a need for experi-

mental study. Further, melanic plumage is stronger and abrades less

easily than other kinds, which is why many gulls have black wing tips

in spite of the adaptative advantage of a white plumage to facilitate a

closer approach to fish prey (Tinbergen 1967). As melanics are dominant

to the wild-type, it would be expected that a dark-plumaged Rock Dove

was the ancestral form because at some time and in some situation the

dominant gene must have had a selective advantage. Some authorities

(e.g. Whitman 1919) have indeed argued that domestic pigeons are

descended from a wild-type having the appearance of a chequer (the

so-called C. affinis which is, of course, only a variation of C. livia'). The

comments made in the introduction to this paper regarding the status

of variant plumage types are also relevant here.

It has been suggested that Rock Dove populations are resident and

rather insular units. Although lost racing pigeons do frequently attach
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lemselves to the coastal colonies, it is probable that such individuals

0 not long survive the competition from established birds. At Flam-

orough Head it was interesting to note how a large flock of racing

igeons, with many of the more bizarre plumage variations, became
branded and to some extent mingled with the local population. Yet

"ithin a few days stability returned and there was no lasting change in

le plumage ratio of the local population. We picked up about 50 dead

iults in the tower during the course of our studies and eight had

loming rings. It is probably significant that five of these were found

1 sad within a two-month period in the summer of 1966. We elicited

cstails from the owners of four of them and found that three were

::tually lost in July and August 1966, indicating they were ill-equipped

t survive for long under wild conditions. One was lost at about ten

'eeeks when flying out from its loft at Grimsby; another, with a loft

isar Sheffield, was lost on a training flight from Derby; and a

Mird, with a loft near Mablethorpe, Lincolnshire, disappeared

iujring its first race from Scarborough. The fourth came from Shotton

lolliery, Co. Durham, and was lost in a race from Hatfield: this was

lae pool bird (betting stakes are often placed on racing pigeons) and

ice grateful owner, in thanking us for our trouble, enclosed a five-

uilling postal order and signed himself ‘Yours in sport’!
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SUMMARY
•qc breeding biology of Rock Doves Columba livia inhabiting a cave and an old

.aeon tower at Flamborough Head, Yorkshire, was investigated. The validity of

r.isidering these subjects as representative of so-called wild Rock Doves is discussed

dd established.

! Egg-laying occurred throughout the year, confirming the observations of Lees

'..46) at Cromarty, Scotland, but only about one quarter of the population engaged

winter breeding and the main season was from March to November, with a

dency for a lull in breeding activity in June and July. On average, each pair

jduced five clutches of two eggs, hatched three or four of these clutches and reared

tr or live individual young to flying. Of the young fledged, 85% left their nests

' ween April and November and 8% of the remainder in December.
I Df the eggs laid, 65% were hatched, 20% were predated and io°q were deserted;

^•.ertion was more noticeable in winter. Of the nestlings hatched, 70% fledged and

Vo were found dead in their nests. Nestling deaths were much more frequent in

Iter. The total breeding success was 46% and this showed little variation over the
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main breeding season, though it did decline in winter.

The diet of nestlings is defined and shown to resemble that of the adults (Murton
and Westwood 1966) except for containing more animal material. The diet of the

Rock Dove combines the weed seed component of the Stock Dove C. oenas with the

cereal element of the Woodpigeon C. palumhus and the breeding season overlaps that

of both these species.

The adult mortality is probably slightly less than that of the Woodpigeon and is

estimated, from the age composition of a shot sample, at about 30% per annum. As
the productivity rate is high, the juvenile mortality must be higher than in the Wood-
pigeon to ensure population stability.

The discussion considers the selective advantage of the physiological loss of

breeding condition by about three-quarters of the population in winter and attributes

this to the need to conserve energy supplies. The factors responsible for maintaining

the wild-type plumage, which depends on a recessive gene, are also discussed

(selective predation and physiological adaptability may both be involved), especially

in comparison with urban populations. The latter have become emancipated from a

seasonal breeding cycle and are largely composed of melanic birds exhibiting

dominant genetical traits.
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Rough-legged Buzzards in Britain in the

winter of 1966/67

By R. E. Scott

Dungeness Bird Observatory

INTRODUCTION
')e Handbook of British Birds (1938-41) describes the status of the

ough-legged Buzzard Buteo lagopus in Great Britain as a winter visitor

! lich occurs in most years in the northern isles and on the east coast

: Scotland and England as far south as Suffolk, adding that it is rarer

‘south-east England and especially scarce in the west. It is therefore

‘some interest that exceptional numbers were reported in the autumn
i.:d winter of 1966/67, particularly in the south-east. A request for

f 'ormation was published (Brit. Birds, 60: 13 9- 140) and letters were

rit to county and regional recorders and editors asking for their

jiistance in collecting information relating to the influx. This paper

..alyses the data received and also presents the results of enquiries

tout the status of the species in northern Europe in 1966.

:The Handbook lists eight winters when the Rough-legged Buzzard

Iknown to have been particularly numerous in Britain, intervals

t>;ween these influxes ranging from five to 19 years with an average of

wen, the last as far back as 1915/16. Since then there have been

tnor influxes at long intervals (for example, in 1937/38), but the

i.ciency and number of observers now in contrast to those earlier

urs make comparison difficult. Certainly there was nothing compar-

ce to 1966-67 in the preceding decade, as is showm by the records

t.:ained by Dr. J. T. R. Sharrock {in litt.) as part of a ten-year analysis,

ivering 1958-67, of the status in Britain and Ireland of this and a

['Tiber of other regular but scarce visitors.

AUTUMN 1966
. e first Rough-legged Buzzard to be recorded in Britain in the autumn
u 966 was seen over Ancaster, Lincolnshire, on ist October. There

r:e then records in Cornwall, Norfolk and Yorkshire during the

-8th and others in Huntingdonshire and Northumberland by the

I, in Kent by the 15 th and in Pembrokeshire by the i6th. From the

.1 onwards they were quite widely distributed, with the main
'..ax in south-east England taking place during the 27th-z9th,

' ough by this time considerable numbers were already in the

ntry and it was becoming difficult to distinguish new arrivals from

‘se which had wandered from other areas where they had already

•
.1 recorded. By the end of October Rough-legged Buzzards had

T seen in 20 counties (fig. i). The bulk of the records were con-
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Fig. I. October 1966 (also Scilly, Fig. 2. November 1966 (also Scilly

Orkney and Shetland) and Shetland)

Rough-legged Buzzards Buteo lagopus in Britain during the winter of 1966/67, the

counties involved in the periods shown being marked in black {drawn by P. J. Grant)

centrated on the east coast from Northumberland southwards; there

were rather fewer reports from eastern Scotland, although most of

the individuals concerned there had appeared slightly earlier than the

the main arrivals in England (the first in Shetland on i8th October).

Occurrences in Cornwall on 6th October and in Pembrokeshire on

the 1 6th suggested a small arrival in the south-west, as did one in the

Isles of Scilly on 28th October, the last coinciding with the main influx

in the south-east. Single observations in Staffordshire on 23rd October,

in Wiltshire on the 28th and in Worcestershire on the 29th possibly

related to individuals which were moving on after reaching Britain

earlier in the month.

There was a clear reduction in the number of counties which

recorded Rough-legged Buzzards in November (fig. 2) and many of

the birds which subsequently wintered had already settled down by

the beginning of that month. It is probable that little or no further

immigration took place during November (although it would have

been impossible to distinguish a small arrival in the south-east) and,

apart from those in Shetland and Angus/Kincardine, the birds in east

coast counties were confined to the area south of the Humber. Ncver-
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KG. 3. December-February (also Fig. 4. True wintering birds (also

Shetland) Shetland)

ojugh-legged Buzzards Buteo lagopus in Britain during the winter of 1966/67, the

);.unties involved in the periods shown being marked in black {drawn by P. J. Grant)

Lcless, some movement westwards in this month was shown by

tcords in Staffordshire, Lancashire and Anglesey.

WINTER 1966/67
i'g.

3 shows the counties in which Rough-legged Buzzards were

'iTorded during the winter months from December to February,

;.gardless of whether they stayed for any length of time. Fig. 4, on
Ice other hand, is confined to individuals that remained in one area

irroughout these months, or at least for periods of over four weeks,

'will be noted that the casual records in fig. 3 extended the winter

tea only slightly west and south. The minimum number of Rough-
.i^ged Buzzards which actually wintered was 57, as follows:

Itshirc I

I mpshire i

ssex 4
-nt 12

Oxford/Buckingham i

Suffolk 14

Norfolk 1

1

Cambridgeshire i

Huntingdonshire 5
Angus/Kincardine 2

Ross I

Shetland 6

le records also suggest at least a further ten, as follows:

merset i Dorset i Shropshire i Midlothian i

: Itshire 3 Essex 2 Lincolnshire i
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Fig. 5. March 1967 (also Shetland) Fig. 6. April 1967 (also Shetland)

Rough-legged Buzzards Buteo lagopus in Britain during the winter of 1966/67, the

counties involved in the periods shown being marked in black {drawn by P. J.
Grant)
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Thus we have a likely minimum of 67 individuals present throughout the

winter, but even this may be well below the true figure as observations

from Scottish, Welsh and western counties of England are possibly

not complete.

It will be noted that the great majority of the wintering birds were

in Suffolk, Kent and Norfolk, these three counties between them

accounting for 37 of the records. Of these 37, over half were in the

Brecks and on the Suffolk coast between Orford and Benacre, five

being seen together at Walberswick on several occasions. Six more
were on the Isle of Sheppey, Kent, while the remainder in these

counties favoured similar habitats in Romney Marsh, the east and north

Kent marshes, the Broads, the north Norfolk coast and the Wash.

SPRING 1967
It is very difficult to distinguish records relating to a return passage in

spring as many of the Rough-legged Buzzards which wintered remained

until late March or even early April. Figs.
5
and 6 show the counties

which recorded these birds in March and April. It appears that they

departed first from the central and southern counties, known winterers

last being seen in Hampshire on 26th February, in Oxford/Buckingham
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HabitatofRough-lcggedBuzzardsB///?o/3^0j!)/w, Norway, June 1966. The
; St, containing four eggs, was on a ledge 40 feet up the face of a granite out-

' op and separated bv a ravine 40 feet wide from where the hide was erected; here

shows up an inch to the right of the hide (also page 456) {photo: A. N. H. Peach)
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Plates 56 and 5 7 . Rough-legged Buzzards \‘>iileo lagopus at the nest, Norway,

1966. The female (above and top right) was paler and had a whiter tail with only

one narrow band above the subterminal one, while the male (perched by the teinalc,

bottom right) had five progressively narrower hands in all. Incubation was by the

female, but the male once brooded for some minutes (page 45 6)(/)/jo/or.- -d. N. / /. PW-')





Plate 58. Above, skeleton of Osprey Pandion attached to 9 •9-pound Carp

Cjprinus carpio, Germany (page 465) {photo: A.. Niestle). Below left, remains of a

first-year Lapwing V’anellus vatiellns suspended by wool twisted round one foot and

caught on wire, Kent {photo: G. ]. Harris); right, feet of adult Common Gull Laros

catms joined by twisted wool and a straw, Sussex (page 466) {photo: Pamela Harrison)
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15 th March, in Wiltshire on 19th March and in Sussex on 28th

larch. They had left Huntingdonshire by early April, but were still

irng recorded regularly in Kent, Suffolk and Norfolk in the second

Iff of that month. Two in Somerset on 4th April and one in Dunbarton
I the 22nd may possibly have been on passage or equally may have

ten previously overlooked winterers which were starting to wander
ter greater areas. The following records seem likely to have referred

sspring passage:

jPvsdon, Bedfordshire, i2th-24th March
aabon, Denbighshire, 1 7th March
aam, Yorkshire, 2nd-30th April

tl'llington, Somerset, 4th April (two)

ir.ngeness, Kent, ijth April (two)

Dunbarton, 22nd April

Cley, Norfolk, 24th April

Unst, Shetland, 9th May
Wareham, Dorset, nth and 13th May
Haldon, Devon, 28th-29th May

EUROPEAN BREEDING POPULATIONS I966
I the data obtained on the comparative size and breeding success of

iLUgh-legged Buzzard populations in 1966 came from northern

iino-Scandia. Olavi Hilden {in lift.) provided information from five

-aas of Finland, (i) At Karigasniemi the population was very small

il obviously to a great extent non-breeding; during June and July

irring birds were seen only twice, whereas in peak years one expects

5see them every day. (2) At Kevo the population was low; two of

cee young disappeared from the one nest found. (3) At Kilpisjarvi

population was almost nil; in early July only one bird was observed

,ian area where four or five pairs normally breed. (4) In western

pjland and northern Norway not a single Rough-legged Buzzard

ss seen during a car journey in mid-June, whereas in normal years

nnbers are recorded on this route. (5) By way of contrast, at Kittila,

:ther south in Lapland, the population was high and breeding success

rily good. At Karigasniemi, Kevo and Kilpisjarvi it was also noted

lit there was an almost complete lack of small mammals and this was
'.isidered to be the reason for the absence of the predators from these

il other areas.

A similar picture emerged from Finnmark where Rodney Gayer

litt.) recorded only one breeding pair in the entire area of Porsan-

j:fjord (with another pair in Varangerfjord); apparently no young
irre reared there. In 1965, by comparison. Rough-legged Buzzards

irre described as ‘abundant’ in this part with a pair inhabiting almost

r-ry suitable hillock, and in 1967 some twelve pairs were nesting in a

mile length of the western shore of Porsangerfjord. Further, the

kent population had reached a peak in this part of Finnmark in

and then collapsed, with the result that there was an almost total

kc of small mammal activity. As in Finland, it appeared that predators

rre more abundant further south in Norway, this being illustrated

the commonness of Long-tailed Skuas Stercorarius longicaudus near

I itjelma at latitude 6y°N.
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From the limited information available, it appears that food shortage

on the northern breeding grounds caused the Rough-legged Buzzard

populations to shift further south and west in 1966. The movement
to Britain was probably direct from these areas, for, apart from eastern

Sweden where Rough-legged Buzzards on passage are possibly of

more eastern origin, the nearer Continental countries apparently

experienced no marked increase or decrease in passage numbers and

arrivals coincided with that in south-east England, as is shown in the

next section.

CONTINENTAL PASSAGE AND WINTERING 1966/67
Requests for information on the relative abundance of Rough-legged

Buzzards in the autumn of 1966 and the subsequent winter were sent

to ornithologists in a number of Continental countries. There was a

lack of comparative data, unfortunately, but the general impression

from most sources was that events in 1966/67 were not strikingly diff-

erent from normal in these other countries, so that the species did

not attract attention. Some of the information received is summarised

below

:

Finland Passage was either normal or less than average, but passage records are

never numerous (O. Hilden).

Sweden At Ottenby, on the east coast, a heavy migration was recorded from

23rd September, with a peak of 192 on 12th October and 41 next day, then another

small peak on 24th-26th October including 44 on the 25 th. Passage apparently ended

there on 28th October (possibly coincidental, but this was the time of the main

influx into south-eastern England). These figures may be compared with only ‘very

small numbers’ in 1965. In contrast, at Oxelasund, south of Stockholm, passage was

light compared with the preceding two years (only 32, against 80 in 1963 and 100 in

1964). There was apparently little difference in the wintering population within the

country (R. Edberg).

Netherlands Passage along the North Sea coast was probably less than normal,

although the first five appeared on 29th October at the time of the arrival in south-

east England. Four or five wintered on the island of Terschelling (M. J. Tekke).

Belgium One or two are known to have wintered and one ringed on 2nd

November was found dead in late March. Little evidence of passage and nothing

unusual (R. F. Verheyen).

France The only passage observations came from Cap Gris Nez where one flew

south on 26th October and another was seen on the 27th. These records immedi-

ately preceded the arrival in south-east England (A. Gibbs).

BEHAVIOUR, FOOD AND AGE
Very few observers provided information beyond dates, localities

and numbers. Most frequently mentioned otherwise was mobbing by

other birds: Carrion Crow Corpus corone topped the list with three

reports, followed by Short-eared Owl Asio flammeus with two, and

Marsh YiAtneiT Circus aeruginosus. Kestrel Falco tinnunculus. Common Gull

Larus canus. Black-headed Gull L. ridibundus. Raven Corpus corax,
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lOok C. frugilegus and Jackdaw C. monedula with one each. Only two
?Dservations referred to roosting: in one case, two Rough-legged Buz-

i-rds made regular use of a plantation of Scots pine Pi»us sjlvestris

irroughout the winter; and in the other, one ‘probably’ spent the night

a larch harix decidua.

> Of four reports which mentioned food, three referred to regular

ceding on Rabbits Orjctolagus cuniculus (in two of these cases an out-

r/eak of myxomatosis in the local Rabbit populations had resulted in

uany corpses in the areas concerned). The last report involved a

‘Ough-legged Buzzard being flushed from a dead Woodpigeon
\3lumha palumhus (cause of death unknown).

' Observers who attempted to age the Rough-legged Buzzards they

i w recorded only one adult against five in immature plumage.
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SUMMARY
r. 1 influx of Rough-legged Buzzards Buteo lagopus into Britain in the winter of

*66/67 involved more records than in any other winter in at least the preceding

icade and possibly jo or even 50 years. The first was recorded on ist October

d the main influx took place in south-east England during 27th-29th October

ue coincidence of the dates of a small number of records in the north and south-

Mst in mid-October suggested a separate arrival in those areas then). At least

i individuals are known to have wintered in Britain, the majority of them in the

’..uth-east, and a further ten probably did so. Most had departed by late March,
It t a few were recorded in April and the first half of May, and one as late as the end

'May in Devon.
I Details are given of somewhat limited Continental obsert'adons on the breeding

d migration of this species in 1 966 compared with previous years. From these it

Tpears that the northern populations were reduced in size and generally unsuccess-

1 in 1966, and that the centre of the Fenno-Scandian breeding range had shifted

ath and west. The chief reason for this was considered to be the scarcity of small

iimmals in northern latitudes in 1966. Continental observations on passage

' ovements suggested that numbers in the autumn of 1966 were generally little

Kferent from average.

Brief notes at the end summarise scanty British observations on mobbing by other

«cies and on roosting and food.
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Studies of less familiar birds

150. Rough-legged Buzzard

Photographs bj A. N. H. Peach

(Plates 55-57)

The Rough-legged Buzzard Buteo lagopus was the first in the ‘Studies

of some species rarely photographed’, as tnis series was originally

titled, as long ago as 1946 (Brit. Birds, 39 : 48), but now seems a suitable

time to feature it again, even at the risk of a surfeit of this species

in one issue. This buzzard has a circumpolar distribution across

Eurasia and North America, mainly north of 63°N in the Old World,
but further south in Scandinavia and Kamchatka, and down to

Labrador and Newfoundland in America; R. E. Scott discusses the

British status on pages 449-445.

One of the identification points, the white tail with broad dark

terminal band(s), is well illustrated on plates 56-57, but note the

individual variation. Plate
5 5 shows the cliff site where Dr. Peach

took his photographs. In the tree zone the nest is often in a pine, a

spruce or even a birch, and sometimes built on to that of another bird

of prey or a crow, but further north it is more frequently on a low

cliff and in the open tundra may be among rocks or on the ground.

Two to three feet across and six to ten inches deep, with a cup six

to ten inches across and three to four inches deep, the structure is

of sticks or heather intermixed with mosses or lichens (especially

Usnea), and lined with dry grasses. Five or six eggs may be laid when
prey is plentiful, but the normal clutch is three or four and there

may be fewer (or the adults may not lay at all) if food is scarce. Early

on, soaring and diving flights make the pair conspicuous, but they

are less easily seen when they have eggs (usually May to mid-June,

but also through July). The female then incubates while the male

stands guard, but Dr. Peach’s male once brooded the eggs for several

minutes when the female was absent (this was about half way through

the incubation period of some 31 days).

Yngvar Hagen (1952, Kovfuglene og Viltpleien) found that, of 152

eggs in 43 nests in Norway, 124 hatched and 76 young fledged (50%).

He also listed 2,114 items of vertebrate prey, of which 88% were

mammals and 11% birds (the rest being frogs, fish, insects and spiders).

Among these were 617 Root Voles Microtus oeconomus, 509 Field Voles

M. agrestis, 131 Lemmings L^emmus lemmas, 103 Red-backed Voles

Clethrionomys rufocanus, 23 Stoats Mastela erminea and 61 Willow Grouse

luigopHs lagopus. The Rough-legged Buzzard holds its own in Fenno-

Scandia, but on pages 457-465 Ian Prestt and others show that it may be

at risk in its winter quarters further south. I. J. Ferguson-Lees
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IPost-mortem examinations of four Rough-

legged Buzzards

Ian Prestt and D. J. Jefferies

Monks Wood Experimental Station, Huntingdon

and J. W. Macdonald
Veterinary Laboratory, Lasswade, Midlothian

INTRODUCTION
hie Rough-legged Buzzard Btdeo lagopus is a scarce and irregular

irnter visitor to Britain from Northern Eurasia and very few are

I'und dead. Jennings (i960), in his examination of 1,000 deaths of

Ud birds in Britain from 1952 to 1958, received only one specimen

though three other buzzards examined could have been of this

K,-ecies). Since 1963 the Toxic Chemicals and Wildlife Division of

lonks Wood Experimental Station has had an arrangement with

ce Royal Society for the Protection of Birds and the British Trust

rr Ornithology, whereby dead raptorial birds found by their members
c; sent to Monks Wood. Up to the end of 1967 over 400 specimens

ud been sent, but these did not include any Rough-legged Buzzards

ittil the winter of 1966/67 when four were received. Although larger

ivmbers than usual were present in Britain during that winter (Scott

68), the chance finding of four dead or dying within a five-month

rriod was considered exceptional. The situation proved to be even

PDre unusual when autopsies suggested poisoning as the cause of

.ath in three cases and the most likely explanation in the fourth,

'was considered appropriate, therefore, that a detailed account of

irr examination of these four birds should be published.

PROCEDURE
::'ter death the specimens were sent by post to Monks Wood Experi-

[•sntal Station where they were stored in deep freeze (— 20°C). An
ttopsy was then performed on specimen 1490 at Monks Wood,
lilst the other three were sent by rail in a refrigerated container to

r; Veterinary Laboratory at Lasswade. Samples of the livers from

I four were re-frozen in glass, foil-stoppered vials. A chemical

lialysis for organochlorine pesticide residues in the liver of specimen

>90 was made at Monks W ood and the liver samples of the other three

r~re despatched in a refrigerated container to the Laboratory of the

I ivernment Chemist for similar analyses.

The methods of autopsy were those described by Macdonald (1962,

' 63). The investigation of specimen 1490 did not, however, include

aimination for bacterial or viral infections. The chemical analyses
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were made by the extraction and clean-up method of de Faubert

Maunder et al. (1964), followed by gas-liquid chromatographic estima-

tion of the pesticides, using both silicone and ‘Apiezon’ columns in

all cases (Moore and Tatton 1965). For each specimen the dieldrin

residues were confirmed by thin-layer chromatography.

BIOLOGICAL DATA
Specimen 1490 was found on 13 th November 1966 on the downs
near Steyning, Sussex, by G. A. Sutton. It was freshly dead and had

first been reported in the area on 31st October. Examination showed
it to be an adult female, body weight 1,100 grams and liver weight

30.7 grams. There were no injuries and its general condition was

good. Both the lungs and kidneys were congested and an unusual

offensive smell came from the body cavity; no parasites were present.

Considerable quantities of fat were found subcutaneously, over the

abdomen and in the wing and leg axils. The gullet contained a three-

inch bolus of finely shredded flesh and a small piece of liver. There

was more flesh in the gizzard, but this was of a different type, being

fatty and less brightly coloured. The gizzard also contained some

fur and part of the skull of a small mammal; the skull was from an

Apodemus, most probably a Wood Mouse A. sjlvaticus.

Specimen 1505 was obtained on 13th January 1967 near Skegness,

Lincolnshire, by the late Andrew Sykes and later sent to Monks Wood
by A. E. Smith. It was still alive when found, but died soon afterwards

in convulsions. Examination showed it to be a male, body weight

709 grams and liver weight 19 grams. Its general condition was fair,

but the organs were congested and the stomach empty. No parasites

were observed and bacteriological examination proved negative.

Specimen 1531 was obtained on 14th March 1967 near Wainfleet,

Lincolnshire, by J. Loft. It was picked up in a field when still alive and

able to fly a little. Mr. Loft, a falconer, took it to his home and attemp-

ted to revive it. He found that ‘it was only able to perch for short

periods, as its balance was bad, and then it fell on to the floor and

eventually had to be left there. It jerked and twitched, not violently,

but regularly’. It grew steadily worse, proving unable to assimilate

meat force-fed to it, and died two days later. Examination showed it to

be a female, body weight 948 grams and liver weight 19 grams. Like

specimen 1505, its general condition was fair, though the organs were

again congested. No parasites were observed and bacteriological

examination proved negative.

Specimen 1543 was found on 12th April 1967 at Wennington, near

Huntingdon, by D. Dales. It was lying dead under a tree and was

almost certainly one of three Rough-legged Buzzards which had

wintered in the area. Examination showed it to be a male, body weight

844 grams and liver weight 20 grams. Like the two previous specimens,
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(Organochlorine residues in livers of Rough-legged Buzzards 'Buteo lagopus found
dead or dying in Britain in the winter of 1966/67

)f liver samples are expressed in grams and residues in parts per million (wet weights).

Analysers and methods are given in the text

Sample Heptachlor

1 County Date in grams pp'DDT pp'DDE Dieldrin epoxide
J

Sussex 11/66 5-2 0.4 — 0.05 —
1 Lincoln 1/67 7-5

— 0.5 25.0 trace

1 Lincoln 5/67 3-5
— — 15.0 —

1 Huntingdon 4/67 7-5
— 0.4 19.0 0.2

general condition was fair, but with the organs congested and the

omach empty. No parasites were observed and bacteriological

.amination proved negative.

CHEMICAL DATA
[ije results of the chemical analyses are given in table i. All four

ough-legged Buzzards were found to contain dieldrin, and this was

lesent in considerable amounts in specimens 1505, 1551 and 1543.

necimens 1543 and 1490 were analysed for polychlorinated biphenyls

CB), but none was detected. For comparison, the levels of organo-

Morine residues in 17 Buzzards B. buteo randomly found dead in

iitain during 1963-67 are given in table 2.

(Organochlorine residues in livers of Buzzards Buteo buteo found dead in Britain

during 1963-67

)t'f liver samples are expressed in grams and residues in parts per million (wet weights),

oe samples was found to contain residues of alpha or gamma BHC. Analyses were carried

out by the Laboratory' of the Government Chemist

(County Date

Sample

in grams

Beta

BHC
Heptachlor

epoxide Dieldrin

pp'

DDE
pp'

TDE
pp'

DDT

orcester 4/65 13-3 — 12.0 4.0 — — —
ontgomery 9/63 11.

1

trace trace 0.6 O.I — —
Cornwall 12/65 2-7 — O.I 1.9 — — —
lardigan 2/65 8.6 — — 0.8 0.2 — —
levon 3/65 13.2 — — 0.3 0.2 — —
revon 3/65 6.9 — — 0.6 O.I — —
revon 3/65 6.4 — trace 0.4 0.2 O.I —
cevon 3/65 7-4 — — 0.7 0.2 — —
omwall 12/64 5-4 0.2 0.3 3-9 2.6 — 0.2

ontgomery 1/66 6.4 — — trace trace — trace

Cardigan 3/66 6.8 — — O.I trace — —
rambroke 3/66 7-9 — 0.3 6.3 3-3 0.7 0.2

.ampshirc 1/67 6.0 — — trace — — —
amwall 12/66 10.2 — trace 2-3 0.4 O.I —
ijvon 4/67 6.9 — — O.I O.I — —
)SS 6/66 6.4 — — 8.8 1.8 — —
otland 1 1/66 II.

5

— — O.I trace — —
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CIRCUMSTANCES
The circumstances associated with specimen 1543 from Huntingdon-
shire are known in considerable detail. The finder, Mr. Dales, is a

gamekeeper who patrols the area regularly. He is in communication
with Dr. B. N. K. Davis of Monks Wood, who has recently carried

out some research there. During the first fortnight in February 1967,

170 acres of dieldrin-dressed wheat were drilled. This should have been
|

planted in winter, and the dressing was applied against wheat-bulb
|

fly infestation, but drilling could not be carried out because of poor D

conditions. Between 13 th and 19th February Mr. Dales found dead
|

three Chaffinches Fringilla coelebs, two Bramblings F. montifringilla, B

three Greenfinches Carduelis chloris, a Blackbird Turdus merula and many
Woodpigeons Columha palumhus. Dr. Davis and Mr. Dales searched the

area again on 24th February and found dead a further five Greenfinches,

one Chaffinch and an estimated 50-60 Woodpigeons. Mr. Dales had

observed the Rough-legged Buzzard feeding on the dead Wood-
pigeons. No dead gamebirds were found, but two cats at farms near-by

died with symptoms of poisoning and a dead Fox Vulpes vulpes in the

vicinity had signs of frothing at the mouth. On
5
th April A. A. Bell,

also of Monks Wood, collected a Barn Owl Tyto alha which was lying

dead on one of the recently drilled fields. This is presumed to have

been the one which had been seen on several previous evenings hunting

over the area. The Barn Owl and six of the Greenfinches were analysed

at Monks Wood for residues of organochlorine pesticides (table 3).

Mr. Loft also noted that drilling of wheat was taking place in the

area in which specimen 1531 was found. E. L. Carter, the County

Agricultural Adviser in Lincoln, and F. J. Thomas, the Deputy

Adviser, have confirmed {in Hit.) that ‘there certainly was an apprecia-

Table 3. Organochlorine residues in Greenfinches Carduelis chloris and a Barn Owl
'

alha found dead in Huntingdonshire in February and April 1967 after the use of dieldi

dressed seed com (the area was that in which a Rough-legged Buzzard Buteo lagopust

in April)

In the cases of the Greenfinches the residues are expressed as total weights in micrograms (

and as proportions in parts per million. In the case of the Barn Owl the weight of the tissue san

is given in grams and it should be added that this specimen also contained 7.5 ppm of pp'D

and 0.3 ppm of heptachlor epoxide. Analyses were carried out at Monks Wood

TOTAL MICROGRAMS PARTS PER MILLION

Ref Species Tissue sample Dieldrin Gamma BHC Dieldrin Gamma B

20I/I Greenfinch entire carcase 182 2,1 7-4 0.09

201/2 Greenfinch entire carcase 73
— 3.36

—
201/3 Greenfinch entire carcase 129 _ 3.48

—
201/4 Greenfinch entire carcase too 19.0 3.82 0.73

201/5 Greenfinch entire carcase 148 C.8 6.22 0.05

201/6 Greenfinch entire carcase 152 1.2 6.23 0.05

1373 Barn Owl liver (7.5 g)
— — 13.0

—
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. ; acreage of winter wheat drilled in January 1967’ and that ‘there is

I doubt that some of the winter wheat had been treated with

. ;ldrin, but, in some cases, we know that the seed was treated with

::ombined mercury/lindane dressing rather than dieldrin’. Enquiries

)m various sources have confirmed that dieldrin-dressed winter

Meat was sown in early spring in several other parts of agricultural

r-tern England, and twelve of a further 20 raptors obtained from
hjtern England in spring 1967 contained residues of dieldrin over

parts per million (mean 22.0 ppm); a report on these specimens will

I

I
published.

DISCUSSION
pue exceptionally large residues of dieldrin found in the livers of

fcee of the four Rough-legged Buzzards (specimens 1505, 1531 and

I443) le^-ve little doubt that death was due to dieldrin poisoning.

Iieldrin is much the most toxic to birds of the organochlorine com-
iLunds found in the liver—De Witt et al. (i960) showed that it is

Sfpectively four and 14 times more toxic than heptachlor and DDT

—

^ the residues in all three were similar (15, 19 and 25 ppm). Although

I toxicological studies of the effects of dieldrin on buzzards of any

tecies have been made, the levels in these specimens were some of

p; largest recorded from any bird of prey obtained in Britain: only

: (6%) of 280 birds of prey analysed by, or on behalf of, the Nature

i)rnservancy between 1963 and 1965 contained dieldrin residues

leater than 10 ppm (Prestt 1967). Also the dieldrin residues found in

t; livers of 16 Buzzards dying in dieldrin incidents in the Netherlands

!ioeman et al. 1967) were of a similar order (mean 17.89 ppm, range

b-3 1.2 ppm) to the levels present in the three Rough-legged Buzzards.

Dime of these Dutch specimens contained, in addition, small residues

heptachlor epoxide, the highest being 6.2 ppm.) The little toxico-

Cpcal work which has been completed on the effects of dieldrin on
uirnal birds of prey adds support to a residue level of this order being

dlicative of death due to dieldrin poisoning. One of us (D. J. J.) has

D)wn that two Kestrels ¥aIco tinnunetdus, experimentally killed by

rMdrin poisoning, contained 12.0 and 19.0 ppm in the liver; further

t.;ails of this will be published later.

'The ante-mortem symptoms and post-mortem findings, including

e; absence of any other detectable cause of death, confirm the

rnclusion that the residues of dieldrin found in the livers of the three

)uugh-legged Buzzards resulted from the consumption of a lethal dose

this pesticide. The absence of depot fat, the empty digestive tracts

‘d the trembling and convulsions seen in specimens 1505 and 1531

f'ore death have all been observed and reported in four species of

"ds experimentally poisoned with organochlorines (Jefferies and

i.vis 1968). Also the non-specific findings of the post-mortem
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examinations were similar to those described by Carnaghan and

Blaxland (1957) for Pheasants Phasianus colchicus and Woodpigeons
affected with dieldrin poisoning, except that the Rough-legged

Buzzards lacked the gizard lesions of these other birds. Carnaghan

and Blaxland recorded sloughing of the horny lining of the gizzard,

and haemorrhages underneath, but these conditions were not found in

the muscular stomachs of the Rough-legged Buzzards in which the

mucosa is glandular rather than keratinised.

Jefferies and Prestt (1966), discussing the decline of the Peregrine

Palco peregrinus in Britain, postulated that wild birds of prey are more
likely to be killed by the consumption of a few prey individuals

containing relatively large residues of the more toxic organochlorine

compounds, such as dieldrin and heptachlor epoxide, than by taking a

larger number of prey items containing only small residues. Thus

grain-feeding birds, such as Woodpigeons and Feral Pigeons Columha

livia, which had been feeding on dieldrin- or aldrin-dressed seed, could

rapidly increase their dieldrin content by 800 times over the ‘back-

ground’ levels usually present in these species. The consumption of

only three or four such birds by a predator would be sufficient to kill

it. The deaths of three of the four Rough-legged Buzzards discussed

in this paper would appear to provide good examples of poisoning of

this type.

Recently, Jefferies and Davis (1968) have shown that birds can sur-

vive on low and moderate daily doses of dieldrin for a considerable

time because of their ability to metabolise and excrete the material.

Song Thrushes Turdus philomelos were still alive at six weeks when fed

dose rates up to 174 micrograms (/xg) per day (5.7 ppm in the diet)

whereas a high dose rate of 381 ^g/day (or 12.4 ppm in the diet)

caused death in eight days. The total dose in the latter case was much

lower than that consumed by individuals which survived on lower

dose rates. Song Thrushes consuming up to 174 /xg/day contained up

to 2.75 ppm in the liver, but doubling the dose rate to the lethal point

caused a much greater increase in the liver content to 17.94 ppm.

The average dieldrin residue in the 17 Buzzards found dead in

Britain was 1.86 ppm, and the range o.oi to 8.8 ppm. In none of the

cases was dieldrin suspected as the cause of death and presumably,

therefore, these amounts indicate the normal background level.

Similarly, the Rough-legged Buzzard (specimen 1490) which died from

other causes (see later) showed a background level of 0.05 ppm. The

discontinuity of the change from this range of low background levels

to the high range found in three of the dead Rough-legged Buzzards

parallels the Song Thrushes which were experimentally fed with

dieldrin and suggests that there must have been a sudden increase in

the usual background dieldrin dose rate.

The probable source of this high dose rate was known for specimen
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43. It was one of several individuals of seven species found dying

,a small area after the spring drilling of dieldrin-dressed wheat seed,

l ese included birds which died from feeding directly on the seed and

.0 predators which died through secondary poisoning by feeding on
grain-feeding species. The Rough-legged Buzzard was observed

•ding on the dead Woodpigeons which were numerous in the area.

:is is a parallel case to the ones reported by Koeman et al. (1967)

itere dieldrin-dressed cereal seed sown in March-June proved to be

source of contamination. In the incidents in the Netherlands, dead

'oodpigeons were found to contain from 44.2 to 136 ppm of dieldrin

tthe liver and shot birds bearing grain in the crop up to 27.1 ppm.
iThe comparatively large number of dead Rough-legged Buzzards

\eived in such a short time for what, even during a good immigration

irr, is an uncommon bird in Britain, suggests that this species was

rtticularly at risk from dieldrin poisoning. This was probably due to

rceral circumstances. First, the Falconiformes as a whole are now
),ught to be more sensitive to organochlorines than are birds from

Iter orders (compare the levels found in pigeons and predators in

Netherlands). Second, the Rough-legged Buzzard will readily take

Ttion. Third, the winter quarters of this species in the British Isles

chiefly in eastern England (Witherby et al. 1938-41, Scott 1968)

long the main crop-growing areas and the most widespread use of

;,;anochlorine pesticides. Fourth, its occurrence in Britain coincides

:h the timing of dieldrin usage.

I

tt is interesting to contrast this species with the Buzzard. The latter

'.Tiainly restricted to western and northern Britain (Moore 1957)

li seldom occurs in eastern England. This probably accounts for the

t: that, although the bodies of 17 were examined during 1963-66,

':ie was thought to have died from dieldrin poisoning. Nearly all

rie from western Britain.

rrhe cause of death of one Rough-legged Buzzard (specimen 1490)

5! not established. It was in good condition and obviously met a

Lden death, probably during feeding. The most likely explanation

ome other highly toxic poison, perhaps deliberately put out to kill

ild animal, but of a type not detected by the methods of chemical

1 lysis applied. It is interesting that Jennings and Soulsby (1957)

'Orted ‘poisoning’ as the cause of death of ‘three Buzzards Buteo

lagopus\ The cause ofdeath diagnosed in the only other Rough-legged

?:zard previously examined in Britain was aspergillosis (Jennings

1 Soulsby 1956).

rhe findings presented here provide further evidence that wild

Ittors can be rapidly and lethally poisoned by the dressing of grain

1 hi dieldrin. They also show that raptors were killed in spring seven

irrs after the voluntary ban on the spring sowing of aldrin- and

i drin- dressed seeds came into force. They are of particular interest,
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however, in their demonstration that migrant raptors are at risk from

the agricultural practices of a country at a considerable distance from

their breeding areas. Linkola and Suominen (in press) have postulated

that the recent sudden decline of the wholly migrant Finnish Peregrine

population can most probably be attributed to the use of organochlo-

rine compounds in their wintering areas in France. There are also

obvious implications for raptors which are partial migrants in Britain

(e.g. Peregrines and Merlins Yalco columbarius), spending one part of

the year in relatively pesticide-free areas and the rest in agricultural

regions.
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SUMMARY
Autopsies on four Rough-legged Buzzards Buteo lagopus, part of an unusual influx

of these north Eurasian birds of prey in the winter of 1966/67, suggested death by

poisoning. Dieldrin residues in the livers of three were 25.0, 15.0 and 19.0 parts

per million and in the fourth 0.05 ppm. The circumstances and ante-mortem and

post-mortem examinations strongly indicated that all but the last had been poisoned

by dieldrin obtained through feeding on grain-eating birds which previously

had been poisoned by cereal seeds dressed with dieldrin. The dieldrin residues were

in marked contrast to those present (mean 1.86 ppm) in 17 Buzzards B. buteo obtained

from western and northern Britain, but were similar to those present (mean 17.89

ppm) in 16 Buzzards poisoned in a seed-dressing incident in the Netherlands. The

findings provide further evidence of wild raptors being poisoned rapidly and

lethally as a result of the use of dieldrin seed-dressings and demonstrate how a

temporary immigrant population can be at risk in a country at a considerable distance

from its breeding area.
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Notes

kkeleton of Osprey attached to Carp.— Plate
5 8a is a very remarkable

ihotograph by Alexander Niestle, of Theesen, Germany, showing the

iieleton of an Osprey Pandion haliaetus attached to the body of a Carp

yprinus carpio by embedded talons. I referred briefly to this photograph

11 the text accompanying Sixten Jonsson’s fine series of fishing Ospreys

'Ir/V. Birds, 61 ; 256-257) and we are glad now to have the opportunity

IF publishing it. Mr. Niestle has kindly given me details of the event

’’id I am grateful to Kurt Schoenenberger for translating them from

•le German.

The photograph was taken in 1936 or 1937 at Neugattersleben, on the

liain of Magdeburg, now in East Germany. The Carp had been caught

1 1 the net shown in a lake on the Graf von Alvensleben’s estate. This

I'ke was a submerged opencast lignite working some 500 metres in

ngth and breadth, very deep and full of fish. The Carp weighed just

Mort of nine German pounds
( = 4,500 grams or 9.9 lb) and was in good

rendition. It was assumed that the Carp, proving too heavy for the

fisprey to lift, had pulled the bird under the water and drowned it;

'•id that then, unable to shake off the corpse, it had dragged it about for

k/o or three months as the flesh decomposed. Ospreys occurred at this

Jee only rarely on migration, the nearest breeding place being about

i;o kilometres away. I. J. Ferguson-Lees
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Hazards to birds from wool and other fibres.—The recent paper

by Dr. P. J. Dare and A. J. Mercer on sheep’s wool causing injuries to

legs and feet of Oystercatchers Haematopus ostralegus (Brit. Birds, 6i:

257-263) prompts us to record some observations from Romney Marsh,

Kent, an area of high sheep density where there are also many birds,

particularly when the meadows are partially flooded. In 1961 56 young
Lapwings V^anellus vanellus were caught and ringed there as chicks by

Dungeness Bird Observatory and at least three-quarters of these

(unfortunately no accurate figures were kept) had sheep’s wool around

their legs. The amounts varied from only a light wisp to a substantial

quantity which bound both feet together and made running extremely

difficult. Some of the chicks nearing fledging had obviously become
entangled shortly after hatching, for in these cases the wool was

cutting into one or both legs as far as the bone and resulting in

swelling of the foot or feet, which would presumably have eventually

become gangrenous and fallen off. In subsequent years small numbers

of Lapwing chicks have been handled annually and most of those

located on sheep meadows have had wool tangled around their feet.

It has usually been possible to remove the wool with finely pointed

scissors and a razor blade.

In the autumn of 1961 a dead fully fledged first-year Lapwing was

found hanging by a length of sheep’s wool from a barbed wire strand

at the top of a fence (plate 58b). The wool was wound round one leg

and the foot was badly swollen. The Lapwing had presumably become

entangled with the wool at an earlier date, probably before fledging,

and then flown with a trailing length until this eventually snagged on

a wire. In this connection, on 20th June 1965 a juvenile Lapwing was

seen in flight trailing a piece of wool which was estimated to be about

eight inches long. It was not until June 1964 that evidence came to light

of any other species becoming entangled. Then, however, at Pett

Level, Sussex, James Sutton found a long-dead Common Gull 'Larus

canus whose legs were firmly tied by twisted wool and a small length of

straw (plate 58c). Common Gulls do not breed on sheep meadows in

the Dungeness area and so this bird had presumably collected the

wool while feeding. Jeffery G. Harrison and R. E. Scott

Between 1958 and 1964, always during June to August, I saw several

birds encumbered by trailing accumulations of wool on one or both

legs at a moorland sheep farm at Lochgoin, Ayrshire. These were

mostly Lapwings Vanellus vanellus, but also included two Snipe

Gallinago gallinago and one each of Oystercatcher Haematopus ostralegus

and Redshank Tringa totanus. The farmer, Tom Howie, said that this

happened to some extent every year and that frequently he was able to

catch entangled birds to cut them free, though a majority had legs or

toes damaged, sometimes severely. With but one exception, all those
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hich I noted were still able to fly. The exception was a juvenile

ipwing which I caught on 23rd July 1961 after it had been flushed

3ni an area of rushes by the farm dog; this particular bird proved to

.ve both legs entangled, the inner toe of one foot being almost

vered by tight wool, but in the hand it felt in quite reasonable

ndition and was certainly not emaciated. I did not see any deaths

used by wool, but in July i960 the shepherd, John Scott, reported

iiding one or two dead Lapwings with accumulations on their feet

id I was told that on several occasions in July 1961 the farm cat had

ought in entangled Snipe. In some years much more wool is cast

Tore the sheep are clipped than in others; at Lochgoin clipping

kces place about the third week of July. L. A. Urquhart

Si long ago as July 1933, on the northern shore of Cardigan Bay,

I out half a mile west of Afonwen, Caernarvonsliire, my wife and I

i;ked up an Oystercatcher Haemafopus ostralegus which had both feet

ujght in a tangle of disintegrated coarse string (such as is not un-

(rmmonly seen in tide wrack). As scissors were obviously needed, we
trried it three-quarters of a mile to the house where we were staying,

ssat comfortably in my hand, making no attempt to escape, and only

ice did it peck during the long and difficult task of freeing its legs,

iiie fibres of the string were deeply embedded in each tarsus just

cove the joint of the foot; a number of severed ends of tendons were

iidble and the feet were limp and pale pink in colour. Nevertheless,

L'j wounds seemed clean and the bird appeared to be plump and

ailthy. Therefore, although there was a danger that it would lose

tth feet, we carried it back to the shore where it scrambled away,

i ng both legs and wings. T. Simpson

I
A letter on this subject also appears on page 469. Dr. Dare and

r;. Mercer comment that these records indicate a higher incidence of

'lol entanglement among Lapwings than was previously suspected

id that those relating to Common Gull, Snipe and Redshank are the

>ct they have come across for these species.

—

Eds.]

eerring Gull taking small passerine at sea.—On i6th March 1967,

icen on board a ship about one mile off Cape St. Vincent, Portugal,

iiw a small passerine, probably a pipit Anthus sp., flying low over the

1 towards the coast. As it neared the ship it was harried by several

Trring Gulls 'Larus argentatus. One of the gulls then snatched it up,

t; dropped it again as the others gave chase, whereupon a second

1 seized and appeared to swallow it. The whole incident took only

-ew seconds and the ease with which the gulls disposed of their

. irry is evidence of the vulnerability of small passerines at sea.

Alan E. F. Rogers
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Unusual song of Whitethroat.—On 15th June 1968, at Butterley

Reservoir, Derbyshire, I heard an unfamiliar, fluty song which I

traced to a male Whitethroat Sylvia communis on a telegraph wire. For

the next few minutes it regularly uttered this aberrant song and, less

regularly, the normal scratchy one. The aberrant song was much the

louder and slower of the two, and surprisingly powerful and thrush-

like. The first three notes were at the same pitch, followed by two pairs

of up-and-down notes. Eventually it flew into some willows near-by

and I did not see or hear it again that day or on subsequent visits.

R. A. Fro.st

Prey taken by Great Grey Shrike in Hampshire.—On
5
th April

1968, on Beaulieu Heath in the New Forest, Hampshire, I collected 30

pellets dropped by a Great Grey Shrike Lanius excuhitor at the base of

a flat-topped Scots pine Vimis sylvestris 1 5
feet high. The pine, one of a

small clump beside Stonyford Pond, provided an excellent vantage

point over open heathland of heather Erica and rank grasses with

extensive patches of gorse Ulex europaeus and bracken Pteridium

aquilinum. Great Grey Shrikes have been identified in the area of

Beaulieu Heath on several occasions in the last 16 years.

Detailed examination of the pellets showed the prey remains to be

fragmentary and the skeletal material incomplete. This suggested that

only a portion of each prey item was being eaten, at least at any one

time, or that many of the bones were being destroyed in the shrike’s

stomach. The pellets contained the remains of six small birds, eight

small mammals, one reptile and various invertebrates. The evidence

for the birds consisted of six sterna, nine tibiotarsals, three lower

mandibles and two skulls, the last proving to be those of a Greenfinch

Carduelis chloris and a Meadow Pipit Anthus pratensis. The mammals

were two Short-tailed Voles Microtus agrestis (two left and two right

lower jaws), two Harvest Mice Micromys minutus (txjo left and two right

lower jaws), two Pygmy Shrews Sorex minutus (one cranium, two left

and one right lower jaws), one Common Shrew i'. araneus (one cranium,

one left and one right lower jaw) and one Bank Vole Clethrionomys

glareolus (one cranium, one right lower jaw). The other prey remains

identified were a lizard Eacerta sp. (one left lower jaw), at least ten bee-

tles (60 legs, four elytra, one thorax)—these were largely Geotrupes,

but included Dytiscidae—and some earwigs (Dermaptera).

D. Bayer (1950, Kosmos, 46: 523) analysed 139 pellets collected in

southern Germany between autumn and the end of January. Voles

Microtus formed 37.6% of all individual items and he concluded that

these mammals formed the bulk of the winter diet of this species

there. Analysis of the admittedly small sample summarised above

suggests that the winter diet in the New Forest consists of a more

varied range of small mammals, birds and insects. D. E. Gluk
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Wool and cotton causing injuries to birds’ feet

rfs,—From the evidence provided by Dr. P. J. Dare and A. J. Mercer

'nt. Birds, 6i: 257-263), I strongly suspect that Oystercatchers

.jematopus ostralegus in Faeroe and Shetland may be peculiarly liable

having their feet accidentally entangled in wool cast by sheep and I

.ggest a connection with the fact that in those islands it is customary

I let the fleece grow until it begins actually to fall out. If the Oyster-

ttchers of Faeroe and Shetland could be excluded, the proportion

kected might well be much smaller. This can be illustrated by a

i:Tnparison with the Lapwing Vanellus vanellus, the population of

I lich is so limited in Faeroe and Shetland as to be insignificant among
irr winter flocks: although in The l^apwing in Britain (1953) I was able

cite several cases of these birds being caught up in wool and hair,

C'^onsidcr that the risk for this species is certainly very small on a

ttional scale.

lit might not be irrelevant to mention that a comparable localised

7zard exists in cotton-manufacturing districts where loose strands of

rcead form a menace to birds, especially feral pigeons Columba livia.

iiree pigeons brought to ms in Burnley, Lancashire, in the last year

lid each lost several toes in the manner described by Dr. Dare and Mr.

esrcer. K. G. Spencer

[.^Attention is drawn to the notes on this subject on pages 466-467.

r,'. Dare and Mr. Mercer comment that Mr. Spencer’s observations

1 feral pigeons show an interesting extension of the entanglement

:zard, but they consider that he may well be underestimating the

kk of wool to both Oystercatchers and Lapwings. In the case of the

,'stercatcher they point out that large numbers breeding in Orkney
di inland in north-east and south Scotland are just as prone to

t,;anglement as those in Faeroe and Shetland, though it so happened

nt their most detailed records came from those islands. Shearing is

in all the northern areas (see page 467 in L. A. Urquhart’s note)

di cast wool occurs in varying quantities throughout the nesting

i?.son, indeed the whole year, irrespective of shearing practice. In the

.e of the Lapwing the notes by Dr. Jeffery G. Harrison and R. E.

DDtt and by Mr. Urquhart on pages 466-467 show that the wool
i"zard is not uncommon in areas as far apart as Kent and Ayrshire, and

::re seems no reason why entanglement should not be widespread

1 ong Lapwings in both lowland and upland Britain. Dr. Dare and
’

•. Mercer conclude by pointing out that they are currently appealing

rringers over the country as a whole to ascertain just what proportion

ILapwings and other waders are affected by wool.

—

Eds.]
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Oystercatcher politics

Sirs,—Robert Hudson’s otherwise excellent and concise note in ‘News
and comment’ on the problems of Oystercatchers Haematopus ostralegus

in south Wales (Rr/V. ~S)irds, 6i
: 325) requires correction on a point of

fact. We of the Glamorgan County Naturalists’ Trust, who have been

instrumental in the creation of the Whitford Burrows Nature Reserve,

have not accepted the compromise worked out between the Ministry

of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, the Nature Conservancy and the

National Trust. We are convinced that not only the killing of the

Oystercatchers but also the elaborate operations needed for the

Ministry’s present research programme are incompatible with the

character of Whitford as a reserve and contrary to the philosophy of

the conservation movement. We are prepared to accept the Ministry’s

ecological arguments in favour of the control of the Oystercatchers in

certain circumstances, provided alternative sites available in the

estuary are used. We deplore the Ministry’s refusal seriously to investi-

gate these alternatives. H. J. Hambury
Chairman, Glamorgan County ’Naturalists’’ Trust

Request for information
Proposed report on scarce migrants.—The records of 15 species which occur

annually in Britain and Ireland in small numbers are being analysed for the ten years

1958-67. Almost all of the published observations, having been extracted from

cotmty and regional reports, have already been coded and are in the form of Holler-

ith punched cards. It is estimated that over 7,000 records are involved and so,

although actual analysis is now beginning, publication is unlikely before 1969.

The 15 species are:

Rough-legged Buzzard Buteo lagopus

Temminck’s Stint Calidris temminckii

Pectoral Sandpiper Calidris melanotos

Long-tailed Skua Stercorarius longicaudus

Mediterranean Gull Larus melanocephalus

Sabine’s Gull Larus sabini

Hoopoe Upupa epops

Golden Oriole Oriolus oriolus

Bluethroat Luscinia svecica

Melodious Warbler Hippolais polyglotta

Icterine Warbler Hippolais iclerina

Barred Warbler Sylvia nisoria

Yellow-browed Warbler Phylloscopus

inornatus

Red-breasted Flycatcher Ficedula parva

Ortolan Bunting Emberisyt hortulana

Records of indeterminate Melodious/Icterine Warblers are also being analysed.

It will be noted that the list includes the Rough-legged Buzzard, even though

R. E. Scott has already examined the 1958-67 records in connection with his paper

on the influx in the winter of 1966/67 (firit. Birds, 6i
: 449-455) ;

this is partly because

his paper does not include an actual analysis of the records from the rest of the

period and partly because it is hoped that further reports on all these 15 species

will be published from time to time after the first ten-year one. It should be added,

too, that certain other species which are still listed by the Rarities Committee are

also being included in the analysis. They are White-winged Black Tern Cblidonias

leucopterus. Gull-billed Tern Gelochelidon nilotica. Aquatic Warbler Acrocephalus

paludicola. Greenish Warbler Phylloscopus irochiloides, Richard’s Pipit Anthus novat-
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•Jandiae, Tawny Pipit A., campestris, Woodchat Shrike hanius senator and all Nearctic

Holders and passerines. Records of these, however, are being extracted solely

;
)m the annual ‘Report on rare birds in Great Britain’ and the Irish Bird Report,

'; t from county reports. Anyone with records of any of the 15 birds in the first

* t above, which have not been published in county or regional reports, is asked

ssend them at once to Dr. J. T. R. Sharrock, 59 Curlew Crescent, Bedford.

News and comment
Edited by Robert Hudson

niportant new reserve in Kent.—The Nature Conservancy has announced a new
aational Nature Reserve at Stodntarsh, Kent, in the Stour valley east of Canterbury,

st.tablished in August, this covers about 402 acres, consisting of damp grazing

|!<lds, shallow pools, reed-beds and swamps, some of which were caused by mining
ibbsidencc. Thus this part of the Stour valley, an important piece of wetland, is in

irme respects similar to the East Anglian meres. It has notable concentrations of

Batcrfowl in autumn and winter; and breeding birds include such uncommon fresh-

aarsh species as Bittern and Bearded Tit. The reserve has been established partly

f
purchase and partly by deed of grant from the National Coal Board; the Kent

i\ver Authority will help the Nature Conservancy to control water levels. Stod-

aarsh is Britain’s 125th National Nature Reserve; those who would like a checklist

f
I the other 1 24 should consult ....

hie Nature Conservancy Handbook 1968.—Now that the Nature Conservancy

rno longer a separate entity, it no longer has an obligation to produce an annual

Tport. This 46-page Handbook is its substitute. A six-page introduction gives a

Dotted history of the Conservancy and explains the different categories of reserves

;

imt the bulk of it is a ‘systematic list’ of Britain’s 124 National, 15 Local and 13

Dsrest Nature Reserves, and six National Wildfowl Refuges, with short summaries
irr each outlining their more important features. Copies of this booklet, price

rre shillings, may be obtained from Her Majesty’s Stationery Office.

ujide to nature trails.—The nature trail concept originated in the United States,

ais brought to Britain in 1965 to help popularise the first National Nature Week,
led (by all accounts) is here to stay. The Council for Nature has compiled a 14-page

irmphlet. Nature Trails in Britain, listing known permanent and semi-permanent

itture trails in England (67), Scotland (23), Wales (ten) and Northern Ireland (one,

( Co. Down) ; for each one brief details are given of locality, when open, what is

1 1 be seen, length, starting point, and where to obtain a guide leaflet. Nature Trails

-Britain may be obtained from British Travel, 64 St. James Street, London S.W.i.

n ogress of Operation Seafarer.—D. R. Saunders, the organiser of this ambitious

abird Group national seabird census (see ‘News and comment’ for June), is

cpealing for more participants for 1969. Adequate coverage is promised for the

.astlines of England, Wales and the Isle of Man, and for most of east Scotland and

'St and south Ireland; but more help is needed to survey Shetland (especially Out
Lcerries, Whalsay and Noss), Orkney, the Outer Hebrides (especially south of the

•und of Harris and the offshore islands), certain of the Inner Hebrides and,

I evitably, much of the west coast of Ireland. The Seabird Group has limited funds

help expeditions reach difficult areas. Offers of help, please, to D. R. Saunders,

om the Keepers’, Marines, via Haverfordwest, Pembrokeshire.
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Scottish Black Grouse for Exmoor.—The sharp decline of the Black Grouse in

the south-west (as elsewhere in England) has been worrying Somerset and Devon
naturalists for some time. This year the Exmoor National Park Committee made a

grant to cover the cost of an experiment in restocking; two clutches of Scottish-taken

eggs were hatched under bantams on an Exmoor farm and, as a result, 14 young
Black Grouse were raised and released.

After-effects of an oiling incident.—A major oiling incident occurred in the

estuary of the River Medway in Kent in September 1966, when, due to human
error, 1,700 tons of crude oil escaped and subsequently polluted about 8,000 acres

of saltings; nearly 3,000 birds were picked up, but probably twice that number
died. With commendable foresight, this oiling incident and its after-effects on bird

life were studied by the Kent Ornithological Society and the Kent Wildfowlers’

Association, and Dr. Jeffery G. Harrison and W. F. A. Buck have written an

excellent summary, P^r// in Perspective, as a 24-page supplement to the Kent Bird

Report. The Medway estuary winter populations of waterfowl and waders were

much reduced during the 1966/67 season, for the intertidal marine life on which
they feed had been greatly diminished by the effects of oil and detergent ;

by the

1967/68 winter, however, substantial (and in some cases complete) recoveries had

been made. Breeding populations of the Medway islands in 1 967 showed only small

decreases by a few species, and the authors ‘frankly admit that the ornithological

effects have not been anything like as serious or prolonged as we had feared.’

This enterprising publication is available at five shillings from D. G. Burkett,

Swanton Court, Bredgar, Sittingbourne, Kent.

The birds of Cheshire.—-It is regrettably true, but inevitable, that regional bird

books become out of date in the time it takes to see them through the press. Way
back in 1923, Sir Hugh Gladstone hit upon the idea of issuing a supplement to his

The Birds of Dumfriesshire, but this excellent idea was not taken up by other local

authors—until now. The Birds of Cheshire, by T. Hedley Bell, was published in 1962;

records for the subsequent five years are now available in A Supplement to the Birds

of Cheshire, 91 pages, published in December 1967 at 13 shillings post free, and

available from Mr. Bell at 12-16 Booth Street, Manchester 2. It is fitted with a useful

sleeve by which it may be attached to the 1962 volume. The general layout of this

supplement is similar to that of the earlier book, consisting principally of a systematic

list; five new species are added to the county’s tally, though the White’s Thrush in

May 1964 (see Brit. Birds, 58: 365) is not admitted. This supplement is a useful idea

that could be followed with considerable advantage by other authors of county bird

books.

Haslemere birds.

—

A Review of the Birds of the Haslemere District is the title of a

small publication of 27 pages listing the birds that have been recorded within a

six-mile radius of Haslemere Town Hall; 203 species are admitted, though the

information given about each is very brief (often only one or two lines). Clearly, this

is intended to be a local list for local consumption ; it is available from the Haslemere

Natural History Museum, price three shillings.

Lundy Field Society.—As previously mentioned in ‘News and comment’ in May,

Lundy Field Society was unable to appoint a resident warden for its bird observatory

this year; further, it has had to relinquish its tenancy of the Old Lighthouse, which

has been its hostel since 1947. Yet another blow was the death in June of Albion

Harman, the Society’s president and the owner of Lundy. The Society is anxious

to maintain continuity of recording during this difficult period, and appeals to

naturalists who may visit Lundy (there is an hotel and camping facilities) to contact

A. F. Langham, i Furzefield Road, Reigate, Surrey.
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iUtes for the diary.—Preliminary announcements have been made of three events

' see and at which to be seen. The annual National Exhibition of Cage Birds will

held at Alexandra Palace, London, during 5th-7th December; according to the

organisers’ blurb, this will be ‘one of the biggest and most colourful yet held’,

cd it will be interesting to see if any Nutcrackers are exhibited

!

.The third All-Ireland Conference on Bird Conservation will take place in New-
sstle, Co. Down, during ist-3rd March 1969; further details may be obtained from
ID. Hamilton, Royal Society for the Protection of Birds,

5 8 High Street, Newtown-
;rds, Co. Down.
IFurther into the future, it is announced that the 15 th International Ornithological

(i ngress will be held in The Hague, Netherlands, from 30th August to 5 th Sep-

’.nber 1970. Such preliminary details as have been released indicate that the

^ganisation and programme will follow the general lines of the successful 14th

}).C. held at Oxford in July 1966; the Congress fee has been fixed at 150 guilders

117 7s.) for full members and too guilders {£11 iis.) for associate members,
spplication forms may be obtained from The Secretary’-General, XV International

mithological Congress, c/o Netherlands Congress Centre, 10 Churchillplcin,

ICC Hague, Netherlands; the closing date for registration is ist May 1970.

Recent reports

By L J. Ferguson-Lees and J. T. R. Sbarrock

(These are largely unchecked reports, not authenticated records)

ice first section of this summary deals with the patterns of certain eruptive species

tthc autumn of 1968 as a whole, but the rest is strictly confined to August apart

irm a few belated July reports. Except where otherwise stated, all dates refer

’August.

IRREGULAR MIGRANTS
ce unprecedented invasion of Nutcrackers Nucifraga caryocatactes was briefly

mtioned in the last summary’ (Br/V. Birds, 61 : 427-428). Since then there have been

my more reports and we have now heard of over 180 individuals in some 22

amties: Shetland, Yorkshire (five), Lincolnshire (three), Norfolk (54), Suffolk (52),

wex (nine), Kent (24), Sussex (five), Hampshire (two), Dorset (seven), Cornwall

i 1 Scilly (three), London, Buckinghamshire, Hertfordshire (two), Cambridgeshire,

irntingdonshire, Northamptonshire (two), Leicestershire, Lancashire (two),

esshire (seven), Somerset and Glamorgan. We emphasise that this total, which is

: jut twice the sum recorded in all time previously, is very provisional. On the one

Md, we doubtless do not yet have all the possible records, partly because of slower

I' orting once the initial excitement had died down and partly because some were

rn only by the lay public; on the other, there are likely cases of duplication or error

I Kae checked.

*.^bout 30 of the reports received are undated; of the remaining 150, 13% relate

1 he first half ofAugust and 40% to the second, 23.5% to the first halfof September

i 1 13.3% to the second, and 8% to the first half of October. No less than 76% of all

observations came from the four south-eastern counties of Norfolk, Suffolk,

k-.ex and Kent. The first ones were reported in Trunch and Ditchingham fNorfolk)

3 th August and then a trickle of observations (maximum four on any one day)

• ceded the main influx during 22nd-3ist (38% of the total). (In this connection.
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it is of interest that the peak at Revtangen, Sweden, was 208 on 27th). There followed

a lesser influx during 4th- 12th September (20%) and then smaller numbers through

into October. The British records are to be analysed by j. n. hollyer, 21 temple
WAY, WORTH, DEAL, KENT, and we shall be passing to him all those so far received.

This eruption of Nutcrackers has affected many countries of northern Europe from

Russia, Estonia and the other Baltic States through Finland, Sweden, Norway,
Poland, Germany, Denmark, Netherlands, Belgium and northern France to the

Channel Islands. Although it seems likely that most have been of the Slender-billed

form N. c. macrorhynchus (which breeds from north-east Russia eastwards across

Siberia and which has long been recognised as the eruptive race), quite large

numbers of the Thick-billed form N. c. caryocatactes (which is found from south-

ern Scandinavia south through Europe to northern Italy and the Balkans, and which

is usually sedentary) were recorded on the move in Finland.

Overshadowed by the Nutcrackers were hardly less remarkable movements of

Great Spotted Woodpeckers Dendrocopos major. These appeared in Finland earlier

than in Scandinavia and their origins were clearly further east still. In Finland one

ringing station caught over 200 and in Sweden the largest numbers ever recorded at

Revtangen included 600 on 7th September. These movements were reflected in

Britain by small arrivals at various places on the east coast. A few evidently crossed

the North Sea from 9th August onwards, but the main influx was in September with

peaks of ten at Fair Isle (Shetland) on the 7th, eleven there on 13 th and 174- (twelve

trapped) at Spurn (Yorkshire) on 15 th, smaller numbers being recorded south to

Kent and some lingering on into October. Those trapped were of the northern race

D. m. major.

Following the unusually early arrivals of Fieldfares Turdus pilaris (61 : 428), small

flocks were widespread on the east coast in August and quite a few were reported in

central and western England, including twelve at Chilmark (Wiltshire) on 14th;

earlier, 14 had been seen as far west as Co. Clare on 22nd July. Large numbers of

Dunnocks Prunella modularis were noted in Lincolnshire and East Anglia in August

and early September and 13 were found dead along the shore at Minsmere (Suffolk)

on 1 6th September. Lastly, a Willow Tit Parus montanus at Sandwich Bay (Kent) on

22nd was thought to be P. m. rhenanus (the race found from the Netherlands to

northern France) and it and a Coal Tit P. ater of the nominate race at the same place

on the next day may also have been indicative of eruptive movements on the Conti-

nent.

SEABIRDS, GULLS AND TERNS
August was not as spectacular for seabirds as was this month in 1965 and 1967.

Numbers of Great Shearwaters Puffinus gravis and Sooty Shearwaters P. griseus

were probably above average, but not remarkable. Two Little Shearwaters P.

assimilis were seen off Cape Clear Island (Co. Cork) on 19th. The only Cory’s Shear-

waters Calonectris diomedea reported were off St. Mary’s (Isles of Scilly) on 15th, the

Great Orme (Caernarvonshire) on 28th and St. Ives (Cornwall) on 29th. An adult

Black-browed Albatross Diomedea melanophris off Mizen Head (Co. Cork) on 13th

was overshadowed by the sighting of two albatrosses Diomedea sp. off Sandy Cove

(Co. Cork) on 26th—the first time that two have been seen together in Irish or British

waters. There have now been eight records of albatrosses off Co. Cork in the past

two years and one wonders if an exciting discovery will be made in 1969 by somebody

censusing seabird colonies for Operation Seafarer.

While numbers of Little Gulls Larus minutus and Black Terns Chlidonias niger

were not remarkable (though both species were quite widely scattered), at least 15

White-winged Black Terns C. leucopterus were reported in August from Lincoln-

shire, Derbyshire and Lancashire south to Kent, Somerset and Co. Cork; this is the

highest ever August total for this species. After six Caspian Terns Hydropro^e

ischegrava in June and July, the only one in August was at Loch Lomond (Stirling/
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nbarton) on 7th. A Mediterranean Gull Icarus melanocephalus returned to Hartle-

1 3I (Co. Durham) for the twelfth successive year and other reports of this species

: luded one inland in Derbyshire, another as far north-west as the vicinity of

>. ckpool (Lancashire) and a ringed bird in Cornwall. Long-tailed Skuas Sterco-

' ins longicaudus were seen near Islay (Argyll) on 7th (two) and at Lough Swilly

t>

I. Donegal) on loth. Early Little Auks Plautus alle appeared at Spurn on 8th

iil Telpyn Point (Carmarthen/Pembroke) on 17th.

NEARCTIC SPECIES
[^:>tember and more particularly October were to prove quite remarkable for

taerican birds (not least passerine species), but August was rather quiet in

respect, except apparently in Ireland. In Britain indeed— apart from
Maine’s Gulls Larus sabini at Spurn on izth-i3th and at Whitby (Yorkshire)

i
)ut 22nd, which were as likely to have come from the Eurasian Arctic—the

I
y American birds reported in August were a Black-billed Cuckoo Coccy^us

ybrophthalmus on Tresco (Isles of Scilly) on 23rd and a Spotted Sandpiper Tringa

y-utaria at Durleigh Reservoir (Somerset) from 27th into September, though

[
lier there had been a Lesser Yellowlegs T.flavipes at Cresswell Ponds (Northum-

t land) on 13th July. Ireland, on the other hand, produced a White-rumped
^dpiper Calidris fuscicollis at Ballycotton (Co. Cork) on iith-i8th, a Pectoral

hadpiper C. melamtos in Co. Kerry on i8th, a Buff-breasted Sandpiper Tryngi/es

V’^uficolHs at Ballycotton on 24th and a Lesser Yellowlegs at Akeragh Lough (Co.

|rrry) about 29th, as well as at least three other species (and several more indivi-

B ils) of which we have not yet received details. Ireland also matched the Northum-
kland Lesser Yellowlegs with one at Rogerstown estuary (Co. Dublin) on 21st

l y and the Yorkshire Sabine’s Gulls with single birds on Cape Clear Island on
Ihh and 15 th August.

WADERS, HERONS AND CRAKES
Mod Sandpipers Tringa glareola. Green Sandpipers T. ochropus. Spotted Red-
Bnnks 7 '. erythropus and Greenshanks T. nebularia seem to have been more common
i n usual in late July and early August. Ruffs Pbilomachus pugnax were scarcer in

inc places, but unusually abundant in others: for example, up to 17 on Fair Isle,

irre at Corstregaron (Cardiganshire) than in the whole of Wales in 1967, and well

:'\)ve average numbers in parts of Ireland, particularly the west and south-west.

1 the other hand, Little Stints Calidris minuta and Curlew Sandpipers C. fer-

'i’inea were very scarce, with no record exceeding six in any one locality, though
irte were single Temminck’s Stints C. temminckii at Minsmere on 14th and Cley

Norfolk) on 24th-2 5th. Other species included a Great Snipe Gallinago media on the

\dway estuary (Kent) ; small numbers of Grey Phalaropes Pbalaropus fulicarius in

sstern Ireland
; and a Red-necked Phalarope P. lobaius at Perry Oaks (Middlesex)

9th-ioth. There was also a belated report of a Black-winged Stilt Himantopus

\^antopus at Kempton Reserv'oir (Middlesex) on 6th July.

i 7he only Spoonbills Platalea leucorodia reported were at Minsmere (throughout

month) and at Sidlesham (Sussex). Purple Herons Ardea purpurea were seen at

rpton Ley (Devon) on ioth-24th and Rcculver (Kent) on iith; and Little Bit-

nis ixobryebus minutus at Dungeness (Kent) on loth, Wilstone Reserv'oir (Hertford-

r,e) on 17th and Hanningfield Resert'oir (Essex) later in the month. Several Little

trets Egre/ta gars^e/ta included one at W'eston Bay (Somerset) on 28th and one at

' yhaven Marshes (Hampshire) from 30th into September, as well as a belated

•ort from Orford (Suffolk) on 9th-22nd July.
'

i. total of seven Spotted Crakes Por^ana p>orsyma were reported from Skokholm
mbrokesbire) on 8th, Minsmere on 14th, Catcott (Somerset) on 15th (dead),

. ;w Valley Lake (Somerset) on I7th-i9th (two on 17th), Surlingham (Norfolk) on

d and Hartlepool on 27th. A Little Crake P. parva was seen on Cape Clear Island
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on 27th and two may have been present on 29th (there are only four previous Irish

records and the most recent two of these were at this same locality in April 1964
and September 1966).

NEAR-PASSERINES AND PASSERINES
Wrynecks Jynx torquilla appear to have been particularly widespread with at least

75 on the east and south coasts from Shetland to Somerset (especially in Kent), as

well as more unusual records from the Calf of Man, Bardsey Island (Caernarvon-

shire), Cape Clear Island and Brailsford (Derbyshire). In contrast, only three

Hoopoes Upupa epops were reported, at Canterbury (Kent) on 12th, at Cape Clear

Island on 1 3th-i4th and at Sandwich Bay on 27th. A Roller Coraciasgarrulus was seen

at Bretton Park (Yorkshire) from early August into September and another at

Osterley Park (Middlesex) on 26th-27th; also a Bee-eater Merops apiaster at Hollesley

(Suffolk) on 27th and an Alpine Swift A.pus melba at Stockton-on-Tees (Co. Durham) 1

on 30th.

August produced many records of scarce warblers. There were at least 50 Barred
Warblers Sylvia nisoria on the east coast from Shetland to Suffolk, though the only

other reported was on the Calf of Man on 25 th. Similarly, at least 40 Icterine

Warblers Hippolais icterina were seen on the east coast down to Kent, but the only

ones elsewhere were on Bardsey Island on 23rd and Cape Clear Island on 28th

(three) and 31st. Portland Bill (Dorset) had at least three Melodious Warblers

H. polyglotta between 13 th and 20th and there were others on St. Agnes (Isles of i

Scilly), Cape Clear Island, Bardsey Island and the Calf of Man. Only three Aquatic 1

Warblers A.crocephalus paludicola were reported, at Slapton Ley on 8th and loth and [

Beachy Head (Sussex) on iith. Other rare warblers included a Cetti’s Warbler 1

Cettia cetti at Beachy Head on loth and Ireland’s first on Cape Clear Island on 24th;

what appears to have been a Pallas’s Grasshopper Warbler Locustella certhiola on

Cape Clear Island on 29th; a Subalpine Warbler Sylvia cantillans at Spurn on 27th
'

(the second there this year); Greenish Warblers Phylloscopus irochiloides at Holme
(Norfolk) on 26th and Spurn on 28th-3ist; a Bonelli’s Warbler P. bonelli on Cape 11

Clear Island on 28th; and Arctic Warblers P. borealis at Fair Isle on I2th-i5th and
|

Blakeney Point (Norfolk) on 24th-25th. Incidentally, Wood Warblers P. sibilairix,

always rare at coastal stations, were unusually widespread with at least twelve in 1

Kent and Norfolk (including only the second ever at Holme on the 30th) and two I

as far west as Cape Clear Island on 30th July and 28th August.

Nightingales Luscitiia megarhynchos seem to have been commoner than usual at

several south coast stations from Portland Bill to Sandwich Bay, and a Thrush I

Nightingale L. luscinia (that former speciality of Fair Isle in spring) was trapped at

the latter locality on 23 rd. Bluethroats L. svecica, on the other hand, were rather

scarce in August, with only four at Fair Isle, Holme, Blakeney Point and Dungeness.

Red-backed Shrikes Panius collurio occurred at a number of east and south coast

localities, but the only Woodchat Shrikes L. senator were at Portland Bill, an adult

on 2ist July and a juvenile on loth-iith August. Red-breasted Flycatchers

Ficedula parva were confined to Norfolk in August, with a total of five at Blakeney

Point, Holme and Wells during 25th-28th. Tawny Pipits Antbus campesiris were

seen at Saltdean (Sussex) on loth and Winterton (Norfolk) on 25th. A first-year

Rose-coloured Starling Sturnus roseus appeared on Fair Isle on 23rd-2jth, and

earlier there had been one at St. Andrews (Fife) on 9th July. A Yellow-breasted

Bunting Emberiza aureola was found at Lavernock Point (Glamorgan) on 22nd and

another on the Isle of May (Fife) on 26th, while a number of Ortolan Buntings E.

horlulana arrived in the last week at various places from Fair Isle and the Isle of May
(four) to Blakeney Point (two) and St. Agnes. The first Scarlet Rosefinch Carpo-

dacus erythrinus of the autumn was at Fair Isle on 29th; a Serin Serinus serinus was

seen at Plymouth (Devon) on ist-2nd; and earlier there was an Arctic Redpoll 1

Acanthis hornemanni on Foula (Shetland) on 24th July.
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Report on bird-ringing for 1967*

Bj Robert Spencer

Ringing Officer, B.T.O.

I recently as six years ago it was possible for the Ringing Office staff

fform a reasonably accurate impression of the numbers of birds

iged in a year by counting the rings issued. Today, with far more
igers operating and many of them holding larger stocks, the exercise

: little meaning. Furthermore, since the machines of the Nature

mservancy’s Biological Records Centre have happily relieved us of

f laborious task of preparing the ringing totals, we no longer see the

irr’s pattern gradually unfolding as the work proceeds. Thus the

ad result, when it drops through our letter box, may well be a com-

i;te surprise.

Im 1967, for example, we had guessed that, with the ending of the

iccial enquiry, there would be a big drop in the numbers of Sand

iirtins Riparia riparia ringed, so big a decrease, perhaps, that it might

Sviet possible increases in other species. In fact, the computer reported

i:t about 26,000 fewer Sand Martins were ringed than in 1966, and

03 that the total of Swallows Hirundo rustica (which are often caught

t::h Sand Martins) had fallen by 11,000. Yet despite these two major

::reases, both in a sense deliberate, and other smaller, more advend-

'.as ones—notably Storm Petrel Hjdrobates pelagicus (down 3,000),

mnet Sula bassana (down 1,500) and Great Tit Parus major (down

x>o)—and despite the fact that for many ringers the last six weeks

1967 were a period of enforced inactivity as a result of the restric-

ms put on movement in rural areas by the unprecedented foot-

: 1-mouth epidemic, some 22,000 more birds were ringed than in

previous year, the actual total being 574,329 (see table i).

This is the thirty-first report issued on behalf of the Ringing and Migration

Tunittee and is a publication of the British Trust for Ornithology. For the

:tieth report, see Br/V. 'Birds, 60: 429-475.
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Nestlings and full-grown birds contributed almost equally to the

increase, which is unusual in the contemporary epoch of mist-nets.

But six species of colonial seabirds—especially Manx Shearwater

Puffinus puffinus (up 1,900) and Sandwich Tern Sterna sandvicensis (up

2,800)—accounted for more than two-thirds of the increase in nestling

ringing, the major contributors to the remaining third being Swallow

(up 1,000), Blue Tit Parus caeruleus (up 700), Song Thrush Tardus

philomelos (up 650), Willow Warbler Phyl/oscopus trochilus (up 600) and

Pied Flycatcher Ficedula hypoleuca (up 1,500).

Whilst ringing totals must in part reflect the interests and enter-

prises of ringers, they may sometimes also crudely monitor population

levels. It is an impressive testimony to the fundamental resilience of

birds that by 1967 the ringing totals for many of the species worst hit

by the icy winter of 1963—some of them additionally weakened by

toxic chemicals—were already back to or even well above the 1962

levels. Substantially more Song Thrushes, Wrens Troglodytes troglodytes

and Stonechats Saxicola torquata were marked than in any previous

year. But the welcome increase in Sparrowhawks A.ccipiter nisus ringed

was due in no small way to activities in Ireland; similarly, much of

the gratifying growth in the numbers of Barn Owls Tyto alba (almost

double the previous highest total) can be traced to the efforts of

ringers in remoter areas of Wales and Scotland.

Generally speaking, the ringing figures for ducks, birds of prey and

waders (especially Dunlin Calidris alpina and Redshank Tringa totanus)

were up, as were those for finches and sparrows. In its first year the

Acrocephalus Enquiry was so effective in stimulating interest that the

annual total for Reed Warblers Acrocephalus scirpaceus ringed jumped

from 3,745 to 7,517, the comparable figures for Sedge Warblers A.

schoenohaenus being 8,351 and 10,885. the other hand, most of the

remaining warbler scores fell below the 1966 levels. This was a some-

what unexpected result, for many of the ringers participating in the

Acrocephalus Enquiry found that they were catching considerable

numbers of other warblers incidentally to their main purpose.

Following the recent correspondence in this journal [Prit. Birds, 60:

344-347, 423-426; 61; 41-43), it has been decided to drop the Red-

headed Bunting Emberi^a bruniceps from the second section of table 2 on

the grounds that individuals ringed in this country must beyond

reasonable doubt have escaped from captivity. The loss can hardly be

judged significant, especially when compared with the first of three

additions, namely Osprey Pandion haliaetus\ a comment on this species

will be found in the recovery section. The two other newcomers to the

table were Olive-backed (or Swainson’s) Thrush Catharus ustulatus and

Cretzschmar’s Bunting Emberi^a caesia. The former, trapped on Skok-

holm, is a North American species, while the latter, captured on Fair

Isle, comes from south-east Europe; both were new to Britain, but
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;rre is one previous record of the Olive-backed Thrush in Ireland.

]Two species, Black Grouse Lyrurus tetrix and Yellow-browed

frrbler Phylloscopus inornatus, were promoted to section i of table 2.

tthe latter breeds east of the Urals and winters in India and south-east

i.ia, the ringing of 43 in 1967 may be fairly described as remarkable,

the remaining oddities listed in section 2, the ringing of four young
;
nvy Owls Nyctea scandiaca is much the most important, but migra-

ri devotees will not fail to notice two Olivaceous Warblers Hippolais

'ida, a Sardinian Warbler Sylvia melanocephala and no fewer than five

: hard’s Pipits Anthus mvaeseelandiae, as well as three Baltimore Orioles

rrus galbula and one each of Red-eyed Vireo Vireo olivaceus, Rose-

.asted Grosbeak Pheucticus ludovicianus and White-throated Sparrow

r otrichia albicollis. The time is clearly coming when no serious ringer

I go into the field in autumn without his guide to North American

I Is

!

'Although, for the second year in succession, there was a decline in

total of recoveries reported, the figures for most species were above

1966 levels and the decrease was due entirely to the termination of

Sand Martin Enquiry already referred to. Inevitably, with such a

idth of material to choose from, the process of selection and com-
sssion was as challenging as ever.

i"he use of ordinal numbers, introduced in the 1966 report as a

iwenient means of drawing attention to unusual recoveries, has this

rr been extended from a nominal upper limit of the tenth to the

:-ntieth. The research necessary to produce the additional figures

!>\ved both interesting and instructive. In particular, it revealed that

jtt ‘first’ records have sometimes been incorporated unrecognised in

I

: summary tables. Ideally, one would wish to publish in full at least

Itfirst twenty recoveries of any species in any country before resorting

t.iabulation, but unfortunately, for reasons of space, this is impossible,

p^artial compensation now—as from ist January 1967—we prepare

c;xtra copy of each foreign recovery to supply to the ringing office

tlhe country concerned. These are presumably available for consulta-

lu, so that at the expense of rather more trouble the overseas student

I obtain information which, for reasons of space, we are unlikely

::r to publish in full.

)ften, as one sorts through a year’s intake, some recovery fires the

i.gination: a Mallard in Canada and an Arctic Tern in Australia have

:n examples in recent years. Of such recoveries the detached critic

been known to ask an irreverent ‘so what?’ Insofar as the migrant,

most methods of assessment, is more important scientifically than

vagrant, let us admit that the question, though possibly irritating

he enthusiast, is nevertheless pertinent. And since this report per-

'S lacks any truly memorable recovery of this kind, it may appeal

'ce to the cool disposition than to the fervent. Yet many of the
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recoveries listed are far from commonplace, as the high number of

‘firsts’ will show. Amongst these are a Whooper Swan Cjgnus cjgnus

in the Faeroe Islands, a Bewick’s Swan Cygnus hewickii in Latvia, a

Curlew Sandpiper Calidris ferruginea in the U.S.S.R. (in fact the first

recovery anywhere of a British-ringed Curlew Sandpiper), a Sanderling

C. alba in Ghana, Long-eared Owls Asio otus in Finland and Sweden, a

Short-eared Owl A. flammeus near Madrid, a Robin Erithacus rubeculam

Poland, a Spotted Flycatcher Muscicapa striata in Corfu and a Reed
Bunting Emberi^a schoeniclus in Norway.
Good series of recoveries obviously offer more scope to the armchair

analyst and these have been included wherever space has permitted.

Grey Plovers Pluvialis squatarola. Knots Calidris canutus and several of

the warblers come within this category, the Lesser Whitethroat story

continuing to unfold in a most interesting way with a recovery at the

head of the Gulf of Aqaba. Perhaps even more helpful are the series of

Bramblings Fringilla montifringilla (including four in Italy), of Redwings

Tttrdus iliacus (ranging from Lebanon and Azerbaydzhan to the Urals)

and of Goldcrests Kegtiltis regulus (including one each in France, Den-

mark, Switzerland and Poland).

Amongst other things, 1967 was the year of the wreck of the Torrey

Canyon, and the oil which fouled our western beaches also killed many
thousands of seabirds. The worst sufferers were Guillemots Eria aalge

and Razorbills Alca torda, both of which on migration probably spend c

as much time swimming as flying. The recovery maps for these species

on page 502 provide a useful indication of the extent of their winter

travels and show how the spreading oil lay square across the track of

those returning to west coast colonies. Another map, on page 490,

reveals how the recoveries of Swifts Apns apus in Africa, though still

few in number, are beginning to tell a coherent story.

To recommend too many recoveries to the reader would defeat the

purpose of recommendation. Furthermore, whatever may be said by

way of praise or comment, in the last resort the most important re-

coveries are probably those which stimulate the development of new ;

and useful hypotheses or else help to upset old ones. If this proposition

is accepted, then it may be that two of the most important recoveries in

these pages are of Bearded Tits Pannrus biarmicus which flew no more

than a few hundred miles, for what as recently as 1966 looked like

eruption now seems more like migration or even a blend of the two

processes. Here is a problem which is clearly worth further investiga-

tion.

Purists who demand an end to ‘indiscriminate’ ringing might bear in

mind that random ringing (a less emotive term) is a valuable exploratory

exercise which, after nearly 60 years, is continuing to bring to light

problems and facts of biological significance. The truth is that for

most of the 60 years, and for many of the species, we have been ringing
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too small a scale to achieve the successes we desire. This is partic-

iirly the case with such birds as the Bearded Tits, which live out their

Les in habitats so remote from man that they are unlikely ever to be

;:ind dead. But catch them on a sufficiently large scale and the ringers

1.1 start to trap each others’ birds—the process which is known as

ntrolling. In just a few years this technique increased the recovery

i 2 of Sand Martins tenfold. There is no reason why it should not be

:')lied in turn to many other species.

COMMITTEE
fe members of the Ringing and Migration Committee on 31st

ccember 1967 were Dr. C. M. Perrins (Chairman), Dr. J. S. Ash,

iCudworth, Dr. J. J. M. Flegg, P. A. D. Hollom, P. Hope Jones,

Vvl. McMeeking, M. A. Ogilvie and R. E. Scott, with J. D. Macdonald
p^rescnting the Trustees of the British Museum), R. C. Homes,
'M. Lewis, Dr. D. W. Snow and D. R. Wilson (ex efficiis) and Robert

mincer (Secretary).

FINANCE
ce work of the Ringing Scheme is financed partly by the Nature

RTservancy, an annual grant being received to cover the salaries of

tf the staff, and partly from the proceeds of the sale of rings and other

biipment and from revenue derived from ringing permits. The
iUdfowl Trust obtained their rings at cost price, but made a contri-

tion of £]') towards the costs of administration. The publishers of

:tish Birds made their annual grant of Accommodation and cer-

tu services are provided by the British Trust for Ornithology, who
,kke good any deficit in the direct income of the scheme. Income
11 expenditure are incorporated in the accounts of the Trust, pub-

ited in its Annual Report.

STAFF
boert Spencer, Robert Hudson, C. J. Mead, R. C. Faulkner, J. N.
:mond, Mrs. M. Benson and Miss S. Dell.
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preparation of tables as well as punching cards for every recovery.

We are deeply grateful to them for their cheerful and friendly co-opera-

tion. Some of the summary tables in this report were compiled by the

author, but J. N. Dymond, C. J. Mead, N. Spencer and Miss S. Dell

each did some. R. C. Faulkner prepared and drew all the maps.

PUBLICATIONS
The following papers, based wholly or partially on the results of

British ringing, have been published

:

Balfour, E., Anderson, A., and Dunnet, G. M. (1967): ‘Orkney Cormorants—
their breeding distribution and dispersal’. Scot. Birds, 4: 481-493.

Bernis, F. (1967); Aves Migradoras Ibericas, part 5. Madrid.

Boyd, H. (1966): ‘The assessment of the effects of weather upon the breeding success

of geese nesting in the Arctic’. Statistician, 16: 171-181.

Davis, P. (1967): ‘Migration seasons of the Sylvia warblers at British bird observa-

tories’. Bird Study, 14; 65-95.

Harris, M. P. (1967): ‘The biology of Oystercatchers Haematopus ostralegus on

Skokholm Island, S. Wales’. Ibis, 109: 180-193.

Murton, R. K. (1966): ‘A statistical evaluation of the effect of Woodpigeon shooting

as evidenced by the recoveries of ringed birds’. Statistician, 16: 183-202.

Nau, B. S. (1967): ‘Co-operative bird ringing’. Bird Study, 14; 1-9.

Perdeck, a. C. (1967): ‘The Starling as a passage migrant in Holland’. Bird Study,

14: 129-152.

Taylor, S. M. (1966): ‘Recent quantitative work on British bird populations’.

Statistician, 16: 1 19-170.

Tubbs, C. R. (1967): ‘Population study of Buzzards in the New Forest during

1962-66’. Brit. Birds, 60: 381-395.

Table i

NUMBERS OF BIRDS RINGED AND RECOVERED

Juv.jAdult

Kinged

Pullus* Total

Recovered

Total

1967 463,144 111,185 574,329 12,428

1966 45 1,626 100,61

1

552,237 13,408

1965 427,051 91,689 518,740 14,182

1964 372,537 76,700 449,237 1 2,665

1963 355,007 80,918 435,925 14,397

1962 307,924 81,551 389,475 1 1,689

1961 272,919 77,443 350,362 9,238

i960 219,104 60,085 279,189 7 ,9”

1959 184,837 57,488 242,325 6,949

1958 155,414 45,421 200,83 5 6,374

Grand total ringed 1909-67 • • • • 5,790,018

Grand total recovered 1909-67.

.

. . 156,707

*An explanation of the term pullus or pull, appears at the top of page 488.
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Table 2

IINGING AND RECOVERY TOTALS TO 51ST DECEMBER I967

Section i—Species of which more than too have been ringed

1967 Grand Grand
Juv.jAdult Pullus total total 1967 total

rbc 33
—

33 312 I 15
c:;trel 6 I 7 1,029 — 8

Ttel 5,021 61 5,082 28,634 22 95
jarwater .

.

1.324 10,779 12,103 156.953 167 2,193

483 1.290 1.775 14,165 16 173

9 380 389 30,723 79 1,636
It .

.

z 1,427 1,429 11,418 176 2,367
. 192 3,234 3.426 30,450 170 2,424

29 371 400 5,514 32 878

7.557 270 7,827 63,431 972 10,394
. 2,629 4 2,633 45,227 315 8,342

29 — 29 308 5 46

39
—

39 302 5 52
172 — 172 2,971 15 56J
476 — 476 1,386 18 215

57 2 59 948 17 220
luick . 506 — 306 1.839 38 323

35 1 36 413 6 70
542 3 545 6,311 34 460
27 90 117 2,284 12 146

CGoose .

.

3 16 19 1,610 27 326
mted Goose — 582 3 182

ted Goose — — — 11,824 43 3.177
tJoosc — — — 407 6 56
oDose 635 143 798 2,972 71 349
m 1.453 224 1.677 17,535 691 5.174

.

.

5 46 51 1,270 5 72
nwk 22 81 103 1,685 9 236
irrier — — — 127 1 15

ker 21 72 93 975 8 98
^ : Harrier — 6 6 280 —

39
. *

— 8 8 212 — 24
. . 3 53 56 952 3 124

51 509 360 4,939 53 610
sse — — — 1,538 — 176
K-use* 6 — 6 104 4 10

«d Partridge 4 — 4 120 20

11!! !!

4 — 4 340 I 21

I 2 I — I 2 I 1,079 — 32

5
—

5 767 — 12

625 37 662 9,579 32 435
176 15 191 3,005 12 334

hher 2,745 315 3,060 20,372 126 1,227
. . 159 1,618 1,777 85,093 28 1,900

PDver 275 126 401 7,381 8 139
c^ed Plover 12 31 43 755 2 18

CT 60 60 911 6 20

over 26 10 36 981 I 34
.

.

527 — 527 2,025 7 29
728 9 737 9,803 42 546
51 — 51 793 2 34

... . • 17 12 29

*Newly promoted from section 2

5,925 446
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Kinged Kecove

Juv.lAdult Pullus

1967
total

Grand
total 1967

Curlew 318 152 470 9,282 15

Whimbrel .

.

77 77 177
Bar-tailed Godwit 41 — 41 334 1

Green Sandpiper .

.

33
—

33 384 —
Wood Sandpiper .

.

8 — 8 207 —
Common Sandpiper 329 23 352 6,797 5

Redshank .

.

1,681 D 5 1,836 12,705
Spotted Redshank 19 19 130 I

Greenshank 71 3 74 549
—

Knot 799 799 6,572 9
Purple Sandpiper .

.

37
—

37 255 I

Little Stint .

.

89 — 89 533 I

Dunlin “,575 3 “,578 51,929 108

Curlew Sandpiper .

.

21 21 307 I

Sanderling .

.

374 — 374 812 I

Ruff 73
—

73 989 —
Stone Curlew 3 3 390 —
Arctic Skua — 21 21 1,713 I

Great Skua — 1,204 1,204 9,265 26

Great Black-backed Gull .

.

92 503 595 7,167 39
Lesser Black-backed Gull 78 3,734 3,812 54,515 163
Herring Gull 1,236 9,140 10,376 82,028 310
Common Gull 142 232 374 6,716 16

Black-headed Gull 826 7,344 8,170 100,894 282
Kittiwake .

.

174 1,971 2,145 27,886 48
Common Tern 84 2,383 2,467 47.692 38
Arctic Tern 141 3,196 3,337 40,678 35
Roseate Tern 73 1,275 1,348 11,443 25
Little Tern .

.

11 113 124 2,636 1

Sandwich Tern 36 5,964 6,000 63,251 131
Razorbill 160 722 882 17,035 48
Guillemot .

.

241 421 662 11,911 47
Black Guillemot .

.

T-9 106 125 1,162 1

Puffin 412 46 458 21,661 7
Stock Dove 21 83 104 2,596 5

Rock Dove 1 9 10 140 —
Woodpigeon 360 336 896 13,627 154
Turtle Dove 73 59 132 2,848 10

Collared Dove 421 33 454 1,342 22

Cuckoo 65 25 90 2,604 3

Barn Owl .

.

11 179 190 1,858 12

Little Owl .

.

25 43 68 2,194 5

Tawny Owl 45 197 242 3,751 17

Long-eared Owl .

.

13 31 44 743 6

Short-eared Owl .

.

4 10 14 545 1

Nightjar 9 8 17 571 —
Swift 3,666 177 5,843 54,990 124
Kingfisher .

.

321 — 321 2,534 11

Green Woodpecker 38 — 38 803 3

Great Spotted Woodpecker 84 2 86 1,749 4
Lesser Spotted Woodpecker 18 — 18 162 2

Wryneck 25 7 32 870 —
Woodlark .

.

12 12 535
—

Skylark 371 271 642 16,610 5

Swallow 39.401 9,980 49,381 359,836 485
House Martin 3,343 17 3,360 46,071 24

Sand Martin 48,535 56 48,391 371,228 1,157

Raven
5 99 104 1,534 6
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[Hooded Crow

itt

lit . .

THt
I'Jed Tit .

.

hi .

.

j'pcr

'Tit
'

!

!

'hhrush

irrush

t: .

.

i.’zel

di .

.

itr .

.

int .

.

It t .

.

redstart

Male
i.iat .

.

pjper Warbler
aarbler

t/arbler

i'/arbler

lus Warbler
VWarbler .

.

)

V^'arbler

Warbler .

.

foat
i ’/hitethroat

1 . Warbler .

.

Warbler
fT ..

[ /arbler

horowed Warbler*
>",t .

.

[Flycatcher
I catcher

HSted Flycatcher

Pipit

it .

.

ater Pipit .

.

ite W'agtail

Kinged Recovered

Jnv.l-Adult Pullus

1967
total

Grand
total 1967

Grand
total

44 251 293 5.305 17 366
917 372 1,489 16,125 44 980

343 187 330 12,818 28 783
48 134 182 4,373 9 249
178 14 192 3.638 26 296

4 3 9 361 — 28

6,982 2,631 9,613 127,618 113 2,047

22,955 6,062 29,017 280,837 277 4,744
1,214 299 1,513 13,048 13 173
601 113 714 7,112 3 60

833 43 876 4,686 4 24
2,208 6 2,214 10,910 31 114

173 127 300 4,310 2 108

667 61 728 4,619 3 23

6,169 47 6,216 32,899 28 208

94 149 243 6,972 2 83

1,038 9 1,047 3.825 39 131

359 233 792 15,886 31 530
1,382 — 1,382 7,983 22 151

9.345 3,375 13,120 200,358 347 3,718

4,966 — 4,966 29,317 41 410
62 62 124 2,818 I 48

33,766 4.571 38,337 429,862 1,501 16,1 14
629 95 724 23.834 8 128

202 307 509 3.133 1 40
362 193 333 9.935 3 48
988 391 1.579 24,732 8 150

33
—

35 942 1 21

87 38 145 4,370 — 20

25 — 23 314 — 2

9,260 926 io,i86 146,164 193 3,370
321 12 333 2,231 —

3

6,758 739 7,317 31,017 80 270

33 6 39 184 — —
10,365 5

20 10,885 3 3.539 39 176

13 — 13 142 — —
22 — 22 195 — 2

3.873 97 3.970 24,779 24 122

28 — 28 379
— —

1,761 87 1,848 13,613 —
45

8,097 751 8,848 91.340 44 401

993 23 i,oi8 10,709 5 38— — — 155 —
1

10,910 2,236 13,146 126,161 26 336

4,937 105 5.042 37,379 22 127

31 218 269 3,262 1 13

43
—

43 123 —
I

3,460 7 3,467 19,286 8 38

88 — 88 467 1 1

1,320 610 1,930 25,269 14 164

804 2,508 3,312 27,098 16 126

23 — 23 210
126

—
14,024 943 14,967 138,588 1.794

1,550 500 2,050 47,290 14 459
I2I 85 206 3.576 — 10

376 61 437 11,462 3 88

3,148 422 3,570 36,200 76 1,024

*Newly promoted from section 2
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Kinged- Recovend

1967 Grand G
Juv.IA.dult i’ullus total total 1967 /

Grey Wagtail 191 78 269 4,194 4
Yellow Wagtail ssp. 1,425 161 1,586 22,496 i6
Waxwing .

.

9
—

9 347 —
Great Grey Shrike 13 — 13 116 —
Red-backed Shrike 21 3 24 2,871 —
Starling 23,022 1,061 26,083 494,934 924 18,1,

Hawfinch . . 16 17 33 360
Greenfinch .

.

28,040 796 28.8^6 243,418 613
3 ,;

Goldfinch .

.

3.179 169 3,348 24.924 43
Siskin 1,052 — 1,052 2,380 II

Linnet 11,213 1,432 12,643 122,677 91 1

Twite 340 73 415 3,433 3

Redpoll 1,877 79 1,956 12,567 24
Bullfinch 3,440 216 5,636 40,168 84 f.

Crossbill 39 9 48 387 I

Chaffinch .

.

11,496 431 11,927 155,333 114 I.:

Brambling .

.

4,133 4,133 18,862 33 1,

Yellowhammer 2,693 138 2,831 31,139 14 ;

Corn Bunting 152 3 133 1,899
Cirl Bunting I I 211 —
Reed Bunting 6,412 390 7,002 31.377 48

3

Snow|Bunting . . 20 20 3,087
House Sparrow 27,373 1,401 28,976 243,164 306 3 .*

Tree Sparrow 8,312 1,639 9,951 64,230 31 3

Section 2—Species of which fewer than too have been ringed

(1967 total, grand total, 1967 recoveries and grand total recoveries are given in that order)

Black-throated Diver —
3
— — Hobby 7 74

Great Northern Diver —
3
— — Red-footed Falcon .

.

I

Red-throated Diver 3 30 —
3 Ptarmigan .

.

—
3

Great Crested Grebe 12 19 — 2 Capercaillie .

.

—
3

Red-necked Grebe .

.

— 2 — — Quail I 14
Slavonian Grebe I 4 — — Pheasant 2 73
Cory’s Shearwater .

.

— 1 — — Spotted Crake 1 22

Wilson’s Petrel — 2 — — Kentish Plover — I

Little Bittern — 4 — — Dotterel 3 33
Bittern — 30 — 8 Solitary Sandpiper .

.

I 3

Red-crested Pochard — 16 —
5

Black-tailed Godwit 12 37
Scaup II 85 — 18 Long-billed Dowitcher — I

Mandarin Duck — 8 — — Temminck’s Stint .

.

— 4
Goldeneye .

.

2 35
—

7 Least Sandpiper — 2

Long-tailed Duck .

.

4 10 I 2 Semipalmated Sandpiper .

.

—
3

Velvet Scoter I 4 — I White-rumped Sandpiper .

.

I 6

Common Scoter — 18 —
3 Pectoral Sandpiper 2 22

Red-breasted Merganser I 25 — 2 Stilt Sandpiper — I

Goosander .

.

7 80 I 13 Western Sandpiper — I

Smew 2 — Buff-breasted Sandpiper .

.

I 3

Bean Goose —

.

1 — I Avocet I 2

Brent Goose 5 13 — I Grey Phalarope — 47
Whooper Swan I 37 2 5 Red-necked Phalarope — 28

Bewick’s Swan 25 61 I 4 Pomarine Skua — 2

Goshawk I 1 — Glaucous Gull 4 II

Kite — 1 — — Iceland Gull I

Rough-legged Buzzard — 1 — — Little Gull .

.

3 8

Golden Eagle 2 67 —
5 Sabine’s Gull I

Osprey* 2 2 I I Black Tern .

.

— 6

Added to the list in 1967
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Bonelli’s Warbler .

.

I 0
I 24 — 2 Arctic Warbler 2 18

1
— I — — Pallas’s Warbler — 8

4 5
— — Dusky Warbler I 4

I 16 — — Radde’s Warbler —
5

J 1 Lark 1 6 — — Richard’s Pipit
5 1

1

.

.

8 32 — I Tawny Pipit 6
k-ed Swallow — I — — Olive-backed Pipit .

.

— 2

trriole 3 7
— — Pechora Pipit —

3
rr .

.

— I — — Red-throated Pipit .

.

I 6
|tt 8 80 — — Citrine Wagtail — 4
:frasher — I — — Lesser Grey Shrike —

7
>jated Thrush — I — — Woodchat Shrike .

.

5 56
rrush — 2 — — Red-eyed Vireo I 2

(•Robin — 2 — — Myrtle Warbler — I

thrush — I — — Northern Waterthrush — I

ssed Thrush* I I — — Yellowthroat I

kked Thrush —
3
—

I Bobolink — I

•iieatear — 2 — — Slate-coloured Junco — I

lid Wheatear —
3
— — Rose-coloured Starling — 2

it.tear — I — — Baltimore Oriole .

.

3 5

iightingale — 6 — — Summer Tanager .

.

I

jssh Chat .

.

— I — — Tanager sp. .

.

— I

rrbler I 3
— — Arctic Redpoll — 4

ttbler — I — — Serin I 3

ti'bler I 3
— — Scarlet Grosbeak .

.

5 44
cod Warbler — 2 — — Rose-breasted Grosbeak . I 2

rrasshopper

r .

.

I

Pine Grosbeak
Parrot Crossbill

— I

42
cod Warbler — I — — Rufous-sided Towhee — I

di Warbler I 13 — — Black-headed Bunting — 2

'Warbler.. — I — — Yellow-breasted Bunting .
—

5

'arbler 4 51 — — Ortolan Bunting
Cretzschmar’s Bunting*

— 40
cod Warbler I — — I I

<5 Warbler 2
5
— — Rustic Bunting — II

trbler — 2 — — Little Bunting I 17
Warbler .

.

— I — — Fox Sparrow — I

Warbler .

.

I 2 — — White-throated Sparrow . I 3

VWarbler .

.

2 17 — — Song Sparrow — 2

Warbler .

.

4 27 — — Lapland Bunting .

.

I 84

10 the list in 1967. Red-headed Bunting is now omitted from the table as this species

Selected list of recoveries reported during 1967

)\ving list is highly selective. To indicate the quantity and nature of the

omitted, the total number of recoveries is stated in brackets after the

name of each species, followed (but not in all cases) by the minimum
Mt to qualify for inclusion and the longest time lapse between ringing and
. , All foreign recoveries are either given in full or mentioned in the sum-
bpecies which produced only local movements—generally less than ten

re left out, but the individual totals thus omitted are hsted in table 2.

il numbers in brackets after the names of foreign countries (and the

Islands) show the number of British-ringed recoveries of the species

d in those countries since the start of the ringing scheme in 1909. For
the entry Newfoundland (4th) under Manx Shearwater indicates that

I concerned was only the fourth British-ringed Manx Shearwater to be
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recovered in Newfoundland waters (though it should be noted that the numb(i
has to follow the sequence of publication rather than chronological order of
to varying delays in the reporting of rings found). Absence of any number rr

that there have been more than 20 recoveries of the species in the country.

Kej to symbols and terms

Ring number

:

Age:

Sex:

Manner of recovery

:

Date of recovery:

Distance:
Arrangement of entry:

Where this is in italics the ring has been returned.
pull, (pullus)—^nestling or chick, notyet flying-,

juv.—young, able to flyfreely,

istW.—^first winter;

istS.—first summer (one year old);

f.g.—full-grown, age uncertain

;

ad.—adult, at least one year old.
1

(J—male

;

$—female.

V—caught or trapped, and released with ring;

H shot or killed by man;
X—found dead or dying;
X A—found long dead

;

0—caught or trapped alive and not released, or released but

ring removed

;

/ ?/—manner or recovery unknown;
trs.—caught at the first named locality and transported b

release.

Where this is unknown the date of the reporting letter is giv

brackets.

The distance, given in miles, and the directions are approximat

Recoveries are arranged by species, and within species usual

ringing locality from north to south. Ringing details are gin

the first line and recovery data on the second.

£€4^68) fg- 30.10.66

+ 15.1.67

Storm Petrel (h

649747 ad. 2.9.63

V 14.7.67

6644J8 ad. 2.7.66

X 11.9.67

BBi 1637 ad. 4.7.66

V 23.8.67

66J420 f-g- 9.9.66

X 25.5.67

Manx Shean
EDoSojj pull. 22.9.66

+ (20.9.67)

Little Grebe {Podiceps ruficollis) i
; ^ year)

near Sutton Bridge: 52°44'N. o°ii'E. (Lincoln) JAH
Dodleston, Chester (Cheshire) 130m. WNW.

Foula: 6o°o8'N. 2°05'W. (Shetland) BEG
Fetlar (Shetland) 60m. NE.

Inishglora: 54°i3'N. io°07'W. (Mayo) CBO
Kilkee (Clare) 105m. SSE.

Inishglora CBO
Skokholm (Pembroke) 265m. SE.

Skokholm: 5i°42'N. 5°i6'W. (Pembroke)
St. Nazaire: 47°i7'N. 2°i2'W. (Loire Atlantique) France (

Skokholm: 5i°42'N. 5°i6'W. (Pembroke)

The remaining foreign recoveries comprised seven in Brazil (two each in Octc

and November, one each in December and January, and one undated); on<

Uruguay (a skeleton in April)
;
eleven in French waters (two March, four A[

two May, and one each in June, August and November); and two in Spa®

waters (August and September).

A total of 106 recoveries were reported between 30th August and 23 rd Septem
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Item relating to birds very recently fledged from Skokholm. Gales on 3rd

ter and storm-force winds on the night of the 4th/5th drove many inexperi-

learwaters ashore. There were no fewer than 67 recoveries during the four

•7th September, including a number from 13 inland counties. Three in

sst France between 8th and i ith September may well have been associated

ssame storms. A brief account may be found in B.T.O. News, no. 25.

Fulmut (Fu/marus g/acia/is) (16; 300 miles; 10^ years)

pull.

+
11.8.65

spring 67

Foula: 6o°o8'N. 2°o5'W. (Shetland) BEG
offArkhangel: c. 65°oo'N. 4o°oo'E. U.S.S.R. (3rd)

pull.

X
10. 8.61

19.7.67

Fair Isle: 59°32'N. i°37'W. (Shetland)

Talybont, Barmouth (Merioneth) 480m. SSW.

pull.

+
3.8.66

3.4.67

Fair Isle

o,^Nova Scotia (3rd) 44°2i'N. 57°46'W.

pull. 1 1.8.64

15.6.67

Eynhallow: 59°o8'N. 3°o8'W. (Orkney) AU
Oi^Vardo: c. yo^’ao'N. 32°oo'E. (Finnmark) Norway (7th)

pull.

+
11.8.65 Gairsay: 5 9°05'N. 2°58'W. (Orkney) AU
1966 or67 Sydproven: 6o®35'ls!. 45°3o'W. (JulianehSb) Greenland (6th)

pull.

X
9.8.64

1.7.67

Roan: 58*33^1. 4°2i'W., Skerray (Sutherland) RGB
Hamburgsund: 58°33'N. ii°i6'E. (Goteborg) Sweden (ist)

i.ers were recovered aboard fishing vessels in the North Sea.

Gannet (Su/a bassana) (79 ;
1 2^ years)

pull. 16.7.65 Bass Rock: 5 6°04'N. 2°38'W. (East Lothian) JBN
0 f. 10.3.67 Pianosa: 42°3

5
'N. io°o6'E., Elba, Italy

aive been very few recoveries of this species in Italy, but the ordinal

icannot be calculated here because the recovery forms are out on loan. An
sil 38 recoveries from more customary localities will be tabulated in a

•.port.

Cormorant {Phalacrocorax carbd) (76; 7^ years)

ites in British waters do not call for comment. There were 18 in France,
> 5pain and two in Portugal : these, together with the foreign recoveries

jiin 1964, 1965 and 1966, are summarised in table A.

Table A—Countries and months of recoveries of Cormorants

^covcry Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec ?

6 10 2 - - - 2

~ 2 4 2 - - -

c: tables A-P are subject to error in cases "where it has been necessary to assume that the
: overy was approximately that of the letter reporting it, whereas the bird may have been

dead for some time before being found

Shag {Phalacrocorax aristotelis) (167; 9 f5 years)

rrom Fair Isle was recovered in the Frisian Islands ofGermany in December,
from south-western colonies were reported from the department of

,
France, in September and October. Movements in British waters do not

'Omment.

6 8 9 14 II
ji-6}i-

- 2 t - - -
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Heron {Ardea cinerea) (32; 100 miles; 7-^ years)

pull.

+
15.4.67

25.12.67

Denver: 52*351^. o°22'E. (Norfolk) CJM
Abegondo: 43°! 3!^. 8°i8'W. (Coruna) Spain (6th)

pull.

xA
8.5.65

(25.3.67)

Wickhampton: 52°35'N. i°36'E. (Norfolk) ECH
Willesborough, Ashford (Kent) loom. S.

pull.

X
30.4.66

(20.5.67)

Wickhampton ECH
Pickering (York) 150m. NW.

pull.

X
1.5.66

(20.11.67)

Boyton: 32®04TSI. i°29'E., Orford (Suffolk) PRC
Ponteland (Northumberland) 240m. NW.

pull.

X
4.6.67

18.11.67

Boyton PRC
Thimbleby, Horncastle (Lincoln) 105m. NW.

pull.

X
18.5.67

9.12.67

Rye: 50°57'N. o°44'E. (Sussex) DBO
Koksijde: 5i°o6'N. 2°39'E. (West Flanders) Belgium (6th)

< 47 foreign recoveries to the end of 1967 are marked on map i.

Mallard {Anas platjrhjnchos) (972 ; 10 years)

•7 juv. $
+

3.9.65

11.2.67

Peakirk: 52°38'N. o°i7'W. (Northampton)
El Ferrol: 43°3o'N. 8°i5'W. (Coruna) Spain (3rd)

77 juv. cJ

+
10.9.65

5.2.67

Peakirk

Fondi Sette Morti: 45°i8TSI. i2°i5'E. (Venezia) Italy (3rd)

juv. c?

trs.

+

3.11.65

3.11.65

1.10.67

Ic IfIc

North Witham: 52°46'N. o°37'W. (Lincoln)

Balta: 44°04'N. 26°2i'E. (Bucuresti) Romania (ist)

1. of 68 recoveries of Mallard from more usual foreign localities will be
ted in a future report.

Teal {Anas crecca) (515; 7-^ years)

7 f.g.?

+
16.11.65

5.8.67

Dersingham: 52°5i'N. o°3i'E. (Norfolk)

Prelouc: 50°03'N. i5°33'E. (Pardubice) Czechoslovakia (3rd)

77 juv. cJ

-t-

17.11.65

22.2.67

Abberton: 5i°5o'N. o°53'E. (Essex)

Sivac: 45°42'N. i9°z3'E. (Vojvodina) Jugoslavia (3rd)

( of 109 other foreign recoveries were reported during the year; these, together

Me unpublished foreign recoveries from 1965 and 1966, are summarised in

Table B—Countries and months of recoveries of Teal

' .* recovery Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec ?

X

7 2

X - - - - - 2

X

-

X 5

-

) 27 9 10 - - -
5 3 7 2 IX *9 X

0 - 1 - - — - - X - - X X -

'Is (26) 6 - - - - - X 6 4 5
-

5 I

15)
- - - I - - - 4 2 2 2 2 2

''do)

)

)

7)

- - -
I 1

2

2 X 21

I

5

20 9 4 I

-

- - -

2 7 2 2

X

58 4 I

- -

X

es (15 )
- - - - - - - TO 5

- I - I

50 - - - 6 16 8 •5 2 - - 4

See footnote to table A
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Garganey (Anas querquedula) (5 ;
years)

Garganey ringed at Abberton, 5i°5o'N. o°53'E. (Essex), were
follows

:

recovered ^

Kinged

ECfSo/S 11.7.65

EC58062 24.7.65

EC58063 24.7.65

ECjSp4p* 11.7.66

EC74538 4.9.67

Recovered —

9.9.67 f.tang de Leucate: 42°5i'N. 3°oo'E. (Pyrenees Orient^
France ( I ith)

18.8.67 Neusiedler See: c. 47°45'N. i6°5o'E. (Burgenland) Austria(ii

end 4.67 Sergeyevka; 5i°4o'N. 68°i5'E. (Atbasar) U.S.S.R. (4th)

19.7.67 Valenciennes: 50°22'N. 3°3z'E. (Nord) France (12th)

30.9.67 near Mellor (Lancashire) 200m. NW.

•Ringed as adult; the remainder were ringed as juveniles

The recovery in Atbasar is 1 5
° further east than any previous one.

Orielton

Wigeon (Anas penelope) (15 ; 18^ years)

4707 f-g- ?
0

1.2.49

15.5.67

Orielton: 5i°4o'N. 4°57'W. (Pembroke)
Pajala: 67°ii'N. 23°34'E. (Norrbotten) Sweden (14th)

SS46507 ad. $
+

30.5.66

(8.1.67)

Loch Leven: 56°i2'N. 3°2o'W. (Kinross)

Ballycotton (Cork) 360m. SW.

There were five other foreign recoveries, in Germany (October), Denmat
(August) and the U.S.S.R. (one May, two August).

Pintail (Anas acuta) (18; 200 miles
; 5

years)

A]97760 f-g- d
+

24.8.66

27.3.67

Mahee Island: 54°3o'N. 5°39'W. (Down) PPM
Gonfreville: 49°29'N. o°i4'E. (Seine Maritime) France (nth .

AJ97918 f-g- ?
+

16.12.66

28.9.67

Mahee Island PPM
Laguna Veneta: c. 45°2o'N. i2°2o'E. (Venezia) Italy (2nd)

SS02599 f-g- d
+

23.2.66

end 1.67

Deeping St. James: 52°4o'N. o°i7'W. (Lincoln)

Loch Winnoch (Renfrew) 275m. NW.

SS70075 juv. $
+

15.9.67

12. 11.67

Nacton: 52°oi'N. i°i5'E. (Suffolk)

near Sidi Moussa: 33°oo'N. 8°5o'W. Morocco (rst)

955096 juv. $
+

2.11.65

27.9.67

Abberton: 5i°5o'N. o°5 3'E. (Essex)

Soby: 55°53'N. io°i5'E. (Jylland) Denmark ( 1 4th)

SS46719 f-g-?

+
20.1.66

5.10.67

Abbotsbury: 50°4o'N. 2°36'W. (Dorset)

Hviding: 55°i5'N. 8°4i'E. (Jylland) Denmark (15th)

(Anas clypeatd)(\-]\ 15 miles; 13^ years)

SS42109 istW. d'

+
10.3.66

0.9.67

Deeping St. James: 52°4o'N. o°i7'W. (Lincoln)

Vaernengene:
5
5°5z'N. 8°i5'E. (Jylland) Denmark (9th)

SS02607 ad. $
+

9.9.64

29.4.67

Peakirk: 52°38'N. o°i7'W. (Northampton)
Lake Nero: 57°iiTSI. 39°26'E. (Yaroslavl’) U.S.S.R.

955572 ad. $
+

22.9.53

30.4.67

Slimbridge: 5i°44'N. 2°2 5'W. (Gloucester)

Sviritsa: 6o°28'N. 32°52'E. (Leningrad) U.S.S.R.

SS02654 juv. 9
+

11.9.65

22.1.67

Slimbridge
Domaine de Giraud: 43°3i'N. 4°4o'E. (Bouches du Rh6ne

France

SS02670 f-g-?

X
15. II.66

25.5.67

Slimbridge
Gorredijk: 5 3°oo'N. 6°04'E. (Friesland) Netherlands (i6th)
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[iS ringed at Abberton, 5 i°5o'N. o°5 3'E. (Essex), were recovered as follows

:

30.7.64 22.4.67

1.6.66 1.5.67

21.7.66 22.1.67

27.8.66 3.3.67

29.8.66 7.8.67

14.1.67 1.3.67

5.4.67 1.10.67

6.7.67 4.11.67

9 - 7-67 24.8.67

14.7.67 17.10.67

Recovered

Belyayevka: 5i°24'N. 56®27'E. (Orenburg) U.S.S.R.
Zhikharevo: 59®5 5'N. 52°2o'E. (Leningrad) U.S.S.R.
San Martin de la Vega: 4o°i3'N. 3°3

3
'W. (Madrid) Spain (nth)

Grande Briere: c. 47®2o'N. 2°i3'W. (Loire Atlantique)
France

Hautebut: 30°o8'N. i°29'E. (Somine) France
(Gor’kovskaya) U.S.S.R.
Castlerea (Roscommon) 410m. WNW.
Barr Loch (Renfrew) 3 5 om. NW.
Meldorf

:
54°o6'N. 9°04'E. (Schleswig Holstein) Germany (4th)

Medemblik: 52°47'N. 5°o6'E. (Noord Holland) Netherlands
(17th)

Ringed as adult; fringed as pullus; the remainder were ringed as juveniles

lious that, although there have now been 25 recoveries of Shovelers in the

Germany has produced only four and Poland none at all.

Tufted Duck {Aythjafuligula) (38 ;
200 miles; 4^ years)

istW. (J 15.1.63 Newburgh: 5 7°I9'N. 2°oi'W. (Aberdeen)

+ (28.10.67) Lake Boren: 58°34'N. i3°io'E. (Ostergbtland) Sweden (i 6th)

ad. $ 26.1.63 Newburgh EAG
I

-f 20.11.67 Loch Stillingarry, South Uist, Outer Hebrides 200m. W.

Ducks ringed at Loch Leven, 56°i2'N. 3°2o'W. (Kinross), were recovered

Rvs:

\:inged Recovered

' 5.7.66 autumn 67 Alakyla: 67^2 1'N. 24°3 3'E. (Lappi) Finland (14th)
' 12.8.66 20.5.67 Nykarleby: 63°28'N. 22°27'E. (Vaasa) Finland (15th)

23.8.66 21.5.67 Granboda: 6o°o5'N. 2o°i2'E. (Aland) Finland (i6th)

24.8.66 13.12.67 Blaenmelindwr (Cardigan) 260m. S.

IDucks ringed at Abberton, 5i°5o'N. o°53'E. (Essex), were recovered as

ringed

'* 1-lM
30.1.66

20.9.66

12. II.66

9 - 5 -6?

Recovered

13.10.67 Ommen: 52°3i'N. 6°25'E. (Overijssel) Netherlands (6th)

2.3.67 Yasnog: 6i°o9'N. 5o°38'E. (Komi) U.S.S.R.

c. 3.12.67 near Corofin (Clare) 420m. WNW.
10.9.67 Shel’yayur: 65°2o'N. 53°3o'E. (Komi) U.S.S.R.

12.10.67 Almoguera: 40°i6'N. 2°57'W. (Guadalajara) Spain (3rd)

•Ringed as adult; the remainder were ringed as juvenile or first-year

ion, three adult females and two juvenile males ringed at Loch Leven in

;igust were recovered in northern Ireland in September-February.

Pochard (Ay^/jjet ferind) (6; 80 miles; 3^ years)

f-g-?

+
17.11.63

14.4.66

Deeping St. James: 52°4o'N. o°i7'W. (Lincoln)

Jaroszewo: 52°34'N. i7°44'E. (Bydgoszcz) Poland (3rd)

ad. $
X

16.8.63

3.2.67

Abberton: 5i°5o'N. o°53'E. (Essex)

Salamanca: 40°58'N. 5°4o'W. Spain (3rd)

ad. $
X

24.5.67

3.12.67

Abberton
Beuzec-Cap-Sizun: 48°o5'N. 4°3i'W. (Finistere) France (7th)
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Eider {Somateria mollissima) (34; 20 miles; 9^ years)

Three ringed in Northumberland and four in Aberdeenshire were all recoverec

the Firth of Forth in December-May.

Shelduck (Tadorna tadorna) (12; no miles; 5-^ years)

418908 ad. $
X

2.2.62

17.10.67

418910 ad. d
X

2.2.62

7.10.67

AJ86891 ad. d
xA

14.2.66

30.12.67

AJ47270 pull.

X
21.7.62

4.12.67

Newburgh: 57°I9'N. 2°oi'W. (Aberdeen) AU
Pellworm: 54°32'N. 8°4o'E. North Frisian Is., Germany (i i

Newburgh AU
Scharhorn: 53°57'N. 8°2 5 'E. Heligoland Bight, Germany(i i

Newburgh AU ‘

Norderney
:
53°43'N. 7°o9'E. East Frisian Is., Germany (r 1

near Sutton Bridge: 52°44'N. o°ii'E. (Lincoln) CJM
Blija: 53°22'N. 5°5i'E. (Friesland) Netherlands (ist)

Grey Lag Goose {Anser anser) (27; 7^ years)

There were two recoveries in Iceland, one in August and one in September.

SWT287

1007207

SWT^6/(

White-fronted Goose {Anser albifrons) (3 ; 8-^ years)

istW.$ 4.3.58 Slimbridge: 5i°44'N. 2°25'W. (Gloucester)

Terhorne: 53°o3'N. 5°46'E. (Friesland) Netherlands+ end 1.67

istw. d 9 - 3-59 Slimbridge
X (2.3.67) Mastenbroek: 52°35'N. 6°oo'E. (Overijssel) Netherlands

ad. d 9 - 3-59 Slimbridge

+ 0.12.67 Leist: 54°o9'N. i3°23'E. (Rostock) Germany

Pink-footed Goose {Anserfabalis brachjrhjnchus) (43 ; 14-^ years)

1007870 ad. 17.10.58 Kinross: 56°i3'N. 3°27'W.

+ 31.8.67 Scoresbysund: r. 7o°3o'N. 22°oo'W. Greenland

Barnacle Goose {Branta leucopsis) (6; 100 miles; 3^ years)

10J1724 f.g. 2.2.63 Caerlaverock: 54°58'N. 3°26'W. (Dumfries)
X 19. II.67 South Slobs, wear Wexford, 225m. SW.

Canada Goose {Branta canadensis) (71 ; 12^ years)

The eleven most distant recoveries were all involved in the moult migration beW
Yorkshire and the Beauly Firth, Inverness.

Mute Swan {Cygnus olor) (691 ; 8^ years)

Only eight recoveries indicated movement of more than 100 miles: four of thf

were between midland counties and the Cavendish Dock at Barrow-in-Fume

Lancashire, and two between Loch Leven and the Durham coast.

Whooper Swan {Cygnus cygnus) (2 ;
60 miles

; 8 + years)

Z08011 f.g. 4-1.64 Loch Lomond: 5 6°03'N. 4°3
5
'W. (Dunbarton)

X 12.3.67 Sand: 6i°5oTSI. 6°48'W. (Sandoy) Faeroe Islands (ist)

This is only the second foreign recovery of a British-ringed Whooper Swan.

Bewick’s Swan {Cygnus bewickii) (i
; ^ year)

Goii ad. $ 7-I-67 Slimbridge: 5 i°44'N. 2°25'W. (Gloucester)

-j- 26.10.67 Lake Laidze: 57°i9'N. 22°4o'E. Latvian S.S.R. (ist)
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Sparrowhawk {Accipiter nisus) (9; zo miles; years)

pull. I3-7-67

X 9.9.67

istW.? 28.9.66

X I5-3-67

Laurieston: 5
4°

5 y'N. 4°03'W. (Kirkcudbright) CH
Windermere (Westmorland) 60m. SE.

Spurn Point: 33°33'N. o°o6'E. (York)
Snilfjord: 63°23'N. 9°3o'E. (Sor Trondelag) Norway (3rd)

pull. cJ 11.7.67 Castletroy: 5
2°4o'N. 8°33'W. (Limerick) DGA

-1- o. II .67 Inchamackenna, Gorumna (Galway) 60m. NW.

Marsh Harrier {Circus aeruginosus) (i
;

year)

juv. 23.9.66 Minsmere: 5 2°I4'N. i° 3 7'E. (Suffolk) HEA
X (23.4.67) Rosso: i 6

°
29'N. I5°53'W. Mauritania (ist)

'anly the third foreign recovery of a Marsh Harrier, the other two having
\vIorocco in 1937 and France in 1957.

Osprey {Pandion haliaetus) (i
; ^ year)

pull. 10.7.67 Scotland DNW
/?/ c, 7.11.67 Puebla del Rio: 37°i6'N. 6°04'W. (Sevilla) Spain (ist)

jaaturally, all ringers and administrators of ringing welcome recoveries as

tferial for research. That this bird should have been recovered so soon is

imting, however, for the object of ringing the young Ospreys was to learn

;tthe tiny Scottish population is self-sustaining or dependent on recruitment

aindinavia.

Kestrel {Falco tinmmculus) (53; 150 miles; lo-^ years)

pull.

X
6.7.67

18.10.67

Kincraig: 37°o8'N. 3°56'W. (Inverness) TLE
Basses: 47°02'N. o®o7'E. Loudun (Vienne) France

pull.

X
29.6.66

26.4.67

Kingussie: 57°o3'N. 4°04'W. (Inverness) DRG
Kneesworth (Cambridge) 380m. SE.

pull.

+
24.6.67

17.9.67

Stocksfield: 54°37'N. i°5
5
'W. (Northumberland) NRG

war Boulogne
:
5o°43'N. i°37'E. France

pull.

X
3.7.66

(22.1.67)

Sedbergh: 34°i9'N. 2“}2'W. (York) DCB
Bicester (Oxford) 173m. SSE.

pull.

X
2.7.67

19. 11.67

Sedbergh SS
Bourg: 45°4o'N. o°i4'W. (Charente) France

pull.

xA
26.6.66

3.4.67

Slaidburn: 54°oo'N. 2°3o'W. (York) W&M
Wargrave (Berkshire) 1 80m. SSE.

Coot {Fulica atra) (12; 100 miles; 7^ years)

ad.

+
6.9.65

14.1.67

Abberton: 5i°5o'N. o°53'E. (Essex)

Carquebut: 49°22N. i°2o'W. (Manche) France

fg-
trs.

+

12.2.63

12.2.63

13.10.67

Slimbridge: 5i°44'N. 2°25'W. (Gloucester)

Shrawley: 52°i7'N. 2°i7'W. (Worcester)

Ganzendiep: 52°35N. 5°56'E. (Overijssel) Netherlands

f-g-

trs.

X

12.2.63

12.2.63

11.1.67

Slimbridge
Shrawley
Great Yarmouth (Norfolk) 163m. E.

Oystercatcher {Haematopus ostralegus) (126; 13-^ years)

foreign recoveries from customary localities will be tabulated in a future
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Lapwing {Vanellus vanellus) (2 8; 8^ years)

2089296 pull. 10.3.66

+ 17.1.67

20817J2 juv. 9.8.64

0 23.4.67

2010769 pull. 18.3.63

+ 6.3.67

Harewood Park: 5 5°54'N. i°3o'W. Leeds (York) RVJ
Ain Sebaa: 33°4o'N. 7°33'W. (Casablanca) Morocco (roth

Sutton Bridge: 5 2°44'N. 0° II 'E. (Lincoln) JAH
Ostrov: 57°2o'N. 28°2i'E. (Pskov) U.S.S.R. (7th)

Staines
: 5

1
°26'N. o°3 1 'W. (Middlesex) FKB

Arkhangel: 64°32'N. 40°4o'E. U.S.S.R. (8th)

In addition, there were three recoveries of this species in France (one eadi

January, March and December) and seven recoveries in Spain (six in January

one in December).

Ringed Plover {Charadrius hiaticuld) (8 ;
50 miles

; 8^ years)

BE98227 istW.

+
20.8.67

3.9.67

Langness: 54°03TSI. 4°37'W. Isle of Man GDC
Agon: 49°02'N. i°34'W. (Manche) France

BC42324 f-g-

V
6.8.66

24.7.67

BarnbyDun: 53°34'N. i°o3'W. Doncaster (York) PH
Snettisham (Norfolk) 80m. SE.

KJI9I7 pull.

X
19.6.59

8.10.67

Titchwell: 5 2°5 8'N. o°37'E. (Norfolk) CIBO
Newton, Embleton (Northumberland) 200m. NNW.

BAJ0404 ad.

X
24.7.67

12.12.67

Snettisham: 52°53'N. o°3o'E. (Norfolk) WWRG
Churston Ferrers (Devon) 240m. SW.

BAI3766 ad.

+
25.8.63

0.10.67

Blithfield: 52°49'N. i°56'W. (Stafford) C&PM
Beja: 38°oi'N. 7°52'W. (Baixo Alentejo) Portugal (3rd)

BB02909 f-g-

+
14.8.66

13.8.67

near Sutton Bridge: 52°44'N. o°ii'E. (Lincoln) JAH
Merville: 49°i6'N. o°i2'W. (Calvados) France

BE31243 pull. 26.7.67

V 11.9.67

BE07206 pull. 28.6.67

V 6.8.67

Grey PI

2037536 istW. 11.3.63

+ 5.8.67

2081908 ad. 6.12.64

+ 15.1.67

DS14080 ad. 6.9.63

+ 7.6.67

DS14117 ad. 6.9.63

/?/ 14.1.67

DS021JO ad. 16.8.62

+ 3.9.67

DS29408 ad. 6.8.66

+ 24.8.67

Golden !

2089394 pull. 11.6.67

+ 1.9.67

Little Ringed Plover {Charadrius dubius) (2 ;
year)

Frodsham: 53°i8'N. 2°44'W. (Cheshire) MRG
Abberton (Essex) 185m. SE.

Sevenoaks: 5 i°i6'N. o°i2'E. (Kent) EFP
Minsmcre (Suffolk) 90m. NE.

Grey Plover {Pluvialis squatarola') (6 ; 5 years)

Benington: 5 3°ooTSI. o°o5'E. (Lincoln) WAC
Hals: 57°oo'N. io°I 9'E. (Jylland) Denmark (2nd)

Benington MPFE
fitables: 48°38TS1. 2°5o'W. (Cotes du Nord) France (2nd)

Dawsmere
: 5

2°5 1'N. o°07'E. (Lincoln) WWRG
Amderma: 69°47'N. 6i°4o'E. (Arkhangel) U.S.S.R. (ist)

Dawsmere WWRG
Daoulas: 48°22'N. 4°i6'W. (Finistere) France (3rd)

Terrington: 52°47'N. o°i7'E. (Norfolk) WWRG
Fausing: 36°27'N. io°i6'E. (Jylland) Denmark (3rd)

Harty: 5i°22'N. o°5 5'E. Sheppey (Kent) NKRG
Vaernengene: J5°52'N. 8°i5'E. (Jylland) Denmark (4th)

-k year)

Altnaharra: 58°i6TSI. 4°26'W. (Sutherland)

Douglas (Lanark) 185m. S.

EGH
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Turnstone {Arenaria interpres) (7; 1 5
miles; 6-^ years)

f-g- 12.5.67

+ (8.9.67)

juv. 3.9.67

+ 6.9.67

istW. 30.9.63

-h 16.6.67

West Kirby: 53°22'N. 5°io'W. (Cheshire) MRG
Essaouira: 3i°3o'N. 9°48'W. Morocco (2nd)

Snettisham: 52°53TsI. o°3o'E. (Norfolk) WWRG
Baie de Somme: 50°i4TSi. i°33'E. (Somme) France (2nd)

St. Agnes: 49°53'N. 6°2i'W. Scilly (Cornwall)
Kuvdlorssuak

:
74°35'N. 57°ii'W. (Upernavik) Greenland

(4th)

Snipe {Gallinago gallinago) (42 ; 5 years)

'summarises the British-ringed Snipe reported from Ireland and abroad
0)65-67.

Table C—Countries and months of recoveries of Snipe

r rovcry Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

)

4 - -821
5

- t

- I -

I

2

3

1

2

2

I

X

1

2

See footnote to tabic A

Curlew (Numnius arquota) (15; 100 miles
;

1
1 j%- years)

pull.

-h

8.6.60

(6.1.67)

Sunbiggin Tarn: 54°28'N. 2°35'W. (Westmorland) DRW
Caernarvon, 115m. SW.

pull.

X
30.6.62

1.2.67

Sunbiggin Tarn JWA
Inchamakinna (Galway) 300m. WSW.

f.g.

-h

19.2.66

9.5.67

Wolferton: 52°5o1SI. o‘=’28'E. (Norfolk) C&PM
Maloshuyka: 63°47TM. 37°23'E. (Arkhangel) U.S.S.R. (2nd)

f.g.

-
1
-

23.9.67 Harty: 5i°22'N. o°55'E. Sheppey (Kent) NKRG
Cofsept: 47°i7'N. 2°o3'W. (Loire Atlantique) France (19th)

pull.

X
27.5.67 Lundy: 5i°i2'N. 4°4o'W'. (Devon)

(16. II.67) Noya: 42°4y'N. 8°53'W. (Coruna) Spain (4th)

pull.

-f

10.6.56

0.1.67

Smeathorpe: 50°54TSI. 3°io'W. (Devon) JR
Coulon: 46°i9TS[. o°35'W. (Deux Sevres) France (20th)

Bar-tailed Godwit (Limosa lapponica) (i
;
i^ years)

f.g.

-h

22.10.65

20.5.67

West Kirby: 53°22'N. 3°io'W. (Cheshire) MRG
Mezen’: 65°5o'N. 44°i7'E. (Arkhangel) U.S.S.R. (2nd)

Black-tailed Godwit (Limosa limosa) (i ; i^ years)

:2035 132, ringed on Mahee Island, Co. Down, in September 1 964 and recovered at Aznal-
illa, Spain, in February 1966, was wrongly listed as Bar-tailed in the 1966 report.

Common Sandpiper (Tringa hjpoleucos) (5125 miles; 5^ years)

pull. 5.6.62 Grimersta: 5 6°44'W. Lewis, Outer Hebrides DRW
-f- I4-7-67 Jugon: 48°25'N. 2°2o'W'. (Cotes du Nord) France (9th)

f.g. 20.8.63 Tetney Lock: 53°29'N. o°oi'W. (Lincoln) CRG
X (9.1.67) Bourbourg: 50°57'N. 2°i 2'E. (Nord) France (loth)
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Redshank (Tringa totanus') (3 1 ;
100 miles; years)

KSZ22J f-g-

X
18.4.61

20.3.67

Tory Island: 33°i6'N. 8°i4'W. (Donegal) TBO
Leasowe (Cheshire) 240m. SE.

CX39844 f-g.

V
27.2.64

3.9.67

Point of Air: 33°2i'N. 3°i9'W. (Flint) MRG
Snettisham (Norfolk) i6om. ESE.

DS37125 ad.

+
7.9.67

23.12.67

Dawsmere: 32°3i'N. o°07'E. (Lincoln) WWRG
Rufford, Ormskirk (Lancashire) 133m. WNW.

DS20508 istS.

+
10.8.67

3.9.67

Terrington: 32°47'N. o°i7'E. (Norfolk) WWRG
He de Re: 46°i3'N. i°3o'W. (Charente Maritime) France

DS14378 f-g-

V
20.11.64

c. 7.3.67

East Tilbury: 3 i°28'N. o°26'E. (Essex) ABO
Haltwhistle (Northumberland) 270m. NW.

CK29J44

Spotted Redshank (Tringa erjthropus) (i
; 3^ years)

juv. 29.8.63 Abberton: 3 i°3o'N. o°53'E. (Essex)

V 11.3.67 Amager: 3 3°38'N. i 2°34'E. (Sjaelland) Denmark (ist)

0X61367 f-g-

X

Kinot (Calidris canutus) (9; 20 miles; 3^ years)

6.2.63 West Kirby: 33°22'N. 3°io'W. (Cheshire) MRG
6.10.67 Westerhever: 34°23'N. 8°4o'E. (Schleswig-Holstein) Gfl*

(ist)

CB33392 ad.

V
23.2.63

22.7.67

Benington: 33°oo'N. o°03'E. (Lincoln) WAC
Mikoszewo: 34°2iTSI. i8°37'E. (Gdansk) Poland (1st)

89940K f-g-

+
22.1.66

26.7.66

Benington DAW
Thule: 76°3o'N. 69®2o'W. Greenland (6th)

CX26400 juv.

X
6.9.63

spring 66
Dawsmere: 32°3i'N. o°o7'E. (Lincoln) WWRG
NorrebyHals: 33°36TSI. io°i7'E. (Fyn) Denmark (3rd)

CX26976 juv.

V
6.9.63

1.3.67

Dawsmere WWRG
Knokke: 3i°2i'N. 3°i7'W. (West Flanders) Belgium (is^

76042X f-g-

/?/

Little Stint (Calidris minuta) (i
; 6-^ years)

23.9.60 Shotton: 33°12'N. 3°o2'W. (Flint) MRG
c, 3.2.67 El Jadida: 33°i9'N. 8°35'W. Morocco (1st)

Dunlin {Calidris alpind) (108 ; 8 years)

Foreign recoveries are summarised in table D, apart from those following it.

Table D—Countries and months of recoveries of Dunlin

Country of recovery Jan Feb Mat Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Not

Portugal (4)
- - I - - - - 1 - I

Spain (3)
- - - - - - - I I

France (9) 2 - I - - I - - 4 X

Netherlands (1) - - - - 1 - - - -

Germany (2) - _ I - - 1 - - - -

Denmark (3)
- - I - 1 1 - - -

Sweden (3)
- - - - 4 - - -

Finland (3)
- - - I 2 - - -

U.S.S.R. (2) - - - - - I X - _
See footnote to tabic A

BE98272 istW. 28.8.67 Langness: 34°03TSI. 4°37'W. Isle of Man GDC
X 14.10.67 Port Etienne

:

2o°34'N.
00 'W. Mauritania (2nd)

BE03619 f-g- 8.1.67 West Kirby: 33°22'N. 3 °io'W. (Cheshire) MRG
V 9.8.67 Mikoszewo: 34“2i'N. i8“37'E. (Gdansk) Poland (4*h)
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f.g. 22.3.63 East Tilbury
: 5 i°28'N. o°26'E. (Essex) ABO

+ 19-3-67 Casablanca: 3
3°4o'N. 7°3

5
'W. Morocco (6th)

ad. 19.12.64 Harty: 5 i°22'N. o®
5 3'E. Sheppey (Kent) NKRG

V 6.8.67 Vadsoya: 7o°o3'N. 29°48'E. (Finnmark) Norway (ist)

ri recoveries showed movements of over loo miles within the British Isles.

Curlew Sandpiper {Calidrisferrugined) (i
;

years)

f.g. 25.10.64 wifar Sutton Bridge: 3 2°44'N. o°i
I
'E. (Lincoln) JAH

-h 21.8.67 Gorodishche: 32°34'N. 35°48'E. (Orlovsk) U.S.S.R. (ist)

ihe first recovery anywhere of a British-ringed Curlew Sandpiper.

Sanderling {Calidris alba) (i
; ^ year)

ad. 6.8.67 Hoylake: 3 3°23'N. 3°ii'W. (Cheshire) MRG
X 13.9.67 Accra: o3°33'N. o°i3'W. Ghana (ist)

[ce only three previous foreign recoveries of this species, in the U.S.S.R.,

irnd the Netherlands.

Great Skua {Stercorarius skua) (26; 3-^ years)

pull. 28.7.65 Foula: 6o°o8'N. 2°o3'W. (Shetland) BEG
Furufjordur: 66°i6'N. 22°i2'W. (Isafjardar Sysla) Iceland (ist)X 13.8.67

pull. 14.7.66 Foula BEG
0 (19.3.67) Enmore: c. o6°3oTSI.

3
8°o3'W. (Demerara) Guyana (ist)

pull. 20.7.67 Foula BEG
+ 27.9.67 Lake Babite: 36°55'N. 23°45'E. (Riga) Latvian S.S.R. (ist)

3)very in Guyana is particularly remarkable and may be compared with the

:ccovery of an Arctic Skua in South American waters reported in 1965 (for

poretive comment see Bird Study, 13: 33). A further 20 foreign recoveries

))re customary localities will be tabulated in a future report.

Great Black-backed Gu\\{Larus marinus) (39; 7^ years)

ad.

+
8.11.39

19.7.67

Fair Isle: 39°32'N. i°37'W. (Shetland)

Vannvag: 7o°o4'N. 2o°oo'E. (Troms) Norway (7th)

pull.

X
20.6.66

8.10.67

Ethie: 37°38'N. 4°o2'W. (Ross) RM
Calais: 50°37'N. i°32'E. (Pas de Calais) France (14th)

pull.

X
4.8.62

19.8.67

Isle of May: 36°ii'N. 2°33'W. (Fife)

Zeebrugge: 3 i°2o'N. 3°i2'E. (West Flanders) Belgium (ist)

pull.

X
29.6.66

19.1.67

Rosevear: 49*5 2T4. 6°24'W. Scilly (Cornwall) SABO
Le Loch: 48°oi'N. 4°32'W. (Finistere) France (15th)

Lesser Black-backed Gull (Larusfuscus) (163 ; 8^ years)

pull. 22.8.61 Fame Islands: 3 5°37'N. i°37'W. (Northumberland)
X 0.6.67 Cekhira: 34°i6'N. io°03'E. (Gabes) Tunisia (ist)

tir 37 recoveries from more usual foreign localities will be tabulated in a

f’port.

Herring Gn\\{Carus argentatus)(^^\o\ 14^- years)

recoveries were in France (three), Netherlands (six), Denmark (one) and
'me); all had been ringed as pulli, some of them at colonies where Lesser

Tcked Gulls also breed. Forty-five recoveries within Great Britain and
'Showed movements of loo or more miles.
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Common Gull (Laras Carlas') (i6; loo miles; ii^ years)

ED 3000 3 pull.

X
4.7.67

(4.9.67)

Hascosay: 6o°36'N. i°oo'W. (Shetland) ECF
Bower, Watten (Caithness) 163m. SW.

L.C77934 istW.

+
2.1.66

19.3.67

Deeping St. James; 32°4o'N. o°i7'W. (Lincoln) WAC
Lake Tornetrask; c. 68°23'N. i8°3o'E. (Norrbotten) Swa

(9th)

SS02492 istW.
X

3.3.63

11.4.67

Rainham: 3i°3i'N. o°i2'E. (Essex) CEJC
Trandemp: 33*167^1. ii°i7'E. (Sjaelland) Denmark (7th)

9010278 ad. 18.2.36 Sandwich; 3 i°I7'N. i°2o'E. (Kent) DFH
-f 4-7-67 Stegeborg: 38*23 'N. 1 6°3 3 'E. (Ostergotland) Sweden (lotl

Black-headed Gull (Laras ridibandas) (282; 17^ years)

ED19 So 8 pull.

+
27.6.66

(20.2.67)

Tentsmuir: 36°27'N. 2°49'W. (Fife) JLSC
Moul Bergui: 32°3o'N. 9°oo'W. Morocco (3rd)

EC774J2 juv.

+
4.8.66

14.1.67

Hoddesdon
: 3 i°47'N. o°oo' (Hertford) RMRG

Safi; 32*207^. 9°i7'W. Morocco (4th)

The remaining foreign recoveries were; ringed as pulli, Spain (five) and Pofli
'

(one); ringed as full-grown, Netherlands (two), Denmark (nine), Norway (a

Sweden (five) and Finland (seven).

Kittiwake (Kissa tridactyld) (48 ; 13^ years)

EC61382 pull.

X

ED36635 pull.

0

14.7.66

Fame Islands
:
55°37lSI. i “3 7'W. (Northumberland)

18.12.67 Espinho: 4i°oi'N. 8°38'W. (Douro Litoral) Portugal (3rd)

19.7.67 Fame Islands

3.11.67 neardv^o dell Armi: c. 37°45TS[. i5°4o'E. (Calabria) Italy(*

Seventeen recoveries from well-represented localities abroad, together with ela

each from 1965 and 1966, are summarised in table E.

Table E—Countries and months of recoveries of Kittiwakes

Gauntly of recovery Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Spain (5)

Biscay (2)

France (4)

Netherlands (4)

Germany (5)

Norway (2)

Faeroe Is. (i)

Greenland (l l)

Newfoundland (5)

I I

- I - -- -- -- --
- — — - 2 — } 2 2 —

-

1

n

See footnote to table A

Common Tern (Sterna hirandd) (38 ; 5-^ years)

Twenty-eight recoveries from western Europe and Africa will be tabulated 10

future report.

Arctic Tern (Sterna paradisaea) (3 5 ; 20 years)

Eleven recoveries from western Europe and Africa, south to the Cape of Go(

Hope, will be tabulated in a future report.

Roseate Tern (Sterna doagallii) (23

;

8 years)

Twenty recoveries from Iberia and west Africa will be tabulated inVfuture rcpoi
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Little Tern {Sterna alhiftons') (i
; ^ year)

pull. 27.6.67 North Coates:
5 3°29'N. o°o2'E. (Lincoln) CRG

4- 4-9-67 He de Re: 46°io'N. i°25'W. (Charente Maritime) France (5th)

Sandwich Tern {Sterna sandvicensis) (13 1 ; lo-Jt years)

89 Sandwich Terns were recovered abroad during the year: these, together

•.published foreign recoveries for 1964-66, are summarised in table F.

Table F—Countries and months of recoveries of Sandwich Terns

rrccovcry Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec ?

I

(4)

)

rit Africa (i) -

1
^ 2)

I 9

E : (*9) 5

(10)

7

,1 )

')

\ Africa (i) -

rj a (8) 2

I

1

I

I

1

2

See footnote to table A

Razorbill {Aka tordd) (48; 10^ years)

hen recoveries within home waters showed movements of more than 100
,including five victims of oil from the Torrej Canyon. Twenty-eight foreign

:iies, including three from France which were also probably associated with
niie disaster, will be tabulated in a future report and all the 278 foreign

nies to the end of 1967 are marked on map 3 on page 502.

Guillemot {JJria aalge) (47; 7^ years)

r -four recoveries showed movement of at least 100 miles within home
including six victims of oil from the Torrej Canyon. There were 1 6 foreign

lies: these, together with unpublished ones from 1965 and 1966 are sum-
I . in table G and all the 172 foreign recoveries to the end of 1967 are marked
I 4 on page 502.

Table G—Countries and months of recoveries of Guillemots

•>rccovcry Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

0 211----21752
i(5) I, _ 2 _______ Ii555_____2_2

See footnote to table A
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(V

Puffin i^ratercula arcticd) (7; 50 miles; 7-J^ years)

pull. 9.7-59 Fair Isle: 5 9°32'N. I °37'W. (Shetland)

X 13.5.67 Aberporth (Cardigan) 520m. SSW.

;c'6 ad. 19.5.61 Skomer: 5 i°44'N. 5°i9'W. (Pembroke) DRS
0 22.2.67 Porto Petro: 39°2i'N. 3°i2'E. Mallorca, Balearic Islands (ist)

( only the second recovery of a British-ringed Puffin in the Mediterranean.

? 34 foreign recoveries to the end of 1967 are marked on map 3.

Woodpigeon {Columha palumbus) (134; 30 miles; 6-^ years)

I f.g. 19.2.63 Oxford: 5i°43'N. i°i6'W. OOS
-b 2.2.67 Attenborough (Nottingham) 78m. N.

r pull. 14.9.64 Weston Colville: 5

2

°o9'N. o°22'E. (Cambridge) MAFF
X 27.10.67 Vernon: 49°05'N. i°29'E. (Eure) France (loth)

Turtle Dove {Streptopelia turtur) (10; 3 miles; 8^^ years)

f.g. 6.5.67 Spurn Point: 5 3°3
5
'N. o°o6'E. (York)

X 20.8.67 Schwartenpohl
:
52°33'N. 7°io'E. (Niedersachsen) Germany

(ist)

:rmaining foreign recoveries are summarised in table H.

Table H—Countries and months of recoveries of Turtle Doves

i f recovery Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

VO

- 2 - - — 2

I — - - - 2

Sec footnote to table A

Collared Dove {Streptopelia decaocto) (22; 63 miles; 2^ years)

fg- 23.4.67 Humberston: 53°32'N. o°o2'W. (Lincoln) CRG
+ (13.6.67) Stretford, Manchester (Lancashire) 90m. W.

ad. 27.9.64 Avonmouth: 5i°3i'N. 2°42'W. (Gloucester) PJC
X 3.4.67 Plymouth (Devon) loom. SW.

ad. 26.3.67 Avonmouth CL
-b 24.9.67 Galway, 295m. WNW.

‘id Doves ringed in Kent at Broadstairs, 3i°22'N. i°27'E., and near Lydd»
o°3 3'E., were recovered as follows:

\Kinged . Recovered

><irs

M 9.1.67 20.8.67 Barrhead (Renfrew) 400m. NW.
23.1.67 15.7.67 Valley (Anglesey) 280m. WNW.

II 28.1.67 26.5.67 Gorleston-on-Sea (Norfolk) 82m. N.

31.3.66 (16.4.67) Clare Galway (Galway) 450m. 'W'NW’.

12.4.66 0.9.67 Galway, 450m. WNW.
22.12.66 15.3.67 St. Valery: 50°!

I
'N. i°48'E. (Somme) France (2nd)

*4

>i

Cuckoo {Cuculus canorns) (3 ; 30 miles; ^ year)

pull. 11.6.67 Gunby: 5 3°h'N. o°io'E. (Lincoln) AS
-b (11.9.67) Legnago: 45 °i 2'N. I i°i8'E. (Verona) Italy (6th)

pull. 2.8.66 Aldbur>- Common: 5 i°48'N. o°36'W. (Hertford) HMG
-b 0.11.66 Audinghen: 50°5 i'N. i'36'E. (Pas de Calais) France(ioth)
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Barn Owl (Ijto alba) (12; 15 miles; 2 years)

93iJ74 pull. 17.7.66 Gouthwaite: 54°o8'N. i°48'W. (York) SS&W
X (30.3.67) Thorpe Bassett, Malton (York) 43m. E.

Tawny Owl {Strix aluco) (17; 10 miles; 4-^ years)

pull.

X
23.3.67

1.9.67

Burneside: 34°22TSI. 2°46'W. (Westmorland) ACW
near Penrith (Cumberland) c. 20m. N.

AJ76938 pull.

X
24.3.67

6.12.67

Follifoot: 33°38'N. i°28'W. (York) KRS
Garforth, Leeds (York) 13m. SSE.

It is ten years since a recovery of this species has shown movement of more thantiii

miles. 1

1

Long-eared Owl {A.sio otus) (6; 10 miles; 3^ years)

GM.4i^ji f-g- II. 10.66 Foula: 6o°o8TSI. 2°o3'W. (Shetland) BEG
V 24.2.67 Overmere; 3i°o3TSl. 3°37'E. (East Flanders) Belgium (ist)

AJ71870 f-g- 9.11.63 Newmillerdam: 33°39'N. i°29'W. (York) AF
X 23.3.67 Nas: 6o°27'N. I4°29'E. (Kopparberg) Sweden (ist)

AD4302 istW. 28.10.66 Gibraltar Point: 33°o6'N. o°2i'E. (Lincoln)

Nuottanen: 6a°32'N. a6°3o'E. (Keski Suomi) Finland (ist)/?/ 8.10.67

Short-eared Owl {Asia flammeus) (i)
|

AJ84767 pull. 9.3.64 Kelloholm: 3
3°2 3

'N. 4°oo'W. (Dumfries) JGY
+ 1967 Madrid: 4o°23T<I. 3°43'W. Spain (2nd)

Swift (Al/iwr (124; 100 miles; ii-^ years)

SEi}I2} ad. 7.7.63 Offerton: 33°24'N. 2°oj'W. (Cheshire) S&B
+ (28.1.67) Lilongwe: i3°38'S. 33°49'E. Malawi (4th)

SCJ097) ad. 20.6.63 near Hoddesdon: 3i°47'N. o°oo' (Hertford) RMRG
+ 3.3.67 Ded2a: i4°2o'S. 34°i3'E. Malawi (5th)

Map 2 on page 490 shows the eleven recoveries in Africa to the end of 1967.

Kingfisher {Alcedo atthis) (i i ;
10 miles years)

A43953 juv. (?

V
1.8.67

30.12.67

Marsworth: 5i°3o'N. o°4o'W. (Bucks) BTO
Frenshan: 3i°io'N. o°48'W. (Surrey) 44m. S.

SE421J2 juv.

X
12.6.67

13.8.67

Cholsey: 5 i°34'N. i°09'W. (Berkshire) OOS
1

Cherington (Warwick) 35 m. NNW.

Skylark {Alauda arvensis) (3 ; 5
miles

; 6^ years)

BB23320 f-g- <?

trs.

+

20.1.67

20.1.67

30.3.67

Wellesbourne
:
32°i2'N. i°36'W. (Warwick) JAH

St. Helens: 5 3°28'N. 2°45'W. (Lancashire)

Wellesbourne loom. SSE.

Swallow {Hirundo rustica) (485; 5
years)

HA94739 pull.

X
22.6.66

25.3.67

Evanton: 57°39'N. 4°2i'W. (Ross) CGH
Stedje: 6i°i4'N. 7°o6'E. (Sogn og Fjordane) Norway (ist)

HH78032 juv.

X
27.9.66

18.4.67

Lower Withington: 5 3°i4'N. 2°i7'W. (Cheshire) S&B
Prang: 7°59'N. o°5o'W. (Ashanti) Ghana (2nd)

HH2401J juv.

X
18.8.66

c. 5.7-67

Ancaster: 32°39TSI. o°32'W. (Lincoln) JJL
Ghazaouet: 33°o8TSI. i°5o'W. (Tlemcen) Algeria (6th)

AX71474 juv.

X
5.10.66

30.1.67

Scredington: 5 2°5 7'N. o°23'W. (Lincoln) JJL
Omitara: 22°i8'S. i8°oi'E. South West Africa (3rd)
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X 20.5.67

III juv. 27.8.66

X 4.5.67

juv. 20.9.64
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Bedworth: 5z°29'N. i°28'W. (Warwick) HL
Steinsland: 59°i4TsI. 6°ii'E. (Rogaland) Norway (2nd)

Coombe
: 5

2°2
5 'N. i “26'W. (Warwick) AWE

Apparizione: 44°25'N. 9°oo'E. (Genova) Italy (3rd)

Elm Park: 5i°32TSl. o°ii'E. (Essex) RRS
Oj^Rogaland: c. 58°3o'N. 5®3o'E. Norway (3rd)

:litional 58 foreign recoveries, together with those outstanding^from 1965
[' 56

,
are summarised in table I.

Table I—Countries and months of recoveries of Swallows
( recovery Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec ?

fcc8(l) ------- I _____
) --I- 3 --I 2 ____
F ---352213211--I 1----273-1
r.)

(/2)

tea (87) 14 17 17 3
______ II

Sec footnote to table A

House Martin (Delichon urhicd){z\\ 13 miles; years)

'7 ad.

X
17.5.67

30.5.67

Hoh'well: 5 5°04'N. i°3o'W. (Northumberland) TTRG
Vagos: 63°io'N. 8°27'E. (More og Romsdal) Norway (ist)

1^5 ad.

V
17.5.67

12.8.67

Knaresborough
:
54°oiTSI. i°28'W. (York) KRS

Kilconquhar, Elie (Fife) i6om. NNW.
ad.

X
3.7.65

(27.4.67)

Offerton; 53°24'N. 2°o7'W. (Cheshire) S&B
Moulineaux: 49°2i'N. o°58'E. (Seine Maritime) France (6th)

Sand Martin (Kiparia riparia) (1,157; 5 years)

^!8 juv.

X
17.8.66

(1.5.67)

Llangorse Lake
:
5i°57'N. 3°! 6'W. (Brecon) JLSC

Paula: 35°53lSI. i4°3i'E. Malta (ist)

iz juv.

/?/

19.6.66

(23.6.67)

Ranby: 53°i9TSI. i®oi'W. (Nottingham) JMM
Djidjelli: 36°5o'N. 5°43'E. (Constantine) Algeria (2nd)

c9 juv.

V
1.7.66

29.4.67

Hoveringham: 5 3°oi'N. o°58'W. (Nottingham) HMD
Oued el Abid: 36°54TSi. io°44'E. (Cap Bon) Tunisia (ist)

5 )
ad.

X
7.8.66

(24.4.67)

Famham: 5i'’i3'N. o°49'W. (Surrey) CSF
Le Kef: 36°io'N. 8°4o'E. Tunisia (2nd)

r-ecords provide further important evidence that British Sand Martins may
aa much more easterly route in spring than in autumn. The remaining foreign

:;ies are summarised in table J.

Table J—Countries and months of recoveries of Sand Martins

nrccovcry Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec ?

.,(2)

(10)

- - -

2

- I -

I ~ I

8 - -

— I - —
-

- -
9

- - - 20 i
- - - 1

- — I 1 - - “ 1 - X I - -

)
- - —

5 I - - “ ~ - -

See footnote to table A
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Carrion Crow {Corvus corone) (17; 15 miles; 6^ years)

3099284 pull.

+
22.5.65

6.3.67

Auchmacoy: 57°22'N. 2°oi'W. (Aberdeen) AU
Dunlugas (Banff) 23m. NW.

Rook (Corvusfrugilegus) (44; 30 miles; 15^ years)

310J479 juv.

X
2.6.66

6.6.67

Newburgh: 57°i9Tsl. 2°oi'W. (Aberdeen) AU
Carnoustie (Angus) 62m. SW.

3045173 pull.

/?/

24.4.59

(22.6.67)

Culcavy: 54°29'N. 6°03'W. (Down) JAB
Beragh, Omagh (Tyrone) 43 m. W.

Jackdaw (Corvus monedula) (28 ;
20 miles; 9^ years)

SSj868} ad.

X
11.3.67

(12.9.67)

Applegarthtown
: 5 5 °o8'N. 3°24'W. (Dumfries)

Yetholm (Roxburgh) 30m. NE.

3097032 ad.

+
14.3.64

16.5.67

Copeland: 34°4o'N. 3°32'W. (Down)
Derryneskin (Armagh) 40m. WSW.

AT81144 juv.

+
13.6.63

20.5.67

Lansdown:
3
i°25'N. 2°23'W. (Somerset) RJD

Monmouth 30m. NNW.

I

NSRG

I

DS414J4

3082270

Jay (Garrulus glandarius) (26; 10 miles; 1 1^ years)

f-g- 14. II.66 Cannop: 5 i°48'N. 2°34'W. (Gloucester) SVRG
X 6.11.67 Rendcomb (Gloucester) 25 m. E.

juv. 8.8.64 Stockbury
: 5 i°2o'N. o°39'E. (Kent) MKRG

-b 1.5.67 Adisham (Kent) 23m. ESE.

BC42315

AH84J74

AX72243

AX72364

AX7J008

BA72J16

AK41J86

Great Tit {Parus major) (i 1 5 ;
30 miles

; 7^ years)

ad. c? 8.1.66 Maltby: 53°26'N. i°n'W. (York) PH
V 5.2.67 Market Rasen (Lincoln) 3 5 m. E.

istW. d 3.10.65 Waxham: 52°47'N. i°38'E. (Norfolk) FJW
X r. 1966 Colchester (Essex) 68m. SW.

pull. 3.6.64 Castor Hanglands: 5 2°36'N. o°2o'W. (Northampton)
X (24.4.67) Tarrant Gunville (Dorset) 140m. SW.

istW. $ 30.10.66

X 26.3.67

istW. 5.11.66

V I7-3-67

f.g. $ 26.2.67

X 8.9.67

istW. $ 20.12.64

X c. 8.4.67

Cambridge: 32°i2'N. o°o7'E. SJT
Cuffley (Hertford) 33m. SSW.

Cambridge SJT
Blackmore (Essex) 35 m. SSE.

Oxford: 5 i°45'N. i°i6'W. H&CE
Woking (Surrey) 42m. SE.

Shenfield: 5i°38'N. o°i9'E. (Essex) PB
East Mersea (Essex) 30m. ENE.

ad. cJ 6.12.64 Frieth: 5 i° 36'N. o°3 1'W. (Buckingham) SBRG
X 28.7.67 Cambridge 55m. NE.

C&F

AS43346 istW. $ 6.3.63 Meopham:
5
i°23'N. o°22'E. (Kent) MKRG

V 21.1.67 Shepherdswell (Kent) 40m. ESE.

BC96282 ad.? 3-3-67 Weybridge: 3 i°22'N. o°28'W. (Surrey) DAB
X 21.5.67 Solihull (Warwick) 90m. NW.

In the ten years 1958-67 the numbers of recoveries of Great Tits showing moveme

of more than 30 miles were respectively eleven, two, five, one, five, three, fo^

three, four and ten. Although the samples are small, these figures do sugg^

considerably more movement by Great Tits during 1967 than for a number of yea'

,

It is also interesting to note that no such increase was recorded for Blue Ti
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Blue Tit (Parus caeruleus) (277; 30 miles; 9-^ years)

f-g-

X
12.3.64

(12.7.67)

Ipswich; 32°04lSI. i°io'E. (Suffolk) CGDC
Chatteris (Cambridge) 32m. WNW.

juv.

V
24.9.66

19.11.67

Pewsham; 3i°27'N. 2°o5'W. (Wiltshire) T&B
Orford (Suffolk) i6om. ENE.

istW.
X

26.1.67

c. 20.4.67

Chichester: 3o°3o'N. o°48'W. (Sussex) NFS
Haywards Heath (Sussex) 30m. ENE.

juv.

V
22.7.67

c. 15.12.67

Chichester CHI
Appleshaw (Hampshire) 43m. NW.

ad.

V
V

28.2.63

14.1.67

9.12.67

Camborne: 3o®i2'N. 5°i9'W. (Cornwall) CJB
Lanhydrock, Bodmin (Cornwall) 30m. ENE.
Lanhydrock

pull.

X

Coal Tit (Parus ater) (13 ; 5
miles; 5^ years)

14.6.66 Bakewell: 53°13'N. i°4o'W. (Derby) AC
(2.1.67) Rillington (York) 73m. NE.

Long-tailed Tit {Aegithalos caudatus) (31; 15 miles; i-}^ years)

Uong-tailed Tits out of a flock of eight ringed at Donna Nook,
5 3°3i'N.

,
Lincolnshire, on 21st October 1967 were mist-netted, still together, at

sir Point, 27 miles SSE, on 25 th October.

'^te.n(Troglodjtes troglodytes) 15 miles; 2-^- years)

fg.
X

8.10.66

c. 13.4.67

Hilbre: 3 5°23'N. 3°i4'W. (Cheshire) HiBO
Matlock (Derby) 70m. ESE.

f-g-

V
6.11.66

19.7.67

Lower Withington: 33°i4'N. 2®i7'W. (Cheshire)

Worsthorne (Lancashire) 36m. N.

juv.

X
3.7.66

24.6.67

Stock: 31°4 iTS!. o°26'E. (Essex) AGH
Mill Hill (Middlesex) 28m. W.

f-g-

V
4.1.66

11.3.67

Marlow: 3 i°33'N. o°48'W. (Buckingham) SBRG
Marsworth (Buckingham) 17m. NNE.

Bearded Tit (Panurus biarmicus)()C)-, 2.^^ years)

f-g- d
V

21.11.64

22.3.67

Snodland: 3 i°2o'N. (Kent) MKRG
Heligoland: 54°! I'M. 7°33'E. Germany (ist)

f-g.?

V
V
V

18.12.66

3.7.67

23.11.67

5.7.68

Farlington: 50°3o'N. 1 ”02'W. (Hampshire) DFB
Minsmere (Suffolk) 130m. NE.
Farlington

Minsmere

f-g- c?

V
V

18.12.66

3.7.67

25.11.67

Farlington DFB
Minsmere
Farlington

rovements of Bearded Tits from their East Anglian breeding colonies have
Illy been regarded as eruptive. Now, however, they appear to occur annually

5 5 of considerable interest that individuals may return to the same reed bed in

iiive winters. In addition to those published, there were 17 recoveries showing
uent of more than 30 miles.

Fieldfare (Turdus pilaris) (22 ; 4-^ years)

0 ad. 50.10.66 Gnosall: 5
2°47lS!. 2°i

5
'W. (Stafford) C&PM

X 12.12.67 Martutene: 43®i8'N. i°57'W. (Guipuzcoa) Spain (4th)
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CX9o6}6 f.g. 20.11.66 Sutton Coldfield: 52°34'N. i°48'W. (Warwick) MG
X 17.12.67 Lipovets; 49°27'N. 29°o4'E. (Ukraine) U.S.S.R. (2nd)

CV4}^ji f-g. ? 2.11.66 Stockbury:
5 i°2o'N. o°39'E. (Kent) MKRG

X 3-9-67 Serpukhov: 54°53'N. 37°24'E. (Moscow) U.S.S.R. (3rd)

The remaining foreign recoveries are summarised in table K.

Table K—Countries and months of recoveries of Fieldfares

Country of recovery Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov

Italy (3)

France (5)

Belgium (2)

Denmark (2)

Norway (3)

Finland (3)

See footnote to table A

Song Thrush (Turdus philomelos) (347; 9^ years)

Hartley:
5 5°05'N. i°26'W. (Northumberland) TTRG

Andvikgrend: 6o°49TSI. 5°23'E. (Hordaland) Norway (ist)

Tattershall: 53°07TS[. o°ii'W. (Lincoln) RKS
Tauvo: 64°49'N 24°35'E. (Oulu) Finland (ist)

Gibraltar Point: 53°o6'N. o°2i'E. (Lincoln)

Glomnes: 6i°55'N. 7°o6'E. (Sogn ogFjordane) Norway(2iu

Eddystone Lighthouse
:
5o°io1SI. 4°i6'W. HST

Leer: 53°i4'N. y°25'E. (Niedersachsen) Germany (ist)

The remaining recoveries are summarised in table L.

Table L—Countries and months of recoveries of Song Thrushes

Country of recovery Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

eVoo^yd f.g. 12.3.66

X 9.10.67

CC10450 istW. 9.10.66

V 22.5.67

f.g. 2.10.65

X 25.7.67

pji62R f.g. 4.10.64

X 30.4.67

Great Britain

0-2 miles

3-10 miles

1 1-100 miles

100+ miles

Netherlands (i)

Belgium (i)

France (19)

Spain (9)

Portugal (2)

16

I

7

16

7

5

27

4

34

3

53

4

4

39

4

4

57 10

3

5

73444S f.g. 22.1.66

+ 1.1.67

CX96J40 f.g. 22.10.65

+ 24.1.67

f.g. 28.12.63

+ 4.2.67

CV34280 f.g. 23.10.66

+ 12. 1 1.67

eViSzSp f.g. 28.1 1.65

X 20.8.67

See footnote to table A

Redwing (Turdus iliacus) (41 ; 5^ years)

Elie: 56°i2'N. 2°5o'W. (Fife) DWO
Kafr-’Aqqa: 34°i8TSI. 33°5o'E. (Tripoli) Lebanon (ist)

LowHauxley: 55°i9'N. i°33'W. (Northumberland) NRG
Batumi: 4i°38'N. 4i°38'E. (Georgia) U.S.S.R. (13th)

Capernwray: 5 4°09'N. 2°43'W. (Lancashire) WP&M
Archivan: 38°32'N. 48®49'E. (Azerbaydzhan) U.S.S.R. (i4*^

Skelton: 5 3°59'N. I'oy'W. (York) SR
Zegharta: 34°25'N. 35°53'E. Lebanon (2nd)

Cleethorpes: 3 3°34'N. o°02'W. (Lincoln) CRG
Serov: 59°38'N. 6o°38'E. (Sverdlovsk) U.S.S.R. (15th)
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’late 59. Male Red-spotted Bluethroat Luscinia s. svecica and nestlings, Norway,

(une 1964. Note the contrast between the rufous-sided base and dark brown end to

he tail. The nest is often in the side of a hummock, where a stick or birch twig

brms a ‘portal’ with overhanging heath or grass (pages 5 z^-^z(>){photo: Eric Hoskwg)



Plates 6o and 6i. Red-spotted Bluethroats l^nscinia s. svecica: above, male and,
opposite, female (upper two) and male visiting female, Norway, June 1952 {photos:
M. D. England)-, below, male, Finland, June 1958 {photo: Eric Hosking). Note con-
trast in the tail, and the black and chestnut bands beneath the male’s blue gorget





Plate 62. Female Red-spotted Bluethroat l^tiscinia s. svecica carrying food, Sweden,

June i960. The nest here was in a short tunnel of herbage just out of the picture.

The female has a whitish throat bordered by brownish-black lines which widen and t

form a band across the breast {photos: J. B. and S. Bottomley, and C. C. Doncaster) ‘
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o f.g. 26.2.67 Gawsworth: 53°I3'N. 2°09'W. (Cheshire) S&B
X (2.10.67) Froskeland: 68°46'N. I5°07'E. (Nordland) Norway (5th)

109 presumably met a gruesome end, for the ring was found in the gut of a

. wx lucius. The remaining foreign recoveries are summarised in table M.

Table M—Countries and months of recoveries of Redwings

recovery Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

»

I

X

I X X

I 2

4 I

I

Sec footnote to table A

Ring Ouzel (Turdus torquatus') (i
; III- years)

f.g. 12.4.66 Fair Isle; 3 9°32'N. I °37'W. (Shetland)

+ 16.10.67 near Millau: c. 44°io'N. 3°io'E. (Aveyron) France

Blackbird (Ttirdus meruld) (1,501 ; 9^ years)

coveries reported during the year are summarised in table N.

1 1 recovery

iun (1,362)

iklea

.^les

bs (14)

jo)

Table N—Countries and months of recoveries of Blackbirds

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov

87

19

4

90

9
I

155 170

17

6

4
10

9

146 191

15

121

10

69

4

48

3

3i

3

*9

10

7

I

I

I

t

Dec

60

14

5

See footnote to table A

:f the recoveries included in the table are published in full, as being of more
itiual interest:

?3 istW. $ 27.4.67 Fair Isle: 59°32'N. i°37'W. (Shetland)

V 29.4.67 Heligoland: 54°ii'N. 7°55'E. Germany

j hrs

II ad. c? 12.6.66 Avsgarth: 54°i 7'N. 2°oo'W. (York) HEB
X 18.3.67 Elizondo: 43°o8'N. i°3o'W. (Navarra) Spain (i8th)

Wheatear (Oenanthe oenanthe) (8 ; 40 miles
; 2 years)

31.8.66 Fair Isle: 59°32'N. i°37'W. (Shetland)

29.8.67 Zaragoza: 4i°39'N. o°j4'W. Spain

6.8.66 Calf of Man: 54°03'N. 4°49'W.

26.3.67 Islas Columbretes; 39°55'N. o°4i'E. (Castellon) Spain

«) istW.
X

3 juv.

0
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AS39790

HA2p2j7

BC64121

BE44PP7

HHpjiSi

AX6)pi)

HN14192

HJ8214J

AS78267

HH00474

HK42819

AK669J2

HH06969

HJ07207

AS278JJ

HHii6j4

HE51751

AS96961

AN73258

istW. 22.8.63 Minsmere: 3

2

°i4'N. i°37'E. (Suffolk) HEA
/?/ 27.8.67 Tudela: 42°04'N. i°37'W. (Navarra) Spain

istW. 9.9.63 Minsmere HEA
/?/ (13.10.63) Elche: 38°i 6'N. o°4i'W. (Alicante) Spain

ad. ? 28.7.66 Puffin Island: 3 i°3o'N. io°23'W. (Kerry) C&K
V 18.8.67 L’Aiguillon-sur-Mer: 46°2o'N. i°i8'W. (Vendee) France

ad. c? 27.8.67 Swingate: 3 i°o8'N. i°I 9'E. (Kent) CAC
+ c. 3.9.67 Seixal: 38°38'N. 9°o6'W. (Estremadura) Portugal (8th)

Stonechat {Saxicola torquata) (i
; ^ year)

juv. 6.8.67 Beachy Head: 30°44'N. o°i6'E. (Sussex) BHRS
+ 10.12.67 Castellon: 39°39'N. o°03'W. Spain (9th)

Whinchat {Saxicola rubetra) (3 ; 5 miles ; i year)

juv. 2.9.66 Hightown: 33°32'N. 3°03'W. (Lancashire) DJL
0 (23.4.67) Setif: 36° II 1SJ. 3 °24'E. (Constantine) Algeria ( I St)

istW. cj 13.9.67 Dungeness: 30°3 3'N. o°39'E. (Kent)

0 3.10.67 Escalos de Cima: 39°36'N. 7°24'W. (Beira Baixa) Portuga
(15th)

Redstart {Phoenicurus phoenicurus) (8 ; 5 miles; 2^ years)

pull. 18.6.67

0 0.9.67

ad. ? 10.3.63

V 9.3.67

istW. 29.9.66

0 22.9.67

istW. $ 16.9.67

0 21.10.67

f.g. 9 12.3.63

X (6.10.67)

istW. ? 7.10.66

+ 30.9.67

ad. cj 3.3.67

+ 0.9.67

Kielder: 3 3°i4'N. 2°3
3
'W. (Northumberland) NRG

Arizala: 42°43'N. 2°oo'W. (Navarra) Spain

Calf of Man: 34°03'N. 4°49'W.
Copeland (Down) 30m. NW.
Spurn Point: 33°33'N. o°o6'E. (York)

Jaca: 42°34'N. o°33'W. (Huesca) Spain

Huttoft Bank: 33°i7'N. o°2o'E. (Lincoln)

Linares: 38°o5'N. 3°38'W. (Jaen) Spain

Blakeney Point: 32°39'N. o°39'E. (Norfolk) RGHC
Vilches: 38°i3'N. 3°3o'W. (Jaen) Spain

Blakeney RGHC
Paderne: 37°io'N. 8°ii'W. (Algarve) Portugal

Holme: 32°38'N. o°33'E. (Norfolk) HBO
Mogadouro: 4i°2o'N. 6°44'W. (Tras os Montes) Portugal

Black Redstart {Phoenicurus ochruros) (i
; 2 years)

f.g. 9.10.63 Dungeness: 3
o°33'N. o° 39'E. (Kent)

X 24.10.67 Couvignon: 48°! 2'N. 4°39'E. (Aube) France (4th)

Robin {Erithacus rubecula) (193 ; 150 miles; 6^ years)

istW. 14.10.66 Low Hauxley: 3

3

°i 9'N. i°33'W. (Northumberland) NRG
Q 21.1.67 El Helechar: 38°4o'N. 3°23'W. (Badajdz) Spain (i8th)

f.g. 16.10.66 Tynemouth: 3 3°oi'N. i°24'W. (Northumberland) B&C
V 5.2.67 Le Marais: 49°29'N. 2°3

3
'W. (Guernsey) Channel Islands (ist

f.g. 30.4.66 Walney: 3 4°03'N. 3 °i 3 'W. (Lancashire)

X 16.4.67 Ludchurch (Pembroke) 163m. SSW.

f.g. 4.10.64 Wintersett Reservoir: 3 3°38'N. i°z6'W. (York) JSA
V 14.12.67 Errol (Perth) 203m. NNW.

f.g. 13.10.66 Spurn Point: 3 3°3
3
'N. o°o6'E. (York)

X (26.11.67) Puente Genii: 3 7°24'N. 4°46'W. (Cbrdoba) Spain (19th)
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istW.
X

22.12.66

(23.11.67)

Skegness: 33°io'N. o°2i'E. (Lincoln) AS
Watten: 30°3o'N. 2°i3'E. (Nord) France

pull.

+
21.3.66

27.1.67

Llandysilio; 32°46'N. 3°03'W. (Montgomer>') PWC
Feria: 38®3o'N. 6°33'W. (Badajbz) Spain (20th)

juv.

X
11.7.64

10.1.66

Sutton Coldfield: 32°34'N. i°48'W. (Warwick) C&PM
Olivenza: 38°4i'N. 7°o6'W. (Badajbz) Spain (21st)

f.g.

X
23.3.63

29.1.67

Barton; 3
i°38'N. o°27'W. (Bedford) H&DL

Vaudancourt: 49°i4'N. i°46'E. (Oise) France

f-g-

0

13.10.66

13.1.67

Sandwich: 3i°i7'N. i°zo'E. (Kent)

Freixo de Espada: 4i°o3'N. 6°49'W. (Tras os Montes) Portugal

(8th)

f-g-

V
21.11.64

22.10.67

Loose: 3i°i4'N. o°3z'E. (Kent) MKRG
Mierzeja Wislana: 34°i9'N. I9°I4'E. (Gdansk) Poland (ist)

Reed Warbler {Acrocephalus scirpaceus) (8o; loo miles; 7^ years)

Hornsea; 53°J5'N. o°io'W. (York) JESW
Angouleme: 45®4o'N. o°io'E. (Charente) France (loth)

Knutsford; 53°i8'N. z°2
3
'W. (Cheshire) S&B

Weston Turville (Buckingham) 123m. SE.

Anderby Creek: 33°i6'N. o°i9'E. (Lincoln) HRG
Semara: 26®44KI. ii°4i'W. Spanish West Africa (3rd)

w.y.vj, Anderby Creek HRG
(14.11.67) Pozo del Camino: 37°i5'N. 7°2o'W. (Huelva) Spain (6th)

Scredington
; 5

2°
5 7'N .

0° 2 3 'W. (Lincoln) J JL
Murston, Sittingbourne (Kent) 1 20m. SSE.

Attenborough :‘52°54'N. i°i4'W. (Nottingham) ARG
Mohamedia: 33°45'N. 7°22'W. Morocco (3th)

near Hoddesdon; 5
i°47'N. o°oo' (Hertford) RMRG

Cordoba: 37°33'N. 4°46'W. Spain (7th)

^

,

war Hoddesdon RMRG
(23.11.67) Galdacano: 43°i4'N. 2°5o'W. (Vizcaya) Spain (8th)

High Halstow: 5i°27'N. o°34'E. (Kent) MKRG
Meschers :45°34'N. o°57'W. (Charente Maritime) France ( 1 1th)

Burham: 3i°2o'N. o°29'E. (Kent) MKRG
Agadir: 3o°3o'N. 9°4o'W. Morocco (6th)

Sandwich; 5i°i7'N. i°2o'E. (Kent)

Brough (York) 185m. NW.

Icklesham ; 5
0°

5 3 'N. o°4o'E. (Sussex) CSC
Caudebec: 49°iy'N. i°02'E. (Seine Maritime) France (12th)

Slapton; 3o°i7'N. 3°39'W. (Devon) SBO
Lavau: 47°i8'N. i°38'W. (Loire Atlantique) France (13th)

v> . en recoveries in Portugal, bringing the total for that

y to bi. Thi'rspecies and the Sedge Warbler are the subjects of a special

y and many more are now being ringed.

1 Sedge Warbler {Acrocephalus schoenohaenus) (59; 140 miles; 6^ years)

Copeland; 34°4o'N. 3°3z'W. (Down)

Bardsey (Caernarvon) 143m. SSE.

Killough: 34°i6'N. 3°39'W. (Down) WR
Zwartemeer-West: 32°37'N. 3

°
54'E- Ijsselmeer Polders

Netherlands (ist)

1
juv. 20.8.67

+ 11.9.67

juv. 9.7.67

V 4.8.67

\
ad. 13.7.67

X 3.10.67

1 istW. 10.9.67

X (14.11.67)

U f-g- 23.8.66

V 8.6.67

ad. 13.7.67

+ 20.9.67

\12 f-g- 13.9.62

+ 13.8.67

IK juv. 2.9.67

+ (23.11.67)

JT juv. 9.9.67

/?/ 23.9.67

ad. 16.7.64

0 20.4.67

'5 juv. 9.9.66

V 26.8.67

-2 istW. 28.8.67

V 7.9.67

114 juv. 23.7.64

0 18.3.67

lition, there were elev

'8 ad. 14.3.63

X 11.8.67

35 ad. 29.8.67

V 13.9.67
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AS9722

1

HK41987

HK92668

HB9J982

HB9J98S

HJ0735—

HA297I2

HH91069

HB53129

HJ9/904

HB04504

HB10807

HH942J1

HE30496

HJJ2900

HC41699

HK19135

HB35671

HC)866

4

HE63813

HH64520

HK92J46

f.g.

+
3.5.66

5.4.67

Calf of Man: 54°o3'N. 4°49'W.
Ecija: 37°33'N. 5°04'W. (Sevilla) Spain (2nd)

juv.

V
27.7.67

6.8.67

Hornsea:
5 3°5 5'N. o°io'W. (York) JESW

Sandwich Bay (Kent) 190m. SSE.

istW.
X

6.9.67

12.9.67

Swillington Ings: 53°47'N. i°25'W. (York) RVJ ’

Egham (Surrey) 165m. SSE.

juv.

X
7.7.66

(18.4.67)

Tetney Lock:
5 3°29'N. o°oi'W. (Lincoln) CRG

Fougeres: 48°2i'N. i°i2'W. (Ille et Vilaine) France (17th)

f-g.

X
5.8.67 Anderby Creek: 5

3

°i 6'N. o°i 9'E. (Lincoln) HRG
(17.10.67) Elorrio: 43°o7'N. 2°33'W. (Vizcaya) Spain (3rd)

f.g.

V
0.6.67

13.8.67

Holme: 5 2°58'N.o°33'E. (Norfolk) HBO ‘

He du Migron: 46°i7'N. o°46'W. (Loire Atlantique) Frai

(i8th)

juv,

V
13.8.66

1.5.67

Minsmere: 52°i4'N. i°37'E. (Suffolk) HEA
Gatteville: 49°4i'N. i°i7'W. (Manche) France (19th)

juv.

X
27.7.67

(19.8.67)

Abberton: 5i°5o'N. o°53'E. (Essex)

Fontaine: 47°59'N. i°o8'E. (Loir et Cher) France (20th)

juv.

X
19.8.66

26.4.67

Bradwell: 5i°44'N. o°54'E. (Essex)

near Tarbes: c. 43°io'N. o°oo' (Hautes Pyrenees) Fran

(21st)

juv,

/?/

20.8.67

(18.9.67)

Chew Lake: 5i°2o'N. 2°38'W. (Somerset) CVRS
Praia da Rocha: 37°07TsI. 8°32'W. (Algarve) Portugal (5th)

juv.

V
7.8.65

3.7.67

Chichester: 50°48'N. o°48'W. (Sussex) CHI
Whisby (Lincoln) 165m. N.

istW.
X

5.9.66

(14.6.67)

Beachy Head: 5o°44TSl. o°i6'E. (Sussex) BHRS
Cramlington (Northumberland) 300m. NNW.

istW.
X

14.9.66

31.5.67

Beachy Head BHRS
Glengarnock, Beith (Ayr) 400m. NW.

juv.

X
28.8.66

(26.6.67)

Slapton: 50°i7TSl. 3°39'W. (Devon) SBO
Catrine, Mauchline (Ayr) 365m. N.

Blackcap {Sylvia atricapilla) (24; 100 miles; 3-^ years)

istW. c? 19.9.67
X 10.12.67

ad. $
+

9.5.67

(19.7.67)

ad. d
+

21.10.67

I7.U.67

istW. c?

+
10.10.65

0.2.67

f.g.?

X
27.9.66

26.2.67

juv. ?
V

15.7.67

4.11.67

f.g.?

V
20.9.67

3.10.67

juv.

v(=d)
31.7.67

3.10.67

Fair Isle: 59°32'N. i°37'W. (Shetland)

Carbognano: 42°2o'N. I2°I5'E. (Viterbo) Italy (2nd)

Isle of May: 56°ii'N. 2°33'W. (Fife)

Hotham(York) 175m. SE.

Marske: 54°36'N. i°oi'W. (York) PR
Pedra de Ouro: 39°i9TSI. 7°a6'W. (Alto Alentejo) Portugi

(3rd)

TetneyLock: 5 3°29'N. o°oi'W. (Lincoln) CRG
Elvas: 38°53'N. 7°io'W. (Alto Alentejo) Portugal (4th)

Bardsey: 52°46'N. 4°48'W. (Caernarvon)

Povoa de Sao Miguel: 38°i4'N. 7°2o'W. (Baixo Alentejo

Portugal (5th)

Tewinbury: 5i°49'N. o°o9'W. (Hertford) T&JG
Spurn Point (York) 120m. N.

Great Holland: 5i°49'N. i'’i3'E. (Essex) THW
Heligoland: 54°ii'N. 7°3 5'E. Germany (2nd)

Kings Stanley: 5i°43'N. 2°i6'W. (Gloucester) SVRG
Villafranca: 42°i8'N. i°43'W. (Navarra) Spain (19th)
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ad. 0
/?/

18.9.66

23.1.67

Stock: 5 i°4i'N. o°26'E. (Essex) AGH
Tomar: 39°36TSI. 8°25'W. (Ribatejo) Portugal (6th)

juv.

+
19.7.67

1.10.67

Pewsham: 5i°26'N. 2°o4'W. (Wiltshire) T&B
Tortosa: 4o°49'N. o°3i'E. (Tarragona) Spain (20th)

juv.

X
19.8.66

3.1.67

Chew Lake: 5i°2o'N. 2°38'W. (Somerset) CVRS
LTle Rousse: 42°37'N. 8°56'E. Corsica (ist)

ad.

V
13.7.67

3.10.67

EastBoldre: 5o°47T<l. i °3
3
'W. (Hampshire) NDP

Villafranca, Spain (21st)

juv.

/?/

17.7.65

(25.1.67)

Slapton: 5o°i7'N. 3°39'W. (Devon)
Alenquer: 39°03'N. 9°oo'W. (Estremadura) Portugal (7th)

istW. S
X

10.9.66

(22.1.67)

Slapton
St. Brieuc: 48°3i'N. 2°45'W. (Cotes du Nord) France (9th)

Iccular interest are the two controlled by Spanish ringers at Villafranca on
t^ber and the recoveries of those apparently wintering in Europe.

Whitethroat {Sylvia communis') (44; 100 miles; years)

pull.

+
1 1.6.66

c. 4.5.67

LowHauxley: 55°i9'N. i °3
3
'W. (Northumberland) NRG

Oujda: 34°4o1SI. i°45'W. Morocco (5th)

istW.
X

1.8.66

(24.6.67)

Barrow: 54°o7'N. 3°i4'W. (Lancashire) BS
Blivand:

5
5°33'N. 8°o8'E. (Jylland) Denmark (ist)

ad. $
X

12.5.65

8.6.67

Calf of Man: 54°03'N. 4°49'W.
Tempo (Fermanagh) iiom. WNW.

istW.
X

27.8.66

17.5.67

Spurn Point:
5 3°35'N. o°o6'E. (York)

Wells (Somerset) 200m. SW.

f-g.$

X
4.6.67

29.8.67

Foryd Bay: 5 3°o8'N. 4°I5'W. (Caernarvon) EJP
Trowbridge (Wiltshire) 150m. SE.

ad. $
+

31.8.66

1.9.67

Gibraltar Point: 53°o6'N. o°2i'E. (Lincoln)

Bar2an: 45°32'N. o°5i'W. (Charente Maritime) France

ad.$

+
21.8.67

(1.9.67)

Wirmleighton
:
52°i9'N. i°3o'W. (Waru’ick) BOS

St. Loup sur Thouet: 46°47'N. o°io'W^ (Deux Sevres)

France

ad. 9
X

16.5.66

(18.5.67)

Carlton: 5 2°io'N. o°23'E. (Cambridge) NJW
Lignieres: 48°33TSI. o°i3'W. (Mayenne) France

ad. o'

X
11.5.67

4.8.67

Skokholm: 5i°42'N. 5°i6'W. (Pembroke)
near Athy (Kildare) c. 120m. NW.

ad. 9
X

11.5.67

15.5.67

Skokholm
Redruth (Cornwall) loom. S.

ad.

X
14.5.67

4.7.67

Skokholm
Urlingford (Kilkenny) 120m. NW.

istW.
X

23.8.66

(13.6.67)

Lundy: 5i°i2'N. 4°4o'W. (Devon)
Castlebar (Mayo) 265m. NW.

juv.

X
25.7.67

16.8.67

Streat: 5o°5 5 'N. o°04'W. (Sussex) HS&C
Betete: 46°22'N. 2°03'E. (Creuse) France

istW.
X

31.8.66

3.6.67

Dimgeness: 5o°5 5'N. o°59'E. (Kent)

Ayr, 385m. NW.

istW.

+
15.8.65

29.4.67

BeachyHead: 50°44'N. o°i6'E. (Sussex) BHRS
Ciboure: 43°23'N. i°4o'W. (Basses Pyrenees) France

istW.
X

5.9.65

29.5.67

Beachy Head BHRS
Pailton (Warwick) 135m. NNW.
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HHJ404J ad. $ 9.9.66 Beachy Head BHRS
X 20.6.67 Stranraer (Wigtown) 360m. NW.

The recoveries published include a most informative series of long-distance mi '

ments within Great Britain and Ireland. Note particularly HA23553, an appa;

case of ‘overshoot’. Omitted, due to lack of space, are three recoveries in Spain
four in Portugal, bringing the grand totals for those countries to 42 and 75
pectively.

Lesser Whitethroat {Sylvia curruca) (y, year)

HJ75386 juv.

V
9.7.67

20.8.67

Knaresborough
:
54°oi'N. i°28'W. (York) KRS

Adwick-le-Street (York) 32m. SSE.

HH40965 ad.

X
7.5.67

c. 10.5.67

Anderby Creek: 53°i6'N. o°2o'E. (Lincoln) HRG
Maltby, Rotherham (York) 62m. W.

HK^2p8o f-g.

-f

13.8.67

30.10.67

Frampton-on-Severn
:
5i°46'N. 2°22'W. (Gloucester) SVl

Portogruaro: 45°46'N. i2°5i'E. (Venezia) Italy (17th)

HJjSoSz juv.

+
15.7.67

10.9.67

Stock
: 5 1V'N. o°26'E. (Essex) AGH

Montecchio: 45°4o'N. ii°3i'E. (Vicenza) Italy (i8th)

AXJP404 juv.

X
25.7.66

29.3.67

Cholsey: 5i°34'N. i "09'W. (Berkshire) OOS
Yotvata: 29°53'N. 35°o3'E. Israel (2nd)

By a remarkable coincidence, the only other British-ringed Lesser Whitethr

to be recovered in Israel, twelve years ago, had been marked by the same rinj

in the same garden at Cholsey. The present recovery locality is exceptionally

to the south-east, on the Gulf of Aqaba.

Willow Warbler (Phylloscopus trochilus) (26; 100 miles; 4^ years)

P74924 ad.

+
6.5.67

2.1 1.67

Bamburgh: 5 5°36'N. i°42'W. (Northumberland) BRS
Beja: 38°oi'N. 7°52'W. (Baixo Alentejo) Portugal

PEiojS f-g-

X
10.7.67

31.8.67

Applegarthtown
: 5 5°o8'N. 3°24'W. (Dumfries) NSRG

Ortuella: 43°i9'N. 3 “04'W. (Vizcaya) Spain

PEjpjj juv.

X
7.9.67
mid 9.67

Barrow: 54°oy'N. 3°i4'W. (Lancashire) KB [

Estella: 42°4i'N. 2°oz'W. (Navarra) Spain

AR6721

1

ad.

V
11.5.65

6.5.67

Walney: 54°o5'N. 3°i5'W. (Lancashire)

Calf of Man 63m. W.

HCpo)4i ad.

X
23.8.66

30.4.67

Atherton: 53°3i'N. 2°3i'W. (Lancashire) MRG
Ferques: 50°5o'N. i°46'E. (Pas de Calais) France (15th)

PA7115 ad.

V
16.4.67

17.4.67

Bardsey: 52°46'N. 4°48'W. (Caernarvon) 0600 hrs

Walney (Lancashire) iiom. NE. 1400 hrs

PBjSij istW.

+
22.8.67

0.8.67

Oulton Broad: 52°28'N. i “43 'E. (Suffolk) RSB
Jerez de la Frontera: 36°4i'N. 6°o8'W. (Cddiz) Spain

SEiipyo juv.

X
28.8.67

5.11.67

Osterley: 5 i°29'N. o°2i'W. (Middlesex) DGH
Arcangues: 43°z6'N. i°3i'W. (Basses Pyrenees) France(i6ti

PE8681 juv.

V
1.8.67

27.8.67

Marsworth: 5i°5o'N. o°4o'W. (Buckingham) BTO
Skokholm (Pembroke) 195m. W.

AH 3 7070 juv.

+
14.8.63

10.61

Hornchurch: 5i°34'N. o°i3'E. (Essex) MPT
Arrigorriaga

:
43°ii'N. 2°54'W. (Vizcaya) Spain

P57358 f.g.

X
27.8.66

1.5.67

Haslemere: 5 i°o6'N. o°4z'W. (Surrey) PGD
Triangle, Halifax (York) 190m. NNW.

PpjSj2 juv.

+
15.7.67

25.8.67

Winchester: 5i°o4'N. i°i9'W. (Hampshire) GRMP
Lerma: 42°02'N. 3°46'W. (Burgos) Spain
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'
juv. 17.8.66 Portland Bill; 50®3 i'N. 2'’z7'W. (Dorset)

4- 0.3.67 Mira: 4o°2 3'N. 8°48'W. (Beira Litoral) Portugal

Ife rapid movement ofPA7 1
1 5

and the unexpected direction taken by PE8 681.

ChiScha.^ {Phjlloscopus collybita) (22; 100 miles; 3^ years)

ad.

V
28.5.67

23.6.67

Bamburgh:
5 5°36'N. i°42'W. (Northumberland) BRS

Spurn Point (York) i6om. SE.

ad.

+
25.7.67

0.8.67

Wragby:
5 3°i8'N. o°i9'W. (Lincoln) A&P

Jerez de la Frontera: 36°4i'N. 6°o8'W. (Cddiz) Spain

ad.

X
1.6.66

12.1.67

Bardsey; 52°46'N. 4°48'W. (Caernarvon)
Horn: 47°29'N. 9°28'E. (St. Gallen) Switzerland (ist)

fg*

V
17.9.66

17.4.67

Dungeness: 50°5 5'N. o°59'E. (Kent)
Bardsey (Caernarvon) 275 m. WNW.

ad.

V
6.5.67

17.5.67

Bardsey
Lundy (Devon) 107m. S.

f-g-

V
30.9.67

13.10.67

Bayston Hill: 52°43'N. 2°45'W. (Shropshire) DPLW
Sandwich Bay (Kent) 195m. SE.

juv.

V
11.7.66

20.9.67

Tytherton: 5 i®28'N. 2°05'W. (Wiltshire) JCR
Dungeness (Kent) 145 m. ESE.

f-g-

/?/

29.8.67

22.10.67

Cholsey: 5i°34'N. i®o9'W. (Berkshire) OOS
Irissary: 43°i6'N. i°i4'W. (Basses Pj'rences) France (9th)

f.g.

+
14.10.67

11. 11.67

Kempton Park: 5 i°25'N. o®24'W. (Middlesex) HRS
Las Arenas: 43°i9'N. 3°oo'W. (Vizcaya) Spain

juv.

V
17.8.66

30.9.67

Chew Lake: 5i°2o'N. 2°38'W. (Somerset) CVRS
Kempton Park (Middlesex) 95m. E.

ad.

+
17.3.66

0.11.67

Lundy: 5i°i2'N. 4°4o'W. (Devon)
Oliveira dc Azemeis: 40°49'N. 8°z8'W. (Beira Litoral) Portugal
(nth)

f-g-

V
9.4.64

18.6.67

Dungeness: 5o°5 5'N. o°59'E. (Kent)
Warsop (Nottingham) i8om. NW.

::overy of a Chiffchaff in Switzerland is striking enough, but that it should be
eer is even more remarkable. Of the several interesting movements within

^kitain and Ireland, note particularly PA7454, an apparent case of returning

ards after ‘overshooting’ on spring passage.

Wood Warbler (Phylloscopus sibilatrix) (i
;

year)

pull.

X
6.7.67

29.8.67

Haslemere:
5 i°o6'N. o°42'W. (Surrey) PGD

San Marcello: 44°03'N. io°47'E. (Pistoia) Italy (7th)

Goldcrest {^egulus regulus) (8 ; 3 miles
; i year)

f-g. c?

X
8.9.66

25.3.67

Toothill: 53‘’4z'N. i°47'W. (York) TDB
Bailleul: 50°3i'N. 2°23'E. (Pas de Calais) France (ist)

f-g- (?

X
13.10.66

26.3.67

Spurn Point: 53°35'N. o°c6'E. (York)
Montfaucon: 47°i7'N. 7°03'E. (Berne) Sw-itzerland (ist)

f-g- (?

V
21.10.67

25.10.67

Spurn Point

Gibraltar Point (Lincoln) 35m. SSE.

f-g- $
V

28.3.67

2.10.67

Holkham: 52°58'N. o°48'E. (Norfolk) EJP
Lake Bukowo; 54°2i'N. i6°i7'E. (Koszalin) Poland (ist)

f-g-$

X
27.10.66

24.10.67

Holme: 52®58'N. o°33'E. (Norfolk) HBO
Brudager: 5 5°o7'N. io°4i'E. (Fyn) Denmark (2nd)
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PB0674 f-g. ?
V

22.10.66

15.4.67

Sandwich Bay
;
5i°i7'N. i°2o'E. (Kent)

Batdsey (Caernarvon) 280m. WNW.
AS80J06 f-g.?

X
2.3.67

(28.6.67)

Possingworth
:
5o°38'N. o°i2'E. (Sussex) GRM

Bishopton (Renfrew) 400m. NW.
The recoveries from Switzerland and Poland are particularly striking, but diffjc

to evaluate. Continental Goldcrests are probably annual winter visitors to Briia

but the numbers arriving—and possibly the areas of origin—seem to vary cc

siderably from one year to another. Reports from bird observatories showed d
unusually large numbers of Goldcrests were moving on the east coast of Engla
during October 1967.

Firecrest {Kegulus ignicapillus) (i
;

year)

f-g- <? 31.10.67 Dungeness: 5 o°55'N. o°39'E. (Kent)

0 31.12.67 Irun: 43°2o'N. i°48'W. (Guipuzcoa) Spain (ist)

This is the first recovery of a British-ringed Firecrest (out of a total of 467 mark

by the end of 1967).

Spotted Flycatcher {Muscicapa striata) (14; 100 miles; 6-^ years)

HH11231 ad.

+
28.8.66

13.9.67

LowHauxley: 55°i9'N. i “3
3
'W. (Northumberland) NRG

Corfu: c. 39°45'N. i9°43'E. Greece (ist)

P22937 istW.
X

13.8.64
c. 7.8.67

Calf of Man: 3
4^03 'N. 4°49'W.

La Reole: 44°35'N. o°o2'W. (Gironde) France (7th)

HH89JIJ ad.

+
23.6.67

c. 10.9.67

Wollaton: 52°58'N. i°i
3
'W. (Nottingham) ARG

La Carlota: 37°4i'N. 4°56'W. (Cordoba) Spain

AS48721 ad.

X
8.8.63

(26.3.67)

Bardsey: 52°46'N. 4°48'W. (Caernarvon)
Schull (Cork) 215m. WSW.

HC38132 ad,

V
22.3.66

30.5.67

Bardsey
Athenry (Galway) 170m. W.

N93319 ad.

V
13.3.64

6.3.67

Great Saltee
: 3 2°o7'N. 6°3 3 'W. (Wexford) F&M

Skokholm (Pembroke) 65 m. ESE.

HJ8J848 )UV.

0
12.8.67

23.10.67

Kempton Park: 5 i°25'N. o°24'W. (Middlesex) HRS
Sanlucar: 36°46'N. 6°2i'W. (Cddiz) Spain

AS85115 istW.

-h

19.8.65

8.9.67

Lundy: 5i°i2'N. 4°4o'W. (Devon)
Tudelilla: 42°i7'N. 2°o7'W. (Logrono) Spain

N35 190 f-g-

X
12.9.63

20.9.67

Portland Bill: 5o°3i'N. 2°27'W. (Dorset)

Olhao: 37°oi'N. 7°5o'W. (Algarve) Portugal (loth)

The bird recovered in Corfu was presumably of Continental origin and ringed as

drift migrant to Britain.

HJ8222J

Pied Flycatcher {Ficedula hjpoleuca) (16; 50 miles; 4 years)

pull. 26.6.67 Dipton: 54°53'N. i°46'W. (Northumberland) NRG
X 13.10.67 Langoiran: 44°42'N. o°2

1
'W. (Gironde) France (12th)

HJ240J9 pull.

X
18.6.67

24.8.67

Cilcain: 53°ii'N. 3°i4'W. (Flint) MRG
Puente del Puerto: 43°09'N. 9°07'W. (Coruna) Spain (14th)

HB89J17 istW.

+
29.8.66

17.9.67

Gibraltar Point: 53°o6'N. o°zi'E. (Lincoln)

Braganga: 4i°48'N. 6°45'W. (Tras os Montes) Portugal

AS90118 pull.

+
2.6.66

1.3.67

Parkend: 5i°46'N. 2°
3
3 'W. (Gloucester) EGl

Setif: 36°! I'M. 5°24'E. (Constantine) Algeria (ist)

AS90126 pull.

X
2.6.66

3.3.67

Parkend BC
Le Havre: 49°3o'N. o°o8'E. (Seine Maritime) France (i 3*l'l
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i istW. 23.8.66 Lundy:
5 i°I 2'N. 4°4o'W. (Devon)

0 5.6.67 Moscow, SW suburbs: 55°43'N. 37°33'E. U.S.S.R. (ist)

tl the recovery of a British-ringed Pied Flycatcher in Moscow seems very

iraible, Russian-ringed ones from the same area are recovered in Portugal

i Jtumn. One may deduce that AS85 385 was of Russian origin and arrived as

migrant to Britain: reports from bird observatories showed that this

I was unusually abundant on the east coast of England during the last ten

/ August 1966.

Dunnock (Prunella modularis) (126; 15 miles; 6^ years)

1 '

)

ad. 25 .4.66

V 18.2.67

f-g- 2.10.65

V 1 1.1 1.67

i '*4 f-g- 1 1.5.66

X 3.4.67

Fair Isle: 59°32'N. i°37'W. (Shetland)

Soumoulou: 43®i6'N. o°ii'W. (Basses P\'renees) France (4th)

Isle of May: 56°n'N. 2°33'W. (Fife)

Herve: 50°38'N. 5°48'E. (Liege) Belgium (ist)

Isle of May
Hawick (Roxburgh) 33m. SSW.

( nave been only six other foreign recoveries of this species in the 58 years

t irnging started. The one in the Basses Pyrenees is much the most southerly

reported.

1

i iS2

Meadow Pipit (Anthus pratensis) (14; 10 miles; 5^ years)

f.g. 25.9.66 Ilkley:
5 3'>56'N. i°49'W.(York) WNS

X (19.1.67) Ryarsh (Kent) 200m. SE.

f.g. 19.9.65 Minsmere: 5 2°I4'N. i°37'E. (Suffolk) HEA
+ (20.6.67) Khouribga: 32°54'N. 6°57'W. Morocco (6th)

I'l pull. 2.8.67 Frensham: 5 i°io'N. o°48'W. (Surrey) PGD
X 10.12.67 Yarmouth, Isle of Wight. 43m. SW.

! ittion, there were four recoveries in Spain and two in Portugal, making the

: tor those countries 87 and 78 respectively.

Rock Pipit (Anthus spinoletta) (3 ;
i^ years)

'll pull.

X
5.6.65

27.3.67

Fair Isle: 59°32T<[. i “3 7'W. (Shetland)

North Berwick (East Lothian) 240m. SSW.

'1 pull.

X
22.6.67

f. 25.9.67

Fair Isle

Tankerness, Kirkwall (OrknejO 55m. SW.

a istW.
V

30.8.67

28.11.67

Fair Isle

Deerness (Orkney) 55 m. SW.

Ao

Pied/White Wagtail (Motacilla alba) (76; 100 miles; 6^ years)

ad. 1.9.66 Keir: 5 5°I4'N. 3°48'W. (Dumfries) NSRG
X 8.12.67 Rennes: 48°o6'N. i°4o'W^ (Ille et Vilaine) France

/ juv.

+
11.7.66

(21.2.67)

Carnforth: 54°o8'N. 2°46'W. (Lancashire) MBRG
near Sidi Brahim: c. 33°ooTSI. 8°3o'W. Morocco (4th)

istW.
X

16.9.66

c. 26.1.67

Carnforth MBRG
Lorient: 47°45'N. 3°2i'W. (Morbihan) France

i-i5 f-g-

V
5.2.64

27.6.67

Ferrybridge: 53°43'N. i°i5'W. (York) CW
Longmom, Elgin (Moray) 280m. NNW.

'17 ad.

X
23.9.66

(25.3.67)

Shifnal: 52°4i'N. 2°2 2'W. (Shropshire) PD
Carrazedo: 4i°34'N. 7°a6'W. (Tras os Montes) Portugal
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AKI206I f-g- d
X

16.1.65

17.8.67

Birmingham: 52°3i'N. i “5 o'W. (Warwick) EJP
Bighouse, Melvich (Sutherland) 425 m. N.

HEI9666 ad. (J

X
7.1.67

21.8.67

Birmingham EJP
Rosehall, Invershin (Sutherland) 390m. NNW.

HE1J77J ad. 3
X

4.2.67

c. 10.8.67

Birmingham ELW
Deskryshiel, Strathdon (Aberdeen) 330m. N.

HB87317 ad.

+
8.4.66

0.11.67

Chew Lake: 5i°2o'N. 2°38'W. (Somerset) CVRS
Murtosa: 4o°43'N. 8°38'W. (Beira Litoral) Portugal

The wagtails from Ferrybridge and Birmingham were captured while roosting

industrial buildings, to which they were apparently attracted by the warmi
HB87317 was identified as Motacilla a. alba.

Grey Wagtail {Motacilla cinerea) (4; 10 miles; 2^ years)

yiSpi^p6 pull.

X
26.5.67 Colinton:

5
5°54'N. 3 °i6'W. (Midlothian) IVBP

(13.12.67) Leintwardine (Hereford) 245m. S.

SC75807 juv.

V
30.7.64

21.5.67

Addingham: 53°57'N. i°53'W. (York) WNS
Llanferres (Denbigh) 75m. SW.

AX00899 fg-
V

23.12.65

24.6.67

Cholsey: 5i°34'N. i°09'W. (Berkshire) OOS
West Burton (York) 190m. N.

Yellow Wagtail ssp. {Motacilla flava) (16; 80 miles; 4-^ years)

HKzjjzp juv.

X
22.7.67

18.9.67

Wigan: 53°33'N. 2°38'W. (Lancashire) MRG
Ilhavo: 4o°35'N. 8°4o'W. (Beira Litoral) Portugal

HK07215 f-g-

X
5.8.67

15.9.67

Shotton: 53°i2'N. 3°02'W. (Flint) MRG
St. Brieuc: 48°3i'N. 2°45'W. (Cotes du Nord) France (8th)

ASpijpz ad. (?

/?/

4.5.65

(27.4.67)

Abberton: 5i°5o'N. o°53'E. (Essex)

Tirig: 40°2 5'N. o°o5'E. (Castellon) Spain (19th)

AS72478 juv.

+
20.8.65

r. 1 5.4.67

Abberton
Alfaro: 42°ii'N. i°45'W. (Logroho) Spain (20th)

HH41288 juv.

+
21.8.67

17.9.67

Abberton
Ilhavo, Portugal

HE428J1 juv.

X(=
31.7.66

d)c-i7-4-67

near Hoddesdon: 5 i°47'N. o°oo' (Hertford) RMRG,
El Kelaa des M’gouna

:
32°02'N. (Ouarzazate) Mtwoci

(8th)

HC04447 juv.

+
8.8.67

0.9.67

Stanford le Hope:
5
i°3i'N. o°26'E. (Essex) MPT

Esmoriz: 40°57'N. 8°37'W. (Beira Litoral) Portugal

ABioSpp ad. S
X

3.9.62

11.3.67

Bickton: 50°56'N. i°48'W. (Hampshire) JA
Bouskoura: 33°25'N. 7°39'W. (Casablanca) Morocco (9th)

Map 2 on page 490 shows the 14 recoveries in Africa to the end of 1967.

Starling {Sturnus vulgaris') (924; lo-^- years)

Published in full are the foreign and distant movements of Starlings of presume

British stock and a rare example of movement between Britain and Ireland.

CK/42/7 juv.

+
2.7.66

7.5.67

Spurn Point: 53°35'N. o°o6'E. (York)
La Chapelle: 47°37'N. o°i8'W. (Maine et Loire) France

CVi8p70 juv.

X
6.6.67

12.8.67

Cleethorpes: 5 3°34'N. o°o2'W. (Lincoln)

Farr (Inverness) 310m. NNW.
CRG

CS4JS48 juv.

X
25.6.67

30.12.67

Hunstanton: 52°57'N. o°3o'E. (Norfolk)

Coldingham (Berwick) 225m. NW.
HBO
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n) ad. <J 8.1.66 Stock:
5 i°4i'N. o°z6'E. (Essex) AGH

0 23.1.67 Hacketstown (Carlow) 300m. WNW.
~

44 juv. 16.7.66 Elm Park;
5 i°32'N. o°ii'E. (Essex) RRS

/?/ (23.5.67) Noyelles: 50°i 7'N. 3°23'E. (Nord) France

t I of 144 foreign recoveries, together with 220 and 151 held over from 1965

d >6 respectively, are summarised in table O.

Table O—Countries and months of recoveries of Starlings

Hi recovery Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Noy Dec ?

u 4 - - - 2 3
_ 1 3

_

4 - 9) 2 - I - 1 1 3
- 1 24 16 - -

bi *(69) 3 7 5 11 9 7 8 4 4 5 2 4 -

ir Jog) 4 4 9 8 M ‘5 21 6 5 12 4 2 4

t -| 7) 2 4 ‘5 2 4 5 6 2 4 - 1 1

T 4 t)
- -

5 11 3 6 -
3 3

- - - X

& : •)
- -

4 6 0 9 6 3 4 - - - 1

U )
- 2 7 3 2 - - - 2 2 2 -

i . :» (58) - - 2 14 3 5 2 4 2 2 I 2

- - 10 7 6 2 4 2 - - - -

L 6)
- -

3 14 18 9 - 6 4 - - 1

See footnote to table A

Greenfinch {Carduelis chloris) (613; 150 miles
; 7^ years)

istw. d
X

3.4.63

14.3.67

Friskney:
3
3*04'N. o°ii'E. (Lincoln) JRM

Eastbourne (Sussex) i6om. S.

r juv. d
0

7.9.66

30.1.67

Rhydwyn: 3 3°22'N. 2°32'W. (Anglesey) M&G
Balbriggan (Dublin) 70m. WNW.

ad. d
X

9.1.66

11.3.67

Luton: 3i°53'N. o°25'W. (Bedford) SWR
Redcar(York) 190m. N.

*6 istw. d
X

3.4.66

28.3.67

Great Holland: 5 i°49'N. i°i3'E. (Essex) THW
Estaimbourg: 5o°4i'N. 3°i8'E. (Hainaut) Belgium (4th)

«6 ad.$
X

18.12.63

(6.1.65)

South Weald:
5 i°37'N. o°i6'E. (Essex) MPT

La Fresnaye: 48'’27'N. o°i5'E. (Sarthe) France

Goldfinch {Carduelis carduelis') (43 ;
80 miles; 2-^ years)

1 of 32 foreign recoveries are summarised in table P.

Table P—Countries and months of recoveries of Goldfinches

•f recovery] Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

;
5) 22-2 I-I--48 I

See footnote to table A

46

7

Siskin {Carduelis spinus) (i i
;
i^ year)

ad. (J 16.4.66 Walton on Thames: 5 i°24'N. o°23'W. (Surrey) GHG
xA 14.1.67 De Bilt: 52°o6'N. 3°i I'E. (Utrecht) Netherlands (2nd)

istW. d I-3-67 Weybridge: 3 i°22'N. o°28'W. (Surrey') GHG
X 29.12.67 Poitiers: 46°35'N. o°2o'E. (Vienne) France (ist)

istW. d 18.3.67 Weybridge GHG
X 17.6.67 Andebu: 5

9°2oTSI. io°o8'E. (Vestfold) Norway (2nd)
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HH66760 ad. d
V

18.3.67

19.4.67

Weybridge DAB
Solingen: 5i°io'N. 7°o5'E. (Nordrhein-Westfalen) Gennan

(ist)

HB6; 64 i f.g.?

X
13.3.66

27.8.67

Brandon: 52°24'N. i°24'W. (Warwick) AWE
Vuori: 6i°04'N. 22°32'E. (Turku ja Pori) Finland (ist)

In addition, there were six recoveries in Belgium in October and Novembei
bringing the total for that country to 20. ,

Linnet {Acanthis cannabind) (9 1 ; 5
years)

HE/PJI2 f.g. 2.10.66 Shrewsbury: 52°43'N. 2°45'W. (Shropshire) M&G
X 3 -I -67 Montalegre: 41 °49'N. 7°48'W. (Tras os Montes) Portugal (jni

Twenty-eight recoveries in France and 1 8 in Spain will be tabulated in a future report

HJ86234

HC44922

AR64475

Twite (^Acanthisflavirostris) (5 ; 3 5
miles; 2-^ years)

pull. 30.6.67

{){=<$) 21.10.67

pull. II.6. 66

v(=d) 11.2.67

f.g.? 7.3.65

V 6.5.67

Whitegate: 53°32'N. 2°oo'W. (York) S&B
Rumst: 5i°o5'N. 4°25'E. (Antwerpen) Belgium (2nd)

Tintwistle: 53°28'N. i “5 8'W. (Cheshire) S&B
Benington, Boston (Lincoln) 90m. ESE.

Gibraltar Point: 53°o6'N. o°2i'E. (Lincoln)

Crowden (Cheshire) 93m. WNW.

Redpoll {Acanthisflammed) (24; 60 miles; 4^ years)

juv. 7.8.66 Keir: 5 5°I4'N. 3°48'W. (Dumfries) NSRG
/?/ (10.4.67) Fox-Amphoux: 43°35'N. 6°o6'E. (Var) France (loth)
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1.92 f.g. 12.9.67 Keir NSRG
V 8.10.67 Ruislip (Middlesex) 290m. SE.

\-774 ad. $ 17.10.65 Siddington: 5 3°i4'N. 2°i4'W. (Cheshire) S&B
X (3.6.67) Balavil, Kingussie (Inverness) 275m. NNW.

5302 f.g. ? 2.10.66 Cobham: 5i°2o'N. o°2 5'W. (Surrey) PJM
0 0.4.67 St. Helens (Lancashire) 175m. NW.

ther 17 were recovered in Belgium, bringing the total for that country to 123:

[previous years, most of these were caught and caged.

Chaffinch {Fringilla coelebs){i\^\ loo miles; 9^2- years)

L :i34 f-g. (? 14.10.66 Spurn Point: 5 3°3
5
'N. o°o6'E. (York)

I V r. 23.2.67 Delgany (Wicklow) 255m. W.

1 ad. $ 15. II. 64 Glazebrook:
5 3°27T\I. 2°27'W. (Lancashire) MRG

X (i-7 -^l) Hunstanton (Norfolk) 125m. ESE.

li 58 f-g- d 13.3.66 Billericay
: 5 i°38'N. o°25'E. (Essex) PJW

V 8.1.67 Frampton-on-Severn (Gloucester) 1 20m. W.

ty-one recoveries from various foreign localities will be tabulated in a future

•t.

Brambling {Fringi/la montifringilla) (35; 50 miles
; 5 ^ years)

|,8i f.g. $ 3.4.66

V 15.1.67

:242 f.g. $ 4.12.65

X 15.12.67

:t93 istW. 28.12.65

V 12.1.67

.411 ad. (J 28.1.67

V 2.11.67

\'6z ad. (J 14.12.66

V 7.11.67

<>29 istW. 28.12.66

V 26.10.67

79 istW. d 19.2.67

X 23.4.67

',’19 f.g. $ 9.4.67

-F 18. II.67

'G istW. 27.1.67

V 5.11.67

03 ad. $ I 5 -4.67

X 23.7.67

’98 istW'. d 3.12.66

-f 31.10.67

91 f.g. $ 17.12.66

V 14.10.67

!:48 istW. 1.1.67

V 15.3.67

Seaton Delaval:
5 5°04'N. i°3i'W. (Northumberland) B&C

Astley, Leigh (Lancashire) 115m. SSW.

Nunthorpe: 54°3o'N. i°io'W. (York) AB
Veenwouden: 53°i4'N. 6°oo'E. (Friesland) Netherlands (6th)

Nunthorpe AB
Wattenscheid: 5i°27'N. 7°07'E. (Nordrhein-Westfalen) Ger-
many (5 th)

Nunthorpe TAB
Kroonspolders

:
53°i6'N. 4°58'E. Vlieland, Netherlands (7th)

Skelton: 5 3°59'N. i°o7'W. (York) SPS
Vlieland: 53°i6'N. 4°58'E. Netherlands (8th)

Rixton: 5 3°27'N. 2°27'W. (Lancashire) MRG
Recoaro Terme: 43°42'N. ii°i3'E. f\hcenza) Italy (2nd)

Burton: 53°i6'N. 3°oz'W. (Cheshire) MRG
Nordborg: 5

5°04'N. 9°4i'E. Als, Denmark (2nd)

Skellingthorpe: 5
3°i4TSl. o°37'W. (Lincoln) A&P

Arcugnano: 45°3o'N. ii°3i'E. (\hcenza) Italy (3rd)

Shotton: 5 3°i2'N. 3°oz'W. (Flint) MRG
Westenschouwen

:
5i°4i'N. 3°43'E. (Zeeland) Netherlands

(9th)

Dersingham: 52°5i'N. o°3i'E. (Norfolk) WAC
near Roros: 62°35'N. ii°23'E. (Sor Trondelag) Norw'ay (2nd)

Hinstock: 52°5i'N. 2°z8'W. (Shropshire) JML
Pacengo: 45°3o'N. io°44'E. (Verona) Italy (4th)

Hinstock MP
yCassenaar: 5 2°o8'N. 4°2o'E. (Zuid Holland) Netherlands

(loth)

Hinstock JML
Boughton, Downham Market (Norfolk) 113m. E.
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HA99}I4 istW. ?
+

27.10.65

16.10.67

Bardsey: 52°46'N. 4°48'W. (Caernarvon)
Montese: 44°i6'N. io°37'E. (Modena) Italy (5th)

ASjiSjo f-g- c?

+
12.3.66 Leziate:

5 2°45TS1.o°3o'E. (Norfolk) JFWB
(22.12.67) Serrieres: 43°i9'N. 4°45'E. (Ardeche) France (12th)

HH629JJ ad. $
X

13.3.67

16.8.67

Boughton; 52°35'N. o°3o'E. (Norfolk) GRMP
Bergseng: 6i°02'N. io°32'E. (Hedmark) Norway (3rd)

HJi9ii4 istW. ?
+

15.1.67

26.12.67

Elm Park: 5 i°32'N. o°i I'E. (Essex) RRS
Allons; 44°i2'N. o°03'W. (Lot et Garonne) France (13th)

HB78411 ad.

+
9.1.66

10.1.67

Bicknor: 3i°i8'N. o°4o'E. (Kent) MKRG
Graveson: 43°3i'N. 4°47'E. (Bouches du Rhone) France (141!

A further twelve were recovered in Belgium in October-December. This is by £j

the largest number of Brambling recoveries to be reported in a single year, th

movements to eastern France and Italy being of particular interest—see map 6 i

the 1966 report (Br/V. Birds, 60: 472).

Reed Bunting (Emberi^a schoeniclus) (48 ; 3 5
miles

; 6^ years)

HA90130 istW.
X

9.1.66

3.9.67

LowHauxley: 55°i9'N. i “3
3
'W. (Northumberland) NRG

Skage: 64°a8'N. ii°45'E. (Nord Trondelag) Norway (ist)

HE79192 juv.

V(= C?)

17.6.67

8.10.67

Crag Bank: 34°o8'N. 2°46'W., Carnforth (Lancashire)

Astley (Lancashire) 50m. SSE.
MBR(

HCp/pi^ f.g.?

X
28.1.67

25.6.67

Knaresborough
: 3 4°o 1 'N. i °2 8 'W. (York) KRS

Saxilby (Lincoln) 65m. SE.

AC82669 ad.

V
14.10.62

16.6.67

Killamarsh: 5 3°i9'N. i°i9'W. (Derby) SNHS
Willington (Derby) 35m. SSW.

The recovery of HA90130 lends prompt support to the suggestion made in th

1966 report that there is a regular passage of Scandinavian Reed Buntings throug

Britain.

House Sparrow (Passer domesficus) (^06 ; 30 miles; 10^ years)

BAppSp2 juv. c?

X
3.8.65

27.4.67

Knaresborough: 54°oi'N. i°28'W. (York) KRS
Crossgates, Scarborough (York) 46m. ENE.

ARJ040P f.g. c?

+
25.10.64

1.5.67

Spurn Point: 53°35'N. o°o6'E, (York)
York, 33m. WNW.

AK6p947 f.g.?

X A (oiii]

6.2.65

2.4.67

Cleethorpes: 5 3°34'N. o°02'W. (Lincoln) KR
Skegness (Lincoln) 32m. SE.

BE06605 istW. ?
X

3 1. 10.66

24.10.67

Tetney Lock: 33°29'N. o°oi'W. (Lincoln) CRG
Skellingthorpe (Lincoln) 33m. SW.

AKj22pp istW.
X

2.11.64

11.2.67

Gibraltar Point: 53°o6'N. o°2i'E. (Lincoln)

Norwich (Norfolk) 5 2m. SE.

BB07267 ad. cJ

X
28.4.66

19.3.67

Ancaster: 52°39'N. o°32'W. (Lincoln) JJL
Lakenheath (Suffolk) 37m. SE.

Tree Sparrow (Passer montanus) (31 ; 30 miles; 5^ years)

HH82522 f.g.

V
8.10.67

21.10.67

Gibraltar Point: 53°o6'N. o°2i'E. (Lincoln)

Spurn Point (York) 33 m. N.

P27P0S f.g.

X c.

13.3.63

2.10.67

Elm Park: 3i°32'N. o°ii'E. (Essex) RRS
Gosfield (Essex) 30m. NE.

AS26I44 istW.
V

8.9.64

23.7.67

Dungeness: 3o°53'N. o°59'E. (Kent)

Streat, Ditchling (Sussex) 47m. W.
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Bluethroat nesting in Scotland

J. J. D. Greenwood

The first recorded British nest of the Bluethroat Luscima svecica was

found in the Moray Basin faunal area of Scotland on 13th June 1968

by Miss G. M. Bartlett, Dr. M. J. Cotton, S. R. Pepper and myself.

The habitat was an acid marsh in which sedges Carex and reeds

Vhragmites were dominant. The current year’s growth was pushing up,

though only sparingly near the nest, through the mat of dead vegetation

which covered most of the area. In places there were sections of open

water and here and there clumps of willows Salix up to six feet high.

At 09.50 BST on 13 th June the four of us were walking along a path

which crossed the marsh when a ‘red-tailed’ bird flew into a bush some

1 5
yards away. It stayed in this bush for much of the next half-hour,

clearly in view. It also fed on the open area of dead vegetation immedi-

ately in front of us and for almost five minutes perched on top of a

post only ten yards away. It was thus easy to make detailed notes and

to identify it as a female Bluethroat. In fact, the distinctive facial pattern

and reddish sides to the base of the tail—its most obvious characteris-

tics—were alone sufficient for sure identification. Its posture was rather

upright, with drooping wings and cocked tail, the latter being flicked

frequently as the bird hopped about. It occasionally uttered one or other

of two calls, a high-pitched seep and a chat-chat.

Eventually M.J.C. crawled towards the bird to photograph it. There-

upon it became very ‘agitated’ and started calling more frequently,

using the chat-chat call especially. Thinking that there might be a nest

close by, we searched briefly under the nearer willows. We found

nothing, so abandoned this unlikely idea and left the area. Of necessity,

however, we returned that way about an hour later. We stopped, hoping

for further views of the bird, and it flushed at our feet. S.R.P. quickly

found the nest under the lower end of a dead branch, the other end of

which rested on a fence. It was hidden by a mass of dead stems and

was itself made of such stems, lined with fine, dead grasses. The

diameter and depth of the cup were both about five or six centimetres.

It contained three warm eggs, slightly smaller than those of the Robin

Erithacus rubecula and coloured rather like those of the Blackbird Turdus

merula except that the brown markings were somewhat concentrated

toward the blunter pole. The species being too rare to be on Schedule

I of the Protection of Birds Act 1967, we were able to photograph the

nest, but hurried off immediately we had done this. (This, incidentally,

illustrates an anomaly of the present law.)

At 18.00 on the next day, 14th June, G.M.B, walked quickly past the

nest and noted that there were four eggs, but the bird was not seen.



BLUETHROAT NESTING IN SCOTLAND

j
1 jrther visits were made by other observers and myself on 17th,

)
:3th and 23rd June. The female was incubating four eggs on the 17th

'id six on the 20th. On the 23rd there were still six eggs, but the bird

;as not seen. On 14th July, by which date there should have been
ulf-grown young in the nest, we found only fragments of the egg-

ledls. Tiny tooth-marks on the shells and a tunnel through the bottom
'' the nest suggested that the eggs had been eaten by a field mouse
Vpodernus sp. or shrew Sorex sp.

Two peculiar features of this episode are that the male was apparently

I'ver seen and that laying was somewhat irregular. These may both

ave been caused by the male’s being absent: the female could have

..•en unmatcd or the male could have been killed after mating. On the

I her hand, the male is said by some (e.g. D. A. Bannerman, 1953-63,

be Birds oj the British Isles, vol. 3) to be nocturnal during incubation,

xt again, some Bluethroat males are so poorly marked that it is

jssible that a male was seen without being recognised as such,

fhatever the cause of the lack of observations of an apparent male, it

unfortunate, since we cannot tell to which race the bird we saw
:tlonged. The most likely possibility is the red-spotted nominate race

: Scandinavia and the rest of northern Fiurasia. In that case the record

'Ould fit in with the recent apparent tendency for Scandinavian birds

• ' colonise Scotland. Redwings Turdus iliacus and Wood Sandpipers

rringa glareola seem to be well-established breeders; Snowy Owls
dyctea scandiaca and Fieldfares Turdus pilaris bred in 1967 and 1968;

rramblings Tringilla montifringilla have been seen in mid-summer. If

IX trend is real, perhaps Bluethroats will nest again.

Studies of less familiar birds

15 1. Red-spotted Bluethroat

Photographs hy M. D. PLtigland, Uric Hosking,

J. B. and S. Bottoniley and C. C. Doncaster

(Plates 59-62)

Tie Bluethroat Lusduia srecica breeds from Scandinavia right across

• urasia to eastern Alaska, south to central Spain, north Jugoslavia

ud north Afghanistan. The northernmost and widest spread of the

cght or nine races involved—which, among other differences, have

rxast spots varying from chestnut to white (or absent)—is the Red-

''Otted h. s. srecica, shown on plates 59-62. This is an arctic form

und mainly north of 6o°N and extending even to y6°N, and it is

uaracteristic of the tundra and the northern swamps dotted with

Tch and willow scrub. There its rich and varied song, surpassing

5^5
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that of a Nightingale L. megarhjnchos, is one of the dominant sounds.

In Britain the species is a rare spring and scarce autumn migrant,

always difficult to see, but, as recorded on pages 524-525, a nest

was found in Scotland in 1968. It could be that, like the Redwing
Turdus iliacus and the Wood Sandpiper Tringa glanola, this species

is starting to colonise Scotland from Scandinavia, or it may just have

been a flash in the pan; populations vary much from year to year.

Dowdy males and bright females can be difficult to distinguish and

it is possible that the Scottish male was overlooked, though it is

perhaps as likely that the female was unmated or had lost her mate.

The main characters of bird and nest (including the stick ‘portal’)

are noted on plates 59-62. The Bluethroat’s shape and behaviour

show a close affinity to the Robin Erithacus rubecula and both are

now sometimes put in the same genus : like Robins, both sexes sing in

winter (M. D. England). Courtship and threat include a pipit-like

song-flight; throwing back the head to show the throat colour;

spreading the tail to flash the rufous panels; wader-like chases over

the ground; and aerial somersaults. I. J. Ferguson-Lees

Notes
Canada Goose taking over and hatching Mallard’s eggs.—In 1967,

on the Amalgamated Roadstone Corporation’s gravel workings at

Dungeness, Kent, two out of three pairs of Canada Geese Branta

canadensis produced young from clutches of six and seven eggs. The

third pair started to build a nest on a low-lying shingle island largely

covered with hairy willow herb Epilohium hirsutuni and some bramble

Kubus. This island was shared with a colony of Common Terns Sterna

hinmdo and Black-headed Gulls Earns ridibundus, as well as two pairs

each of Moorhens Gallinula chloropus and Mallards Anas platyrhynchos.

The female goose was building only about five yards from one of the

Mallards and in late April, five days after she had last been recorded

attending her still unfinished nest, she was seen to be sitting on the

Mallard’s incomplete clutch of six eggs. The female Mallard made at

least one attempt to return to her nest, but was easily driven off by the

incubating goose. The latter continued to sit, adding her own down
to the nest, and in late May hatched four of the eggs, but the duck-

lings died from unknown causes within 48 hours. R. E. Scott

Bird predators feeding at autumn roosts.—With reference to the

note by Roderick C. Faulkner, Richard Frost Lee and Julian C. Rolls

(Brit. Birds, 61: 134), the following evidence of predators feeding at

autumn roosts in estuarine habitats at the edge of the New Forest,

Hampshire, may be of interest. In the autumns of 1961 and 1962,
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while studying a roost of about 200,000 Starlings Sturnus vulgaris in

willow’ scrub and reeds by the River Test at Testwood, I saw either one

(Or two Hobbies ¥alco subbuteo hunting on three evenings. The flocks of

.''Starlings, largely immatures, used to perform the typical aerial move-
rments above the roost—expanding and contracting, snaking and w’eav-

i:ing about the sky—and the Hobbies w’ould attack from a height, by
ssplitting a flock or by diving past Starlings in the trees, in either case

ssingling one out in the panic and seizing it in the air; three actual kills

’.were seen. Both Kestrels F. tinnunculus and Sparrowhaw’ks Accipiter

\nisus used also to chase Starlings at this roost. Incidentally, the social

cchatter of the Starlings heard from a hide near the centre w’as at times

.lalmost unbearable, but an abrupt silence was the usual indication of a

.predator approaching.

I have also watched low'^-level hunting by Hobbies at Dibden Bay, a

liarge expanse of bare mud on Southampton Water where great num-
ibers of gulls and waders and some passerines roost. On 26th August

11963 an immature Hobby chased roosting flights of Meadow Pipits

Anthus pratensis. Yellow Wagtails Motacilla flava and Pied Wagtails

'M. alba before striking down one of the last. On 10th August 1967
.another Hobby made several attacks on a high-water wader roost

tthere and seized a Dunlin Calidris alpina and a Ringed Plover

(Charadrius hiaticula.

A pair of Barn Owds Tyto alba studied during 1965 at Nursling gravel

ipit, Hampshire, regularly disturbed the communal autumn roosts of

IHouse Sparrows Passer domesticus. Starlings and Pied Wagtails {Bird

''Study, 14: 169-183). Analysis of 140 pellets throughout the year

rrevealed that 23 out of a total of 29 birds were taken between July and

.''September. Further, of 109 skulls of birds recovered from 14 batches

I of pellets from diflPerent parts of southern England, the 57 identified

were of largely communal roosting species. They included 30 House
.'•Sparrows, eleven Starlings, four Pied Wagtails, a Chaffinch Pringilla

coelebs, four unidentified finches, a Song Thrush Turdus philomelos,

a Blackbird T. merula, two unidentified thrushes, a Robin Erithacus

rubecula, a Skylark Alauda arvensis and an unidentified warbler.

It seems likely that all the four predator species mentioned above

rregularly visit autumn roosts of passerines or waders w’here large

-numbers of mainly immature birds are available. D. E. Glue

'Merlins associating with roosting Starlings.—The recent note by

Roderick C. Faulkner, Richard Frost Lee and Julian C. Rolls on
IHobbies Falco subbuteo persistently preying on roosting Starlings

Sturnus vulgaris {Brit. Birds, 61 : 134) reminds me of some observations I

made on Merlins F. columbarius, particularly in the winter of 1965/66.

On the reserve owned by the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds

at Dungeness, Kent, an isolated overgrowm area of willows Sali.x sp.
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is regularly used as a winter roost by several communal species. In

1965/66 there were several hundred Starlings, as well as lesser numbers
of Fieldfares Turdus pilaris, Woodpigeons Columha palumhus. Stock

Doves C. oenas and Magpies Pica pica. Each time that I visited the site at

dusk I saw up to four Merlins amongst the Starlings: these would
either scatter arriving flocks or apparently enter the roost and cause a

mass of birds to circle above it. On no occasion, however, did I see a

Merlin actually take a Starling and I did not even find any evidence to

suggest that they might have caught any. On one evening at least the

Merlins seemed also to be ‘playing’ in the air with Magpies arriving at

the roost. In the late autumn of 1966 I made a number of similar

observations involving two or possibly three Merlins; that year,

however. Starlings ceased to roost at the site by December and the

Merlins no longer came there at dusk, although they remained on the

reserve. Similarly, Starlings were absent in 1967/68 (although other

species continued roosting) and the wintering Merlins failed to appear

in the evenings. R. E. Scott

Oystercatchers nesting on rubbish tip.—In 1966 and 1967 a pair of

Oystercatchers Haematopus osfralegus nested on Preston Corporation

rubbish tip by the Inner Kibble Marshes, Lancashire, being seen by

many observers including ourselves. In 1966 three eggs were laid and

hatched, and at least one young was fledged. In 1967 the first clutch

of four was destroyed by a bulldozer, but the female then laid a replace-

ment of two eggs, from which one chick hatched and was reared.

The tip covers about 250 yards by 150 yards and there is a constant

traffic of lorries. When an area has reached a certain level, soil is bull-

dozed over it and it was on such parts that the Oystercatchers nested,

as have two or three pairs of Lapwings Vanellus vaneUus in recent years.

We do not know any other record of Oystercatchers breeding on a

rubbish tip and it is interesting that they had some success despite the

disturbance, although they did not return in 1968.

M. E. and P. A. Greenhalgh

Collared Doves repeatedly attacking Song Thrush at nest.—At

3.50 p.m. BST on 17th July 1968, while passing through a court at the

University of Leeds, Yorkshire, I heard the excitement call of a Collared

Dove Streplope/ia decaocto and turned in time to see the bird fluttering

within inches of the nest of a Song Thrush Turdns philonielos, which was

situated some twelve feet above the ground in Virginia creeper on one

of the buildings and which contained four eggs. The incubating

thrush darted off the nest down to the ground, with the dove in pursuit,

and its alarm notes were taken up by its mate in a tree. The dove

returned to the nest and hovered on rapidly beating wings close by,

but did not alight. Another Collared Dove landed on a window ledge
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•not far away and showed interest. During the next 25 minutes the

thrush made four attempts to return to its nest. First it flew straight up
•from the ground, but from their position on the roof of one of the

buildings the doves saw it and were airborne before it alighted: one of

I them fluttered and called within six inches of the nest, drove the

occupant out and pursued it to the ground. At the second and third

attempts the thrush landed on the stonework of a window about eight

I feet from the nest and on the creeper two feet away, but in each case it

was chased off in the same manner. Its fourth attempt, another direct

• flight to the nest, was also frustrated. At 5.20 p.m. I returned to the court

. and within ten minutes saw the thrush try twice more in vain to go back.

Although I passed the place several times in the next two days,

I noted nothing exceptional, but at 3.20 p.m. on 20th July I again

heard the dove’s excitement call and was just in time to see it pursuing

I one of the thrushes to the ground. When the latter attempted to go back

to its nest, the dove drove it off. (Incidentally, on this and later occasions

'Only one dove was present.) At 11.55 the following day I saw

the dove swoop down from the roof and chase out the thrush. A House
Sparrow Passer domesticus flew to the nest and alighted on the edge

whereupon the thrush quickly drove it away and settled to incubate

without further interference from the dove, which did not disturb it

again during at least the next half hour. On 22nd July I was in the

court several times and saw nothing unusual, but at 5.15 p.m. on the

23rd the dove yet again chased the thrush from its nest; on this

occasion the thrush went back within three minutes and the dove did

not interfere any more, although it remained perched on the roof

for another half hour. From then until loth August, when the young

thrushes fledged, I saw no more of this behaviour although I was often

in the vicinity. At no time did the dove or doves act aggressively

towards the thrush once it was on the ground. Arthur Gilpin

Hooded and Carrion Crows roosting in reeds.—At dusk on 14th

August 1968, at Loch na Claise, Balchladich, Sutherland, I watched a

flock of nine Hooded Crows Corvus corone cornix fly down into a bed

of reed canary-grass Pbalar'is arundinacea, soon after some 70 Swallows

Hirundo rustica and 60 Starlings Sturnus vulgaris had settled there to

roost. For 10-15 minutes the crows were restless, hovering, settling

and rising again, presumably while locating a suitable roosting site,

though it is just possible that they were hunting as well (the Swallows

and Starlings were certainly disturbed, though the absence of alarm

calls indicated that none was caught). The crows eventually settled in

the recd-grass, probably on the ground. The area is virtually treeless

and it is likelv that the reed-grass oflered the best shelter. The Handbook

records Hooded Crows roosting in large numbers in long heather on

islands in lochs in the Outer Hebrides.
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On a few occasions in the winters of 1964/65 and 1965/66, at

Attenborough Nature Reserve, Nottinghamshire, I saw parties of up to

five Carrion Crows C. c. corone entering dry areas of reed sweet-grass

Gljceria maxima at dusk, presumably to roost, together with such birds

as Reed Buntings Emherii^a schoeniclus and Corn Buntings E. calandra.

At this site, however, far larger numbers of crows were roosting in

woodland near-by. B. D. Bell

Reviews
The Psychology of Birds. By Harold E. Burtt. Collier-Macmillan,
London, 1968. 242 pages; ii black-and-white illustrations. 55s.

This book is sub-titled ‘An Interpretation of Bird Behaviour’, but is,

in reality, an introduction to the subject. Perhaps the title is intended

to stimulate a North American readership, many of whom are likely

to profess to be amateur psychologists. Certainly it begins by draw-

ing several parallels with human activities and the informed reader

begins to get bothered at the implied or stated anthropomorphisms.

This first impression belies the main text, however, which it should be

remembered is written for the general reader, not necessarily the con-

firmed ornithologist, by an ex-Professor of Psychology who on
retirement took up bird-watching for relaxation. Here is a very succinct

introduction to bird behaviour, presented against a background of

natural selection and adaptation. The bird-watcher who decries

scientific ethology and is put off by the esoteric aspects of drive theory

and other conceptual difficulties, but who secretly yearns to under-

stand the subject, will really find this book of value. One of its achieve-

ments is that familiar everyday examples are used to illustrate ethological

principles and it deals with the host of questions the lay bird-watcher

often asks: Why are some birds more aggressive than others at the

bird table ? Do birds play ? Are birds intelligent ?

As a start, the sense organs possessed by birds and the stimuli

which they can receive are described. There follows a discussion of

when and how these stimuli will evoke responses, depending on what

internal drive (motive) is present in the bird. Innate and learned

behaviours are considered with particularly clear examples and,

against this background, such topics as sex, pair formation and breed-

ing behaviour, response to hunger and danger, social behaviour,

communication, family life, maintenance activities, ‘antisocial’ be-

haviour (such as parasitism), peck-orders and individual ‘personality’

are discussed. The worthwhile modern literature has been extremely

well covered and the pertinent examples are unobtrusively referenced.

Since the author is an American, the examples tend to relate to New
World species : this must be an attraction for anyone trying to acquire
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better understanding of bird life in another continent and ought
)i make the book very readable for the European ornithologist.

So many topics are covered that one feels the author could ill afford

i«s chapter on migration, especially in view of the misleading

rcevity of some of the factual statements in the book. For instance,

i.odern research indicates, contrary to the text, that there is little

imate discrimination in the selection of food by birds. A survival value

t: flocking is stated to be ‘that the group may locate food more readily

uan if the members foraged individually’. This is obviously untrue

1 1 that a group searching at random is not at any appreciable advantage

wer the individual and runs almost the same risk of extinction if

msuccessful. If in effect, however, individuals search independently

mtil one chances on food, gregarious responses and flocking can be

divantageous if other birds now respond to the fortunate one. Some
PDncepts are advanced which need more justification if they are to be

liken seriously. Thus there are suggestions that birds sometimes act

51 ‘sentries’ to warn others of danger; and that Herring Gulls have

ccouts which go around looking for food, to which they attract other

Herring Gulls by using a food call or assembly call. If accepted in the

fcrms presented, these cases of ‘apparent’ altruistic behaviour would
ce difficult to explain by natural selection; indeed, they raise the

c6te-noire of group selection. Some of these criticisms would probably

iisappear if the text were slightly more expanded. Intelligence is a

iifficult and imprecise term to apply to the study of bird behaviour,

certainly it seems inappropriate to use adaptively acquired feeding

mechanisms as a measure of inter-specific differences in avian intelli-

gence.

In spite of these reservations, I still consider this book to be excellent

md enjoyable reading for the non-specialist enthusiast and the author

eeems to have fulfilled very successfully his purpose in writing it,

uamely ‘that some of his own enthusiasm for bird psychology will rub

)?ff on the readers so that a lot more people will have a lot more fun

with birds’. R. K. Murton

The Birds of Somerset. By E. M. Palmer and D. K. Ballance.

...ongmans, London, 1968. 204 pages; 17 black-and-white plates;

•me map. 45s.

Somerset is the seventh largest English county and this account of its

;:iird life provides a welcome and much needed addition to the list of

modern county avifaunas. The last complete list of Somerset’s birds

• v'as published as long ago as 1901. The present work is a co-operative

iroduct with important contributions from several writers in addition

o the two authors mainly responsible. It appears that since 1923

Somerset has for purposes of bird-recording been divided into seven

districts whose boundaries seem to be of a distinctly arbitrary nature.
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As this system is still in use, Miss Palmer and Mr. Ballance have adhered

to it, but it seems a pity that the publication of a new county avifauna

has not been taken as an opportunity to introduce a new and more
natural system of subdivision. The treatment of the seven districts is

generally good, although somewhat uneven in approach: this is

perhaps inevitable where each is described by a different writer. Short

accounts are also given of the island of Steep Holm and of the major

reservoirs which form so important a freshwater habitat.

It is obvious that a great deal of work has gone into the preparation

of the systematic list. It occupies 137 pages and for each species there

is a brief assessment of status followed by a fuller treatment. The terms

used in defining status are not always employed consistently. One
wonders, for example, why the Iceland Gull, with ‘about 1 5

reasonably

certain records since 1870’, is described as a ‘winter visitor and passage

migrant’, while the Black-throated Diver is a ‘vagrant’ on the basis

of 16 records. It would also help in understanding status to have a

concise statement of what is meant by the terms ‘resident’, ‘passage

migrant’ and so on. Is the Ringed Plover, for instance, a ‘resident’

because the species is represented throughout the year or because some
individuals are known to stay ? This kind of query is not a quibble when
a proper understanding of bird movements is desired. On the other

hand, it is good to see a large number of the more important ringing

returns referring to the county brought together in this book. The
systematic list covers records of all species and subspecies recorded in

Somerset between 1750 and 1965 with a few ‘important ones for 1966’.

The total is 294 species, of which 116 or more breed regularly. The
systematic order follows that in A. Field Guide to the Birds of Britain and

Europe by Roger Peterson, Guy Mountfort and P. A. D. Hollom
(revised edition, 1966), a policy which has considerable ‘convenience-

value’ for many people. Most doubtful records have been excluded

and the use of square brackets in this context is happily reduced to a

minimum.
Miss Palmer and Mr. Ballance have included a short but interesting

account of the history of Somerset ornithology and even give a list of

prehistoric bird remains from caves and lake village deposits. A short

addition on the difficulties encountered in evaluating the reliability

of old published and manuscript records would have been both in-

teresting and helpful to those of us who face the same problems

elsewhere! The book concludes with a list of ornithological societies

in the county, a useful bibliography and an index of place names. Of

the 17 photographs, seven show habitats (five in aerial view) and the

rest are of birds. A folding map, twice the size of the plain one given,

would have been a distinct improvement. The book is well bound and

quite attractive in appearance, and can confidently be recommended

for a place on the bookshelf. C. M. Swaine
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‘Annual harvest’

Ssirs,—I have yet to see published evidence that shooting and trapping

[nigrant passerines in Belgium, France, Italy and the Iberian peninsula

l ias any effect on breeding populations of the species involved. Why
thhen does Robert Hudson imply in ‘News and comment’ (BriL Birds,

( 51 : 426) that reduction or total banning of these activities would be an

irmportant conservation measure, even suggesting that ‘this should

foe one of the problems for discussion by participants of European
''Nature Conservation Year 1970’. The conserv’ationist should aim

hirst to find relationships between annual harvest figures and breeding

iJensities before attempting to alter the existing ecological situation.

Many people, for aesthetic or sentimental reasons, are opposed to

tthe annual slaughter of song birds in Europe. I would suggest that

tbhere is no difference in principle between shooting a Grey Lag Goose
Anser anser for sport or food and netting a Skylark Alauda arvensis.

ILet us remember, too, that for many of those involved this harvest

lis part of a way of life going back centuries, while for others it provides

tthe means to a livelihood. What right have we foreigners to interfere,

ait least without sound ecological arguments. G. W. Johnstone

Cetti’s Warbler in Kent
SSirs,—R. E. Scott’s recent note on a Cetti’s Warbler Cettia cetti at

IDungeness, Kent, on 31st March 1968 {Brit. Birds, 61: 315-316) most

mertainly either described the wing formula incorrectly or else the

third was not of this species. Cetti’s Warbler has a very short 2nd

[primary which is usually shorter than the loth and not at all ‘almost

(.equal in length’ to the 3rd, 4th and 5th. At the same time, while the

:3 rd to
5
th primaries are emarginated on the outer webs as stated, so

.are the 2nd (very deeply and prominently) and the 6th, which is as

characteristic of this species, at least among European warblers, as the

ffact that there are only ten tail-feathers. As these details are easily

..available in such standard works as The Handbook and K. Williamson’s

lldentification for Ringers, i (1963), one would think that such confusing

linformation as was given in the note quoted above could have been

(avoided. Lars Svensson

'Sirs,—Lars Svensson has raised two points on the Dungeness Cetti’s

'Warbler, the first of which concerns the relative lengths of the

primaries. I must apologise for the error (entirely my own) and thank

him for drawing attention to the fact that the 2nd primary of this

'Species is not nearly as long as the 3rd, 4th and 5th. The note should

have stated that the 3rd to 6th primaries were almost equal in length
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(only 1.5 mm. between them) and that the 2nd was 8.5 mm. shorter

than the
5
th (the longest).

Mr. Svensson’s second point is interesting for the Dungeness bird

was certainly emarginated only on the 3rd to 5th primaries, both the

2nd and the 6th having been carefully examined without showing any

sign of emargination. Indeed, there is a comment on the observatory

record card which notes that our findings in this respect did not agree

with the reference works consulted (the same two as are cited by Mr.

Svensson). Unfortunately, Cetti’s Warbler is not a species with which

I am really familiar in the hand, having handled only one other indi-

vidual which I did not examine for emargination. I am unable, therefore,

to comment on the regularity or distinctiveness of emargination on

the 2nd and 6th primaries. R. E. Scott

Little or House Swift ?

Sirs,—It is unfortunate that the Records Committee of the British

Ornithologists’ Union decided to use the name ‘Little Swift’ for Apus
affinis (Br/V. hirds, 61: 41) without consulting ornithologists in areas

where this bird is resident. Although generally known by this name in

English-speaking parts of Africa (Br/V. Birds, 61
: 36), the species is also

widespread in southern Asia where it is universally called the ‘House

Swift’. The latter name was used by Dr. C. Vaurie in his The Birds of

the Palearctic Fauna (1959-65, vol. 2: 649). ‘Little Swift’ could not

possibly be adopted for this species in Asia, for in the south-east of that

continent alone there are at least six smaller swifts. On the other hand,

‘House Swift’ would be appropriate for Africa if ornithologists there

were sufficiently conciliatory to change their usage. Thus ‘House Swift’

is the only English name for this species which could foreseeably gain

world-wide acceptance.

World-wide standardisation of vernacular names of birds may be a

distant goal, but many people are working towards its achievement. I

would urge British authorities to support this work by consulting

ornithologists throughout the normal range of a species before adopt-

ing a name for use in an area where it is rare. I. C. T. Nisbet

[We understand that the Records Committee of the B.O.U. did

consider the name ‘House Swift’ (and other alternatives) before

adopting ‘Little Swift’. Among the aspects which influenced this

decision was the fact that the familiar European Swift A. apus is also a

common bird of houses and buildings. At the same time, in making the

change from ‘White-rumped Swift’, those concerned were trying to

resolve a European and African problem of confusion between A.

affinis and A. caffer. It therefore seemed sensible to use the African

name rather than the Asian one and it was doubted whether further

consultation would provide any more general agreement.—Eds.]
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News and comment

Fjdited by Robert Hudson

BSirds at a lighthouse.—‘Recent reports’ in September remarked on the sad total

lof 75 Grasshopper Warblers killed against Bardsey lighthouse at the end of July;

baut worse was to come, for on the night of 29th/50th August some 585 warblers

paerished there, including iii Grasshopper Warblers, 117 Sedge Warblers, 153

Willow Warblers and 185 Whitethroats. The majority of these will have died by

ccolliding with the lighthouse lantern; but there is another harmful aspect of light-

hnouse attraction that has received scant attention—the likelihood of damage to

rrhe eyes of birds attracted close to the powerful lantern. Human eyes could not

iitolerate prolonged exposure to such high-intensity light, and it seems reasonable to

jsuppose that birds must be affected similarly: possibly it is eye damage that leads to

ithe fatal collisions. With the aid of a grant from the Royal Society for the Protection

.of Birds, Miss Mary Wilson, a research technician working on morphological

ffeatures of the cornea, has been on Bardsey Island this autumn to investigate the eye

cconditions of birds attracted to the lighthouse there.

*A new conservation journal .—Biological Conservation is the title of a new quarterly

ijournal, whose first issue appeared in October. There has long been a niche for a

sserious journal treating botanical and zoological aspects of conservation matters

aat an international level
;
and this first issue of Biological Conservation is promising.

fThe editor is Nicholas Polunin of Geneva, assisted by a large panel of consulting

leditors that includes household names from all continents. It is intended to publish

.original research papers, significant surveys and project reports, as well as short

motes and reports of conferences; the editor rightly insists, however, that articles

must be positive contributions rather than mere exhortations. This first issue con-

ttains eleven papers (of which only one is wholly ornithological), two reports of

.conferences, and 20 pages of short communications. But if the quality is high, so

ids the price: at £6 los. per annual volume of approximately 320 quarto pages, it

'.will be beyond the reach of many individuals. Subscription orders should be addres-

5sed to Elsevier Publishing Co. Ltd, Ripple Road, Barking, Essex.

{Progress of the B.T.O. Atlas.—The British Trust for Ornithology has announced

tthat its endeavours to obtain financial backing for the ambitious project of mapping
tthe breeding distributions of British and Irish birds (see ‘News and comment’ for

'May) have been rewarded. The Leverhulme Trust Fund has granted to the B.T.O.

a total of £11,720 over 5^ years; this will pay for a full-time organiser and cover

<such incidental expenses as stationery and travel. Indeed as this issue goes to press,

it is learned that Dr. J. T. R. Sharrock, well-known to readers of British Birds as

co-author of ‘Recent reports’ and also one of the founders of Cape Clear Bird

(Observatorv, has been appointed the national organiser.

The B.T.O. has been encouraged by the continuing response to its appeals for

local helpers for the Atlas survey: a network of local organisations has been set

up, covering practically the whole of Great Britain and Ireland and including some

of the more remote and ‘difficult’ areas; and the Seabird Group has promised

.co-operation in the use of its Operation Seafarer census results. Those who would

like to assist with this Atlas project, but who have not yet declared themselves,

should contact their local organiser (a list of these was published in B.T.O. News,

no. 28) or write direct to B.T.O., at Beech Grove, Tring, Hertfordshire. Precise

procedures have been laid down to ensure that data from the 3,650 units of ten-

I kilometre squares will be standardised, and copies of these instructions will be given

I to all participants, who, it should be added, need not be members of the/B.T.O.
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Bird strikes and coastal airports.—The current newsletter of the International

Council for Bird Preservation announces that the central secretariat of the I.C.B.P.

is assembling data on the bird/aircraft collison problem and methods of dealing

with this hazard; copies of the dossier will be available to any Nation Section of

the I.C.B.P.

So far, there has been distressingly little sign that the special bird-strike hazard

attendant upon coastal airports is appreciated by non-zoologists. Yet fresh evidence

continues to accumulate. The problems that gulls and waders have posed for the

airport at Auckland, New Zealand, have not been solved despite construction of an

artificial island for high-tide roosting. The international airport on the island of

Amager, Denmark, is similarly plagued and the authorities there are spending over
one million Danish kroner a year in discouraging the 20,000-30,000 Herring Gulls

that fly over twice daily, to and from their Saltholm roost. At Townsville in

Queensland, Australia, it is considered necessary to use continuous radar motion
photography to record bird movements within a 150-mile radius. A recent article

in The Falconer states that the average cost of a birdstrike involving a jet aircraft is

£6,500, and that engine repairs alone from this cause cost the British Overseas

Airways Corporation almost £1,000,000 in five years. Bearing in mind also the high

cost of developing public transport systems between London and any new coastal

airport, one can visualise a situation in which over-clever planners develop a

relatively inexpensive coastal site from which commercial airlines could not afford

to operate.

Recent reports

]. T. R. Sharrock and I. J. Ferguson-Lees

(These are largely unchecked reports, not authenticated records)

This summary is mainly confined to September and, unless otherwise stated, all

dates refer to that month. The Nutcrackers Nucifraga caryocatactes are not included

because the previous ‘Recent reports’ {Brit. Birds, 61
: 473-476) covered the invasion

throughout August-October, though Devon (two) should now be added to the list of

counties given then; this brings the number of counties to 23 and, with additional

reports from other areas, the total of birds to nearly 200.

GENERAL PICTURE
It would be outside the scope of this summary, which deals largely with rarities, to

attempt to analyse the pattern of migration during September and, in any case, we
do not have the material to do so. A few general comments may, however, be useful

as background. In September vagrants appeared to come from all directions, but the

north-eastern group were probably the dominant feature. The peak of these was in

mid-month when, after good migration conditions in calm, clear weather on the

night of I4th/i 5th, a depression moved north from the eastern Channel and brought

with it south-easterly to north-easterly winds and rain in the early hours of the 15 th.

This produced large falls of Scandinavian migrants from the Low Countries into

Kent on the 15th and afterwards north at least to Lincolnshire and Yorkshire. Some
of the biggest numbers recorded were in Kent and Norfolk, and it will give an

indication of the relative abundance of the various species in these two counties if

the maximum number reported to us from any one area is given against each species.

Most of the birds were ones which we think of as summer visitors and the com-
monest of these were Redstarts Phoenicurus phoenicurus (Kent 350, Norfolk 150),

Willow Warblers Phylloscopus trochilus (K 175, N 200), Garden Warblers Sylvia

borin (K 250, N 75) and Whitethroats ,V. communis (K 100, N 100), but there were
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;iilso smaller numbers of Whinchats Saxicola rubetra (K 6o, N loo), Wheatears
I Denanthe oenantbe (K 70, N 75), Tree Pipits Anlhus Irivialis (K 70, N 20), Blackcaps

Sylvia atricapilla (K 40, N 50), Sedge Warblers Acrocephalus schoenobaenus (K 40, N 3 5)

.and Spotted Flycatchers Muscicapa striata (K 20, N 50). Surprisingly few Pied

IFlycatchers Ficedula hypoleuca (K 40, N 3) were compensated by unusually numerous
FRing Ouzels Turdus torquatus (K 150, N to). Redwings T. iliacus. Fieldfares T.

:tilaris and Song Thrushes T. philomelos were quite common (many more in, for

^example, Lincolnshire and Norfolk than in Kent) and so were Robins Erithacus

rrubecula (K 400, N too) and Siskins Carduelis spinus (K 35, N 250). The last, inciden-

! tally, were widely commented on on the east coast from at least the south of Scotland

^southwards during late September and early October and reports since then in other

rparts of the country have hinted at unusually widespread wintering.

Other features of September were good numbers of most northern waders except

ILittle Stints Calidris minuta and Curlew Sandpipers C. ferruginea\ a variety of

'American birds (chiefly waders, but including the first of the passerines and ducks

•which were to provide so much interest in October); a sprinkling of vagrants from
•the south and south-east; and some interesting but not outstanding passage of

•shearwaters and other seabirds.

sc ANDINAVI.^N AND EASTERN VAGRANTS
'Associated with the falls of migrants in mid-September were a number of rarities,

ibut some of these species were present at other times in the month and it is more
cconvenient here to review them all together. Passerines included a Greenish
VWarbler Phylloscopus trochiloides at Molkham (Norfolk) on 17th and another earlier in

tfhe month in the same county between Blakeney and Wells; Arctic Warblers

P. borealis on Cape Clear Island (Co. Cork) on loth and Rardsey Island (Caernarvon-

•shire) on 13th, and likewise in the Blakeney-Wells area in early September; a Booted
VWarbler Hippolais caligata trapped on 8th on Fair Isle (Shetland), which has provided

tthree of the four previous British records; Citrine Wagtails Motacilla citreola at Clcy

(Norfolk) on loth and Isle of May (Fife) on 20th; a Yellow-breasted Bunting
'Emberis^a aureola and a Little Bunting E. pusilla on Fair Isle on I3th-i8th and 26th-

:28th respectively; and a series of Scarlet Rosefinches Carpodacus erythrinus at Scallo-

\way (Shetland) on 2nd, at Fair Isle during 6th-9th (up to three) and i8th-20th, on
(Out Skerries (Shetland) on nth, and on Holy Island (Northumberland) on 27th.

rrhen there were the forerunners of what was to prove another sizeable influx of

FRichard’s Pipits Anthtis novaeseelandiae (though the majority of these were not until

I October) and September records included 22 or more at Fair Isle, Isle of May,

Holy Island, Spurn (Yorkshire), Cley, W'eybourne (Norfolk), Dungeness (Kent),

>Sidlesham and Selsey Bill (Sussex), Tregantle (Cornwall), St. Agnes, St. Mary’s

and Tresco (Isles of Scilly), Hilbre Island (Cheshire), Huthwaite (Nottingham-

•shire) and Cape Clear Island from 4th onwards, though especially during 17th-

:29th; also two Red-throated Pipits Anthus cervinus at Sandwich Bay (Kent) and one

on Fair Isle on 1 5th, as well as one at Dungeness on i8th. Yello'w-browed Warblers

Phylloscopus inornatus on Fair Isle on 13th, i7th-i8th and 26th-29th, at Rudry

(Glamorgan) on 14th, at Slapton Ley (Devon) on 24th and at Wells on 30th likewise

heralded sizeable numbers in October, of which more next month.

Rarer Scandinavian waders included a Great Snipe Gallinago media at Upper
Duntuilm (Isle of Skye) on 15th, a Broad-billed Sandpiper Eimicola falcinellus at

Perry Oaks (Middlesex) on 27th; and Temminck’s Stints Calidris temminckii at

'Minsmere (SutTolk) on 7th, Cannock Reservoir (Staffordshire) on 9th-23rd and

FSandwich Bay on i8th. Various phalaropes and rarer skuas might have come from

anvwhere in their circumpolar arctic ranges and appear under se.abirds.

Some other scarce migrants continued to be well represented. About 130 Wry-
t necks Jynx torquilla were reported on the east coast from Shetland to Kent and west

along the south coast to Dorset, Devon and Co. Cork, with odd ones in such coun-
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ties as Somerset, Warwick, Stafford and Nottingham, as well as on Bardsey Island

and the Calf of Man. Red-backed Shrikes Lanius collurio, on the other hand, were
scarcer than in August with only some 25 records of migrants from Yorkshire south

to Kent and west to Dorset, Pembrokeshire and Caernarvonshire. Some 70 Blue-
throats l^uscinia svecica, almost entirely on the east coast apart from odd ones west
to Devon and Somerset, included a maximum of eight at Sandwich Bay on 15 th

and the retrapping at Slapton Ley on 14th of an adult male which had been ringed

as a first-year bird on 21st September 1966. Some 45-50 Barred Warblers Sylvia

nisoria (including a maximum of six on the Isle of May on 2nd) and the rather small

total, compared with August, of twelve Icterine Warblers Hippolais icterina were
almost entirely confined to the east coast from Shetland to Kent, apart from Barred
Warblers at Portland Bill (Dorset), Bardsey Island and the Calf of Man (and also one
inland at Radcliffe-on-Trent, Nottinghamshire, on 8th) and a single Icterine on
Skokholm (Pembrokeshire). A similar pattern emerged for the last two birds in this

category—Red-breasted Flycatchers Ficedtda parva, with some 25 records from
Shetland south to Kent and odd ones west to Dorset, Pembrokeshire and Caernar-

vonshire; and Ortolan Buntings Emberiza bortulana, with about 20 records on the

east coast and four on Skokholm.

The invasion of Great Spotted Woodpeckers Dendrocopos major of the northern

race was briefly mentioned in the last summary (61 :474) and we have now received

a number of September reports of migrants well away from the east coast. These
included some in places where there are no resident Great Spotted Woodpeckers,
such as at Copeland (Co. Down) on 15th, Bardsey Island on lyth-iSth, Calf of Man
on 17th and 22nd, five localities in the Isle of Man on 20th, and Shankill (Co.

Dublin) on 21st.

AMERICAN BIRDS
In September, as happened in August (61

: 475), Ireland continued to have the greater

share of the various American waders reported: these included two Baird’s Sand-
pipers C. bairdii, one or more White-rumped Sandpipers C. fuscicollis, several

Pectoral Sandpipers C. melanotos and Lesser Yellowlegs Tringa flavipes, a Greater

Yellowlegs T. melanoleuca, a Wilson’s Phalarope Ehalaropus tricolor, and about seven

Buff-breasted Sandpipers Tryngites subruficollis. Some of these are still unconfirmed

and we do not yet have details in most cases, though several of them were at Bally-

cotton (Co. Cork). Three of the Pectoral Sandpipers were in Cos. Dublin, Cork

and Wicklow on 7th, 20th and 26th, and four of the Buff-breasted Sandpipers

were at North Bull (Co. Dublin), where one on 8th was joined by three more by

iith. Against this background may be seen a number of records in England and

Wales, particularly in the south-west. In fact, the Buff-breasted Sandpiper, which

for some years has averaged three or four individuals a year in Britain and Ireland,

seems to emerge as the main species of 1968: on top of the eight or so in Ireland

(with the one in August), there were about eight in England in September, including

two on St, Mary’s (Isles of Scilly) from about i6th to at least 22nd, one at Hundred
End (Lancashire) on 14th-! 5th, one at Frodsham (Cheshire) and one on Bardsey

Island on 21st, two at Cresswell Ponds (Northumberland) on i8th and one in Lewis

(Outer Hebrides) on 8th. There were others in October and so we may have an

autumn total in Britain and Ireland of nearly 20. Pectoral Sandpipers, on the other

hand, seem to have been scarce and, apart from the Irish ones, the only September

report was at Dungeness on 7th. Other American waders in Britain included Baird’s

Sandpipers at Rye Harbour (Sussex) on 8th-ioth and Stanford Reservoir (Leicester/

Northampton) on 15th; a White-rumped Sandpiper on the Wash at the end of the

month; a Lesser Yellowlegs at Wisbech sewage-farm (Lincoln/Norfolk) on 24th;

an Upland Sandpiper Bar/ramia longicauda on St. Mary’s and Tresco (Isles of Scilly)

from 26th into October; and two Long-billed Dowitchers Eimnodromus scolopaceus

on St. Mary’s on 22nd and one on the Wash at the end of the month.
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VCe usually treat Sabine’s Gulls Larw sabini with the Nearctic birds because the

1 attern of distribution often suggests that they are associated and the sp>ecies is in

: ny case more contmon in northernmost Canada and Greenland than it is in the

Eurasian arctic; September produced about a dozen records in Cos. Cork, Kerry,

I <sles of Scilly, Cheshire, Sussex, Yorkshire and Lincolnshire. In addition, as curtain-

I
aaisers for the ducks and passerines in October, there were a pair of Surf Scoters

;

\ UlaniHa perspicillala off Gullane Point (East Lothian) on 15 th and a Baltimore

I
))riole Icterus galbula on St. Agnes (Isles of Scilly) from 29th into October. October

I

i/as to produce a scattering of records of eleven or more different species of

American passerines, mainly in the south-west.

SOUTHERN SPECIES AND BIRDS OF PREY

I

1 n a month of rain and wind with many vagrants from east and west, one expects

I ciwer of the more southern species which are often characteristic of anticyclonic

I
ivcather. The only Spoonbills Platalea letuorodia were at Minsmere on 7th and at

::purn during znd-i4th. A Little Egret figretta garzdta at Pennington Marshes

L4ampshire) on 8th was perhaps the one seen near-by on Keyhaven Marshes in late

I
\tugust and early September (61:475), while single Cattle Egrets Bubulcus ibis at

;

ii'hardlow (Derbyshire) on I5th-i8th and Smeeth (Kent) on 30th may have been

I escapes; the same applies to a Ferruginous Duck Aythya nyroca at Bittcll Reservoir

I ^Worcestershire) on 9th. Spotted Crakes Porzana por^ana were reported at Matron
ildere near Blackpool (Lancashire) during 6th- 12th and at Titchwell (Norfolk) on

1 toth. Up to two Little Crakes P. parva on Cape Clear Island during ist-3rd were

'presumably those first seen there during 27th-29th August.

More suggestive of new arrivals were a Black-winged Pratincole Glareola

I
\ ordmanni 21 I Ichester (Somerset) on 8th; a Sociable Plover V'anellus gregarius on the

Royal Cinque Ports Golf Course at Deal (Kent) on 28th-30th; and single Red-footed

valcons Falco vespertinus at Sidlcsham on 8th and at Spurn during 1 2th- 1 8th.

’’ossibly the fact that only two Red-footed Falcons were reported is indicative of the

unsuitability of the conditions for vagrants from the south-east since we understand

hhat there were many in Germany, including flocks of up to 40, and the Netherlands.

L’his is perhaps a suitable point to mention a few other birds of prey, although some
'pf these will certainly have come from the north. Honey Buzzards Pernis apivorus

iverc reported from Yorkshire, Suffolk, Kent and Berkshire during i2th-23rd;

iWarsh Harriers Circus aerugimsus west to Devon and Co. Cork; several Ospreys
Pandion haliaetus chiefly in eastern England

;
a Goshawk Accipiter gentilis at Sand

-’oint (Somerset) on 3rd; and a Gyr Falcon Falco rusticolus between Tresco and St.

Alary’s on 30th.

Passerines from southerly directions included a Bonelli’s Warbler Pbylloscopus

'•onelli near Llaniestyn (Caernarvonshire) on 17th and Short-toed Larks Calandrella

'inerea of the more reddish southern races on Fair Isle on 5th-8th, at Cley' on 8th

ii nd on St. Mary’s on 2ist-24th and then 27th (two). Half a dozen Woodchat Shrikes

^nitts senator were reported from Skokholm on 7th, Bardsey Island on 9th, St.

^Mary’s on 12th and i6th-22nd. Fair Isle on i8th and Portland Bill on 26th-30th;

'jut Melodious Warblers Flippolais polyglotta continued to be rather scarce with a

'oeptember total of only five, on Bardsey Island on ist, on Calf of Man on 3rd, at

'Portland Bill during 5th-7th (two) and at Morte Point (Devon) on iith. Three more
^kquatic Warblers Acrocephalus paludicola, at Stanpit Marshes (Hampshire) on 7th

1 nd at Slapton Ley and Tresco on 9th, brought the total reported this autumn to six.

rPawny Pipits Anthus campestris were, as usual, confined to the south with seven

n Scilly, Sussex, Kent and Suffolk during 4th-9th and more out-of-the-way records

>n Skokholm on i8th and 26th-28th. Some 40 Firecrests Kegulus iffiicapillus were

ikewise also mainly in the south, from Dorset to Kent (maximum 16 at Dungeness

>n 15th), with one north to Donna Nook (Lincolnshire). Among ‘near-passerines’,

n Alpine Swift Apus melba was seen at Cley on 20th and single Rollers Coracias
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garrulus at Prawle Point (Devon) on I2th-i4th and Islay (Argyll) on 29th; but
Hoopoes Vptrpa epops continued to be scarce with only about eight records from
Co. Cork and the Isles of Scilly north-east to Staffordshire.

SEABIRDS, GULLS AND TERNS
Shearwater passage was generally good, but not remarkable, though a few reports

seem worth citing. Sooty Shearwaters Pti^nus griseus were seen in various areas

north to Caernarvonshire and Yorkshire and counts included 223 in one hour off

Brandon Point (Co. Kerry) on 21st and, more remarkable, 209 and 122 off Spurn on
15th and 16th (with smaller numbers on other days); the peak at Cape Clear Island

was only 35 on ist. A total of 56 Great Shearwaters P. gravis were identified off

Brandon Point on 21st and smaller numbers elsewhere, while the only definite

reports of Cory’s Shearwaters Calonectris diomedea came from Cape Clear Island on
7th and 1 4th. Two more Little Shearwaters Puffinus assimilis were seen off Cape Clear

Island on 9th and another small shearwater off Brandon Point on 21st. Balearic

Shearwaters P. puffinus mauretanicus were, as usual, noted mainly off Portland Bill,

with a total of 67 in the month and a maximum of 38 on 2nd; smaller numbers were
reported off Baggy Point (Devon), Cape Clear Island and Bardsey Island. A few
Manx Shearwaters P. puffinus were again found far inland in late September at, for

example, Nuneaton (Warwickshire) and near Eccleshall (Staffordshire). Passage of

Leach’s Petrels Oceanodroma leucorhoa was noted from Cheshire and Caernarvonshire

down to Devon, with a highest total of 50 off Hilbre Island on 30th.

All Mediterranean Gulls Larus melanocephalus were in usual areas on the south

and east coasts; and, apart from the Sabine’s Gulls dealt with under American
BIRDS, the only other gulls of interest were Little Gulls Parus minutus. Although

Little Gulls have become much more common than they were ten or twenty years

ago, being seen regularly and in some numbers at various places on the east coast

and now more and more far inland and further west, there does seem to have been

evidence of an unusual scatter in September. In addition to the regular concentra-

tions in eastern Scotland and north-east England (31 at Plartlepool, Co. Durham, on
14th), about 35 were reported on the rest of the east coast from Yorkshire south to

Kent, odd ones inland in such counties as Nottingham, Leicester, Northampton and

Stafford, as many as nine at Chew Valley Lake (Somerset) on 2nd, others at five other

localities in that county and neighbouring Gloucestershire, up to three at Slapton

Ley, one on Bardsey Island and quite a scattering in Ireland.

Rarer terns included a Sooty Tern Sterna fuscata at Minsmere on 2nd; a Royal

Tern S. maxima on Skokholm on 23rd (only one previous record each in Ireland and

Britain); and single Gull-billed Terns Gelochelidon nilotica at Shellness (Kent) on 5th

and Widemouth Bay (Cornwall) on 6th. Black Terns Chlidonias niger continued to

be scarce, the highest concentration reported being 45-50 at Wisbech sewage-farm

on 14th, and yet a further six or seven White-winged Black Terns C. leucopterus

in Co. Kerry (two), Glamorgan, Sussex, Norfolk (two) and possibly Derbyshire on

a variety of dates through the month brought the autumn total to over 20, more than

ever before recorded. Pomarine Skuas Stercorarius pomarinus were seen at a number
of localities, generally singly, and Long-tailed Skuas S. longicaudus at Gibraltar

Point (Lincolnshire) on ist and at Meols (Cheshire) on 29th.

Finally, it seems easiest to include the phalaropes here as they are sometimes

treated as seabirds and as one often has no idea whether they have come from the

north-east or north-west. There was evidently an influx of Grey Phalaropes Phala-

ropus fulicarius from 21st, on which day the species was noted at four localities in

Glamorgan; on 22nd and 23rd four were reported in Somerset and Gloucestershire,

and by the 29th about 25 had been seen north to Cheshire and Derbyshire and cast

to Kent. At least five Red-necked Phalaropes P. lohaius were identified in the same

period (during 24th-29th) in Somerset, Staffordshire, Northamptonshire, I.eiccstcr-

shire and Kent. v
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Breeding notes on Ravens in north Wales

^ E. K. Allin

INTRODUCTION
lEach year from 1946 to 1967 (except 1948) I made observations on
IRavens Corvus corax nesting in an extensive area of north Wales,

1 including Anglesey, Caernarvonshire east of a line from Aber to

IDolwyddelan, and Denbighshire, with the addition from 1963 of the

I northern parts of Merionethshire and IMontgomeryshire. This paper

{examines nesting territories and nest sites, as well as effects of altitude

(on breeding season, clutch size and brood size.

NESTING TERRITORIES AND NEST SITES

'The census area covers a wide variety of habitats. Anglesey consists

1 mainly of flat, low-lying farmland, with some lakes and woods and large

• stretches of rocky coastline. In east Caernarvonshire the coastal lowland

: strip is narrow and the land behind rises rapidly, with considerable

sections over 2,000 feet. The low-lying parts are well-wooded and there

are also some woods, as well as lakes, on the higher ground near

Bettws-y-Coed. In Denbighshire the coastal lowland strip is wider with

good arable and pasture land there and in the two main valleys up to

about 1,000 feet. The land is often well-wooded away from the moors

which cover much of the part from 1,000 to about 1,500 feet. Further

south it rises in places to over 2,000 feet, and there are some extensive

forest areas.

Within the region I found 70 nesting territories of Ravens. A
distinction must be made between the nesting territory, which may be

an extensive wood or a collection of cliffs and rocks extending half a

mile or more from end to end, and the nest site, which is the actual tree

or point of rock where the nest is located. The 70 nesting territories

could be grouped as cliffs, trees and quarries. Most favoured were

cliffs with a total of 49 divided almost equally between coast and inland.
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the 24 coastal ones all about 100 feet or less and the 25 inland ones

mainly over 1,000 feet (mostly about 1,200 feet, but ranging as high as

2,000 feet, and only four as low as 300 to 700 feet). There were 15

nesting territories in trees, of which eight were above 1,000 feet; 13 of

these were in conifers and two in oaks. Finally, five were in quarries (of

which two alternated with conifers) and the last one in an old copper

mine.

The discovery of the nest site each year can be difficult if the territory

is large and the nest in an unexpected place or invisible except from a

certain angle. Sometimes the pair has not settled down to serious

incubation or neither bird is in evidence. In such circumstances valuable

time may be lost. Past experience helps, however, as Ravens seldom

select an entirely new site in the nesting territory and often have a

favourite one, though there may sometimes be four or five known sites

from which they can choose.

Some Ravens use the same site year after year and I have twice known
a pair to re-lay and rear young in the same nest after the first clutch had

been taken by a predator (probably human). In 20 territories the same

site was used for two or more consecutive years, and in seven of these

there was unbroken occupation for four or five years. In one territory,

where there were many similar conifers, the same tree was used in six

consecutive years
;
and in another, close to some well-known waterfalls,

one site was occupied annually for nine years. Yet a pair in north

Anglesey alternated systematically for the last eight years of the study

between sites at either end of their half-mile stretch of coast. Another

pair used two groups of sites a quarter of a mile apart: the first group

was in an old slate quarry only 25 feet high, where there were three

sites (one in a diminutive tree growing against the quarry), and the

other in a pine wood, with a small lake at one end, where four different

trees were used. (Most tree-nesting Ravens choose pine trees near small

lakes, perhaps because they find the latter a source of supply for the

frogs and toads they sometimes eat.) In order to illustrate the way
Ravens vary in the number of sites they use within their nesting territory,

I have analysed the sites in 30 territories which I visited for at least five

years (eight for 1 5 or more years and five for ten to 14 years) : two pairs

used only one site, four pairs two sites, nine pairs three sites, five pairs

four sites, five pairs five sites, four pairs six sites and one pair seven

sites.

I could find no evidence of any aspect preference in the cliff sites;

overhangs provide shelter from the bitter March winds and from falls

of rock, snow and ice.

BREEDING SEASON IN RELATION TO ALTITUDE
Nests were found at altitudes from 100 feet or less on coastal cliffs to
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iTable i. Breeding season of Ravens Corvus corax in relation to altitude, north

Wales, 1946-67

i Completion of clutch Nests below 1,000 feet Nests 1,000 feet upwards

fBy 28th February 50 (42.0%) 5 (10.4%)
iist-ioth March 41 (34 - 5 %) 13 (27.1%)
II ith-2ist March 28 (23.5%) 26 (54.2%)
-22nd-3ist March —

4 (8.3%)

^TOTALS 119 48

jabout 2,000 feet in the mountains. Although some two-thirds of the

ccensus area is over 500 feet, almost half the nest sites were below this,

rmainly because of the extensive coastline in Anglesey which has

rnumerous suitable sites. To get accurate data on breeding seasons, as

rmany nests as possible were visited before the end of February or in

tearly March. Even if a visit could not be made before, say, 20th March,

lit was often possible to determine the date of clutch completion with

treasonable accuracy by the age of the young in the nest. Newly hatched

lyoung were seen as early as 6th March.

Table i shows clearly that breeding began earlier on average in nests

1 below 1,000 feet. Nests at all altitudes were visited regularly despite the

’weather (heavy snow might very occasionally cause postponement of a

’visit in mountain areas, but the clutch date could still be calculated) and

lit is thought that the results presented here are free from observational

Ibias.

There is an old theory that in a hard winter when carrion, mostly

mutton, is more abundant, the Ravens nest earlier than usual. I doubt

very much whether Ravens are affected except perhaps by some freak

prolonged spell of very cold or very warm weather. Heavy snow might

result in more dead sheep (though corpses are still to be found in

milder seasons), but it could also prevent building if it covered the

ledges. The lambing season is regular. I have no clear evidence of any

great annual variations in breeding seasons, either above or below

1,000 feet.

CLUTCH SIZE

There was no significant difference in clutch sizes of nests found at

higher altitudes, as shown in table 2. Nests have been included only

where there were strong grounds for believing that the clutch was

complete (this was proved in many cases by a second visit shortly after

the first).

Holyoak (1967) recorded average clutch sizes of 5.3 for Wales, 5.0

for southern England and 3.7 for northern England, but the latter two

figures were based on very small samples. Ratcliffe (1962), in a much
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Table 2. Clutch sizes of Ravens Corvus corax in relation to altitude, north Wales,

1946-67

Number of eggs Nests below 1,000 feet Nests 1,000 feet upwards

Three I (1.2%) —
Four 21 (25.0%) II (25.6%)
Five 25 (29.8%) 16 (37-2%)
Six 34 (40.5%) 16 (37.2%)
Seven 3 ( 3 -6%) —

TOTALS

MEAN CLUTCH SIZES

84

5.20

43

5.12

larger sample from four unnamed areas of hilly country from Wales

north to Scotland, found an average of 4.6. I have no proof that

individuals lay clutches of the same size each year, although it was

noted at some nests (visited irregularly, not each year) that there was a

tendency for the clutch size to be consistent.

BROOD SIZE AND NESTLING SUCCESS
IN RELATION TO ALTITUDE

Table 3 shows the brood sizes at nests where the young were at least

weeks old (after which further deaths are unlikely). The increased

brood size found in nests below 1,000 feet is suggestive, although not

statistically significant.

In nests at both higher and lower altitudes the brood sizes in table 3

(which probably approximate closely to the number of young actually

fledged) are markedly lower than the clutch sizes in table 2 (by 35%
and 39% respectively). More intensive studies are needed to establish

at what stage these losses occur, but my impression is that in north

Wales failure of eggs to hatch and loss of young before the age of

weeks are of roughly equal importance. In Ratcliffe’s sample there was

Table 3. Brood sizes of Ravens Corvus corax in relation to altitude, north Wales

1946-67

Number of young Nests below 1,000 feet Nests 1,000 feet upwards

One 6 (3.8%) I (2.0%)

Two 18 (17 - 3%) 16 (32.0%)
Three 33 (31-7%) 14 (28.0%)

Four 27 (26.0%) 14 (28.0%)

Five 19 (18.3%) 3 (10.0%)

Six I (1.0%) —

TOTALS 104 30

MEAN BROOD SIZES 3-37 3.12
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1 1 drop of 45% from a clutch size of 4.6 to a brood size (with young over

[ hree days old) of 2.55. The brood size in his nests with young up to

I hree days old was 4.2, and he thought that asynchronous hatching

[•night lead to a reduction in the number of young, as recorded in other

(Zorvidae, this operating mainly during the first week after hatching.

l.Te found, however, a marked preponderance of broods of two and

tthree young, whereas in north Wales broods of three and four are the

r"nost frequent. Here altitude may play a part, as the majority of

Rlatcliffe’s nests were over 1,000 feet.

Total nest failure varied little with altitude. Thus, 95 (81.2%) of 117

inests below 1,000 feet from 1959 to 1967 produced some fledged young,

whilst 42 (77.8%) of 54 nests at 1,000 feet and above were at least

martially successful.
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SUMMARY
:The breeding of Ravens Corpus corax in north Wales was studied from 1946 to 1967.

The preferred nesting territories were coastal and inland cliffs, followed by trees and

^quarries. Most pairs used more than one nest site in the nesting territory, but there

twas considerable individual variation in this respect. Almost half the nesting

territories were below 500 feet, although some two-thirds of the census area is

Ihigher than this. Breeding started earlier at lower levels. Clutch sizes and total

r failures varied little with altitude, but there was some indication of lower brood sizes

, at higher altitudes.
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Bird-photography by stalking

J. B. Bottomley

(Plates 63-74)

Until comparatively recently, stalking with a camera was considered by

most bird-photographers to be a casual and inefficient method of

obtaining usually indifferent results. The long established use of hides

at nests, at bait, or near feeding or resting grounds (known as ‘wait-

and-see’) generally ensures that the subject comes within close range of

the camera and mainly on the photographer’s own terms; image size

on the resulting negative can be large and, if the photographer knows
his job, high quality portraits can be achieved. But many species cannot

be attracted near to a hide : their breeding grounds may be inaccessible

to the photographer for various reasons, their feeding and other habits

may be hopelessly unpredictable, or baiting may be impracticable.

In these cases, by taking the camera to the bird—in other words, by

stalking—reasonable results can often be obtained of an otherwise

unphotographable individual. It is possible to pursue a selected species

and so an obvious use is the recording of identification details of such

rarities as the Pectoral Sandpiper Calidris melanotos (plate 66a), Long-

billed Dowitcher l^imnodromus scolopaceus (plate 66b), Mediterranean

Gull Larus melanocephalus 71a) and Bonaparte’s Gull L,. Philadelphia

(plate 73a). In this connection, longer series of the Long-billed

Dowitcher and Bonaparte’s Gull have already been published (Br/V.

Birds, 61: plates 43-46 and 49), as has a series of Wilson’s Phalarope

Phalaropus tricolor {Brit. Birds, 60: plates 61-63). The photography of

behaviour and display is a neglected field and stalking could profitably

be used here too. Nevertheless, it is only the advent of highly versatile

small format cameras that has enabled the scope of stalking in bird-

photography to be really widened
;
this improvement would have been

quite impossible as long as the photographer was limited to the heavy

gear which is used for high quality hide work and which is technically

quite unsuitable for stalking.

The tactics to be employed when stalking a bird or group of birds

with a camera are not far removed from those laid down in a military

manual of elementary fieldcraft, but some points learnt by experience in

this type of photography may be of interest. Sombre clothing is

essential. Any available cover should obviously be used and even quite

insignificant features can be surprisingly helpful: a slight fold in the

ground or a single clump of rushes will, for example, break up the

cameraman’s outline. All actions—not only those made by the body and

limbs, but also such small hand movements as adjustments to camera or

lens and winding on film—should be slow and methodical. It possible,
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• Yoves should be confined to moments when the bird is itself occupied

1, for example, preening or feeding or while submerged (the Long-
ailed Duck Clangula hyemalis on plate 73b was obtained in this way). On
Ihe other hand, a careful approach in full view—especially if ‘weaving’

rrom side to side is avoided—is often far better than the sudden

i ppearance at close range of a head and shoulders over an embankment.
Df the birds shown here, the Purple Sandpiper Calidris maritima and

sCnot C. canutus (plate 64), Pectoral Sandpiper (plate 66a), Little Stint

7. minulus 65 b), Cormorant Phalacrocorax carbo (plate 67a), Red-

oacked Shrike l^anius collurio (plate 68a), Skylark Alauda arvensis and

Rock Pipit Anthus spinoletta (plate 69), Common Terns Sterna hirundo

and Roseate Terns S. dougallii (plate 70b), Spoonbill Platalea leucorodia

:
plate 71b), Bewick’s Swan Cjgnus bewickii (plate 72b) and Dotterel

\3udromias morinellus 74a) were all approached in full view, as was

::he Wilson’s Phalarope already mentioned and the Long-billed

IDowitcher (plate 66b and previously).

Consideration should be given to the directions of both sunlight and

vwind, though the former can be self-cancelling : tactically it is better

bDehind the subject, while photographically it is better behind the

rramera. The wind may be important in the cases of large birds, as it

boears on their direction of take-off and consequently affects the chances

I of getting a flight photograph. The behaviour of the bird is obviously

wital, but this may vary from day to day, even from hour to hour, and

an individual that is unapproachable on one occasion may be confiding

ion another. Weather, hunger and degree of tiredness, as well as any

linherent traits of the species, are all important; so if one fails at first,

ifurther tries can often be successful. It was by returning after earlier

ifailures that such photographs as the Long-billed Dowitcher (plate 66b)

.land Spoonbill (plate 71b) were obtained. It is essential, however, to

rremember that, no matter how attractive and interesting it may be as a

:photographic subject, no bird should in any circumstances be harried

.about and this consideration must never be far from one’s mind.

The choice of camera for stalking normally lies between two formats

—one with negatives 2^ inches square and the other popularly known
•ias 3 5

mm. The former, if one can get close enough to obtain an image

which more or less fills the much larger negative area available, will

ccertainly give the better results. But such a close approach is only

rrarely possible in stalking except among colonial seabirds, although

most bird-photographers encounter the occasional eccentric individual.

'Normally one is more than satisfied if one can fill the frame of the much
smaller 35 mm. negative, and this size has the added advantages of

being far more compact, lighter, quicker in action and, especially with

-regard to lenses, cheaper. At the same time, cassettes of film of up to

^36 exposures are readily available and there is on the market a good deal
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wider choice of colour material. The basic requirements of a suitable

camera body are fairly simple. It should be a single lens reflex (or take a

reflex housing), accept interchangeable lenses, have a fastest shutter

speed of i/ioooth of a second and be as reliable as possible. The
emergence into everyday use of the single lens reflex camera has

revolutionised nature photography by enabling the user to follow his

subject exactly as it will be framed on the film until the final moment of

exposure.

The choice of lenses is more complicated and the notes which follow

concern only those suitable for 3 5
mm. cameras. The most useful focal

length for stalking birds is probably 300-400 mm., bearing in mind that

camera-shake is magnified in step with image si2e. The resolving power
of modern long-focus and telephoto lenses is remarkably good, all

things considered, and this also applies to the cheaper models. When
selecting a lens of this type for bird work, however, other specifications

have to be considered. The three most important are: (a) the maximum
aperture, which is usually related to price; (b) the closest focusing

distance, which on many lenses may be as long as 25-30 feet, with the

result that a small passerine cannot be approached sufficiently near to

give a large enough image and still remain within the lens’s focusing

range (extension tubes and bellows avoid this problem, but require

exposure compensations, apart from the irritation of constant fitting

and removal as required)
;
and (c) the position of the aperture closure

ring in relation to the focusing ring, so that both can be turned without

the need to move the hand along the lens barrel when speed and

steadiness are essential. Lenses are available in which precise focusing is

effected by squee2ing a spring-loaded control on a pistol-grip below

the lens barrel, but the hand has to be moved to adjust the aperture.

Finally, there is the choice between using a tripod and hand-holding

the camera. Normally the latter method is to be recommended, being

very much quicker, enabling the bird to be ‘tracked’ easily through the

viewfinder and avoiding the need to hump about a tripod which has to

be robust (and therefore heavy) if it is to be really efficient. A hand-held

camera has the added advantage of being usually operated higher above

ground level than a tripod-mounted one and this helps to reduce the

amount of out-of-focus foreground in the final photograph. The

higher shutter speeds (i/i25th of a second and faster) required to

counteract camera shake when long-focus lenses are used in the hand

also assist in controlling subject movement. There are a variety of

‘shoulder-pods’ with which the camera can be aimed like a rifle and

these are a great help, especially as their design often enables the

shutter release to be connected to a form of trigger on a pistol-grip.

During the last two years some experience has been gained in the use

of an extreme long-focus lens (a 1000 mm. mirror type) hand-held.
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"TThis lens is particularly suitable for use in this way as the mirror design

rcesults in a comparatively short but bulky outline which is comfortable

aind solid in the hand. A shoulder-pod is necessary—the right hand holds

tihe whole combination by a pistol-grip and presses the trigger release,

vwhile the left hand supports the front of the lens and focuses it. The
Mens has a fixed aperture of f/io and this, combined with an unavoidably

tfast shutter speed (i/ioooth of a second), means that good light and a

tfast film are essential. Further, the minimal depth of field available in a

Mens of this focal length makes for a strong element of luck in successful

tfocusing and so, within reason, as many exposures as possible are

.-.always made. The Mediterranean Gull (plate 71a), Spoonbill (plate 71b)

.land Great Northern Diver Gavia immer (plate 73 c) were obtained by

tthis method, as were some of the previous pictures of the Wilson’s

1Phalarope (Br/V. Birds, 60: plates 61 and 63b).

Whether to take stalked bird-photographs in monochrome or colour

lis naturally a matter of personal choice, but it should be borne in mind

tthat black-and-white photographs are normally the most suitable for

ireproduction and often for the identification of rarities {Brit. Birds, 60:

• 311). The speed of the film to be used is an important factor. A fast

;film will give more latitude and a broader combination of lens apertures

land shutter speeds than a slower one, but the former will produce more
“grain’, which can be troublesome if big enlargements are required.

'These are elementary photographic facts, but the bird photographer

<can apply them in his own way. He may feel that the increased shutter

•speed and/or depth of field obtainable with fast film justifies its use in

! spite of the grain, which can, in any case, be well controlled by correct

I

processing. It should not be forgotten that lighting conditions are often

[poor, especially in winter, and here the persistent user of slower films

t can be in trouble. The choice of colour material is governed by much the

•same considerations as those for monochrome—graininess and con-

• sequent loss of definition will increase with the speed of the film and the

1
photographer will again have to weigh pros and cons. He will also

find that, owing to the relatively small maximum aperture of most

long-focus lenses (only rarely bigger than f/5.6), the slowest colour

films are unsuitable for the sort of photography under discussion.

In conclusion, although this is not a photographic journal and

therefore does not normally give technical details concerning the

photographs it publishes, it has been thought relevant to include such

information on this occasion. Accordingly, a line of small type im-

mediately below or above each photograph on plates 63-74 shows the

aperture, the shutter speed, the focal length of the lens and the film

stock used, together with the distance from the bird. All the photo-

graphs were taken in Cornwall, with the exception of the Whooper
Swans Cygnus cygnus (plate 72a) which were in Westmorland.
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Brown Thrasher in Dorset: a species new to

Britain and Ireland

C. S. L. Incledon

At 09.30 on 1 8th November 1966, on Durlston Head, Swanage,

Dorset, my attention was attracted by an unusual call, a sudden and

explosive chat. On investigating a wooded area above the cliffs, I

soon located a strange thrush-sized bird feeding on the ground at a

range of not more than 25 feet. It was uniformly reddish-brown above,

with no white in the tail but two white bars on the folded wing; the

under-parts were very strongly streaked, the irides yellow and the

beak darkish. The tail seemed to be as long as the body and was kept

slightly cocked. After consulting several books at home, including

Oliver L. Austin and Arthur Singer’s Birds of the World (1961), I

decided that it was almost certainly a Brown Thrasher Toxostoma

rufum, a view which was supported by Mrs. W. G. Teagle to whom I

described it over the telephone. Other observers were informed and

the identification was confirmed the next day by Dr. J. S. Ash and

M. F. Robertson. This is a North American species not previously

recorded in either Britain or Ireland; indeed, apart from an insuffi-

ciently authenticated report from Heligoland in 1836 (see Brit. Birds,

48: 9), it has not been recorded anywhere else in Europe. At 16.15

on 23 rd November the thrasher was caught in a mist-net, ringed by

F. R. Clafton and photographed by Dr. D. J. Godfrey. Over the next

z\ months it was seen by a great many other people—including D. I. M.
Wallace who is familiar with the species in America—and it was last

observed by P. Mays on
5
th February 1967.

DESCRIPTION IN THE HAND
I am indebted to F.R.C. for the following details noted when the Brown
Thrasher was trapped on 23 rd November. Unfortunately, it was exa-

mined rather late in the day and so it was possible to record only the

salient characters before releasing it.

Plumage

All the upper-parts were uniformly rufous (except for the forehead

which was a shade darker) and richer in colour than those of a British

Song Thrush Turdus philomelos clarkei. The sides of the head, however,

were greyish with paler flecking. The chin was wliite; the throat, breast

and belly were white with bold brown streaks; and there was a buff

suffusion on the flanks. The outer webs of the primaries and seconda-
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laes were rufous and the inner webs blackish; the primary coverts

ii/erc similar and some of the greater and median coverts had bufiish-

ivhite tips which formed the two whitish wing-bars; the feathers of the

uastard wing were uniformly blackish with a wedge of buff near the

dps of the outer webs. The tail was also uniformly rufous.

i 'oft parts

rfhe bill was not really decurved, although it gave that impression in

;he field and is illustrated thus in Roger Tory Peterson’s American
'.)Ook A Field Guide to the Birds The wholly black upper mandible

[actually curved down quite markedly, but the lower mandible, which
ivvas black with a pinkish base, was virtually straight along its lower

r>;dge and indeed curved up a little at the tip. The legs were greyish

iind the irides strikingly yellow.

y\/Leasuremerits and structure

The following measurements were taken: wing 98 mm. (flattened

c:hord); bill 20 mm. (from feathers); tail about 130 mm.; and weight

83 1 grams at 16.30 hours. The 4th and 5th primaries were longest and

c;qual; the 3rd and 6th equal and 3-4 mm. shorter; and the ist primary

aibout 20 mm. longer than the longest primary covert. The outer webs
oof the 3rd-6th primaries were emarginated. The outer rectrices were

aabout 20 mm. shorter than the longest and the penultimate pair about

mm. shorter, but there was considerable abrasion of the tips.

FIELD NOTES
This section is a summary of my own field notes and those of J.S.A.

and D.I.M.W. The Brown Thrasher looked similar in size to a Song
Thrush, but at the same time it was slimmer and had a much longer

ttail. The whole of the upper-parts, including the tail, were uniformly

Ibright reddish-brown. The under-parts were noted by me as white

'.with bold brown streaks and this accords with the description taken

in the hand, but J.S.A. and D.I.M.W. both considered the ground

ccolour to look pale or greyish rather than pure white with the bold

sstreaks of dark brown most marked on the flanks and less well-defined

(on the sides of the breast. The sides of the head were obviously

(greyish, the ear-coverts with dark margins, and the two pale wing-

Ibars were conspicuous. The bill looked darkish and I entirely agree

with the comments of F.R.C., quoted above, about its shape. At close

(quarters the noticeable yellow eye appeared as a light circle with a

dark outer circle and the pupil forming a central spot. The long tail

'was constantly cocked, jerked upwards or flicked sideways.

All observations were within a radius of 60-100 yards of the original

•sighting, but the thrasher might easily have passed unnoticed in
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the dense cover of holm oaks Ouercus ilex near-by. On some occasions

it was extremely skulking at the edge of this cover, but on others

it took little notice of parties of observers and could be watched

at close ranges as it fed on the ground under trees or on a wide path

that ran through its territory. Attention was usually drawn to it by

its two characteristic and often repeated call-notes. One was a

rather chat-like, metallic tehee or tsehaek and the other a harsh ‘husky-

throaty’ tseh-aak with almost the quality of a Jay Garrulus glandarius

or Magpie I^iea piea. Once it called repeatedly when it joined a group

of Blackbirds Turdus merula and Song Thrushes which were apparently

mobbing an unseen predator. Once, too, it was noted pulling worms
out of the soil like a Song Thrush, but it was more usually observed

feeding on the acorns of Quereus ilex at which it hammered with

much vigour, throwing its head right back with each stroke and

bringing its bill down vertically.

IDENTIFICATION
Thrashers bear a certain resemblance to some of the babblers in the

mainly Old World subfamily of Timaliinae, but these could be ruled

out for several reasons, including their lack of wing-bars. The Dorset

bird was clearly a thrasher and it remained to decide to which of the

eleven North and Central American species it could belong. Only the

Brown Thrasher, the Sage Thrasher Oreoseoptes montanus and the Long-

billed or Sennett’s Thrasher Toxostoma longirostre have the necessary

combination of wing-bars and streaking below. The Sage Thrasher

was ruled out because it is smaller and darker and has white tips to the

tail, and the Long-billed Thrasher (which is more like the Brown)

because it is less rufous and its streaking is clearly blackish.

NOTES ON THE SPECIES

The Brown Thrasher is one of eight North American species of the

genus Toxostoma within the New World family of the Mimidae. In all,

there are 30 or 31 species in the family, which also includes the Mock-
ingbird Mimus polyglottos and the Catbird Dumetella earolinensis, and

they tend to be residents or at most medium-distance migrants. The
Brown Thrasher breeds from south-eastern Alberta and southern

Quebec south to eastern Texas and southern Florida—in other words,

throughout much of southern Canada and the United States east of

the Rocky Mountains—and the species winters mainly in the southern

parts of this area, usually withdrawing south of a line from north-

eastern Texas to south-eastern Virginia, but occasionally staying on

in southern Ontario, Montreal and Massachusetts. This summary of the

range is based on Bent (1948), as is most of the information in the

next paragraph.
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The Brown Thrasher is characteristically a skulking bird living in

thickets, bramble patches, clumps of bushes, woodland edges and

tangled undergrowth, almost always away from human habitation in

the eastern United States, but sometimes inside cities further west and

south. Its song is a succession of loud deliberate notes and short

phrases, quite musical and with each phrase usually repeated once.

The majority of its food consists of insects, including beetles, cater-

pillars, grasshoppers and so on, which are mostly taken on the ground,

but it also eats seeds and fruit. When feeding on seeds it hammers them
with its strong bill, so much so that if it comes to a bird table for sun-

flower seeds, of which it is very fond, the hammering can be heard for

a long distance (H. G. Alexander in litt.). An analysis of 266 stomachs

from various parts of North America showed that 37.4% vegetable

matter and 62.6% animal food were taken (Beal, McAtee and Kalm-
bach 1916). Most nests are between two and seven feet above the

ground (Erwin 1935), but at least in the eastern United States quite

a number are on the ground. They are built of twigs, dead leaves

and grass stems lined with rootlets and fine grasses, and the four or

five eggs (two to six have been recorded) are very pale blue or whitish

covered evenly and fairly thickly with small reddish brown spots.

Both sexes incubate and feed the young: the eggs usually take 12-13

days to hatch and the young generally leave the nest after lo-ii days

(Erwin 1935).
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obituary

Elsie Pemberton Leach, MBE (1888-1968)

Miss Elsie P. Leach, whose name was for many years almost synony-

mous with bird-ringing, died on 9th May 1968.

The younger daughter of General Sir Edward Pemberton Leach, vc,

KCB, Kcvo, she was born in Plymouth on 30th June 1888 and her early

life was that of any well-connected military family, with periods of

residence in Ireland, Nova Scotia and Scotland. In those years she was

a very keen sportswoman, fishing and riding to hounds. Her serious

interest in birds began in the 1920’s and was fostered by the friendship

she formed with Miss E. L. Turner of Norfolk fame. It was through

Miss Turner that she first met the late H. F. Witherby, the founding

editor of British Birds—a meeting which was to affect the course of her

life.

Some time before 1930 she began to help Harry Witherby with the

administration of what was then known as ‘The “British Birds”

Marking Scheme’ and, with her quick grasp of details, soon rendered

herself indispensable. From 1931 onwards Witherby and she were

joint authors of the published reports on ‘Movements of ringed birds

abroad to the British Islands and from the British Islands abroad’.

Thus it was most fortunate for the British Trust for Ornithology that

when, at Witherby’s request, it assumed responsibility for the Ringing

Scheme in 1937, Elsie Leach agreed to serve as Honorary Secretary of

the specially formed Bird-Ringing Committee. In this capacity she

took complete charge of the day-to-day administration, a burden which

increased steadily in magnitude as the scale of activities increased, and

from 1938 onwards became sole author of the list of ‘Recovery of

marked birds’ until in 1951 this was joined with the annual progress

report into the ‘Report on bird-ringing’ with Dr. (now Sir) A. Lands-

borough Thomson and her as co-authors.

When she formally retired at the end of 1953, her years of dedicated

service were recognised officially by Membership of the Order of the

British Empire, ornithologically by the award of the Tucker Medal,

and more intimately by presentations from members of the British

Trust for Ornithology and the Scottish Ornithologists’ Club. Her

retirement was somewhat nominal because for a further nine years

(until she was nearly 75) she continued to be entirely responsible for

dealing with and publishing recoveries of foreign-ringed birds in

Great Britain and Ireland, relinquishing this task only when the

removal of the Ringing Office from the British Museum (Natural

History) to Tring in 1963 made a break inevitable.
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In her personal qualities Elsie Leach was admirably fitted for the

work which occupied her energies for over 30 years. She was a

meticulously accurate person, willing to take endless pains over each

recovery. Nothing gave her greater satisfaction than to trace, sometimes

from the most tenuous of clues, the precise locality where a ringed bird

had ended its days. Once, on successfully ending a search which had

lasted over several weeks, she confessed with a twinkle in her eye that

Harry Witherby had coined for her the motto ‘Relentless in pursuit’.

It was indeed an appropriate epithet and one suspects that she would
have made a redoubtable amateur detective in the best ‘whodunit’

tradition.

One of her greatest assets was a remarkable memory for detail.

Time and again she could proffer such help as ‘I think you will find

that there was a similar recovery in 1933’ or ‘He used to live in Kent
before the war and was especially interested in Wood Warblers’. With
a memory of this quality she was able to manage the scheme effectively

without the elaborate indices and cross-references of modern office

practice and, incidentally, on a budget so tiny as to appear absurd.

It was impossible to know her for long without becoming aware of

her integrity and loyalty. She believed whole-heartedly in the value of

ringing as a technique, and was ever vigilant to see that neither its

methods nor its results were jeopardised by carelessness. She gave

unstintingly of her best and could be surprisingly firm with any ringer

who, she felt, had lowered the standards.

Unassuming, sympathetic, and with a gentle sense of humour, she

made many friends in her life and had a wide circle of acquaintances.

Her last years were marred by increasing disability which obliged her

first to remain at home and later to give up letter writing. Never

one to make a fuss or to obtrude herself, it was in a sense in keeping

with this spirit that her death should, for several months, have gone

unnoticed in ornithological circles. She will be missed by many, but

especially by the countless ringers whom she served so steadfastly over

the years. The traditions she established in that work are perhaps her

most fitting memorial. Robert Spencer
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Group behaviour by Little Grebes in winter.—In clear, cold weather

on loth January 1968, at Herriotts End, Chew Valley Lake, Somer-

set, I observed 1 8 Little Grebes Podiceps ruficollis in a deep channel lined

on each side with partly submerged old reeds. They were swimming
slowly, apparently at random, over a 50-yard strip, the majority with

tail elevated and under-coverts well fluffed up. At intervals, a group of

five to eight would patter with quick wing-beats over the surface for

10-20 yards and splash down among the others. Of those pattering

about in this way, a few (not more than three at a time) would then at

once ‘display’ by rising on the surface with upstretched neck and rapidly

beating wings, while treading water and slowly turning on the spot.

Meanwhile, I noticed 14 more Little Grebes at one side of the channel

and spaced at intervals of roughly one yard, each one quietly facing into

the reeds and thus showing its rear view to those active in the channel.

Over a period of 20 minutes a few went into or came out of the reeds to

join the performers, but then the number that were active decreased and

at the end of half-an-hour all had dispersed into the reeds. I heard no

trilling.

A form of supposed ‘penguin-dance’ was observed by D. R. Wilson

{Brit. Birds, 52: 96) when one Little Grebe scuttered over the surface

and paddled in an upright attitude while beating its wings rapidly; it

thus approached another, which appeared indifferent. The Handbook

notes that Little Grebes assemble in large flocks out of the breeding

season and sometimes dive and emerge in unison, but communal
activity of the sort described here does not seem to have been recorded

previously, and the role of the 14 inactive participants is puzzling.

D. E. Ladhams

[We discussed these observations with K. E. L. Simmons, who has

long made a study of grebes, and he has contributed the note which

follows.

—

Eds.]

Winter flocking and behaviour of Little and Great Crested Grebes.

During the winter of 1967/68 both Little Grebes Podiceps (Tachjbaptus)

ruficollis and Great Crested Grebes P. cristatus gathered in numbers

in and near the reed-beds at Herriotts End, Chew Valley Lake,

Somerset. The full total of Little Grebes was hard to assess, for usually

only a few (if any) were to be seen away from cover where others could

sometimes be heard trilling out of sight; but there was probably a

maximum of around 40, as suggested by D. E. I.adham’s observations

on loth January (see above).
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From October 1967 onwards, while studying Great Crested Grebes,

I made occasional notes on the behaviour of the smaller species. On
1 8th October a single Little Grebe that was sitting on a small mud bank

stood up and waved its wings for over a minute. Then a second one

flew in from the water several yards away, landing directly on the mud
not far from the first, also standing and wing-waving for a similar

period. One after the other, they returned to the water by running

down the bank with wings waving, joining two other Little Grebes

and all swimming off. Later, two of the four swam side by side, then

simultaneously ‘patter-flew’ across the surface together for several

yards to alight in typical grebe fashion by skidding forward on the

breast. On 17th November some 15 Little Grebes were swimming
close to one another in the edge of the reeds, quietly floating with the

posterior flank feathers well fluffed up—the normal relaxed posture of

the species. On 8th January 1968 up to six Little Grebes were located

off the reeds and on occasions both single individuals and couples

pattered off across the water on short flights. Some alighted in the

manner described by D. E. Ladhams—standing erect and waving the

wings (in this instance up to 34 continuous beats were actually counted,

though this is by no means the maximum)—but others merely settled

with no special behaviour. In all these instances no calling at all was

heard from the birds in view, although, as stated, typical trilling (the

almost invariable accompaniment to true display in this species) could

sometimes be heard from others hidden.

Chew Valley is now an important wintering area for Great Crested

Grebes, up to 360 being recorded there in 1967/68, the largest number
so far (the corresponding figure for 1966/67 was about 250). Of those

at Herriotts End, up to too could be seen at times between November
and January, mainly just off the reeds or in a large, open channel

within. For the most part, these were dispersed singly, with at least a

few feet of water separating individuals, most of which were usually

inactive or fully resting with the bill tucked away in the side of the

neck, though some preening also occurred. At times individuals grew

‘restless’ and swam with the neck erect (the typical pre-flight posture),

then pattered off and flew for varying distances, such behaviour tending

to be ‘contagious’ and drawing in small numbers of other Great Crested

Grebes, thereby inducing flights in the same direction (usually, of

course, into the wind). In all cases, the birds involved rose up in the

water after alighting and flapped their wings a few times, either

immediately or following a variable pause. No feeding was done in the

flock itself, but individuals dispersed to do so. Elsewhere on the lake,

loose flocks of up to 250 non-feeding Great Crested Grebes gathered at

times and behaved much as did those at Herriotts End.

Winter flocks of Great Crested Grebes at Chew thus consist essen-
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tially of loafing individuals and activity of all sorts is much reduced;

indeed, I believe that the adoption of the resting-posture helps to

reduce aggressive contact between them. The restless swimming and

the flying are probably due both to a degree of ‘nervousness’ at the

close proximity of others of the same species and to a tendency to

move away and start fishing individually. The ‘rise-and-flap’ behaviour

is a characteristic post-alighting activity of the species; there is no
indication that it is a display in this or any of its other contexts (see

K. E. L. Simmons, 1955, Studies on Great Crested Grebes).

Returning to the behaviour of the Little Grebe, especially as des-

cribed by D. E. Ladhams, I see no reason to interpret these incidents as

display either, though much more study is required of this elusive and

little known species. It is possible that a somewhat similar situation

exists as in winter groups of Great Crested Grebes, for there are the

parallels of (i) the resting birds, (2) the flights and (3) the wing-action

on alighting. The problem is not so simple as it might seem, however.

Firstly, from casual observations, I would say that rising and shaking

the wing and body feathers together is the usual post-alighting activity

of the Little Grebe. Secondly, further v atching of both Little Grebes

and the lone Somerset Pied-billed Grebe Podilymbus podiceps which I

rediscovered at Blagdon Lake in May 1968 (see D. E. Ladhams et al.,

Brit. Birds, 60: 295-299 for earlier history) has convinced me that two

distinct wing-movements have been confused in both these species,

which goes part of the way in explaining some of the controversy that

has arisen (e.g. letters in Brit. Birds, 60: 530-532). On the one hand,

there is normal ‘wing-flapping’, a comfort-movement in which the

individual rises up in the water and flaps its wings deliberately a few

times; in this behaviour, the action of the wings is primary. On the

other hand, there is the ‘wing-waving’ at present under discussion,

which is often but not exclusively performed after flight and in which

the grebe concerned treads water more fully, with its neck stretched up

and body often rotating f om side to side, waving its wings con-

tinuously many times (I have counted up to
5 5

beats in the Pied-billed

Grebe). In this behaviour, the maintenance of the erect posture seems

to be primary. Sustained wing-waving, in the Little Grebe at least,

occurs throughout the year, both from lone individuals and from those

alighting near others of the same species; but, even in the latter

situation, I do not think that it is a true display. Certainly, it is not a

‘form of penguin-dance’ as suggested by D. R. Wilson (Brit. Birds,
5
2

:

96), though further observations are needed to establish its full signi-

ficance. In the meantime, I would like to suggest that, when wing-

waving, the grebe concerned is putting itself in a position either for

getting a better view of its surroundings or for pattering away if

necessary (or for both). K. E. L. Simmons
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Royal Tern in Kent.—On the afternoon of 28th July 1965 Ola

Tunander, a Swedish ornithologist staying at Sandwich Bay Bird

Observatory, Kent, returned from Shellness Point, some four miles

away, to report the sighting of a Royal Tern Sterna maxima. P. New-
bound and M.D. went back immediately with him and watched it for

over an hour. The following description is compiled from field notes

taken by these three observers that day and by J. Websper and J.N.H.

on the 29th when the bird was under observation for a further 3^
hours

:

Si:(e: a little larger than accompanying Sandwich Terns Sterna sandvkensis and

nearer to that of Common Gull L^arus canus. General appearance: at rest looked

bulkier than the Sandwich Terns, with much wider closed wings and very much
larger head; stance with body well off ground recalled Caspian Tern Hydroprogne

tschegrava (with which both O.T. and J.N.H. were familiar); folded tips of

wings approximately equal to tail in length; tail long and deeply forked like

Sandwich Tern’s and quite unlike Caspian’s; in flight had the shape of a typical

large tern, but heavy bill very conspicuous; flight thought to be like Sandwich’s,

but a little slower and a little less buoyant than Caspian’s. Soft parts: bill longer

and heavier than Sandwich’s, approximately equal to length of head, very

slightly decurved, and brilliant orange in colour; legs and feet black or very

dark and longer than Sandwich’s; eye dark. Upper-parts: head large with jet

black cap covering entire crown and noticeable crest; neck pure white; mantle

and back light grey; rump, upper tail-coverts and tail pure white; closed wings

light grey and secondaries paler; in flight dark patches on tips of at least three

primaries between 3rd and 7th. Under-parts: chin, breast, belly, flanks and

under tail-coverts pure white; under-wing also white with dark patches on tips

of at least three primaries corresponding to those on upper-wing.

The most important features were the shape and brilliant orange

colour of the bill, the long and deeply forked tail and the small amount

of dark coloration at the tips of the primaries, all of which helped to

distinguish it from a Caspian Tern. It was always in the company of

Common Terns S. hirttndo and Sandwich Terns and it flew only when
the flock was disturbed. It was very active on the ground, preening and

walking about and sometimes lifting its wings. It was seen to hold its

head up in the wind and also to strut about with breast thrust forward

like a pigeon. It was aggressive towards the other terns at times, but

was not heard to call.

The publication of this record some 5^ years after the observation

is possible only as a result of a great deal of involved correspondence

and research. All the observers were aware at the time that several

features were not in full agreement with the descriptions to be found

in the European literature. In particular, the bird seemed to be slightly

too small and, more important, it had a completely black forehead

whereas in the Royal Tern this is normally white except at the very

beginning of the breeding season. It was not until November 1967, in

fact, that Dr. Edwin O. Willis, of the American Museum of Natural

History, put into words what others had been thinking by suggesting
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Fig. I. Royal Tern Sterna maxima, Sandwich Bay, Kent, 28th-29th July 1965.

These drawings, copied exactly from sketches made in the field, show: (top) head

and bill shape; (upper centre) shape on ground and in flight; (lower centre) active

stance; and (bottom) scale comparison with Common Tern S. hirtmdo on left and

Sandwich Tern S. sandvicensh on right. Note that the tail of the Royal Tern at rest

was made slightly too short in the field sketches and that this detail has not been

altered in the finished drawings; its tail was, in fact, approximately equal to the tips

of its folded wings
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4

f/io, i/25oth, looo mm, FP 5, 60 ft

Plate 64. Purple Sandpiper Calidris marifima, January 1966. Below, Knot Calidris

caniittis about to regurgitate a pellet, August 1966 {photos: J. B. and S. Bo/tomley)

f/8, i/5ooth, 300 mm, FP 3, 23 ft



f/5.6, i/ioooth, }oo mm, Pan-I', 20 ft

Plate 65. Snndcrling Ca//Wr/s a//^a running past, August 1967. Below, Little Stint

Calidris minutus stretching one wing, September 1967 {photos: J. B. and S. Bottomley)

f/8, i/50oth, 500 mm, Tri-X, M ft



f/ II, i/5ooth, 500 mm, Tri-X, 20 ft

Plate 66 . Pectoral Sandpiper Calidris melanotos, September 1967. Below, Long-
billed Dowitcher Ijmiiodrom/is sco/opacens, December 1966 {photos: f. B. andS. Bottomley)

f/8, i/25oth, 135 mm, FI’ 3, 12 ft



i/io» i/2Soih. looo iTirn. I P 5, ioo 4- ft

Plate 67. Immature C.ormorant Phalacrocorax carbo on post, |uly 1966. Below, im-
mature male Eider Somateria moHissima, November 1965 {photos: J. B. and S. Bottomley)

f'li, i/2^oth, 500 mm, I-P 5, 2^ ft



f/io, i/i25th, looo mm, Plus-X, 70 ft

Plate 68. Immature Red-backed Shrike. co//urio on twig, October 1965. Be-
low. Snow Bunting Plec/rophenax nivalis, October 1968 {photos: J. B. and S. Bottomky)

f/ii, i/25oth,t 300 mm, Tri-X, 15 ft



f/8, i/zjoih, }0o mni, I'P 3, 15 ft

Flate 69. Skylark Alauda arvensis with food for fledged young, June 1967. Below,

Rock l^ipit Ambus spinoletla singing, hfarch 1968 {photos: J. B. and S. Bottomky)

f/8, i/jooth, 300 mm, Tri-X, 15 ft



f/io, i/i25th, 1000 mm, FP 5, 125 + ft

Plate 72. Whooper Swzns Cygnus cygnits, February 1967. Below, single Bewick’s
Swan Cygnus bewickii swimming past, February 1965 {photos: J. B. and S. Bottomley)

f/5.6, i/i25th, 300 mm, Pan-X, 50 ft



f/8, i/ioooth, 300 mm, Tri-X, 40 ft f/5.6, i/250th, 500 mm, l>an-X, 50 ft

Plate 7 3 . Bonaparte’s Gull IcarusPhiladelphia, March 1968 ;
]-ong-tailcd DuckC/awg-

ida hyemalis, January 1964. Below, Great Northern Diver Gavia immer, Februart’ 1967

f/io, i/ioooth, 1000 mm, HP 4, 120 ft

,* V



f/8, i/25orh 300 mm, Tri-X, 20 ft

Plate 74. HottcreX Endromias morinelli(s, October 1968. Below, J. B. Bottomley with
his 1000 mm mirror lens hand-held (pages 548-549) {photos: J. B. and S. Bottomley)

f/ii, i/i25th, 50 mm, Tri-X, 12 ft
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that a Royal Tern ‘that has straggled when having reached breeding

plumage, and is thus not able to breed, could perhaps retain its black

forehead longer than a “normal” bird’. J.N.H. had always referred to it

as a ‘wandering misfit’ and Sir Hugh Elliott wrote of it as one which
was ‘inhibited from nesting’. Since then it has been confirmed that

some Royal Terns retain their black foreheads well into the breeding

season (see Time-Life book on Tbe Birds-. 24-25).

In the course of the correspondence already mentioned all other

possible species were considered. The Lesser Crested Tern S. benga/ensis

(of eastern Africa, southern Asia and Australia) and the Swift Tern

S. bergii (of comparable range, but extending to South Africa) were

ruled out as a result of detailed notes received from J. A. Bailey,

Dr. C. S. Clapham and Sir Hugh Elliott. The white forehead of the

Swift Tern is diagnostic at all times and this species has ‘a pale yellow

bill . . . never with any red-orange’ while the Lesser Crested Tern ‘does

not look larger than Sandwich Tern, has a bill colour that is not

“brilliant” and has a tail that is visibly greyish and so lacks contrast

between the back and the tail’. The Elegant Tern S. elegans (of the

Pacific coast of America) was thought from the first to be unlikely on
geographical grounds and, in fact, Pierre Devillers, R. Guy McCaskie,

Dr. Willis and others in California stressed that the bird at Sandwich

Bay was ‘definitely not an Elegant’ on account of its lacking a black

nape and having a bill that was too ‘strong’ (‘the bill of the Elegant

Tern is extremely, almost incredibly, long and slender’), in addition to

the detail of the fork of the tail being wrong.

This is only a brief summing up and the file on the Royal Tern is a

mass of valuable information. In conclusion, we wish to record our

gratitude to those already mentioned, to R. A. Richardson, to R.

Wagstaffe (who gave a great deal of time to a most interesting question-

naire) and to all the members of the Rarities Committee for their

patience, time and trouble. M. Davenport and J . N. Hollyer

[This is the first British record of an American and African species

which breeds from Virginia to Texas, in the West Indies, in Baja

California and Mexico and probably also in west Africa, where it is

regularly seen from Morocco to well south of the Equator. There is a

previous Irish record of one picked up long dead near Dublin on 24th

March 1954 (Br/V. Birds, 48: 116-117) ^ Welsh observation in 1968

awaits ratification.—Eds.]

Robins rearing four broods in one year.—In the summer of 1965 a

young Robin Erithacus rubecula came to my garden at Longparish,

Hampshire. The resident pair of Robins continually tried to drive it

away, but I fed it with biscuits and also gave it some protection by
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shutting it for two or three hours a day inside the nets covering a

fairly large area of currant bushes and raspberry canes. It became tame
and gradually established a small territory, including an adjoining

garden and the intervening fence. It slowly enlarged this area until it

had quite a sizeable territory by the winter. I continued to feed the

Robin on my hand and also encouraged it to go through a small hole

in the door of the garden shed where I kept a box of biscuit crumbs and

oat flakes.

In March 1966 a Robin from a territory in a copse near-by paired

with this tame one, which I then knew to be a female. Her first nest in

a shed in the adjoining garden fell down when it was only half finished

and she then nested in my garden shed and laid and hatched four eggs.

When the youngsters were six days old there was a commotion which

I did not investigate, but at dusk that evening I saw the male carrying

away something fairly large in his bill; next morning only one dead

chick remained in the nest. The tame female then built another nest

among some sticks in a dog kennel in the adjoining garden and duly

hatched and reared four youngsters. The day after these left the nest

she started building again in a tree stump in the adjoining garden, but

this did not come to anything. The youngsters from the successful

nest, reduced to three after about four days, began to follow the female

back to my garden where they also gradually learnt to feed from my
hand. One more disappeared, but the other two took up winter

territories on either side of the male in the copse and the adjoining

garden. All through the winter I fed the original female and the two

tame youngsters came three times a day.

In 1967 the tame female paired with the nearest of her two offspring

of the previous year on 20th January. By the 31st she was attempting

to build in a shed in the adjoining garden and the first egg was laid on

14th February with a second the next day, but the nest was then

ransacked by some predator. She started another nest in my shed on

19th February and subsequently laid four eggs, from which one

youngster hatched on i6th March. On the 27th she began building

again in a short piece of pipe on an outside wall while this youngster

was still in the nest. It fledged successfully, but stayed in the shed for

the first three days, while at night I used to keep it in my bathroom

because of the cold; after that I put it for several days in the ‘cage’ of

fruit nets for safety from the many cats near-by. By 7th April the second

nest (actually the third, but the second brood) contained five eggs and

four of these had hatched by the 19th. Meanwhile, I had removed the

nest from the shed and it was there that she returned on ist May to

start building her third nest. On 4th May the four youngsters of the

second brood fledged and I marshalled them into the fruit cage. The

first egg of the third nest was laid on 6th May and on the 22nd all four
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eggs hatched. A fourth and final nest was started in an outside nest box

a day before this third brood flew at the beginning of June. I could not

see directly into this box, but three or four eggs were laid and one

youngster was reared, making four at least partially successful broods in

all. As each lot of youngsters fledged, I gave them the safety of the

fruit cage until I thought they were strong enough to fend for them-

selves; only the last one did not go inside, but this eventually became

the tamest of them all. The third brood had been joined in the cage by

two other fledgling Robins and so altogether that year I tamed twelve

youngsters and at different times was hand-feeding fifteen individual

Robins. Ted Sprackland

Dusky Warbler in Kent.—At 09.00 on loth November 1967, at

Dungeness, Kent, R. J. Burness and I discovered a Dusky Warbler

Phylloscopus fuscatus feeding in stunted willows Salix sp. amidst winter

flood water and later it was also seen by M. j. Rogers. The following

two days, being a week-end, enabled large numbers of observers,

probably in the region of 75, to watch the bird and these included R. H.

Charlwood, R. E. Emmett, P. J. Grant and D. I. M. Wallace. On the

morning of the nth we succeeded in trapping it; it was taken to the

observatory’s laboratory for ringing and detailed examination, and

then returned to the original place. There it remained until it was last

seen on 15 th November by R.H.C., David Lea and myself. The account

which follows is a combination of my own notes and those of R.J.B.,

P.J.G. and D.I.M.W.

Throughout its stay, it favoured the damp areas of willows, prefer-

ring to feed in the centre of the bushes and very near the ground, at

times even standing with its feet in the flood water. Not infrequently it

settled on the ground, but only occasionally did it feed on the outer

fringes of the bushes in the manner of a Willow Warbler P. trochilus or a

Chiff'chafT P. coHjhita. At first it was not particularly skulking, but it

became more difficult to locate as the days passed and was extremely

secretive on the 15 th. It flicked its wings frequently and at times almost

continually, particularly immediately after alighting. In this respect its

behaviour was similar to that of a Chiflehaff and, as it also had verv

rounded wings and a rather short-tailed appearance in flight, it re-

sembled that species more closely than any other Phylloscopus I have

seen (even the Radde’s Warbler P. schwari^i at Dungeness in 1962). It

was solitary, not associating with other birds in the vicinity, which

included Goldcrests Kegulus regulus, W’rens Troglodytes troglodytes and

Robins ErithacHS ruhecula. It usually flew very low, but occasionally

above the bushes, and as it took off it almost invariably called, normally

repeating this once more in flight and again on alighting. The call was a

distinctive harsh, loud, explosive note which often helped one to
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locate the bird. It was variously transcribed as tchak, chak or tcha,

reminding different people of Lesser Whitethroat Sylvia curruca^

Stonechat Saxicola torquata or Ring Ouzel Turdus torqmtus. I considered

it very Sylvia-\ik.Q., but P.J.G. thought it lacked the sibilant quality of

that genus. The following is a summary of field descriptions of the

Dusky Warbler:

Upper-parts: entirely uniform dull brown (no greenish or rufous tinge), including

wings and tail, but with slightly brighter rump; long and prominent super-

cilium of dirty white, not particularly striking in front of eye, but broadening

and straight behind it ; ear-coverts with slight traces of tawny-brown streaking.

Under-parts: chin and throat clear whitish and rather silky; breast with dirty

greyish wash; belly whitish; flanks and, more particularly, under tail-coverts

somewhat richer with rusty-buff tinge; a similar rusty-buff colour apparent on
under-wing when the bird flicked its wings (this also showed as a small patch on
the leading edge of the closed wing, much as the yellow mark in other Phyllos-

copus). Soft parts: eye dark; bill dark, although base of lower mandible showed
paler (more yellow or pinkish) when viewed from below; legs yellowish with

soles more orange.

Six characters seemed important for identifying this species in the field:

(i) the harsh, loud, explosive call; (2) the Chiffchaff-like shape with very

rounded wings and rather short-tailed appearance in flight; (3) the

uniformly very dark brownish upper-parts; (4) the complete lack of

yellow or green anywhere in the plumage; (5) the rusty-buff flanks and

under tail-coverts contrasting with the otherwise silky whitish under-

parts; and (6) the pale yellowish legs. Some points were noted in

greater detail in the laboratory description, of which the following is a

summary

:

Upper-parts: uniformly dark olive-brown, with wing feathers edged slightly

paler but still brownish-olive; dirty greyish-white supercilium above dark

but indistinct eye-stripe; ear-coverts brownish streaked with slightly fawn

tinge. Under-parts: throat and belly pure whitish; breast greyish-buff; flanks,

under tail-coverts and under-wing warm buff. Soft parts: eye dark brown;

upper mandible dark horn, lower yellowish-pink with dark tip; mouth yellow;

legs brownish-yellow in front, more yellow behind ; soles of feet dirty yellow.

Measurements: wing 55.5 mm., tail 46 mm., bill 12.5 mm., tarsus 20 mm.;
weight 12.5 grams (at 10.00 on nth). Wing-formula: ist primary 10 mm. longer

than primary coverts; 4th and 5th primaries equal and longest, 3rd and 6th

— tram., 7th —2.5mm., 8th —4mm., 9th —5mm., loth —6.5mm., 2nd
— 8 mm., 3rd-6th emarginated and and-ioth notched on inner web. Tail

square and all plumage very fresh.

A photograph of the Dusky Warbler in the hand, by D. I. M. Wallace,

has already been reproduced (Br//. Birds, 61
:
plate 50b). This is the fifth

British record of this vagrant from eastern Asia, and the fourth since

1961. The previous ones were all in October, in Orkney (1913),

Shetland (1961), Isles of Scilly (1964) and Yorkshire (1965).

R. E. Scott
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Ecological Adaptations for Breeding in Birds. By David Lack,

F.R.S. Methuen, London, 1968. xii+410 pages, with 21 illustra-

tions by Robert Gillmor and 24 text-diagrams. 84s.

This is the product of a master hand, and required reading for anyone

interested in the breeding habits of birds from an ecological and

evolutionary standpoint. As Dr. Lack says at the outset, the book is

primarily a work of interpretation, but to provide the necessary

foundation it is subsidiarily a handbook of avian breeding biology. In

the latter role it presents a wealth of relevant information concerning

the birds of the world. Many of the facts were previously to be found in

the literature only for separate species, whereas they are here collected

as a system of coordinated data available for study in a more general

context. Dr. Lack is throughout concerned with ecological aspects,

and only indirectly with ethological and physiological factors. Part 1

covers nesting dispersion and the pair-bond, while part 2 deals with

clutch-size, egg-size and growth-rate. Statements made in the text are

supported by details tabulated in 19 appendices, and by a long list of

references; and there are two indices.

From his abundant data Dr. Lack has been able to make generalisa-

tions which could not have been confidently stated before. For purposes

of comparison he has found the subfamily to be the most convenient

systematic unit; but he uses ecological groupings too, and we find such

heads as non-passerine nidicolous land birds, cursorial birds, wading

birds, freshwater aquatic birds and seabirds. Each chapter contains

generalisations relating to particular sections of the data. Thus, for

example, among passerine birds solitary nesting is typical of 84% of the

subfamilies, including all insectivorous groups except the aerial hunters

;

the latter, and also most seed-eaters, are among those that nest

colonially. Again, among the ploceine weavers the insectivorous

forest species are solitary nesters and monogamous, while the

graminivorous savannah species are colonial nesters and polygyncus;

but the sparrows, eating seeds and insects, are colonial and mono-
gamous. And so on, including special treatment of cooperative breeding

and brood parasitism.

Later we come to broader generalisations, with discussion of the

significance of the findings. Dr. Lack’s basic assumption is that ‘each

species of bird has evolved those adaptations which enable it to

reproduce as rapidly as it can in its natural habitat’, and his aim has been

to build up a positive case for this proposition. He does not repeat the

criticisms that he has made elsewhere of arguments challenging the

assumption.
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As regards dispersion, about half the species of birds, chiefly

predators, feed solitarily; and about 87% of species nest solitarily,

including nearly all raptors, insectivorous birds and those with

nidifugous young. Feeding flocks are found in many species; and

colonial nesting occurs in nearly all seabirds and hunters of airborne

insects, and in many freshwater and seed-eating species. Solitary

nesting makes for concealment and facilitates finding food near the

nest. True colonial breeders have relatively safe nesting sites and mostly

feed in flocks. There is an intermediate group of birds which feed in

flocks but nest in dispersed colonies to aid concealment. As regards the

pair-bond, nine-tenths of nidicolous species and four-fifths of

nidifugous ones are monogamous, primarily because each male and

each female will on average leave most descendants if they share in

raising a brood. Polygyny, promiscuity and polyandry are evolved

only in species in which one parent can raise the brood alone (but not in

every such instance).

More familiar, but here extended with the support of a weight of

evidence, are the arguments relating to clutch-size, number of broods a

year, egg-size, rate of growth, and the timing of breeding in relation to

age and season. Repeatedly Dr. Lack stresses the interrelation of the

different adaptations : thus, clutch-size with the relative size of the egg,

length of incubation with fledgling period, clutch-size with the growth-

rate of the young, clutch-size with the degree of safety of the nest, and

sometimes relative egg-size with the dispersion of the nests.

Dr. Lack’s comprehensive conclusion is that all the adaptations

discussed are the result of natural selection, and that on present evidence

no other means is needed to account for them. The book is a delight to

read because of the clarity of its arrangement, the logic of its argument,

and the richness of its information about the lives of birds.

A. Landsborough Thomson

Instructions to Young Ornithologists. VII. Ducks, Geese and

Swans. By John Welman. Museum Press, London, 1968. 124 pages

;

16 black-and-white photographs; 29 text-figures. 20s.

This is one of a series intended for young people as an introduction to

various aspects of ornithology, or so the title leads one to suppose.

Some of the previous books have been written by acknowledged

experts in their field. Mr. Welman is obviously a great enthusiast for

his subject and supplies a useful introduction to waterfowl in general.

When he comes, however, to accounts of the individual species found

in Europe, it is obvious that his current knowledge of distribution and

migration is very inadequate.

Each account is arranged under identification (dealt with rather

summarily), distribution and a larger section entitled ‘Observations’.
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The author’s space is obviously limited, but it is odd to read of Mute
Swans being not truly wild in the British Isles, with no mention of

winter immigrants or the large increase in the winter population in the

1950’s, apart from the comment ‘sometimes seen assembled in large

herds’. Bewick’s Swans are ‘likewise to be found on sea-coasts and

sometimes on shallow lakes’, which hardly reflects the existence of the

regular Irish inland winter population, the huge winter increase on the

Ouse Washes in East Anglia or the phenomenon of a hundred and

more wild birds coming annually in the last few years to a small pond
actually adjoining the house of the Director of the Wildfowl Trust.

Shelduck are said to be seldom seen in large flocks, though sev'cral

thousands are regular on the Thames in winter, and there is no mention

of moult migration. Large flocks of Pochard from the Continent are

said to be ‘sometimes’ seen inland and on the coast, while London
reservoirs are among the ‘occasional haunts’ of the Smew. These are

but a few examples of information that is either wrong or inadequate,

and it seems a great pity that a book with such a title should be not only-

very incomplete but so misleading, whether shortage of space be a

contributory factor or not. R. C. Homes

The Shorebirds of North America. Edited by Gardner D. Stout;

text by Peter Matthiesson; species accounts by Ralph S. Palmer;
illustrations by Robert Verity Clem. Viking Press, New York,

1967. 270 pages; 32 colour plates and eleven line-drawings.

$22.50.

This monograph on the waders of North America deals with the 75

species of six families—thick-knees, jacanas, avocets and stilts,

oystercatchers, plovers, and sandpipers and their allies, the last taken

to include the phalaropes—which occur there regularly or occasionally.

It consists of three very different parts. Most striking is a series of

large paintings by Robert Verity Clem superbly reproduced in six-

colour lithography. One suspects that these were the main raison

d’etre for the work, and they are, quite simply, magnificent and unique.

They show the birds in their natural habitats, sometimes a single

species to a plate and sometimes several where, as on shores or mud-
flats, they may occur together in the wild. They combine an astonishing

evocation of atmosphere with a luminous clarity, serving equally to

convey the haunting appeal of waders and wild places and to provide

the identification enthusiast with an accuracy of plumage detail rarely

found elsewhere. My sole criticism is that there are not enough of

them. Only 46 species are shown (the more common ones in North
America, plus the Eskimo Curlew) and even these include no flight

views and not all the different plumages. Downy young and juveniles

are few and, though many winter plumages are illustrated, some as
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important (at least to European ornithologists) as those of the Long-

billed Dowitcher and Pectoral Sandpiper are omitted.

The second part of the book is an essay by Peter Matthiesson on
animal evolution and behaviour, using waders as a ‘fit illustration’.

A version of this originally appeared in The New Yorker where, as here,

it must have conveyed the excitement and appeal of waders to many
laymen as well as helping them painlessly to understand something

of avian biology. Mr. Matthiesson deals most readably with such topics

as anatomy, behaviour, food, habitats and migration. He writes vividly

of his own experiences in the field, and also gives a searing account of

the mass slaughter which occurred on the east coast of North America

when the commercial hunters for food, having by then almost wiped

out the Passenger Pigeons, turned to the incredibly tame and equally

numerous waders. Protection came just in time to save further extinc-

tions, though the Eskimo Curlew still hovers on the brink. His biolo-

gical pronouncements are often less happy and at times baffling,

as when one who writes so well of the eager life of what he terms

‘wind-birds’ can say that ‘birds seem blunted in almost all the sensory

perceptions’.

The third and last part, filling nearly half the book, consists of species

accounts by Ralph S. Palmer. He summarises the available knowledge

under the headings of plumage, field characters, voice, habitat, distri-

bution, breeding and habits. One must emphasise ‘available knowledge’

because much still remains to be learnt of the breeding and behaviour

of some species: not only of those nesting in the Arctic wastes (the

first nests of six species there were not found until this century with

that of the Bristle-thighed Curlew only as recently as 1948), but,

more surprisingly, of such more southerly birds as the American

Avocet and Mountain Plover. Dr. Palmer deals thoroughly with all

the regular North American waders, but less fully with rarities and

accidentals. His plumage descriptions are not so detailed as in The

Handbook of British Birds, and he uses the less familiar terminology of

Philip S. Humphrey and Kenneth C. Parkes (1959, Auk, 76: 1-3 1),

as well as a new classification. Nevertheless, this section will be in-

valuable to the European bird-watcher, for he has given us, concisely

and accurately, a mass of information accessible only with difficulty

or not at all on this side of the Atlantic.

This elegant volume is a handsome tribute to a group which holds a

special attraction for most bird-watchers. It is a triptych with a

superb centrepiece flanked by lateral panels which can hardly be ex-

pected to possess equal appeal for any reader. It is far from cheap, but,

even so, it can be warmly recommended to both the interested layman

and the serious student for the differing two-thirds they will find of

value. Stanley Cramp
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ALSO RECEIVED
A Id Decouverle de la Nature. By Olivier Paccaud. Editions Delachaux & Niestle,

NeuchAtel, 1968. No price given.

Audubon the Naturalist. By Francis Hobart Herrick. Reprinted by Dover Publications,

New York, 1968. Two volumes. 28s. 6d. each.

Birds. By Gwen Allen and Joan Denslow. Clue Books. Oxford University Press,

London, 1968. los. 6d.

Birds and Wild Africa. By William Condry. Collins, London, 1967. 30s.

Birds ofSurinam. By F. Haverschmidt. Oliver & Boyd, Edinburgh and London, 1968.

12 gns.

Bird Watching. By Hockley Clarke. Pelham Books, London, 1968. 50s.

Bones. By Gwen Allen and Joan Denslow. Clue Books. Oxford University Press,

London, 1968. 8s. 6d.

Forests in the British Scene. Forestry Commission Booklet, No. 24. H.M. Stationery

Office, 1968. los.

Man and Environment. By Robert Arvill. Penguin Books, London, 1967. 8s. 6d.

Penguins. By John Sparks and Tony Soper. David and Charles, Newton Abbot, 1967.

45s.

Sarek, Stora Sjdfallet and Padjelanta: Three National Parks in Swedish Eapland. By Kai

Curry-Lindahl. Raben and Sjogren, Stockholm, 1968. No price given.

Signals in the Animal World. By Dietrich Burkhardt, Wolfgang Schleidt, Helmut
Altner and others. George Allen & Unwin, London, 1968. 65s.

The Birds of America. By John James Audubon. Reprinted by Dover Publications,

New York, 1967. Seven volumes. 20s. each.

The Field Book of Wild Birds and their Music. By F. Schuyler Mathews. Reprinted by

Dover Publications, New York, 1968. 28s. 6d.

The Eovely and the Wild. By Louise de Kiriline Lawrence. McGraw-Hill, New York,

1968. $6.95.

The Smhirds of Southern Africa: also the Sugarbirds, the White Eyes and the Spotted

Creeper. By C. J. Skead. Balkema, Cape Town, 1967. R8.50 or 5 gns.

The Warblers of North America. By Frank M. Chapman. Reprinted by Dover
Publications, New York, 1968. 28s. 6d.

The Watcher at the Nest. By Margaret Morse Nice. Reprinted by Dover Publications,

New York, 1967. 12s.

The Way Birds Eive. By E. A. Armstrong. Revised edition by Dover Publications,

New York, 1968. 14s. 6d.

The Whooping Crane. By Faith McNulty. Longmans, London, 1967. 50s.

Letters

‘Annual harvest’

Sirs,—I am grateful for the opportunity to reply to G. W. Johnstone’s

complaint (Bril. Birds, 61
: 533).

It is notoriously difficult to assess fluctuations in populations of

commoner species (which is why the British Trust for Ornithology’s

Common Birds Census came into being) and for this reason I feel that

the problem of large-scale passerine assassination in Belgium and

Mediterranean countries should be kept under review : hence my note

in ‘News and comment’ (Br/V. Birds, 61
: 426). For instance, it is theoreti-
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cally possible that hunting levels which on the whole were not harmful

in the past may become so now, since such factors as habitat destruction

and environmental pollution are growing more pressing. An estimated

6o million birds per annum has been quoted as the ‘bag’ for south-west

France alone, where this song-bird hunting has escalated of recent

years; what evidence is there that such a heavy toll is not harmful?

Weight for weight, it takes 8o to loo Skylarks Alauda arvensis to equal

one Grey Lag Goose Anser anserX

Legislation must come from within. It is the Italians themselves

who have passed recent protection laws in Italy; and it is Frenchmen
and Belgians who are becoming vocal in condemning indiscriminate

song-bird slaughter in their countries. Therefore Mr. Johnstone’s

question (‘What right have we foreigners to interfere . . . ’) is mis-

conceived. Robert Hudson

Sirs,—G. W. Johnstone has probably never been in south-western

France at migration time: if he had seen cars full of the bodies of

passerines and many other birds, I doubt that he would risk stating,

as he has recently done (Br/V. 'Birds, 6i
: 533), that this slaughter has no

effect on the breeding populations of the species involved. The
following will perhaps be enough to show the size of this tragic

slaughter: in December 1962, at St. Jean de Luz (Basses-Pyrenees), I

ringed 600 Lapwings Vanellus vanellus and
5
o Golden Plovers Pluvialis

apricaria
\
by the following month 7% of the Lapwings and 15% of the

Golden Plovers had been killed locally, most of them netted. If the

European populations of such birds as Skylarks Alauda arvensis or

Wood-pigeons Columba palumhus can probably bear the present annual

harvest, this is certainly not the case with some others, such as Ortolan

Buntings Hmberi^a hortulana and most of the birds of prey, which the

netters catch with amazing ease.

It sounds quite nice to speak of this slaughter as a ‘part of a way of

life going back centuries’. But the help of many new techniques has

drastically improved the efficiency of the tens of thousands of netting

installations : for instance, trappers now use tape-recordings of birds’

songs and nets maybe five times bigger than the ones their great-

grandfathers had. Anyhow, so many practices which were considered

normal two centuries ago are now outlawed that I consider this

argument meaningless. That this hunting provides a livelihood for

many French netters is probably false, too, bird-trapping being mostly

a holiday activity. I cannot, in any case, see what this would change as,

in France at least, there are happily many other ways of earning

one’s living (though this may not apply in other countries, such as

Spain or Portugal).

Sound ecological arguments are fine, on paper, when one has them.
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But the conservationist is often compelled to act before complete

scientific proof (if such can exist) is available. Maybe bird-netting can

be restored the day ‘sound ecological arguments’ have proved that

this trapping has no ‘effect on breeding populations of the species

involved’? Michel Lacoste
Council member of the L,igue Franfaise pour la Protection des Oiseaux

The flight of Great and Cory’s Shearwaters

Sirs,—The excellent account of Cory’s Shearwater Calonectris diomedea

by Francis Roux and Christian Jouanin in the series ‘Studies of less

familiar birds’ {Brit. Birds, 6i : 163-169) includes one section which I

feel may be misleading. This is the paragraph on pages 164-165 com-

paring the flight of Cory’s Shearwater with that of the Great Shear-

water Puffinus gravis. It should be mentioned that my experience of

these two species is limited to the vicinity of Cape Clear Island, Co.

Cork, but my observations there lead me to believe that some of the

statements made in this paragraph are over-simplifications.

Messrs. Roux and Jouanin state: ‘In calm weather it (Cory’s Shear-

water) glides for long distances on bowed wings. . . . An important

character (of the flight) is that the tips of the wings are held below the

horizontal of the body in gliding.’ This is certainly true, but I would not

endorse the implication that it is a diagnostic feature of the species, for

Great Shearwaters also, in my experience, frequently glide on bowed
wings. Messrs. Roux and Jouanin go on to quote Dr. W. R. P. Bourne’s

apt description of the flight of Cory’s Shearwater in rough weather.

They also repeat, however, the same author’s Great Shearwater com-
parison, with which I cannot agree: ‘In these circumstances (rough

weather) it (Cory’s Shearwater) can be distinguished at a distance from

the Great Shearwater, as Dr. W. R. P. Bourne (in Palmer 1962) has

noted, “by great height to which it rises when towering into wind, so

that it appears above horizon, and the appearance of a pure white belly

as it turns to resume downward glide”.’ This description of the flight

of Cory’s is completely accurate, in my experience, but Great Shear-

waters also not infrequently fly in precisely the same manner. While a

large shearwater rising to a great height is more likely to be a Cory’s

than a Great, this is not a character by w'hich Cory’s Shearwater ‘can be

distinguished at a distance from the Great Shearwater’. (Given suitable

wind conditions, even Fulmars Fulmarus glacialis perform these tower-

ing glides and, in certain lights, can appear wholly brown above and

completely white below—a trap for the unwary and, at times, momen-
tarily, even for the wary.) Finally, I disagree with Messrs. Roux and

Jouanin’s final sentence in this paragraph (the gist of which also

appears in Palmer 1962): ‘It is, in fact, rare for the Great Shearwater,

whose low skimming flight resembles that of the Manx Shearwater, to
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rise much above the waves.’ In my experience, the flight of the Great

Shearwater seldom resembles that of the Manx ^uffinus puffinus and is

nearly always much closer to that of Cory’s.

While the conditions under which my observations at Cape Clear

Island have been made may be atypical over the whole of the ranges

of the two species, they are probably typical of the conditions under

which these shearwaters will be seen in Irish and British waters. I con-

tend that flight is not a safe diagnostic character and that the comments
quoted by Messrs. Roux and Jouanin could lead to misidentifications.

I agree wholeheartedly with their statement in an earlier paragraph that

the ‘presence or absence of a cap and white side-neck is probably the

best quick character for distinguishing the two species’. The black cap

‘tipped forward’ and sharp demarcation from the white under-parts are

very noticeable features of all but the most distant Great Shearwaters.

J. T. R. Sharrock

Readers’ notes

Sirs,—We have become increasingly concerned in recent years at the

amount of space devoted to the ‘Notes’ section of British Birds. While

we realise the merit of publishing hitherto unrecorded data, we feel

that this information could more profitably be stored in a filing system

under species and subject headings until there is enough to justify the

periodical publication of a summary. Most conscientious observers

accumulate much noteworthy material in the course of a year. A
minority submit such observations for publication; the majority do

not. We are among the latter, but would certainly be willing to

contribute our notes for comprehensive filing with a view to future

collective publication.

R. F. Porter, A. R. Kitson and A. Vittery

[We should be glad to have the comments of other readers. While

some short notes may have limited value, we have always believed

that they are of interest in several ways. Many of the observations

concerned are of sufficient importance to be worth placing on record

in their own right, as is shown by the extent to which some are later

referred to in papers and books setting out the results of intensive

studies of the species concerned. In cases where little-known or

unusual behaviour is involved they may also lead others to comment
or confirm and they may even stimulate further study. We have

always thought, too, that they were very readable and therefore of

general interest while at the same time often helping to show observers

the kind of details they need to record. The experiment of publishing

summarised data under such headings as ‘Display and posturing’,

‘Breeding season’, ‘Food’, ‘Voice’ and ‘General habits’ was tried as
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long ago as 1952 under the title of ‘Supplementary notes’ (Brii. Birds,

45 : 372-374), but it met with little enthusiasm and was soon

discarded. The scheme which Messrs. Porter, Kitson and Vittery now
propose would, if it were to succeed, involve the collection and filing

of a large amount of data for which people willing to do the summa-

rising would periodically have to be found. Finally, we invite views

on the implication that notes take up a large amount of space; between

January 1967 and December 1968 they have involved a total of 132

pages out of 1,120, less than 12% of the whole or an average of

5^ pages per issue. Our present reaction is that we should devote

more space to notes if we received a greater number and particularly

if the standard were improved.

—

Eds.]

Standardisation of vernacular names
Sirs,—The standardisation and rationalisation of vernacular nomencla-

ture has been progressing slowly, in English as in other languages,

but remains incomplete. One need for such reform has arisen out of

developments in travel that have enlarged the geographical area we
associate with familiar species. In the old days a British bird-watcher,

not looking beyond his home islands, required no adjective to dis-

tinguish the only species of kite that frequents them. Today, almost

surely using A Field Guide to the Birds of Britain and Europe, he does

need an adjective to separate it from the Black Kite Milvus migrans and

so one is glad to see that M. milvus has become the Red Kite.

In America the name Duck Hawk has been giving way to that of

Peregrine Falcon for Falco peregrinus and one looks forward to the day

when Stercorarius parasiticus becomes the Arctic Skua instead of the

Parasitic Jaeger. Is it visionary to hope, as well, for the time when the

Short-billed Gull of the Pacific coast of America and the Common Gull

of Europe, both Earns canus, become the circumpolar Mew Gull? It

would save awkwardness if those of us who write about birds for

publication in England and America alike, addressing readers who are

not necessarily professional specialists, could dispense with the need for

translation that such differences impose.

The traditional tendency to think of birds as local limits our ap-

preciation of them. If, instead of regarding the Mockingbird Mimus
polyglottos as if it were sui generis, Americans thought of it as only one in

a series of mockingbirds that extends to southern South America, they

would have a more comprehensive appreciation of it—as the local

representative of a New World group, which is what it is.

I am here leading up to a suggestion. Oceanic birds are the least

susceptible to appreciation in local terms only. This is illustrated by the

implicit disposition of The Handbook to treat that primarily antarctic

species, the Great Skua Stercorarius skua, as a British bird with represen-
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tatives (like representatives of the old British Empire) in the high

latitudes of the southern hemisphere. My suggestion is that the time

has come for a revised edition of W. B. Alexander’s Birds of the Ocean

(1928), bringing it up to date. How many of us there must be who
constantly consult the old edition, coping as best we can with all that is

obsolete because we have no convenient alternative. (Incidentally, it is

evident that Alexander, dealing with birds in a global setting as long

ago as the 1920’s, faced and tried to resolve by makeshift the problems

of vernacular nomenclature that I am citing 40 years later.)

A final anomaly in the sphere of nomenclature relating to seabirds

:

there is a family of storm petrels (Hydrobatidae) that includes a species

called the Storm Petrel Hydrohates pelagicus. This means that when I

write of these birds I may be referring to a score of species or just to one,

depending only on the usage, not always adhered to, of capital or

lower case initials. Anyone who undertakes to give a general account of

the one species that includes an account of the characteristics common
to all the family will be left in no doubt, before he is through, of the

difficulties that this doable entendre cause. The addition of a ‘y’ to the

adjective in the case of the family would prove the easiest if not the best

solution. Louis J. Halle

News and comment

Edited by Kobert Hudson

Science Reference Library extension.—The National Reference Library of

Science and Invention (formerly the Patent Office Library) in London is, for reasons

of space, split into two sections, housed at Bayswater and Holborn, though hitherto

publications could be consulted only at the latter. An extension to the Bayswater

Division was opened on 29th October, so that here, too, there is ready access to the

literature. Life-science journals (including ornithology and related topics) will be

held at the Bayswater Division, 10 Porchester Gardens, Queensway, W.C.2, where
they may be consulted by any interested persons during normal opening hours

(10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday to Friday); no ticket or appointment is necessary. Thus
the National Reference Library of Science and Invention should be borne in mind as

an alternative to the British Museum (Natural History) Library and the Alexander

Library at Oxford when recent zoological publications are to be consulted.

Proposed reserve in Cornwall.—The Cornwall Naturalists’ Trust and the National

Trust are co-operating in plans to establish a nature reserve on Lower Predannack

Downs and Cliffs, near The Lizard. This area includes Kynance Cliffs and Mullion

Island, notable seabird stations; but this proposed reserve is of greater importance

botanically and geologically, as well as an area of great natural beauty. The appeal

fund is still ;^4,ooo below total purchase price; donations will be welcomed, on
behalf of the Cornwall Naturalists’ Trust, by Dr. L. C. Frost, Department of Botany,

The University, Bristol.

Further honour for James Fisher.—The Cornell Laboratory of Ornithology
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presented its Allen Medal to James Fisher during a special dinner at Cornell

University, Ithaca, New York, on 21st September. The Allen Medal is named after

Dr. Arthur A. Allen, the first Professor of Ornithology at Cornell University, in

recognition of his services to the widening of popular interest in birds. James
Fisher is only the second recipient of this honour, the first being his great friend,

co-author and companion on expeditions, Roger Tory Peterson.

New Director of Research for the B.T.O.—As foreshadowed in ‘News and com-
ment’ for July, Dr. D. W. Snow has migrated from the British Trust for Ornithology

to the British Museum (Natural History). Dr. J. J. M. Flegg has now succeeded him
as the Trust’s Director of Research. Dr. Flegg is particularly well-known to Kentish

ornithologists, in whose ranks he has been very active. He has been a member of the

B.T.O. for many years, and served on its Ringing and Migration Committee. Until

recently he was on the staff of the Rothamsted Experimental Station, Harpenden,
where he was an expert on nematodes. We wish him success in his transfer to a

branch of zoology in which he has been a prominent amateur.

Major-General C. B. Wainwright, C.B.—It is with deep regret that we must
record the passing of Major-General Wainwright, who died suddenly on 23rd

October after a very short illness, the seriousness of which had not been realised by
his colleagues. Major-General Wainwright became a bird-ringer in 1933 and, when
he retired from the Army in 1 948, he decided to specialise in the ringing of waterfowl

;

it was his founding of the now internationally-famous duck-ringing station at

Abberton Reservoir in Essex that made him an ornithologist of repute. During his

lifetime he ringed over 100,000 birds including 42,000 ducks, figures that are un-

equalled in this country; particularly important were his results with Teal, Garganey,

Wigeon, Pintail and Shoveler. We learn that the Wildfowl Trust will be ensuring

the continuation of the Abberton Ringing Station; the memory of its founder

deserves no less.

Major-General Wainwright was on the Council of the Wildfowl Trust; he had

been a member of the British Ornithologists’ Union since 1950, and had recently

completed a long spell as Chairman of the British Ornithologists’ Club.

A recent biological mapping conference.—A conference of national biological

societies currently involved in surt'^ey and recording projects was held in Cambridge

on 5 th and 6th October, having been organised by the Biological Records Centre of

the Nature Conservancy. This gathering was attended by representatives from all the

major zoological and botanical bodies (including the British Trust for Ornithology)

who arc undertaking mapping work; common problems were raised and discussed

to the advantage of all present. Many delegates expressed concern at uncontrolled

introductions, and it became apparent that aspects of what zoologists call ‘reserve

management’ are importations so far as botanists are concerned. The introduction of

marsh plants, such as Phragmites, into bird reserves was one example quoted;

further, botanists complained of damage to their reserves by Canada Geese and even

suggested that they, like Mink, should be notifiable pests!

The Biological Records Centre asked for agreement on a central register of map-

ping investigations at county level and above, whether by area or by species. This

would avoid any duplication and would assist specialists in other fields: for example,

the entomologist who might wish to know the distribution of the food plant of a

local insect species. In view of recent correspondence in the New Scientist, it is

interesting to note that this Cambridge conference agreed that the National Grid was

preferable to the Watsonian system of vice-counties for recording purposes. More
controversial was the suggestion that the Biological Records Centre should know
where rare species from all fields of biology are to be found; it was argued that the
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presence together of one or two uncommon species from one group might not

justify the creation of a new reserve, whereas an area found to contain rarities from
several phyla would justify special protection. The B.T.O. representative, C. J.

Mead, pointed out that his organisation had promised to observe secrecy when
asked to do so and would not break this undertaking without the permission of the

observer(s) concerned.

Natural history on film.—A recent issue of the Journal of the Society of Film and

Television Arts is a special double number (nos. 32 and 33) entitled ‘Wildlife: Film

and Television’. The 30 titles in this 84-page publication include articles on the film

unit of the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds, the ethics of wildlife photo-

graphy, filming in the U.S.S.R., an interview with Heinz Sielmann, and the future of

wildlife television. David Attenborough contributes an introduction, and the

advisory editor for this issue is Jeffery Boswall. Copies, price iis. 6d. post free, can

be obtained from the Society of Film and Television Arts, 80 Great Portland Street,

London W.i.

B.O.U. Annual Conference 1969.—The British Ornithologists’ Union will hold its

Annual Conference in Durham from nth to 14th April 1969. Scientific papers will

be on the theme ‘Communication between birds’, but there will also be a session on
the problems of ‘Gulls as pests’ organised by the Seabird Group. Those wishing to

attend should contact the Meetings Secretary, B.O.U.
,
c/o Bird Room, British Museum

(Natural History), Cromwell Road, London S.W.7. Attendance at the Annual
Conference is not limited to B.O.U. members.

Recent reports

I. J. Ferguson-Lees and J. T. R. Sharrock
(These are largely unchecked reports, not authenticated records)

This summary is confined to October 1968 and, unless otherwise stated, all dates

refer to that month. Although the invasion of Nutcrackers Nucifraga caryocatactes

(Brit. Birds, 61
: 473-474) had dwindled to a trickle, October provided a fitting climax

to a most remarkable autumn, with unprecedented numbers of American passerines

from the west and Siberian warblers from the east.

NEARCTIC BIRDS
American passerines were more scattered than in 1 967 when they were concentrated

in two short periods, but as usual occurred mainly in the west, the Isles of Scilly

getting the lion’s share. Chronologically, the records were as follows: a Baltimore

Oriole Icterus galbula on St. Agnes (Isles of Scilly) on 29th September to 3rd October
(Brit. Birds, 61: 539); a Northern Waterthrush Seiurus noveboracensis on Tresco

(Isles of Scilly) on 3rd-7th; a Red-eyed Vireo Vireo olivaceus on St. Agnes on 6th-

7th; a Parula Warbler Parula americana at Portland Bill (Dorset) on 9th; a Bobolink
Dolichonyx orysfvorus on St. Mary’s (Isles of Scilly) on loth; a Blackpoll Warbler
Dendroica striata (the first British record) on St. Agnes from 12th to at least 31st;

an American Redstart Setophaga ruticilla (the first Irish record) on Cape Clear

Island (Co. Cork) on I3th-i4th; an Olive-backed Thrush Catharus ustulatus on
Cape Clear Island on I4th-i6th; an Olive-backed or Grey-cheeked Thrush
C. ustulatus or minimus found dead at Horden (Co. Durham) on 17th; a White-
throated Sparrow Zonotricbia albicollis at Beachy Head (Sussex) on I9th-30th; a
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Blackpoll Warbler on Bardscy Island (Cacrnarv'onshirc) on 22nd-2jrd; a Myrtle
Warbler Dendroica coronala on St. Mary’s on 23rd-28th; and, finally, a Grey-cheeked
Thrush at Bardscy light-house in the early hours of 31st. Most of these species

have only one to five previous records in Britain and Ireland.

At this point it is relevant to note that a number of Monarchs Danaus plexippus

coincided with this influx of American passerines. These American butterflies are

found from southern Canada through to the southern United States and are strong

migrants, moving southwards in September and October, frequently in ‘flocks’.

A few occasionally reach the British Isles—the biggest numbers recorded being

twelve in 1885, 40 in 1933 and eleven in 1948—but, though there are small colonies

in the Azores and Canary Islands, they cannot breed in Europe as the milkweed
Asclepias on which they feed does not exist here. In 1968 the first report came from
Dorset on 24th September and then in October there were well over 30 records in

south-west England and southern Ireland. The pattern of these occurrences is

clearly of interest in connection with that of the American passerines and we ask

that all records should be sent either to dr. r. a. french (Department of Ento-

mology, Rothamsted Experimental Station, Harpenden, Hertfordshire) or to

JOHN BURTON (Natural History Unit, B.B.C., Whiteladies Road, Bristol bs8 2 Lr).

Perhaps even more remarkable than the 13 American passerines was an influx

of American Wigeon Anas americana at Akeragh Rough (Co. Kerry): four on 6th-

7th increased to six on 8th, nine on 9th, eleven on the morning of loth and 13 that

evening, then decreased to nine on nth and seven on 12th. This species was not

reported from elsewhere and the only other Nearctic ducks were two male Green-

winged Teal A. crecca carolinensis on Morton Lochs (Fife) on 12th.

In contrast, Nearctic waders do not seem to have been outstandingly numerous
in October, though we know that the following list is incomplete. Coinciding with

the American Wigeon were several Semipalmated Sandpipers Calidris pusillus in

Co. Kerry: one on 4th, two on 6th and 7th, one on 8th and iith, and no less than

three on 12th. The same county also had Ireland’s first Stilt Sandpiper Micropalama

himantopus on fith-yth. Several other Irish records are not as yet complete, but there

were dowitchers l^imnodromus sp. in Cos. Kerry' and Cork on 6th and 13th. In

Britain three more Buff-breasted Sandpipers Tryngifes suhruficolUs, at St. Just

(Cornwall) on ist, at Seaton Sluice (Northumberland) on 13th and on St. Mary’s

(Isles of Scilly) on i7th-23rd, brought the autumn total to about 19 in Britain and

Ireland combined—more than twice as many as in any previous year. On the other

hand. Pectoral Sandpipers Calidris melanotos continued to be rather scarce and the

only reports came from Co. Kerry on 2nd, Tresco on 8th (two) and Durleigh

Reservoir (Somerset) on 15 th and 26th. A Spotted Sandpiper Tringa mandaria was

identified on St. Agnes on i8th-29th September and then on Tresco from ist on,

while a second was seen at Porthgwarra (Cornwall) on the 28th and found dead

on 3rd November. Other species included a Lesser Golden Plover Plut'ialis

dominica and an Upland Sandpiper Bartramia longicauda at St. Just on 6th (making

three American waders there in one week); two Upland Sandpipers on St. Mary'’s

and Tresco from end September to 8th; and a Semipalmated Sandpiper at the New
Grounds (Gloucestershire) on 13 th.

The only Sabine’s Gulls Cams sabini were in Co. Kerry' on 8th, at Skokholm
(Pembrokeshire) on nth, and two at Spurn (Yorkshire) on 24th, one staying till

25 th. Some of these, of course, may have been of Palearctic origin.

ASIATIC WARBLERS AND OTHER SPECIES

Pride of place among the Asiatic species must go to no less than 18 Pallas’s War-
blers Phylloscopus proregtdus (the sum total of previous records being only 21).

The first was trapped at Beachy Head on i8th and stayed until 20th; after that

there was a synchronous arrival atjfour localities on 19th when singles were
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seen at Spurn, Gibraltar Point (Lincolnshire), and Huttoft (Lincolnshire) and two

at Sandwich Bay (Kent), one of these last staying until 21st; and then the next

eleven days produced additional records at some of these places and six other

localities. On 20th a second appeared at Spurn, staying until 21st, and others at

Holme (Norfolk) and Dungeness (Kent). On 21st there were two on St. Agnes.

On 22nd one was trapped at Collieston (Aberdeenshire), staying until 24th. The
long overdue first Irish record came on 23 rd when one was seen on Cape Clear

Island. Sandwich Bay had its third in six days on 24th, and Spurn its third in eight

days on 26th, the latter staying until 28th. Finally, there was one at Flamborough
Head (Yorkshire) on ayth-aSth and two at Beachy Flead on ayth-aSth and 30th.

Considering the exceptional influx of Pallas’s Warblers, Yellow-browed War-
blers P. inornatus were rather scarce, outnumbering the rarer species by hardly

more than 2:1. Unlike the Pallas’s (all concentrated in eleven days from 19th), the

38 Yellow-browed Warblers came mainly in two distinct groups during 2nd-9th

and i8th-2 3rd. The 19 in the first group were widely scattered at Fair Isle, Spurn,

Holme, Minsmere, Sandwich Bay, Dungeness, Slapton (Devon), Tresco, St. Agnes,

Bardsey, Walney Island (Lancashire) and Cape Clear Island; and the 17 in the second

group were equally widespread at Fair Isle, Donna Nook (Lincolnshire), Holme,
Holkham (Norfolk), Sandwich Bay, Dungeness, Portland Bill, St. Agnes, Bardsey,

Calf of Man and Cape Clear Island. The only two reported outside these periods

were at Hauxley (Northumberland) on 13th and Skokholm on 27th.

Two other species of Asiatic warblers also occurred in late October. Dusky
Warblers P. fuscatus were reported from Tresco on 25th and at Holkham on
26th-28th; and there were later two at the latter locality on 2nd-3rd November and

also one at Holme on 9th November. Three Radde’s Warblers P. schivar:(i were

recorded in three days, at Holkham again on 2oth-2ist and on Isle of May (Fife)

and Skokholm on 22nd. Both these species have been noted here more frequently

in recent years, but there are still only five previous British records of Dusky
Warbler and only seven of Radde’s Warbler.

For the second consecutive year Richard’s Pipits Anlhus novaeseelandiae were

seen in exceptional numbers, though the total probably fell short of that of 1967.

Following some 22 or more in September, there were at least 70 in October from

Shetland south to Kent and thence west to Devon, and from the Isles of Scilly

and Pembrokeshire north to Caernarvonshire and Lancashire and also westward to

Co. Cork; the peak dates were 7th-9th, iith, 14th- 15th, 17th, 20th and 26th. Four

Short-toed Larks Calandrella cinerea of one of the grey eastern races occurred on
Fair Isle on 9th (two), I2th-i4th and 20th; we may also mention a similar series of

records from St. Agnes on ist-and and 9th and from St. Mary’s on 3rd and 27th,

though only in the case of the last do we know that the bird was ascribed to one of

the eastern populations. Another Asiatic species which might be mentioned again

at this point was the Sociable Plover Vanellus gregarius in Kent (Br//. Birds, 61:

539), which stayed on through October and November into December.

BIRDS FROM SCANDINAVIA -VND EAST EUROPE
Red-breasted Flycatchers Ficedu/a parva were reported from only nine localities,

but numbered at least 27, these being at Fair Isle, Spurn (four). Holme, Portland

(five), St. Agnes (four), St. Mary’s, Skomer (Pembrokeshire), Bardsey (three) and

Cape Clear Island (seven); not unlike the Yellow-browed Warblers, almost all the

records were equally divided between 3rd-! ith and 20th-26th. October is getting

rather late for some of the scarcer Scandinavian migrants and only three Bluethroats

Fuscinia svecica were noted, all on 5th-6th, at Fair Isle, Dungeness and Sandwich

Bay. Barred Warblers Sylvia nisoria could not muster a total of more than eight, at

Fair Isle, Spurn, Portland, Bardsey and Cape Clear Island, and the few Icterine

Warblers Hippolais icterina were all on the west coast. The only five Ortolan
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Buntings F.mberi!(a hortulana were all during 2nd-6th, at Fair Isle, Dungeness,

Skokholm and Cape Clear Island (these may have been eastern or southern in origin

but it is convenient to include them here). Wrynecks ]ynx torquilla, which had
been unusually numerous and widespread in August and September, were reported

solely from Cape Clear Island on 4th and at Saltfleetby (Lincolnshire) on 9th.

Red-backed Shrikes Lanins collurio, which often show a similar pattern, included

one or two on the east coast north to Filby (Yorkshire) and, more unusually, Irish

records on Cape Clear Island on loth and afterwards at Ballycotton (Co. Cork) on
23rd.

Against this background may be seen the few rarities in this category. Fair Isle

had a monopoly of Little Buntings 'Emberis'a pusilla with single ones on iith-i4th

and 23rd-27th. Scarlet Rosefinches Carpodacus erythrinus w'ere recorded at the same

locality on 12th and also on Tresco on 2nd and at Sandwich Bay on 22nd. The only

Arctic Warbler Pbylloscopus borealis, but the sixth of the autumn, was seen on St.

Agnes on 8th. Five out of six Greenish Warblers P. trochiloides were likewise in the

south-west, this time on Cape Clear Island on ist, 4th, ioth-2oth, 24th and 27th-

28th; the sixth was at Spurn on 19th. The rarer Scandinavian waders were also in

the west: a Broad-billed Sandpiper Limicola falcinellus on St. Mary’s on 2nd-4th

and Great Snipe Gallinago media on Tresco on 3rd and on Calf of Man on 8th. Two
Cranes Grus grus were seen flying south over Guildford (Surrey) on 22nd and one

at Nethcrfield (Nottinghamshire) on 27th.

SOUTHERN VAGRANTS
Whilst October was remarkable for both American and Asiatic species, the southern

vagrants were possibly fewer than usual. Nevertheless, even they were outstanding

for the occurrence of migrants of four species of European scrub warblers. Of
greatest interest, and long overdue, was the first British record of a Spectacled

Warbler Sylvia conspicillata at Spurn on 2ist-3ist. The others, which have a some-

what similar distribution in the Mediterranean area, were a Subalpine Warbler

S. cantillans on St. Agnes on Gth-iyth (32 previous British and Irish records); a

Dartford Warbler S. undata on Cape Clear Island on 27th-28th (exactly 56 years

after the only previous Irish record at Tuskar Rock on 27th October 1912); and a

Sardininan Warbler S. melanocephala on Skokholm on 28th (only two previous

British records).

The only Spoonbills Platalea leucorodia were single ones rather widely scattered,

in Co. Cork on 14th, Flintshire on 20th, Dorset on 24th, Kent on 25th. A Ferru-

ginous Duck Aythya nyroca was identified at Staines (Middlesex) on 23rd. Of much
more distant southern or south-eastern origin was a Cream-coloured Courser

Cursorius cursor at Cefn Sidan Sands (Carmarthenshire) on 23rd. There was an Alpine

Swift Apus melba on St. Agnes on 21st (and we have now heard of one at Beachy

Head on 3rd August) ; and a Roller Coracias garrulus near Frinton-on-Sea (Essex)

from 24th through to i8th November. A Black Wheatear Oenanthe leucura was

seen near Blennerville (Co. Kerry) on 19th, and a Pied Wheatear O. pleschanka was

trapped on Skokholm on 27th-29th. Other birds of likely southern origin were a

late Savi’s Warbler Locustella luscinioides on Skokholm on 31st October; a Bonelli’s

Warbler Pbylloscopus bonelli (the second of the autumn) on Cape Clear Island on 6th

;

Tawny Pipits Antbus campestris at Holkham on nth, at Cley (Norfolk) on 13th

and 23rd (two), and at Tcesmouth (Co. Durham) on 27th; Woodchat Shrikes

Lanins senator at Sandwich Bay on 6th and then, three weeks later, on St. Mary’s

(Isles of Scilly) on 27th; and Serins Serinus serinus on Fair Isle on ist and at Porthg-

warra on 3th. Melodious Warblers like Icterine Warblers, were

few and confined to the west coast in October. An unusual wanderer, most likely

of British origin, was a Cirl Bunting Emberiz^ cirlus at Donna Nook from 29th

September to 2nd October.
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SEABIRDS, GULLS AND TERNS
October appears to have been a poor month for sea-watchers. It is noteworthy,

for instance, that we have not received a single record of a Long-tailed Skua
Stercorarius longicaudm. Two more Little Shearwaters V'ujfinus assimilis were identified

off Cape Clear Island on 3rd, but the only Great Shearwaters P. gravis were two off

Cape Clear Island on and and one off Foreness Point (Kent) on 22nd. Bardsey and

Cape Clear Island came off best for Balearic Shearwaters P. puffnus niauretanicus

and Sooty Shearwaters P. griseus, with the former also off Calf of Man and the

latter also off Squires Gate (Lancashire). Few Mediterranean Gulls Icarus melano-

cepbalus were reported, but they included one unusual record on Bardsey on 29th.

Late White-winged Black Terns Chlidonias leucopterus at Dungeness on iith-iqth

and Theale gravel pit (Berkshire) on 27th continued the record autumn for this

species {Brit. Birds, 61
; 540). Finally, it is again convenient to include the phalaropes

here, though these seem to have been rather scarce in October: the only reports

were a Red-necked Phalaropus lohatus at Cley on 6th and Grey Phalaropes P.

fidicarius on Cape Clear Island on 2nd-3rd (three) and at Appleby (Westmorland)

about 17th.

MISCELLANY
There remain a few records which do not fit easily into any of the previous sections.

Birds of prey included a Goshawk Accipiter geniilis at Sandwich Bay on 6th
;
single

Marsh Harriers Circus aerugimsus at Worlebury golf course (Somerset) on 6th and

at Cape Clear Island on 17th; and a Hobby ¥alco subbuteo at the latter locality on i6th.

The pattern of Spotted Crakes Pors^ana por^ana is always confused and the October

records included one on Bardsey on 9th (which may have summered there) and one

on Fair Isle on 29th. A Baillon’s Crake Pori^ana pusilla was identified at Birling

Gap (Sussex) on 30th.

Shore Larks ¥.remophila alpestris are very rare away from the east and south

coasts and so it is intersting to speculate whether the unusual occurrence of one on
Bardsey Island on 2 5th-26th might perhaps be better considered with the Nearctic

birds! Great Grey Shrikes Panins excubitor were widely reported from Shetland

to Kent, inland in Nottingham and west to Bardsey and Devon, but numbers were

not unusual. There were a few reports of Waxwings Bombycilla garrulus from Shet-

land south to Yorkshire and Norfolk, but no evidence of any invasion. A number
of Northern Bullfinches Pyrrhula p. pyrrhula appeared on Fair Isle from 9th to

27th (maximum three on 14th and 26th) and one or two others were identified

south to Spurn and Holme. Siskins Carduelis spinus continued to be widespread

after the earlier movements on the east coast {Brit. Birds, 61
: 537) and were also in

evidence at some west coast stations. There was the now usual autumn scattering

of Bearded Tits Panurus biarmicus north to Nottingham and Yorkshire and west to

Warwickshire and Somerset. Unusual numbers of Black Redstarts Phoenicurus

ochruros were noted at a number of localities, mainly in the south and west, from

19th onwards. The most reported were twelve at Dungeness and 25 at Portland

on 20th, 15 on Bardsey on 23rd and 20 on Cape Clear Island on 24th, but there were

a number of other records from Lancashire, Anglesey and the Isle of Man south-

wards to Devon and also from Lincolnshire south to Kent. Firecrests Kegulus

ignicapillus were no less numerous with up to 25 at Dungeness, 20 at Sandwich Bay,

15 at Portland, at least ten on Cape Clear Island and other scattered records north

to Bardsey.

Lastly, it is beyond the scope of this summary to document late records of summer
migrants, but it is worth noting that there were reports of several species staying

unusually late in late October and early November, the most notable concerning

Swifts Apus apus, Reed Warblers Acrocephalus scirpaceus. Spotted Flycatchers

Muscicapa striata and Yellow Wagtails Motacilla flava.
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ORNITHOLIDAYS
(Regd)

WESSEX
TRAVEL CENTRE

Holidays organised

by bird-watchers

for bird-watchers

1969 In this, our fifth year in the field

of bird-watching and natural

history studies, we have pleasure in offer-

ing a wide choice of away-from-it-all

holidays. Our experience in this sphere is

unrivalled and the personal touch which

is characteristic of our organisation en-

sures that your requirements are foremost

in our minds. All our party holidays are

led by leaders whom we know for their

expertise in the field of natural history and

their ability to lead parties in a congenial

and rewarding atmosphere. Our two-week

and single-week holidays during 1969 will

include

:

The sunny island of Majorca in spring and

autumn for trans-Mediterranean migrants

and breeding birds of prey.

Lake Neusiedl for the eastern element in

European birdlife; breeding Great White

Herons, Marsh Sandpipers on passage

and migrating raptors make a memorable

holiday.

The Camargue, famed for its wealth of

birds and the unique atmosphere of its

lagoons and marshes.

South-west Spain, a connoisseur's holiday

east of the Guadalquivir; magnificent

scenery and fascinating birds; breeding

Griffon Vultures and Red-rumped

Swallows.

In addition, we shall be visiting Texel,

the Swiss Alps, western Ireland, Orkney

and Shetland, and the Isles of Scilly.

Send 4d stamp for 1969 Handbook

LAWRENCE G. HOLLOWAY
ORNITHOLIDAYS (Regd)

44 ALDWICK ROAD
BOGNOR REGIS, SUSSEX

Tel: Bognor Regis 4513
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Lytton Lodge

Codicote, Hitchin, Herts

Zoological Record
Section Aves 1965 (vol. 102)

This indispensable biblio-

graphy, compiled by the staffof

the Zoological Society of Lon-

don, is an annual list of orni-

thological literature in all parts

ofthe world . Fu 1 1 references are

given with authors and titles,

and they are indexed under

species, subjects and countries.

The latest issue covers approxi-

mately 3,200 articles and books

published mainly in 1965 and

is obtainable, at a cost of 60s.

(postage extra), from

The Zoological Society of London

REGENT’S PARK LONDON, N.W.I
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Natural History Books
The Birds of Borneo by Bertram E Smythies. Second edition. 51 plates

in colour by Commander A. M. Hughes. 8 gns.

Where to Watch Birds by John Gooders. 8 plates. 30s.

The Book of Bird Watching by R. M. Lockley. 25s.

The Psychology of Birds by Harold E. Burtt. 55s.

Bird Navigation by G. V. T. Matthews. Second edition. 40s.

A Handbook for Naturalists edited by Winwood Reade and R. M.
Stuttard. 12s. 6d.

British Names of Birds by Christine E. Jackson, A.L.A. A dictionary of
local and folk names. 30s.

Birds of the Atlantic Ocean by Ted Stokes. 38 colour plates by Keith
Shackleton; 144 pages. 6 gns.

Birds of the Atlantic Islands, vol. 4: History of the Birds of the Cape
Verde Islands by David A. Banncrman and W. Mary Bannerman. 6gns.

Penguins by Bernard Stonehouse. 16 pages of colour and 54 black-and-
white photographs. 21s.

The Popular Handbook of British Birds by P. A. D. Hollom. 4th edition,

extensively revised. 50s.

Ecological Adaptations for Breeding in Birds by David Lack. 410 pages;

text-diagrams; line illustrations by Robert Gillmor. 84s.

The Oxford Book of Insects edited by John Burton. Illustrated in

colour. 50s.

The Birds of Surinam by F. Haverschmidt. 40 colour plates; 445 pages.

12 gns.

The Preservation of Natural History Specimens edited by Reginald
Wagstaffe and J. Havelock Fidler. Volume Two—Vertebrates, Botany
and Geology. 150 text-figures; 410 pages. 84s.

A Regional Guide to the Birds of Scotland by Kenneth Richmond.
Illustrated. 25s.

The Birds of Somerset by E. M. Palmer and D. K. Ballance. 248 pages;

12 plates and a map. 45s.

Galapagos: Islands of Birds by Bryan Nelson. 360 pages; 24 pages of
plates; 70 drawings. 50s.

The Complete British Butterflies in Colour by Ernest Mansell and
L. Hugh Newman. Companion volume to Concise British Flora in

Colour. 62 pages in colour. 35s.

A Field Guide to the National Parks of East Africa by John G. Williams.

Illustrated. 45s.

Thorbum’s Birds edited by James Fisher. 82 full-colour plates of 360
British birds; new descriptive text. A really magnificent book. 50s.

The Birds of Kent by James M. Harrison. Two volumes. Available now
at reduced price of 5 gns.

ANNOUNCED FOR PUBLICATION SHORTLY
Eagles, Hawks and Falcons of the World by Leslie Brown and Dean
Amadon. Two volumes; 945 pages; 165 pages of colour; slip case.

15 gns.

Gould’s Birds of Asia. 160 colour plates. 70s.

Witherby’s Bookshop
61/62 Watling Street, London, E.C.4

{telephone 01-248 5405)

ALL BOOKS SENT POST FREE
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I q 1_^SCOPES from IS X to 60 X with M mm. O.G. and is truly a remarkable instrument.

Price 639 lOs.

A SELECTION OF NEW AND
USED BINOCULARS SPECIALLY
RECOMMENDED BY MR. FRANK
The Frank-Nipole range of prismatic binoculars is made
in Japan to our own specifications. The standard of con-

struction is extremely high and performance compares

favourably with much more expensive binoculars. Each

binocular carries our 7-year written guarantee.

Each of the following models has features of special

interest to the bird-watcher:

10 X 50, centre focus, coated, weight 36 oz. This is by far

the most popular of the range, and is ideal for all general

purpose viewing. £16 lOs. (with case).

8 X 30, weight 16 oz. £10 19s. 6d. (with case).

From the new range of Frank-Nipole miniature prismatics

we can recommend the 7 x 18 PET. This is a beautiful

little binocular which can be carried in pocket or handbag.

Price with soft zip pouch £14 14s.

The rather larger miniature 10 x 40, weighing 18} oz., is

offered at £15 15s. (with case).

Any instrument

willingly sent on

approval

A specialist binocular for the bird-

watcher. The Swift AUDUBON
8.5 X 44 designed to the specification

of the world-renowned Audubon
Society of America. Unusually wide
field of 445 feet at 1,000 yards. Extra
close focusing down to 12 feet enables
feeding activities, etc., to be watched
as from 18 inches. Including amongst
other features are retractable eyecups
for spectacle users, and built-in

adaptor to suit any camera tripod.

This outstanding binocular has easy
positive focusing by cylindrical con-
trol; it weighs 36.4 oz. and the height
closed is 6} inches. Price with fine

leather case £42 lOs.

SEND
FOR NEW
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

CHARLES FRAN LUUJI
145 QUEEN ST., GLASGOW C.1

STD 041-221 6666

YOUNG BIRD-WATCHERS
up to 1 8 years of age qualify for

special price concessions
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The Swift PANORAMIC 7 x 35 is an

excellent general purpose binocular

which has extra large prisms for a

tremendous field of view; price

£39 IDs. (with case). Also the Swift

SARATOGA 8 x 40 at £22 lOs. (with

case).

Among good British glasses, we have

no hesitation in suggesting the Ross
9x 35 STEPRUVA. Compact and
weighing only 24 oz. £43 7s. lOd.

For wildfowling, etc., we can recom-
mend the Day and Night 7 x 50
Canadian Naval Binocular (Bausch &
Lomb) at £24. Also the new Russian

7 X 50 at £16 lOs.

We stock binoculars by Zeiss, Leitz,

Barr & Stroud. Ross. Swift, etc.

Printed in England by Diemer & Reynolds Ltd., Eastcotts Road, Bedford

Published by H. F. & G. Witherby Ltd., 61/62 Watling Street, E.C.4
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Comprehensive index

Compiled by Mrs. N. D. Blamire

Entries are in a single list with references to:

(1) every significant mention of each species, not only in titles, but also within the

text of papers and notes, including all those appearing in such lists as the ‘Report

on bird-ringing for 1967’ and the ‘Report on rare birds in Great Britain in 1967’;

in such groups as ‘Ducks’, ‘Thrushes’ and ‘Warblers’ there are cross-references to

those species which do not bear the family name and so appear elsewhere, e.g.

‘Wigeon’, ‘Fieldfare’ and ‘Blackcap’;

(2) scientific nomenclature under generic names only and almost entirely following

C. Vaurie’s The Birds of the Palearctic Fauna (1959-65);

(3) authors of all papers, notes, reviews and letters, and photographers; papers

are referred to by their titles, other contributions as ‘note on’, ‘review of’, etc.;

(4) a few subject headings, i.e. ‘Breeding’, ‘Display’, ‘Field-characters’, ‘Food',

‘News and comment’, ‘Obituaries’, ‘Recent reports’, ‘Recorders’, ‘Requests for

information’ and ‘Voice’;

(5) ‘Reviews’, which are listed together under this heading in alphabetical order

of authors reviewed.

Acanthis cannahina, see Linnet

flammea, see Redpoll

flarirostris, see 'I'wite

bornenianni, see Redpoll, Arctic

Accipiter pentilis, see Goshawk
nisns, see Sparrowhawk

Acrocephalus arundinaceus, see Warbler,

Great Reed
dumetorum, see Warbler, Blyth’s

Reed
paludicola, see Warbler, Aquatic

palustris, see Warbler, Marsh
schoenobaenus, see Warbler, Sedge

scirpaceus, see Warbler, Reed

Adkin, G. photographs of Black-

browed Albatross on Bass Rock,

plates 3-4

Aegithalos caudatus, see Tit, Long-tailed

Aegypius monachus, sec \'ulture. Black

Alauda arvensis, see Skylark

Albatross, accepted record 1964, 361;

accepted record 1966, 361

, Black-browed, spending summer

1967 on Bass Rock, 22-7, plates 1-4;

bill colour and behaviour on Bass

Rock, 272-3; accepted records 1967,

Alca lorda, see Razorbill

Alcedo alibis, see Kingfisher

Aledoris rufa, see Partridge, Red-legged

Allen, F. G. H., note on Blackcaps

eating small snails, 374
Allin, E. K., breeding notes on Ravens

in north Wales, 541-5

Anas aciila, see Pintail

atnericana, see VC'igeon, American

clypeala, see Shoveler

crecca, see Teal

caroUnensis, see Teal, Green-

winged
discors, see Teal, Blue-winged

penelope, see Wigeon
plalyrbynchos, see Mallard

qucrqucdula, see Garganey

rulrripes, see Duck, Black

sirepera, see Gadwall

Anderson, Andrew M., photograph of

Tawny Owl, plate 29a

Anser albifrons, see Goose, White-

fronted

anser, see Goose, Grey Lag
caerulescens, see Goose, Pink-footed

eryihropus, see Goose, Lesser White-

fronted
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Anthus campestris, see Pipit, Tawny
cervinus, see Pipit, Red-throated

novaeseelandiae, see Pipit, Richard’s

pratensis, see Pipit, Meadow
spinoletta petrosus, see Pipit, Rock

spinoletta, see Pipit, Water

trivialis, see Pipit, Tree

Apus affinis, see Swift, Little

apus, see Swift

caffer, see Swift, White-rumped

melba, see Swift, Alpine

Aquila chrysaetos, see Eagle, Golden

Ardea cinerea, see Heron
pttrpurea, see Heron, Purple

Ardeola ralloides, see Heron, Squacco

Arenaria interpres, see Turnstone

Asia flammeus, see Owl, Short-eared

otus, see Owl, Long-eared

Athene noctua, see Owl, Little

Auger, Harold, study of photographic

work, 80-2, plates 3-12

Auk, Little, numbers ringed 1967, 487
Avocet, breeding status in Britain, 243,

248; numbers ringed 1967, 486

Aythya collaris, see Duck, Ring-necked

ferina, see Pochard

see Duck, Tufted

marila, see Scaup

nyroca, see Duck, Ferruginous

Bagnall-Oakeley, R. P., note on Wrens
feeding on small fish, 313-4

Balfour, E., note on Fieldfares breeding

in Orkney, 84

Barbier, P. G. R., letter on the Citril

Finch as a ‘British’ bird, 92-3

Bartlett, Elspeth, note on defence of

young by female Blackbird, 229-30

Bee-eater, breeding status in Britain,

242; accepted records 1967, 347
Bell, B. D., note on Hooded and Carrion

Crows roosting in reeds, 329-30

Bell, D. G., note on Little Grebes

choking to death on fish, 307
Beven, Geoffrey, studies of less familiar

birds: 148—Blue Rock Thrush, 303-7

Bittern, foreign-ringed recovery in

Britain, 66 ; breeding status in Britain,

243, 230

, Little, accepted records 1967, 334
Blackbird, aggressive behaviour at nest,

33; foreign-ringed recoveries in

Britain, 74; eating tomatoes, 83, 380;

5

death from salmonellosis, 83-7; feed-

ing on road casualties, 227; female

defending young, 229-30; feeding in

association with Mole, 314; numbers
ringed and recovered 1967, 483, 309;
predators at autumn roosts,

3 27

Blackburn, Frank V., photograph of

Wood Warbler, plate 23b

Blackcap, foreign-ringed recoveries in

Britain, 74; reorientation test on
migrants, 291, 294-3, 299, 303; eating

snails, 374; numbers ringed and

recovered 1967, 483, 312

Blair, H. M. S., obituary of William

Maitland Congreve, mc (1883-1967),

1 3 9-60 ; review of Salomonsen
;
Fugle-

trakket og dets Gdder, 181-2

Blewitt, J. C., photograph of Dunlin,

plate 30a

Bluethroat, reorientation test on mi-

grants, 291; numbers ringed 1967,

483 ;
nesting in Scotland, 324-3

, Red-spotted, photographic study,

323-6, plate 39-62

Bombycilla garrulus, see Waxwing
Booth, J., Booth, C. J., and Pattenden,

B., note on Wryneck apparently

wintering in Cornwall, 174

Boswall, Jeffery, note on the song of

Blyth’s Reed Warbler, 34-3

Botaurus stellaris, see Bittern

Bottomley, J. B. and S., photographs of

Long-billed Dowitcher, plates 43-46,

66b; of Bonaparte’s Gull, plates 49,

73a; of Red-spotted Bluethroat, plate

62a; bird-photography by stalking,

346-9, plates 63-74

Bourne, W. R. P., letters on the wing-

tip patterns of gulls, 138-41; on
taxonomic responsibility, 182-3;

‘Too many ornithological societies?’

233-3 ; on identification of eagles, 324

Boyle, Geoffrey, note on foot-paddling

by Pochards, 308

Brambling, breeding status in Scotland,

39; breeding status in Britain, 242;

reorientation test on migrants, 291

;

numbers ringed and recovered 1967,

486, 321

Branta bernicla, see Goose, Brent

canadensis, see Goose, Canada

leucopsis, see Goose, Barnacle

ruficollis, see Goose, Red-breasted

Brazendale, M. G., see Coulson, J. C.
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Breeding: Rock Dove, 429-48; Turtle

Dove, 195-203; Snowy Owl, 119-32,

plates 13-19; Raven, 541-5. Nests:

Curlew, 373; Wood Warbler, 175-6

Bucephala clangula, see Goldeneye
Bullfinch, breeding status in Britain

and Ireland, 56-7; eating snowberries,

270; numbers ringed and recovered

1967, 486

Bulweria bulmrii, see Petrel, Bulwer’s

Bunting, Black-headed, accepted records

1967. 359
, Cirl, breeding status in Britain,

61-2; numbers ringed 1967, 486

, Corn, breeding status in Britain

and Ireland, 60-61, 249; numbers
ringed 1967, 486

, Cretzschmar’s, accepted record

1967, 359; ringed 1967, 487

, Lapland, numbers ringed 1967,

487
, Little, accepted records 1967, 360;

accepted record 1965, 361; numbers
ringed 1967, 487

, Pine, accepted record, 1967, 359
, Red-headed, Fair Isle records

discussed, 41-3

, Reed, breeding status in Britain

and Ireland, 62; foreign-ringed re-

covery in Britain, 76; numbers ringed

and recovered 1967, 486, 522

, Rock, accepted record 1967, 360

, Rustic, accepted record 1967, 360

, Snow, breeding status in Scotland,

63; insect food in autumn, 316;

numbers ringed 1967, 486; photo-

graph, plate 68b

, Yellow, see Yellowhammer

, Yellow-breasted, accepted records

1967, 359
Burhinus oedicnemus, see Curlew, Stone

Bum, R. J., letter on Blackbirds feeding

on ripening tomatoes, 380

Buteo buteo, see Buzzard

lagopus, see Buzzard, Rough-legged

Butler, R. Weeden, note on display of

Black-throated Divers on sea, 224-5

Buzzard, breeding status in Britain, 249

;

numbers ringed and recovered 1967,

483

, Rough-legged, numbers in Britain

winter 1966/67, 449-55 ;
photographic

study, 456, plates 55-57; the post-

mortems of four specimens, 457-65

Calandrella cinerea, see Lark, Short-toed

Calcarius lapponicus, see Bunting, Lapland
Calidris alba, see Sanderling

alpinus, see Dunlin
bairdii, see Sandpiper, Baird’s

canu/us, see Knot
Jerruginea, see Sandpiper, Curlew
fuscicollis, see Sandpiper, White-

rumped
maritima, see Sandpiper, Purple

melanotos, see Sandpiper, Pectoral

minuta, see Stint, Little

Calomctris diomedea, see Shearwater,

Cory’s

Capercaillie, breeding status in Britain,

243 ;
photograph, plate 7b

Caprimulgus europaeus, see Nightjar

Carduelis carduelis, see Goldfinch

chloris, see Greenfinch

spinus, see Siskin

Carling, N., photograph of Great Black-

headed Gull, plate 48

Carpodacus erythrinus, see Rosefinch,

Scarlet

Carr, Douglas, note on behaviour of

Sand Martins on the ground, 416-7

Catharus usttdatus, see Thrush, Olive-

backed

Cerlhia familiaris, see Treecreeper

Cettia cetti, see Warbler, Cetti’s

Chaffinch, breeding status in Britain and

Ireland, 58-9; foreign-ringed re-

coveries in Britain, 76; killed and
eaten by Water Rail, 265 ; numbers
ringed and recovered 1967, 486, 521;

predators at autumn roosts, 527
Chapman, E., see Harrison, Jeffery G.
Charadrius dubius, see Plover, Little

Ringed
biaticula, see Plover, Ringed

Chiffehaff, reorientation test on mi-

grants, 291, 293; numbers ringed and
recovered 1967, 485, 515

Cblidonias bybrida, see Tern, Whiskered
kucoptenis, see Tern, White-winged

Black

niger, see Tern, Black

Chough, numbers ringed 1967, 485
Ciconia ciconia, see Stork, ^liite

Cinclus cinclus, see Dipper

Circus aeriiginossu, see Harrier, Marsh
cyaneus, see Harrier, Hen

see Harrier, Montagu’s

Cisticola jtmeidis, see Warbler, Fan-tailed
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Clafton, F. R., note on Grasshopper

Warbler resembling Pallas’s Grass-

hopper Warbler, 269-70

Clamator glandariiis, see Cuckoo, Great

Spotted

Clangula hyemalis, see Duck, Long-tailed

Clarke, S. P., see Murton, R. K.

Coccothraustes coccothraustes, see Hawfinch

Coccyv^s erythrophthalmus, see Cuckoo,

Black-billed

Coleman, Bruce, note on Common Gulls

and Blackbird feeding on road

casualties, 227

Columba livia, see Dove, Rock
oenas, see Dove, Stock

palumbus, see Woodpigeon
Cooke, D. A. P., photograph of Golden

Eagle, plate 27

Coot, foreign-ringed recovery in Britain,

69; numbers ringed and recovered

1967, 483. 493
Coracias garrulus, see Roller

Cormorant, movements of British-

ringed birds, I -21; rolling over in

flight, 227; exceptional mortality due

to shellfish poison, 388-404; numbers

ringed and recovered 1967, 483, 489;

photograph, plate 67a

Corncrake, numbers ringed and re-

covered 1967, 483
Cornwallis, R. K., and Townsend,

A. D., Waxwings in Britain and

Europe during 1965/66, 97-118; letter

on Waxwing omission, 380

Corvus corax, see Raven
corone, see Crow, Carrion

comix, see Crow, Hooded
/r<(g/7(?^w, see Rook
monedula, see Jackdaw

Cotumix coturnix, see Quail

Coulson, J. C., et al., mortality of Shags

and other seabirds caused by paralytic

shellfish poison, 381-404, plates 31-52

, , and Brazendale, M. G.,

movements of Cormorants ringed in

the British Isles and evidence of

colony-specific dispersal, 1-21

Coutts, Dennis, photograph of Snowy
Owl in Shetland, plate 13a

Cowan, P. J., note on feeding relation-

ship between mullet and Herring

Gulls, 31

Craig, C. W. note on Goldfinch’s meth-

od of obtaining dandelion seeds, 375

Crake, Baillon’s, breeding status in

Britain, 242 ; voice confused with

Little Crake, 422-3

, Little, accepted records 1967, 339;
voice confused with Baillon’s Crake,

422-3

, Spotted, breeding status in

Britain, 243, 244; numbers ringed

1967, 486

Crakes, see also Corncrake

Cramp, Stanley, review of Goodwin:
Pigeons and Doves of the World, 317-8;

studies of less familiar birds: 149

—

White-winged Black Tern, 405-8;

review of Stout: The Shorebirds of

North America, 567-8

Crane, accepted records 1967, 339;
accepted records 1966, 362

Crex crex, see Corncrake

Crossbill, breeding status in Britain

and Ireland, 57-8; feeding on pine

cones on groxmd, 270-1 ; numbers
ringed and recovered 1967, 486

, Parrot, status in Britain, 58

Crow, Carrion, food-hiding, 228; num-
bers ringed and recovered 1967, 483,

506; roosting in reeds, 329-30

, Hooded, numbers ringed and

recovered 1967, 485; roosting in

reeds, 529-30

Crows, see also Chough, Jackdaw, Jay,

Magpie, Raven, Rook
Cuckoo, breeding status in Britain, 249

;

numbers ringed and recovered 1967,

484, 303

, Black-billed, accepted record

1967, 346

, Great Spotted, accepted record

1967, 346; accepted record 1963, 360

Cuculus canorus, see Cuckoo
Curlew, foreign-ringed recoveries in

Britain, 70 ;
breeding status in Britain,

249; nest with seven eggs, 373;
numbers ringed and recovered 1967,

484. 497
, Stone, numbers ringed 1967, 484

Cygnus bemckii, see Swan, Bewick’s

cygnus, see Swan, Whooper
olor, see Swan, Mute

Dare, P. J., and Mercer, A. J., wool

causing injuries to legs and feet of

Oystercatchers, 257-63, plate 38
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Date, G. F., photograph of Greenfinch,
I

plate 31b

Davenport, M., and Hollyer, J. N., note

on Royal Tern in Kent, 559-61

Dawkins, F. E., note on Great Tit

picking up pebbles to get at crumbs,

32

Deans, I. R., see Coulson, J. C., et al.

Delichon urbica, see Martin, House
Dendrocopos major, see Woodpecker,

Great Spotted

minor, see Woodpecker, Lesser

Spotted

Dennis, Roy H., letter on Red-headed

Buntings on Fair Isle during 1950-67,

41-3; photograph of Arctic Warbler,

plate 50a

des Forges, G., an old record of Laugh-

ing Gull in Sussex, 213-4

Dickson, R. C., note on hirundincs

picking up objects from the ground,

31-2

Diomedea melanophris, see Albatross,

Black-browed

Dipper, numbers ringed and recovered

1967, 485

Display: Black-throated Diver, 224-6

Diver, Black-throated, display on sea,

224-6

, Great Northern, photograph,

plate 73c

, Red-throated, numbers ringed

1967, 486

, White-billed, accepted record

1967, 332
Dobbs, A., et al., note on Common

Gulls nesting in Nottinghamshire, 83

Doncaster, C. C., photograph of Red-

spotted Bluethroat, plate 62b

Donovan, J. W., note on Wryneck in

Pembrokeshire in winter, 173-4

Dotterel, numbers ringed 1967, 486;

photograph, plate 74a

Dove, Collared, foreign-ringed re-

coveries in Britain, 72 ; breeding status

in Britain, 243-4, 250; numbers

ringed and recovered 1967, 484, 503;

repeatedly attacking Song Thrush at

nest, 528-9

, Rock, breeding biology, 429-48;

numbers ringed 1967, 484

, Stock, numbers ringed and re-

covered 1967, 484; photograph,

plate 12b

Dove, Turtle, breeding and migration,

193-212; numbers ringed and re-

covered 1967, 484, 503

Doves, see also Woodpigeon
Dowdeswell, Roger, photograph of

Jays, plate 29b

Dowitcher, Long-billed, accepted rec-

ords 1967, 339-40, plates 43-46;

accepted records 1966, 362; problems

of identification, 366-72, plates 43-

46 ;
photograph, plate 66b

, Short-billed, accepted records

340; problems of identification,

366-72, plate 47
Duck, Black, accepted record 1967,

333

, Ferruginous, accepted records

1967, 337; accepted record 1966, 362

, Long-tailed, breeding status in

Britain, 242; numbers ringed and
recovered 1967, 486; photograph,

plate 73b

, Ring-necked, accepted records

1967, 336
, Tufted, foreign-ringed recoveries

in Britain, 67; breeding status in

Britain, 243, 248; numbers ringed and
recovered 1967, 483, 493

Ducks, see also Eider, Gadwall, Gar-

ganey, Goldenej'e, Goosander, Harle-

quin, Mallard, Merganser, Pintail,

Pochard, Scaup, Scoter, Shelduck,

Shoveler, Teal, Wigeon
Duckels, A. S., note on Great Grey

Shrike chasing and catching Stonechat

in the air, 136

Dunlin, foreign-ringed recoveries in

Britain, 70; numbers ringed and
recovered 1967, 484, 498; predators

at autumn roosts, 527; photograph,

plate 30a

Dunnock, foreign-ringed recovery in

Britain, 75 ; killed and eaten by W'ater

Rail, 265; numbers ringed and
recovered 1967, 485, 517

Eagle, Golden, numbers ringed 1967,

486; photographs, plates 8a, 27

Eagles, difficulties of identification,

273-5 ; aid to identification, 324
Egret, Little, accepted records 1967,

333; accepted records 1966, 361

Egretta gargeita, see Egret, Little
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Eider, breeding status in Britain, 248;

deaths due to shellfish poison, 388-

404; numbers ringed and recovered

1967, 483, 494; photograph, plate 67b

, King, accepted record 1967, 337
Elgood, J. H., see Fry, C. H.
Elliott, H. F. L, review of Hanzak: The

Pic/orial Encyclopaedia of Birds, 180-1

Emberisys aureola, see Bunting, Yellow-

breasted

bruniceps, see Bunting, Red-headed

caesia, see Bunting, Cretzschmar’s

calandra, see Bunting, Girn
da, see Bunting, Rock
citrinella, see Yellowhammer
leucocephala, see Bunting, Pine

melanocephala, see Bunting, Black-

headed

pusilla, see Bunting, Little

rustica, see Bunting, Rustic

schoeniclus, see Bunting, Reed
England, M. D., photographs of Blue

Rock Thrush, plates 40-42; of Red-

spotted Bluethroat, plates 60a, 61

Eremopbila alpestris, see Lark, Shore

Erithacus rubecula, see Robin
Eudromias morinellus, see Dotterel

Evans, P. R., ornithology and radar,

special review of Eastwood: Radar

Ornithologji, 77-80; reorientation of

passerine night migrants after dis-

placement by the wind, 281-303

Everett, M. J., note on Kestrel taking

prey from Barn Owl, 264
,

,
see MacDonald, J. W.

Fairhurst, Joan, note on Swallow re-

peatedly taking flies while in the hand,

135

Falco columbarius, see Merlin

peregrinus, see Peregrine

rusticolus, see Falcon, Gyr
subbuteo, see Hobby
iinnunculus, see Kestrel

Falcon, Gyr, accepted records 1967, 338

, Red-footed, accepted records 1967,

338
Falcons, see also Hobby, Kestrel,

Merlin, Peregrine

Faulkner, Roderick C., Lee, Richard

Frost, and Rolls, Julian, C., note on
Hobbies persistently preying on
Starling roost, 134

Ferguson-Lees, I. J., note on Serins

breeding in southern England, 87-8;

Ospreys in action, 256-7; studies of

less familiar birds: 150—Rough-
legged Buzzard, 456; 15 1—Red-
spotted Bluethroat, 525-6; note on
skeleton of Osprey attached to Carp,

465, plate 58a

, , and Sharrock, J. T. R.,

recent reports, see Recent reports

Ficedula hypoleuca, see Flycatcher, Pied

parva, see Flycatcher, Red-breasted

Field-characters : Cory’s Shearwater,

571-2; Great Shearwater, 571-2;

Dowitchers, 366-72, plates 43-47;
Common Gull, 1 3 9-42 ;

Mediterranean

Gull, 91-2, 139-43

Fieldfare, foreign-ringed recovery in

Britain, 73; breeding in Orkney, 84;

breeding status in Britain, 242; num-
bers ringed and recovered 1967, 485,

507
Finch, Citril, doubt cast on British

record, 92-3

Finnis, R. G., note on Blackbirds per-

sistently feeding on ripening toma-

toes, 85

Firecrest, breeding status in Britain

241, 243-4; numbers ringed and

recovered 1967, 485, 516

Flycatcher, Pied, foreign-ringed recov-

ery in Britain, 75 ;
young raised by

Blue Tits, 268-9; reorientation by

displaced migrants, 283-95, 298, 303;
numbers ringed and recovered 1967,

485,516
, Red-breasted, reorientation tests

on migrants, 291, 297; numbers
ringed 1967, 485

, Spotted, reorientation test on
migrants, 291; numbers ringed and

recovered 1967, 485, 516

Food: Osprey, 172; Hobby, 527;

Black-headed Gull, 3 1 1 ; Barn Owl,

527; Blue Tit, 33 ; Wren, 313-4; Black-

bird, 85, 380; Wheatear, 315; Black-

cap, 374; Great Grey Shrike, 468;

Bullfinch, 270; Snow Bunting, 316

Fraser, S. M., see Coulson, J. C., et al.

Fratercula arctica, see Puffin

Fringilla coelebs, see Chaffinch

montifringilla, sec Brambling

Frost, R. A., note on unusual song of

Whitethroat, 468
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Fry, C. H., and Elgood, J. H., letter on
the identity of white-rumped swifts

in Europe, 57-40

Fulica atra, see Coot
Fulmar, breeding status in Britain, 247;

deaths due to shellfish poison, 388-

404; numbers ringed and recovered

1967, 483, 489
Fulmarus glacialis, see Fulmar

Gadwall, foreign-ringed recover^' in

Britain, 66 ; breeding status in Britain,

243; numbers ringed and recovered

1967, 483
Gallinago gallinago, see Snipe

media, see Snipe, Great

Gallinula chloropus, sec Moorhen
Gannct, foreign-ringed recovery in

Britain, 66; breeding status in Britain,

247; numbers found dead on N.E.
coast, 388; numbers ringed and
recovered 1967, 483, 489

Garganey, bill-colour of ducklings, 85;

breeding status in Britain, 248;

numbers ringed and recovered 1967,

483, 492
Garrulus glandaritis, see Jay
Gatenby, Edgar C., note on Black-

headed Gulls feeding in association

with Shovelers, 51

Gavia adamsii, see Diver, White-billed

arclica, see Diver, Black-throated

immer, see Diver, Great North-

ern

stellate, see Diver, Red-throated

Gelochelidon nilotica, see Tern, Gull-

billed

Gervis, G. R., note on Blackbird feeding

in association with Mole, 314
Gillmor, Robert, review of Fisher:

Thorburn’s Birds, 252-3

Gilpin, Arthur, note on Collared Doves
repeatedly attacking Song Thrush at

nest, 528-9

Glue, D. E., note on prey taken by Great

Grey Shrike in Hampshire, 468; on
bird predators feeding at autumn
roosts, 526-7

Godwit, Bar-tailed, numbers ringed and

recovered 1967, 484, 497
, Black-tailed, breeding status in

Britain, 243 ; numbers ringed and

recovered 1967, 486, 497

Goldcrest, foreign-ringed recovery in

Britain, 75; numbers ringed and

recovered 1967, 485, 515
Goldlincb, breeding status in Britain

and Ireland, 52-3; foreign-ringed

recoveries in Britain, 76; unusual

feeding method, 375; numbers ringed

and recovered 1967, 486, 519
Goldeneye, foreign-ringed recovery in

Britain, 67 ; breeding status in Britain.

242; numbers ringed 1967, 486
Goosander, breeding status in Britain,

243; numbers ringed and recovered

1967, 486

Goose, Barnacle, foreign-ringed re-

coveries in Britain, 68; numbers
ringed and recovered 1967, 483, 494

, Brent, numbers ringed 1967, 486

, Canada, breeding status in Britain,

246; numbers ringed and recovered

1967, 483, 494; taking over and

hatching Mallard’s eggs, 526

, Grey Lag, foreign-ringed recov-

eries in Britain, 68; breeding status

in Britain, 248; numbers ringed and

recovered 1967, 483, 494
, Lesser White-fronted, accepted

records 1967, 537
, Pink-footed, foreign-ringed re-

coveries in Britain, 68; numbers
ringed and recovered 1967, 483, 494

, Red-breasted, accepted records

1967, 338

, White-fronted, foreign-ringed re-

covery in Britain, 68; numbers ringed

and recovered 1967, 483, 494
Goshawk, breeding status in Britain,

241-2; numbers ringed 1967, 486

Grant, P. J., reply to letter on wing-

tip patterns of gulls, 141-3; note on
Rose-breasted Grosbeak and Red-

eyed Vireo in the Isles of Scilly, 176-

80

, , and Scott, R. E., letter on
width of tail-band of immature

Mediterranean Gulls, 91-2

Greaves, John W., note on food con-

cealment by Merlins, 310-11

Grebe, Black-necked, diving times, 28-

9 ; breeding status in Britain, 243

, Great Crested, diving times, 28-9;

breeding status in Britain, 250; num-
bers ringed 1967, 486; behaviour in

winter, 556-8
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Grebe, Little, diving times, 28-9; choked

by fish, 307; taxonomic position,

322-4; numbers ringed and recovered

1967, 483, 488; group behaviour in

winter, 556-8

, Pied-billed, diving times, 27-9;

accepted record 1967, 332

, Slavonian, diving times, 28-9;

breeding status in Britain, 243

;

numbers ringed 1967, 486

Grebes, systematic sequence, 323-4

Greenfield, H. F., note on bill-colour of

Garganey ducklings, 83

Greenfinch, breeding status in Britain

and Ireland, 52; foreign-ringed re-

coveries in Britain, 75-6; death from
salmonellosis, 86; killed and eaten by
Water Rail, 265 ;

unusual feeding

method, 316; numbers ringed and

recovered 1967, 486, 5 19; photograph,

plate 31b

Greenhalgh, M. E. and P. A., note on
Oystercatchers nesting on rubbish

tip, 528

Greenshank, foreign-ringed recovery in

Britain, 70; numbers ringed 1967,

484
Greenwood, J. J. D., Bluethroat

nesting in Scotland, 524-5

Grosbeak, Rose-breasted, in Isles of

Scilly, 176-80; accepted record 1967,

357; numbers ringed 1967, 487
, Scarlet, see Rosefinch, Scarlet

Grouse, Black, numbers ringed and

recovered 1967, 483
Grus grus, see Crane

Guillemot, foreign-ringed recovery in

Britain, -jz ; breeding status in Britain,

247; deaths due to shellfish poison,

388-404; numbers ringed and re-

covered 1967, 484, 501-2

Gull, Black-headed, feeding relationship

with Shovelers, 3 1 ; foreign-ringed

recoveries in Britain, 71; wing-tip

patterns, 139-42; taking olives, 311;

numbers found dead on N.E. coast,

388; numbers ringed and recovered

1967, 484, 500

, Bonaparte’s, accepted records

1967, 344, plate 49; photograph, plate

73a

, Common, foreign-ringed re-

coveries in Britain, 71; breeding in

Nottinghamshire, 83; wing-tip pat-

terns, 139-42; feeding on road

casualties, 227; breeding status in

Britain, 247, 267 ;
numbers found dead

on N.E. coast, 388; feet tangled in

wool, 466, plate 58c; numbers ringed

and recovered 1967, 484, 500

Gull, Glaucous, numbers ringed 1967,

486

, Great Black-backed, foreign-

ringed recoveries in Britain, 70;

breeding status in Britain, 247; num-
bers found dead on N.E. coast, 388;

numbers ringed and recovered 1967,

484, 499
, Great Black-headed, accepted

record 1967, 343, plate 48

, Herring, feeding relationship with

mullet, 31; foreign-ringed recoveries

in Britain, 71; wing-tip patterns,

139-40; breeding status in Britain,

247; numbers found dead on N.E.

coast, 388; taking small passerine at

sea, 467; numbers ringed and recov-

ered 1967, 484, 499
, Ivory, accepted record 1967, 343

, Laughing, in Sussex in 1923,

213-4; accepted record 1967, 344;

in Essex, 415-6

Gull, Lesser Black-backed, numbers

found dead on N.E. coast, 388;

numbers ringed and recovered 1967,

484, 499
, Little, numbers ringed 1967, 486

, Mediterranean, width of tail-band

of immature, 91-2; wing-tip patterns,

138-43; photograph, plate 71a

, Ross’s, accepted record 1967,

544
Gulls, see also Kittiwake

Haematopus ostralegus, see Oystercatcher

Hallam, R. H., photograph of Sparrow-

hawks, plate 28b

Halle, Louis, J., letter on standardisation

of vernacular names, 573-4

Hambury, H. J., letter on Oystercatcher

politics, 470
Hanford, D. M., note on Jackdaw and

Jay pulling up bones on strings, 135

Harlequin, photograph, plate 30b

Harrier, Hen, breeding status in Britain,

249; numbers ringed and recovered

1967, 483
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Harrier, Marsh, breeding status in

Britain, 249; numbers ringed and
recovered 1967, 483, 495

, Montagu’s, breeding status in

Britain, 249; numbers ringed 1967,

483
Harris, M. P., note on Manx Shearwater

in Derbyshire with apparent pufii-

nosis, 226-7

Harrison, James M. and Jeffery G.,

Wigeon x Chiloe Wigeon hybrid re-

sembling American Wigeon, 169-71,

plate 23

Harrison, Jeffery G., Chapman, E., and
Meikle, A., note on Semipalmatcd

Sandpiper in Kent, 414
, , and Scott, R. E., note on

hazards to birds from wool and other

fibres, 466, plates 38b and 38c

Harrison, Pamela, photograph of Harle-

quins, plate 30b

Harrup, B., letter on Blackbirds feeding

on ripening tomatoes, 380

Hawfinch, breeding status in Britain,

31-2; numbers ringed 1967, 486;

photograph, plate 24a

Hedley, Morley, photograph of Pied

Wagtail, plate 26a

Heron, foreign-ringed recoveries in

Britain, 66; breeding status in

Britain, 230; numbers ringed and
recovered 1967, 483, 490-1; photo-

graphs, plates 3, 24b

, Night, accepted records 1967, 334
, Purple, accepted records 1 967, 333
, Squacco, accepted record 1966, 361

Himantopus bimantopus, see Stilt, Black-

winged
Hippolais kterina, see Warbler, Icterine

pallida, see Warbler, Olivaceous

Hirwido daurica, see Swallow, Red-

rumped
rustica, see Swallow

Hislrionicus histrionicus, see Harlequin

Hobby, numbers ringed and recovered

1967, 486; feeding at autumn roosts,

326-7; photograph, plate 28a

Hollick, Kathleen, M., note on Tree-

creeper seeking food on ironwork, 313

Holliday, A. V., note on Water Rail

killing and eating passerines, 264-3

Hollom, P. A. D., review of Seago:

Birds of Norfolk, 419-20

Hollyer, J. N., see Davenport, M.

Homes, R. C., reviews of Harrison: A
Wealth of Wildfowl, 90-1 ; of Welman:
Instructions to Young Ornithologists. VII.

Ducks, Geese and Swans, 366-7

Hoopoe, breeding status in Britain, 241-

2; numbers ringed 1967, 487
Hope Jones, P., see Lovegrove, R. R.

Hosking, Eric, British bird-photograph-

ers: 10—Harold Auger, 80-2; more
examples of the best recent work by
British bird-photographers, 215-7;

photographs of Snowy Owls in

Shetland, plates 13, 14, 13b, 16, 19b;

of Ospreys landing, plate 37; of

Red-spotted Bluethroat, plates 39,

60b

fiudson, Robert, recoveries in Great

Britain and Ireland of birds ringed

abroad, 63-76; letter on ‘Annual

harvest’, 369-70
,

, news and comment, see

News and comment
Hydrobates pelagicus, see Petrel, Storm
Hydroprogne tschegrava, sec Tern, Caspian

Icterus galbula, see Oriole, Baltimore

Incledon, C. S. L., Brown Thrasher in

Dorset: a species new to Britain and
Ireland, 330-3

Ingram, Collingwood, note on Black-

headed Gulls taking olives, 3 1

1

ixobryebus minutus, see Bittern, Little

Jackdaw, pulling up bones on strings,

133; food-hiding, 228; numbers
ringed and recovered 1967, 483, 306

Jay, pulling up bones on strings, 133;
numbers ringed and recovered 1967,

483, 306; photograph, plate 29b

Jehl, J. R., photographs of Short-billed

Dowitcher, plate 47
Johnstone, G. W., letter on ‘Annual

harvest’, 333
Jonas, D. R. C., note on cat catching

Kingfisher in water, 172

Jonsson, Sixten, photographs of Os-
preys in action, plates 32-36

Jouanin, Christian, see Roux, Francis

]unco byemalis, see Junco, Slate-coloured

Junco, Slate-coloured, accepted record

1967, 338

Jynx torquilla, see Wryneck
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Kapocsy, Gyorgy, photographs of

White-winged Black Tern, plates 53-

54
Kennedy, R. J., letter on the role of

sunbathing in birds, 320-2

Kestrel, foreign-ringed recovery in

Britain, 68 ; breeding status in Britain,

249; taking prey from Barn Owl, 264;

numbers ringed and recovered 1967,

483, 495 ; feeding at autumn roosts,

527

Keywood, K. P., note on Crossbills

feeding on pine cones on the ground,

270-1

King, Bernard, note on late autumn song
of Grasshopper Warbler, 136; on
Wheatears on autumn passage feed-

ing on bumble-bees, 315

, , and Marjorie, note on
insect food of Snow Buntings in

autumn, 516

, , and Prytherch, Robin J.,

note on Glaucous Gull dropping

shellfish from a height, 373-4

, , and Rolls, Julian, C., note

on feeding methods of Rook with

malformed bill, 417-8

Kingfisher, caught by cat in water, 172;

numbers ringed and recovered 1967,

484, 304
Kite, Red, breeding status in Britain, 249
Kitson, A. R

, see Porter, R. F.

Kittiwake, deaths due to shellfish

poison, 388-404; numbers ringed and

recovered 1967, 484, 300

Knot, numbers ringed and recovered

1967, 484, 498; photograph, plate

64b

Lacoste, Michel, letter on ‘Annual

harvest’, 370-1

Ladhams, D. E., diving times of

grebes, 27-30; note on group be-

haviour by Little Grebes in winter,

556
LMgopus mutus, see Ptarmigan

Landsborough Thomson, A., review of

Lack: Ecological A.dapiations for Breed-

ing in Birds, 363-6

Lanius collurio, see Shrike, Red-backed

excubitor, see Shrike, Great Grey
minor, see Shrike, Lesser Grey
senator, see Shrike, Woodchat

Lapwing, foreign-ringed recoveries in

Britain, 69; injuries to feet caused by

wool, 466-7, 469, plate 38b; numbers
ringed and recovered 1967, 483, 496;

large numbers being killed in France,

570
Lark, Shore, numbers ringed 1967, 486

, Short-toed, accepted records 1967,

348; numbers ringed 1967, 486

Larks, see also Skylark, Woodlark
Earus argentalus, see Gull, Herring

atricilla, see Gull, Laughing
canus, see Gull, Common
fuscus, see Gull, Lesser Black-

backed

hyperhoreus, see Gull, Glaucous

ichthyaetus, see Gull, Great Black-

headed

marinus, see Gull, Great Black-

backed

melanocephalus, see Gull, Mediter-

ranean

minutus, see Gull, Little

Philadelphia, see Gull, Bonaparte’s

ridibundus, see Gull, Black-headed

Lee, Richard Frost, see Faulkner, Roder-

ick C.

Eimicolafalcinellus, see Sandpiper, Broad-

billed

Eimnodromus griseus, see Dowitcher,

Short-billed

scolopaceus, see Dowitcher, Long-

billed

Limosa lapponica, see Godwit, Bar-tailed

limosa, see Godwit, Black-tailed

Linnet, breeding status in Britain and

Ireland, 34; foreign-ringed recoveries

in Britain, 76; numbers ringed and

recovered 1967, 486, 320

Eocustella luscinioides, see Warbler, Savi’s

naevia, see Warbler, Grasshopper

Long, Dorothy, A. C., note on food of

Osprey in Kent, 172

Long, R., note on Cetti’s Warblers in

the Channel Islands, 174-3

Lovegrove, R. R., and Hope Jones, P.,

note on Blue Tits raising young Pied

Flycatchers, 268-9

Loxia curvirostra, see Crossbill

pyiyopsitiacus, see Crossbill, Parrot

Eulltda arborea, see Woodlark

Luscinia luscinia, see Nightingale, Thrush

megarhynchos, see Nightingale

svecica, see Bluethroat
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Luscinia svecica svecica, see Bluethroat,

Red-spotted

Lusciniola melanopogon, see Warbler,

Moustached
L,ymnocryptes minimus, see Snipe, Jack

Lyrurus tetrix, see Grouse, Black

Macdonald, J. W., Everett, M. J., and

Maule, M., note on Blackbirds with

salmonellosis, 85-7

Mack, G. T., photograph of Willow
Warbler, plate 25a

Magpie, feeding on road casualties, 227;

food-hiding, 228; numbers ringed

and recovered 1967, 485
Mallard, foreign-ringed recoveries in

Britain, 66; numbers ringed and

recovered 1967, 483, 491; eggs taken

over and hatched by Canada Goose,

526

Marshall, R. V. A., note on Laughing
Gull in Essex, 415-6

Martin, House, foreign-ringed recov-

eries in Britain, 73; attracted by
garden fire, 312; taking insect while

in hand, 374; numbers ringed and

recovered 1967, 484, 503

, Sand, picking up daisies from
ground, 31-2; foreign-ringed re-

coveries in Britain, 73; attracted by
fire, 312; behaviour on ground,

416-7; numbers ringed and recovered

1967, 484, 303

Maule, M., see Macdonald, J. W.
Meikle, A., see Harrison, Jeffery G.
Melanitta fusca, see Scoter, Velvet

nigra, see Scoter, Common
Mercer, A. J., see Dare, P. J.

Merganser, Red-breasted, numbers ring-

ed 1967, 486
Mergtis merganser, see Goosander

serrator, see Merganser, Red-

breasted

Merlin, foreign-ringed recover^' in

Britain, 68 ;
breeding status in Britain,

249; food concealment, 310-11 ; num-
bers ringed and recovered 1967, 483;

at Starling roost, 327-8

Merops apiaster, see Bee-eater

Micropalama himantopus, see Sandpiper,

Stilt

Migration: Cormorant, 1-21; Turtle

Dove, 203-7; Nightingale or Thrush

Nightingale, 33-4; Waxwing, 97-118;

reorientation of various passerine

night migrants, 281-303

Milstein, P. le S., letter on Little or

White-rumped Swift, 36-7

Milvus milvus, see Kite, Red
Mitchell, K. D. G., note on Nightingale

or Thrush Nightingale at 10,000 feet

over Greece, 33-4

Monticola solitarius, see Thrush, Blue

Rock
Moorhen, foreign-ringed recoveries in

Britain, 69; numbers ringed and

recovered 1967, 483
Motacilla alba alba, see Vi'agtail, White

yarrellii, see Wagtail, Pied

cinerea, see Wagtail, Grey
cilreola, see Wagtail, Citrine

flava, sec Wagtail, Yellow

Moule, G. W. H., letter on width of

tail-band of immature Mediterranean

Gulls, 91-2

Murton, R. K., breeding, migration and

survival of Turtle Doves, 193-212;

review of Burtt: The Tsycholog/ of

Birds, 530-1

,
,
and Clarke, S. P., breeding

biology of Rock Doves, 429-48

Muscicapa striata, see Flycatcher, Spotted

Mylne, C. K., letter on unusual song of

Willow Warbler, 183-4

Newell, R. G., influx of Great Shear-

waters in autumn 1963, 143-39

News and comment, 44-3 ; 94-5 ; 143-4;

183-7; 237-9; 276-7; 325-6; 376-7;

426-7; 471-3; 535
-6

; 374-6

Niestle, Alexander, photograph of

Osprey skeleton attached to Carp,

463, plate 38a

Nightingale, or Thrush Nightingale, at

10,000 feet over Greece, 33-4; num-
bers ringed 1967, 485

, Thrush, or Nightingale at 10,000

feet over Greece, 33-4; accepted

record 1967, 349
Nightjar, breeding status in Britain,

249; numbers ringed 1967, 484
Niles, John, note on Wood Warbler’s

nest without a dome, 175-6

Nucifraga caryocatactes, see Nutcracker

Numenius arquata, see Curlew

phaeopus, see Whimbrel
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Nutcracker, accepted record 1967, 348;

accepted record 1966, 363

Nuthatch, numbers ringed and re-

covered 1967, 485; plate 31a

Nyctea scandiaca, see Owl, Snowy
Nyc/icorax nycticorax, see Heron, Night

Obituaries ; William Maitland Congreve,

159-60; Elsie Pemberton Leach,

5 54-5

Oceanodroma leucorhoa, see Petrel, Leach’s

Oenanthe oenanthe, see Wheatear

Oriole, Baltimore, accepted records

1967, 356; numbers ringed 1967, 487

, Golden, breeding status in Britain,

241-2; numbers ringed 1967, 487
Oriolus oriolus, see Oriole, Golden

Osprey, food, 172; breeding status in

Britain, 243, 249; photographed in

action, 256-7, plates 32-37; skeleton

attached to Carp, 465, plate 58a;

ringed and recovered 1967, 486, 495
Ou2el, Ring, numbers ringed and

recovered 1967, 485, 509

Owl, Barn, breeding stams in Britain,

249; prey taken by Kestrel, 264; num-
bers ringed and recovered 1967, 484,

304; feeding at autumn roosts, 527

, Little, breeding status in Britain,

243, 246; numbers ringed and re-

covered 1967, 484
, Long-eared, breeding status in

Britain, 249; numbers ringed and

recovered 1967, 484, 504

, Short-eared, foreign-ringed re-

covery in Britain, 72; numbers

ringed and recovered 1967, 484, 504

, Snowy, breeding in Shetland 1967,

119-32, plates 13-19; breeding status

in Britain, 242 ;
accepted records 1 967,

347; accepted records 1967, 362;

numbers ringed 1967, 487

, Tawny, breeding status in Britain,

249; numbers ringed and recovered

1967, 484, 504; photograph, plate 29a

Oystercatcher, foreign-ringed recovery

in Britain, 69; breeding status in Bri-

tain, 249; foot injuries caused by wool

and fibres, 257-63, plate 38, 467, 469;

research at Whitford Burrows, 325,

470; numbers ringed and recovered

1967, 483, 495; nesting on rubbish

tip, 528

Pagophila eburnea, see Gull, Ivory

Pandion haliaetus, see Osprey
Panttrus biarmicus, see Tit, Bearded

Parslow, J. L. F., changes in status

among breeding birds in Britain and
Ireland, 49-64; Eye-browed Thrushes
in Northamptonshire, Hebrides and
Scilly: a species new to Britain and

Ireland, 218-23

,
,

news and comment, see

News and comment
Partridge, numbers ringed and recov-

ered 1967, 483; photograph, plate 7a

, Red-legged, numbers ringed 1 967,

483
Panda americana, see Warbler, Pamla

Parus ater, see Tit, Coal

caeruleus, see Tit, Blue

cristaius, see Tit, Crested

major, see Tit, Great

montanus, see Tit, Willow
palustris, see Tit, Marsh

Passer domesticus, see Sparrow, House
montanus, see Sparrow, Tree

Paton, William S., photograph of Star-

lings, plate 26b

Pattenden, B., see Booth, J.

Pauli, David E., note on House Martins

attracted by garden fire, 312

Peach, A. N. H., photographs of Blue

Rock Thrush, plate 39; of Rough-
legged Buzzard, plates 55-57

Penry-Jones, J., letter on plurals of bird

names, 273
Perdix perdix, see Partridge

Peregrine, breeding status in Britain,

249; numbers ringed 1967, 483;
photograph, plate 8b

Petrel, Bulwer’s, opinions on Irish

record, 423-5

, Leach’s, numbers ringed 1967, 483

, Storm, numbers ringed and rec-

overed 1967, 483, 488

Phalacrocorax aristotelis, see Shag
——- carbo, see Cormorant
Phalarope, Grey, photograph, plate 63

, Wilson’s, accepted records 1967,

343
Phalaropusfulicarius, see Phalarope, Grey

tricolor, see Phalarope, Wilson’s

Phasianus colchicus, see Pheasant

Pheasant, numbers ringed 1967, 486

Pheucticus ludovicianus, see Grosbeak,

Rose-breasted
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Philomachus pugnax, sec Ruff

Phoenicurus ocbruros, see Redstart, Black

phoenicurus, see Redstart

Phylloscopus bonelli, see Warbler, Bonelli’s

borealis, see Warbler, Arctic

collybita, see Chiffchaff

fuscatus, sec Warbler, Dusky
inornatus, see Warbler, Yellow-

browed
sibilatrix, see Warbler, Wood

trochiloides, see Warbler, Greenish

trochilus, see Warbler, Willow
Pica pica, see Magpie
Picus viridis, see Woodpecker, Green
Pigeon, Feral, foot injuries caused by

cotton thread, 469
Pigeon, Wood, sec Woodpigeon
Pimm, S. L., note on mobbing response

to alarm calls of trapped Swallows,

134-5

Pintail, foreign-ringed recoveries in

Britain, 67 ; breeding status in Britain,

243; numbers ringed and recovered

1967. 483, 492
Pipit, Meadow, numbers ringed and

recovered 1967, 485, 317

, Red-throated, accepted record

1967, 354; numbers ringed 1967, 487
, Richard’s, accepted records 1967,

332-3; numbers ringed 1967, 487

, Rock, numbers ringed and recov-

ered 1967, 483, 317; photograph,

plate 69b

, Tawny, acceptedrecords 1967, 334
, Tree, numbers ringed 1967, 483

, Water, numbers ringed and rec-

overed 1967, 483

Platalea leucorodia, see Spoonbill

Plectrophenax nivalis, see Bunting, Snow
Plotus alle, see Auk, Little

Plover, Golden, foreign-ringed recov-

eries in Britain, 69; numbers ringed

and recovered 1967, 483, 496; large

numbers killed in France, 370

, Grey, numbers ringed and recov-

ered 1967, 483, 496

, Lesser Golden, accepted record

1967,339
, Little Ringed, breeding status in

Britain, 243-4, 248; numbers ringed

and recovered 1967, 483, 496

, Ringed, foreign-ringed recover-

ies in Britain, 69; breeding status in

Britain, 248; numbers ringed and re-

covered 1967, 483, 496; predators at

autumn roosts, 327
Pluvialis apricaria, see Plover, Golden

dominica, see Plover, Lesser Golden
squalarola, see Plover, Grey

Pochard, foreign-ringed recoveries in

Britain, 67 ; breeding status in Britain,

248; foot-paddling, 308-9: numbers
ringed and recovered 1967, 483, 493

Podiceps auritus, see Grebe, Slavonian

cristatus, see Grebe, Great Crested

nigyicollis, see Grebe, Black-necked

ruficollis, see Grebe, Little

Podilymbus podiceps, see Grebe, Pied-

billed

Porter, R. F., Kitson, A. R., and Vittery',

A., letter on readers’ notes, 372
Porter, S. C., photograph of Hawfinch,

plate 24a

Por^ona parva, see Crake, Little

pors^ana, see Crake, Spotted

pusilla, see Crake, Baillon’s

Potts, G. R., review of Nelson: Gala-

pagos: Islands of Birds, 420-1

, , see Coulson, J. C., et al.

Prunella modularis, see Dunnock
Prytherch, Robin J., see King, Bernard

,
, see Waters, Estlin

Ptarmigan, photograph, plate 6

Puifin, breeding status in Britain, 247;

deaths due to shellfish poison, 388-404

numbers ringed and recovered 1967,

484, 302-3

Puffinus gravis, see Shearwater, Great

puffinus, see Shearwater, Manx
Pyrrhocorax pyrrhocorax, see Chough
Pyrrbula pyrrbula, see Bullfinch

Quail, numbers ringed 1967, 486

Radford, A. P., notes on Blue Tit eating

part of mushroom, 33 ; on Bullfinches

eating snowberries, 270; on Green-

finch’s method of obtaining sunflower

seeds, 316

Radford, J. T., see Dobbs, A. and H.
Rail, Water, killing and eating small

passerines, 264-3 1 numbers ringed

1967, 483

Rallus aqmticus, see Rail, Water

Rarities Committee, report on rare birds

in Great Britain in 1967 (with 1963,

593
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1964, 1965 and 1966 additions), 329-

65, plates 43-50

Raven, death from salmonellosis, 86;

numbers ringed and recovered 1967,

484; study of breeding in north Wales,

541-5

Razorbill, foreign-ringed recovery in

Britain, 72 ; breeding status in Britain,

247; deaths due to shellfish poison,

388-404; numbers ringed and re-

covered 1967, 484, 501-2

Recent reports, 45-8; 96; 133-4; 187-8;

239-40; 277-80; 327-8; 378-80; 427-8;

473-6; 536-40; 576-80

Recorders, list of county and regional,

188-92

Recurvirostra avoseiia, see Avocet
Redpoll, breeding status in Britain and

Ireland, 5 5 ; foreign-ringed recoveries

in Britain, 76; numbers ringed and

recovered 1967, 486, 520

, Arctic, accepted record 1965, 361

;

accepted record 1966; correction, 363
Redshank, foreign-ringed recovery in

Britain, 70; injuries to feet caused by

wool, 466; numbers ringed and re-

covered 1967, 484, 498
, Spotted, numbers ringed and re-

covered 1967, 484, 498
Redstart, foreign-ringed recovery in

Britain, 74; reorientation by displaced

migrants, 283-91, 293-5, 298, 303;

numbers ringed and recovered 1967,

485, 510

, American, accepted record 1967,

356
, Black, breeding status in Britain,

243 ; reorientation by displaced mig-

rant, 290; numbers ringed and recov-

ered 1967, 485, 510

Redwing, foreign-ringed recoveries in

Britain, 73-4; breeding status in

Britain, 241, 243-4; numbers ringed

and recovered 1967, 485, 508

Regulus ignicap’llus, see Firecrest

regulus, see Goldcrest

Requests for information: distribution

and numbers of Collared Doves, 93;

dates of attendance of seabirds at

breeding colonies, 93 ; survey of

Stonechats in Wales, 280; food of the

Barn Owl in Britain, 280; rehabilita-

tion of oiled seabirds, 280; hybrid

Herring x Lesser Black-backed Gulls,

418; proposed report on scarce mig-

rants, 470
Reviews

:

Bruun: Birdwatching, 271

Burtt: The Bsycholog/ of Birds, 530-1

Eastwood: Radar Ornithology', 77-80

Ennion and Tinbergen: Tracks, 137

Errington : OfPredation and Life, 3 1 8-9

Fisher: Thorburn’s Birds, 232-3

Garms: The Natural History of Europe,

137

Gooders: Where to Watch birds, 89-90

Goodwin: Pigeons and Doves of the

World, 317-8

Hanzak: The Pictorial Encyclopaedia of

Birds, 1 80-

1

Harrison: A Wealth of Wildfowl, 90-91

Lack: Ecological Adaptations for Breed-

ing in Birds, 565-6

Nelson: Galapagos: Islands of Birds,

420-1

Palmer and Ballance: The Birds of

Somerset, 531-2

Proceedings of the XIH International

Ornithological Congress, 408-13

Salomonsen: Eugleiraekket og dets

Gdder, 181-2

Seago: Birds of Norfolk, 419-20

Stout: The Shorebirds ofNorth America,

567-8

Welman: Instructions to Young Ornith-

ologists VII. Ducks, Geese and Swans,

566-7

Wilson: Birds of the Antarctic, 231

Rhodostethia rosea, see Gull, Ross’s

Richmond, W. K., photograph of Black-

browed Albatross on Bass Rock,

plate 2a

Riparia riparia, see Martin, Sand

Rissa tridactyla, see Kittiwake

Robin, feeding nestling Song Thrushes,

34; foreign-ringed recoveries in

Britain, 74; reorientation by dis-

placed migrants, 284-90; feeding in

association with Mole, 314; numbers

ringed and recovered 1967, 485, 510;

predators at autumn roosts, 5 27 ;
rear-

ing four broods in one year, 561-3

, American, accepted record 1967,

349; accepted record 1966, 363

Robson, R. W., note on Skylark coming

down chimney, 267-8

Rogers, Alan E. F., note on Herring

Gull taking small passerine at sea, 467
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Rogers, M. J., the song of the Fan-tailed

Warbler, 230
Roller, accepted records 1967, 347
Rolls, Julian C., see Faulkner, Roderick

,
,
see King, Bernard

Rook, foreign-ringed recovery in Brit-

ain, 73; food-hiding, 228-9; feeding

method with deformed bill, 417-8;

numbers ringed and recovered 1967,

483, 506

Rosefinch, Scarlet, reorientation tests on
migrants, 297; accepted records 1967,

357-8; numbers ringed 1967, 487
Roux, Francis and Jouanin, Christian,

studies of less familiar birds: 147

—

Cory’s Shearwater, 163-9, plates 20-22

Ruff, breeding status in Britain, 243

;

numbers ringed 1967, 484

Salomonsen, Finn, the XIV Internat-

ional Ornithological Congress: spec-

ial review, 408-13

Sanderling, numbers ringed and recov-

ered 1967, 484, 499; photograph,

plate 63a

Sandgrouse, Pallas’s, breeding status

in Britain, 241

Sandpiper, Baird’s, accepted records

1967, 341

, Broad-billed, accepted records

1967, 342

, Buff-breasted, accepted record

1967, 342; numbers ringed 1967, 486

, Common, numbers ringed and
recovered 1967, 484, 497

, Curlew, numbers ringed and re-

covered 1967, 484, 499
, Green, numbers ringed 1967, 484

, Pectoral, numbers ringed 1967,

486; photograph, plate 66a

, Purple, numbers ringed and re-

covered 1967, 484; photograph, plate

64a

, Semipalmated, accepted record

1967, 342; accepted record 1966: cor-

rection, 362; in Kent, 414

, Solitary, in Wiltshire, 263-7;

accepted record 1967, 341; numbers

ringed 1967, 486

, Spotted, accepted record 1967, 341

, Stilt, accepted record 1967, 340

, WTiite-rumped, accepted records

1967, 342; numbers ringed 1967, 486
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Sandpiper, Wood, breeding status in

Britain, 241, 243-4, 248; numbers
ringed 1967, 484

Saxicola rubetra, see Whinchat
torquata, see Stonechat

Scaup, foreign-ringed recoveries in

Britain, 67 ; breeding status in Britain,

241-2; numbers ringed 1967, 486
Scolopax rusticola, see Woodcock
Scoter, Common, numbers found dead

on N.E. coast, 388

, Velvet, numbers ringed 1967, 486
Scott, R. E., notes on Cetti’s Warbler in

Kent, 313-6; on Swallows and House
Martins taking insects while in the

hand, 374; Rough-legged Buzzards in

Britain in the winter of 1966/7, 449-

5 5 ; notes on Canada Goose taking

over and hatching Mallard’s eggs,

326; on Merlins associating with

roosting Starlings, 527-8; letter an-

swering criticism of Cetti’s Warbler

in Kent, 333-4; note on Dusky
Warbler in Kent, 363-4

,
,
see Grant, P. J.

,
,

see Harrison, Jeffery G.
Scottish Daily Express, photographs of

Black-browed Albatross on Bass

Rock, plates 1, 2b

Serin, breeding in Britain, 36, 87-8, 242;

accepted records 1967, 337; accepted

record 1966, 363; numbers ringed

1967, 487
Serinus citrinella, see Finch, Citril

serinus, see Serin

Setophaga ruticilla, see Redstart, American
Shag, breeding status in Britain, 247;

exceptional mortality due to shellfish

poison, 381-404, plates 31-32; num-
bers ringed and recovered 1967, 483,

489; photograph, plate 10

Sharrock, J. T. R., Little Swift in Co.

Cork: a species new to Ireland and
Britain, 160-2; letters on the Irish

record of Bulwer’s Petrel, 423-5 ; on
the flight of Great and Cory’s Shear-

waters, 571-2

,
, and Ferguson-Lees, I. J.,

recent reports, see Recent reports

Shearwater, Cor)’’s, large numbers off

Britain and Ireland autumn 1963,

145-39; photographic study, 163-9,

plates 20-22; accepted records 1967,

332; characteristics of flight, 371-2
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Shearwater, Great, large numbers off

Britain and Ireland autumn 1965, 145-

59; characteristics of flight, 571-2

, Manx, puffinosis in Derbyshire,

226-7 J numbers ringed and recovered

1967. 483. 488

Sheldon, Jack, note on Cormorants

rolling over in flight, 227

Shelduck, foreign-ringed recoveries in

Britain, 67-8; breeding status in

Britain, 248 ; numbers ringed and

recovered 1967, 483, 494; photograph,

plate 70a

, Ruddy, accepted records 1967,

337; accepted record 1966, 362

Shoveler, foreign-ringed recoveries in

Britain, 67 ; breeding status in Britain,

248; numbers ringed and recovered

1967. 483, 492-3

Shrike, Great Grey, catching Stonechat

in air, 136; prey in Hampshire, 468;

numbers ringed 1967, 486

, Lesser Grey, accepted records

1967, 354-5

, Red-backed, breeding status in

Britain, 49-50, 249; reorientation by

displaced migrant, 290; numbers rin-

ged 1967, 486; photograph, plate 68a

, Woodchat, accepted records 1967,

355 ; accepted record 1966, 363 ; num-
bers ringed 1967, 487

Sinunons, K. E. L., notes on food-

hiding by Rooks and other crows,

228-9; foot-paddling by Pochards,

308-9; letter on the taxonomic pos-

ition of the Little Grebe, 322-4; note

on winter flocking and behaviour of

Little and Great Crested Grebes, 556-8

Simpson, T., note on hazards to birds

from wool and other fibres, 467
Siskin, breeding status in Britain and

Ireland, 53-4, 250; foreign-ringed

recoveries in Britain, 76; numbers

ringed and recovered 1967, 486, 519-

20

Sitta europaea, see Nuthatch

Skua, Arctic, numbers ringed and re-

covered 1967, 484

, Great, numbers ringed and re-

covered 1967, 484, 499
Skylark, coming down chimney, 268;

numbers ringed and recovered 1967,

484; predators at autumn roosts, 527;

photograph, plate 69a

Smith, F. R., report on rare birds in

GreatBritain in 1967 (with 1963,1964,

1965 and 1966 additions), 329-65,

plates 43-50

Smith, K. D., letter on the identification

of raptors, 273-5

Snipe, foreign-ringed recoveries in

Britain, 70 ; breeding status in Britain,

248; injuries to feet caused by w'ool,

466-7; numbers ringed and recovered

1967, 483, 497
, Great, accepted records 1967, 340

, Jack, numbers ringed and re-

covered 1967, 483
Somateria mollissima, see Eider

spectabilis, see Eider, King
Sparrow, Hedge, see Dunnock

, House, breeding status in Britain

and Ireland, 63 ; death from salmonel-

losis, 85-7; killed and eaten by Water
Rail, 265 ;

numbers ringed and re-

covered 1967, 486, 522; predators at

autumn roosts, 5 27

, Tree, breeding status in Britain

and Ireland, 64, 250; killed and eaten

by Water Rail, 265 ; numbers ringed

and recovered 1967, 486, 522

, White-throated, accepted record

i9^7> 358; numbers ringed 1967,

487
Sparrowhawk, breeding status in Brit-

ain, 249; numbers ringed and re-

covered 1967, 483, 495; feeding at

autumn roosts, 527; photographs

plate 9, 28b

Spencer, K. G., letter on wool and

cotton causing injuries to birds’ feet,

469
Spencer, Robert, report on bird-ringing

for 1967, 477-523; obituary of Elsie

Pemberton Leach, mbe (1888-1968),

554-5

Spoonbill, photograph, plate 71b

Sprackland, Ted, note on Robins rear-

ing four broods in one year, 561-3

Starling, breeding status in Britain and

Ireland, 5 1 ;
foreign-ringed recoveries

in Britain, 75 ; death from salmonel-

losis, 85; reorientation of juvenile

migrants, 298; attracted by garden

fire, 312; numbers ringed and re-

covered 1967, 486, 518; predators at

autumn roosts, 527-8; photograph,

plate 26b
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Starling, Rose-coloured, accepted re-

cords 1967, 555-6; accepted record

1966,363
Stercorarius parasiticus, see Skua, Arctic

skua, see Skua, Great

Sterna albijrons, see Tern, Little

dougallii, see Tern, Roseate

hirundo, see Tern, Common
maxima, see Tern, Royal

paradisaea, see Tern, Arctic

sandvicensis, see Tern, Sandwich

Stevens, C. J., note on Robin feeding

nestling Song Thrushes throughout

fledging period, 34
Stilt, Black-winged, breeding status in

Britain, 242; accepted records 1967,

342
Stint, Little, foreign-ringed recovery in

Britain, 70; killed and eaten by Water

Rail, 265 ; numbers ringed and re-

covered 1967, 484, 498; photograph,

plate 65b
Stockton, Carl, photograph of Heron,

plate 24b

Stonechat, caught by Great Grey Shrike,

136; breeding status in Britain, 249;

numbers ringed and recovered 1967,

485, 510

Stork, White, accepted records 1967,

355
Streptopelia decaocto, see Dove, Collared

turtur, see Dove, Turtle

Strix aluco, see Owl, Tawny
Sturnus roseus, see Starling, Rose-

coloured

vulgaris, see Starling

Sula hassana, see Gannet

Svensson, Lars, letter on Cetti’s Warbler

in Kent, 533
Swaine, C. M., review of Palmer and

Ballance; The Birds of Somerset, 531-2

Swallow, picking up feathers from

ground, 32; foreign-ringed recoveries

in Britain, 72; mobbing response to

alarm calls of trapped birds, 134-5;

taking insects while in the hand, 135,

374; attracted by garden fire, 312;

numbers ringed and recovered 1967,

484, 504

, Red-rumped, accepted records

1967, 348

Swan, Bewick’s, numbers ringed and

recovered 1967, 486, 494; photograph,

plate 72b

Swan, Mute, foreign-ringed recovery in

Britain, 68 ; numbers ringed and
recovered 1967, 483, 494

, Whooper, foreign-ringed recover-

ies in Britain, 68; breeding status in

Britain, 241-2; numbers ringed and
recovered 1967, 486, 494; photograph,

plate 72a

Swift, attracted by garden fire, 312;

numbers ringed and recovered 1967,

484, 490, 504

, Alpine, accepted records 1967, 347
, Little, name and identification

discussed, 36-41 ; in Co. Cork: new to

Ireland and Britain, 160-2

, White-rumped, name and identi-

fication discussed, 36-41

Sylvia atricapilla, see Blackcap

borin, see Warbler, Garden
cantillans, see Warbler, Subalpine

communis, see Whitethroat

curruca, see Whitethroat, Lesser

hortensis, see Warbler, Orphean
melanocephala, see VC'arbler,

Sardinian

nisoria, see Vl'arbler, Barred

Syrrhaptes paradoxus, see Sandgrouse,

Pallas’s

Tadoma ferruginea, see Shelduck, Ruddy
tadoma, see Shelduck

Teal, foreign-ringed recoveries in Britain,

66; numbers ringed and recovered

1967. 483, 491

, Blue-winged, accepted records

1967, 336

, Green-winged, accepted record

1967, 336
Tebbutt, C. F., note on Blackbird with

young in nest striking observer’s

head, 33
Tern, Arctic, exceptional mortality due

to shellfish poison, 388-404; numbers
ringed and recovered 1967, 484, 500

, Black, breeding status in Britain,

245

, Caspian, accepted records 1967,

346

, Common, foreign-ringed recover-

ies in Britain, 71 ;
exceptional mort-

ality due to shellfish poison, 388-404;

numbers ringed and recovered 1967,

484, 500; photograph, plate 70b
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Tem, Gull-billed, breeding status in

Britain, 242; accepted records 1967,

345; accepted records 1966, 362

, Little, breeding status in Britain,

247; numbers ringed and recovered

1967, 484, 501

, Roseate, deaths due to shellfish

poison, 388-404; numbers ringed and
recovered 1967, 484, 500; photograph,

plate 70b

, Royal, accepted record 1965, 361;

in Kent, 559-61

, Sandwich, foreign-ringed recov-

eries in Britain, 71-2; exceptional mor-
tality due to shellfish poison, 388-404;

numbers ringed and recovered 1967,

484, 501

, Whiskered, accepted records 1967,

345

, White-winged Black, accepted

records 1967, 344; photographic

smdy, 405-8, plates 53-54
Tetrao urogallus, see Capercaillie

Thompson, E. K., photograph of

Nuthatch, plate 31a

Thrasher, Brown, accepted record 1967,

349; in Dorset: new to Britain and

Ireland, 550-3

Thrush, Blue Rock, photographic study,

303-7, plates 39-42

, Eye-browed, in Northampton-
shire, Hebrides and Scilly: new to

Britain and Ireland, 218-23

, Mistle, numbers ringed and re-

covered 1967, 485

, Olive-backed, accepted record

1967, 349; ringed 1967, 487
, Song, nestlings fed by Robin, 34;

foreign-ringed recoveries in Britain,

73; numbers ringed and recovered

1967, 485, 508; predators at autumn
roosts, 527; attacked by Collared

Dove at nest, 528-9

Thrushes, see also Blackbird, Fieldfare,

Ouzel, Redwing
Tickell, W. L. N., review of Wilson:

Birds of the Antarctic^ 231 ; letter on the

Bass Rock albatross, 272-3

Tit, Bearded, foreign-ringed recoveries

in Britain, 73; eruptions, 117; num-
bers ringed and recovered 1967, 485,

507

, Blue, eating mushroom, 33; rais-

ing young Pied Flycatchers, 268-9;

598

numbers ringed and recovered 1967,

485. 507

Tit, Coal, numbers ringed and recov-

ered 1967, 485, 507
, Crested, numbers ringed 1967,

487; photograph, plate iia

, Great, picking up pebbles to get

at crumbs, 32; invasions in Switzer-

land 1953-64, 115-6; unusual bathing

activity, 312-3; numbers ringed and
recovered 1967, 485, 506

, Long-tailed, numbers ringed and
recovered 1967, 485, 507 ;

photograph,

plate iib

, Marsh, numbers ringed and re-

covered 1967, 485

, Willow, numbers ringed and
recovered 1967, 485

Townsend, A. D., see Cornwallis, R. K.
Toxosfoma rufum, see Thrasher, Brown
Treecreeper, seeking food on ironwork,

313; numbers ringed and recovered

1967, 485
Tringa erythropus, see Redshank, Spotted

flavipes, see Yellowlegs, Lesser

glareola, see Sandpiper, Wood
hypoleucos, see Sandpiper, Common
macularia, see Sandpiper, Spotted

nebularia, see Greenshank

ochropus, see Sandpiper, Green
solitaria, see Sandpiper, Solitary

iotanus, see Redshank
Troglodytes troglodytes, see Wren
Tryngites subruficollis, see Sandpiper,

Buff-breasted

Tulloch, R. J., Snowy Owls breeding in

Shetland in 1967, 119-32, plates 17-

19a

Turdus iliacus, see Redwing
merula, see Blackbird

migratorius, see Robin, American

obscurus, see Thrush, Eye-browed

philomelos, see Thrush, Song
pilaris, see Fieldfare

torqmtus, see Ouzel, Ring
viscivorus, see Thrush, Mistle

Turnstone, foreign-ringed recoveries in

Britain, 69; numbers ringed and re-

covered 1967, 483, 497
Twite, breeding status in Britain and

Ireland, 54-5; killed and eaten by

Water Rail, 265 ;
numbers ringed and

recovered 1967, 486, 520

Tyto alba, see Owl, Barn
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Upton, W., note on bathing activity of

Great Tit, 312-3

Upupa (pops, see Hoopoe
Uria aalge, see Guillemot

Urquhart, L. A., note on hazards to birds

from wool and other fibres, 466-7

Vanellus vanellus, see Lapwing
Vireo olivaceus, see Vireo, Red-eyed

Vireo, Red-eyed, in Isles of Scilly, 176-

80; accepted record 1967, 356; ringed

1967, 487
Vittery, A., see Porter, R. F.

Voice: Baillon’s Crake, 422-3; Little

Crake, 422-3; Snowy Owl, 128-9;

Grasshopper Warbler, 136; Marsh
Warbler, 34-5 ; Blyth’s Reed Warbler,

34-5 ;
Whitethroat, 468 ;

Fan-tailed

Warbler, 230; Willow Warbler, 183-4

Vulture, Black, status in Majorca, 235-6

Waddell, T. A., photograph of Hobby,
plate 28a

Wagtail, Citrine, accepted records 1967,

354
, Grey, numbers ringed and recov-

ered 1967, 486, 518
—-—

•,
Pied, foreign-ringed recovery

in Britain, 75 ; numbers ringed and

recovered 1967, 485, 317; predators

at autumn roosts, 527; photograph,
j

plate 26a

, White, foreign-ringed recovery in

Britain, 73; numbers ringed and re-

covered 1967, 485, 317

, Yellow, numbers ringed and re-

covered 1967, 486,490, 518; predators

at autumn roosts, 327

Wahlstrom, Sten, letter on voice

of female Little Crake confused with

Baillon’s Crake, 422-3

Wallace, D. I. M., review of Gooders:

Where to Watch Birds, 89-90; review of

Bruun: Birdmatching, 271; Dowitcher

identification: a brief review, 366-72,

plates 43-47; photograph of Dusky
Warbler, plate 50b; note on distrac- I

tion display of Sardinian Warbler
j

varj'ing with ground cover, 374-5

Warbler, Aquatic, accepted records

1967, 330; accepted record 1963, 361; 1

numbers ringed 1967, 487
|

Warbler, Arctic, accepted records 1967,

352, plate 30a; ringed 1967, 487
, Barred, reorientation test on mig-

rants, 291, 293, 297; numbers ringed

1967, 483

, Blyth’s Reed, song, 34-3

, Bonelli’s, accepted records 1967,

332; numbers ringed 1967, 487
, Cetti’s, Channel Islands records,

174-5 ; in Kent, 315-6; accepted record

1967, 349; numbers ringed 1967, 487;
letters on Kent record, 53^-4

, Dusky, accepted record 1967, 332,

plate 50b; numbers ringed 1967,487;
in Kent, 363-4

, Fan-tailed, song, 230

, Garden, foreign-ringed recovery

in Britain, 75; reorientation by dis-

placed migrants, 290-1, 293-5, 297-8,

303; numbers ringed 1967, 485

, Grasshopper, October song, 136;

resembling Pallas’s Grasshopper War-
bler, 269-70; numbers ringed 1967,

483 ;
photograph, plate 12a

, Great Reed, accepted records

1967, 350; numbers ringed 1967, 487
, Greenish, accepted records 1967,

351-2; numbers ringed 1967, 487
, Icterine, reorientation test on mig-

rants, 291, 294-5, 297, 303; numbers
ringed 1967, 483

, Marsh, song, 34-5 ;
numbers rin-

ged 1967, 485—— ,
Moustached, breeding status in

Britain, 242

, Olivaceous, accepted records 1 967,

330; numbers ringed 1967, 487

, Orphean, accepted record 1967,

351

, Parula, accepted record 1967, 336

, Reed, foreign-ringed recoveries

in Britain, 74; reorientation test on
migrants, 291, 293; numbers ringed

and recovered 1967, 485, 51

1

, Sardinian, accepted record 1967,

331; distraction displa3% 374-5; num-
bers ringed 1967, 487

, Savi’s, breeding status in Britain,

243-4; accepted records 1967, 349-30;

numbers ringed 1967, 487

, Sedge, numbers ringed and re-

covered 1967, 483, 511

, Subalpine, accepted records 1967,

331; numbers ringed 1967, 487

599
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Warbltr, \!C’illo\v, unusual song, 183-4;

reorientation by displaced migrants,
‘

284-91, 293, 299; numbers ringed and

recovered 1967, 485, 514; photo- 1

graph, plate 25a

, Wood, nest without dome, 173-6;

numbers ringed and recovered 1967,

483, 313; photograph, plate 25b

, Yellow-browed, numbers ringed

1967, 483

Warblers, see also Blackcap, Chiffchaff,

Whitethroat

Waters, Estlin, and Prytherch, Robin J.,

letter on Black Vultures in Majorca,

233-6

Waterston, George, Black-browed

Albatross on the Bass Rock, 22-7,

plates 1-4

Watson, Adam, review of Errington:

Of Predation and Life, 318-9

Waxwing, foreign-ringed recovery in

Britain, 73; eruption in Britain and

Europe 1963/66, 97-118; numbers
ringed 1967, 486

Webber, G. L., note on Solitary Sand-

piper in Wiltshire, 263-7

, , and Young, 1 . W'., note on
Curlew’s nest with seven eggs, 373

Wheatear, breeding status in Britain,

249; reorientation test on migrants,

291; eating bumble-bees, 313; num-
bers ringed and recovered 1967, 483,

309
Whimbrel, numbers ringed 1967, 484
Whinchat, foreign-ringed recovery in

Britain, 74; breeding status in Britain,

249; reorientation by displaced mig-

rants, 290-1, 294-3, 303; numbers
ringed and recovered 1967, 483, 310

Whitethroat, reorientation by displaced

migrants, 284-91, 298; unusual song,

468; numbers ringed and recovered

1967.485.513
, Lesser, foreign-ringed recovery

in Britain, 75 ;
numbers ringed and

recovered 1967, 483, 314
Wigeon, foreign-ringed recoveries in

Britain, 66; x Chiloe Wigeon hybrid

resembling American Wigeon, 169-

71, plate 23; breeding status in Bri-

tain, 243 ; numbers ringed and recov-

ered 1967, 483, 492
, American, foreign-ringed re-

covery in Britain, 66; resemblance to

XX'igeon x Chiloe Wigeon hybrid, 169-

71, plate 23; accepted records 1967,

336

, Chiloe, X Wigeon hybrid res-

embling American Wigeon, 169-71,

plate 23

Woodcock, foreign-ringed recoveries in

Britain, 70; numbers ringed 1967, 483

Woodcock, P., see Dobbs, A. and H.
Woodlark, breeding status in Britain,

249; numbers ringed 1967, 484
Woodpecker, Great Spotted, numbers

ringed and recovered 1967, 484
, Green, breeding status in Britain,

230; numbers ringed and recovered

1967. 484
, Lesser Spotted, numbers ringed

and recovered 1967, 484
Woodpigeon, foreign-ringed recovery

in Britain, 72; breeding status in

Britain, 230; numbers ringed and

recovered 1967, 484, 503

Wren, killed and eaten by Water Rail,

263; feeding on small fish, 313-4;

numbers ringed and recovered 1967,

483. 507

Wryneck, in Pembrokeshire in winter,

173-4; wintering in Cornwall, 174;

breeding status in Britain, 249; num-
bers ringed 1967, 484

Yellowhammer, breeding status in Bri-

tain and Ireland, 39-60; numbers

ringed and recovered 1967, 486

Yellowlegs, Lesser, accepted records

1967, 341

Young, 1 . W., see Webber, G. L.

Zonotrichia alhicollis, see Sparrow, White-

throated
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